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SUMMARY

Two opposing views of death causation, as it applies to care at the end of

life, appear to be operating in western societies. On the one hand, modern

medical practice, based on the Judaeo-Christian tradition of law and

ethics, takes aforensic view of 'natural'death and does not permit human

agency to be implicated. Consistent with this, palliative care practitioners

hold a position of causal 'neutrality', whereby the process of dying is

stated to be neither hastened nor prolonged. On the other hand, there is

widespread support for euthanasia, which explicitly allows death to be

caused in certain circumstances, at the patient's request.

This thesis examines medical, legislative,legal and parliamentary scrutiny

of end of life issues in Australia L983-1998, and in four comparable OECD

countries: the United Kingdom, Canada, USA and New Zealand. It
collates and analyses the arguments about death causation in palliative

medicine. All the reports, judgments and parliamentary committee

proceedings studied assume that palliative care interventions and

treatment abatement decisions may constitute a cause of death. Flowever,

this is allowed in law due to the public policy imperative to relieve pain

and suffering and avoid prolongation of the dying process.

The incorporation of this causal assumption into law and public policy can

be traced back to a famous passage of |ustice Devlin's instructions to the

jury in the case of R u Adams in 1957. Devlin J used double effect

reasoning to render lawful the use of escalating morphine and heroin

doses which contemporary medical evidence had informed the court

might have the incidental effect of shortening the life of a dying person.

The experience of the hospice and palliative care movement over the past

three decades has shown that the safe and effective use of moryhine, other

opioids, and sedatives in pain and symptom control need not bring cause

of death into question. Similarly, treahent abatement is undertaken when

futility can clearly be demonstrated for dying persons. It is clear that there

is no basis for fear of legal sanction by health professionals if the

prevailing standards of palliative care are adhered to. The law takes a
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common sense and multifactorial view of causation, and will often not

even apply a causal analysis, focusing more on legality of actions and

presence or absence of duties instead.

Causation can be an important analytical and reflective component of the

process of determining whether palliative care is ethical and legal.

However, neither the natural death concept, in the strictly forensic sense,

nor the palliative care position of causal neutrality can be empirically

defended in all cases, and it is not usually helpful or appropriate to do so.

Natural death can be more fruitfully understood in a broader existential

sense of inevitability, as a composite of causality, autonomy and dignity,

and not solely in terms of the presence or absence of human agency. The

goals and intentions of drug prescribing and principles of pharmacology

in palliative care can and should be made clear. The doctrine of double

effect is seen to be unhelpful and unnecessary in the determination of

what is permissible in palliative care.
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INTRODUCTION

Death and the manner of dying are issues of fundamental concern to

everyone. Inevitably, in complex societies there are diverse avenues of

approach, points of view, and ways of looking at death and dying. In
particular, medicine, ethics and the law each has its own professional

perspective, academic tradition, and concerns, which generate subtle but

important differences in the assumptions made and language used when

viewing the same issues. The thinking in each of these areas may be

misunderstood beyond these professional boundaries, with the capacity to

profoundly influence the other domains.

Much of the thinking about death in society centres on the idea of natural

death - a major source of confusion in itself. Though widely used in

common parlance, natural death is a difficult and ambiguous concept.

Two overlapping but distinct meanings will be explored in this work. At

one level - in its forensic sense - it implies a consideration of the cause of

death and in particular, the presence or absence of any human

contribution to that cause - again, a problematic notion. At a deeper level,

natural death is also broader than this, with existential or spiritual

connotations. This conception encompasses the importance of conscious

preparation for death, as a key component in the quest for meaning and

dignity in human life.

Cause of death is, nevertheless, a matter of central importance for both

medicine and the law. Medicine, and in particular, palliative care - that

branch of medicine that cares for people who are dying - adopt the

position that medical intervention should neither hasten death nor

prolong the process of dying when cure or remission of disease are no

longer realistic goals. This position of what might be called causal

'neutrality' has grown from, and is consistent with, the |udeo-Christian

ethic - the dominant ethic in Australian society, and of the other countries

to be considered in this work. Each of the three major monotheistic
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religions holds that humans have a natural life span determined by God;

that the mode and timing of death does not lie with man, and human

agency cannot be involved. Law tends to be shaped over centuries by the

dominant religious tradition of the country or jurisdiction concerned, and

all have historically forbidden causing the death of a person, unless

sanctioned by the state. This position of causal neutrality has been

challenged over recent decades on two fronts.

Firstly, euthanasia has become a topic of wide public debate.

Overwhelmingly the public has indicated that, in certain circumstances at

the end of life, most notably where suffering is unrelieved or where

quality of life is impaired to such a degree that the person feels their life is

no longer worth living, it is permissible to have someone else help that

person to die. This runs directly counter to the values laid down by

religion and reflected in the law. With a few notable exceptions, most

jurisdictions explicitly forbid third pafty assistance in dying.

Secondly, in public policy and the law there has long been the assumption

that some palliative interventions, or deliberate lack of intervention, do

indeed contribute to the cause of death - interventions such as the giving

of escalating doses of opioids and/ or sedatives at the end of life, or the

withdrawal or failure to initiate various medical treatments. This,

however, is allowed because of the ethical and public policy imperative to

relieve suffering and avoid a purposeless prolongation of dying and its

attendant suffering and loss of function.

The assumption concerning cause of death and the use of opioid and

sedative drugs in palliative care is wrong. The knowledge and skills built

up over some thirty years of palliative care practice have shown that

opioids and other similar drugs can quite safely be used for symptom

control without bringing causation into question if the parameters of

accepted practice are followed. Any drug can endanger life if used

inappropriately. It is also clear that the use of escalating opioid and
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sedative drugs close to the point of death might have some influence on

precise timing of death, although it is not possible, and nor does it seem

appropriate or important to, validate such an observation one way or the

other. Such understanding did not, however, exist in 1957, when (the

then) Justice Devlin gave advice to an English jury in the famous case of R

a Adøms.r Devlin, concerned specifically with the use of morphine and

heroin in terminal care, was reliant on medical opinion of the day, which

held that opioid drugs were dangerous and their use at the end of life

inevitably entailed causing or contributing to the cause of death through

respiratory depression. To accommodate this within the law, Devlin

introduced, for the first and only time into such legal deliberations, the

doctrine of double effect. This has its origin in the Roman Catholic moral

theological tradition, in which an outcome forbidden by religion, in this

case causing or contributing to the premature death of a dying patient, is

permissible, provided that certain conditions are met, notably that this

outcome must not be intended.

Despite the general falsity of the medical assumption underpinning it, and

the fact that the intentions and motives of the doctor on trial were also

open to question, Devlin's advice is still frequently quoted when end-of-

life issues are considered in the English common law tradition. The law

continues to assume that palliative care interventions may indeed

contribute to cause of death, but, taking a commonsense and humane

approach, it has developed a range of legal reasonings to accommodate

this. Devlin's invocation of the principle of double effect is still the

predominant one.

Due in no small part to its incorporation into the legal reasoning in this

frequently cited case, this false causal assumption, combined with the

legacy of the Judeo-Christian imperative, continues to generate anxiety

amongst doctors, nurses and the general public. Health workers, imbued

with the scientific tradition, tend to believe that the law just looks at bare

1 R a Adams, Central Criminal Court, London, 1957. Unreported but discussed in Palmer,
Dr Adams'trial for murder, [1957] Crim LR 365.
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causality, and, it seems, palliative care may contribute to cause of death in

the eyes of the law. However, while the law looks at the facts of a case, it
is also concerned with the legal process of determination of legal liability,

and in legal parlance the term'causation'encompasses both these aspects.

Every clinical decision regarding end-of-life management involves some

degree of causal analysis - yb, does the decision or intervention have the

potential to contribute to cause of death? This is a concern not only to

medical and nursing practitioners, but also and often more importantly, of

patients themselves, and their relatives, when patients are too ill or

cognitively impaired to express a view.

At the same time, medical practice is to a large degree based on, and

informed by, an imperative to keep patients alive at all costs, and to do

everything possible to achieve this. The massive technical advances within

medicine throughout the twentieth century have promoted the illusion,

both within medicine and in the public mind, that death can be

indefinitely posþoned. To admit death is to admit defeat. This, combined

with the widespread assumption that palliative interventions may

incidentally contribute towards a patient's death, has generated a

resistance within mainstream medicine to the delivery of appropriate care

of people who are dyiog.

In this context, palliative care practitioners often find themselves, in their

everyday clinical work, to be the proponents of natural death, not so much

in the forensic sense, but in the existential sense. Here death is

understood, recognised and accepted as an inevitable consequence of

having life. This goes far beyond causal analysis, to encompass human

dignity and a recognition of mortality in a setting that often appears to

deny it. This is not to dismiss the importance of understanding cause of

death altogether, but it does acknowledge that whilst the empirical

medical facts continue to be important, they cannot alone guide how

people who are dying should cared for.
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For the past half century at least, the interchange between the three major

disciplines of medicine, ethics and the law has been unsatisfactory,

limited, and underpinned by some fundamental misunderstandings. This

thesis attempts to synthesise the various elements of that interchange, to

translate and interpret across and between the domains in which that

conversation occurs - public opinion, public policy, professional

discourse, and the justice system. This is of importance for medicine in

particular, as false or inappropriate perceptions by medical practitioners

of what the law and ethics have to say regarding the end of life can lead to

clinical decisions that are not in the patient's best interests. The thesis

attempts to provide the language and the common ground for genuine

dialogue to occur, to enable health care workers to discuss death and

dying in a wider context.

Chapter 1 will consider how palliative care defines the ethics of its
practice, with brief considerations of its history, sociological framing as a

social movement, and Christian origins. The two principal meanings of

the term'natural death'outlined above are explored: the concept of death

without intervening human causal agency, and the reality of death as an

inevitable consequence of living. It will be argued that the recognition of a

natural dying process is fundamental to palliative care practice. An

approach to medical decision making is described, which acknowledges

the transitions fròm curative to palliative and terminal phases of an illness,

based on setting goals of care.

Chapters 2 and 3 will review medical, legislative, legal and parliamentary

scrutiny of palliative medicine and related end of life issues in Australia

and four other comparable western countries: Canada, the United

Kingdom, New Zealartd, and the United States, over the last two decades.

Chapter 4 will examine concerns about causation in relation to the use of

opioids for pain management, and sedative drugs in terminal care. The

pharmacological component of palliative medicine is narrowly defined as

symptom relief, based on a clear notion of intention and causality,

summarised in what is termed the 'Ontario coroner's principles'.
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However, it will be argued that empirical causal analysis alone has a

limited capacity to determine what constitutes ethical palliative and

terminal care practice.

Chapter 5 will address causal aspects of treatment abatement,

concentrating on the key issue of artificial hydration and alimentation. It
will be proposed that there is a clinical distinction between such

abatement for dying and non-dying persons. Treatment abatement in

palliative care takes place because the treatment(s) in question are no

longer working and the person is dying, and causal analysis is not usually

directly relevant. Abatement of life support and artificial hydration and

alimentation for non-dying persons, such as those who have severe and

irreversible brain damage (e.g. persistent vegetative state), raise more

contentious causal issues.

Chapter 6 will analyse the various legal arguments about death causation

and palliative medicine which have been advanced to defend its legality.

The doctrine or principle of double effect is also considered, as most of the

legal reasoning applied to palliative care has invoked it. The doctrine is

differentiated from the clear formulation and communication of what are

intended, desired and foreseen outcomes of proposed medical treatment.

Such discussions are a mandatory component of obtaining consent to

medical treatment, and although the formulation and language may

resemble double effect-based analyses, they can be conducted

independently of it.

The referencing software system used throughout this work is Endnote

version 3.1., with citations inserted as full references in the footnotes, using

a generic author-date citation style based on the Harvard system. Copies

of the author's publications of relevance to the thesis are appended

(appendices L to 73,21,-25\, preceded by a bibliography. The appendices

also include copies of submissions and transcripts of oral evidence given

by the author to three parliamentary select committees (appendices 14,77,

L8); extracts of the reports of these committees which either cite the

author's contribution or illustrate key points or arguments (appendices 15,
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L6,19,20); copies of three key pieces of legislation considered at length in

the thesis (appendices 26-28\, and a series of articles about artificial

hydration and alimentation to show fully a running debate on this issue in

which the author was involved (appendices 9,29-32).
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CHAPTER 1

PALLIATIVE CARE ETHICS AND NATURAL DEATH'

Death has dominion because it is not only the start of nothing but the end of
eaerything, ønd how we think and talk about dying with "dignity" - shows how
important it is that life aús appropriately, that death keeps føith with the way
we want to haae liued."

'Cause nature has a funny habit of breaking what does not bend. (From
'Innocence Maintaineil' n song by løwel from the CD ' Spirit').

During the course of the twentieth century, the developed world has seen

unparalleled progress in medical science. But death and the Process of

dyi.g were neither specifically recognised nor addressed in what seems to

have been a golden age of technological optimism, until the advent of the

hospice and palliative care movement in the late 1960s. This movement

has developed over the past three decades as a practical response to the

care needs of dying people. It has brought about significant and

continuing improvement in the way health care systems deal with the

process of dying, and Australia has been at the forefront of these

developments. Flowever, to many who chose to specialise in palliative

medicine as services started to expand in Australia during the 1980s, the

pace of change has often seemed slow.a If it were merely a matter of the

2 This chapter is based on a much longer collaborative piece of work which considers the
philosophical and medical perspectives of the 'natural' death concept. In this thesis, the
emphasis is on legal causation, because of its relevance to clinical practice and behaviour,
¡ather than a philosophical analysis of the terrain. The chapter concerned is appended in
full (Appendix 22), Stoffell, B. and M. A. Ashby (1997). On natural death and palliative
care. Health care law and ethics. L. Shotton. Katoomba, Social Science Press: 163-178.

3 Dworkin, R. (1993). Life's Dominion. An argument about abortion and euthanasia.
London, Harper Collins. p199

a The author has held the positions of first Medical Director of Palliative Care at the
Royal Adelaide Hospital and Mary Potter Hospice, Calvary Hospital, Adelaide in 1989,
until 1995, and subsequently the chair of Palliative Care at Monash University in
Melbourne since then. The thesis is based on over ten year's experience of articles,

been used to assist the author to work through with colleagues, patients and families,
concems about causation as death approaches. As a result, insights have been gained,
positions changed and ideas modified, in a controversial area, where strong arguments
and beliefs abound, interpretation of similar experiences differ, and empirical data are
often so hard to gather.
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acquisition of appropriate knowledge and skills, by doctors and other

health care professionals, to bring about these improvements, it would

surely not be taking this long. Clearly, profound attitudinal issues are

operating. In this passage from his 1993 book The Troubled Dream of

Life. Daniel Callahan identifies these influences as follows:

Doctors still do not, as a rule, talk comfortably and
directly with patients about death ... A worry about
malpractice, a zest for technology, a deep-seated moral
belief in the need to prolong life, and the pressure of
families and others still often lead to over-treatment and
an excessive reliance on technology.t

In a nutshell, curative intent dominates all medical decision-making. If
the pursuit of cure is compromised at any point up until perhaps the last

hours of life, the health care professionals involved, and possibly also

family members could be seen as being responsible for causing the death,

in which case the death then could not be said to be 'natural'. A key

question to be examined then becomes: what does the phrase 'natural

death' mean, and if this is taken to mean death without intervening

human agency, and therefore, from natural causes, are most deaths in

modern health care systems really natural at all, and if they are not, does it

matter? At a practical level, in clinical decision-making, how can

treatment be abated (i.e. stopped or not initiated) and symptoms be

treated appropriately without notions of causality being invoked. Or, put

another wãf r how can death be due to natural causes unless all treatments

which have any potential to lengthen life have been deployed, and/ or if
opioid and sedative drugs are used, in escalating doses, to treat symptoms

for dying persons?

Palliative care teams, especially those working in acute hospitals, often

find themselves working through (overtly and covertly) these causal

issues in end of life care with the treating team, patients and families.

Th"y become advocates for the recognition of natural death in the sense of

acknowledgement of its imminence and inevitability, often in situations

5 Callahan, D. (1993). The troubled dream of life: living with mortality. New York, Simon
Shuster.
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where heroic but futile and disproportionate treatment options are being

offered to dying persons. The challenge is to bring about a transition in the

goals of care to comfort and dignity rather than cure or length of survival.

This tends to be resisted by a willing co-conspiracy between desperate

patients and families, and their doctors, in a system which all too readily

constructs death as an enemy to be fought at almost any cost until the last

possible moment. Death is often described in terms of personal defeat,

either by the patient or members of the health care team.

Over the same time period euthanasia has become the major aspect of

death and dying which generates media interest and debate in most

developed societies. The central question at stake is whether it is

permissible for a terminally ill person to have third party assistance to die.

Euthanasia is an old issue and campaigning groups have existed for over a

century, but the debate has been developing considerable momentum in

the nineties and public opinion in favour of euthanasia has risen steadily

in most developed countries. There have been a number of unsuccessful

legislative initiatives around the world, several of which have been in

Australia. Three jurisdictions have legalised euthanasia: the Netherlands,

the state of Oregon, USA (physician-assisted suicide) and (transiently) the

Northern Territory of Australia. There have also been a number of court

cases either seeking court approval for treatment abatement decisions, or

to try acts of so-called mercy killing. As a result, end of life issues have

received unprecedented attention from courts, parliaments, professions

and the media. Distinguishing between palliative care, which is legal, and

euthanasia, which is not, has been a recurring central theme in these

deliberations, and, specifically, the contribution of human agency to death

causation. For palliative care workers, the standard ethical position is that

the process of dying is neither hastened nor prolonged by accepted

interventions. Advocates of euthanasia reject this causal defence, and it is

often argued that since accepted palliative care practices can be shown to

contribute to death causation, they cannot be morally differentiated from

the rendering of assistance, at the request of a person, to explicitly bring

about their death.
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Analysis of causation is, therefore, central to any deliberative process

which has as its object the determination of the moral character and

legality of medical decisions or palliative interventions at the end of life.

But there are semantic, evidential and argumentation difficulties which

require elucidation.6 This quotation from a 1996 judgment in the Ninth

Circuit Court of Appeal of the United States, articulates a prevalent

international medico-legal view of palliative care interventions and death

causation: 'as part of the tradition of administering comfort care, doctors

have been supplying the causal agent of patients' deaths for decades'. 7

This chapter therefore examines the ethics of palliative medicine and the

concept of natural death, as preparation for the subsequent consideration

of arguments about death causation in palliative medicine in law and

public policy. It will focus on the putative contribution of views about

death causation to both public and professional unease about treatment

and decision-making at the end of life on the one hand, and the claim that

palliative care and euthanasia cannot be morally distinguished on the

other.

1.1 The hospice and palliative care movement

Modern hospice and palliative care is usually regarded as starting with the

opening of St Christopher's Hospice in Sydenham, south east London by

Dame Cicely Saunders and colleagues in 1967. During the ensuing two

decades there was rapid growth of services for dying people in the United

Kingdom, particularly free-standing hospices and specialist home care

programs.t Similar developments then spread preferentially to present

6 See the author's three main publications on this issue (appendices 11., 12 and25):
Ashby, M. (199n. "The fallacies of death causation in palliative care." Ivlgflica!--@lof
Australia'1.66:. 17 6-177 .

Ashby, M. (1997). "Of Life and Death: the Canadian and Australian Senates on palliative
care and euthanasia." @ 5: 40-51.
Ashby, M. (1998). "Palliative care, death causation, public policy and the law." Progress
in Palliative Care 6(3):69-77.

7 Annas, G. l. (199ó). "The promised end-constitutional aspects of physician-assisted
suicide." New Ensland Toumal of Medicine 335:683-687.

8 Higginson', L (1993). "Palliative care: a review of past changes and future trends."
Toumal of Public Health Medicine 15: 3-8.
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and past Commonwealth countries: Canada, Australia, New Zealand,

South Africa, Eire. Balfour Mount, a surgeon from the Royal Victoria

Hospital in Montreal visited Dame Cicely Saunders and subsequently set

up the first unit in North America 1n1975.e Despite some early activity in

the USA,10 progress has been variable and predominantly community-

based, coming into major teaching institutions relatively recently. Spread

to the rest of Europe and some Asian countries has largely occurred from

the early 1990s onwards.tt

However, as Clark has shown, drawing heavily from Dame Cicely

Saunders' own writings, the origins are apparent earlier in the

development of the National Health Service in postwar Britain,l2 and in

charitable religious foundations which have offered care to the terminally

ill in far older institutions sporadically around the world since the end of

the nineteenth century.

fames and Field have made a sociological description of the modern

history of hospice and palliative care as a Weberian social 'movement',

with St Christopher's and Dame Cicely as the epicentre of what has

become an international wave of change in the care of dying people.t3

Consistent with this model, there have been concerns about deviation

e The opening of St Boniface Hospital's unit in Winnipeg also occurred at this time.

t0 Notably Dr Sylvia Lack and the Connecticut Hospice Ford, G. (1998). "Evolution and
development of hospice and specialist palliative care services." Clinical Oncology 10: 50-

55.
See also correspondence of Dame Cicely Saunders. Clark, D. (1998). "An annotated
bibliographyofthepublicationsofCicelySaunders-.J':1958-67.,,Pa!li@12:
181-193.
Clark, D. (1999). "An annotated bibliography of the publications of Cicely Saunders - 2:

1968-77.' Palliative Medicine 13: 485-501.

11 For reflections on the histo see Doyle, D., G.
Hanks, et al., Eds. (1993). Oxford, Oxford
University Press. p vi, and Saunders, C. (1993). "Some challenges that face us." PAlli&
Medicine Tlsuool 1\: 77 -83.

12 Clark, D. (1998). "Originating a movemenf Cicely Saunders and the development of St

Christopher's Hospice, 1957 -7967." Mortality 3: 43-63.
Clark, D. (1999). "Cradled to grave? Terminal care in the United Kingdom, 1948-67."
Mortalitv 4(3\: 225 -247 .

t3 |ames, N. and D. Field (7992). "The routinization of hospice: charisma and
bureaucracy." Social Science and Medicine 3a$\: 1363-1375.
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from founding ideals as the movement ventures back into the

'mainstream' of health care, a trend which has been well underway in

Australia for the last decade,ta and also about excessive 'medicalisation' of

death.ls

This movement has promoted the treatment of pain and other symptoms

located in a holistic framework with multi-disciplinary professional and

volunteer input which addresses medical, psychological, spiritual and

social dimensions of the person's illness and death, with bereavement

support for surviving family and friends.r6 It has strong roots in the

Christian tradition, and has, with a few notable exceptionstt consistently

opposed the legalisation of euthanasia. Death causation itself is rarely

addressed in the founding ideals, although Saunders twice recognises the

la For a discussion of medical aspects of the generalist v specialist debate in palliative
care, see Ashby, M. A. (7997). "Palliative care as a medical specialty." Palliatiye care:
challenges and explorations. J. Parker and S. K. Aranda. Sydney, Maclennan and Petty:
pp 46-55 (appendix 21). Other chapters offer a useful snap shot of the main controversies
in palliative care, both in Australia and elsewhere.

ts Field, D. (1994). "Palliative medicine and the medicalization of death." European
Ioumal of Cancer Care 3:58-62.

16 Palliative Care Australia defines Hospice and Palliative Care as:
"a concept of care which provides co-ordinated medical, nursing and allied services
for peoplè who are terminally ill, delivered where possible in the environment of the
perÀonG choice, and which provides physical, psychological, emotional and spiritual
êupport for patients, and suþport forþatients'Íamilies and friends. The provision of
Uõspice and Pailiative Care services includes grief and bereavement support for the
family and other carers during the life of the patient and continuing after death."

The World Health Organisation definition (WHO 1990) is:
"the active total care of patients at a time when their disease is no longer responsive
to curative measures and when control of pain and other symptoms and of
psychological, social and spiritual problems is paramount. The goal of palliative care
is the highest possible quality of life for the patient and family."

17 See Hunt, R. (1994). Palliative care: the rhetoric-reality gap. Willing to listen. wanting to
die. H. Kuhse. Melboume, Penguin: 11,5-737.
Hunt, R., I. Maddocks, et al. (1995). "The incidence of requests for a quicker terminal
course." Palliative Medicine 9: 1.67.

Hunt, R. and K. McCaul (1996). "A population-based study of the coverage of cancer
natients bv hosoice services." Palliative Medicine 10: 5-12.
F{unt, R. (1998). "A critique of the principle of double effect in palliative cate." Progress
in Palliative Care 6(6):213-215.
Hunt, R. (1999). "Taking responsibility for affecting the time of death." Palliative
Medicine \3:439-441.
See also Marcel Boisvert mentioned in: Mullens, A. (1996). Timely death. Considering
our last rights. Toronto, Alfred A Knopf.
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difficulties of maintaining the position of neither hastening nor prolonging

death.18

1.2 Policy Statements by palliative care peak bodies

Fundamental to palliative care work is an acknowledgment of death as

natural, in the sense of being an inevitable intrinsic part of human

existence, rather than an enemy to be defeated, or a sign of medical or

personal failure. It is stated that the process of dying is neither hastened

nor prolonged by accepted palliative care practice. Both the Australian

and Canadian national palliative care peak bodies have reasserted this

position in recent years.t'

The Australian Association for Hospice and Palliative Care Inc (AAI{PC)

issued the following position statement on voluntary active euthanasia on

27th October L995:20

l6See Clark, D. (1998). "Originating a movement: Cicely Saunders and the development
of ,St Christopher's Hospice, 1957-1967." Mortality 3:43-63. Clark shows that early
conceptions of St Christopher's by Saunders included a religious community model,
routed firmly in the Anglican tradition. Also in a study of the correspondence of Dame
Cicely Saunders, Clark, D. (1998). "An annotated bibliography of the publications of
Cicely Saunders - 7: 1958-67." P¡lllative Medicine 12: 18'1.-193. In commenting on
Saunders C, -The management of patients in the terminal stage." In Raven R ed Cancer,
vol 6. London: Butterworth, L960b: 403-77, Clark w¡ites: 'Euthanasia is again opposed',
but the important point is made that 'with the means we have at present, although the
motive is different, it is not always easy in practice to distinguish between proper relief
and the hastening of death'. And with regard to another paper, Saunders C, The
management of terminal illness. B¡itish Tournal of Hospital Medicine, 1966d; December:
225-28, Clark comments: 'The difficulties of distinguishing between the prolongation of
living and the prolongation of dying are acknowledged and it is asserted that requests for
euthanasia in this context can be avoided by the provision of appropriate care.'

le Comparing the Canadian Palliative Ca¡e Association Board Position on Euthanasia
(September 19th, 1993) with the Australian Association for Hospice and Palliative Care
Position Statement on Voluntary Active Euthanasia (October 27th, 1995) both are very
similar, and explicitly oppose the legalisation of euthanasia. They also adopt similar
definitions of euthanasia, and seek to differentiate proper standards of palliative care
practice (particularly pain and symptom relief and treatment abatement) from any kind
of euthanasia. See also two editorials from Palliative Medicine which show the firm view
against euthanasia taken by palliative care practitioners: Dame Cicely Saunders
Saunders, C. (7992). "Voluntary euthanasia." Palliative Medicine 6: 1-5. And Finlay, I.
(1994). "Palliative care overtakes euthanasia." Ballla,Live-lvþþlne 8(4):277-272. The word
'euthanasia' will be used in its 'narrow' sense th¡oughout this paper, as defined by the
Australian Association for Hospice and Palliative Care in its position statement of
October 1995: 'the deliberate action to terminate life by someone other than, and at the
request of, the patient concerned.'

æ The author was involved in drafting this policy statement.
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The Australian Association for Hospice and Palliative Care:
L. defines Hospice and Palliative Care as a concept of

care which provides coordinated medical, nursing
and allied services for people who are terminally ill,

bereavement support for the family and other carers
during the life of the patient, continuing after death;

2. defines Voluntary Active Euthanasia (VAE) as the
deliberate action to terminate life by someone other
than, and at the request of, the patient concerned;

3. believes that dying is a natural process and that the
refusal or withdrawal of futile treatment is not
voluntary active euthanasia;

4. believes that legalisation of voluntary euthanasia is
not a substitute for the proper provision of palliative
care services to all Australians;

5. believes that public interest in voluntary active
euthanasia reflects a concern about lack of adequate
support for people who are dying, and will continue
to campaign for improved services, education and
research in all aspects of palliative care;

6. states that currently accepted palliative care practice
does not include deliberate ending of life, even if this
is requested by the patient;

7. asserts that palliative care experience shows that
appropriate and effective use of morphine and other
drugs for pain relief does not cause death;

8. recognises that there is a wide divergence of views
about voluntary active euthanasia in Australian
society, and also within the caring professions,
including the palliative care community;

9. recognises and respects the fact that some people
rationally and consistently request voluntary active
euthanasia;

L0. acknowledges that, while pain and symptoms can be
addressed, complete relief is not always possible in all
cases, even with optimal palliative care;

11.. welcomes open and frank discussion within the
community, and particularly with the health
professions, about all aspects of death and dying,
including voluntary active euthanasia;

L2. nevertheless, due to the inherent risk to individuals
and society, opposes all legalisation of euthanasia.

The claim here then is one of what might be termed causal'neutrality', a

position of neither intending (the key ethical precept) to hasten nor prolong
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dying. This position is utterly consistent with the earliest founding ideals

of the movement. Advocates of euthanasia argue that this position is

empirically unsustainable as drug treatment and treatment abatement

decisions which are part of accepted palliative care practice, and deemed

to be legal, do indeed make a causal contribution to death. Therefore, they

see no moral distinction between these accepted interventions and the

rendering of explicit active assistance to die at a competent patient's

request. The key issue is therefore identified as being the nature of natural

death,21 the presence or absence of human agency in the causing of death.

1.3 What is natural death?

If death is said to be natural, it is important to be able to examine what is

meant by the term. The noun 'nature' and its adjective 'natural' may

appear at first glance to be reliable words with clear meanings, but

analysis of their use in medical matters, inter alia, soon reveals complexity.

The social and cultural historian Raymond Williams states that' "nattlle"

is perhaps the most complex word in the language'.2

It is derived from the past participle (nøturø) of the Latin verb nasci, to be

born. Williams shows that, historically, the word commences (like

'culture') as a quality or process, defined by a specific reference, which

later became a noun. Williams identifies three areas of meaning:

(i) The essential quality and character of something, (ii) the
inherent force which directs either the world or human
beings or both; (iii) the material wor-ld itself, taken as
incluãing or not including human beings.23

However following the approach of Ludwig Wittgenstein it is fruitful to

ask: how is the term used in modern medical practice, rather than: what

21 See also a paper entitled "On the nature of nature" |acob Klein (given at St John's
College, Annapolis, Maryland, USA on 28/2/e) whose title parodies the problem of
meaning for the word 'nature'. (unpublished).

2 See Williams, R. (1985). Keywords: a vocabulary of culture and society. New York,
Oxford University Press. pp 279-224 for a discussion of the complexity of meaning of the
word'nature'.

a Idem.
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does the word natural mean?2a There are four main terms in current usage

in the medical context: natural history, natural therapy, natural causes,

and natural death.

It is clear that for many there is a notion of nature as a moral construct,

where nature is governed by forces or laws which should also be

recognised and obeyed by human beingss (see natural larnl6), or that in

natural therapy, substances which are extracted from nature, rather than

being man-made, are inherently safer or healthier. For instance, one of the

fastest growing so-called alternative or complementary therapies is

naturopathy.

If the term natural is understood in an extreme way, as for example in the

Hobbesian sense of 'man's natural condition',27 thren a completely barren

scenario is conjured up, of unprotected life at the mercy of the rigors of

the natural world. Death would occur with unrelieved pain and suffering,

which was presumably the reality for many of our ancestors. There can be

no serious modern proposal of natural death, in these terms, as an

absolute goal in its own right, and it seems without question that a large

range of therapeutic (and hence'umafural') interventions will be required

to ensure comfort, dignity and some degree of autonomy and

'o One of the major tenets of the philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein is the notion of
language games, and the need to seek meaning in usage. Wittgenstein, L. (1953).
Philosophical investieations. New York, Macmillan.

- See a series of papers addressing the question posed in series of articles entitled "Can
nature serve as a moral guide?" Hastings Center Report,26(6) 7996, pp 27-7. The
introduction (assumedly written by Daniel Callahan but not directly attributed to him)
states the following: 'a greater attention to nature will help inoculate us against that
silliest of all modern views: that our deepest values and institutions are nothing more
than social constructs, dissoluble at will.' Leon Kass believes that this role that Callahan
proposes for nature is better invested in religious traditions also stating that ' "natural"
knowledge may be very useful in selecting our means, but not in discerning our ends;
and it is utterly useless in deciding how to balance one good against another'. Kass, L.
(1996). "The troubled dream of nature and as a moral guide." Hastings Center Toumal
26(6):22-24.

26 See Stephen Buckle. Buckle, S. (1991). Natural law. A companion to ethics. P. Singer.
Oxford, Blackwell: 16I-17 4.

o See Thomas Hobbes, LevlalherL Hobbes, T. (1929). Leviathan. Oxford, Oxford
University Press., Chapter 13. It should be noted that Hobbes also recognises man's
social context, so that we are subject to the rigors of the natural world and each other
(Stoffell personal communication).
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independence during a person's dying. It is, however, desirable to work

in harmony with the reality and meaning of death, and to that end, the

recognition of natural limits to curative medical interventions is decisive.

The course of a disease process, from preclinical or undetectable stages

right through until remission, recovery or death is referred to as the

natural history of that disease. It is usually understood that the natural

history describes the course of biological events without modification by

treatment, but also may encompass the course which proceeds relentlessly

when treatnent is ineffective.

'Natural causes', in the forensic context of death causation, means death

without intervening human agency.28 The term 'natural death', with
regard to end of life decision-making and 'natural death' legislation, has

also been taken to mean death without obstruction by medical

intervention, which, in the setting of a terminal illness, would only have

the effect of prolongation of the dying process. This is a causal construct,

in that death is then seen to be caused by the underlying disease or injury,

not the abatement of life sustaining treatment. So treatment abatement

decisions may be seen as having two contradictory causal positions: either

removing an obstacle to natural death, or causing death, which is then not

due to natural causes, but attributable to the treatment abatement itself.

As has been seen, this causal tension has occupied a great deal of ethical

and legal reasoning on end of life issues, usually framed in the killing
versus letting die, acts versus omissions debate.

Natural Death Acts (see next chapter) reinforced in statute the pre-existing

common law right to refuse medical treatment in the setting of impending

death. There is an underlying theme of the need to bolster patients' rights

to refuse treatment, redressing a power imbalance between doctors and

o See for instance the quote from the British Columbia Crown Counsel Policy Guidelines:
"withholding or withdrawing treatment means .... discontinuing or not intervening with
medical procedures to prolong life beyond its natural length." (italics added). Parliament
of Canada (1995).
and assisted suicide. Ottawa, Ministe¡ of Supply and Services Canada. At p40. For a
discussion of natural causes of death in a respirator withdrawal case see Schneiderman,
B. (1996). "A Winnipeg Inquest: a case of natural death or physician assisted suicide?"
Manitoba Law Tournal 24: 365-380. The term 'natural causes' is used ubiquitously in
coronial enquiries.
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their patients. It has often been argued (wrongly in this writer's view) that

these legislative instruments allowed for so-called 'passive euthanasia'.æ

They acknowledge incurability, terminality, and consequently by
implication, they recognise a natural dyi^g process and death. By the

phrase'natural death'the legislators appear to have meant a death that is,

from the patient's personal point of view, unencumbered by treatments

that could only posþone the moment of an imminent death.

|ustice Thomas, a New Zealandjudge, made the following statement in his

judgment in the case of Aucklønd Areø Health Board a Attorney-Generø\,

where the court was being asked to consider the removal of ventilatory

support from a patient with very severe Guillain-Barré syndrome:

Medical science and technology has advanced for a
fundamental purpose: the pu{pose of benefiting the life and
health of those who turn to medicine to be healed. It surely
was never intended that it be used to prolong biological life
in patients bereft of the prospect of returning to an even
limited exercise of human life. Nothing in the inherent
purpose of these scientific advances can require doctors to
treat the dying as if they were curable. Natural death has
not lost its meaning or significance. !t may be deferred, but
it need not be posþoned indefinitely.il

Thomas' view of natural death here appears to be that death is an

inevitable consequence of being, and he is making it clear that the law

does not require medical practitioners to treat the dying with curative

intent. Death is the inevitable outcome of an inexorable underlying

Process.

Flowever, within medicine itself there is no clear agreement on forensic

aspects of the natural death concept. The majority of palliative care

æ See Cica, N, Williams G. A Clumsy Attack on Territories. The Australian,22 October
199ó. They write 'Legislation has operated for some time in the Northern Territory and
the ACT - as well as in Victoria and South Australia - explicitly allowing this kind of
"euthanasia". One effect of the passage of the Andrews Bill could be that the territories
lose the power to amend or replace thei¡ existing "passive voluntary euthanasia"
legislation.'

s The court allowed the cessation of ventilatory support. Auckland Area Health Board a
Attorney-Generøl [7993] 1 New Zealand LR at 253.
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practitioners, and all of their peak bodies, maintain the position that in

clinical practice, provided that the prevailing standards of the field are

adhered to, the process of dying is neither hastened nor prolonged. Death

is therefore natural in aforenslc sense, that is it results from natural causes.

However, there is a growing view, particularly in the health professions,

that there are now very few natural deaths because they are mostly

orchestrated3t by medical decisions. At the very least timing and mode of

death, if not the main cause (disease or injury) are now determined,

wholly or in part by human intervention. For example, in 1997, Kuhse et

al conducted a survey of a cross sectional sample of the Australian

medical work force to study attitudes to end of life care and decision-

making.32 Their work was based on the approach taken by van der Maas

and co-workers, which generated the first data about the incidence of

euthanasia in the Netherlands, where a legal channel for such practices

exists.s In these studies euthanasia is categorised as a type of medical

decision at the end of life (MDEL), this term encompasses:

all decisions by physicians concerning courses of action
aimed at hastening the end of life of the patient or
courses of action for which the physician takes into
account the probability that the end of life of the patient
is hastened.d

Two of the other categories (in addition to euthanasia) are: firstly,

administration of 'high' doses of opioids that: 'almost certainly would

3t See Brian Stoffell, "Orchestrating Death" in preparation.

32 Kuhse, H., P. Singe¡, et al. (799n. "End of life decisions in Australian medical practice."
Medical loumal of Australia '1.66:191-796.

s Van der Maas, P. I., I.J. M. Van Delden, et al. (L991). "Euthanasia and other medical
decisions conceming the end of life." Lancet 338: 669-674.
Pijneneborg , L.,I.M. v. Delden, et al. (1994). "Nationwide study of decisions concerning
theendoflifeingeneralpracticeintheNetherlands.,,@309:12o9-
L212.
Van der Maas, P.J., G.Van der Wal, et al. (1996). "Euthanasia, physician-assisted suicide,
and other medical practices involving the end of life in the Netherlands, T99O-L995." MIg
Eneland Tournal of Medicine 335(22\: 1699-1705.

s Van der Maas, P.I-,J. J. M. Van Delden, et al. (1992). Euthanasia and other medical
decisions concerningjhe end oflife. Amsterdam, Elsevier.
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shorten the life of the patient' and secondly, decisions in which: ' "llfe'
prolonging" treatment was withheld or withdrawn'.s

The Australian authors reported that some kind of end of life decision was

made in 64.8% of cases. The largest sub-group was 'alleviation of pain

and suffering through the administration of opioids in sufficient doses to

hasten death'- 30.9% (with a stated intention to hasten death tn 6.5y"),

followed by 'decision not to treat' - 28.6% (with an explicit intention to

hasten death stated in 24.7%).% This study was based on doctors'

perceptions and interpretations of their management and decision-making

for the most recent patient who died under their care in the year prior to

the completion of the study questionnaire. There was no attempt to

validate these impressions, and the results should be viewed with caution.

Flowever, at the very least, they show that these general practitioners and

non-palliative care specialists considered themselves to be making

significant contributions to the cause of death of their dyiog patients, far in

excess of what most palliative care specialists would expect.37 In a recent

survey of Australian surgeons,36"/" reported having administered drugs

in higher doses than those required to control symptoms, with the

intention of hastening death.s

It therefore seems clear that there is a widespread belief that not only do

most deaths occur in a medical settings, but that they commonly involve

some kind of decision which causes or partly causes the death. Indeed,

even the diagnosis of death (which might seem to be a fairly firm

3s ldem.

e By the demonstration of such a high incidence of so-called 'medical decisions at the
end of life' (65"/o of the deaths studied by Kuhse et al), that all have the same outcome of
causing death, it is presumably hoped that the case fo¡ the legalisation of voluntary
active euthanasia is advanced by undermining existing medical practice, which is thereby
shown to be inconsistent in both its principles and processes. Euthanasia accounted for
I.8% of cases, and in 3.5% life was ended without the patient's request.

3t Ashby, M. (1997\. "The fallacies of death causation in palliative care." Nlcflical-l@f
of Australia 766: 17 6-L77.

s See The Age, 13'h May 2000 reporting on a national survey of 992 surgeons undertaken
by Dr Chailes Douglas of Newcastle at the Annual Scientific meeting of Royal
Australasian College of Surgeons in Melbourne.
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endpoint) can be shown to have changed its criteria in history, influenced

by a wide range of societal factors apart from the obvious one, of medical

technology.3n Scrutiny of the medical certification of death can also show,

that even today, with a significant fall-off in routine autopsy rates, cause

of death is often somewhat arbitrarily entered on death certificates, and

the multifactorial nature of death causation may be important here.{

Palliative care literature and practice is infused with a notion of the

'naturalness'of death in an existential sense,nt that is death is an inevitable

consequence of living and dying is a normal part of the life cycle.

Palliative care practice is therefore based on the recognition of a natural

dying process and death. The wilful obstruction of this process may well

3e Powner, D. J., B. M. Ackerman, et al. (1996). "Medical diagnosis of death in adults:
historical contributions to current controversies." Lancet 348:' 7219-1223.

m Brumley, personal communication.

ar It seems to the author that the adjective 'existential' is employed in palliative care
discourse to describe death as natural in a broader sense than mere empirical causality,
based largely on forensic data. 'Existential' means 'of or pertaining to human efstence'
(Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1987). The historical uses of
the word are outlined by Williams, op cit, pp723-725.
Death is natural because it is an inevitable consequence of being. Acknowledgement of
this seemingly obvious fact is an important component of the 'good' or 'good-enough'
death (see page 729, footrote 265). It underpins palliative care practice when helping
patients and families to make important choices concerning, for example, medical
treatment and location of care.
The acknowledgement of death as natural and inevitable also allows important spiritual,
emotional and practical issues to be addressed. There is the opportunity to say important
farewells, clarify relationships, arrange personal affafts, decrease family burden, to be
understood in context of one's life, values and preferences, also to make contributions to
others: of gifts, time and knowledge (see Annals of lnternal medicine 2000;732:825-32).
This use of the word 'existential' in the palliative care context needs to be distinguished
from 'existentialist philosophy' (see Kierkegaard, Husserl, Sartre). This 'tendency' in
philosophy consists of what has been termed 'semi-rigorous' enquiry of the human
'predicament'. Everything exists but human beings are aware of their existence. The
problem of being takes precedence over those of knowledge or language, and is
specifically pitted against idealism and any type of determinism. Man is faced with
choices in an 'absurd' world (one where there are no predeterminants of human character
or goals) and in which no meaning can be discovered over and above one's own
existence, and non-existence. Any eústentialist worldview therefore confronts the reality
of death without consolation. Man's foreknowledge of certain death and extinction
generates anxiety and is not amenable to reason or faith.
This line of enquiry does not appear to inform modern palliative care practice, even
though death, or non-existence, is a common point to both. In palliative care this
'existential'perspective appears to encompass spirituality, searches for meaning, and the
possibility of transcendence (depending on the patient's beliefs, social context and
psychological state). Such consolation does not appear to arise from writers such as fean
Paul Sartre and Albert Camus. It may be the case that the distinction between forensic
and existential is best understood as death viewed extemally and objectively, as opposed
to a subjective shared human experience.
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involve a futile denial of one of life's fundamental realities, and it can be

argued that the consequences for the individual and for society are both

unkind and wasteful. Relief of symptoms and suffering is the guiding

imperative in the palliative and terminal modes. It can then be proposed

that any medical intervention which is not for a comfort endpoint

represents obstruction of this process, and may be seen as unduly

burdensome or futile. The term absolute futility4 is used when a proposed

procedure has little or no chance of achieving its immediate technical

objective. If however there is a chance of temporary success in achieving

the technical objective, but the procedure is considered to be

disproportionate to the underlying clinical situation, futility is described

as relative or situational. Medical decision making is based on

proportionality; by ^ careful assessment of the therapeutic ratio, of

desirable beneficial effects weighed against unwanted side effects. The

therapeutic ratio may be unfavourable per se, or unfavourable in the

circumstances, due either to prevailing factors which result from the

disease, or other aspects of the patient's situation. The probability of a

favourable outcome from a given treatment may be low, but is rarely non-

existent.

o2 This is the author's categorisation of futility with regard to medical treatrnent. Futile
treatment is judged solely in medical terms, by asking what we know of the outcome of a
proposed medical treatment, from such data as can be found in the medical literature,
ãnd local experience. Once this is established, a discussion can take place with the
patient or agent about whether to proceed in the particular case. There may be situations
in which futile treatment may be declined, contrary to the wishes of the patient or agent.

This is, of course, a highly contentious topic with a large literature. This mainly revolves
around who determines futility (patient or medical team) and what criteria apply to
make this decision. Futility is often mobilised in discussions about cardio-pulmonary
resuscitation. See:
Tomlinson, T. and D. Czlonka (1995). "Futility and hospital policy." Hastings Center
Reoort 2513): 28-35.
Capron, A. (1994). "Medical futility: strike two." Hastings Center RePort 24(5): 42-3.
Sugarman,I.(1996).,,Talkingaboutfutility.,,@26(3):41,.Areview
of Schneiderman, L. and N. Jecker (1995). Wrong Medicine. Baltimore, Md, johns
Hopkins University Press.
Alsb Collins, D. (1999). Medical futility and ¡ationing health resources. Festchrift fur
Erwin Deutsch, Carl Heymans Verlag.
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I.4 Goals of care and transitions from curative to palliative and

terminal care

If modern palliative care medicine is based on the recognition of a natural

dying process and death, there needs to be a way of incorporating this

recognition into decision-making and clinical practice. This can be done

by adopting a framework of three phases (or modes), based on goals of

care, which have been described in the management of life-threatening

illness: curative, palliative and terminal.ß (see table L, and appendix 1). In

the curative phase all efforts are directed towards cure or sustainable

remission. A high level of adverse effects and even a significant chance of

treatment-related mortality may be accepted for curative treatment. In the

palliative phase the disease is deemed to be incurable and progressive,

and the goals of care are modified in favour of comfort, quality and

dignity. Active treatment of the underlying disease in order to improve

quality of life may still occur, and any putative prolongation of life which

may occur as a result is regarded as a welcome spin-off, but not the prime

object of the therapy in question. In terminal phase, death is believed to

be hours or days away, and no treatment-related toxicity is acceptable.

Whereas artificial hydration and alimentation may well be a part of care in

the palliative phase, it is not usually part of terminal care.

Decreasing levels of treatment-related toxicity are then considered

acceptable as the goals of treatment change with the transition from

curative mode to palliative and terminal modes of care in a life-

threatening illness (see Table 1). In all three phases, therapeutic

interventions must be proportionate to the circumstances, and,

specifically, treatment-related toxicity should be reduced to virtually nil in

terminal care.

The key issue becomes the cut off between reasonable and realistic

medical treatment, and its corollary oÍ futile, intrusive or burdensome

treatment which obstructs a natural dying Process. In practice the

n3 Ashby, M. and B. Stoffell (1991). "Therapeutic ratio and defined phasgs_:.proposal of an

ethicalframeworkforpalliativecare.,,@l302:7322-|324.
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question becomes: at what level of the therapeutic ratio do we stop

treatment, and what degree of influence does the setting have on decisions

based on the same therapeutic ratio? When it is recognised that no further

curative treatment is possible, acknowledgement of a natural dying

process allows the slate to be wiped clean, and only those measures which

are required for comfort and dignity are left in place or introduced as

indicated. This can be done in positive rather than negative language,

instead of removing each therapeutic intervention as part of an anguished

opting out process.

It is both philosophically and medically contentious to suggest that it is
possible to predict accurately when a person will die. In fact medical

prognostication has recently been the subject of work by Christakis et al,

which shows wide discrepancies between what doctors predict and actual

survival of patients.* Although hard and fast objective clinical criteria for

the onset of the terminal phase or mode are not available, the recognition

of a natural dying process is central to the ethics and practice of palliative

care. Impending death, when a person is said to be 'dying' or 'actively

dying', is recognised by a combination of clinical and behavioural

features, although they may all go unnoticed or be denied. The objective

clinical evidence consists of declining appetite, weight loss, recumbency,

lassitude, physiological systems failure, disease progression, vital organ

failure. There is an associated decrease in oral intake which usually ceases

altogether as the patient's conscious state lapses. Although very variable

and personal, the overt or covert psychological evidence may consist of

anticipatory grief, emotional withdrawal, and future planning which

acknowledges the impending death - e.g. funeral planning, by either the

person who is dying and/or family members.

In the recognition of a person's dyiog process, no suggestion is made that

the dying days are of lesser worth than non-dying ones, or that the dying

have different rights to those which they previously enjoyed before they

4 Christakis, N. B. and E. B. Lamont (2000). "Extent and determinants of error in doctors'
prognoses in terminally ill patie4ts: prospective cohort study." British Medical Toumal
320:469-73.
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were dying. Caution should be exercised in appearing to label people as

'dying', with attendant dangers of depersonalisation. Rather their dying

process is acknowledged by all, and their vulnerability increases our care

and respect, but does not lead us to give treatment that confers no benefit

upon them. Even those who support a fairly strong sanctity of life
position with regard, for example, to treatment and nutritional abatement

recognise the process of dying, as Ramsey, Dyck, Grisez and Boyle have

argued, a distinction is possible, and necessary, between those persons

who are dying and those who are not.Æ

All of the above senses may be explicit or implicit when the term'natural

death' is used. The place of man and human intervention in conceptions

of nature and the natural world is pivotal. If human agency is dismissed,

then the possibility remains of either nature itself or divine providence

being the agent.6 In the practice and philosophy of palliative care, a

natural death is understood in a way much closer to the legislative intent

evident in the Natural Death Acts; namely a death that fits a person's

perceptions of their end, free from medical treatments that can do nothing

but prolong an unwanted process. But there is also a strong sense of death

a5Ramsey,P.(I976\.,,Prolongeddying:notmedicallyindicated.,,@
6:74-77.
Dyck, A. (1984). "Ethical aspects of care for the dying incompetent." ].eglElo:[-the
American Geriatric Society 32l. 661-664.
Grisez, G. and I. Bovle (1,979\. Life and death with libertv and iustice. Notre Dame,
hrdiana, University of Notre Dame Press.
Bovle, I. (1991). Tournal of Medicine and Philosophv 16: 475-494.

ft The Christian position lines up with the natural death construct, in the sense that death
absent human agency is important if the belief is that the timing and manner of one's
death has to be entirely a matter of God's will.
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being an important part of living, that preparation for death (where this is

possible) should occur in a holistic way, and that the embracing of life's

end, and final things is an important expression of human dignity.aT

a7 See Richard Reoch's beautiful book (published in Australia by Hodder and Stoughton):
Reoch, R. (1997)
Books. And his

London, Gaia
to the Natural Death Movement Albery, N. (1993). The Natural

Death Handbook. London, Virgtn Books.
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1.5 Table L

Priorities hr Three Modes Of Treatment Of Incurable Disease

Terminal

Palliative
Curative

Mode

Quality and
value of life

Quality and
value of life

Survival

Supremacy

No

No
Prolong

Surviva
I

None (or
minimal)

Low
May be hiqh

Toxicity

No

Maybe
(for quality

only)

Yes

Measures to
support

physiological
systems

No

Maybe
(for quality

only)

Yes

Artificial
hydration and
alimentation
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CHAPTER 2

PALLIATIVE MEDICINE IN PUBLIC POLICY AND THE

LAW:

PART 1: AUSTRALIA

2.1, Introduction

Over the past two decades Australia has been active in the field of end of

life policy and law-making. Socially and clinically, there has been an early

and effective involvement in the hospice and palliative care movement. As

might be expected from history and tradition, state and territory

parliaments have dealt with the issues by incorporating many British and

American ideas, with cross-fertilisation from other Commonwealth

countries. Whilst there is evidence in parliamentary debates that a British

pragmatic influence has led to a general wariness of over-reliance on law

and ethics, there has been a clear willingness in certain jurisdictions to

seek effective legislative responses to complex moral and ethical issues.Æ

Although federal (Commonwealth) governments have had a significant

policy and funding role in palliative care service provision initiatives,

typically each state and territory has adopted its own approach, with

federal institutions only making a relatively recent entrance into this area

with the overriding of the Northern Territory's euthanasia legislation.'ae In

what follows, the legal and policy initiatives in the various jurisdictions

will be reviewed, with the object of analysing what they have had to say

about palliative care, death causation and agency.

Modern legislative activity in Australia concerning end of life issues

commenced in 1983, with the passage of the Natural Death Act in South

Australia. In the sixteen years to 1999, seventeen pieces of legislation or

state government guidelines have been initiated, resulting in nine acts of

6 Lanham, D. (1993). Taming death by law. Melbourne, Longman.

ae Australian states and territories are separate criminal jurisdictions. Western Australia,
Tasmania and Queensland have criminal codes. States also have responsibility for many
aspects of health provision, notably hospitals, and health legislation. Hence, most
legislative initiatives have been from the states and territories.
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parliament, with one (in the Northern Territory) being overridden (see

Table in section 2.8). Most of them have not been primarily concerned

with palliative care, but rather with patients' rights to refuse treatment,

appointment of a medical agent(s), and advance directives. However,

palliative care has always emerged in the deliberative process, especially

in the relevant parliamentary inquiries, as the single most important

solution to most of the issues raised in favour of the legalisation of

euthanasia. Certain aspects of palliative care have also been specifically

addressed in legislation, notably in the definition sections of the Acts, and

in terms of the scope of what an agent or substitute may refuse on a

patient's behalf. Specific aspects of palliative care has been directly

concerned in two statutes: one (SA) Act explicitly deals with palliative care

and causations, and another (NT) legislated for medical assistance to die,

and required palliative care to have been offered as part of the process of

rendering such assistance.sl

2.2 South Australia 1983 and L991.-1995

The passage of thre Nøtural Death Act 1983 (SA) (NDA)s2marks the entry of

Australia into a legal and public policy trend which originated in the

United States in the mid 1970s, in which the prime objective was to

facilitate the abatement of life-saving or prolonging treatment in certain

defined circumstances for incompetent persons. The South Australian Act

was based on the landmark Natural Death Act L976 (California).s3 NDA

n Consent to Medicøl Treøtment and Palliatiae Care Act 1995 (SA). See chapter 6.3. For full
text of the Act, see appmdix 28.

tt Rights of the Terminally lll Act 1995 (NT). See Northem Territory section of this chapter.

s2For full text of Act, see appendix 28.

s'Natural death' was taken, in broad terms, to mean death unencumbered by so-called
extraordinary measures (see below), which only have the effect of prolonging the dying
process, in the setting of a terminal illness.

There appears to have been remarkably little discussion of the complexities of meaning of
the word 'natural' in this context in the political deliberations which preceded the
eventual passage of the Act in South Australia. For an invaluable summarising account
of the passage of NDA (SA), see Tideman, S. (1985). A bioethical study: foregoing life-
sustaining t¡eatment. Ethical issues in medical approach and practice, South Australia
(1960-1985). Thesis for Degree of BM. BS. Department of Medicine, The Flinders
University of South Australia. Similarly, in the USA, where the ethical and legal concept
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(SA) enabled a terminally ill person, over the age of 18 years, to make a

declaration stating that he/she did not wish to have extraordinary

measuresr in the event of a future terminal illness.ss There was

widespread anxiety expressed at the time that it would lead to litigation

and euthanasia,s neither of which proved to be the case. In fact there was

evidence that NDA (SA) was neither widely known amongst public or

health professions, nor often used.v

In 799"1., further public interest in end of life issues led to another state

parliamentary select committee, moved by |ennifer Cashmore, former

Liberal MP and Health Minister. She was responding to growing public

concern, but was clear about also having some personal reasons for

wishing to explore this area, resulting in part from the experiences of those

originated, there appears also to have been remarkably little analysis of the term at the
time of the passage of the Californian Act. See Weir, R. F. (1989). Abating treatment with

. New York, Oxford
University Press. Chapter 5: Planning for the possibility of treatment abatement, pp 170-
213. See also short artitles in the Hastings Center Report at the time 0976-7): Garland, M.
(1976). "The right to die in California: politics, legislation, and natural death." Hastings
Center Report 6: 5-6. and l-ebacqz,K.09m. "Commentary on "Natural Death'." Hastings
Center Report 7: 14.

sIn NDA (SA), extraordinary measures are defined as: 'medical or surgical measures that
prolong life, or are intended to prolong life, by supplanting o¡ maintaining the operation
of bodily functions that are temporarily or permanently incapable of independent
operation.' This characterisation of treatments into ordinary and extraordinary has been
challenged in ethics and law, and largely abandoned. (See Margaret Somerville of McGill
University, Montreal, advice to the Minister for Health, South Australia, December 1992,
concerning the Consent to Medical Treatment and Palliative Care Bill, personal
communication). The main thrust of Somerville's argument is that the use of such a
distinction in the characte¡isation of medical treatments allows 'the introduction of
subjective judgements under the façade of their being objective assessments.' From a

medical point of view the distinction derives from moral theology, is unsustainable on
any clinical or scientific basis, constitutes no distinction at all, and is of no practical use.
The underlying points of proportionality and patient choice which are articulated in the
extrao¡dinary/ordinary discussions would be widely accepted as reasonable, but do not
require the characterisation of treatments to be viable and important.

5s In NDA (SA), terminal illness was defined as: 'any illness, injury or degeneration of
mental or physical faculties-
(a) such that death would, if extraordinary measures were not undertaken, be imminent;
(b) from which there is no reasonable prospect of a temporary or permanent recovery,
even if extraordinary measures were undertaken.'

s Tideman, op cit.

s7 Ashby, M. and M. Wakefield (1993). "Attitudes to some aspects of death and dying,
living wills and substituted health care decision-making in South Australia: a public
ooinion survev for a oarliamentarv select committee." Palliative Medicine 7: 273-282.rJfJ
Ashby, M., M. Wakefield, et al. (1995). "General practitioners and living wills." British
Medical loumal 310: 230.
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close to her.s The terms of reference of the select committee show that

the emphasis in public policy and debate had shifted from treatment

abatement to considering end of life issues more broadly, and in particular

to focus on palliative care. The Committee was to examine:

(a) the extent to which both the health services and the
present law provide adequate options for dying with
dignity,
(b) whether there is sufficient public and professional
awareness of pain relief and palliative care available to
patients facing severe prolonged pain in a terminal
illness; whether there is adequate provision of such
services; whether there is sufficient public awareness of
the Natural Death Act and, if not, what measures should
be taken to overcome any deficiency; and
(c) to what extent, if any, community attitudes towards
death and dying may be changing and to what extent, if
any, the law relating to dying needs to be clarified or
amended.

In the media, and in public debate, this select committee was seen as being

largely about euthanasia, which is not an unreasonable inference given the

above terms of reference. However, the committee did indeed receive

substantial evidence in support of the legalisation of euthanasia, but chose

to focus most of its attention on the health system, and its capacity for

slennifer Cashmore's account of this is given in an unpublished paper entitled:
"Parliaments and public opinion: a case study from the South Australian Parliament. 'The
Law and Practice Relating to Death and Dying' House of Assembly Select Committee
7990-1992 and the Consent to Medical Treatment and Palliatiae Care Act 1995." Presented by
Jennifer Cashmore (Member for Coles 1977-93\ to the Australasian Study of Parliament
Group LTth Annual Conference L995 'The Public Face of Parliament', Parliament House,
Adelaide, September 16th 1995.

See also Cashmore's political autobiography for an account of her commitment to end of
life issues. Cashmore, I. (1991). A chance in life. Adelaide, Ferguson Publications. This
stems largely from conversations with her husband (the writer Stewart Cockburn) about
the deaths of his wife and another family member. Cockbum is also the biographer of Sir
Mark Oliphant, distinguished physicist and former governor of South Australia whose
wife had a protracted dying process with dementia. Both men favoured euthanasia
(Oliphant was a patron of the South Australian Voluntary Euthanasia Society). These
private experiences and debates (Cashmore is not in favour of legalising euthanasia)
informed the public contribution, an important example of how, particularly in the area
of end of life issues, the personal can inform and motivate the public and the political.
Although this might not always have good consequences (eg, when someone imports
prejudice or anger from a personal experience into his o¡ her public life), in this instance
it informed an attitude of open engagement and genuine interest in the issues,
compassion for the patients and families, and great integrity, which appeared to be
shared by the whole Select Committee.
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appropriate care and decision-making at the end of life.e Its legal

recoÍunendations resulted in the Consent to Medical Treøtment ønd Pølliøtiae

Cøre Act (SA) 1995 (CMTPC).fl This Act replaced both t}:re Nøturnl Deøth

Act L983 (SA) and the Consent to Medicøl ønd Dental Treatment Act L985

(SA). It lays down in statute the broad principles of consent to medical

treatment (including emergencies) of adults and children, and allows for

both the appointment of agents (enduring medical power of attomey) and

advance directives.ól Most of these steps were innovative in the

Australian context, but had already been extensively enacted in various

forms in the state jurisdictions of the United States. However, the Act

contains the first statutory articulation of the principle of double effect in

paltiative care in the world, and is also the only statute to include

palliative care in the title.62 It incorporated statutory support for good

palliative care in legislation governing the whole practice of medicine.

SAVES (Sou an Voluntary Euthanasia Society) entitled
oinder to the the Select Committee on
e Relating to 7992, to see the views of
asia, who felt ded the issue. The select

committee members were mostly opposed to euthanasia, but wished to achieve
improvements to care and decision-making at the end of life for all South Australians,
and their recommendations had to have a reasonable chance of getting through
parliament, which they eventually did.

o Parliament of South Australia (1991). First Interim Report of the Select Committee of
. Parliamentary

Paper No 185, Adelaide.

ó1 The author also worked with a small group to study advance directives as a

consequence of the passage of the legislation providing for these. The Advance Directive
Study Group consisted of Michael Ashby, Margaret Brown, Eric Gargett, John Fleming,
Justin Beilby and Melanie Wakefield. Although no final formal version was adopted (see

the brief and rather disappointing format in the Act itself) a number of studies were
generated as result of this õollaboration: an advance directive format proposal for South
Àustralia Ashby, M. (1994). "A proposed advance directive format for South Australia."
Australian Health Law Bulletin 2(7):89-91.
Also a small separate publication of the views of general practitioners about living wills
Ashby, M., M. Wakefièld, et al. (1995). "General practitioners and living wills'" British
Medical Iournal 310: 230.
A paper in a law periodical summarises the South Australian situation as seen by the
auihor at the time. Ashby, M. (1994). "Law reform on death - over but not out."
Australian Health Law Bulletin 2(7):81,-85.

62 Part 3, division 2- the care of people who are df.g. This section will be considered
further in chapter 6.3. It gives indemnity to practitioners who administer treatment to
relieve pain oi distress 'evèn though an incidental effect of the treatment is to hasten the
death oÍ the patient.' It also deals with causation specifically in the context of palliative
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2.3 Victoria

In the mid-1980s considerable community interest in end of life issues was

mainly generated by the dying process of a former water-ski champion,

John McEwan, who had been rendered quadriplegic in a diving accident.ß

It was widely felt that his common law right to refuse medical treatment

had been overridden, and that medical paternalism was preventing people

from rejecting medical treatment and hence dying'with dignity'. The

Social Development Committee of the Victorian Parliament was charged

with the task of examining the issues. Its first report set out the terms of

reference, which focussed on whether there was a right to die, definitions

of death and treatment abatement. Of the ten thoughtful and wide-

ranging contributions which made up the discussion paper, none was by a

palliative care specialist.ø However, the inquiry went on to hear evidence

about palliative care from experts, and alarming public and professional

evidence about the limited access to it in Victoria at that time. The inquiry

recommended legislation to'clarify and protect'the common law right to

refuse medical treatment, and the creation of an offence of medical

trespass, rather than a right to die. The emphasis shifted from euthanasia

to palliative care, and the second and final report included a Health

Department discussion paper (with recommendations) on palliative care.tu

The resulting legislation, the Medicøl Treatment Act 1988 (Victoria) (MTA),

is unique in that it focuses on a refusal of treatment certificate for a current

condition. Subsequent legislation provided for the appointment of an

agent, and alternate agent, to issue a certificate on the person's behalf

interventions and treatment abatement, and included a saving provision to exclude
euthanasia.

6 Tonti-Filippini, N. (1992). "Some refusals of medical treatment which changed the law
in Victoria." Medical loumal of Australia 757:277- 279.

n Parliament of Victoria. Social Development Committee (198ó).

on ootions for dvins with disnitv. Melboume.

65

dvins with disnitv. Melboume.
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should he/she become incompetent.ú MTA distinguished between

medical treatment in general and palliative care:

(2) This Act does not apply to palliative care and does not
affect any right, power or duty which a medical
practitioner or any other person has in relation to
palliative care.

Palliative care was defined as including:

(a) the provision of reasonable medical procedures for the
relief of pain, suffering and discomfort; or
þ) the reasonable provision of food and water.

It seems hard to see how this distinction is defensible, in that palliative

care comprises medical treatment like any other, and the limitations of

characterising treatments have already been exposed in the

extraordinary/ordinary debate. The distinction is not required in order to

achieve the objective set out in the preamble: namely, to'ensure that dyitg
patients receive maximum relief from pain and suffering'. There seems

little doubt that the wording was constructed in support of palliative care.
67 Presumably, the statute does not remove a person's common law right

* In the state of Victoria, unde¡ the Medicat Treatment Act 1988, a person can issue a
refusal of treatment certificate for a "current condition". The Enduring Power of Attorney
(Medical Treatment) Act 1990 (EPA) together with the Medical Treøtment (Agents) Act 1992
(MTAA) enable an adult person of sound mind to appoint an agent (or alternate agent)
who can refuse medical treatment for a 'current condition'on behalf of the patient when
he or she becomes incompetent. See Mendelson, D. (1992\. "The Medical Treatment
(Enduring Power of Attorney) Act and assisted suicide: the legal position in Victoria."
Bioethics News 72(1): A-39. for the full text of the Act, see Appendix 28.

67 Consent to Medical Treatment and Pnlliatiae Care Act 1995 (SA) also retained the
distinction between palliative care and medical treatment generally. An agent is not
authorised to refuse 'the natural provision or natural administration of food and water;
or the administration of drugs to relieve pain or distress.' The reason for this is that the
select committee felt that it required such a level of will and self-determination that no
agent could or should exercise this power on someone else's behalf. See Bailey-Harris, R.
(7992). The Consent to Medical Treatment and Palliative Care Bill 7992: a legal appraisal.
Death and dvins SA 1992. L. F. Wray. Adelaide, Dietrich Bonhoeffer International
Institute for Bioethical Studies Inc.

Danuta Mendelson also believes that the drafting was intended to promote palliative
care, and develops this point at length Mendelson, D. (1993). "Medico-Legal Aspects of
the 'Risht to Die' Lesislation in Australia." Melbourne Universitv Law Review 19:.712-
752.

Mendelson has subsequently written: 'I have interpreted this provision as having an
objective of ensuring that the concept of palliative care encompasses a wider range of
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to reject any treatment, palliative or not.6 The clause on food and water,

in particular, has generated significant confusion, but the Act has never

been tested in case law, and the extent of its influence on clinical practice is

questionable, although it may have reinforced defensive attitudes towards

treatment abatement decision-making. Flowever, it may also have been an

attempt to placate those who might have argued that medically assisted

hydration and nutrition can never be abated, especially by an agent.6e

treatments than what was regarded as the traditional care for the dying. Defining
palliative care in terms of medical treatment was important at the time, ie, before proper
development of palliative medicine in Victo¡ia, however, the unfortunate consequence of
the statutory definition is the apparent distinction between palliative care and any other
medical treatrnent.'(personal communication).

6 Danuta Mendelson comments further:

'I think the situation is a little more complicated. The Act is called "Medical T¡eatment
Act" and s3, which defines "medical treabnent", expressly excludes "palliative care", as do
Schedule 1 and Schedule 3, which were amended in 1994. The formula is identical in both
Schedules: "The refusal of palliative care is not covered by the Medical Treatment Act
1988". In both Schedules, the respective Refusal of Treatment Certificates contain
provisions for refusal of medical treatment but "instructions as to palliative care" (again,
the latter amended in 1994). The implication, according to the rules of statutory
interpretation, is that under the statute the patient can give instruction about the kind of
palliative care he/she wishes to receive, but cannot refuse it outright.

Section 4 titled "Other legal rights not affected" is ambiguous. Subsection (1), which is
directed to patients, states that "This Act does not affect any right of a person under any
other law to refuse medical treatment." It suggests that the patient still has the common
law right to refuse medical treatment. The question is, whether the legislature meant "not
affect any right of a person under any other law to refuse medical treatment" as defined
under MTA, or any/all medical treatment, including palliative care. I would suggest that
they meant only the former, because s.4(2), amended int994, is specific to palliative care,
it says: "This Act does not apply to palliative care and does not affect any right, power or
duty which a registered medical practitioner or any other person has in relation to
palliative care."

This provision is specific to palliative care and statutorily vests in the medical practitioner
or any other person "right, power or duty" which these persons have "in relation to
palliative care". I am not sure what exactly these rights, powers or duties are, but the
golden rule of interpretation would suggest positive duties of treatment rather than
negative obligation to withhold treatment from a refusing patient. It seems to me that if
the legislature wished to preserve the common law right to refuse palliative care (not that
such right has been specifically affirmed by common law courts), it would have said so
clearly and unambiguously.' (Mendelson, personal communication).

ut some hold the view that abatement of nutrition and fluids should only be at the express
direction of a competent patient, and never by any form of agency or advance directive.
Few would go as far as Justice Scalia of the US Supreme Court and assert that all
treatment abatements by competent persons constitute suicide, per Annas. Annas, G. f.
(1996). "The promised end-constitutional aspects of physician-assisted suicide." New
Ensland Toumal of Medicine 335:.683-687.
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The legislators addressed causation with regard to treatment abatement by

the provision for statutory protection to doctors who comply with their

patients' treatment refusals, but despite the scoPe of the preamble,T0 did

not seek to deal with causation and palliative care interventions, and

indeed appear to have specifically excluded it.

2.4 Queenslandl99S-I998

Concerns about causation and palliative care by health practitioners and

the public, led to palliative care being addressed in the 1995 revision of

Queensland's criminal code. The Final Report of the Criminal Code

Review Committee included the following provision:

s69. Palliative Care
A person is not she gives
such palliative c mstances,
for tñe control Pain and
suffering even if such care shortens that persons life,
unless the patient refuses such care.

Scott points out that the wording that was incorporated into the proposed

revised code on this matter, in Section 82, Criminal Code Bill1995 (Qld), is

much wider in its application, and allows for a person to be absolved of all

criminal responsibility where the medical treatment (including pain relief)

was "reasonable, having regard to the patient's state at the time and all the

70The preamble of 1988 sets out the objectives of its principal
provis-ion, namely the six objects range far more widely, and
èncompass strong about palliative care, pain and symptom
relief:
'Preamble.
The Parliament recognises that it is desirable-
(a) to give protection to the patient's right to refuse unwanted medical treatment;
(b) toþve-protection to medical practitioners who act in good faith in accordance with a

patient's express wishes;
(c) tò recognisê the difficutt circumstances that face medical practitioners in advising

patients and providing guidance in relation to treatmerìt options;
(d) to state clearÍy the way-in which a patient can signify his or her wishes in regard to

medical care;
(e) to encourage conìmunity and professional understanding of the changing focus of

treatment from cure to pain relief for terminally-ill patients;
(f) to ensure that dþg patiènts receive maximum relief from pain and suffering.'
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circumstances" and was "for that patient's benefit".Tr However, these

proposed provisions were not enacted.

Public and professional surveys undertaken by Cartwright and colleagues

as part of background research for legislation for agency and advance

directives, in the Powers of Attorney Act 7998 (Queensland), also revealed

major concerns about palliative care.n

2.5 New South Wales L993

New South Wales has not enacted legislation in this field, but the state's

health department did promulgate interim guidelines in1993.73 These are

mainly concerned with process, and focus on decision-making, patient

autonomy, cardio-pulmonary resuscitation and advance directives. There

is a small section on palliative treatment and double effect.7a

7r Scott, R. (1995). "When is medical treatment for abortion, pain relief or euthanasia
actionable?" Oueensland Law Society Toumal 25: M9-468. At 455.

2 Extensive community and professional consultation showed that general practitioners

M. A., C. M. Cartwright, et al. (1996).

of Social and Preventative Medicine. The
University of Queensland School. See also quotes from evidence in chapter 3.

æ NSW Health (1993). Dying with dignity: interim guidelines on management. Sydney,
Health Department, New South Wales Govemment.

tnThe NSW guidelines, in a section entitled 'Drugs which ameliorate symptoms but
present a risk of shortening life' state thah 'In general, when correctly prescribed, drugs
which ameliorate symptoms, should not present a risk of shortening life. In rare
instances, there may be circumstances where large doses of drugs are required to provide
adequate sedation for terminal agitation, pain relief or other severe uncontrollable
symptoms.'

The following general principles should apply when an Attending Medical Officer
prescribes drugs, such as benzodiazepines, major tranquillisers or opioids, which
ameliorate symptoms but present a risk of shortening life. The Attending Medical Officer
and the patient/advocate must have:
'1.. Considered the full range of foreseeable effects
2. Knowingly accepted whatever risk of death is entailed and
3. Found the risk to be justified in the light of the symptoms being experienced by the

patient.'
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2.6 Northern Territory and Commonwealth 1988, andL996-L99/5

The Northern Territory was the only jurisdiction in Australia, after South

Australia, to pass NDA/living will legislation, with t}ire Nøtural Death Act

1988 (NT). The act was based on the South Australian model, but in

addition it allowed the person to specify which extraordinary measures

they wished to reject in the event of a future terminal illness. In this the

Territory legislators were moving more towards an advance directive

format, a trend which was already well underway in the USA by the time

the legislation was passed. It had been recognised there (as was the case

in South Australia subsequently), that the NDA'living will' generation of

instruments was too narrow in application and not specific enough in

terms of which treatments or interventions are to be abated.

In ]uly 1996 the Rights of the Terminnlly III Act (RTI) of the Northern

Territory came into force, being the first such statute successfully enacted

in the world. RTI had been passed by the Legislative Assembly by a

margin of L5-10 after a legislative passage of only four months. This

included a Select Committee and forty-nine amendments during the

Committee stage. In September 1996, the Liberal member for the federal

seat of Menzies in Victoria introduced a private member's biII (the

Euthanasia Laws Bill 1996) into the House of Representatives to override

this act. It was passed by the House but was referred by the Senate

Selection of Bills Committee to one of its standing committees: the Senate

Legal and Constitutional Legislation Committee.

This parliamentary enquiry received a record 12,577 submissions, the

large majority (93.3%) of which were interpreted as being against

euthanasia. This is a startling result from a country which expresses 70-

80% support for euthanasia in opinion polls, and suggests an orchestrated

anti-euthanasia submission campaign. The Committee made no

recommendation to the Senate because the matters were the subject of a

private member's bill and hence, of a conscience vote. Flowever, a

ñFor the author's discussion of this legislation, see Ashby, M. (1995). "Flard Cases,
Causation and Care of the Dying." @ 3(2): 152-160.
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majority of senators supported the bill and advised that the

Commonwealth parliament had the requisite legal powers to override RTI.

Minority reports against the bill were filed by several senators, including

the only medical practitionef on the committee, Dr Bob Brown, Australian

Greens Senator for Tasmania. He argued that palliative care and

euthanasia lie on a moral or clinical 'choice' spectrum, and hence

euthanasia is not different in kind in a moral or clinical sense from

palliative care.76 The Senate passed the Bill and it was given royal assent

in March 1997.

It is worthy of note that palliative care is listed merely as one of a series of

arguments against euthanasia (as did also the Canadian Senate\-n

However, in the report's summary it is stated that: 'Both sides of this

debate recognise the fundamental importance of effective and available

palliative care'.78

The continued federal funding for palliative care was the subject of

questions in both houses and a motion in the Senate during the passage of

the Euthanøsia Løws Act. RTI therefore ceased to operate after a few

months.Te

2.7 Conclusion

This survey of public policy and legal deliberations on end of life issues in

Australia shows that there has been steady activity in various jurisdictions

over the past two decades. The approach in each state and territory has

tuRoger Hunt, palliative care physician in South Australia Hunt, R. (1994). Palliative care:
the rhetoric-reãlity gap. 'anting to die. H. Kuhse. Melbourne, Penguin:
115-137. Also Russel Ogden writing about AIDS in British Columbia, Canada, have both
agreed with this position. Ogden, R. (1994). "Palliative care and euthanasia: a continuum
of care." Toumal of Palliative Care 10: 82-85.

z See Chapter 3.2.2,pp 59-66.

n Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia. Senate Legal and Constitutional
Legislation Committee (L997). Consideration of Legislation Referred to the Committee.
Euthanasia Laws Bill 1996. Canberra, Senate Printing Unit, Department of the Senate,
Parliament House.

æ Kissane, D. W., A. Street, et al. (1998). "Seven deaths in Darwin: case studies under the
Rights of the Terminally Ill Act, Northem Territory, Australia." Lancet 352:1097-102.
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been different, but a number of themes emerge. The legislative

approaches are summarised in table one. South Australia, Victoria,

Queensland and the Northern Territory have been both proactive and

innovative in this area. The ACT has enacted legislation that is modelled

on that of Victoria. Tasmania and Western Australia explored the

Victorian model, but no legislation was passed. The Victorian model is

unusual and narrow in application. Both the distinction between

palliative care and other medical treatment, and inclusion of nutrition and

hydration provision in the palliative care definition are problematical and

limiting. NSW has rejected the legislative approach so far, and instead has

promulgated guidelines, as has Tasmania.

In all these legislative initiatives, public policy has primarily concerned

itself with treatment abatement, agents and directives, and has followed a

pattern similar to the USA, that is commencing with provision for living

wills in natural death acts, proceeding to provision for the appointment of

substitute health care decision making agents and advance directives. The

notable exception was, of course, the Rights of the Terminally III Act (RTI) of

the Northern Territory. Whatever the instrument, take-up rate and hence

utility have been very low, no matter how much publicity and public

education was attempted. In South Australia, for instance, this has been

extensive, although press coverage appeared to evaporate once the

contentious aspects of the debate were resolved in the parliamentary

debate. It seems that public opinion in favour of such instruments, which

has always been high, is not matched by public use of them. And none of

the pieces of legislation discussed here has yet been the subject of case law,

indicating that either use is low, or the fears articulated during their

enactment have proved groundless, or a combination of both.

Furthermore, no prosecution has ever been initiated for appropriate pain

and symptom relief or treatment abatement decisions. This would appear

to lend some weight to the aphorism'if it ain't broke, don't fix it', which

would without doubt have widespread support amongst the medical

profession, many of whom believe that these matters should be entrusted

to the privacy and trust of the doctor-patient relationship. Flowever, too

much negative evidence about experiences of poor care and decision-
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making at the end of life was heard in all the above proceedings for that

relationship, critical though it is, to be the sole determinant of what should

and should not be done. It may be that the symbolic and educational

value of the instruments enacted in Australia over the past two decades

will continue to outweigh their practical use. Perhaps this is a desirable

outcome, whereby parliaments and the law make their contribution to the

social movement for change in the care of dyi^g people.

Legislative activity now seems to have slowed up, the last being another

select committee in South Australia, which did not recommend to

parliament that legislation to allow for euthanasia be introduced,m and a

report of the Community Development Committee of the House of
Assembly, Parliament of Tasmania.st Euthanasia has been the main initial
issue in the public policy deliberations, but the focus has invariably shifted

to palliative care, even if this public attention has not always been

accompanied by the level of resource allocation to match some of the

rhetoric. It is, however, unhelpful and unreasonable to castigate the

political world for not understanding or caring about these issues. In fact

the level of political interest has been high and the compassion rea1.82

m Parliament of South Australia (1996).Inquiry into the Voluntary Euthanasia Bill 1996:
Twelfth Report of the Social Development Committee. Parliamentary Paper L86,
Adelaide. The Quirke BilI in7996, and the Levy Bill in 1999 (the latter giving rise to the
Social Issues Committee) both had the same result.

81 Parliament of Tasmania. Community Development Committee. House of Assembly
(1998). Report on the need for legislation on voluntary euthanasia. 1998 (No 3), Hobart.

s2Healttr ministers such as Jennifer Cashmore, Don Hopgood and Martyn Evans, Michael
Armitage and Diana Laidlaw in South Australia, and Rob Knowles in Victoria, stand out
for thei¡ support, enthusiasm and genuinely deep understanding and concern for
palliative care. All the select committees have impressed with their care including, for
instance, willingness to visit the terminally ill and listen to them and their families.
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Many of the barriers to good care and decision-making with dying people

lie just as much within the professions and health system itself as with

policy makers, fuelled by the diversity of wider community attitudes and

expectations.
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2.8 Table

Australian Legislation And Guidelines On Death And Dying Issues

Victoria

Western
Australia

Tasmania

Victoria
Victoria

Northern
Territory

South Australia
Srern

1992

1991

t990

1990
1988

1988

1983
YEen

Medical Treatment (Agents) Act
(MrAA)

Report on Medical Treatment for
the Dying

Law Reform Commission of WA
Project No 84

Medical Treatment and Natural
Death Bill (failed)

Treatment (Enduring
Act (EPA)Power of Attorney)

Medical Treatment Act (MTA)

Natural Death Act

Natural Death Act
Trrt-s

Alternate agent

Refusal of Treatment Certificate
(Victorian Model)

Refusal of Treatment Certificate

Enduring Power of Attorney
Refusal of Treatment Certificate

Living Will

Living Will
TvpE op Lscnl INsrnuupwr

Appointment of a substitute for first
agent

Recommends -
1. Enduring power of attorney
2. Appointment of Guardian
3. Substituted judgements first, then best

interests
4. Palliative care and cause of death
5. Definition of death

None implemented yet

Victorian Model

Refuse treatment of current condition

As above, can specify extraordinary
measures you do not want

Over 18, sound mind
Future terminal illness
No extraordinary measures

Col¿u¡Nrr S
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Queensland

Commonwealth

Tasmania

Northern
Territory

South Australia

ACT

Victoria

ACT

NSW

Queensland
Srnr¡

1998

1997

1996

1996

1995

r994

1993

1993

1993

1992
Ysen

Powers of Attorney Act

Euthanasia Laws Act

Dying with Dignity

Rights of Terrtrinally Ill Act

Consent to Medical Treatment
and Palliative Care Act

Medical Treatment Bill - Draft

Medical Treatment (Assistance to
the Dying) Bill

Voluntary and Natural Death Bill

Private Members Bill (Michael
Moore) withdrawn

Dying with Dignity
(NSW Dept of Health)

Final Report Criminal Code
Review Committee

Trrl¡

Appoint one or more agents
Advance directive

Forbids Northern Territory to
legislate for euthanasia

Guidelines on the care and
management of people who are
dyins

Provision for assistance to die

Medical Power of Attorney
Advance directive
Non-culpability clause for
palliative care treatment

Refusal of Treatment Certificate
and Medical Power of Attorney

A proposal to legalise medical
assistance for the terminally ill
who wish to end their own lives

Legislation of Physician
Assisted Suicide and Medical
Aid in Dying

Interim Guidelines on
Management

Criminal Code Revision
TvpE op Lscer lxsrnuN¿sNrr

Over-rides Rights of the Terminally Ill
Act, Northern Territory

Modelled on NSW Guidelines (as above)

World's first'euthanasia' legislation.
Overridden1rgg7

First known statutory endorsement of so-
called 'directive' of double effect in
palliative care

Victorian Model
Promotion of pain control

Public Launch (Kuhse and Syme) of
Private Member's Bill - no member has
yet adopted it

1. Withdrawal or refusal of treatment
2. Power of Attorney
3. VAE (including by proxy)

Guidelines for use in NSW re
care of dying, advance directives,
advocates and resuscitation

Palliative Care not a cause of death
Schedule 3, Section 69

Covtr¿ENr(s)
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CHAPTER 3

PALLIATIVE MEDICINE IN PUBLIC POLICY AND THE

LAW:

PART 2: INTERNATIONAL

3.1 The United Kingdom

The jurisdiction of England and Wales æ has tended to avoid the passage

of legislation on end of life issues, preferring to rely on the common law,

case law and the doctor-patient relationship. There was no serious

attempt to put in place living will or advance directive legislation until

recently, although such directives have been deemed to be lawful by a

senior judge, but the degree to which they are binding has not been tested.

The country has been the birthplace of the hospice and palliative care

movement, and, in contrast to the United States, has adopted a non-

legalistic, practical and pragmatic approach to such matters. F:lowever,

two cases in particular, in the 1990's generated widespread public interest

and concem, resulting in a parliamentary enquiry.

3.1.L Bland

The case of Anthony Bland brought end of life issues into the public

eye in Britain in L993 when the House of Lords (sitting in its role as

the highest appeal court in England and Wales) decided that

artificial hydration and alimentation might lawfully be ceased.e

Bland was a victim of the Hillsborough football ground disaster in

L989, and as a result of crush injuries received, was in a persistent

vegetative state (PVS). Despite acknowledging that death would

ensue, the Law Lords reasoned that there was a distinction between

acts and omissions, that the cause of death was the underlying

condition, that his best interests were not served by continuing his

æ The United Kingdom has three separate jurisdictions: England and Wales, Scotland,
and Northem lreland. For the purposes of this chapter, all references will be to England
and Wales.

u Airednle NHS Trust a Blønd. [1993] 1 ALL ER 821.-896.
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nasogastric tube sustenance (which was considered to be medical

treatment like any other, and not different in kind), and that there

was no duty to continue it in this particular case. There was

agreement with the decision by the family, the hospital, the inferior

courts who considered the case, and a large proportion of the

British public, although public 'right to life' protests were made up

to, and at the time of his death. Throughout the case, the judges

involved showed great humanity towards the family, and humility

in their role, both in terms of not wishing to intrude into clinical

practice, and requesting parliament to consider the whole area of

end of life decision-making. Ultimately many saw this as a right

outcome, but disputed the reasoning, in particular the notion that

such treatment abatement decisions are distinguishable from

euthanasia. The Law Lords were adamant that their holding did not

create a precedent for euthanasia. The judgment is long, complex

and scholarly, and most of the assumptions have subsequently been

examined and challenged.s The case revealed the intellectual

fragility of such decisions, with particular regard to agency and

causation. Although the case did not specifically address palliative

care, it did comment extensively on it, and some aspects of the

judgments are relevant to it.e

8s Mendelson, D. (1995). "Jurisprudential aspects of withdrawal of life support systems
from incompetent patients in Australia." @ 69:.267-275.
Collins, D. (1994). "Prescribing limits to life-prolonging treatment." New Zealand Law
Ioumal: 246-251..
Sinqer, P. (7994\. Rethinkins life and death. Melboume, Text.
Dworkin. R. 11993). Life's Dominion. An arqument about abortion and euthanasia.
London, Harper Collins. Gerber, P. (1994). "Withdrawing treatment from patients in a
persistent vegetative state." Medical Toumal of Australia 1.61,:7t5-777 .

I am indebted to Michael Freeman, Professor of Law, University College, London, for
giving me access to his unpublished paper "Death's Dominion", in which the best
interests test is supported, but the active-passive distinction is not.

e See for example Lord Goff: 'A doctor may, when caring for a patient who is, for
example, dying of cancer, lawfully administer pain killing drugs despite the fact that he
knows that an incidental effect of that application will be to abbreviate the patient's life.
Such a decision may properly be made as part of the care of the living patient, in his best
interests; and, on this basis, the treatment will be lawful. Moreover, where the doctor's
treatment of his patient is lawful, the patient's death will be regarded in law as
exclusively caused by the injury or disease to which his condition is attributable.'
Airedale NHS Trust a Bland [1993] 1 All ER at 8ó8.
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3.L.2 Cox

In 1992, Dr Nigel Cox, a rheumatologist at the Royal Hampshire

County Hospital in Winchester, UK, administered a lethal dose of

potassium chloride to a Mrs Lilian Boyes, who was dying of

advanced rheumatoid arthritis with multiple complications, and for

whom he had been caring for 13 years.tT He was convicted of

attempted murder, but given a suspended sentence and was

required by the General Medical Council to undergo palliative care

training.æ The case received widespread publicity, and once again

there was substantial public support for the doctor and his action.

Pamela Ferguson (academic lawyer at the University of Dundee)

compares the Cox case to that of Anthony Bland, and a Scottish

persistent vegetative state abatement case (fanet |ohnstone), and

concludes that it is'ironic'that Mrs Boyes was the only patient who

requested assistance to die, but her doctor was convicted of

attempted murder.æ

3.1-.3 House of Lords, Select Committee on Medical Ethics

Parliament did indeed take up the challenge of the courts, with the

appointment of the House of Lords Select Committee on Medical

Ethics in March 1993.n It recognised that the nature of medical

practice had changed substantially as a result of demographics,

technical progress, and changes in public expectations, notably

concerning autonomy. The Committee recommended that there be

no change to the law to permit euthanasia or'mercy killing'. Th"y

strongly endorsed patients' rights to refuse treatment, and

tt For a similar case in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, see Robb. Robb, N. (1997). "Death in
a Halifax hospital: a murder case highlights a profession's divisions." Can Med
Association Toumal 157 (6): 757 -7 62.

s Dyer, C. (1992). "Rheumatologist convicted of attempted murder." British Medical
Toumal305:731,.

t'Ferguson, P. R. (1997). "Causing death or allowing to die? Developments in the law."
Ioumal of Medical Ethics 23:.368-72.

m House of Lords (1994). Report of the Select Committee on Medical Ethics. London,
HMSO. Full details: House of Lords. Report of Select Committee on Medical Ethics.
Volume I - Report (HL Paper 21-I); Volume II - Oral Evidence (HL Paper 2L-ll); Volume
III - Written Evidence (HL Paper 21 - III) (HMSO, London, 1994).
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supported advance directives and a new judicial forum with the

power to make medical decisions for incompetent persons, both of

these last two issues being taken up by the present British

goverrunent in a new report by the Lord Chancellor's Department.el

Palliative care was also strongly supported, and the doctrine of

double effect was accepted as a sound ethical basis for pain and

symptom relief:

Double effect is not in our view a reason for
withholding treatment that would give relief, as
long as the doctor acts in accordance with
responsible medical practice with the object of

l:li:;*t 
pain or distress, and without intention to

3.2 Canada

3.2.L Rodriguez

It was the case of the late Sue Rodriguez,e3 a young woman from

British Columbia with motor neurone disease, which has probably

done more than any other single event to bring the issue of

euthanasia, and thereby palliative care to the attention of

Canadians.ea Her quest to have medical assistance to end her life

led to a court case which resulted in the narrow rejection (5-a) of

her appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada. It was a very public

er The Lord Chancellor's Departrnent (199n. Who decides? Making decisions on behalf of
mentally incapacitated adults. London, HMSO., Dyer, C. (1998). "Living wills put on
statutory footing." British Medical Iournal 31.6:9.

e2 The wording is interesting in that double effect is surely being argued here to be the
reason why pálliative treatment is ethical (see chapter 6 for further discussion of double
effect as it is usually applied to palliative care).

e3 Rodriguez a British Columbia (Attorney General). [1993] 3 SCR 607.

q Ashbv. M. fl99n. The Rodrisuez case and care of the dvins. Canada-Australia: towards
fi. X. nurridge, L. Foster u.râ CÏ T"r.otte. T-o"t", C".l"to"

University Press.
Birnie, L. H. and S. Rodriguez (799$. Uncommon will: the death and life of Sue
Rodrisuez. To¡onto, Macmillan Canada.
Keyserlingk, E. W. (7994). "Assisted suicide, causality and the Supreme Court of
Canada." McGill Law Toumal 39: 708-718.
Somerville, M. A. (1994). "Death talk in Canada: the Rodriguez Case." McGill Law
Toumal 602:602-617.
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dying process, with extensive media coverage, an authorised

biography, a film, and both political and academic analysis during

her life and afterwards. She was 44yearc old when she finally died

at her home in February 1994, allegedly with the assistance of an

(unnamed) medical practitioner, in the presence of her prominent

friend and supporter, Svend Robinson MP.

The case was constructed around a claim that Sue Rodriguez's

Charter rights under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms

were infringed by the Canadian Criminal Code prohibition of

assistance to commit suicide.es The majorities in the three courts

which considered her case argued that a blanket prohibition was

appropriate and proportionate to prevent the harms that would be

caused (to other members of society) if it were removed. They

supported the doctrine of double effect as the major ethical

underpinning of the distinction between palliative care and

euthanasia. Claims of discrimination on the basis of her inability to

kill herself without assistance did not prevail. Both chief justices

(MacEachern CJ and Lamer CD involved dissented in her favour

and laid down a series of safeguarding conditions which should be

met before her request could be granted. This case gave rise to a

wide-ranging Senate enquiry into end of life issues,'6 which is

considered in some detail below.

3.2.2 Løtimer

In 1995 another prominent and tragic case of so-called mercy killing

was unfolding in the province of Saskatchewan. Robert Latimer

killed his severely handicapped daughter Tracy by carbon

monoxide poisoning. At his trial he entered a defence of necessity,

because of her intractable severe pain, although there was

disagreement about the quality of her pain management. He was

es Australian states, (and the constituent states of the United States) have their own
criminal codes, whereas in Canada the criminal code is federal.

% Parliament of Canada (1995). Of Life and Death: Report of Special Senate Committee on
euthanasia and assisted suicide. Ottawa, Minister of Supply and Services Canada.
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convicted of second degree murder, the Supreme Court required a

retrial due to jury irregularities, and he was convicted again, and

sentenced to the minimum statutory sentence for this crime,

confirmed again on appeal, which provoked heated public debate.e

3.2.3 Canødiøn Senøte Report

The Canadian Senate report made recommendations under six

chapter headings: palliative care, pain control and sedation

practices, withholding and withdrawal of life-sustaining treatment,

advance directives, assisted suicide, and finatly euthanasia.es

3.2.3.L P alliatiae care

The committee heard substantial evidence concerning the

present state of palliative care in Canada, with strong

endorsement of what was being done already, but concerns

about lack of coverage of services. It recommended that

provinces make palliative care: 'A top priority in the

restructuring of the health care system'.

It also specifically endorsed better training and research and

the promulgation of guidelines and standards. However, the

report expresses initial surprise that palliative care emerged

as such an important practical issue at all:

The Committee began its hearings with the
expectation tha would
be spent on the l issues
that have come suicide
and euthanasia. However, at the outset of the
hearings, it became apparent that a major and
unanticipated issue was the question of alternatives to
assisted iuicide and euthanas^ia.e

t7 Schneider, C. E. (1998). "Hard cases." Hastings Center Report 28(2):2a-6.

s Parliament of Canada (1995). Of Life and Death: Report of Special Senate Committee on
euthanasia and assisted suicide. Ottawa, Minister of Supply and Services Canada.

e rbid,ptz.
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These words are highly significant, as they suggest that for

this group of senators, which included a prominent medical

practitioner, the departure point in public policy concerning

death and dying was the necessity for euthanasia, without

any initial consideration of palliative care. It was not that

palliative care was failing, rather that its role was either

unknown or underestimated. The final report included a

whole appendix on palliative care services which had not

originally been scheduled.

3.2.3.2 Pain control and sedøtion practices

The Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada, the

Honourable Allan Rock stated that palliative care practice

was legal and that the distinction between palliative care and

euthanasia is'relatively clear' in law:

The Criminal Code does not require futile
treatment, nor does it require capable patients
to accept treatment which they do not want.
Similarly, necessary palliative care which is
carried out in accordance with generally
accepted medical practice is not prohibited by
the Code whether or not this treatment results
in the death of the patient.lm

He then goes on to make this alarmist statement about

morphine and causation, albeit with regard to professional

and public perception rather than the law itself:

When is it permissible to keep prescribing
morphine when you know within the next six
hours it will cause death? The underlying
disease will not kill the person, however the
treatment for the pain will. At present, that is
shrouded in obscurity.rol

tm lbid, p 26.

1ot rbid,p27.
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Witnesses seemed united in their agreement on the need for

proper pain and symptom management, and on how uneven

this was due to lack of knowledge and fears of causing death

or inducing addiction. One of the most influential palliative

care physicians in Canada, Neil MacDonald, addressed the

assumption that morphine can cause the death of patients,

by pointing out that tolerance occurs to the respiratory

depressant effects of the drug. Nevertheless, the committee

decided to operate on the assumption that palliative

interventions may shorten life, and to recommend legislation

to clarify the practice: 'of providing treatment for the

purpose of alleviating suffering that may shorten life'.

The majorities in both appellate courts in Rodrigtez, and on

the Senate Select Committee, therefore maintained that a

moral and legal distinction between palliative care and

euthanasia could be upheld on the basis of double effect and

intention, along much the same lines set out by the Law

Reform Commission in I982.1s2 Mr fustice Sopinka, writing

for the majority ínRodriguez states:

The administration of drugs designed for pain
control in dosages which the physician knows
will hasten death constitutes active
contribution to death by any standard.
However, the distinction drawn here is based
upon intention - in the case of palliative care
the intention is to ease pain, which has the
effect of hastening death, while in the case of
assisted suicide, the intention is undeniably to
cause death....In my view distinctions based
upon intent are important, and in fact, form the
basis of our criminal law. While factually the
distinction ûrây, at times, be difficult to draw,
legally it is cleár. ro3

to' Law Reform Commission of Canada (1982). Protection of life: euthanasia. aiding
suicide and cessation of trealnent. Ottawa, Minister of Supply and Services Canada.

1ß Rodriguez a British Columbia (Attorney General). [1993] 3 SCR 607.
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3.2.3.3 TotøI sedøtion

This term was defined by the Canadian Committee as: 'the

practice of rendering a person totally unconscious through

the administration of drugs without potentially shortening

that person's life'.le

The witnesses quoted in the report offered a consensus that

the practice was widespread, and an accePted part of

palliative care. There were some concerns expressed about

the possibility of a fine line existing between total sedation

practices and voluntary active euthanasia, Presumably based

on causation. However, the definition expresses a certainty

which cannot be defended clinically: namely, that such

practices at least have tlrre potential to influence the timing of

death.los

As with most facets of its deliberations, the committee noted

an absence of empirical data and guidelines and called for

these to be produced.

3.2.3.4 Withholding nnd WithdrawøI of Life-sustøining Treatment

The Committee recognised uncertainty in law concerning

treatment abatement, which had previously been raised by

the Law Reform Commission of Canada in 1982, but no

legislative action ensued. The landmarkNøncy B case1ft in

the Quebec Superior Court clearly asserted the right of a

1s Parliament of Canada, op cit p33.

tos In clinical terms it is important to specify the circumstances in which such sedation is
deployed. It is one thing tõ use sedatives during the last few days or hours of a.person's
üfô fo; the comfort and áignity of a person who has terminal restlessness. This is part of
normal palliative care praètice world-wide. It is another to sedate a Person, who.is not
dying, fossibly to the point of coma, for an indefinite period, as a means of relieving
symptoms which have not responded to the specific measures which are normally
eifective for the condition in question. This is not a patt of accepted palliative care
practice, and it would be hard tò suggest that this is distinguishable from euthanasia in a
iorensic causal sense (see chapters S ana 0¡, unless it is temporary treatrnent, such as the
parallel with heavy sedation occasionally used for severe fitting, or when a person is
being ventilated on an intensive care unit.

'ú Nancy B a Hôtet-Dieu de Québec (1992),86 DLR (4th) 385.
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person to reject medical treatment, even if this would result

in her death. The Committee received some evidence from

proponents of an absolute sanctity of life position that no life

support measure, including artificial hydration and

alimentation, could be abated, but these views did not

prevail. The Committee accepted the views that there was

no moral distinction between withholding or withdrawing

treatment and that artificial hydration and alimentation

constituted medical treatment like any other. Th"y took a

narrow definition of futilitytt as needing to be absolute

(completely ineffective), but this did not include treatment

that may be effective but whose results are deemed

undesirable. If futility can be shown, treatment abatement

may prevail even for a competent person against their

wishes. The importance of competence assessment was

underlined, substitute decision making was endorsed and

those provinces which had not passed advance directive

legislation were urged to do so.

3.2.3.5 Assisted suicide ønd euthanasia

These were considered in separate sections of the report. A

majority of the Committee favoured the status quo of both

remaining illegal. Flowever, they did not preclude allowing

assistance in suicide in future if more information were

available to show that it was needed. With regard to

euthanasia, they recorrunended that while it should remain a

criminal offence, if elements of compassion and mercy could

be demonstrated, for either voluntary or non-voluntary

euthanasia, then a less severe penalty than the mandatory

life sentence required by the Criminal code for murder in

Canada should apply.

Minority recommendations were made by three (of the

seven) senators on the committee to allow assistance in

1ø See chapter 1.3 for further consideration of the controve¡sial topic of futility.
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suicide and by two of those to allow euthanasia in certain

highly regulated circumstances. Mullens has pointed out

the significance of Senator Wilbert Keon, an eminent

cardiothoracic surgeon from Ottawa, changing from

opposition to qualified support for physician-assisted

suicide, as a result of the hearings. He was apparently

swayed by the poignant testimony of witnesses seeking this

avenue for their relatives.rm

3.3 USA

In 1997, the Supreme Court of the United States in a unanimous decision

(9-0), decided that state legislation prohibiting physician-assisted suicide

was constitutional.læ Mendelson has pointed out that the court's decision-

making was grounded in Anglo-American common-law tradition which

has historically disapproved of both suicide and assisted suicide.ll0

Although at first sight this might seem to lay the matter to rest,

commentators have argued that the judgments are less decisive than they

appear, and still leave the way open for a different conclusion in future.lll

fustice Sandra Day O'Connor indicated that, if, in a future scenario, a

satisfactory way of relieving suffering (víz terminal sedation) could be

demonstrated to be unavailable, then medical assistance to die might be

1æ Mullens, A. (199ó). Timely death. Considering our last rights. Toronto, Alfred A
IGopf.

1@ Vacco a Quill. 117 S.Ct. 2293 (1997\ andWashington a Glucksberg. 117 S.Ct. 2258 (7997).

rto Mendelson,D. (7997). "Quill, Glucksberg and palliative care - does alleviation of pain
necessarily hasten death?" Toumal of Law and Medicine 5: 110-113.

ttt Kleinman, A. (7997). "Intimations of solidarity? The popular culture responds to
assisted suicide." Hastings Center Report 27: !L-36.
Capron, A. M. (199n. "Death and the court." Hastines Center Report 27:25-29.
Coope,C.M.(1997).,,''Deathwithdignity''.,,@5(27):37-38.
Kaveny, M. C. (7997). "Assisted suicide, the Supreme Court, and the constitutional
function of the law." Hastings Center Report 27:29-M.
Dworkin, R. (199ó). Sex, death, and the courts. New York Review of Books. XLIII: M-50.
Dworkin, R. (1997). Assisted suicide: what the court really said. New York Review of
Books. XLIV: ¡10-¡t4.
Dworkin, R., T. Nagel, et al. (L99n. Assisted suicide: the philosopher's brief. New York
Review of Books. XLl,/ ; 4L47.
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permissible.ll2 Orentlicher has argued that by endorsing terminal sedation

they are allowing a form of euthanasia which is less preferable than

physician-assisted suicide because it can be applied to incompetent

patients without their consent.rl3 The Court recognised the importance of

palliative care and the need to remove any (state) impediments to its
delivery, eg excessive drug regulatory bureaucracy and funding
barriers.lla Patrick Wall wrote a strong editorial in the world's pre-

eminent specialist pain journal concerning the disturbing causal inferences

made by the justices of the Supreme Court with regard to pain control.lls

Voters in the state of Oregon voted against the repeal of the Death with

Dignity Act in November \997, thereby rendering physician-assisted

suicide legal in that state.116 Subsequent experience in Oregon appears to

have been favourable although interpretations of reports vaff ,tr7 and there

are bills before the US Congress which seek to obstruct the practice of

physician-assisted suicide, and thereby to override state legislation.tts The

massive SUPPORT study on end of life care in the USA also provides

more indirect evidence of a high level of causal anxiety, as well as poor

symptom control,lle and a recent article about'slow codes', where doctors

r12 Burt, R. A. (1997). "The Supreme Court speaks: not assisted suicide but a constitutional
right to palliative care." New England Toumal of Medicine 337 1234-7236.

It3 Orentlicher, D. (7997). "The Supreme Court and physician-assisted suicide: rejecting
assisted suicide but embracins euthanasia." New Ensland Tournal of Medicine 337:7236-
7239.

11a Burt, R. A. (1997). "The Supreme Court speaks: not assisted suicide but a constitutional
right to palliative care." 337:1234-1236.

"5 Wall, P. D. (1997). "The generation of yet another myth on the use of narcotics." Pain
73: I2'1,-I22.

rru Woolfrey, I. (1998). "What happens now? Oregon and physician-assisted suicide."
Hastings Center Report 28(3): 9-17.

1r7 Chin, A. E., K. Hedberg, et al. (L999). "Legahzedphysician-assisted suicide in Oregon -

the first vear's exDerience." New Eneland loumal of Medicine 340:577-83.
Foley, K. and H. Hendin (1999). "The Oregon report: don't ask don't tell." Hastings
Center Report 29ß\: 37 -42.

rr8 Angell, M. (1999). "Caring for the dying - congressional mischief." NewEnej.aru!
Toumal of Medicine 3a1(25): 7923-7925.

11e Teno, J. M. (1999). "Lessons learned and not learned from the SUPPORT project."
Palliative Medicine 13: 91-3.
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and nurses 'go through the motions'of resuscitation for patients with little

or no prospect of recovery, reveals further disturbing evidence of a causal

concern leading to poor care and decision-making at the end of life, in this

case, that it is seen to be better to be doing something than nothing, even

though the attempt is futile. 120

3.4 New Zealand

New Zealand has not sought to legislate in this atea, but like all similar

countries, has had to consider euthanasia,l2r and has had two notable legal

cases which have brought end of life issues to the fore in public debate.

Both were treatment abatement cases, one of a patient with Guillain-Barré

syndrome,lz the other concerning the abatement of renal dialysis.læ

3.5 Conclusion

From the above review of the international scene, and the Australian

experience outlined in the preceding chapter, it can be seen that a number

of themes emerge:

Public pressure for the legalisation of euthanasia is an international

phenomenon. By and large, courts and parliaments have been more

cautious, and have turned to palliative care as the avenue for the

public policy response to community concern about the process of

dyi.g.

l20Bil1ings,J.A.andS.D.Block(1996).,,Sloweuthanasia.,,@12:
21.-30.

ttt New Zealand Medical Association (L996). Report on euthanasia. Wellington, New
Zealand Medical Association.

12 Auckland AreaHealth Authority a Attorney-Gennal. (1993) 1 NZLR 235-256.

lts Shortland a Northlønd Heakh Limited (the Raz Williams case), David Collins, personal
communication. Collins, D. (7999). Medical futility and rationing health resources.
Festchrift fur Erwin Deutsch, Carl Heymans Verlag.
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I Euthanasia is permitted in the Netherlands (although important the

Netherlands experience is not within the scope of this thesis) and the

state of Oregon, and was for a brief time also in the Northern Territory

of Australia, but legislative initiatives elsewhere have so far failed.

A number of influential legal cases concerning end of life decisions

have come to superior courts, with parliamentary inquiries resulting in

two countries (UK and Canada). Most of these are treatment

abatement cases for non-dying persons who have permanent and very

severe neurological damage. (Nancy B, Aucklnnd Area Heølth Authority,

and Bland). Orly Rodriguez has sought prospective permission for

assistance to die. A number of cases of unlawful'mercy' killing cases

have been brought (eg, Cox) but only one (Løtimer in Canada) has

resulted in serious custodial sanction.

No cases have been brought which challenge internationally-accepted

standards of palliative care practice.

Of great importance for the ensuing consideration of causation in

palliative care (see chapter 6), in most of the above political and legal

deliberations, treatment abatement and palliative interventions have

been assumed to cause death, but are allowed, as the public policy

imperative is to relieve suffering and avoid prolongation of the process

of dying.

The distinction between palliative care and euthanasia has been based

on intention, with recourse, despite robust challenges, to the so-called

doctrine of double effect, which was invoked in the important common

law case on this issue, Ra Adams, (see chapters 4 and 6) which has been

cited in nearly all the deliberations discussed in the first two chapters.
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CHAPTER 4

OPIOIDS, SEDATIVES AND CAUSATION

4.1. Introduction

This chapter will examine the causal inferences which arise from

discussions about the use of opioids and sedatives in palliative medicine.

In all the judgments and parliamentary reports studied,l2n and in the

reasoning cited in many teading tegal cases,tÆ it will be shown the usual

conclusion has been that palliative care interventions and treatment

abatement decisions may indeed constitute a cause of death, and this is

largely based on assumptions about opioid use.

4.2 Prevailingprofessionalattitudes

In a 1995 survey of specialist Victorian nurses, some respondents

expressed views about causation in their practice which are concerning:

r2a Parliament of Victoria. Social Development Committee (7987).Inquiry into options for
dvins with disnitv. Melboume.
Parliament of South Australia (1991). First Interim Report of the Select Committee of

. Parliamentary
Paper No 164, Adelaide.
Parliament of South Australia (1991). Second Interim Report of the Select Committee of

. Parliamentary
Paper No 185, Adelaide.
Parliament of South Australia (1992)l. Final Report of the Select Committee of House of
Assembly on the Law and Practice Relating to Death and Dying. Adelaide, Parliament of
South Australia.
Parliament of South Australia (1996).Inquiry into the Voluntary Euthanasia Bill 1996:
Twelfth Report of the Social Development Committee. Parliamentary Paper 186,
Adelaide.
Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia. Senate Legal and Constitutional
Legislation Committee (1997). Consideration of Legislation Referred to the Committee.
Euthanasia Laws Bill 1996. Canberra, Senate Printing Unit, Department of the Senate,
Pa¡liament House.
House of Lords (19941. Report of the Select Committee on Medical Ethics. London,
HMSO.
Parliament of Canada (1995). Of Life and Death: Report of Special Senate Committee on
euthanasia and assisted suicide. Ottawa, Minister of Supply and Services Canada.

1Æ R o Adams.I7957l Crim LR 365; Airedale NHS Trust a Bland. [1993] 1 ALL ER 821-896;
Rodriguez a British Columbin (Attomey General). [1993] 3 SCR 607; Vacco a Quill. 117 S.Ct.
2293 (7997);Washington a Gluckberg. 117 S.Ct. 2258 (1997); Auckland Area Health Authority
a Attorney-General. (1993) 1 NZLR 235-256; R a Cox [1992] 12 BMLR 38 (Ognall J's
instruction to the jury); R a Latimer [1995] 126 DLR4 203; Latimer a The Queen 17997) 1,42

DLR4577.
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Surprisingly, even within the palliative care and cancer
nursing communities, myths exist about the power of
morphine to lead to respiratory distress and death in
narcotic-tolerant patients. Of further concern is that some
respondents consider the routine escalation of morphine
doses in response to increasing pain, as active euthanasia.
The knowledge and attitudes of nurses about euthanasia,
and the use of morphine in particular, requires further
exploration.r26

In evidence gathered by Colleen Cartwright in Queensland, in a series of

studies conducted in 1995 about end of life decision-making (in particular

about advance directives and euthanasia), a number of typical anecdotes

of causal impediments to the care of the dying are identified. When

questioning nursing home staff the following extracts are striking.

Doctors are feørful of the løut and so intervene medically
when nature would be kinder. We keep elderly residents
with no quality of life alive with assisted feeding and
medication. It is a problem endemic in western society
under the guise of modern medicine. I don't think God
invented medicine.l27

GP's appear to be more and more concerned øbout legal
implications re medication dosøge. Some GP's and some
nurses do not appear to have come to terms with their
residents/patients (their own) mortality and the need to
find the balance between adequate pain relief and life
shortening doses. Some GP's and nurses are reluctant to
commence morphine due to concerns about addiction or
starting the "downward spiral. 1ã

126 Aranda, S. and M. O'Connor (1995). "Euthanasia, nursing and care of the dying;
rethinking Kuhse and Singer." Australian Nu¡ses Toumal3(2): 18-21.

1z These comments are quoted from field notes of research performed by Colleen
Cartwright and co-workers in August 1995 interviewing health professionals for two
major reports on end of life issues in Queensland. This first comment is numbered 3067.
(Cartwright personal comrnunication).
This work has generated two reports: Steinberg, M., M. H. Parker, et al. (1996). Report to

. Brisbane,
Department of Social and Preventative Medicine. The University of Queensland Medical
School.
Steinberg, M. 4., C. M. Cartwright, et al. (7996). Report to the Resea¡ch and Development

decision-making. Brisbane, Department of Social and Preventative Medicine. The
University of Queensland Medical School.

to Ibid no 3059.
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I have been placed in this situation many times.
Especially with large amounts of morphine (IMI). The
first time occurred when I was a first year student nurse.
The RN asked me to administer another dose of prn IMI
morphine. I did so, and the patient died within 20 mins.
The RN made the comment; "thøt must høae been iust
enough to send him off". I yy_øs horrified at the time. It is
something I will neaer forget.'"

The patient had been given a large amount of morphine
but as the family sat with the patient over a number of
hours and watched her pain persist they progressively
became more frustrated and 'very pushy' in regards to
the nursing staff not giving her enough. Although she
was receiving large doses it was difficult to explain we
didn't want to giae her too much in cnse she stopped
breathing.rn

A hospital doctor gave this view of pain relief in hospital work:

I have prescribed pain killers for years without support
of senior medical staff and often against nursing staff
opinions. The løw should protect me but basically turns a
Uïina eye without involving "public opinion". 131'

And in the community survey, this comment was made:

From what I've been told in the nursing profession DNR
and active euthanasia (by taøy of morphine oaerdose) of the
terminally ill has been going on without patient consent
for a long time. It is far better to have this issue discussed
openly rãther than carried out in secret. 132

Margaret Brown, health social sciences researcher at the University of

South Australia cites two representative quotes from recent research:

Doctors and nurses can hasten death by medication. This
is what is happening in hospices. Most people admitted
(to hospices) L4 days before death - the treatment is
bumped up - they know what is going to happen.

l2e Ibid no 3094

lm Ibid no5223

131 Ibid no 6232

132Ibid no 101o F3o-39
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...and getting that across to doctors is very hard
sometimes especially when they start using emotive
terms like killing morphine doses and all the rest of it,
you think well thãt's not my intention. 13

Dr Ruth Redpath, in part of evidence from the perspective of a palliative

care physician, a perspective which had not hitherto been heard by the

Social Development Committee of the Victorian Parliament in L986 1s,

stated:

For whatever reason, it is in-built in the hospital system
that the dangerous drug cupboard, that was present long
before the worry about drug addiction.....is locked at all
times.....and [it] has been inculcated into everybody that
morphine is dangerous.......The inhibitions that have
built up about the danger of morphine have been present
for a_long time. It is something we must come to grips
with.'*

The Committee heard much evidence of poor pain control and the

difficulties of care at the end of life, which led to an ongoing public policy

effort to improve matters. All the above provides anecdotal evidence of

causal concerns about treatment abatement and palliative care practice.

As has already been seen, there is also widespread anecdotal evidence that

significant obstacles to the good care of dying people can be shown to

arise from deeply entrenched myths that morphine causes addiction and

death.rs Countries tike the United Kingdom and Australia have made

rs Margaret Brown personal communication, Advance Directive Study 7997 and current
research on dying in an acute hospital setting.

1s Redpath, personal communication.

r3s Pa¡liament of Victoria. Social Development Committee (1987).Inquir)¡ into options for
dvins with disniw. Melboume.

rs Reidenberg, M.M. (7996). "Barriers to controlling pain in patients with cancer." J-ance!
347:1278.
Zenz, M. and A. Willweber-Strumpf (1993). "Opiophobia and cancer pain in Europe."
Lancet 34'1,:1075-6.
Somerville, M. A. (1994). Death of pain: and ethics. Prosress in Pain

Gebhart, D. L. Hammond and T. S. ]ensen. Seattle,
Washington, IASP Press. 2:41-58.

G.F
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substantial progress in palliative care provision, and there is good access

to opioids for symptom relief, but bureaucratic hurdles still hinder care

d*g prescribing. In many other countries, access to morphine is still

limited or non-existent, and there is still serious concern that in global

terms, poor cancer pain control is commonly due, at least in part, to poor

opioid access.tt This is largely due to the regulation of opioid use by

governments in order to control illicit drug use and its enormous

attendant social and health problems.

In two surveys conducted in L99L for a parliamentary select committee of

the South Australian parliament, general practitioners showed minimal

concern about addiction to pain-killing drugs, but over 80% of the

community sample thought that addiction was a significant issue in

palliative care. The public opinion survey asked a causal question

concerning pain relief. This showed a wide divergence of views, and

much uncertainty.ls Unfortunately, no such question was asked in the

general practitioner study.l3e But this and other work has shown both

attitudinal and knowledge deficits amongst medical practitioners in

cancer pain management,lo although one study in the UK showed good

reported practice amongst a sample of Scottish general practitioners.tnt

137 See Rita Carter's articlei Carte¡, R. (1996). Give a drug a bad name. New Scientist. 6

April 1996: 14-15. The introduction reads: 'Morphine is the world's most effective
pãinkiiler, yet because of its reputation as a dangerous drug it is rarely prescribed gve_n to
ierminally ill patients'. This is-, of course, untruè, but nonetheless, the article highlighted
the extenl and depth of the negative attitudes and lack of knowledge about the safety and
efficacy of opioids, even in the UK, where palliative care is well embedded.

ts Asked if too many pain-killers shorten life, the results were (n=462): very true ,1!.7"/o,
somewhat true 25%,-not at all true28"/o, don't know 35.3%. Ashby, M. and M. Wakefield
(1993). "Attitudes to some aspects of death and dying, living wills and substituted health
care decision-making in South Australia: a public opinion survey for a parliamentary
select committee." BeMa.Livelv[gçfulne 7 : 273-282.

tt' Wakefield, M., ]. Beilby, et al. (1993). "General practitioners and palliative care."
Palliative Medicine 7 : IL7 -126.

te Elliott, T. E., D. M. Murray, et al. (1995). "Physician knowledge and attitudes about
cancer pain management: a survey from the Minnesota Cancer Pain Project." Iryþf
Pain and Svmptom Manaeement 10(494-504). Vainio, A. (1989). "Practising physicians'
experiences of treating patients with cancer Pain." Acta Oncologica 28:777-82.

rar Lang, C. C., P. H. G. Beardon, et al. (1992). "Drug management of pain cry9-9d by
cancer: a study of general practitioners' treatment attitudes and oractices." Palliative
Medicine 6:246-252.
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Flowever, there is still a question mark as to what extent surveys portray

real practice, and patient attitudes have not received much attention in the

literature.14

In a large retrospective case note review of 11,882 hospitalised inpatients

at Boston University Medical Center, two physicians reported that only

four patients showed evidence of addiction to opioids prescribed for

pain.t* Marie Fallon (Glasgow, Scotland) and colleagues conducted a

prospective comparative study of mood and drug use in three groups of

patients receiving opioids for: cancer pain, chronic non-malignant pain

and drug dependence. Th"y found significant differences in reasons for

opioid use between the groups. Whilst cancer and chronic pain patients

mainly took opioids to relieve pain, those with drug dependence used

them for mood elevation and sleep (Fallon, personal communication).

Although medical opinion is now clear that addiction is not an issue in

cancer pain management and palliative care, opinion is divided about

opioid use in non-malignant pain,ls and patients and families in the wider

community clearly still have a high level of concern about the potential

for addiction.

Despite an extensive and sustained international campaigt by the World

Health Organisation,ras many doctors still believe that they are causing or

1a2 Ward, S. 8., N. Goldberg, et al. (1993). "Patient-related barriers to management of
cancer pain." Pain 52: 319-324.

ta3 Porter, ]. and H. Jack (1980). "Addiction rare in patients treated with narcotics." New1

Eneland Tournal of Medicine 302(2):723.

laFor the prevailing views on the use of opioids for non-malign-a1t pain,-from the
AustralianÞain Society see a recent paper and editorial in the Medicøl lournøl of Australiø,
Graziotti, P. and R. Goucke (1997). "The use of oral opioids in patients with chronic non-
malignant pain." Medical Toumal of Australia 167:30-34.

OI

Mo[õy, A:, M. Nicholas, et al. (1997). "Role of opioids in chronic non-cancer pain."
Medical Tournal of Australia 167:. 9-10. and in Canada, see website of Canadian Pain
Society: Use of opioid analgesics for the treatment of chronic ¡on-canc€r pain - a

consensus statement and guidelines from the Canadian Pain Society
<www.putsus.com/pan Accessed on 22nd February 2001.

1as Sgernsward, j. and N. Teoh (1989). "The cancer pain relief Programme of the World
Health Orsanisation." EA!!!el&N[cekiæ 4: 1-3.0
Twycross,-R. (1994). Pain relief in advanced cancer. London, Churchill Livingstone. - -
Zeóh,D. F., S. Grond, et al. (1995). "Validation of World Health Organization Guidelines
for cancer pain relief: a 10-year prospective study." Pain 63(1): ó5-76.
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hastening the death of their palliative care patients, despite a lack of any

evidence to support this view.16 Regulatory barriers abound in many

countries,laT with many still not allowing the use of opioids for pain

management.l4 A recent event of note in the United States, which may

represent a significant shift in public policy and attitude, has been the

institution of disciplinary or legal sanction for doctors who fail to provide

adequate analgesia.lae

4.3 Justice Devlin's advice in R u Adams

These deep seated fears are based on the fact that opioids, used

inappropriately, can cause respiratory depression, coma and death. In

particular, the notion that there is agreement about a 'high' dose of an

opioid drug such as morphine beyond which timing and possibly

causation might be in question has permeated medicine, and hence, every

legal deliberation on this issue since the 1957 instruction to the jury by

(later) Lord Patrick Devlin in R o Adøms:

But that does not mean that a doctor who is aiding the

Expert Working Group of the European Association for Palliative Care (L996). "Mo¡phine
in cancer pain: modes of administration." British Medical Iournal 372:.823-826.
Twycross, R., J. Harcourt, et al. (1996). "A survey of pain in patients with advanced
cancer." Ioumal of Pain and Symptom Management 12: 273-282.

t* Ashby, M. (1997). "The fallacies of death causation in palliative care." lvlcdicall@l
of Australia 766:. 17 6-L77.
Simini, B. (1996). "Prescribing morphine for pain relief is unduly difficult in ltaly." Lancet
347:753.
Mendelson, D. (7997). "Quill, Glucksberg and palliative care - does alleviation of pain
necessarily hasten death?" Iournal of Law and Medicine 5: 110-113.

t47 Simini, B. (L996). "Prescribing morphine for pain relief is unduly difficult in Italy."
Lancet 347:753.

t* See Cancer Pain Release (a publication of the WHO Collaborating Center for
symptomatic evaluation in cancer care, Madison, Wisconsin, USA). Supplement to
Volume 9 - Summer 1996, quoting International Narcotics Control Board report in
lgg6.International Narcotics eonhol Board (1996). Availability of oPiates for medical
needs. New York, United Nations.

1'e Charatan, F. (1999). "Doctor discipined for "grossly undertreating" pain'" British
Medical loumal 319: 728.
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medicine, the restoration of health, can no longer be
achieved, there is still much for a doctor to do and he is
entitled to do all that is proper and necessary to relieve
pain and suffering, even if the measures he takes may
incidentally shorten life. This is not because there is a
special defence for medical men but because no act is
murder which does not cause death. We are not dealing
here with the philosophical or technical cause, but with
the commonsense cause. The cause of death is the illness
or injury, and the proper medical treatment that is
administered and that has an incidental effect on
determining the exact moment of death is not the cause
of death in any sensible use of the term. But ... no doctor,
nor any man, no more in the case of the dying than of the
healthy, has the right deliberately to cut the thread of life.
1g)

It is clear that expert medical evidence, given forty years ago has been

incorporated into legal deliberations and public policy formulations ever

since. This trial specifically deals with the use of opioids in terminal care

by u general practitioner in a case where the doctor's motives and

intentions were in question, and the advice was based on medical opinion

of that time, which held that morphine and heroin, even when used for

pain relief,led to addiction, or death from respiratory depression. Double

effect reasoning was employed to justify, and render lawful, the use of

escalating morphine doses which might have the incidental effect of

shortening the life of a dying person. Whilst the judgment is supportive of

palliative care, and expresses the doctrine of double effect in law for the

first time in this context (see chapter 6), much has changed in medicine,

and society, since the expert evidence which would have informed that

judgment ::r:.1957. Modern palliative care experience has, of course, shown

this causal assumption about morphine to be false. The title for Patrick

Devlin's L985 book as a result of the L957 Bodkin Adams case: Easing The

&Sgi4g1s1 is perhaps illustrative of the prevailing views on palliative care

ts R u Adams, Cent¡al Criminal Court, London, 1957. Unreported but discussed in
Palmer, Dr Adams' trial for murder, 119571Crim LR 365. See also G. Williams, The
Sanctity of Life and the Criminal Law. 7958,pp 288-90.

lsr Devlin, P. (1985). Easing the passing: The trial of Dr Iohn Bodkin Adams. London, The
Bodley Head.
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at the time. The widespread use of the'Brompton's Cocktail'rs2 also shows

that the view of dying was that rapidity of death and oblivion were the

goals of palliative interventions, which were almost exclusively focused

on terminal care. Palliative care has now expanded well beyond terminal

care, and is seeing patients far earlier in the course of their illness. Until
the last few hours or days of life, most patients wish to have optimal pain

management with minimal side effects, in particular, they do not wish to

be drowsy or cognitively impaired.ttt

4.4 Opioid use in palliative care

There is no clinical scientific evidence that morphine causes death, if used

with appropriate skill to palliate symptoms. In particular, the respiratory

depressant effects have been shown to be minimal, and it seems that the

presence of pain acts as antagonist to respiratory depression and sedative

effects of opioids.lr Flowever, like any class of drugs, the opioids are

dangerous if used inappropriately. There is now a substantial body of

clinical experience in palliative care about safe standards of practice, with

particular regard to initial doses for 'opioid-naive' patients and

subsequent dose titration according to the person's pain or symptom

reporting. It is widely assumed that the morphine (or other opioid) dose per

se, is the main determinant of whether the drug causes or hastens death.

In fact there is no such determinative or threshold dose. What matters is

the present dose in relation to the previous dose. Gradual dose escalation

by a factor in the region of 50-L00% of the previous dose is usual practice,

although substantially higher increases can usually be well tolerated by

patients who are not new to the drug (that is, they are no longer termed

ts2 Named after the Brompton Hospital (a famous London postgraduate teaching hospital
which specialises in chest diseases), the mixture usually contained heroin, cocaine and
alcohol. It was very extensively used prior to the advent of the modern
hospice/palliative care movement and its composition has varied from one institution to
another over the years.

1s Flanks, G. W. (1995). "Morphine sans morpheus." þ¡g! 346:652-3.

ts DuBose, R. A. and C. B. Berde (1997\. Respiratory effects of opioids. IASP Newsletter:
3-5.
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'opioid-naive'). It is therefore the size of the initial dose, and the rate of

subsequent incremental dose increases which are important.

Cancer pain management with morphine is unusual compared to most

other forms of drug treatment in that there are no predetermined dose

ranges to achieve satisfactory pain control for adults or children. Most

adults will achieve initial pain control with a daily dose in the range of 30

mg to 200 mg (per 24 hours, orally), but the range of doses is very wide.

The accepted practice is to adjust the regular dose upwards according to

the requirements to keep the pain under control, balanced against

incidence of side effects.ls

4.5 Terminal sedation

Sedative drugs are commonly used in terminal care (when death is

believed to be imminent), in order to maintain comfort and dignity by

alleviation of agitation, anxiety and so-called terminal restlessness. Thuy

are used proportionately to the patient's distress, and not to bring about

death.ls It is clear that there is a robust disagreement within medicine

itself, about whether such treatment contributes to the cause of death, and

even what the therapeutic goals are or should be. There are those who

contend that, within accepted palliative care practice, patients are sedated,

and death is thereby caused, either through central nervous system and

respiratory depression, or dehydration and starvation. Billings and Block

also contend that this is result of the use of morphine infusions.tst In

1ss Mercadante, S., G. Dardanoni, et al. (7997). "Monitoring of opioid therapy in advanced
cancer pain patients." fournal of Pain and Symptom Management 1.3: 204-212.

ls Ashby, M. (1997). "The fallacies of death causation in palliative care." lvlcdicallwl
of Australia 766: 776-777.
Mendelson, D. (7997). "Quill, Glucksberg and palliative care - does alleviation of pain
necessarily hasten death?" Ioumal of Law and Medicine 5: L10-113.

l57Billings,J.A.andS.D.Block(7996).,,Sloweuthanasia.,,@12:
21.-30.
Brody, H. (1996). "Commentary on Billings and Block's "slow euthanasia"." Iournal of
Palliative Care 12: 38-4L.
Dickens, B. M. (1996,). "Commentary on "slow euthanasia"." Tournal of Palliative Care L2:

4243.
Mount, B. (199ó). "Morphine drips, terminal sedation, and slow euthanasia: definitions
and facts, not anecdotes." @ 72:31-37.
Portenoy, R. K. (1996,). "Morphine infusions at the end of life: the pitfalls in reasoning
from anecdote." @ 12: M46.
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Victoria, a prominent urologist, Dr Rodney Syme has challenged the state

coroner to investigate his sedation of a patient as a cause of death.rs

Certainly, palliative care practitioners rarely use morphine for its sedative

properties at any stage of an illness, especially when patients are trying to

function as normally as possible, and sedation is usually unwelcome. In
terminal care morphine may even aggravate terminal restlessness,

probably due to metabolite accumulation.ls In terminal care sedatives are

titrated against agitation and distress, but occasionally also against

another symptom (e.g. pain or shortness of breath) where other measures

have failed and the patient may wish to be less aware of what they are

going through. If patients are conscious and competent they are consulted

about this and asked if they wish to be more sedated, but they are often

unable to give this consent due to incompetence. It should also be noted

that patients are usually unconscious and/or cognitively impaired, and

therefore incompetent, at this stage. It is clearly not possible to state

categorically that such sedation has no effect on time of death, but this is

not really the important question, being superseded by the comfort and

dignity of the person. The precise timing of death is unpredictable and

verification of the relative causal contributions to that timing of disease,

physiological and pharmacological factors is not usually measurable.

Outside the setting of terminal care, so-called'pharmacological oblivion' is

not part of accepted palliative care practice, especially not as a way of

ending a patient's life.

4.6 Conclusion

The Ontario coroner (Dr fames Young, 1997) seems to have captured the

essence of the basic underlying principles of therapeutic intervention in

palliative medicine, in laying down four conditions which need to be

satisfied for palliative care interventions to be legal in his jurisdiction.

These conditions should be universally applicable:

t* Syme, R. (1999). "Rodney Syme: pharmacological oblivion contributes to and hastens
patients' deatlts." Monash Bioethics Review 18(2): 40-3.

tt Ashby, M. 4., B. Fleming, et al. (7997). "Plasma morphine and glucuronide (M3G and
M6G) concentrations in hospice inpatients." Tournal of Pain and Sfmptom Management
1.4:757-767.
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(1) The care must be intended solely to relieve suffering;
(2) it must be administered in response to suffering or
signs of suffering; (3) it must [be] commensurate with
that suffering; and (4) it cannot be a deliberate infliction
of death. Documentation is required, and the doses must
increase progressively.t*

The intention is to relieve symptoms and suffering, not bring forward the

time of death. Whilst this position is sustainable in the palliative phase, it
is susceptible to challenge in the terminal phase, when death is imminent

(hours or days away).t6t It should be acknowledged by practitioners that,

as death approaches, abatement of life-sustaining treatment and terminal

sedation may indeed alter the time of death, although this matter cannot

be verified scientifically, one way or the other, in a particular case, or in

general. There are serious limitations to the use of clinical studies in this

area, and the causal question itself cannot be directly asked in any

interventional study for obvious reasons. We cannot know when a

particular patient would have died in the absence of palliative
interventions or treatment abatement, particularly during the final dying

process, and it would be unethical to design randomised controlled trials

to find out.

In the absence of formal training in palliative care, doctors' attitudes and

clinical behaviour are complex and variable, ranging from abrupt

cessation of treatment, minimalist palliative care and treatment directed at

bringing about a rapid dying process, to excessive caution about being

seen to be instrumental in causing the death, particularly with regard to

the provision of pain and symptom relief, cessation or non-initiation of

artificial hydration and alimentation and cardio-pulmonary resuscitation.

to Parliament of Canada (1995). Of Life and Death: Report of Special Senate Committee
on euthanasia and assisted suicide. Ottawa, Minister of Supply and Services Canada. pp
26-7.
Lavery, J. V. and P. Singer (1997). "The "Supremes" decide on assisted suicide: what
should a doctor do?" 157:405-406.

ttt For a description of these three phases of illness and goals of care: curative, palliative
and terminal, see Ashby, M. and B. Stoffell (1991). "Therapeutic ratio and defined phases:
proposal of an ethical framework for palliative care." British Medical lournal 302:1322-
1324.
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Whilst a doctor's intention may not always be easy to validate, evaluation

of intention and motive are fundamental to legal analysis, and many

would argue that intention also determines the moral character of medical

interventions.

Whilst it is undoubtedly true that throughout history certain doctors have

administered treatment to terminally ill patients with the covert or overt

intention of shortening their lives, this is not the clinical or ethical position

which is put forward by palliative care practitioners.t62 It is the central

tenet of this thesis that death causation is a major factor influencing care

and decision-making at end of life, however, causation alone cannot

resolve the issues at stake. There has been a failure within medicine itself

to deal with causation in this context. Anxieties about responsibility for

causing death, and questionable assumptions by health care professionals

and the public, concerning law and ethics, permeate practice and debate

related to death and dying.

162 Gilbert, J. and S. Ki¡kham (7999). "Double effect, double bind or double speak."
Palliative Medicine 13: 365-366.
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CHAPTER 5

TREATMENT ABATEMENT

5.1 Introduction

Even when death is manifestly approaching, or the quality of life is grossly

compromised, including permanent absence of consciousness, the non-

initiation or cessation of medical treatment gives rise to anxieties for

doctors, nurses, patients and families, and causal factors are clearly to the

fore. Here are two more quotes from Colleen Cartwright's work:

A resident who made the decision not to prolong life by
withholding nutrition and fluids was counselled by staff
- GP, staff and relatives discussed the situation with her.
Her faith was strong and her desire not to live was
strong. Her wishes were agreed to - støff and relatiaes

found it oery dfficult and all other aspects of care were
accepted. It took three weeks and was extremely dfficult, staff
required strong counselling øfter the deøth.ræ

As a student nurse I was asked to turn off a
(this decision was made by a team of GP's)
lasting negative effect. ln

respirator -
This left a

Many doctors feel more comfortable with non-initiation than cessation,

presumably because of the causal implications, and an underlying sense of

reliance on the act versus omission distinction. 16s As a result of causal

anxieties, it is common that treatment aimed at saving or prolonging life is

often continued in clinical situations where the chances of benefit are slim,

and treatment-related morbidity can be substantial without obvious gain.

The duties and goals of medicine are overrn¡helmi.gly articulated in terms

of cure.

t6 See Cartwright (personal communication) op cit, ch 4.3, no 3082.

tó4Ibid no 3189

16 See Beauchamp, T. and J. Childress (1994). Principles of biomedical ethics. New York,
Oxford University Press. pp 796-200. For an important discussion of factors which
influence life support withdrawal see a vignette-based survey of physicians.Christiakis,
N. and D. A. As-ch (1993). "Biases in how physicians choose to withdraw life support."
Lancet 342:642-646.
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The term 'abatement' is taken from the title of an important 1,989 book by

Robert Weir, a bioethicist from the Medical College of Iowa, which gives a

comprehensive historical account of legal and ethical deliberations on end

of life decision-making in the United States up to that year.16 The term,

which is used throughout this thesis, encompasses both non-initiation and

cessation of medical treatment. This appears to be an important

distinction in clinical decision-making behaviour, but not in terms of

outcome, where death can clearly result from both non-initiation and

cessation of medical treatment. Neither does it appear to be a morally

robust distinction, resting tenuously perhaps on the unsafe foundations of

the acts,/omissions distinction.

A number of legal reports and judgments have addressed the issue of

treatment abatement and palliative care, by stating that there is no duty

for doctors to provide medical treatment that does not benefit the patient,

and hence any notion of causing death by failure to provide such

treatment is nonsensical from the law's point of view. In 1982 the

Canadian Law Reform Commission wrote:

The law should recognise that the prolonging of life is not an
absolute value in itself and that therefore a physician does
not act illegally when he fails to take measures to achieve
this end, if these measures are useless or contrary to the
patient's wishes or interests, and: that the incapacity of a
person to express his w to
oblige a physician to ad he
purpose of prolonging an
unconscious or incompetent patient, a physician incurs no
criminal responsibility by terminating treatment which has
become useless.'o'

The major treatment abatement decisions that are taken in clinical practice

are: the provision or non-provision of artificial nutrition and hydration,

cardio-pulmonary resuscitation and life support interventions, notably

artificial ventilation. This chapter will focus on the first of these as a major

t* weir, R. F. (1989).
to the prolongation of life. New York, Oxford University Press.

to Law Reform Commission of Canada (1982). Protection of life: euthanasia. aiding
suicide and cessation of treatrnent. Ottawa, Minister of Supply and Se¡vices Canada.
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issue for palliative care, general medicine and aged care. It will be

necessary to examine the ordinary / extraordinary distinction and see how

the characterisation of treatments has fuelled a 'special case' status for the

provision of nutrition and fluids (a moral 'bottom line' of what may be

abated and what may not). It will also be seen that a 'moral equivalence'

argument is made to equate the abatement of any medical treatment,

regardless of clinical efficacy in the given circumstances, with voluntary

active euthanasia. This will be challenged, and a clinical distinction will
be made about the setting of such decisions between dyiog and non-dying

persons. The English case of Airedale NHS Trust a Blønd is one of the

world's leading reference cases for legal and ethical aspects of treatment

abatement in general and hydration and alimentation in particular and

will hence be referred to substantially here.

5.2 The ordinary / exftaordinary distinction

One historically influential approach to ethical reasoning (which is now

appears to be waning) in treatment abatement decision making at the end

of life, has been to characterise the treatments into those that are morally

obligatory (termed'ordinary'), and those which are not ('extraordinary').

It has its origins in the Catholic moral theological tradition. Kelly was the

first to use the extraordinary/ordinary distinction to characterise specific

treatments.t* In this tradition, as reviewed by Croninl6e and described by

McCormack,lto it is understood that it is up to individuals to decide, on the

basis of proportionality, what constitutes ordinary and extraordinary

treatment in their particular situation. The ordinary / extraordinary

distinction was described in this way by Pope Pius XII in L957:

Natural reason and Christian morals agree that patients have
a duty "to take the necessary treatment for the preservation

168 Kellv. G. (1954). "Medico-moral problems." St Louis: The Catholic Hospital
Association of US and Canada: 6-15.

16e Cronin, D. (1989). Conserving human life. Doctoral dissertion (1958). Boston, The Pope
]ohn Center.

170 Mccormack, R. (1978). "The quality of life, the sanctity of life." Hastings Center Report
1:30-3ó.
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of life and health", the Pope proceeded to declare:
"Normally one is held to use only ordinary means -
according to circumstances of persons, places, times and
culture - that is to say, me¿u:rs that do not involve ¿my grave
burden for oneself or another." He went on to state,
specifically in regard to the withholding or withdrawing of
mechanical ventilation, that such acts of treatment
abatement do not constitute cases of "direct disposal of the
life of the patient, nor of euthanasia in any w.?,y", for any
direct causation of death "would never be licit"."'

Somervilletz argues against the ordinary /extraordinary distinction on the

grounds that it is not the treatments which tend to be characterised but the

patients to whom they are applied, and subjective standards are applied

under the masquerade of objectivity.

5.3 The Blønd case

This prominent 1992 case in the United Kingdom"3 gave rise to one of the

most profound legal and ethical analyses of treatment abatement in

general, and artificial hydration and alimentation in particular. The

House of Lords at appeal decided that the cause of death was the initial

injury rather than the cessation of artificial hydration and alimentation,

but this over-reliance on the underlying disease or injury as the cause of

death has been disputed. Gerber has called it 'the logic of Alice in

ttt Note the Pontiff's emphasis on proportionality, and causal infe¡ence in the last line.
This quotation is taken from Weir, R. F. (1989). Abatin&treatment with critically ill
patients. Ethical and legal limits to the prolon&ation of life. New York, Oxford University
Press., Ch 6, p 221. He in turn has quoted it from Pope Pius XII: Pope Pius XII (1977).
"The prolongation of life." Ethics in medicine. S. Reisner, A. Dyck and W. Curran.
Cambridge, Mass, MIT Press. pp 502-3. See also Elizabeth Hepbum IBVM, Hepburn, E.
(7996). Of life and death. An Australian guide to Catholic bioethics. Melbourne, Dove.,
and Pooe Pius XIL 1958: The Pooe Soeaks.

12 Advice to the Minister for Health, South Australia, Professor Margaret Somerville.
Director, Centre for Medicine, Ethics and Law, McGill University, Montreal. Adelaide,
23'd December 7992. (unpublished) Professor Somerville also points out that the
extraordinary / ordrnary distinction, as employed in the original drafting of the Consent
to Medical Treatment and Palliative Care BtIl7992, could lead to an interpretation that
ordinary measures might include, for example, antibiotics and blood t¡ansfusions, which
we¡e often not appropriate in terminal care.

1ß Airedale NHS Trust a Bland. [1993] 1 ALL ER 82L-896. For b¡ief description of the case,
see Ch3.1.1.
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Wonderland'.17a Collins writes that it is 'susceptible to penetrating

intellectual assault'.l^ Singer reiterates the point that the clearly intended

outcome of the decision to stop nasogastric feeding and hydration was to

end the life of Tony Bland.176 It therefore appears that there are situations

in which it is agreed that the life of an incompetent non-dying and

permanently unconscious and insensate person may be intentionally

ended. This practice should be clearly differentiated from that of

palliative care for persons who are dying, where the intention of all

therapeutic interventions is to relieve symptoms. Although palliative care

measures may be applied to a patient such as Tony Bland, despite the fact

that he is no longer sensate,lz the principles of palliative care practice do

not underpin the decision to withdraw life sustaining measures in this

tlpe of situation.

The moral equivalence argument between acts and omissions which result

in death, advanced by Rachels,l78 Singer and KuhselTt is an important

insight. It is hard to refute Singer's predominantly consequentialist

analysis of the Btand case,tm and his conclusion that the courts sanctioned

the ending of Tony Bland's life, because life-sustaining treatment was

removed from a person who was pennanently incompetent but not dyitg.

For Singer the cause of death was the treatment abatement, not the

underlying condition. At the time the case was considered, the decision

17a Gerber, P. (1994). "Withdrawing treatment from patients in a persistent vegetative
state." Medical loumal of Australia 767:775-777.

1ÆCollins,D.(1994).,,Prescribinglimitstolife-prolongingfreahent.,,@-k]g
Tournal: 246-251..

t76 Kuhse, H. (1987). The sanctity of life doctrine in medicine: a critique. Oxford, Oxford
University Press.
Singer, P. (1994). Rethinkine life and death. Melboume, Text.

1z Although Bland was considered to have no functioning higher cerebral centres and
hence it seems hard to argue that he could be in aware of pain or suffering, distress
behaviour might still be treated with drugs, if only to preserve his dignity and comfort
his family.

1æ Rachels, l. (1987). The end of [fe. Oxford, Oxford University Press.

1æ Kuhse, H. (1987). The sanctity of life doctrine in medicine: a critique. Oxford, Oxford
University Press.

te Singer, P. (1994). Rethinkine life and death. Melboume, Text.
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appeared to have wide public support, including by many who oppose the

legalisation of voluntary active euthanasia. Flowever, when this line of
argument is mobilised to undermine properly negotiated treatment

abatement for dying people it is problematical. Moral equivalence

arguments based on outcome cannot ignore the assessment of clinical
proportionality and appropriateness. The death is surely only caused if
the treatment under consideration for abatement can be demonstrated to

be (actually) clinically effective or life-sustaining in those circumstances,

that the underlying condition is potentially reversible, and that there

would therefore then be a demonstrable disruption of a pre-existing chain

of causation were it abated.

For a competent patient who expresses a wish to reject any medical

treatment whatsoever this has been clearly accepted as morally and legally

permissible, and the issue is not controversial. Van der Maaslsl and Kuhse

et a1182 rightly draw attention to situations in which patients were not

consulted about medical decisions, but treatment abatement cannot be

negotiated with incompetent dyiog people. Unfortunately, incompetence

due to organic brain dysfunction is fairty common during the dying
process and medical decisions do have to be taken. Although the

Australian doctors in the survey conducted by Kuhse et al may be

reflecting a degree of honest pragmatism, clearly this finding needs more

exploration - with particular emphasis on transparency of process,

negotiation and consultation.

The moral equivalence argument has not found widespread support

amongst practising doctors, nurses and other health care professionals,

who tend to maintain strong intuitive moral and clinical distinctions

'8t Van der Maas, P.J.,J. J. M. Van Delden, et al. (1991). "Euthanasia and other medical
decisions concerning the end of ltfe." Lancet 338:669-674.
Van der Maas, P.J., I. J. M. Van Delden, et al. (1992). Euthanasia and other medical
decisions concerning the end of life. Amsterdam, Elsevier.
Van der Maas, P.J., G.Van der Wal, et al. (1996). "Euthanasia, physician-assisted suicide,
and other medical practices involving the end of life in the Netherlands,1990-1995." þ
England Iournal of Medicine 335(22): 7699-1705.

t82 Kuhse, H., P. Singer, et al. (1997). "End of life decisions in Australian medical practice."
Medical loumal of Australia 766: L91-L96.
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between stopping absolutely or relatively futile medical treatment and

giving a lethal injection. For the omission to be morally equivalent to the

act of, say, giving a lethal injection, it is necessary for the omission to be of

a treatment which is demonstrably still working to the patient's benefit in
prolonging that person's life. In other words the moral equivalence

argument cannot ignore the assessment of clinical proportionality and

appropriateness. For a competent patient who expresses a wish to reject

any medical treatment whatsoever this has been clearly accepted as

morally and legally permissible, and the issue is not controversial. If the

omission is made for an incompetent patient who is not in the process of

dyitg, and the treatment to be omitted can be shown to be life sustaining

in the circumstances, then the intention is to end that person's life.

Both Keyserlingklæ and Collinst* argue that act/omission distinctions

should not be the principal determinative factor in assessing criminal or

tort liability, and Collins particularly opposes the emphasis of this

distinction in determining the legality of cessation of artificial hydration

and alimentation in the Blønd case. Although this leading case is not about

palliative care per se, most aspects of death and dying were raised in the

legal process, and it continues to be a valuable source of reference for the

consideration of wider end of life issues. Mendelsonts has pointed out
that the reasoning in Bland was based not on causation, but on what

constituted an ethically acceptable limit to the medical duty to continue

treatment. It was shown to the court's satisfaction that it was not in Tony

Bland's best interests to continue as he was in an irreversible persistent

vegetative state, so the cessation of life-sustaining measures did not

constitute a breach of duty to the patient as no such duty was found to

exist in the circumstances. However, treatment abatement, with the

intention of causing death, for incompetent, non-dying persons who are

ræ Keyserlingk, E. W. (1994). "Assisted suicide, causality and the Supreme Court of
Canada." McGill Law Tournal 39:708-718.

tt Collins, D. (7994). "Prescribing limits to life-prolonging treatment." New Zealand Law
Ioumal:246-251.

18s Mendelson, D. (1995). "furisprudential aspects of withdrawal of life support systems
fromincompetentPatientsinAustralia.,,@69:267-275.
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permanently unconscious and insensate should be clearly differentiated

from palliative care abatement decisions in the terminal phase of an

incurable ilhress where the treatment(s) are no longer effective.

Decisions such as the withdrawal of feeding in the Bland case (he was not

'dying', his condition was stable at the time of the decision) clearly need to

be taken, and have very wide public support. However, treatment

abatement decision-making for dying persons represents a different type

of clinical situation, in which the cessation or non-initiation of medical

treatment aimed at life prolongation is based on a commonsense

recognition of relative or absolute futility. To call causation into question

in these situations is unhelpful, as are arguments that all treatment

omissions, no matter what the clinical circumstances, constitute 'passive'

euthanasia. Nobody benefits from argument lines which categorise the

cessation or non-initiation of treatment in the context of a person's dying
process (even if the treatment is argued to be potentially life-prolonging)

with the administration of (for example) potassium chloride to end a life.

It is surely not the purpose or the duty of medicine to provide all

treatments that have any potential to prolong life to all patients in all

circumstances.

5.4 Hydration and alimentation at the end of life

There can be few more emotive subjects in medical practice than the

provision of medically administered nutrition and hydrøtion (MN&H) when a

person can no longer feed and/or drink themselves.lsó It is especially

common for health professionals, (especially junior doctors, nurses and

dietitians, who are usually closest to the patients and their families) to be

nervous about discontinuation or non-initiation of nutrition and

hydration, even in clinical circumstances where it is clear that the patient's

te Much of the recent discussions of these issues in the literature refer to artificiat
hydration and alimentation (AHA). The term 'artificial' is used in contrast to 'natural', on
the basis of what means are required to delive¡ the fluid and nutrients. For reasons that
will be set out later, the unambiguous and non-pejorative term adopted for such
provision by Beauchamp and Childress, namely medically administered nutrition and
hydration (MNâH), is favoured in this exposition of the issues. Beauchamp, T. and f.
Childress (7994). Principles of biomedical ethics. New York, Oxford University Press.
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death is not far away. For carers, family and friends there is often anxiety

that the person is 'starving' to death,187 and that they are complicit in

causing the death. With the exception of euthanasia, it is the aspect of

decision-making at end of life which generates the most public debate and

professional concern. Once again, the issue of causation is the key to these

attitudes and apprehensions, although with food and drink there are also

profound emotional and social meanings which come into play.

Understanding and working-through of these issues is a common task for

those who care for dying people, and an uneasy acquiescence to the non-

provision of fluid and nutrition, with lingering doubts about ensuing

responsibility for causing death is a frequent outcome.r$

Decisions about whether to provide MN&H appear, for many, to
constitute a special subset of treatment abatement decision making.tse For

instance, until the distinction between ordinary and extraordinary

treatments itself became unfashionable,lm MN&H was usually located in

the category of so-called ordinary measures, which should be initiated

and continued whatever the circumstances, unless the patient refuses. For

a competent person this represents relatively little difficulty as their

consent is both required and available. If the person is no longer able to

take oral nutrition and fluid, and they do not wish to have these provided

artificially then there the matter rests, regardless of what others have to

say about the 'ordinariness' of the treatment. For an incompetent person

the situation is more problematical, and there are those who would argue

that MN&H cannot be morally or legally abated by anyone onbehalf of an

incompetent patient, particularly if sedated. In other words the provision

of alimentation and hydration is a truly ordinary measure, with the means

of delivery being irrelevant to the moral duty to provide them. Here, for

187 For a rebuttal of the negative and cruel imagery, and the inappropriateness of applying
it to the non-feeding of dying persons, see Ahronheim, J. C. and M. R. Gasner (1990).
"The sloganism of starvation." Lancet 335:278-279.

]s Parkash, R. and F. Burge (1997). "The family's perspective on issues of hydration in
terminal care." @ 13(4): 23-27.

r8n Beauchamp and Childress in Principles of Biomedical Ethics (Fourth Edition), chapter
4, Nonmaleficence, pp202-206. The distinction between so-called sustenance and medical
technologies is refuted. Beauchamp, T. and J. Childress (1994). Principles of biomedical
ethics. New York, Oxford University f'ress.
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those who conceptualise the issues in this wãf r is a clear moral and legal

'bottom-line' of what can only be rejected in the most extreme

circumstances: where provision is medically impossible or would cause

undue distress.

Weir cites one of the most prolific and visible proponents of this position

in the United States, Robert Barry OP.1el Barry cites the amicus curiae

brief of the New fersey Catholic Conference in the Nancy Jobes case,t" and

policy statements of the Committee for Pro-Life Activities of the National

Conference of Bishops as evidence for his position as the correct

interpretation of the tradition. Food and fluids should be given to all

patients unless it is medically impossible to provide them. The term

'assisted feeding' is adopted, and characterised as different to other

medical treatment because death inevitably results from non-provision,

less skilled expertise is required to carry it out (tubes become passive

conduits), and it is natural. Assisted feeding is deemed to be always

morally required as it provides an objective standard which can stand firm

against other more subjective standards and tests that might be used in

treatment abatement. There is also concern with the wider societal effects

of individual refusal or abatement of MN&H. Ranaan Gillon refers to this

position as vitalist,le3 where the imperative is to attempt to preserve life

above all things, at all costs, and no matter what the circumstances,

prospects, quality or realities of the situation.

There are significant tensions between those who hold strong views

against nutrition and hydration abatement in most clinical situations, and

those both inside and outside the palliative care world who take the

opposite view. These are well illustrated by an exchange in the lournal of

ler Werr, R. F. (1989).
to the p¡olongation of life. New York, Oxford University Press.

re2ln re Jobes, 108 NI. 394,529 A.2nd 434 (7987)

te3 Gillon, R. (1993). "Persistent vegetative state and withdrawal of nutrition and
hvdration." Toumal of Medical Ethics 79:.67-68.
Gillon, R. (1994). "Palliative care ethics: non-provision of artificial nutrition and hydration
to terminally ill sedated patients." Ioumal of Medical Ethics 2O: t3'l'-732.
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Medicøl Ethics, in which the author was engaged. ln 1994, a British

geriatrician, Gillian Craig,t* raised serious concerns about the ethics and

legality of the non-provision of MN&H,res) in palliative care. It seems

likely that she was giving voice to more widespread concerns amongst

health workers about the abatement of MN&H in hospital and residential

care settings, particularly in aged care. Craig argued that the abatement of

nutrition and hydration was widespread in hospice and palliative care,

and dangerous because patients who may have a chance of recovery may

appear to be terminally ill, do not receive MN&H, and die prematurely as

a result. She was especially concerned that sedation renders patients

unable to eat and drink when they might otherrvise have done, and lived

longer.

Dr Craig quoted from an article in which Ashby and Stoffell described an

approach of three phases to a life-threatening incurable illness: curative,

palliative and terminal, with different aims and levels of treatment-related

morbidity being acceptable in each phase. In this work it was stated that

in the terminal phase:

rs Craig's original article led to an exchange with Ashby and Stoffell in the Journal of
Meilicnl Ethics tn 1994-5: Craig, G. M. (1994). "Orì withholding nutrition and hydration in
theterminallyill:haspalliativemedicinegonetoofar?,,@20:139-
1,43.

Ashby, M. and B. Stoffell (1995). "Artificial hydration and alimentation at the end of life:
a reply to Craig." Ioumal of Medical Ethics 21(3): 135-1t10.
This lead to a further reply from Craig: Craig, G. M. (1996). "On withholding artificial
hydration and nutrition from terminally ill sedated patients. The debate continues."
Toumal of Medical Ethics 22:747-753.

This exchange showed very pronounced differences in opinion about palliative care and
non-provision of MH&N. Other contributions from the palliative care world were less
confronting in their opposition to Craig's position, see Wilkes, E. (1994). "On withholding
nutrition and hydration in the terminally ill: has palliative medicine gone too far? A
commentarv." Toumal of Medical Ethics 20:744-745. Wilkes advocates the occasional use
of what he calls the 'homely' remedy of rectal tap water.

See also Dunlop, R., J. Ellershaw, et al. (1995). "On withholding nutrition and hydration
in the terminally ill: has palliative medicine gone too Íar? A reply." Toumal of Medical
Ethics 21:-747-743.

In an editorial, the editor of the lournal of Medical Ethics (Dr Ranaan Gillon) identified an
overriding concern about causation of death in this controversy. Gillon, R. (1994).
"Palliative care ethics: non-provision of artificial nutrition and hydration to terminally ill
sedated Datients." Toumal of Medical Ethics 20:131-132.

1e5 MN&H was referred to as artificial hydration and alimentation (AHA) throughout this
exchange.
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No form of artificial hydration or alimentation is
undertaken, all measures not required for comfort are
withdrawn, and no treatment-related toxicity is
acceptable.r%

This framework was not proposed as a rigid and arbitrary'policy', and it
did not set out to make a virtue of death without artificial hydration (in

particular), as in some situations it might even be necessary for comfort

right up until the time of death. It has been agreed that the model

excludes that as previously worded, and has been amended by the

addition of the following:

Artificial hydration may however be required in the
terminal phase to satisfy thirst or other symptoms
attributablä to hck of fluid intake.le

Subcutaneous fluid infusion (hypodermoclysis) has gained considerable

acceptance as a means of providing fluids in palliative care, when this

indicated.t" It is also not usual'policy' (as suggested by Craig) in hospices

to sedate patients in order to mask any proposed unpleasant effects of

dehydration, but rather to alleviate suffering caused by acute organic

brain syndromes (particularly where the underlying cause cannot be

identified or reversed), so-called 'terminal restlessness' and emotional

distress for which other non-medical interventions have failed. It is
possibly true that sedation may contribute to the timing of an inevitable

death. Dehydration can be a contributory cause of an acute organic brain

syndrome,tt but these common episodes of impaired brain function are

1% Ashby, M. and B. Stoffell (1991). "Therapeutic ratio and defined phases: proposal of an
ethical framework for palliative care." British Medical lournal302:-1322-1324.

1e Ashby, M. and B. Stoffell (1995). "Artificial hydration and alimentation at the end of
lífe: a reply to Craig." Iournal of Medical Ethics 21(3): 135-140.

1% Ashby, M., B. G. Fleming, et al. (7992). "subcutaneous fluid infusion
(hypodermoclysis) in palliative care: new role for an old trick." Medical Tournal of
Australia 156:669.
Steiner, N. and E. Bruera (1998). "Methods of hydration in palliative care patients."
Toumal of Palliative Care l,aQ):6-13.

le Bruera, E., M. Legris, et al. (1990). "Hypodermoclysis for the administration of fluids
and narcotic analgesics in patients with advanced cancer." Ioumal of Pain and S}¡mptom
Manaqement5:.278-220.
Fainsinger, R. and E. Bruera (1994). "The management of dehydration in terminally ill
patients." Ioumal of Palliative Care 10: 55-59.
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usually multifactorial, and rehydration alone appears to have a rather

limited role in the improvement of cognitive function in dying patients.

In hospice and palliative care, hydration of the sedated patient is not

instituted during the dying process, when they are unable to maintain oral

intake, on the grounds that they may have a transiently reversible

component to their overall dyit g process. Despite the fact that Craig also

agrees that in the last few days of life the lack of food and drink will not

contribute to death and artificial hydration would not be appropriate, it
seems that the concerns are as much ethical and legal as clinical, and are

based on a belief that medicine has a duty to prevent death, by not

shorteninglife, at all costs. That Craig's real concern is causal, is clearly

shown in the final paragraph of her article, where she writes that:

At the end of the day there should not be the slightest
grounds for suspicion that death was due to anything but
the disease. Unless this can be guaranteed, the public's
faith in doctors in general, and in the hospice movement
in particular, will be ill founded.2m

Flowever, it is normal part of the dyi.g process for there to be a gradual

reduction, and eventual cessation of oral intake. In palliative care units

food and drink, and assistance with eating and drinking is always

available to satisfy a patient's thirst and hunger, but MN&H is not

routinely used when oral intake ceases. All treatments which are not

required for comfort are stopped when a person is dying, and MN&H, for

example subcutaneous fluid infusion, is only used for symptomatic thirst

or hunger which cannot be adequately treated by other means. Clinical

experience shows no basis for believing that patients receiving palliative

care are experiencing symptoms of starvation and dehydration, which

would be lessened or abolished by the routine provision of MN&H. Such

symptoms, especially poor appetite and lack of energy, are intrinsic effects

of the underlying condition, and are usually resistant to any treatment.

2m Craig, G. M. (1994). "On withholding nutrition and hydration in the terminally ill: has
palliative medicine gone too far?" @þ 20:139-743.
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Families and health care professionals are nevertheless often

uncomfortable with this practice. Although all therapeutic interventions

should be for the benefit of the patient and not the carers, their emotional

needs and ethical views must be considered, in order to resolve

differences of opinion about what constitutes a duty of care for the dying

person. Due regard is however required for the cultural and ethnic

dimensions involved. Families who feel that they are neglecting their role

and duty in the provision of nourishment will not appreciate having a

quasi-ethical or legal discussion about treatment abatement. They are

however much more likely to agree to a care plan which is gently worked

out with them, where all parties agree the common value of the comfort,

value and integrity of the person who is dying, and the absence of

anyone's responsibility for that dying.

In those states which have a Criminal Code, such as Western Australia

and Queensland,2ol the Code imposes a duty on certain individuals to

prevent harm to others, and to provide what are sometimes referred to as

the 'necessaries of life'.202 It would seem that doctors and the provision of

MN&H would certainly fall into that category, and in those jurisdictions,

that there might be argued to be a greater imposition on practitioners to

provide MN&H than in states where no such Code requirement exists.

However, there has been no testing out of this in law, and it is to be hoped

that the prevailing pragmatism and commonsense in Australia would

hold.

Two Australian stafutes have attempted to clarify the issue in the context

of treatment refusal and the scope of medical powers of attorney. In both

pieces of legislation, the 'reasonable' and'natural' provision of food and

water is required, and cannot be rejected by an agent on the person's

't Similar criminal code provisions also eúst in Tasmania and New Zealand. However,
no case law exists whereby these provisions have been tested out with regard to the issue
of hydration and alimentation for dying or non-dying persons.

2t For an excellent discussion of this issue, see a paper by the Hon David K Malcolm AC,
Chief Justice of Westem Australia, "Euthanasia and the Criminal Law: what will sever a
causal link?", given at the Deakin University Symposium on Causation in Law and
Medicine, 2lh November L999. He cites ss 285-287 at 290, Criminal Code (Qld), and ss
262-264 and 267, Criminal Code (WA).
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(donor's) behalf. In the Medicøl Treøtment,Acú (Vic) L988, palliative care is

defined as including:

(a) the provision of rensonøble medical procedures for the
relief of pain, suffering and discomfort; or
þ) the reasonøble provision of food and water. (italics
added)

Palliative care is differentiated from other forms of medical treatment, in
that it cannot be rejected by an agent. This does not seem to be a

defensible position, in that it is almost universally agreed that palliative

care and medically assisted nutrition and hydration are medical

treatments which should be subject to the same criteria of use and

rejection as any others. It probably represents a well-intentioned attempt

to promote palliative care, and to ensure that nutrition and alimentation

could only be rejected by patients themselves and not their agents.

The wordi.g ir t}:te Consent to MedicølTreatment ønd PøIliatiue Cøre Act 1995

(SA) is as follows:

(7) A medical power of attorney-.....(b) does not
authorise the agent to refuse-....(i) the nøturøl proaision or
naturøI administration of. food and water,. . . . (italics added)

These terms are not defined, but artificial nutrition and hydration are

included in the term'life sustaining measures'which are defined as:

Medical treatment that supplants or maintains the
operation of vital bodily functions that are temporarily or
permanently incapable of independent operation, and
includes assisted ventilation, artificial nutrition and
hydration and cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

Such measures then may be abated by a medical practitioner responsible

for the care of a person'in the terminal phase of a terminal illness', 'in the

absence of an express direction by the patient or the patient's

representative to the contrary.''ot

æ This is interesting, does it mean that a patient or their agent can insist on such
measures, regardless of the clinical circumstances?
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One select committee member in South Australia stated that the

committee took the view that it required a very special level of courage

and strength to eschew food and water, even during the dying process,

and no agent could be charged with this responsibility (|ennifer

Cashmore, personal communication). It seems that it is important to

reflect again on the meaning of the term 'naturaf in this context. The

'natural' provision of food and water for oral intake is both a basic human

need and a right, and no civilised person or health care institution could

possibly argue for its non-provision or so-called withdrawal. The author

has proposed the following operational definition:

The provision of food and drink, to be taken voluntarily
by mouth, to satisfy hunger or thirst, and may include
physical assistance (if requested by the patient) from
another person, but does not include the administration
of fluids or nourishment via nasogastric tubing or an
intravenous line.2u

There is now a broad consensus that so-called 'artificial'provision of fluid
and nutrition should be regarded as medical treatment, as encapsulated

by Beauchamp and Childress' unambiguous term 'medically-

administered nutrition and hydration' (MN&H). The techniques involved

are medical treatments, requiring intrusion on the person and medical and

nursing skill for insertion and maintenance, and carry associated

unpleasant side effects and may even induce premature death. The

introduction of a nasogastric tube is unpleasant and its continued

presence is usually a source of discomfort and irritation, and regurgitation

and inhalational (overspill) pneumonia are common when patients are

weak and debilitated. Venous lines can cause infective complications, and

neck lines are uncomfortable and potentially hazardous to insert. Tubes

and lines also become blocked or dislodged, and their replacement can be

unpleasant and distressing, particularly for conscious patients with

cognitive impairment. For patients in whom there is a prospect of

recovery all of these problems will be acceptable, but the same trade-offs

seem disproportionate when applied to people who are dyitg.

4 Ashby, M. (1994). "Law reform on death - over but not out." Australian Health Law
Bulletin 2(7): 81-85.
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For a potentially reversible condition, and for people with incurable

conditions who are not yet dying, MN&H is a medical treatment which

must be offered. For incompetent persons with irreversible brain damage,

the decision of cessation of MN&H should depend on any available

evidence of prior wishes of the person, their concepts of personhood, their

best interests, and not a preconceived position on the moral nature of

MN&H. All the legal deliberations on MN&H have been for people in this

latter category. The issue of MN&H abatement for dying persons has not

been tested in the courts of the United Kingdom or Australia, and the

most relevant recent legal deliberations are those in Bland.zos Tony Bland

was not dyi.g, but was irrefutably in the persistent vegetative state (PVS)

from which absolutely no prospect of recovery was deemed possible, with
only one dissenting piece of medical evidence. For some this is not even a

state of living.2ø The judgment of the House of Lords permitted the

discontinuation of MN&H, which was acknowledged to be his life
support, on the grounds that as it was not in his best interests, there was

therefore no duty to continue this treatment. Bland cannot be used in

direct extrapolation as dyi^g people may well be sensate until the moment

of death, and do have an interest in being alive. Nonetheless, the

deliberative process of Bland has been helpful to all who study decision

making at the end of life.

The question is whether the dying person's interests are served by the

provision of MN&H, and this must surely be a decision based on comfort

and quality of life, as reported by the patient. If these measures are

requested, and can be demonstrated to be effective in achieving the stated

aims, then they should not be unilaterally rejected by the attending

physician. It seems that no court has deliberated on the issue of MN&H
abatement for dying persons because there is no nêed to, most of the

principles set out in Blønd would apply to them albo, and there is no

established or accepted duty of care to maintain hydration and

alimentation by whatever medical means available until death. Tony

ns Airedøle NHS Trust a Bland. [1993] 1 ALL ER 821-896

e The author is clear that in these circumstances, only the respect due to his dead body
should be accorded (this is, nonetheless, no light imposition).
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Bland did not consent to the insertion of his nasogastric tube, and this is

also frequently the case for incompetent persons who are dyi^g.

It can be seen that the non-initiation or continuation of MN&H cannot

constitute a cause of death if there is no legal duty to provide it, and the

cause remains the underlying condition which has led to the situation of

absent oral intake, even if sedation is required for the palliation of another

symptom, as an unnatural but necessary component of care in an

otherwise natural dyiog process. There is no place for emotive language

about killing patients, which suggests the ascendancy of causation over

care, and of law over common sense and compassionate medical care.

A recent strategy in palliative medicine is to adopt a biomedical research

approach, so that the question about MN&H is resolved not by ethical or

legal argumentation or religious belief but by clinical data concerning the

influence of hydration on chest secretions, thirst, urinary output,
biochemistry, cognitive function and drug handling. Although at first
glance, this has wide appeal, in a recent review of six studies, all appear to

measure something different and conclude something different, and end

with the customary, but largely unhelpful, exhortation to do more

rigorous research.2ü Biomedical data seem destined to fail as answers if
the underlyi^g issue is death causation rather than clinical comfort.

Abatement of MN&H is probably the most common decision at the end of

life in health care facilities. For dying persons it seems to be medically

and ethically uncontroversial, although emotional, cultural and social

factors are significant and complex influences, and the practice is far from

comfortable for many families and some health care professionals,

especially nurses, and, for example in nursing homes.2m The only refuge

would appear to be a common understanding of the nature of 'normal'

w Viola, R., G. Wells, et al. (199n. "The effects of fluid status and fluid therapy on the
dying: a systematic review." Ioumal of Palliative Care l3(4):41-52.

æ It is fairly common for patients (usually after stroke) to be fed by a percutaneous
gastrostomy, and the presence of a functioning PEG may be a condition of transfer, and
an indication for referral back to acute facilities.
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human dying, and the 'naturalness' of the cessation of oral intake as life

comes to an end. The major legal deliberations internationally have been

concerned with abatement for people who are not dying, but have

irreversible brain damage resulting in permanent coma or PVS, but there

has been no Australian equivalent of Blønd or Quinløn, and the whole

matter remains untested in Australian jurisdictions. In the absence of case

law or statute, the practice is still a daily one in Australian health care

facilities, based on clinical assessment, patient best interests, prior known

wishes and wide consultation. It is possible that this pragmatic and

casuistic approach is adequate. Unease and uncertainty nevertheless still
permeate the whole issue, fuelled by vitalist or'right to life' activists who

adopt an extreme position not shared by most of the community, but their

influence on public policy cannot be underestimated.2æ

5.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, the approach which is described here is the dominant one

in modern palliative care practice, and is accepted in the mainstream of

contemporary ethical discourse,tto as presented by Beauchamp and

Childress who find:

No reason to believe that medically administered
nutrition and hydration is always an essential part of
palliative care or that it necessarily constitutes, on
Lahnce, a beneficial medical treatment.2ll

æ Gillon, R. (1993). "Persistent vegetative state and withdrawal of nutrition and
hydration." Tournal of Medical Ethics 79:67-68.

t'0 See the British Medical Association's landmark guidance booklet British Medical
Association (7999).
London, BMJ Books.
See also Ranaan Gillon's 1999 editorial in the lournal of Medical Ethics, for support for this
position, and three salient articles in that same issue which look at various aspects of
what they term ANH (artificial nutrition and hydration) issue:
Gillon, R. (1999). "End-of-life decisions." Ioumal of Medical Ethics 25:435-6.
Brockman, B. (1999). "Food refusal in prisoners: a corrununication or a method of self-
killing? The role of the psychiatrist and resulting ethical challenges." Iournal of lvledical
Ethics 25:45'1.-6.
McHaffie, H. E., M. Cuttini, et al. (1999). "Withholding/withdrawing treatment from
neonates: legislation and official guidelines." Ioumal of Medical Ethics 25:-44O-6.

2rr Beauchamp, T. and J. Childress (7994). Principles of biomedical ethics. New York,
Oxford University Press.
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Treatment abatement in palliative care practice is based on the notion of

the inevitability of death and the framework of recognising that the dyirg
process is underway and futile treatments aimed at prolonging survival

when this is no longer a realistic goaI, are not required, and should not be

offered or continued. Inevitably, it is understandable that there will be

occasions where patients and/or families wish to continue such

treatments and cling to life no matter what, and sensitive supportive

negotiation is required to avoid unnecessary patient morbidity and waste

of resources which could be better directed to appropriate palliative care.

Abatement in this setting does not bring causation into question.

Abatement decisions concerning life support interventions for non-dying

persons who are permanently unconscious or very severely brain-

damaged do need to be made, but the forensic causal argument is
different. A moral equivalence argument based on causation and outcome

can be made, i.e. death is indeed caused by the treatment abatement. No

matter what arguments are put, it would appear that public policy and the

law in most countries considered here have explicitly or implicitly
allowed such decisions in public policy and the law for many years

without invoking causation or legal sanction.2l2

2t'There have been disturbing recent moves in the UK parliament to legislate against
abatement of the provision of fluids and nutrition, together with claims in the press that
the aged are being neglected and deaths caused by such abatement decisions.
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CHAPTER 6

LEGAL CAUSATION AND PALLIATIVE CARE

6.L Causation in law and medicine

Legal causation, as it applies to death causation and palliative care, will be

considered at some length for the following reasons. Firstly, despite

showing disdain for what they might see as incursion of the law into

clinical matters,2l3 health care professionals shape their clinical practice

according to what they perceive to be the requirements of the law, and

these perceptions are often false.2la Secondly, legal deliberations have

formed an important part of the societal discourse on these issues.

Thirdly, the law has had an important influence on public policy. Legal

cases and proposed legislation have led to four of the most influential

parliamentary reports considered in this thesis, and courts have requested

the involvement of the legislature in addressing the issues. Lastly, there

are some important distinctions about causation in the law and medicine

(and science) which require elucidation. 21s

Dialogue between medicine and the law is hampered by the fact that the

term causation in medicine and science is usually employed in a narrow

empirical sense. This is a term which itself has a complex and interesting

history,2lu but taken here to mean the facts or data pertaining to a given

situation, and their relationship to one another. Causation is a complex

notion in the law, and it might be reasonably argued that it is a misnomer

2l3Interestingly, a view shared by the Law Lords inBland, which would perhaps surprise
many doctors.

214 Although surveys which have examined reports of end of life care would indicate that
there is a wide range of clinical behaviour by doctors, with some prepared to state that
they break the law by assisting patients to die.

21s T'lìe philosophical literature on this complex topic will not be addressed. This is not to
suggest that it is unimportant, but ¡ather it is not directly relevant to the regulation of
clinical practice.

"t See Williams, R. (1985). Keywords: a vocabulary of culture and society. New York,
Oxford University Press., pp 11,5-117, for an account of the various meanings of the word
'empirical'.
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in that context.2l7 Legal causation is established by courts looking at the

chain of events in a case, and then attempting to attribute legal liability. In

legal usage the term therefore encompasses the facts and determination of

legal liability.ttt

Most people without a legal background, and hence most health care

practitioners, will have a narrow medical view of causation, which

approximates to the 'but-for' test of causation. In fact the law, particularly

in Australia, recognises the multifactorial nature of causation, and does

not use the "but-for" test as the sole legal standard for ascertaining or

apportioning legal responsibility,z'e which is over-arched or controlled by

the test of common sense and experience:

In law ... problems of causation arise in the context of
ascertaining or apportioning legal responsibility for a
given occurrence ... Thus, at law a person may be
responsible for damage when his or her wrongful
conduct is one of a number of conditions sufficient to
produce that damage.uo

Jane Stapleton has suggested that causation in legal analysis sometimes

masks more important public policy considerations which may be the true

issues at stake in given cases:

Causation is not a scientific concept at all. Rather, it is a
term we sometimes use to answer one question about a
transition that has happened in the world and sometimes
to answer a quite different question about such transition.
These two questions are:

1. How did the transition come about? This is a
factual question about history, though there may be value
choices about how we should frame it, and

217 Danuta Mendelson, personal communication.

218 Mendelson D. Torts. Sydney Butterworths,l997. Chapter 13.

2re "T'lìe 'but-for' test in law asks whether the damage or harm would have occurred but
for the (plaintiff's) wrongful act, and serves to eliminate matters which could not have
been the causes of the (plaintiff's) damage (synonyms include conditio sine qua non,
literally 'the cause without which', 'proximate cause' and 'real effective cause').

zoMendelson, D. (1993). "Medico-Legal Aspects of the 'Right to Die' Legislation in
Australia." Melboume UniversiÇv Law Review L9:712-152.
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2. Of all the myriad of factors that came together to
produce the transition which ones seem, in our
individual opinions, to be important for the particular
purpose at hand?

Courts would make themselves clearer to scientists and
other citizens if they explicitly distinguished between
[these] two questions that can be asked about a transition.
In particular, when courts are presented with cases where
the substance of the dispute is about how to fill
evidentiary gaps in relation to past facts or about weight
to put on agreed facts, courts should recognise the case as
one about competing views of legal responsibility, refuse
to accept a formulation of the case as one about
'causation' and 'causal test' and instead insist that the
parties argue directly about the issues of policy and
principle relevant to the question of responsibility."'

It would surely simplify matters considerably if causation in the medico-

legal context were to be understood to be a two-step analysis. The first

step consists of consideration of the facts of a given case, and forensic data

are clearly usually to the fore here. The second step consists of the

evaluation of legal liability and culpability. Whatever the technique of

legal analysis to be applied, it is important that the facts are clearly

presented, and distinguished from any public policy imperatives

involved.

As has been seen, the medical facts on which Devlin's judgment in R zr

Adøms were based, are not consistent with modern palliative care practice

and knowledge. It can be shown that in jurisdictions which follow the

English common law tradition (e.g. Australia, New Zealand, Canada, the

USA, and of course, England and Wales), the leading reference case is still

R o Adøms, and, in particular, the famous passage on causation quoted

above.ru As has been seen, in all the judgments and parliamentary reports

studied,4 and in the reasoning cited in many prominent legal cases,'o it

2r Stapleton, l. (L999). Philosophical. scientific and legal approaches to causation.
Symposium: Causation in Law and Medicine, Deakin University, Geelong.

2 See chapter 4.3.

Æ Parliament of Victoria. Social Development Committee (1987).Inquiry into oPtions for
dvins with disnitv. Melboume.
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has been concluded that palliative care interventions and treatment

abatement decisions may indeed constitute a cause of death. Flowever,

such practice is allowed in law, in the context of a terminal illness, because

of almost universal agreement that public policy should support the

imperative to relieve suffering and avoid prolongation of the process of

dyiog. Whilst legal endorsement of accepted standards of palliative care

practice is a good outcome for the care of those at the end of life, these

causal assumptions concerning palliative interventions and treatment

abatement decisions have been shown to be based on out of date medical

evidence, and deep-seated beliefs about opioid use in particular for which

there is little or no basis in the modern palliative care experience.

Although there has been no known case where this experience itself has

been put to the test as such, R v Adams is always quoted in judicial and

parliamentary deliberations concerning end of life issues. Absent any

prosecutions of medical practitioners, except where intention is clearly in
question,ø academic lawyers and parliamentary enquiries have continued

to take the view that prosecution is at least theoretically possible, and

Parliament of South Aust¡alia (1991). First Interim Report of the Select Committee of
. Parliamentary

Paper No 164, Adelaide.
Parliament of South Australia (1991). Second Interim Report of the Select Committee of

. Parliamentary
Paper No 185, Adelaide.
Parliament of South Australia n996\.Inouirv into the Voluntarv Euthanasia Bill 1996:
T*elfth Report of the Social'Derrel
Adelaide.
Parliament of Tasmania. Community Development Committee. House of Assembly
(1998). Report on the need for legislation on voluntary euthanasia. 1998 (No 3), Hobart.
Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia. Senate Legal and Constitutional
Legislation Committee (7997). Consideration of Legislation Referred to the Committee.
Euthanasia Laws Bill 1996. Canberra, Senate Printing Unit, Department of the Senate,
Partiammt Honse.
House of Lords (1994). Report of the Select Committee on Medical Ethics. London,
HMSO.
Parliament of Canada (1995). Of Life and Death: Report of Special Senate Committee on
euthanasia and assisted suicide. Ottawa, Minister of Supply and Services Canada.

un R a Adams. í95n Crim LR 365; Airedale NHS Trust a Bland. [1993] 1 ALL ER 821-896;
Rodriguez a British Columbiø (Attomey General). [1993] 3 SCR 607; Vacco a Quill. 117 S.Ct.
2293 (1997); Washington a Glucksberg. 117 S.Ct. 2258 (7997); Aucklønd Area Health Authority
a Attorney-General. (1993) 1 NZLR 235-256; R a Cox Í19921 12 BMLR 38 (Ognall J's
instruction to the jury); R a Latimer [1995] 126 DLR4 203; Latimer o The Queen 179971L42
DLR4577,

22s See Ra Cox (1992) 12 BMLR 38.
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various legal mechanisms have been put forward to allow lawful

palliative care.

The Australian Attomey General's Department gave this (confuthg) legal

advice to the Senate enquiry about the meaning of the term 'intentional

killing' in the Euthanasia Laws Bill, and whether the passage of the bill

would generate legal'uncertainty'about end of life decisions:

The Attorney-General's Department noted that English
cases refer to a rule that a doctor caring for a dying
patient may lawfully administer pain-killing drugs
despite the fact that he or she knows that an incidental
effect of doing so will be to shorten the patient's life. The
Department said "it is uncertain whether the rule as
stated is part of the law in all common law jurisdictions
in Australia...[and a] degree of further uncertainty exists
as to code jurisdictions..." The Department said if the rule
were to be adopted [in Australia], "which seems probable
as to general principle, if uncertain as to reasoning and
detail", many uncertainties remain on matters of
significant detail.26

6.2 Legal reasoning

6.2.1 Someraille on causøtion and palliøtive medicine

Margaret Somerville has drawn attention to the difficulties which

are encountered when those outside the law attempt to grapple

with legal causation and apply it to end of life issues.z7 She points

out the important but nuanced distinctions between causation in

the criminal and tort (civil responsibility) law. In criminal law, for

causal analysis to be relevant, there would need to be conduct

which would constitute a crime, øctus rea, together with the mens

reø, criminal intent, and the 'but-for' test is not always applied. She

writes:

% Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia. Senate Legal and Constitutional
Legislation Committee (1997). Consideration of Legislation Referred to the Committee.
Euthanasia Laws Bill 1996. Canberra, Senate Printing Unit, Department of the Senate,
Parliament House. at 29

u Somerville,M. (7997). "Euthanasia by confusion."
Ioumal20(3): 550-575.
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of the causal factors, one, more than one, or all of
them, each of which could attract legal liability,
count as relevant in establishing criminal liability.
228

Somerville points out the distinction between cause-in-fact and

cause-in-law (causa causans) and its lesser emphasis in criminal
compared to tort law. She cites this example:

In a situation where one has a duty not to continue
to treat the patient with artificial life support
because the patient has refused this or becaussit is
medically futile, then it is inappropriate to
formulate the test of causation (even iJ it were
relevant to assess causation, itself, which it is not if
the act of withdrawing treatment is legal) in terms
of whether the cause of death was thswithdrawal
of the treatment. The physician cannot have a
legal obligation both to withdraw the treatment
and not withdraw it and we must choose which of
these duties predominates in a given situation. If
the former, then the relevant test of cause of the
patient's death is'but for'the patient's underlying
condition would the patient have died; if the latter,
'bgf foJ' turningrff the respirator would the
patient have died.

Looking at withdrawal of life support, another approach is to see it
as a situation of multiple causation, but here Somerville notes that

courts, from the point of uiew of causation, (her italics), where the act is

legal, turning off a respirator for example, was not the cause of
death, and death resulted from "natural causes". fudges adopt this

line of reasoning she speculates:

To avoid any possibility that they could be seen as
setting a precedent to the effect that lethal
injections would be legally acceptable. m

* Ibid ps64.

æ ldem.

23o lbid, p 565.
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In the law of torts, tests for causation-in-law are of 'varying degrees

of stringency', and are of two sorts, 'reasonable forseeability' (a

prospective test) and 'substantive cause' (a retrospective test). So

with a treatment withdrawal decision, death may be foreseeable,

but not the 'substantive' cause of death. In tort cases, Somerville

also points out that judges will sometimes attempt to determine the

proximity or remoteness of the damage from the cause, another way

of looking at foreseeability.

The last test analysed by Somerville is that ol public policy, which

can be mobilised in tort law to provide immunity from legal

liability, but not to impose it, and also has a special role in the

criminal law to:

Characterise acts to which consent of the person
affected by such acts may function as a defence.
For instance, the intentional infliction of bodily
harm, beyond a certain very limited degree, will
be held to be contrary to public policy and,
therefore at common law the consent of the person

:ltff:*q 
that harm will not be a defence to such

Lastly, Somerville addresses the public policy stance on the

importance of the provision of pain and symptom relief, albeit with

the causal assumption about pain relief and death risk:

This raises the issue of how necessary pain relief
treatment given with the primary intention of
relieving pain that could or will shorten life should
be prima facie characterised from a public policy
perspective. Just as the intent to relieve pain and
not to kill justifies, through the doctrine of double
effect, the administration of such treatment,
likewise this same intent legitimates this treatment
from a public policy perspective and, therefore, it
can be given with the consent of the patient.
Indeed, it should be considered contrary to public

ts1rbid,p s67
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policy to fail to offer f .lly adequate pain relief
îreatment to persons who nêed thi;. " 

r

6.2.2 Other legøl reøsoning: Casswell, Slcegg, Giesen, Keyserlingk,

Otlowski

In a 1.987 paper on a criminal law reform, by the Law Reform

Commission of Canada, it was proposed that criminal liability not

be attached to the administration of life-shortening palliative care

'appropriate to the circumstances'.æ In a commentary on this

David Casswell (an academic lawyer in Victoria, BC, at the time)

urged more specific criteria (terminal illness, pain and suffering).

In his paper he agrees with Devlin's instruction to the jury on

causation in R a Adams, however he goes on to state that:

It is difficult, however, to support as a generalized
proposition his Lordship's reasoning that
palliative care which has the "incidental effect of
determining the exact moment of death, or may
have, is not the cause of death in any sensible use
of the term." If a factual causal connection
between the administration of palliative care and
the patient's death is proved and if the physician
subjectively knew that the palliative care he or she
was about to administer would likely be life-
shortening, it would seem that causation would be
established. Further, two causes may operate
together, with each legally being a cause of an
event. In the present context both the patient's
illness and the physician's administration of life-
shortening palliative care would be the causes of
the patient's death.e

Casswell continues that Devlin's'absence of causal analysis' in the

case has led to reasoning by others that there was an absence of

intent, or that the act was justified by necessity (to relieve pain).

æt lbid p 568.

æ Law Reform Commission of Canada (1987). Report 30: Recodifying Criminal Law.
Ottawa, Minister of Supply and Services Canada.

e Casswell, D. (1990). "Rejecting criminal liability for life-shortening palliative care.
Toumal of Contemporarv Health Law and Policv 6:127-745. Casswell refers extensivel
to works by the eminant jurist Glanville Williams: G. Williams (1958)
and the Criminal Law. pp288-290, and G. Williams Textbook of Criminal Law
1e83).
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Peter Skegg (Faculty of Law, Otago University, Dunedin, New

Zealand) has written that there is a theoretical possibility that the

administration of pain-kitling drugs which hasten death might lead

to a prosecution of homicide in a New Zealand court, although no

such thing has ever happened, and criminal liability would not be

established, provided that intention is clear. Reliance on causation

is thought to be preferable to a defence of necessity, as these do not

have a very successful track record in English courts. It is also of

note that Skegg states that the principle of double effect has no

track record or standing in legal analysis, despite the fact that

courts and parliaments have endorsed it.Æ

Margaret Otlowski (Law, University of Tasmania) is also troubled

by Devlin f's instruction to the jury in R o Adams236 and concurs

with Williams that it rests on the legal doctrine of causation. She

argues that application of strict common law principles to pain and

symptom relief in terminal care may lead to the drug(s) being

found to cause death rather than the underlying disease (the

reverse finding to that in R u Adøms). She writes:

The prevailing assumptions regardi.g ... this
practice are irreconciliable with established
criminal law principles and ... the law is clearly
being manipulated in order to sanction what is
widely regarded as legitimate medical practice.
Clearly, doctors must be able to administer
lawfully the necessary palliative drugs to relieve
their patients' pain and other symptoms but it is
argued that a more satisfactory ba-sis for the legal
exõeption needs to be developed. æ7

æs Skegg, P. (1984). Drugs hastening death. Law. Ethics and Medicine: Studies in Medical
law. Oxford, Clarendon Press: 121-139.
Skegg, P. (1995). "Pain-killing drugs and the law of homicide." Otago Bioethics RePort
a(3):8-10.

% Ro Adams, Central Criminal Court, London, 1957. Unreported but discussed in
Palmer, Dr Adams'trial for murder, [1957] Crim LR 365. See also G. Williams, The
Sanctity of Life and the Criminal Law. 1958, pp 288-90.

æ7 Otlowski, M.F. A. (L99n. Voluntary euthanasia and the common law. Oxford, Oxford
University Press. See p18L.
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Giesen (Professor of Comparative Law, Free University of Berlin)

also highlights the legal uncertainty as to the jurisprudential basis

for allowing the administration of analgesics which might shorten

life:

The Principle of double effect is a way to resolve
the dilemma of the conflicting duties springing
from the principles of nonmaleficence (not to kill)
and beneficence (to relieve pain) which cannot be
observed simultaneously. This in effect is not only
the ethical, but also the legal position, although it
is not quite clear what the exact legal reasoning is:
a lack of guilt, justification on reasons of necessity
or missing causation.H

Keyserlingk,ut in an argument against decriminalisation of assisted

suicide based on an analysis of Rodriguez, ptoposes a move away

from standard and 'but-for' causality of death approaches in legal

analysis. Instead he favours the adoption of what he terms a

normative causality approach, and what courts more commonly

term the 'common sense' and 'experience' test of causation.

Causality is divided into three categories: standard, empirical and

normative.

Standard causality entails the characterisation of treatments (eg

ordinary v extraordinary) in order to allow abatement. Cause of

death is usually ascribed to the underlying disease rather than the

decision or intervention in question. Any therapeutic intervention

in palliative or terminal care may potentially affect the timing of

death, but the cause remains the underlying condition from which

the person is dying. Lord Goff appears to be articulating

Keyserlingk's standard causality catego ry in Blønd.

* Giesen, D. (1990). Law and moral dilemmas affecting life and death. Law and ethical
dilemmas at life's end. Strasbourg, Council of Europe.

æe Keyserlingk, E. W. (1994). "Assisted suicide, causality and the Supreme Court of
Canada." McGill Law Ioumal 39: 708-7L8.
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As I see it, the doctor's decision whether or not to
take any step must (subject to his patient's ability
to give or withhold his consent) be made in the
best interests of the patient. It is this principle too
which, in my opinion, underlies the established
rule that a doctor may, when caring for a patient
who is, for example, dying of cancer, lawfully
administer painkilling drugs despite the fact that
he knows that an incidental effect of that
application will be to abbreviate the patient's life.
Such a decision may properly be made as part of
the care of the living patient, in his best interests;
and, on this basis, the treatment will be lawful.
Moreover, where the doctor's treatment of his
patient is lawful, the patient's death will be
regarded in law as exclusively caused by the
injury or disease to which his condition is
attributable.2m

'But-for' or empirical causality relies on the scientific cause (the

facts of the case). Normative causality allows a more

comprehensive analysis inctuding normative considerations and

empirical data:

[This] position emphasises not simple scientific
causality, the cause-in-fact of a death, but normative
or legal causality as well. This more nuanced and
comprehensive analysis holds that empirical,
scientific or "but-for" causality cannot alone account
for what distinguishes assisted suicide from
voluntary euthanasia, or what distinguishes both
from withdrawal of life support or appropriate pain
control resulting in death.2al

This normative, or common sense and experience approach allows

the 'but-for' cause of death to be overridden if a society (via its legal

or parliamentary institutions) decides that the intervention or non-

intervention in question should not be viewed as a cause of death in

law, which appears to be the case in the matter of opioids and pain

relief and putative potential life-shortening.

2& Airedale NHS Trust a Blønd. [1993] 1 All ER at 868.

2a1 Keyserlingk, E. W. (1994). "Assisted suicide, causality and the Supreme Court of
Canada." McGill Law Toumal 39: 708-718.
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6.3 Australian statutes

Rather than fashioning holdings or ethical arguments to fit the outcome

desired, it is at least worth asking whether it would be preferable to state

public policy clearly, where necessary by statute, as has been done in

South Australia. Double effect was put into statute law for the first time,

with regard to the care of dying persons, with the Consent to Medicøl

Treøtment ønd Pølliatiae Care Act, 1-995. In Division 2 of this act, entitled

'The Care of People Who Are Dying', there is a non-culpability clause

which specifically states that medical treatment for the relief of pain or

distress, and the non-application or discontinuance of life sustaining

measures (for people who are dying) does not constitute an interoening

cause of deøth (noaus øctus interaeniens, ie a cause that breaks a pre-existing

chain of causation).'t

A saving provision was inserted stating that the act does not allow

euthanasia.2a3

2e Consent to MedicalTreatment and Palliatiae Care Act 1995 (SA):

DIVISION 2 - THE CARE OF PEOPLE WHO ARE DYING
17. (1) A medical practitioner responsible for the treatment and care in the terminal

phase of a tèrminal illness, õr a person participating in the treatment and care of
the patient under the medical practitioner's supervision, incurs no civil or
criminal liability by administering medical treatment with the intention of
relieving pain or distress -

(a) with the consent of the patient or of patient's representative; and
(b) in good nd
(c) in accor standards of palliative care,

even though an incidental effect of the treatment is to hasten the death of
the patient.

(2) A medical practitioner responsible for the treatment or care of a patient in the
terminal phase of a terminal illness, or a person participating in the treatment or
care of the patient under the medical practitioner's supervision, is, in the absence
of an express direction by the patient or the patient's representative to the
contrary, under no duty to use, or to continue to use, life sustaining measures in
treating the patient if the effect of doing so would be merely to prolong life in a

moribund state without any real prospect of recovery or in a persistent vegetative
state.

(3) For the purposes of the law of the State -
(a) the administration of medical treatment for the r_elief of pain or distress
in accordance with subsection (1) does not constitute cause' of death; and
(e) the non-application or discontinuance of life sustaining measures in
accordance with subsection (2) does not constitute a causer of death.

rA novus actus interveniens ie a cause that breaks a pre-eústing chain of causation.

2n3 For a detailed legal analysis of the original Bill's provisions, see: Advice to the Minister
fo¡ Health, South Australia, Professor Margaret Somerville. Director, Centre for
Medicine, Ethics and Law, McGill University, Montreal. Adelaide, 23'd December 1992.
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The parliamentary select committee from which this piece of legislation

emerged heard wide-ranging evidence, including assertions by palliative

care physicians that death was not caused by palliative interventions and

treatment abatement. Nonetheless, they heard sufficient professional and

community concern about this issue to take the same view as the

Canadian Senate, namely that it was important to be specific in law, in

order to prevent false perceptions of what the law had to say in this area

from obstructing appropriate care of dying people. The House of Lords

also endorsed double effect but did not recommend any legislation.

The objects sections of the four Australian state and territory acts of

parliament which have been passed over the last decade on matters

related to death and dying all have significant comment to make about the

issue of proper pain and symptom control,24 but only the South

Australian act specifically articulates and codifies the principle of double

effect in this context. This is not to suggest that there have been

prosecutions of doctors for treatment abatement decisions or palliative

interventions, which there have not, nor to propose legal remedies for

clinical problems. Rather, if the law specifically articulates, in statute, the

priorities and parameters it sets for the care of dying people and

differentiates palliative care from euthanasia, this sends a powerful

(unpublished). Professor Somerville, raised a number of legal concerns about the
proposed provisions. Courts rather than the medical profession are the final arbiters as

to what constitutes acceptable standards of medical practice (in Australia since Rogers u
Whittøker); the meaning of 'without negligence'(would this be present if there were
breach of the legal standard of care, even though the tort of negligence would not be
established in the absence of damage to the patient?) and 'in good faith'(did this render
practitioners who would not be liable for private law damages liable because of the Bill's
immunity provision, or does it ¡efer to a state of mind, viz, an absence of 'mens rea'?)
Somerville's advice would appear to have led to the saving provision being inserted into
the Act, as she advised that Division 2 could be read to allow for voluntary euthanasia.
She also questioned the meaning of the terms 'terminal illness' and 'moribund state'.

24 Eg. MedicalTreatment Act 1988 (Victoria).
Preamble.
(e) to encourage community and professional understanding of the changing focus of

treatment from cure to pain relief for terminally-ill patients;
(f) to ensure that dying patients receive maximum relief from pain and suffering.

Consent to MedicalTreatment and Palliatiae Care Act 1995 (South Australia)
(c) to allow for the provision of palliative care, in accordance with proper standards, to

people who are dn.g and to protect them from medical treatment that is intrusive,
burdensome and futile.
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message to practitioners and their teachers which may fundamentally

influence such care for the better. This holds even if the causal

assumption about opioids and causation is inflated and unsubstantiated.2as

6.4 Double Effect

As has been seen, the doctrine of double effect is the foundation stone of

most of the ethical and legal reasoning on end of life issues upon which

the present international status quo in public policy has been built. Its

adoption in legal reasoning is particularly striking in view of the fact that

it is not a recognised legal doctrine, and is not, therefore, found in any

other area of legal reasoning. It also would appear to have no identifiable

basis in medical practice or science.

The doctrine has its origins in medieval Roman Catholic moral theology,

and can be traced back to the writings of Thomas Aquinas. Young has

shown three accounts of it:2$

New Catholic Encyclopaedia: the doctrine consists of four
conditions that must obtain in order for an action that one
can foresee will have a good effect and a bad effect to be
morally permissible:
1. the act itself must be morally good or at least morally

indifferent;
2. the agent may not positively will the bad effect but

may merely permit it. (If he could obtain the good
effect without the bad effect, he should do so);

3. the good effect must be produced directly by the
action, not by the bad effect. Otherwise, the agent
would be using a bad means to a good end, which is
never allowed;

4. the good effect must be sufficiently desirable to
comþensate for the allowing of the bad eff.ect."2M

2a5T'lús 'educational'role for the law is noteworthy.

2* I am indebted to Professor Robert Young, Professor of Philosophy, Latrobe University,
to quote from his paper given in the Philosophy Department of Melboume University on
17th March 2000, entitled 'Palliative Care and the Doctrine of Double Effect'. He points
out that Australian, American, British and Wo¡ld Medical Associations have all made
policy statements which incorporate double effect reasoning to allow palliative care and
forbid euthanasia.

'nt New Catholic Encyclopaedia, 7967.
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foseph Mangan:zß A person may licitty perform an action
that he foresees will produce a good and a bad effect
provided that four conditions are verified at one and the
same time:
¡ that the action in itself from its very object be good or

at least indifferent;
. that the good effect and not the evil effect be

intended;
¡ that the good effect be not produced by means of the

evil effec|
' that there be a proportionately grave reason for

permitting the evil act.

|oseph Boyle:2ae It is permissible to bring about harms which
it would be absolutely impermissible to bring about
intentionally, provided:
2. the harms are not intended, but brought about as side

effects; and
3. there are sufficiently serious moral reasons for doing

what brings about such harms.

Pope Pius XII was posed the following question at the Congress of

Anesthesiologists in 1957,

Is the suppression of pain and consciousness by the use of
narcotics [.....1 permitted by religion and morality to the
doctor and the patient (even at the approach of death and if
one foresees that the use of narcotics will shorten life)?

He replied:

If no other means exist, and if, in the
this does not prevent the carrying out
moral duties.

given circumstances,
of other religious and

The emphasis on a distinction between physical and moral consequences

is important, and Pope Pius shows the strength of the religious basis of the

doctrine's formulation and application.

McCabe gives an account of how the doctrine, in strict keeping with its
moral theology tradition, is applied to palliative care:

t* Mansan. l. í949\. Theolosical Studies L0:47-67.

2ae Bovle. T. 11991). Tournal of Medicine and Philosophv 16: 475-494.
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In palliative care, the intent is to relieve pain and not to
directly cause the death of the patient. Consequently,
palliative care is ethically acceptable because any
unintended effects are physical and not moral. The act of
palliation has two effects, alleviating pain and, in the light of
recent medical literature, "possible" respiratory depression.
The latter effect is not intended because the terminally [ill]
patient's pain is "alleviated" by the palliation and not by his
or her death. Given that, by definition, the terminally ill
have a fatal pathology, the level of palliation may be titrated
to effect. More positively, this principle is not a "legalistic
formula" but provides an aid for discerning the ethical and
moral validityof an action.ä

The doctrine is deployed as a technique of attempting to show that human

agency is not casual of death in a range of medical contexts, because such

agency is prohibited by religion, the determination of the mode and

timing of death resting exclusively with God. It should be seen that

natural death, in the forensic sense of death from natural causes, can also

suit this purpose neatly, for nature read God (see chapter 1,). The usual

end of life scenarios in question are: opioid analgesia, terminal sedation,

treatment abatement (for both dying and non-dying persons) and the

administration of non-analgesic drugs with lethal intent in terminal care.

Each will be considered briefly in tum.

Opioid analgesia

Double effect, as employed in R a Adøms, is not required as death due to

opioid toxicity is not being defended as part of palliative care practice.

Morphine does not cause death if used appropriately, according to

accepted standards of palliative care practice (see Ontario coroner's

principles), only if the initial dose or dose escalation is too steep. The only

exceptions to this would be where the dose is elevated (significantly)

above the accepted dose range, due to medical negligence, or an intent to

end the person's life.

Terminal sedation

H Mccabe, M.I.099n. "Ethical issues in pain mÍìnagement." The HosPice loumal l2(2):
25-32.
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When sedative drugs are used in terminal care (where the person is

imminently dying) to treat signs of emotional distress and/or physical

restlessness, the intent is clear, but the determinant of causal contribution

to timing of an othervrzise imminent death is not possible in this situation.

The sedation is given to relieve an objective symptom. The law would not

apply a causal analysis here. Medicine, however, cannot empirically

define the causal contribution which the drug might make, in a

multifactorial causal model, to the actual timing of death. Few would

even argue that it is important to do so in a particular case, unless relatives

wish to be reassured that the drugs are not responsible for the patient's

state, in which case, the drugs may be temporarily ceased or doses

reduced to show that their comatose state and deteriorating condition is

due to the dying process and disease rather than the drugs.

Treatment abatement

When a person is dying cessation of futile treatment does not make a

causal contribution to the person's death, as the treatment in question is

no longer effective in controlling the disease or pathological process, and

is therefore not of itself life-sustaining.

For a person who is not dying, abatement of treatment which may be life-

sustaining may cause death, as there is no other defensible intended

transition apart from death. For example, in Blønd, Tony Bland was not

dying when his nasogastric tube was removed, but he died after the

cessation of the sustenance being provided by it. In order to make this

course of action ethical and legal, there has to be a public policy

acknowledgement that there are times when death is caused by treatment

abatement for non-dying persons. One way of describing this is to find (in

law) that death is due to the underlying condition, ie a healthy person

does not die if they have tube feeding ceased. This is true, but the feeding

was keeping him alive, and 'but-for' its removal he would continue to live

on in his persistent vegetative state. Neither a causal analysis (medical or

legal) nor the doctrine are helpful or necessary here. Abatement of life-

sustaining medical treatment is necessary here to end the life of a person

who is irreve¡sibly unconscious. The law would usually find that there
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was no duty to continue the tube feeding (as in Bland), that medicine and

the underlyi.g condition has put him in this position, and his interests are

not served by continuing treatment, as nothing can restore consciousness.

Administration of a non-analgesic drug with lethal intent

In R u Cox,Tr a lethal injection of potassium chloride was given by a doctor

to end the life of patient who was suffering from poorly controlled pain.

The defence was that the drug was being used to relieve pain. Flowever,

there is no role for invoking double effect here as the drug is not an

analgesic, it abolishes pain by ending the person's life, the intention to do

so is implicit and usually explicit in these situations, although the

outcome, if the patient desires it, will not necessarily be unwelcome.

In none of the above situations is the doctrine of double effect helpful in

elucidating the medical, ethical or legal aspects of particular situations,

with the possible exception of terminal sedation, where the causal

contribution of the sedative drug(s) is usually unverifiable, and probably

by common assent, the least important.

Palliative care practitioners in general are very attached to double effect as

a way of describing what they do, at least in an ethical sense.Æ' Flowever,

a small number of them have started to question this. Jessica Corner, a

prominent palliative care nurse, in commenting on the recent Annie

Lindsell case in the UK, has made a plea for palliative care to recognise

that there may be times when death is an intended outcome.-t Quill and

co-authors have argued that patient self determination is more important

than doctor's intentions as a guide to action in end of life decision

making.H This view has been shared by a South Australian palliative care

*' Ra Coxl7992) 12 BMLR 38.

52 Gilbert, ]. and S. Kirkham (1999). "Double effect, double bind or double speak."
Palliative Medicine 13: 365-36ó. Dunphy, K. (1998). "Sedation and the smoking gun:
double effect on trial." Progress in Palliative Care 6(6):209-12.

æ Comer, I. 0997). "More openness needed in palliative cate." British Medical lournal
31,5:1242.

a gui[, T. (199n. "The rule of double effect - a critique of its role in end-of-life decision-
making." New Eneland loumal of Medicine 337:1768-7771.
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specialist (Roger Hunt),Æs and another in Quebec (Marcel Boisvert).5

Quill et al write:

For clinicians and others who believe in an absolute
prohibition against actions that intentionally cause death, the
rule of double effect may be useful as a way of justifying
adequate pain relief and other palliative measures for dying
patients. But the rule is not a necessary means to that
important end. Furthermore the rule's absolute prohibitions,
unrealistic characterisation of physicians' intentions, and
failure to account for patients'wishes make it problematic in
many circumstances. In keeping with the traditions of
medicine and broader society, we believe that physicians'
care of their dying patients is properly guided and justified
by patients' informed consent, the degree of suffering, and
the absence of less harmful alternatives to the treatment
contemplated.Ð

The doctrine of double effect has been subjected to penetrating intellectual

assault by certain influential philosophers, and its role in formulating the

moral basis of palliative care must be questioned. Singer has suggested

that it is a 'figleaf'used to hide decisions whose intention and outcome is

to end life. In the Bland case, he makes the self-evident case that the

intended outcome of the court's decision was Anthony Bland's death.2s

Young has argued that the distinction between what a practitioner

intends, as opposed to merely foreseeing, is not a sufficiently robust

ethical basis for determining what is permissible in the care of the

terminally ill, and that death for those who seek it is not a bad outcome.

Æ Hunt, R. (1994). Palliative care: the rhetoric-reality gap. Willing to listen. wanting to
die. H. Kuhse. Melbourne, Penguin: 115-737.
Hunt, R. (1998). "A critique of the principle of double effect in palliative care." Progress
in Palliative Care 6(6):273-275.
Gilbert, J. and S. Kirkham (1999). "Double effect, double bind or double speak." Palliative
Medicine 13:365-366.
Hunt, R. (1999). "Taking responsibility for affecting the time of death." Palliative
Medicine 73:439-447.

5 Mullens, A. (1996). Timel!¡ death. Considering our last rights. Toronto, Alfred A
Knopf.

*t Quill, T. (1997). "The rule of double effect - a critique of its role in end-of-life decision-
making." New England Toumal of Medicine 337:1768-7771.

æ Singer, P. (1994). Rethinkine life and death. Melboume, Text.
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Cavanaughæ concludes that double effect, as applied to palliative care,

has wider acceptance than Catholic moral theology. This may be so

because, (a) this theological defence of causation is accepted by many

palliative care and other health care practitioners, and has been

transmitted in evidence to courts and parliaments, or (b) because the

causal formulations used in double effect evaluations are also the basis for

prospective discussions of transitions which may result from proposed

medical or surgical treatnents in everyday clinical practice.

This second proposition should be examined further. Causal formulations

form the basis of all discussions with patients (andlor families if the

patient is incompetent) where consent to medical treatment is sought.

These may sound or look as if they are dependent on the doctrine of

double effect, but can function independently of it, i-e. detached from the

moral and theological history, and all value judgements about the moral

character of interventions, abatements or outcomes (viz, good versus bad

or evil) are set aside. Th"y then can be seen merely as a way of talking

about how you start from point A, with the intention of effecting a

transition to point B, an altered state of affairs, but may end up at point C,

which transition could be foreseen or unforeseen, wanted or unwanted,

but unintended.2m Stated intention, and accuracy of clinical information

(especially the probability of the causal inferences) are the only two

requirements of such discussions. Any pretence of this being a
justificatory doctrine is thus abandoned. Any effect of medical treatment

can be beneficial or not (ie, the effect in question is termed an 'adverse' or

'side' effect)Ír intended or unintended, foreseen or unforeseen, and any

combination of these, although you at least have to foresee an event to

intend it. In addition, proportionality relevant to the particular case, has

to be taken into account. As seen in Chapter One, the ratio of adverse

æ Cavanaugh, T. A. (1996). "The ethics of death-hastening or death-causing palliative
analgesic adminstration to the terminally ill."
72:248-254.

m For this use of the word 'transition'with regard to causation, see Stapleton, op cit.

26t Note the language employed here by doctors: side effects, adverse effects, unwanted
effects, treatnent-related toxicity, all refer to the same phenomenon.
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effects to wanted effects should be the key element in any discussion with

patients in which they decide whether a treatment is to proceed or not'

For example, when a surgeon proposes removal of a potentially lethal

brain clot, and the goal of the intervention is to cure the patient, even in

the best surgical hands there is a chance that the patient will not survive

the procedure. This contingency is foreseen,u2 and indeed discussion of it

should be a normal part of informed consent, but it is certainly unintended

and non-beneficial (and hence unwanted).26

6.5 Conclusion

There is almost universal support for the relief of pain and suffering, and

avoidance of prolongation of the process of dying. Public policy and the

law has, without known exception, endorsed these common sense

principles. There is also wide support for the cessation of life-sustaining

measures in certain non-dying persons, where it is clear that the intention

is to bring about death, as for instance those in a permanent and

irreversible coma, or the persistent vegetative state, such as in the case of

Anthony Bland.2a Flowever, there is deep division in societies about

whether assisted suicide and euthanasia26 should be made legal, and the

fundamental question is causal. Those who advocate such changes often

cite accepted palliative care practice in support of their position, on causal

and consequentialist grounds. The line of argument runs something like

this: "If you agree with the administration of opioids and sedatives, or

%2 It is safe to say that wanted or beneficial effects of treatment are almost always
foreseeable, ie the-potential beneficial properties of treatment are usually known (there
may be rare exceptìons), whereas abherrant, idiosSmcratic or very rare complications or
haza¡ds of treahnents may occur'out of the blue'.

26 Death, however, is not always a non-beneficial or unwanted outcome, indeed the
reverse would be argued by persons seeking assistance to die, and those who campaign
for them. For a repiesentátive account of these views, see Julia Anaf, citing Hunt and
Kuhse in "The doctrine of 'double effect' and its limitations.' The VE Bulletin, July 2000,
pp7-9.(this publication is the official newsletter of the South Australian Voluntary
Euthanasia Society - SAVES).

w Atuedale NHS Trust a Bland. [1993] 1 Alt ER 821.

Æ Defined by the peak body Palliative Care Australia as 'the deliberate action to
terminate life by somèone other than, and at the request ol the patient concemed' 1995.
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treatment abatement which even have t}:re potential to alter the t:;ming, ønd

therefore the cøuse, of death, how could you disagree with the

administration of a lethal injection which has the expressed intention of

causing death?" It is clear that all criminal codes forbid causing death,

and natural death has a forensic meaning of death absent human agency.

Double effect is invoked to allow pain and symptom relief, which is

assumed to cause death by dose escalation. Treatment abatement is

allowed for dying and non-dying persons by a range of legal reasoning:

usually either death due to underlying disease (Keyserlingk's standard

causality) or absence of duty (and hence no breach can be demonstrated

because there was no duty in the first place).

Keyserlingk's argument, that narrow empirical causality, applied in the

setting of terminal care, cannot alone account for the distinction between

accepted palliative care practice and euthanasia seems to accord well with

palliative care practice and professional intuitions. It is both false and

unhelpful to see pain and symptom relief which is appropriately and

skilfully administered and monitored, together with the abatement of

futile treatment in the context of a person's dying Process/ as causing

death. Self-willed and planned death, with or without third party

assistance, surely has better arguments in its favour anyway. Public

opinion polls show consistent support (in many western countries) of at

least three quarters of the population, so the prevailing view would

appear to be strongly permissive of death being explicitly caused in the

setting of a terminal illness. However, only a tiny fraction of the

population, at present, ever receive such assistance even where it is an

option, and the remaining quarter or so need reassurance that causation is

not in question without their knowledge. Empirical verification of that

reassurance is not possible in all situations, so intention remains decisive.

Despite the complexities of legal causation, and the obvious ensuing

differences in the way that health workers and lawyers apply causal

analysis in practice, it is important for all who work with dying people

and their families to be familiar with the works of legal authorities such as

Somerville and Mendelson. They show that neither criminal nor civil law
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apply bare empirical (or but-for) causality to cases of treatment abatement

or palliative intervention, and that practitioners who relieve suffering

according to prevailing standards of palliative care practice, such as those

laid down by the Ontario coroner (see above), or who abate futile

treatment, need have no concern about potential legal sanction. This is the

status quo in most jurisdictions,26 and represents a way of proceeding in

end of life care upon which nearly all can agree, whatever the ethical or

religious beliefs held. However, in the experience of caring and being

cared for, both intention and honesty are decisive. Palliative care must be

clear about its intentions, and accept that there are some occasions when

the process of death is hastened, either unknowingly or knowingly."' Far

from subverting its practice, this acknowledgement might liberate it from

wider claims of ambiguity on causal issues. There is a defensible canon of

palliative care practice standards, which on the basis of the Ontario

coroner's principles, is clearly distinguished from euthanasia, and makes

no attempt to hide its intentions in double effect, and in no way constitutes

an argument against euthanasia. By maintaining this distinction,

confidence in palliative care is also maintained, for patients and families

who are opposed to euthanasia this is essential and understood, and for

those who favour it, honesty is fundamental. Lastly, the doctrine of

double effect is neither a necessary nor helpful justificatory principle in

palliative care and end of life decision-making.

ã Exceptions are where law has been enacted to allow euthanasia: the Netherlands,
Oregon and for a brief time, the Northem Territory of Australia.

ø7See Corner, J. (1997). "More openness needed in palliative care." British Medical
Ioumal315:.1242.
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1,

CONCLUSION

This thesis has examined the way palliative care and related end-of-life

issues have been analysed in medicine, ethics and law. This is a complex

ongoing conversation between three major disciplines on the one hand,

and the public and their policy-makers on the other. Two major

assumptions have been identified which inhibit the delivery of timely and

appropriate palliative care: the law's assumption that pain relief really

does entail a real danger of causing death, and medicine's tendency to

think solely in terms of empirical causality. The major conclusions of this

study are listed below.

Evidence of widespread concerns about death causation, and

specifically the potential for legal or professional sanction, have

been expressed to bodies drarged with public policy formulation on

end of life issues. These concerns are still frequently expressed by

health professionals, and have the capacity to impede the provision

of optimal palliative care, and appropriate decision-making, at the

end of life.

2. Natural death is often used in a forensic sense to mean death absent

human agency. It is now widely held, particularly by many

medical practitioners, that a significant proportion of deaths are

orchestrated, in that they are caused, in part or wholly, by medical

decisions and interventions. These deaths are not, therefore,

viewed by many as being natural in the sense of the cause being the

underlying disease, but rather due to the medical decision and/or

palliative intervention.

Causation is an important analytical and reflective component of

the process of determining whether palliative care is ethical and

legal. But public policy, medical ethics and the law should

recognise that causative analysis need not be applied to the care of

persons at the end of life, unless for medical treatment purposes, or

3.
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4.

in a legal or disciplinary setting, where negligence or criminality is

suspected.

Differentiation between palliative care and euthanasia is necessary

because intended outcomes of treatment need to be explicit and

clearly communicated to patients, families and professional

colleagues. Palliative care must be lawful, and applicable to all

persons, whatever their views, beliefs, and wishes with regard to

death causation.

The palliative care causal position is that life is neither intentionally

shortened nor prolonged. The intention component is a matter of

integrity and experience, but the forensic empirical causal claim

cannot be scientifically defended in all cases during the course of

terminal care, ie, the last hours of life, and the law does not require

practitioners to do so. Drugs used for sedation may alter the timing

of death, but they are administered with the object of improving

comfort and dignity.

In all the principal reports, judgments and parliamentary

committee proceedings which have considered these issues in the

five countries considered, it has been assumed that palliative care

interventions and treatment abatement decisions may indeed

constitute a cause of death. Flowever, this is allowed in law due to

the public policy imperative to relieve pain and suffering and avoid

prolongation of the dying process.

This causal assumption can be traced back to a famous passage of

fustice Devlin's instructions to the jury in the case of R a Adnms in

L957. This case specifically deals with the use of heroin in terminal

care in circumstances where motive and intention were in question.

Devlin's instruction was based on medical opinion of that time,

which held that morphine and heroin, even when used for pain

relief, led to addiction and/or death from respiratory depression.

Double effect reasoning was employed to justify, and render lawful,

5.

6.

7
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8

the use of escalating morphine doses which might have the

incidental effect of shortening the life of a dying person. Modern

palliative care practice shows this causal assumption about

morphine to be false.

The doctrine of double effect has been endorsed as a justificatory

principle for interventions at the end of life in all the medical, legal

and public policy deliberations studied. The explicit purpose has

been to clarify causation, and attempt to remove any implication of

human agency in death causation, and thereby to differentiate

legally and ethically acceptable palliative care practice from

euthanasia. It has been extensively deployed to situations involving

interventions and/or abatement decisions for both dying and non-

dying persons. The doctrine is neither a reliable nor necessary

justificatory principle in palliative medicine. Trenchant critiques of

it have been mounted by certain philosophers and some palliative

care specialists, it is not a robust legal doctrine, and it has no basis

in scientific medicine.

Health professionals usually have a narrow empirical view of

causation, and they should be made aware that the law takes a

common sense and multifactorial view, and indeed will often not

even apply a causal analysis, focussing more on legality of actions

and presence or absence of duties instead. Clarification of what law

and ethics really say about death causation in the setting of the care

of dying people will show that causal anxiety is largely misplaced,

inflated and inappropriate. There is no basis for fear of legal

sanction by health professionals when dealing with dying persons

if the prevailing standards of palliative care are adhered to.

Provision of artificial hydration and alimentation is widely held in

ethics, law, and public policy, to be medical treatment like any

other, and there is no medical, ethical or legal requirement for these

to be administered to dying persons, unless indicated for comfort.

9

10
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L1.

t2.

If the position of neither hastening nor prolonging the process of

dying is not always sustainable on empirical grounds, neither is

the assumption that the use of opioids and sedatives in palliative,

and terminal care, and treatment abatement for dying persons

cause death. Neither the doctrine of double effect nor empirical

causality can account for a distinction between palliative care and

euthanasia, alone or in combination. This must remain a matter of

professional integrity, matched with appropriate attitudes,

knowledge and skill.2n

The clinical pharmacology component of palliative medicine

consists of the appropriate and explicit intentional use of drugs for

symptom relief, with constant response monitoring, and does not

bring causation into question. (The so-called Ontario coroner's

principles).

13. Abatement of burdensome and purposeless treatment during the

process of dying does not constitute a cause of death, and is an

integral component of palliative care practice. Treatment related

toxicity is diminished or abolished and the process of dying is not

prolonged. Nonetheless, in certain treatment abatement decisions

concerning non-dying persons (eg Blønd'¡ death is the intended

outcome of treatment abatement. However justified, this is not a

part of palliative care practice.

14 Natural death as death due exclusively to natural causes is not a

sustainable concept in modern medicine, nor is it a necessary one,

unless required as part of a patient's religious beliefs. But a broader

conception of natural death is useful, in terms of improving care

and decision-making at the end of life, when understood in an

existential sense, embracing the inevitability of death, patient

autonomy and dignity. And acceptance that death is natural in the

æ Australia and New Zealand Society of Palliative Medicine. Australasian
Undergraduate Medical Palliative Care Curriculum. Melbourne, undated (printed at
Monash University 1997).
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sense of recognition of the inevitable is necessary, as modern

medicine and those who turn to it for help often expect too much of

it.

In both contemporary public and professional attitudes and behaviour in

medical matters, there is still a strong prevailing medical preoccupation

with 'buying time', suggesting a belief that doctors are responsible for

death unless they do all possible to sustain life in all circumstances.

Medicine is misrepresented when its sole aim is seen as universal curative

competence. This transient illusion is at best an understandable

extrapolation from some of the century's more striking successes. No law

demands that curative measures must be administered irrespective of the

therapeutic ratio or biographical setting of the patient. In Justice Thomas'

fine words, natural death may have partly lost its meaning, but certainly

not its significance:

It may be deferred, but it need not be postponed
indefinitely.26e

This is the important point.

The sobering challenge for late twentieth century medicine is to embrace

those practical limitations which have some claim to be seen as natural

limits on the appropriateness of interventions. This implies no barrier to

the true spirit of research, nor a nihilistic denial of the power of science.

The claim is that medicine should be engaged in a more honest dialectic

with its place in life and its role in our collective confrontation with our

nature, inclusive of death.

In care and decision-making at the end of life it is argued that the

deliberative processes and discourse should move away from almost

exclusive focus on human agency and death causation, important though

this is, and embrace non-obstruction of the dying process and self

28 Auckland Area Health Board a Attorney-Ganeral [1993] 1 New Zealand LR at 253.
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determination as well.270 So natural death is seen as having a composite

meaning, which embraces both forensic and existential senses. And in the

final analysis all would surely agree that there is more to a'good' or'good

enough'deathzr than causality. Ronald Dworkin gives a timely reminder

of the need for tolerance and humanity to permeate all these deliberations,

be they theoretical or clinical. That somehow the way we aPProach our

deaths and those of our fellow human beings is an important ingredient in

individual and collective constructs of human dignity:

But if people retain the self-consciousness and self-res-pect
that is-the greatest achievement of our species, they will let
neither science nor nature simply take its course, but will
struggle to express, in the laws they make as citizens and the
choiée they rnake as people, the best understanding they can
reach of why human lifè is sacred, and the ProPer place of
freedom in its dominion.z

270 Stoffell, B. and M. A. Ashby (1997). On natural death and palliative care. Health care

law and ethics. L. Shotton. Katoomba, Social Science Press: 163-178.

u' This terminology is taken from the work of the English child psychotherapist
D.W.Winnicott (fAÕS-fe71). See Winnicott, D. W. (1936). Home is where we start from.
London, Penguin. For reflections on the g -in.ho^sP.ice..and
palliative caie, see the follo - l. (1994). "The
institutionalization of the good 1-1508'

McNamara,8., C. Wadde-ll, et al. (1995). "Threats to the good death: the cultural context
of stress and coping among hospice nurses." Sociology of Health and Illness 17:222-243-

Hart, 8., P. Sainsbury, etãI. (1998). "Whose dying? A sociological critique of the 'good
death'." Mortalitv 3(7): 65-n .

2 Dworkin, R. (1993). Life's Dominion. An argument about abortion and euthanasia.
London, Harper Collins., p241.
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Postscript

This work begs the question of the author's views about the legalisation of voluntary

active euthanasia. My own political worldview is imbued with the British liberal

democratic tradition. I have no political, theological or ethical objection to euthanasia per

se. However, I doubt that, in any of the legal formulations in which it has been hitherto

proposed, voluntary euthanasia or physician-assisted suicide will be applicable to most

people and their clinical situations towards the end of their lives. This applies especially

to those that are most feared by many, such as permanent and progressive loss of mental

and physical function, and independence (especially, for example, dementia). Although

the sole requirement for third party assistance to die should be the consent of a

competent autonomous person, the family and social context cannot be ignored. Where

'natural causes' are seen to be overridden, I believe that near-ideal conditions of patient

consent and family consensus are required. This would certainly not be the case for a

large proportion of the community. Public support for euthanasia stands at more than

three quarters of the population. This author also believes that it is necessary to

distinguish between palliative care and euthanasia, in o¡der to reassure the other quarter

that causation will not be in question. Present evidence also shows that of the three

quarters who express support for euthanasia, many will not take up the option when the

time comes. I therefore do not oppose its legalisation, but do not advocate it either. The

status quo is workable, even if the reasoning which is mobilised to support present

practice parameters sometimes seems convoluted and inconsistent, and frustrating for

those that believe that voluntary euthanasia should be legal.
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Priorities in three modes of neormmt of ineurable dkease

I ca¡not define an elephant but I know one when I see

one,t

The everyday practice ofoocology and palliative care
raises complex moral issues. Examples include: Vhen
should radical curative treatment be stopped-or
reiected from the outset as an option? Do measu¡es for
the relief of symptoms shonen life? When should
acrive drug treatments-fo¡ s¡emple, antibiotics and
steroids-be stopped? (Similar: questions can be asked
about suppon of physiological systems: blood trans-
fusion, ventilation, ren¡l dialysis, intravenous hydration
and nutrition.) Vhat steps should be taken when food
and drink can no longer be takeu by mouth? How
should we deal with differences of opinion about
managemenc arising among padent, family, and carers?
Vhat is the relation berween euthanasia and pdliative
ca¡e? rüe propose to exami¡e these questions in a

framework that divides the therapeutic interaction into
three phases or modes: curative, palliative, and
terminal.

Risk-benefit analysis or the therapeutic ratio is
widely used in pharmacology and oncology to describe
the ratio of risk of unwanted side effects (ueatment
rela¡ed toxiciry, morbidiry, or mortality) to desi¡ed
effect. llithout determining the therapeutic ratio well
reasoned or informed clinical decisions cannot be made
as most proposed actions will have both desired and
unwanted ou[comes.

The probabiliry of expected effects or end points
may be defined by either the doctor or the patient.

There maywell be congruenceor disagreement be¡ween
these points of view. Mitchell discussed this sþgsrvs¡
variation with regard to the prevendoo ofpostoperative
pulmonary emboli, for which some studies had showu
an improvement i¡ the radiological end points, but the
only questiou the patients were interested i¡ was
whether they would die of a pulmonary embolus.¡
$imil¿¡ly, with the ¡¡eâtment of cancer a n¡mor¡r
response may or rnay not be Úanslated into a survival
advantage or beÍer control of symptoms for the
patient.r' Obsewer variations emoûB patients, carers,
and staff; differential goal setdng; and problems of
evaluation a¡e all ryell documented.tt In our model all
t¡eatments that are thought to offer panial responses
a¡e classed as palliative, and it requires that the
partial response must also have some favou¡able
inflssnçg on symptom coût¡ol or qualiry of life. The
table summarises the three phases or modes.

Curative, palliative, end termitral modes
The curative mode is the phase of therapeutic

intervention in the natural course of a disease in which
cure or durable complete remission is a realistic
expectation. Prolongation of life and survival are the
aims, and a high rate of t¡eatment related toxicity and
morbidiry, and even a low level of mortaliry, may be
acceptable. Comfort is a secondary issue; when a

comfort measure conflicts with survival the supremacy
of survival is the dominant theme.

The palliative mode is a phase in the natural course
of a disease in which curative t¡eatment is not expected
to prolong life. Alternatively, the gain in weeks or
months that might reasonably be expected may be seen
to be outweighed in quality or value by the intensiry or
duration of the treatment related toxicity, morbidiry,
or risk of mortality. Therapeutic endeavours or
investigations are directed at the supremacy of comfort,
symptom relief, and general wellbeing. The level of

Mode Suprcmacy Sunival Toxicity
Mesures to support Artificial h¡dntion
physiologica-lsystcms mdalimenrarion

Curaúve
Palliative

Teminsl

Sunival
Quality md valuc of lifc

Qualiry md value of life

May bc high
Low

Nom

Prolong Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Maybe Maybe
(fo¡ quality only) (tor qu¡lity only)
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toicity acceptable in this mode is consequently lower
tl¡an in the curative mode.

The terminal mode is the phase in which dearh
sce¡ns i¡¡cvitable and imminenr. There is clinical
evidence ofthe final parr ofthe dying process with poor
appetite, weight loss, recumbency, lassitude, failure
ofphysiological svstems, and progression ofrhe disease.
The process of anticipatory grief may have commenced
for both patienr and family. The inrake of food and
fluid decreases, and although borh are always available
(that is-rhey are never withdrawn), no form of
artifrcial hydration or alimentation is undertaken. All
measures not required for comfort are withdrawn, and
no treatmen! related toxicity is acceptable.

Transitions
The transirion from one mode to another may be

either painful and problemaric or smooth-rhe last
being more likely when the issues of death and dying
have been faced. A precise point of transiúon may not
always occur, in particular in some haematologic
malignancies and AIDS, in which "active" t¡eaünent
may continue until very soon before death.

Patients must be given the chance to acknowledge
which mode of trearment they are in. Neverrheless, the
patient's social context of family and friends will loom
large in many decisions. Differences of opinion among
patients, families, friends, and carers will usually be
resolved by discuçsion and, if necessaq/, by case
conferetrces. Famiûes may be counselled that with-
holding the rruth causes emotional pain for most
patients.'''o Marters take a different turn when ¡he
parient is no longer competenr. In rhis case ¡he next of
kin are usually consulted, although in excepdonal
circumstances an agency such as a guardianship board
may be required. The palliative and terminal care for
geriatric and psychogeriarric parienrs may be especially
difficult.r'

lle do not use the terms, "ordinary" measures or
"exu'aorr{inary" measu¡es-a distinction that marks
off measures taken ro be morally obligatory from those
that may be legirimately abandoned.',,, !Øe think this
distinction is irrelevanr as we are seeking ro presenr a
framework within which all plausible measures are
weighed in terms of rheir impact oû the patienr's
interests. A person's interest will sometimes be met by
the curative mode and somedmes by the palliative
mode, when comfort measu¡es hold sway. In neither
c:ìse are we relying on any secondary nodon of
prolongadon oflife.

Discussion
Two barriers sta¡d out in rhe delivery of palliacive

ca¡e. The first is the frank acknowledgment of the
clinical realities of palliarive care; rhe second is a

misconception about the relation between palliadve
care and euthanasia.

Clinicians and reladves still ofren fear that ifpatients
are confronted wirh rhe full clinical reality they will
give up the ghost and so do much worse than would be
the case if they were in good spirits. This fear is
exacerbated by myths such as rharmorphine is addictive
or synonymous wirh "rhe end" and that palliation is at
best a very poor second best for clinicians who are
deeply imbued with the curarive model of care. Cassidy
explained that life is seen by many people as a series of
minor losses escalaring toward dearh ar the end of a
terminal illness and thar death is often attended by
conspiracies of silence, alienarion, selecdve attenúon,
and false reassurances.i

Patients and their tamilies are all too often willing
coconspirators with their doctors and carers to cry
t¡eatments whatever rhe odds and the toxicity. Yet

few-given full informarion-would argue rhar dearh
should be defied at all cosrs. Thar the support of one
failed physiological system after anorher during rhe
dying process is unacceptable has been shown by rhe
protracted deaths of three famous twentierh century
heads of state-the Tiro-Franco-Hirohito parad.igm.
Death denying atdrudes wirh unrealistic expectarion of
medicine by both doctors and rheir patients are
cornmon sources of disuess for patients with incurable
cancer.

Relatives are usually unfamiliar wirh the features of
the normal dying process. Reassurance may be needed
that dying people usuaLly want only enough food and
drink to keep them comforrable-and frequent mourh
care. The myrhs of terminal dehydrarion and starvation
should be dispelled.'' '' Arremprs to artificially hydrare
and feed the dying, particularly inserdon ofnasogastric
tubes, are likely to add ro distress rather than relieve ir.

Euthanasia is an issue often raised in the conrext of
palliative care. Though rhe linkage is understandable
and the debate which connecrs them fruitful, there are
two serious conceptual errors to be avoided. The fust
of these two mistakes is evident in those who believe-
quite correctly-thar improvemenrs in palliative care
may reduce the numbers of those who wish ro avoid
further suffering by a quick death. From this empirical
assumption it is falsely inferred that the moral case for
acúve voluntary euthanasia lapses. Improvements in
pelli¿dvs care are one thing; how someone chooses to
use rheir availabiliry is quite anorher.

The second error is somewhat more complex. The
achievement of comfort and symptom control is the
dominant concern of the terminal mode of care, and,
iust as we accept a level of morbidiry in the curarive
mode, so should a risk ofpremature death be recognised
as a possibility attendanr on palliadon. There is,
however, no evidence that the skilled and appropriate
delivery of palliative care measures (in particular the
use of opioid analgesics and anxiolyric drugs) shorren
li[e, and the natural course of un¡elieved suffering
musr surely be unfavou¡able by comparison. Within
the terminal mode we operare with a rherapeutic rario
that balances symptom relief againsr a risk of dearh; we
do not seek death-even a good or easy death-as a
means of achieving relief. To seek an easy death
through analgesia would be acdve (voluntary or non-
voluntary) eutlanasia.

Moving into the rerminal mode implies thar furttrer
therapeutic measures that do nor address palliacive
issues will cease, and rhis decision is based on a
judgment about clinical effectiveness. Hence in rhe
terminal mode most therapeutic rneasures are likely to
be useless. This recognition and the clinical judgments
on which it is based a¡e not usefuJly equared with whar
Rachels and others refer to as "passive eurhanasia." In
Rachels's formulation "Passive eurhanasia" . . . simply
means refraining from doing anyrhing ro keep the
patient alive."r'

To wirhhold an effective treaunenr because death is
sought is to act in order to realise an end, much as to
give a lethal injection would be. However, to withhold
an ineffective treatmenr because it would have little
chance of working is simply avoiding the futile.

Increasingly often rlerapeudc decision making is
being assessed on the basis of cost-benefit analysis.r"rt
This is due to escalating cosrs of heakh care and
increased demand in most developed countries. rf(/e

believe that our frrst endeavour should be to examine
individual inrention ro rrear issues on the basis of the
therapeutic ralio, as outlined, and not on cost. This
approach should lead ro a reducrion in inappropriate
use ofprecious resources to treat parients with curative
intent when rhe mode is palliative. A clearer idea of
which treatments are curative, palliarive, or experi-
menral in a given clinical serting would lead rt both
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better patient care and savings.'' This asp€ct should be
addressed fustly on the basis of asking the question "Is
the therapeutic ratio favourable and realistically con-
structed for this padent and rhis proposed t¡eatmenr?"
and not "Is it more cost effecrive to r¡eat this parient
than another patient?"
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APPENDIX 2
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Attitudes of Surviving Relatives ro
Terminal Care in South Australia
Melanie Wakefield, MA, and Michael Ashby, FRACP
&havioralEpidønialog nnit (Irl.vl.), Epidzniotoa^ Branch, South Australbn Healrh
commission, and Ro\al Adzlaidz Hospital and Mary Pottø Hospice (M-A.), Nr¡rth Adzløid¿,
Souh Atutralia

Abstract
To prouid^e euidø¿¿e concøning caregivøs' þøceþtiou and exþaiences oI teminat care smticc
dcliuery in South Australia lor a State Parliønentary Sel¿ct C,ommittee on the Law and hactice
RclaLing to Dealh and þing, a structured intæuiew was condtutcd with suruiuing caregiars I year
cr nwre aflø tlw dzath ol a fanriþ mzmbø. One hundred caregiaøs ol deceased patients lrom
m¿lroþolit¿n Adzlnid¿ uere idcntifædlrom thz South Australian C-entral Cancø Registry. Ttu snny
includ¿d caregivers of þatimß uho di¿d at hom¿ (N= 8) or in a þublic hosþitat (N=27), hosþice
(N=22), froalt hosþital (N=19), or a nuning hone (N=14). Home+are sqttices uqc røted as good.
to excelbnl in most cases. Tlu main sources of dissatisfadion were dzlays in gaining access lo m¿dical
care and lach of þractical helþ, such as showæing or lifting. In most cosæ, thz instilutional care

þrovidzd to tatninally ill þatiznts was jud,ged þ relatiues os being good to excell.enl. Relatiues
exþessed greatø lanb of satkfaction uilh hosþice care, þrobabþ reþcting ttw higtzø staf! røtios
auailnbl¿ at lh¿se inslitutiors. Most caregiaøs co¡uid,øed that ttu þlncc of dzarh uas th¿ right þl"a¿¿
for tlw þøtient to haue dicd. Hon¿ d¿aths uere characla'iz¿d .¡Á tlv þatintl haaing exþressed a wish
lo di¿ at homz, uh.ereos i¡utilutional care wcls sought becattse it was þaceived that th.øe woul.d, be
betlø control of þoblematic symþtoms in th¿ t¿nninal þhase ol care. Acccss to nudical care, esþecially
in þublic an"d þriaate hospitak, uas a concetn lur a signiftcant þøcentage o! caregiaas. Laù of
communication about the þalient's þrogress and a þaceived, dzgree of insensitiviry on thz þar1 of
dnclors was ako a þroblemfor some caregiverc reþorling on care at llusc institutbns. Nearll one-thírd.
of caregiaøs voluntcered thal thq wøe unhaþþ with the wày in uhich doctors ha.d, communicat¿d
lhe nalure of tlu þatienl's terminal condition, betianing either that llu n¿us shouLd not hauc beet¿.

given or that it ha"d been given inaþþroþriate\. Ttuse dnto d¿nanstratc that ttu þubtic uatuzs
palliatiue care and hosþice care, esþecialþ comþassion, good rela,lioruhiþs and communi.cølion,
a¿cess lo 24-hr medical and nuning care suþþot7, and sound. þacticat bachuþ uith equipmcnt and.
smticæ. Adcquatc lundingfar the þrovisbn of such smtices n¿eds to be ad.d,ressed, þarlicularly øs
numbøs of cantø dzaths inoease. TÌw dilfc'ultizs of breahing bad r,¿us are hightighted, and shouLd
be notcd þ tndicøI edu¿ators. J Pain Symptom Manage 1993;8:529-538.
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Introduction
In lare 1990, a Select Committee of the

House of Assembly of the Parliament of the
State of Souù Ausrr¿lia was established on the
L¿w and Pracrice Reladng ro Death and Dying.
The Committee considered that rhere was a
need to invesriga.te the views and experiences
of surviving caregivers regarding the terminal
care provided to their loved ones. The mem_
benhip and terms of reference of the Selecr
Commirtee are ser our in Appendix l, and the
first and second inrerim repolts have now been
tabled.¡'2

Although the degree of involvement of
reladves may
va.ry, the close
family m in a
posirion ro observe rhe care received by p"-
tiens and are usually acrive panicipana in
their care. Where similar srudies have been
conducted, they have been helpful in provid-
rng.a consumer perspecrive for the pla ng of
palliarive and rerminal care services tire
aims of the present study were the following:

L To derermine overall levels of sarisfacrion of
sun'iving relatives wiù¡ terminal care, and to
examine differences according to place of
dearh.

2. To determine the exrent of use of services
for terminalty ill parients.

3. To identi$ problems encounrered in rhe
period of rerminal care, panicularly in
relation to
(a) Access ro palliarive care,
(b) Communicarion, particularly concern-

ing medical progress,
(c) Institutional care, and
(d) Home-care services.

Methods

Samþling Procedure
The South Australian Cancer Registry was

used to select a random sample ol'case record
numben of parienu aged at least 20 yr who
died from .^Å.., in the"Adelaide meroþolitan
area ap prior ro rhe
propose deaths occur_
ring in sampre of 4o
Patiens regory of place

VoL 8 No. I Novanba 1993

of death (public hospital, prirate hospital,
hospice, and nursing home). Following ethics
appror,al from each of the institutions, access to
patient case nores was obtained. A parient
death was rhen excluded from ùre siudy if
death was found !o have occurred under acdve
t¡eaLmenr, or if the diagnosis of cancer did not
occur unril auþpsy. The name, address, and
telephone number of rhe contact person listed
in the case notes (usually a relative or close
friend) $?s exlracred, and a standard approach
letter seeking the involvement of the rélãdve in
the sudy was rhen senr from the institucion.
Tèlephone follow-up I wk later was undertaken
by one of two nurses with palliative care
experience, and if the caregiver agreed to be
involved in the study, an appointment was
made for the inrcrviewer to el to the
caregiver's home to conduct the inrerview.

By reference to the case notes and Centrat
Cancer Registry data, informadon was collated

diagnosis and death, the pe riod of rerminal ca¡e

For cancer deaths occurring at home, a
random sample of 80 of these deaths uzs
selected isrict Nursing Society
(RDNS) to the differing erhics
requirem , relephone contact [o

menr was eìy, to leld a much
lower res d consequently the
sample to increased from 40 ro

aden! was
relarive's

th a reply
ve. Those

caregivers who di were
asked ro ignore were
assured that they their
assessment of RDNS services, and that their
res theres affTh to
Partrctpale received a phone call to arrange a
rime for inten'iew in their own home.

Intmticttt hocedurc
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male and one female) in the relarives' own
homes. The fìrst section of the quesrionnaire
explored whether the paúent's cóndidon had
been explained ro both rhe relarive and rhe
parient, and the exlenl to which thev were
au?re thar ùre padent uas dying. Carlgivers
were also asked to indicate which of a list of
s)¡rnptoms commonly experienced b1, cancer
patlenB were encountered, whether they were
severe, and whether the treatment seemed to

with percep
e care service
was adapted
rred at home

or in an insdturion.

Data Anaþsis
Where cell sizes were of sufficient magnitude

to enable staristical analysis, comparisons be-
tween proporlions we¡e underaken using the
Fisher's exacr resr.

South Australian Domiciliary Care Agmcizs

__An explanarion of the role of rhese agencies
(RDNS, Domiciliary Care, and tvteás on
Wheels) is contained in Appendix 2.

Re$ilß

Resþonse R.a.tes

Table I deails exclusions and nonresÞon-
dens, by place of deãU, for the 233 Ëases
r¿ndomly selected to comprise rhe sample.
Overall, a roaì of 100 interviews were under-
taken, ùris beingS6Vo of those cases eligible for
interview. Most nonresponses *ara -dua 

to
being unable to make conacr with the care-

response rale was obtained for insritutional
deaùrs (63Vo), compared with home deaths
(37Vo), reflecring the less direct method used
to approach caregiven of those who died at
home (P= 0.003).

S amþ Iz C h ar ac teris tics
Of the 100 deceased parients, 53Vo were male

and 47Vo were female. Nearly TlVo were
Aust¡alian born, with a furrher 16% having
migrated from or}ler English-speaking coun-

tries, and l3Vo originaring from non-English-
speaking countries. The mean age of parienß
at death uas 68 yr (SD =.1 3 yr); rhis varied
according to place of dearh, with those dying at
home having a mean age of 6t yr (SD = I I )'r),
which uas lower rhan for those dying in nursing
homes (mean, 79 yr, SD = 8 yr).

Overall, the mean number of months be-
rween diagnosis and dearh was 20 mo, although
this raried widely (SD = 29 mo). For insdtu-
tional dearhs, the mean length of the fìnal
admission was 23 dal's (SD = 45 days). public
hospitals had a lower mean lengrh of fìnal
admission (10 days; SD = 8 days), when
compared with hospices (mean, 23 da,vs, SD =
!! days) and private hospials (mean, 23 days,
SD = 43 days) and nursing homes (mean, 5g
days, SD = 78 days).

The primary site of rhe cancer in the 100
cases under study is presented in Table 2. For
each gender, rhere r+as no signifìcant differ-
ence in rhe distribution of cancer sites when
compared wirh all cancer deaths reported to
the Sourh Ausrralian Cancer Registry in 1g90.

Of the caregiven interviewed, mosr were
close reladves. Just under half were spouses
(48Vo), followed in frequency by daughrers
(18%), sons (16%), a parenr (l%), or other
relatives (llVo). In addition, 6Vo of interviews
were underaken wir-t¡ a close friend of the
deceased. Caregivers were significantly more
likely to be spouses when the dearh occurred at
home (P= 0.02) and significantly more likely ro
be sons or daughters when rhe death took place
in a nursing home (P = 0.002). This was
consistent witl the differences in age distribu-
tion of those df ng ar rhese sires.

Awaren¿ss of þing
Overall, 807o of respondents indicated thar a

doctor or nurse had explained to them the
nature of the terminal condition, and g3Vo
thought that a docror or nurse had explained
to the patient their condition. There were no
differences in this reg-ard by place of death.

In 66% of cases, respondens believed them-
selves to b
dying, wiùr
l4Vo being
However, c

s likely to be
, with nearly
only partly
tìemselves,
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Reasons for E¡rch.rsio¡

and ,1slùt

Tabl¿ I
a¡d Nonrcsponsc by Place of Deatb

Vol. 8 No- 8 Nw¿mb¡ 1993

No. selected
Exclusion for

insúrutional reasons¿
Exclusion for specifìed

reasons
No. posted
Not able to conÞctó
Refused
Inrerviewed

Public hospital Hospice

2

38
t2
4

22

Prirare hospital Nursing home Home

80
3t

28
3
6

l9

40!
2

38
5
6

27

40
I

40
5

240
44

To¡al

l6

t80
6l
t9

r00

5

27
l0
5

l4

49
3l

l8
ñ'È,xclusion for insü rudonat rc¿s<¡ls" includcs caçc r¡otcs ¡rot locarcd. institur,ioll nr¡ lolrgcr o¡:craüorral, or ir¡sútuúonal approrral to accc(sc¿se notes nor givert.
¡Ll ¡}¡c casc of ho¡nc dcaths, "r¡ot able to cortuct" ¡¡rcatrs no rcplv *zs fonhcorrr irrg [r<¡l¡¡ ù¡c lcrtcr ¡rcsrcd rc ú¡c rcladvcs having charrgcdaddrcss; in othcrs, rclaüvcs would havc cxcrciscd the opdorr to igrrorc rhc lctrcr

5.87 n_rl: reponedly fully auare they were
dFtg, l4Vo were pardy aware, lg7o were said to
be unaware, and in gVo of cases the relative was
unsure as ro whar the pacient had rhought. No
significant differences were apparent accord_
ing to place of death.

sponaneousl in
some deail. red
ùrat they wer ich
the news had ese
cases, 19% of rhe total, described insønces
where they perceived rhar news abour rhe
padent's condidon and prognosis had been
given insensitivety. Some rèlad-ves, however, felt
that ù¡e breaking of bad ner4ð had been doneexfemely [ane-
ously exp iared
the hone ctors
involved.

Tabl¿ 2
Prima¡'' Site of Cancer i¡ C.ases Under Study

Site of primary cancer No

Lung
Colon
Other gasrroinresúnal
Breast
Hematologic
Brain
Prosure
Unknown
Other
Total

Symptom Control

Care at Home

28
t2
t6
5
9
4

5
l3
8

100

Tinz Spent at Hom¿ in the
Final Month of Life

9j ,1. ,t8 pariens who died at home, l0
(56Vo) had spenr all of rhe final month of liie ar
home, four (22Vo) had spent tworhirds or
more , rhree (17%) had.spent abour half, and
one (6Vo) had spenr one-rhird or less ar home.
Of the 82 patiena in the sample who died in an
insriturion, 34 (41Vo) spent no dme ar home in
rÌ¡e final monrh of life. However, l4 parienu
(l7Vo) had spent one-rhird or less of 

'rhe 
tasr

month ar home, 12 (líVo) had spenr approxi_
mately' half of the dme ar home, and 23 (ZSfo)
had spent rwothirds or more at home. Feed-
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67
83
80
73
53
53
48
42
42
42
40
26

Which Tre¡unenr Wss

Trearmen¡ heloed?
% of severe cåses

5tt

Reported Prer¡alence and Severity 
", "#if"L¡nd 

Exrent ro
Perceived to Haræ Helped

Experienced? Severe?
% of all cases % of rhose experiencedSymptom

Weakness
loss of appeüte
Weighr loss
Pain
fünstipaúon
DifIìculq' brearhing
Trouble sleeping
Nausea/vomiúng
Cough
Confusion
Fluid rerendon
Où¡er

3

n
0

75
42
63
62
43
l4
0

40
25

75
69
7l

78
60
21

50
33
98
63
77

hack from respondenß regarding home care is
also presented for rhe 4g padeñs who spenr
some dme ar home before being admitred ro an
insriturion [o die.

Use and Aþþaisal of Homz-Care Struites
All padents who died a[ home made use of

g:":T] pracddoner (GP) and RDNS services,
14 (78%) used Domiciliary Care, and t0 (b6Vo)
a palliarive care nurse. A small minority used
addirional home nursing (llVo), prirate home
help (ltVo), and MeaÈ on \¡treits (6Vo). In
general, these home-care services were rated as
good ro excellent, bur some of those using Gps
(22Vo) and RDNS (ll%) rared the servi"ce as
fair.

Of the 48 padena in the insciturional dearh
{tot^p who spent some cime ar home during
the final monrh of life, gt (6bVo) had used a
GP,23 (47Vo) had used RDNS, t7 (3SVo) had
used Domiciliary Care, and 13 (27Vo) made
use of a palliative care nurse. Smaller numbers
o{q3l."T_had used private home hetp (19%),
addirional home nursin g (lTVo), and ii,feals on
Wheels (4Vo). Generaliy, respondents rated
these services as good to e*cillerrt. However,
I6Vo of those who had used Gps rated the
le1ce as poor ro fair, as did gVo of those using
RDNS and 6Vo of those using Domiciliary
Care. Access ro senices, or delaiy in initiating
nssistance, was perceived as a probl em in 17ñ
of cases (three of 18 home and eight of 4g
insd.turi_onal deaths). Lack of knoõledge of
availabiliry of services, and parriculaJy of
night and weekend on-call báckup, *", tÌ,.
most frequendy stated cause. In both the

home death
around 30Vo
had had mor
t^sks such as
respite care.

home deaths,
tionaì help at
p during rhe
ad no trouble

obtaining this help.

Institutionhl Care

- Most paúens who died in public hospitals,
hospices, and private hospirali were admitted
directly from home (g3Vo, 6BVo, and, 63Vo
respectively), although admission from an_
other insritution was most common in the case
of patients who died in nursing homes (64Vo).

OttøaII Satisfaction with Care
Respondents were asked ro rate the qualiry of

care received at the insritution where tÌ¡e
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R"tiog of Quality of Care provided Áccording to Place of Patient's Death

Raúng of care
7o Public hospiral

(^Ë26)
% Hospice

(^È22)
Prirate hospiral

(^Ë19)
% Nursing home

(^Ë14)

Excellent
C'ood
Fair
Poor

46
42
t2

43
5t

95j 84
ll
5

Those reporting on terminal care received a[ a
hospice were significandy more likely ro rare ir
as excellent than those commenLing on care
received ar orher sites (p = 0.001).

Altho one in
eight re ospical
care an
prirate 

tl."r:
insdrurions were not signifìcandy differenr
from those given ar hospices or nursing homes.

S atisfaction zaith D o ctors
Those receiving hospice care were signifì_

cantly more likely than rhose ar other siùs ro

to doctors at
significandy
respondens
wirh that app

Of tÌ¡e docron rhat were accessible, respon-
dens reporting on hospice care were signifi-
candy more likeìy to be very satisfìed with rheir
care, compared with those at orher sites (95%
at hospice versus 3t% public hospital, b8%
prirzte hospiral, and 7l% nursing home) (p<
0.009). kvel of satisfacrion wirh care by
doctors uas lou'esr at public hospirals, and
tlere uzs a greater propordon of respondens
who were dissarisfied with such care ar public
and prirate hospitals (P= 0.009). In mosr cases
of dissatisfacdon, respondens reponed that
there r*as insuffìcienr explanation given by,

doctors, or that they perceived the docrors ro
be uncaring or insensirive.

S atisfaction uith Nurses
At all sites of care, mosr respondents (more

than 8l7o) rated nurses as alwa),s accessible and

were very sarisfìed (more than 73Vo) wirh rhe
c.ar_e rhey gave. There were no significant
differences berween sires.

Information Ab out Patint t's progress

More rhan half the respondents reporred
that they feh sufficiently iñformed aboit rhe

Satisfaction uith Plnce of Death

r{?s the right place for the death, when
compared u'ith respondens for all orÌ¡er sites
(P= 0.02).

\a'h9n asked why the respecrive site was
considered the right place to die, the prime
reason given by those involved in home deaths
rtas that the padenr had expressed a wish to die
at horne (all cases e*cepi one) and, in mosr
cases (78%), rhe respondent had wanred rhis
also.
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Extent ro which Respondenrs Felr the n"* jiKlo
Was the Rigüt Place for the patient to Die

Insrituúon right % Public hospiral Vo Hospice % priyare hospiLal t/o Nuning home ïo Homeplace to die (^Ë27) (^Ë22) (^Ë l9) (^Ër 4) (^È I 8)

9lYes

No
Unsure

I

the padent was too sick to be cared for at home bias. fu Addingron-Hall and 
_colleagues6 poinr

out, caregivers of padents who died at home
would have been likely ro have provided more ofthe padents' care than those of parients who
died in an insdrution, and may thus have been
more aware of symptoms and unmef needs. A,n
additional point is that caregivers' percepdons
may, have diflered from thõse of patienu in
general. Prior research has shown, for example,
that caregivers-rate padenr as having more pain
than patienu ù¡emselves repor!.10 T"hese factors
should be borne in mind wiren interpredng the
resuhs of the presenr sudy.

Awareness of the impending dearh and the
breaking of bad news ¡êlded sóme ambiralent,
and ar rimes angry, reacdons. While veraciry is
an ìmportant guiding erhical principle in
modern health care and commurric.rion, ir is
clear that many caregivers felt rhat either the
news should not have been given or that the
way it was given was inappropriate. Some
caregivers clearly admitted ro a leveì of denial
and selective recall. Differences in levels of
knowledge and the withholding of informadon
between rhe padent and family members may
also have conrribur.ed [o reporrs of lingering
anxiery and anger. Although there may be an
elemenl of hosriliry to ù¡e breaker of bad news
that lasa long afier the event, it seems clear that
this remains an area in which more research
and educadonal efforr are required.

Perceprions of rares of symptom conr¡ol
ìl/ere surprisingly good for pain (75Vo), diffi-
culty breathing (63Vo), nausea,/vomiring
\43Vo), consripation Ø2Vo), and sleep difficul_
ues (62Vo).It is importanl to nore, however,
that some of the most common symptoms of
loss of appecite, weight loss, and weakness are
vinually unrreaÞble; cough and confusion also
did poorly. AJthough rates of pain conr¡ol were
high, it is srill rroubling thar 25Vo of patiens
u'ith severe pain did not appear ro have their
pain conrolled, according to relatives' percep
úons.

70
26

4

84
l6 9.1

-
b

93

7

Disatssion

-A)ùrough 
the survey achieved a response rate

of only 56Vo, explicit refusal was infrequenr and
those caregivers who refused *.r. .rãt signifi-
cantly differenr from those who participated
with.respect ro pa[ienr's counrry oi Uirrtr, age,
gender, and cancer site. Moreóver, the distri_
bution gf RrimaV cancer sires for rhose cases
involved in rhe study oú¿. t¡e same as indicared
by the Stare Cancer Registry for all cancer
deaths in South Ausrr¿lia.basås involved in the
study were, therefore, likely ro be fairly repre_
sentaúve of all cancer dearhs occurring at each
of rhe five different places of dearh.

Most of the exclusions from rlre randomly
selected sample of patienu were due to practi_
cal reaso^ns, and pardcularly applied ro care-
given of parients who died ãi nome. fne
recruirment of this group of relarives was
further compromised by a lower response rate,
owing ro the less direct approach usäd ro make
contact. A response rate of approximately SZVo
rs not unexpected, however, where there is no
opponunity for accive follow_up.$ However,
commenß were also ar.ailable on terminal carea[ home for t]ose padents who died in
insdrurions but had spenr variable periods at
home during rhe fìnal month of their lives.

. It is acknowiedged thar ùle use of caregivers as
informants may have introduced some dãgree of
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Many posirive responses came from the

In mosr cases, the insrirutional care provided
to terminally ill pariens uas judged by reladves
as being good to excelleni. õonsistenr with
previous srudy results, satisfaction with care was

who had access ro docrors were dissarisfied with

r€specr ro care by doctors. Although all rela_
tives..rared nuning home care ai good to
excellent, access to docrors tended to- be less
than oprimum, However, level of sarisfacrion
with their care was quite favorable.

ond Ashbt VoL 8 No. I Novanber I99i

were characrerized by the
pressed a wish ro die
institutional care r*zrs sou
perceived that rhere would

rerminal phase of
ngrs reported by
es.o This theme of
at home is also

consisrenr with rhe fìndi
survey performed for th
which nearly 60Vo of
Ausrralians indicated a
possible.(Ashby and Wakefield, manuscript in
preparadon).
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General practitioners and palliative care
Melanie A Wakefíeld Senior Behavioural Scientist, Behavioural Epidemiology Unit, Epidemiology Branch, South Australian
Health Commission, Justin Beilby Associate Director, Research and Health Promotion Unit, Royal Australian College of
General Practitioners and Michael A Ashby |\¡ledical Director, Mary Potter Hospice, Director of Palliative Medicine and
Radiation Oncologist, Royal Adelaide Hospital, Australia

Key words: education (medical, continuing), graduate medical education,
hospitalization, pain, palliative treatment

A randomly selected sample of 158 South Australian general practitioners (Gps)
were sent a questionnaire which assessed opinions and management practices
in the palliative care of terminally ill patients. A total of 1 17 response s (74%l
were received. Most GPs were at least moderately satisfied with the care they
were able to give their terminally ill patients, although a substantial number
reported difficulties in pain and other symptom control, dealing with relatives'
emotional distress and attending to pat¡ents' psychosocial needs. There was
considerable support for continuing education in these aspects of palliative
care. More than half were at least somewhat concerned by opioid side effects
and impairment of cognitive function, although opioid dependence was not a
concern. Considerable dissatisfaction was expressed with public hospital care for
the terminally ill and most felt excluded from decision-making once their patients
were admitted. The findings Euggest that continuing education is required for
GPs and that palliative care should become an integral part of undergraduate
education. There is also a need to enhance communication and co-ordination
between hospital and communiÇ-based services for the terminally ill.

Mots-clés: formation (médicale, continue), formation médicale du tro¡sième
cycle, hospitalisation, douleur, traitement palliatif

Un échantillon choisi au hasard de I58 médecins généralistes (Gps)
d'Australie'Méridionale ont reçu un questinnaire qui évaluait leurs opinions et
pratiques dans le cadre des soins palliatifs pour les patients en fin de vie. Un
total de 1 'l 7 réponses (74o/"1 a été retourné. La plupart des généralistes étaient
au moins modérément satisfaits quant aux soins qu'ils étaient en mesure de
fournir à leurs patients en fin de vie, quoiqu'un nombre substantiel faisaient état
de difficultés dans le contröle de la douleur et d'autres symptômes, de même
que pour faire face à la détresse émotionnelle des proches et pour satisfaire
les besoins psychologiques des patients. ll y avait un support considérable pour
la formation continue dans ces aspects des soins palliatifs. Plus de la moitié
s'inquiétaient au moins un peu des effets secondaires des opioîdes ainsi que de
l'alteíation de l'état de conscience alors que la dépendance aux opoîdes ne

Address for correspondence: Justin Be.ilby, Associate Direc-
lor, Research and Health Promotion Unit, Royal Australian
College of General Pracritioners (SA Faculty), i36 payneham
Road, Stepney SA 50ó9, Australia.
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posaient pas de problèmes. Une insatisfaction considérable a été exprimée
quant aux soins fournis par les hôpitaux publics aux malades en fin de vie et la
plupart se sentaient exclus de la prise de décision une fois que leurs patients
étaient admis. Ces résultats suggèrent que l'éducation continue est réclamée par

les généralistes et que les soins palliatifs devraient faire partie de la formation du
troisième cycle. ll ya a également un besoin d'amélioration de la communication
et de la coordination entre hôpitaux et services sur le terrain pour les patients en
fin de vie.

lntroduction

Increasingly, society is insisting on improvements
in the care of the dying,l-3 and, as a consequence,
palliative care services have expanded to become
an integral element of patient care.4 A select
committee of the South Australian House of
Assembly has been established to examine the
law and practice relating to death and dying in
this state. The committee considered that general
practitioners (GPs) were an essential component
in palliative care and commissioned a review of
GPs' attitudes and management practices.

In the past, palliative care has been considered
an important element in daily general practice,
although recent reports suggest that there may
be shortcomings in some areas of management.
Difficulties have been reported in pain and other
symptom controls and in managing patients'
and relatives' emotional distress.s'ó Bereavement
counselling for relatives of patients dying at home
has also been found to be imperfect.z Findings
such as these have prompted calls for the devel-
opment of postgraduate training programmes for
GPs.z'e This study presents the results of a
questionnaire survey of South Australian GPs,
in which these and other issues related to the man-
agement of terminally ill patients were explored.

Methodology

A random sample of 110 metropolitan and 48
rural GPs was selected from a master list of
South Australian GPs provided by the RACGP
Research and Health Promotion Unit. The mas-
ter list was collated from a number of sources
including the RACGP membership list, the
Medical Board of South Australia's Register

of Medical Practitioners, and the Australian
Health Insurance Commission's list of medical
practitioners providing GP services. The list is
updated periodically by telephoning the GPs to
ensure correct address details. For the purposes of
the present study, each randomly selected GP was
mailed a questionnaire and reply-paid envelope;
those who had not returned their questionnaire
after two weeks were given a telephone reminder.

As part of the development of the survey
instrument, two focus group discussions were
convened for 14 GPs to discuss issues relating to
the care of terminally ill patients in the context
of general practice. A draft version of the survey
questionnaire was pilot-tested on these GPs and,
as a result of feedback, minor amendments were
made. The final questionnaire explored the extent
of GPs' experience in caring for terminally ill
patients, satisfaction with the community care
of terminally ill patients, use of and perceptions
regarding institutional care, beliefs about pain
control, and views concerning possible measures
to assist improved care by GPs. The question-
naire also included questions about a range of
legislative issues which are beyond the scope of
the present paper. In addition, basic descriptive
information was sought, including length of time
in general practice, gender, location of main prac-
tice, membership of medical societies, additional
qualifications and voéational registration.

Of the 158 questionnaires posted, a total of 117

QaVo) were returned with complete information
in the five-week period before data analysis was
begun. Three GPs declined to complete the ques-
tionnaire. There was no difference in response
rates between metropolitan and rural GPs.

Responses to each survey question were exam-
ined according to practice location, years of
experience in general practice, and number of
terminally ill patients treated in the preceding



year. Comparisons between subgroup proportions
were analysed using conventional Chi-square tests
of significance, or Fisher's Exact Test, when
expected cell sizes were less than a value of
five. Subgroup differences in mean opioid treat-
ment preferences were analysed by a Friedman
two-way analysis of variance. It should be noted
that some questions were incompletely answered,
accounting for the slight variation in the denomi-
nators in the tables.

Results
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minority of three respondents had treated 30 or
more such patients in the past year. Compared
with other GPs, respondents with more than six
terminally ill patients each year were significantly
more likely to have been in general practice for
20 years or more (X? = 4.8, p=0.03). However,
neither practice locaìion nor sex of practitioner
were related to the likelihood of treating more
terminally ill patients.

Each GP was asked to estimate the proportion
of their terminally ill patients, in recenl years,
who expressed a wish to die at home, and the
proportion who actually died at home. Overall,
a median of 50Vo of patients had expressed a
wish to die at home, with a median of 20Vo
actually doing so. In recent years, a median of
25Vo of patients of each GP were referred to a
hospice for inpatient care. However, this varied
from no patients (23Vo of respondents) to l00Vo
of patients (9Vo of. respondents). There were no
significant differences in the characteristics of the
respondents comprising these two extremes.

Community care
Satßfaction with services

GPs were asked to indicate how satisfied they
were in recent years with the care they had been
able to give or arrange for
at home. Overall, 44 (42Vo)
(50%) were moderately sa
slightly satisfied and three
satisfied. Respondents who were moderately or
very satisfied were significantly more likely to
work in a rural area (¡f - 4.1, p :0.04), to
work in a metropolitan þractice outside central
or eastern Adelaide (Xl: 8.2, p = 0.004), and
to have had a greater number of terminally ill
patients in the last year (yl:3.6, p = 0.05).

Table 1 Most common causes of terminal illness as
reported by responding GPs

Sample characteristics
The 117 GPs from whom completed quesrion-

naires were received were predominantly male
(82%) and engaged in full-time general practice
(88Vo). Respondents had been in general practice
for a mean of 19 years (SD 10.5 years), ranging
from two to 52 years. In all, 84 (72Vo) were
members of the Australian Medical Association
and 37 (32Vo) were members of the Royal
Australian College of General Practitioners.
Fifty-six @\Vo) held sorçe additional qualifica-
tion, such as FRACGP ôr Dip Obst RACOG;
29 (25Vo) had been or were currently Family
Medicine Program (FMP) trainees; and 83 (7IVo)
were vocationally registered.

There was a range of practice locations, with 21
(I\Vo) describing their main practice location as
central or eastern Adelaide, 20 (I7%) as western
Adelaide, 25 (21.Vo) as southern Adelaide, 16
(I4%) as northern Adelaide and 35 (30Vo) as
country.

Experience of terminal care
Overall, I08 (92Vo) GPs reported that they had

treated terminally ill patients. The remaining nine
GPs who had never been involved in treating
terminally ill patients were asked no further
questions. Compared with other respondents,
those who had never treated terminally ill patients
differed only in the respect that they were more
likely to be part-time (X? = 79.3, p < 0.001).
Those who had treated such patients were asked
to indicate the most common conditions from
which patients were usually dying (Table 1).

The number of terminally ill patients treated
by each GP in the past year ranged from none
to 50, with a median of six patients per year. A

Most
common
condition
nl%l

Second most
common
condition
nl%l

Cancer
Cardiovascular disease
Neurological disease
Respiratory disease
Renal disease

76 (70)
1 1 (10)
2\2t
1(1)

1o (9)

49 (45)
I (7)

20 (1 9)
212)
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The arrangements made by GPs for 24-hour
medical back-up were explored, as was their level
of satisfaction with this arrangement. Overall, 4ó

respondents (43%) undertook Z4'hour care them-
selves and 53 (50%) made either themselves or a

partner from their
GPs (37Vo) used a

of respondents in
alone to provide24
were significantly more likely than metropolitan

satisfied.
GPs were asked to indicate the extent to which

they had experien
aspects of service
patients at home.
a four-point scale
which each problem was experienced: 'never',
'sometimes', 'often', or 'always'. Table 2 shows

that problems with district nursing, private pal-
liative nursing or domiciliary services u/ere not
frequently encountered. No significant differ-
ences between subgroups were observed.

Aspects of patient care
In terms of caring for terminally ill patients,

more than half the GPs (59Vo) reported that they
often or always had probìems dealing with the
emotional distress of relatives (Table 2). Rural
GPs were significantly more likely to often or
always encounter this problem (74%) than metro-
politan practitioners (53Vo) (xl : 4.2, p: 0.04).

Just over one-third (37Vo) of all respondents
identified that they often or always had problems
dealing \À/ith the psychosocial needs of terminally
ill patients. In contrast, only 70Vo indicated that
they often or always had problems ìvith their
personal responses to death and dying. There
were no subgroup differences in the frequency
with which these problems were identified.

The concerns of GPs about particular aspects
of pain control were also explored. Table 3

shows that approximately one in 1,0 GPs were
very concerned about opioids impairing cognitive

Table 2 Frequency of problems encountered with services for terminally ill patients, as rated by GPs (results expressed

as numbers, with percentages in brackets)

Never Sometimes Often Always n

Service provision
District nursing services
Private palliative care nurses
Other domiciliary services

Aspects of patient care
Dealing with emotional distress of relatives
Dealing with psychosocial needs of patients
Your personal responses to death and dying
Controlling symptoms other than pain (e.9.

hypoxia, insomnia, etc )

42 \401
261241
58 (5s)

58 (5s)
82 (74)
40 (38)

(5)
(21

(7t

5
2
7

105
110
1061 (1)

2 (2)

5 (5)

7 l7l
32 (31)

7 (71

38 (36)
60 (57)
60 (59)

65 (61)

44142)
29 (271

6 (6)

32 (30)

18 (17)
10 (e)

4 (41

105
106
102

106

Table 3 Extent to whlch GPs are concerned about particular aspects of treating pain ìn terminally ill patients with advanced

cancer (¡esults expressed as numbers, with percentages in brackets)

Somen,hat VenTNot at
all much

Opioid side effects impairing cognitive function
Other opioid side effects
Opioid tolerance
Opioid dependence

38 (36)

27 t25)
73 (69)
102 (96)

57 (54)
67 (63)
30 (28)

414)

1 1 (10)

12 (1 1)

J IJ]

106
106
106
106

i
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function (I)Vo) or other opioid side effects (llVo).
Tolerance of patients to opioids was of significant
concern to a minority of GPs (3%), whereas
opioid dependence was nót a concern.

Respondents were asked to rank the usefulness,
in their experience, of five opioids for the man-
agement of cancer pain, from most useful (1) to
least useful (5). There was a significant difference
between mean rankings (Friedman's XÁ2 

: 148.8,
p < 0.00L), with mean rankings being highest for
morphine (1.2), followed by oxycodone (2.7), and
the remaining three opioids being equally less
favoured (pethidine 3.6, methadone 3.6, and
codeine 3.7). There were no significant differ-

in the frequency with which these problems were
identified.

Institutional care

were expressed by metropolitan, as opposed to

rural, GPs (¡f : 6.3, p : 0.01), and those
based in central, eastern or southern Adelaide,
as op_posed to northern or wesrern Adelaide (¡f
= 9.2, p : 0.002). Significantly higher levels
of dissatisfaction with public hospital outpatient
services were indicated by respondents bãsed in
central or eastern Adelaide, compared with other
metropolitan general practitioners.

Table 5 indicates that difficulties in the admis-
sion of patients for respite care was encountered
often or always by 18% of GPs, whereas 73Vo

feedback,from hospital specialists; indeed, only
one in five GPs had never experienced thii
problem.

Respondents were asked to indicate to what
extent they felt excluded from medical decision-
making once a terminally ill patient had been

Table 4 Satisfaction with institutional care for terminally ill patients {results expressed as numbers, with percentages in
brackets)

Not
satisfied

Somewhat
satisfied satisf ied

Very

lnpatient hospice facilities
Private hospitals
Nursing homes
Public hospital outpatient clinrcs
lnpatienl public hospital facilities

1(1)
4(5)

10(10)
41(s1)
30(31)

32l4ol
33(45)
52(54)
341421
37(39)

48(59)
37(s0)
34(35)

6(7)
28(30)

81

74
96
ol

94

Table 5 Extent of specific problems encountered with ¡nstitut¡onal care for terminally ill patients, as rated by Gps (results
expressed as numbers. with percentages in brackets)

Never Sometimes Often Always

Admission of patients for:
- resprte care
- emergency symptom control
- terminal care
Communication and feedback from hospital

specialists

3s(37)
35(33)
49(46)

48(4s)
57(s4)
49(46)

16(15)
14(13)

7(7)

3(3) 106
106
1061(1)

s(5)22121t s1(48) 281261 106
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admitted for inpatient care. Of the 108 GPs, 22
had not used a public hospital, eight had not used
a private hospital, 14 had never used a hospice
and four had not used a nursing home and were
excluded from the denominator. Responses for
each type of institution are presented in Table 6.
The majority of respondents (56Vo) felt very
excluded from medical decision-making once a
patient had been admitted to a public hospital.
By comparison, 23Vo felt very excluded when
a patient was admitted to a hospice. GPs were
less likely to feel excluded when a patient was
admitted to a private hospital (although 74Vo lelt
this happened very often) or a nursing home (with
only 2Vo feeling very excluded).

Forty-eight respondents @6Vo) agreed that
elderly uninsured patients who require terminal
care were disadvantaged in gaining access to
quality terminal care in the current medical
system. Metropolitan practitioners were signifi-
cantly more likely (59%) to be of this opinion
compared with rural GPs (76Vo) (xl = 76.8, p
< 0.001). Of the 68 respondents who had

access to private hospitals, 63Vo agreed that if

government-subsidized beds were made available
for the care of terminally ill patients who had no
private medical insurance, this would influence
them to become more involved in the terminal
care of such patients. This response was signifi-
cantly more common among metropolitan GPs
(85Vo) compared with rural practitioners (30Vo).

Rating of measures to facilitate improved care by
GPs

GPs were asked to consider whether they would
benefit from additional training in a number of
specific areas of terminal care and whether
the ability to access advice from GPs with
more experience in terminal care would be
helpful. Table 7 shows that almost 80% of
GPs thought they would gain at least some
benefit from receiving more training in cancer
pain management and the control of other symp-
toms encountered among terminally ill patients.
Approximately 64Vo of respondents also indicated
that training in communicating witb dying patients
and bereavement counselling would be of help.
In addition, two-thirds of the GPs thought that

Table 6 Extent to which GPs feel excluded from medical decision-making once a terminally ill patient is adm¡tted, according
to type of institution (results expressed as numbers, with percentages in brackets)

Not at
all

Somewhat Very much

A public hospital
A private hospital
A hospice
A nursing home

22126r,
63(66)
34(39)
79(77J

1 5(1 8)
20(211
34(39)
21(211

47(56)
13(14)
20(231
2tzl

84
96
88

102

Table 7 Rating of measures to facilitate improved care by GPs (results expressed as numbers, with percentages in
brackets) 

r

Would help
little or
not at all

Would help
to some
extent

Would help
a lot n

More train¡ng in:

- cancer pain management
- control of other symptoms
- communicating with dying

patients
- bereavement counselling
Access to advice f rom GPs w¡th a lot of experience

in terminal care

241221

221211
57(53)
58(54)

46(43)
41(38)

49(45)

26\24)
27(25)

241221
251231

23(21)

'107

107

'107

107
37(35)
41(38)

36(33) 108



access to the advice of colleagues experienced in
terminal care would be helpful.

Compared with those who had been in general
practice for 20 years or more, it was apparent that
respondents who had been in general practice for
less than 20 years were significantly more likely
to consider that they would gain at least some
benefit from training in communicating with dying
patients (X? : 8.1, p : 0.004) and bereavement
counselling (Xl: 6.2, P : 0.01). Furthermore,
those who had treated fewer terminally ill patients
in the past year were also more likely to indicate
that they would benefit from training in these
areas (Xf : 4.9, P : 0.03: X?: Z.l, P = 0.05)
as well as in cancer pain management (x?: 6.9,
p < 0.01) and to believe that they would benefit
by being able to gain advice from other GPs with
extensive experience in terminal care (¡f : 6.4, p
:0.01).

Discussion

A comparison of the survey participants with the
overall South Australian GP populationr indicates
that there were no significant differences with
respect to sex, years in general practice, full-
time/part-time work status, metropolitan/rural
location or attainment of additional qûalifica-
tions. However, our sample comprised a signifi-
cantly smaller percentage of FMP trained GPs,
so that there may be some under-representation
of this group. However, with a response rate of
approximately 75Vo we believe the survey has
provided a reasonably accurate picture of the
reported care of the dying patient in general
practlce.

The median estimation of six terminally ill
patients treated yearly agrees with that found
by Hunt et al.6 Haines and Booroffs found in
a questionnaire survey of London GPs that 151
of. 196 (77Vo) treated less than six patients per
year. Allbrook argues that although some dying
patients may be suffering from rare conditions,
the problems.of end-stage cancer, such as chronic
rncreaslng paln, severe symptomatlc constlpatlon,
nausea, confusional states and adjustment to
bereavement, are likely to be regularly repeated.s
As such, all GPs should be instructed in accepted
palliative care techniques for these symptoms.
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Epidemiological analysis of place of death in
South Australia has revealed that between 1910
and 1970 there was a decrease from just over
one-half to approximately one-quarter in the
percentage of people dying at home in South
Australia.r0 However, since 1970, this percentage
has remained stable. In our survey, respondents
estimated that although a median of. 50Vo of
patients had expressed a wish to die at home,
a median of only 20Vo actually did so. Maddocks
argues that there is likely to be an increasing
number of patients choosing to die at home, due
to earlier hospital discharges and greater family
aspirations to provide care at home.11 Indeed, a
survey of community opinion on this issue found
that almost 60Vo of South Australian adults indi-
cated a preference for dying at home if they were
to become terminally ill.12 It is important that
GPs foresee this social trend and update their
palliative care skills.3 General practitioners also
have a major responsibility for the care of dying
nursing home residents, where approximately
70% of. cancer deaths, predominantly involving
older patients, occur per annum.l3 The demand
for these nursing home beds is likely to increase as
the proportion of older people in the community
lncreases.

Although 9l% of. GPs were either very or
moderately satisfied with the care they were able
to give the terminally ill, a significant number
reported difficulties in patient management. More
than half (597o) often or always had problems
dealing with the emotional distress of relatives,
a higher value than that found by Haines (4SVo¡s
and Hunt (23-24Vo).6 A smaller, but significant,
percentage of respondents (36Vo) experienced dif-
ficulties with the psychosocial needs of terminally
ill patients and just under one-third had problems
controlling symptoms such as hypoxia and insom-
nia. In these difficult situations, consultation with
palliative care specialists and counsellors should
be arranged.3'14 This may already be occurring,
given that Hunt ef a/. found, in a cohort of GPs
in the southern suburbs in Adelaide, more than
half of the GPs surveyed reported handing over
care or sharing care with other professionals in all
aspects of management.6

This multidisciplinary approach is an integral
element of palliative care. The palliative phase
of a fatal illness may last for many months or
even years before the eventual terminal phase,
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which is difficult to define.ts For a GP managing
a dying patient at home, the demands for care
usually increase as time goes on. Frequent home
visits become essential for the dying patient, and
in this situation the involvement of other members
of the multidisciplinary team, such as palliative
care nurses, will help ease the burden.

Differences between rural and metropolitan
GPs deserve some comment. Rural practitioners,
compared with city respondents, ìvere more likely
to be satisfied with their care of the terminally
ill, to provide after-hours care and to report
satisfaction with public hospital facilities. These
differences reflect different practising patterns.
The surprising result is that almost three-quarters
of the rural practitioners reported having sub-
stantial problems dealing with the emotional
distress of relatives compared with approxi-
mately half the metropolitan practitioners. Herd,
when examining the terminal care provided in a
semirural community, found that the most com-
mon problem faced by the lay carer was emotional
sLrain (74Vo sufferccl this difficulty) and in almost
half the cases this was cited as a reason for the
patients' hospital admission for terminal care.16
Research is required to clarify the specific prob-
lems involved in the provision of terminal care
by rural GPs. Several hypotheses require further
investigation: a lack of support staff resulting in
a heavier burden on rural GPs, professional isola-
tion, being too close to the dying patient, lack of
time off, and absence of debriefing opportunities
for the practitioner, as well as other aspects of
the rural milieu making the resolution of relatives'
grief more difficult, such as physical distance from
sources of formal or informal support.

Pain control is the cornerstone of good pallia-
tive care. It was pleasing to note that morphine
was the most common opioid chosen by GPs - a
drug that is widely accepted as the first choice.17
There is a commonly held view among some
groups that the medical profession, including
GPs, is overly concerned about opioid depend-
ence when treating the terminally ill and, as a
consequence, adequate analgesia may not be
administered to these patients.ra'rq The results
obtained in the present study indicate that this is
unlikely to be the case.

The survey raises a number of issues about
institutional care for the terminally ill. It is
disturbing that public hospitals, both outpatient

and inpatient facilities, were rated so poorly.
Approximately one-half and one-third respec-
tively of the surveyed GPs were dissatisfied
with each of these segments of public care.
At a time when there is increasing pressure on
the public hospital system, uninsured terminally
ill patients may be particularly disadvantaged in
gaining access to good palliative care. Strengthen-
ing community palliative care teams would allow
more of these patients to die at home, easing the
pressure on the public hospital system.20'2t Other
innovative approaches to this group are required
and an option canvassed in the questionnaire
was the use of government-subsidized beds in
private hospitals for the uninsured, particularly
the elderly. Overall, 63Vo of GPs with access to
private hospitals would be happy to become more
involved with terminal care if they had access to
these beds.

Good palliative care also requires leadership
and co-ordi¡¿fis¡.1'14 Just over half (56Vo) the
respondents felt excluded from decision-making
once the terminally ill patient entered a public
institution and almost a quarter (23Vo) felt
excluded once they were admitted to a hospice.
This breakdown in co-ordination and communi-
cation is further compounded by the reported lack
of feedback from hospital specialists. Only one in
five of the suweyed GPs had never experienced
problems in this area. Models of management
need to be introduced that will improve continuity
of care (forward discharge-planning involving the
GP and local community services and involve-
ment of GPs in case conferences or ward-round
discussions, for example, may assist in limiting
disruptions to care). Continuity of care may also
be enhanced, should Medicare payments be pro-
vided for GPs to visit their terminally ill patients
in hospital.

The lack of traihing for palliative care is
reflected by the fact that in all areas of
palliative care pain management, control
of other symptoms, communication with dying
patients and bereavement counselling - over
60Vo believed they would gain some benefit
from further training. This proportion rose to
almost 80Vo f.or pain management and control
of other symptoms. There is evidence that new
graduates feel deficient of skills in this area. A
suney of preregistration house ofticers in the UK
in 1989 indicated that 75Va of those questioned
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felt that they had not received adequate guidance
on 'break
had neve
control.22
80% of
further training in all these areas.5

It is worth considering that most of those
currently in general practice have had no

e care. Pioneering
are underway at

: Austin Hospital -
tal Clinical Sìhool,

Melbourne,l Newcastle¿ and the University of
Western Australia.z¡ More FMP training pro-
grammes are needed and should include a
requirement that the trainee be involved in
the diagnosis, management, community care
a
z
h
d
that one-third of patients with terminal cancer
who had been admitted to a general teaching
hospital received inadequate pain retief and thai

za Practising GPs
Ithough diplomaz
suggested or are
need to reach a

aps by the use of a pal-
the lines of the iecently
se guidelines.zs'zo

This study has highlighted the importance of
experience in general practice. Respondents who
had been in general practice for more than 20
years were more likely to treat terminally ill
patients. To a certain extent this reflects the
logicaì ageing of a practice as the Gp ages. These
GPs were also more likely to perceivJ less need
for training. It is debatable whether the low level
of perceived need might reflect an underestima-

example.2 Thi
as a valuable
there was ma
whereby GPs

provide support and advice to less experienced
colleagues.

This study was based on reported behaviour
and further research is required to clarify whether
actual behaviour is similar. Even with this caveat,
these results have
into the strengths
care in general pra
palliative care can
rewarding and essential for the prevention of
morbidity among patients and relatives.2 Methods
need to be developed to update Gps' skills and
integrate them more fully into the care of the
terminally ill. Furthermore, efforts to narrow the
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I

This study aimed to provide evidence on community attitudes to certain death
and dying issues in South Australia for a state parl¡amentary committee on the
law and practice relating to death and dying. The following areas were studied:
truth-telling, pain control, level of treatment. preferred place of death, rights of
patients to refuse lreatment, opinion about living wills and substituted health
care decision making. A representative population survey of 625 households in
metropolitan Adelaide and three major rural centres was made in August 1991,
using personal interviews administered at home with óne adult in each house-
hold aged over 18 years. ,A total of 462 (74%) adults completed the interviews.
There was strong support for truth-telling by doctors about incurable cancer and
impending death, although this was not universal. Fears of potential addiction,
habituation, tolerance and impaired cognitive function as a result of analgesia for
cancer pain were strongly expressed, particularly amongst those who reported
least formal education. Those with experience of a death in the last eight years
were most likely to consider the level of treatment offered to patients with
incurable cancer to be inadequate, but 53% considered the level to be about
right. Nearly 609/o of respondents favoured death at home, but there was a trend
for older people to favour death in hospital. Despite the exlstence of the Natural
Death Act (1982), only 2Oo/o were aware that living wills were legal in South
Australia. There was strong support for a medical power of attorney.
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Mots-clés: instructions préalables; décès, hospices; dernières volonlés
médicales; lraitement palliatif ; soins en fin de vie

Cette étude a pour objectif de fournir à une commission parlementa¡re traitant
de la loi et de l'usage en ce qui concerne la mort et le décès, des informations
sur les attitudes de la population à propos de certaines quest¡ons au sujet de la
mort et le décès en Australie Méridionale Les sujets suivants ont été abordés:
l'annonce de la vérité, le contrôle de la douleur, le niveau de tra¡tement, le lieu
de décès préféré, le droit des patients de refuser un traitement, l'opinion au
sulet des dernières volontés médicales et des prises de décision par procuration
concernant les soins. Un échantillon de 625 ménages, représentatif de la
population, a fa¡t I'obiet d'un sondage en août 1991 dans la ville d'Adélaïde ainsi
que dans trois importants centres ruraux. Ce sondage a été condult avec des
interviews à domicile, là ou il y avait au moins un adulte âgé de plus de dix-huit
ans. Un total de 462 adultes (74o/"1 a complété les interviews. lly avait une
opinion trés favorable pour gue les médecins tiennent le langage de la vérité en
ce qui concerne un cancer incurable et l'approche de la mort, encore que ceci
ne soit pas universel. Des craintes d'intoxication médicamenteuse potent¡elle,
d'accoutumance, de tolérance et d'une dégradation du fonctionnement du
ceryeau, celles-ci résultant de l'analgésie administrée contre la douleur d'origine
cancéreuse, ont été exprimées clarrement. Ces craintes ont été particulièrement
fortes parmi ceux qui ont fait état du niveau d'instruction le plus faible. Ceux
qui ont expérimenté une mort au cours des huit dernières années ont été les
plus enclins è considérer comme mal aflapté le niveau de traitement offen au
patients atteints d'un cancer incurable, mais 537o ont jugé ce niveau à peu
près adéquat. Près de 60% de ceux qui ont répondu ont ém¡s une préférence
pour décéder chez soi, bien qu'il y ait une tendance chez les gens plus âgés à
choisir de décéder à l'hôpital. Malgré l'existence du Natural Death Act (1982),
20%o seulement savaient que les dernières volontés médicales étaient légales
en Australie Méridionale. ll existe une opinion très favorable aux procurations
médicales.
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death, despite recent trends back towards home
and hospice.t-¡ Thi¡dly, a greateÍ emphasis on

bio-ethics and, in particular, individual rights
a_nd autonomy in health care decision-making.
We appear to have moved from 'natural death'
to 'medical decisions at the end of life',a and
Weir talks of 'abatement of treatment with the
critically ill - ethical and legal limits to the medical
prolongation of life'.s

The modern hospice and palliative care
movement has been an importänt vehicle for
the improvement of the care and support given
to dying people and their families. If has been
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care which may alter its pioneering nature.6 That
the movement has grown so rapidly, and often
with such strong community support, indicates
that there is a fair degree of harmony with
prevailing community attitudes. One cannot,
however, diminish the support which is also given
by the community to high-technology curative
medicine, with consequently high expectations.
The disillusionment when these expectations are
not fulfilled can be very painful and death-
denying world-views are dented or shattered.
Thus, expectations of modern curative medicine
may sometimes seem to contradict support for the
hospice movement.T

This study was undertaken at the request of
the Select Committee of the House of Assembly
(Parliament of South Australia) on the law and
practice relating to death and dying (see Appen-
dix).rto It had a dual focus in reviewing the care
of the dying and in recommending changes to
the law relating to death and dying, including
revision or replacement of the Natural Death
Act of South Australia (1982). The evidence
submitted therefore ranged widely over medical,
psychological, sociological, spiritual, religious and
legal aspects of death and dying from the profes-
sions, churches, special-interests groups and
health administrators. The present study aimed
to assess the degree of harmony between public
policy directions and professional perceþtions on
the one hand, and public opinion on the other. It
focused on topics which might assist in planning
future developments in palliative care and the
formulation of advance directive and substitute
health care decision-making legislation.

Methods

pertaining to age, gender, country of birth,
educational status and religious affiliation was
also obtained.

A two-stage sampling procedure was employed,
involving (l) the random selection of 125 house-
holds from the electoral roll to define a start
point for a clustered area sample, and (2) the
selection of five households per start point in a
predetermined fashion, to yield 625 households
in total. Five hundred households were located in
metropolitan Adelaide and a further 125 in three
major country centres. The survey was conducted
by personal interview in the respondents' homes
with the person in each household aged 18 years
or more whose birthday was next. Each intewiew
lasted between five and 15 minutes. Interviewers
were established employees of a local market
research agency with experience in the conduct of
household interviews who had been provided with
a one-hour briefing on the sample selection and
questionnaire administration requirements of this
survey. Following completion of fieldwork , 5Vo of.
the sample were re-contacted as a quality-control
procedure, which confirmed that interviews had
been appropriately conducted with the correct
member of the household. Sample size was
determined using the formula for a simple random
sample and adding in a design effect to take
account of the multistage sampling procedure.
Given a target population size of 790 000, and
assuming a population prevalence of. 50Vo, a
sample size of 384 would be required to provide
a 95Vo confidence inten¿al of + 5Eo.Lt This figure
was increased by 30Vo to account for the design
effect,l2 and by a funher 25Vo to account for the
expected level of nonresponse in a survey of this
type, yielding 624 households.

A total of 462 QaVo) adults completed inter-
views. A further 75Vo were not able to be
contacted at home after three call-back visits,
and LlVo declined to participate. No demographic
information was available on nonrespondents.
However, the age and sex distribution of the
survey participants was similar to that applying
to the population at large, although the sample
was still weighted to reflect exactly the age and sex
distribution of the adult population in the sampled
areas of South Australia.

During August L991. a represenrative population
survey was undertaken in South Australia to
assess the public's awareness of a number of
tssues relating to death and dying. The question-
naire sought to determine the respondents' beliefs
about truth-telling, pain control, the extent of
medical and surgical treatment for patients with
a 

^terminal 
illness, their understanding of the rights

of patients to refuse life-prolonging treatment,
awareness of living tute
health care decision for
Place of death. So tion
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Results

Profile ofrespondents
Of the 462 respondents,22T (49.2Vo) were male

and the mean age was 43.8 years (SD : 17.8
years), ranging from 18 to 88 years. The majority
(78.IVo) were born in Australia or New Zealand,
a further 70.lVo in the UK, 7.8Vo in Europe and
the remainder from Asia or other countries. In
terms of educational attainment, 18.SVo had left
school early.39.7Vo left school at 15 or 16 years
of age, 26.4Vo had left school at 17 years, and
the remaining 15/% had obtained a university
or other tertiary qualification. With respect to
religious affiliation, 19.8%o were Roman Catholic,
79.0Vo Anglican, l6.7Vo Uniting Church, 4.IVo
Lutheran, 15.8% affiliated with other religions
and24.6Vo had no religious affiliation.

Truth-telling
In order to assess opinion about truth-telling,

the question was prefaced by the statement,
'Suppose a doctor found that an adult patient
had incurable advanced cancer and was likely to
have not long to live'. When respgndents were
then asked whether they thought the doclor
should tell the patient the truth about his or her
condition, 82.8Vo answered in the affirmative. A
further L3.4Vo believed that the patient should be
informed, but had some reservations relating to
the age of the patient and their mental state. Only
3.8Vo expressed a clear preference that the patient
should not be informed.

A preference for telling the truth without
qualification was significantly more likely among
younger respondents (aged 1Þ39) compared with
older respondents (¡z : 8.9, df = t, p = 0.003),
and those born in Australia or New Zealand, as

compared with those born in the UK or elsewhere
(x2:72.4, df : l, p < 0.001). Those with no
religious affiliation (X2 : 5.2, df : I, p = 0.02)
were also more likely to believe that terminally
ill patients should be told the truth without
reservation, with the exception of Anglicans
and Uniting Church members, who were not
signifieantly different in their views to those with
no religious affiliation.

Pain control

illness such as incurable advanced cance¡ sutlering
severe pain, more than four out of every five
respondents (82.5Eo) had some perception. The
majority (57.87o) believed that severe pain could
be relieved in most or all cases. 18.7% indicated
that they felt severe pain could be ameliorated in
some instances. and only 6.jVo expressed the view
that there were few or no cases where this would
occur.

Those who reportedly had a relative or close
friend experience a terminal illness in the preced-
ing eight years were more likely to offer a judge-
ment about the frequency with which doctors
could prevent patients suffering severe pain (¡z
: 8.7, df = t, p : 0.003), as were those under 55
years of age (X2 : 8.5, df = I,P = 0.004). There
was also a significant trend for an opinion to be
offered with increasing levels of educational status
(¡2(trend) = 5.87, dl = t, p : 0.02). Among
those who offered a view, respondents in middle
age (4f54 years) were significantly more likely to
believe that doctors could prevent severe pain in
most or all cases, compared with younger or older
respondents (X2 = 6.5, df : I, p : 0.01).

Table 1 shows the extent to which respondents
believed each of the four statements about pain
treatment to be true. Each of these statements
was significantly more strongly believed by those
with the least formal education. Males were more
likely than females not to express a view to the
second and fourth statements and to believe it was
not at all true that patients get addicted to pain
control drugs.

Level of treatment
When asked, 'Thinking about someone who has

incurable cancer, do you think that patients do not
receive enough medical and surgical treatment,
receive about the right level of treatment, or
receive too much medical and surgical treat-
ment?', 78.5Vo offered a view on this issue, with
just over half. (53.2Vo) considering the level of
treatment to be about right; 15.6% believed it
was insufficient and the remaining9.6Vo thought
it was excessive. A significantly higher proponion
of respondents who had known relatives or cìose
friends with a terminal illness in the past eight
years were more likely to consider the treatment
received by these patients to be inadequate than
was the case among other respondents (X2 : 5,
df : l, p : 0.02).In contrast, males were more

likely th
treatmer
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likely than females to believe that the level of
treatment was excessive (X2 = 6.I, df - l, p :
0.01).

Preferred place of death
When asked where they would prefer to die

if they were terminally ill, the majority of
respondents (59.3Vo) answered 'at home'. A
further 20.9Vo of people expressed a preference
to die in a hospital. 5.4Vo in a hospice,2.5Vo in
a nursing home, 6.2Vo a¡. another place, and7.8Vo
did not know.

Although a preference for dying at home was
most popular among all subgroups, there was a

significant trend with increasing age for respond-
ents to be less tikely to want to die at home
(¡z(trend) = 19.8, df : I,P : <0.001) and more
likely to want to die in hospital (¡2(trend) : 11.4,
df=!,P:<0.001).

Right of patients to refuse treatment
All suwey respondents were asked, 'As far as

you know, do patients dying from any illness have
a legal right to refuse medical or surgical treat-
ment that might enable tbem to live longer?'The
vast majority (97.7Vo) replied in the affirmative,
with only 3.ïVo believing patients did not have this
right and 4.5Vo being unsure. No differences were
observed between subgroups.

Opinion about living wills
After a brief explanation of a living will, when

respondents were asked whether they were legal
in South Australia, 20.4Vo answered correctly in
agreeing that they were legal. Of the remainder,
24.7Vo believed that they were not legal, and
54.9% did not know. There were no statistically

significant differences between subgroups.
When asked whether they would ever think

about making a living wtll, 60.0% answered in
the affirmatíve,25.5Vo indicated that they would
not make such a will, and L4.5Vo remained uncer-
tain. Again, no significant differences between
subgroups were found.

The 185 respondents who indicated that they
would not make a living will or were unsure
about the matter were further questioned as to
the reasons that might prevent them from making
one. These reasons are listed in descending order
in Table 2.

Medical power of attorney
Respondents were further questioned about

their attitude to the appointment of others to
make medical treatment decisions, should the
respondent be unable to. It was first explained
to respondents: 'It has been suggested that, in
case people develop a terminal illness and they
are no longer able to make their own decisions
(if they are in a coma, for example), there
should be a law to enable these people to
appoint, in advance, someone to make decisions
about medical treatment on their behalf (maybe
a relative or friend).' When they were asked for
their opinion about this idea, most respondents
(86.}Vo) indicated that they agreed with it. Of the
remainder, 7.4Vo disagreed, while 6.5Vo had no
opinion. No significant differences were observed
between subgroups.

When respondents were asked whether they
would ever consider nominating someone in
advance to make such decisions on their behalf,
80.5Vo agreed that they would, l4.7Vo said they
would not appoint anyone and 4.9Vo were

Table 1 Extent of agreement with four slatements about pain control ln = 462l¡
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uncertain. There were significant differences ln
responses by religious affiliation, with Anglicans
and Uniting Church members more likely to
appoint someone than Roman Catholics (¡z =
6.9, df = l, p = 0.009) or those with another
religious affiliation (X2 : 24.8. df - l, p =
<0.001).

Of the 90 respondents who indicated that they
would not elect to nominate someone, or were
unsure about the matter, the most common
reasons given for making this decision were
the belief that it would put too much of a

burden on the appointed person (28.8Vo of.

cases), and preference for things to take their
course (20.SVo).
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Discussion

Honesty and truth-telling are strongly valued as

essential components of autonomy and respect
for persons,l3'l4 and the present study confirms
this tendency. However, this is npt a universal
view, with L3Vo of. respondents wishing to modify
the truth-telling according to factors such as age,
frailty and mental state, and nearly 4Vo stating
that patients should not be informed of the
terminal nature of their condition. Younger
respondents, those born in Australia and New
Zealand and those expressing no religious affilia-
tions were most in favour of complete candour,
and this may represent evidence of the secula¡
nature of large sections of the younger population
in modern western societies such as Australia.

It is clear that there are significant variations in

Table 2 Reasons offered by respondents for not wanting to
make a living will (n = 185)

Reasons given for not making a living will o/o

cultural and ethnic approaches to truth-telling'15
In particular, difficulties are encountered in
communicating the truth to some patients, where
family concerns about issues of patient demorali-
zation are strong. The importance of investing
time and effort in this area is reinforced by the
fact that approximately one-third of subjects in a

study of surviving relatives interviewed one year
after the death of a person identified at random
from the Cancer Registry in South Australia
expressed enduring anger at the way bad news
was communicated to them and the deceased
person.16 Professionals may feel that they have
ethical and legal obligations to tell the truth,
particularly in order to comply with growing
iequirements for informed consent. Confronta-
tion and imposition of perceived societal norrns
of behaviour may promote serious conflict and
enduring psychological harm. Open questioning
techniques need to be employed to ascertain
patient and family attitudes to truth-telling and
information giving.

It appears that the general public has major
concerns about pain control. The majority of
respondents expressed the belief that addic-
tion, habituation and tolerance are real issues,
although these beliefs may not preclude the use
of analgesia in palliative care. It is still very
common to hear anxieties expressed that opioid
analgesics will be ineffective in the terminal
stages of an illness if they are commenced 'too
early'. Disturbance of higher cognitive function
is perceived as a common problem, which is a

correct observation.lT The association between
negative impressions of pain relief and lower
educational attainment gives a clear message for
those formulating policies for cancer pain control
awareness.

In an effort to ascertain what the public thinks
about how much active treatment patients with
incurable cancer receive, a simple direct question
was posed, and nearly 80Vo of. respondents felt
able to respond. Treatment may have been inter-
preted as potentiaily curative or pailiative. The
Íact that those who had experienced a death in
the last eight years were more likely to consider
the level of treatment offered to be inadequate
may reflect some dissatisfaction with the palliative
care given. The question did not appear to reveal
a significant impression that people with incurable
cancer are overtreated. In future studies, it would
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be important to develop this topic with more tive.22 The Natural Death Act of South Australia
clanty aboul treatment intent- (1982) established the right to refuse extraordi-As in other studies in this state2'l and nary measures in the evðnt of a terminal illness
sl5swþs¡s,t8're the majority of respo-ndents by 

-completion 
of a living will (notice puttu"nl

expressed a wish to die at home. The finding to the act). Medical praciition.rì ur. oÈtigeO to
that older p-ersons were more likely to indicate a follow theie instructions, if made known tðthem
preference for institutional death was noteworthy. in this prescribed format. There has been no case
This cohort group have lived through the rise of law generated as a result of this legislation. It
thehospitalduringthemiddlepartofthiscentury, mighi be argued that this act only õoAiti"a tn.
with a consequent Peak of institutionalization of pre-existing ðommon law requiremént for consent
serious illness and death.r'r This may therefore be io be obtained prior to any medical treatment
more expressive of expectation rather than actual (trespass against the person). As a result of a
preference, with a consequent lack of knowledge selecì committee recommenáation, the Consent
of alternatives and a wish to spare family the to lvfedical Treatment and Palliative Care Bill
burdens of care at home. This question warrants
further study as it may also be that older people
genuinely prefer to die in the relative safety and
security of a hospital.

Llving wills have emerged from the trend set treatmentandthecareofthedying.lo
by California.with its Natural Death Act of. L976, A medical power of attorney authorizes the
which was followed by similar (but not iden^tical) agent, subject- ro the conditions (if any) stated
legislation in the majority of states in the USA.20 in the po*êr of attorney, to consent or to refuse
They tend to concentrate o-n the right to refuse to conient to medical treatment if the person
treatment in the event of a terminal illness, who grants the power is incapable of makiig the
a term which has variaþle definitions in the decisi,on on his òr her own bèhalf. This is 

" 
io.¡¡¡

different state jurisdictions. Living wills have ofsubstitutehealthcaredecision-makinginwhich
been seen to be too restrictive and there the donor of the power of attorney apioints the
is now a move to advance directives (which agent to act accoràing to their known ivishes and,
allow varying instructions to be laid down and where unknown, in their best interests. It uses the
operate in situations other than terminal illness), pre-existing power of attorney model, but is not
and various instruments which permit substitute ihe same legät instrument as that which exists for
health care decision-making. when a person is dealing witli financial and other legal matters. It
no longer comPetent. These instruments include was felt that the power of attorney was well under-
terms su-ch as Proxy, agen¡, medical or enduring stood in the Souìh Ausrralian legal tradition, but
power of attorney, and surrogate. In the majority that rhe medical and nonmedlcal instruments
of state's jurisdictions in the USA there is now should be quite separate. As a general rule, a
provision for living wills, as well as wider advance power of attbrney hãs to be 'contiñuously willeã,,
directives with some form of substitute health care ànd lapses if thê donor becomes incompetent,
decision-making provision.2o The Federal Patient hence ìhe us. of the term 'enduring' poï". oi
Self-Determination Act (PSDA) 1990 requires afiorney. In this legislation it is clãarìy stated
all Medicare- or Medicaid-funded institutions in that thé agent may ãnly act when the donor is
the USA to provide information about adv.ance incompeteñt, and h.nce the term'enduring'was
directives 

-and nghts to refuse life-sustaining deemed to be unnecessary.treatment-2l It is clear that a large majority of respondentsIn Australia the Medical Treatment Act of (92Vo) knew thar thei had'a furrdu*",it"l legal
right to decline trearment, even if the treatment
might be thought ro exrend the length of life. Only
2OVo of. respondenrs believed rhar they had rhe
right to make a living will in South Australia, with
25Vo believing that rhis was nor legal and 55Vo
stating that they did not know, despite the fact
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that the act had been in existence tbr nearly 10
years. This suggests that greater public education
and awareness are required if these instruments
are to be of any use.23 The majority of respond-
ents indicated that they would consider making a

living will if they had known of their existence.
Flowever, enthusiasm should be tempered by the
finding lhat 25Vo stated that they would not make
one, and that the main reasons were that they did
not wish to think of the eventuality or that they
would rather 'let things take their course'.

Although a study from Massachusetts General
Hospital indicated that there were difficulties
in carrying out advance directive instructions,2a
this was not the case with 'Let Me Decide' in
a Canadian nursing home environment,zs and
in the present study South Australians did not
see this as a disincentive to make a living will.
Despite Britishzo and American concerns about
people changing their minds, only 8Vo indicated
that this was an issue and 4Vo wondered if new
treatment might become available after the living
will was made.

There was strong support for the concept of
medical power of attorney, with, only 7.4Vo
indicating that they would not wish to name
another person to act in this capacity. The
main reason for not wishing to do so was the
concern of burdening another person with such
a responsibility. It may also be that many people
do not have another person available to them to
assume this role. It would therefore appear to be
important for it to be possible to make a living will
or other advance directive without the obligation
to involve a third party as an agent. The select
committee also neard much evidence that the
public found that these issues were not presented
to them in a way in which they could either under-
stand or relate 10, and plain-language is required
before any new approach can be tried. An educa-
tional programme such as 'Let Me Decide' from
Canada may be helpful.zs

The select committee's recommendations are
set out in their final report,lO and are summa-
nzed by Maddocks.2T They are wide-ranging and
address the improvement and coverage of paliia-
tive care service delivery and education in South
Australia. As stated above, the select committee
generated the Consent to Medical Treahent and
Palliative Care Bill which is presently proceeding
through the state parliament. Apart from allow-

ing the appointment of a medical agent (medical
power of attorney), there is also a clause which
deals specifically with the care of the dying, and
clearly indicates that relief of pain and distress are
paramount in the legislators' minds. This appears
to be the first piece of legislation in the world that
includes palliative care in the title and specifically
refers to the administration of medical treatment:
'with the intention of relieving pain or distress . .

in accordance with proper professional standards
of palliative care'. The legal imperative is good
palliative care, without the restraint of some
putative (and usually ill-founded) notion of
causing death by relieving suffering. However,
(voluntary active) euthanasia as a means of
abolishing suffering is clearly rejected.

The findings and recommendations of this
South Australian parliamentary select commit-
tee would probably be reproducible throughout
Australia, and indeed in most western countries.
The Social Development Committee of the state
government in Victoria made some similar
observations and recommendations in l987.ze
However, more research is required into the
views of some ethnic groups (particularly migrant
southern mediterranean communities such as the
Greek and Italian communities), which appear to
experience difficulties in the aspect of truth-telling
and discussion of death and dying issues, an area
which was not addressed in this study.

We commend the process described in this
paper to any country or state which is seeking
to clarify public policy in this area, and believe
that the public welcome the opportunity to openly
discuss death and dying issues.

Conclusions

Members of the general public are willing to
discuss death and dying issues when given the
opportunity, and both openness and honesty
are clearly valued. Personal experiences of
death have an influence on opinions expressed,
and education may play an important part in
dispelling common m.vrhs and fears, particulariy
with regard to opioid analgesia. Older people who
have lived most of their lives during the era of
the institutionalization of death in hospitals might
welcome more information about the alternatives
of home and hospice. There is strong support for
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Appendix: select committee of the House
of Assembly on the law and practice
relating to death and dYing

Terms of reference
The select committee was established on 13

December 1991 with the following terrns of refer-
ence. To examine:

1) the extent to which both the health sen¿ices
and the present law providé adequate options
for dying with dignity.

2) Whether there is sufficient public and profes-
sional awareness of pain relief illness;
whether there is adequate provision of such
services; whether there is sufficient public and
professional awareness of the Natural Death
Act and, if not, what measures should be
taken to overcome any deficiency.

3) To what extent, if any, community attitudes
towards death and dying may be changing
and to what extent, if any, the law relating to
dying needs to be clarified or amended.

Members
Hon. DJ Hopgood MP (Chairman) Minister of

Health
MrMI Atkinson MP
Hon. JL Cashmore MP
Hon. BC Eastick MP
Mr MJ Evans MP
Mr VS Heron MP
Mrs DC Koø MP

Secretaries
Anthony Murphy
Gordon Thompson
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Lqrn¡ reform on
deoth-over
buf nof ouf
The Consent to Medical Treatment and Palliative Care
B,ilI1992 (SA) lapsed during reconunittal proceedings in
the Legislative Council wtren the SA State electlon was
called in Novembet 7993. Ttrere is however, widespread
support for its re-introduction into the new parliamerit
later ttris ye r. Micbael Asbby discusses the reform
process, issues raised and possible future directions.

The Bill was intendecl to repllce tlrc Nalurn.l Dentb Act 1983, rnd
to encompass (in one Act) all of the law relating to consent to medical
treetment and the practice of palliative cxre, together with the novel
provision for a Medical Power of Attorney (I,ÍPA).

lntroduclion
The Consent to Medical Treatment anel Pallialiue Cqre Btl/ (CMTPC)

is one of a series of Australian legal initietives or guidelines to address
issues related to death and dying. It was rebled in rhe SA Prrliament in
November 1Ð2 as part of the final report of the Select Committee on
¡he Law and Practice relating to Death and Dying. It passed the House
of ,\ssembiy on a conscience vote in Februan 1993 e7 in favour, ¡hree
agrinst, two paired, five absent), but lfter extc-nsive amendment, lapscd
in the Legislative Council when Prrlialnen¡ was dissolved for the State
electíons in November 1993. There is widespread support for it.s re-
introdt¡ction into the new Perliement rnd informsl consultations are
alreldy under way.

Confents of ihe proposed legislotion
The Bill is intended [o replace the ,Yutu.ral Dctttl-t .lct 1983 lnd the

Cotucnt lo ,l[edical ancl Dcntql Proceclures ¡lct 1985, with onc
comprelrensive piecc ol leqislrtion which cie'uls s,itlr conscnt to rneclic¡l
treirtlnent for rdults, chilclren, rnd emergency- situetions, toge ther >
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; with the regulation of medical
practice as it affects the care of
the dying. It also allows for the
appointment of an agent to make
decisions on the person's behalf
when that person is incompetent,
under an MPA.

An objects section of the Bill
was included af¡er advice received
from Professor Margaret
Somerville of McGill Universiry,
Mont¡eal (Somerville, unpublished
submission, 1992). They are as

follows:
(a) to make certain reforms to the

law relating to consent to
medical treatment to allow
persons over the age oî 76
years to decide freely for
themselves on an informed
basis whether or not to
undergo medical t¡eatment and
to provide for the
administration of emergency
medical treaLment, in certain
circumstances, without
CONS€Nt;

(b) to provide for medical powers
of attomey under which those
who desire to do so may appoint
agenr to make decisions about
their medical treatment when
they are unable to make such
decisions themselves; and

(c) to allow for the provision of
palliative care, in accordance
with proper standards, to the
dying and to protect the dying
from medical t¡eat¡nent which
is intrusive, burdensome and
tutile (s 3).

Consent
Adults

Persons aged 16 years and over
may consent to, or refuse to
consent to medical treatment (s 6),
and are entitled to adequate
explanaùon by the medical
prac[itioner of the nature,
corìsequences and risks of the
proposed treatment, the
corìsequences of not pursuing the
treatment, and any possible
altemalive treetments which might

This is the only reference to Lhe

possibiliry of an advance directive
provision in the Bill.

Core of the dying
A medical practiúoner

responsible for the t-reatment or
care of a patient in the terminal
phase of a terminal illness incurs
no civil or criminal responsibiliry
for the administ¡ation of treatment
for the purpose of relieving pain
or distress. This provision extends
to cover those who participate in
the treatment or care of the
patient under the supervision of
the medical practitioner (s 13(1)).
Protection from civil or criminal
liability is dependent upon the
treatment being administered with
the consent of the parient or his or
her attorney, and the treatment
being administered in good faith,
without negligence and in
accordance with proper
professional standards of palliative
care (s 13(1)).

In essence, this is an indemniry
clause for medical practitioners,
and those working under their
direction, such that palliarive care
meesures for the terminally ill (for
example, the administ¡ation of
pain relieving drugs) are not
deemed to be a cause of death.

The Bill further provides that,
in the absence of an express
direction to the cont¡ary by the
patjent cr his cr her attorney, a
medical practitioner (or those
working under the practitioner's
supervision) is under no dufy to
use or con[inue to use
extraordinary measures in trearing
the patient if 'the effect of doing
so would be merely to prolong
life in a moribund state without
any real prospect of recovery'
(s 13(2)).'Extraordinary
measures' in relation to a person
suffering from a terminal illness,
are defined in s 4 as:

medical treatment that supplants
or maintains the operation of >

be used in the particular case
(s 1r). It thus appears that the Bill
merely confirms in statute the
common law right to refuse
treatment, and the principles of
informed decision-making along
the lines argued in Rogen t
Wbitaþer t1Ð21 ATR 67, 672

Children
If there is a conflict berween a

parent or guardian and a child, the
child may consent to treatment
alone provided that the attending
medical practitioner can
demonst¡ate that the child
understends the nature and
consequences of the proposed
treatment, that it is in the child's
best interests, and is supported by
at least one other medical
practirioner (s 9).

Emetgency medical treatment
Emergency medical treatment

may be undertaken without
consent if the patient is incapable
of making a decision whether to
accept or refr¡se treatment,
provided that there is no known
prior refusal of that particular
treatment: For such a decision it is
necessary that there be an imminent
risk to life or health, and a second
medical opinion is obtained (s 10).

Medical pouer oJf
4ttOrnej

A person over the age ol 76

may appoint, by MPA, an agent
'with power to ccnsent or to
refuse to consent on his or her
behalf to medical treaLnìent'
(s 7(1)). The agent must be aged
over 18, and may not be involved
in a professional capacity with the
care of the person (s 7(3) or (4)).
The agent may not reject the
'natural provision or natural
administration of food and water,
or the administration of drugs to
relieve pain or dist¡ess' (s 7(6Xb)).
The principal (or donor of the
agency) may make direcrions
which the agent must respect when
exercising the agency (s 7(7)).
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incorporated into the amended
version in the Legislative Council
(No 84, Sched 1A), the fìrst formal
legislative reference to an advance
directive in an Australian
jurisdiction. It is already, of course,
possible to make a living will in
SA and the NT as a result of the
Narural Death Acts 2 (NDAs), but
these only allow for the cessation
or non-initiarion of extraordinary
measures in the event of a

terminal illness.

'There is a

widespread belid
' that the care of dying

persons, and in

particular the use of
opioid and sedatiue

drugs to relieue

suffuing, inuolues a

conflict as to the

causation of death.'

It was felt to be a weakness of
CMTPC by some observers that, as

proposed with the repeal of the
Natural Deatb Act 1983 (SA), an
individual would no longer be
able to make a living will, and
would therefore be reliant on
another person to be their agent.
Most American jurisdictions now
allow for an agency, located
within an advance directive (Hill,
Shirley 1992). This has the dual

temporarily or permanently
incapable of independent
operation but does not include
medical treatrnent that forms part
of the conventional treatÍient of
an illness and is not significantly
inrn¡sive or burdensome.
As in the case of treatment for

the relief of pain or distress, it is
expressly stated that the non-
application or discontinuance of
extraordinary measures in rhe
circumstances set out above, does
not cons[itute a cause of death
(s 13(3Xb)).

Discussion

Tbe øgenclt-medícal
þouter of attorney

This differs from the only other
similar agency in Australia, the
Enduring Power of Attorney in
Victoria-En during Pouer of
Attorney (fPÐ (Medical
Treatment) Act 79Ð, Medical
Trcat¡nent (Agents) Act 1992. The
Victorian EPA is focused on
refusal of treatment by cer[ifìcate,
and the refusal m4y only be made
if the t¡eatment would cause
'unreasonable distress', or if there
were reasonable grounds for
believing tha¡ the parient would
have considered the treetment
'unwarranted'. Furthermore, the
refusal is only valid for a cuffent
condition. Both agencies exclude
palliative care from the agent's
powers.

The proposed South Australian
MPA, on the other hand, is more
in line with the tradition
established in many American
jurisdicrionsl and is intended to be
based on rhe principle of
substitr¡ted judgment. The
principal is encouraged to make
their wishes known, and this gives
the opporruniry fo; an advance
directive to be made, although no
prescribed format was set out in
the original Bill, and only a very
rudimentary one was evenrually

advantage of allowing a person to
make their beliefs and views
known without having to appoint
an agen[ if they do not wish to, or
have nobody to appoint, and if an
agent is to be appointed, the
directive provides evidence of
what the principal wants.
Discussion of the direcrive
between agent and principal
would provide the soundest basis
for fucure subsrituted judgment by
the agent, after which best
interests would be the only guide
for the agency if the principal's
views on the sin¡arion faced are
unknown. This will be fairly
cornmon as directives cannot
possibly anricipate all potential
fun¡re scenarios that may occur.

Opponents of the Bill, as it
stood, had concerns about the
absence of appeals procedures if
an agent is thought to be acting
against the principal's interests.
Michael Atkinson MP proposed
that there should be a channel of
appeal to the Supreme Court, but
this was vigorously opposed and
defeated in the House of
Assembly on the grounds that a
judge or court should not be
empowered to question or reverse
the decision of an agent, which
has the same weight as a decision
made by the patient himself if he
or she were competent. In the
Legislative Council the (then)
shadow Attorney-General, Trevor
Griffìn MLC, proposed that the
Guardianship Board be
empowered to act as the review
body. An appeals procedure can
be seen as a friendly amendment
to the Bill, and substituted
decision-making purists surely
recognise that it is impossible to
have advance knowledge of the
precise circumstances under which
the agency will need to be
exercised, and consequently a

process of explanation and
consultation will need to take
place with the agent, just as it
would with the patient. This >
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other significant persons in the
paúent's life (family and non-
family), and particularly where
medical decisions at the end of
life are concemed, with members
of the caring team. If the process
breaks down, and there is
disagreement about what the
principal would have wished, or
what now constitutes the
principal's best interesb, rhen it
seems appropriate to have a clear
review process in place.

Many views have been
expressed about practicalities
associated with the appointment
of the agent and the making of an
advance direcLive. Some people
do not even know that they have
a right to refuse treatment. ìù7'here

living wills, advance directives and
agencies exist, the bulk of the
population either do not know
about them, or do not use them,
despite the fact that they may
express strong approval of the
ideas. In SA, for instance, only 20
p€r cent were aware of the
existence of NDA, but 86 per cent
approved of the idea of MPA. It is
clear that public and professional
education is essential if these
instruments are to be widely used,
and hence useful in clinical
practice3. ,\n upper house
amendment provides for a register
of MPA appointments, similar to
the system which has been set up
in Denmark, and wallet cards have
also been considered. More
research is required about the
choice and process of
appointment of an agent as there
is evidence from communiry
srudies amongst the elderly that
there is confusion berween MP,\
and the well-established Power of
Attomey provision for financial
and legal matters, and also about
altemaúve and shared agency.
Many fear placing a burden on an
elderly partner, or a busy child,
and if there are children, which
one do you appoint, and could

Canadian Criminal Code, which
was made with the following
appended comment:

Under present laç', administration
of palliative treatment likely to
shorten life would in theory ...

give rise to liability for murder. In
practice, Canadian case laq'has no
record of conviction of a doctor
for shortening a terminal patient's
Iife by administering pain-relieving
drugs. Moreover, most people,
induding religious leaders, see

nothing wrong in giving treaf.ment
for the purpose of relieving pain
in certain circumstances even
though one result of such relief
may be to shorten life. Clause 6(6)
clarifies the law, reconciles it with
present practice and brings the
Code into line with current moral
thinking.6
It is clearly of great benefìt to

the care of patients if the law uses
this non-culpability approach to
indicate its approval of good
standards of palliative care. An
alternative would be to explore
the concept of the riming of an
otherwise inevitable deathT, rather
than to focus on causation.

Ordinary and
e xtrøordinary dístinctíon

As in the NDAs, this distinction
is once again employed to
differentiate between treatments
which may legitimately be
eschewed by dying persons. This
distinction has been largely
abandoned by North American
legislators. The moral uadition
from which it is derived essentially
allows an individual to choose
what is unduly burdensome in a

particular situalion. rù(/ith the
present definiúon of extraordinary
measures as drafred in the Bill,
there would be significant
divergence of medical opinion
about what constitutes
'convenlional t¡eatment of an
illness'. It has been shown that it
is the persons to whom the
measures are to be applied, >

they share the responsibility? As
presentJy drafted this latter option
is specilically excluded.4 tt might
be clearer to name the agency
quite distinctly as suggested by
Somerville (1992).

Care of dyíng persons
It is important to refer to dying

or terminally ill persons, not just
the dying or terminally ill. Vhen
the term person is dropped there
is a danger of iniriadng a process
of depersonalisation, and hence
unethical treatment of such
'non-persons' (Somerville, 1,992).

There is a widespread belief
that the cere of dying persons, and
in particular the use of opioid and
sedative drugs to relieve suffering,
involves a conflict as to the
causaLion of death. Is it the
disease or the drugs that ended
the patient's life? The dose of an
opioid drug often appears to be
the reason for this conflict, and
without any agreement as to what
is meant by a 'high' dose in a

given clinical siruation, a high or
escalating dose may be seen as

causal. Legislators in Aust¡alia and
Canada are keen to promote good
palliarive care, by stating that the
provision and administration of
drugs required to adverse pain
and symptom relief to persons
who are dying does not constitute
a cause of death and therefore
does not incur criminal liabiliry.
Queensland has specifi cally
addressed this issue by proposing
the following reform to the

Queewland Criminal Code
69. Ä. person is not criminally
responsible if he or she gives such
palliative care as is reasonable in
the ci¡cumstances, for the conuol
o¡ elirnination of a person's pain
and suffering even if such care

shortens that person's life, unless
the patient refuses such care.5

This provision was modelled
on a similar recommendation by
the Law Reform Commission of
Canada in its 1987 revision of the

84 Yol 2,#7 April 1994



and'vegetative' should only be
used in this narrow sense to avoid
confusion. Surely no legislature
should ignore this request, as such
decisions are being taken all the
time in intensive care facilities,
without edequate legislarive back-
up or consistent guidelines.

Cardioþulmonary
fesuscitation

A clear secdon on
cardiopulmonary resuscitaLion
should also be considered in
legislative provisions like CMTPC.
Unforn¡nately some form of clear
'opt out' policy has to be operated
in acute care facilities, with all
patienc being assumed to be for
active cardiopulmonary
resuscitation unless the contrary is

1 specifically stated in the form of a
'not for resuscitation' (NFR or
DNR) order in the parient's
hospital record. Consequently, the
care of the dying in hospital seerns
to be predicated on the negative
basis of the patient being 'not for
resuscitation'. Maddocks has
proposed the development of
'Good Palliarive Care' orders,
which might assist in a refocusing
of care planning away from the
irrelevance (for dying persons) of
resuscitadon.9 lt is to be hoped
that hospices, nursing homes and
chronic health care facilities would
not operate a cardiac afrest team,
where their effecúveness would be
extremely dubious 

^nyw^y.

Conclusion

CMTPC is an important step in
the evolution of Aust¡alian law
and guidelines to improve medical
decision making at the encl of life
and care of dying persons. Many
negative espects of this area result in
practice from misunderstandings
about what the law and ethics
have to say, and at the very least
legislarive reform will be a

powerful tool for health care
educators who seek to achieve

Ausrralian Health Law Bulletin

Þ rather than the measures
themselves that are characterised
as ordinary or extraordinary. This
allows the introduction of
subjective judgments
masquerading as objective
assessments, and thus combines
the worst features of the subjecrive
and objective approaches
(Somerville, 1Ð2).

It would now seem more
appropriate to define modern
medical t¡eatment on the basis of
the clinical nature of the
intervention with due attention to
concepts of futilicy and
proportionality of harms and
benefitsS rather than tenuously
through a moral tradition. For
example, the defined'life-zustaining
medical treatment' means any
medical treatment that supplants
or maintains the operation of vital
body functions that are temporarily
or pernanently incapable of
independent operation, and
includes assisted ven[ilation,
artificial nuririon and hydration,
and cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

Likewise, 'natural provision of
food and water' r4eans the
provision of food and drink, to be
taken voluntarily by mouth, to
satisfy hunger or thirst, and may
include physical assisønce (if
requested by ttre pacient) from
another person but does not
include the administration of fluids
or nourishment via nesogastric
nrbing or an int¡avenous line'
(Ashby, unpublished)

Treatment cessation or
rt ort-init i at i on for rt o n-
dying þersozs

ln Airedale NHS Tnßt u Bland
ll993l I ALL ER 821, the Law Lords
made a plea to the British
parliament to legislate in the area
of t¡eatment withdrawal for those
persons who are so severely brain
damaged that they are left
permanenrly unconscious or in the
persistent vegetative state. These
teffns can be precisely defìned,

more compassionate care for those
close to the end of life. However
there is now an oppornrniry to
amend some of the unsatisfactory
defìnirions in the original version,
and boldly tackle some reþted
issues which cry out for legislarivg
clarification. ô

Dr Mlchael A Asbby,
Depaìtment of Palliatiue Care
Medicine, Royal Adelaide Hospital,
and Mary Potter Hosþice, Caluary
Hospital Adelatde Inc, Adelalde,
Soutb Australia
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> unwanted pregnancies. These

cases have hig¡tlighted the diffìcr¡lt
policy consideratiors involved in
quantilying the parent's claim. The
more tradirional view, that a parent's
love for his or her healthy child,
even though unplanned or
unwanted, should be set off against
the difficulties, inconvenience and
fi nancial disadvantages which
naturally accompany parenthood, is

exemplifìed by the decision of Jupp J
in the English case, Udale u
Bloomsbury Arca Healtb AuthotttY
1198312 All ER 522. L*er EnSlish
cases have, in effecl, zuggested that
'the birth of a healttry child is not
always a blessing' (see Pain J in
Tbaþe u Mauñce í19841 2 All ER 513

at 52Ð. Other Enelish cases where
this issue has been discussed are:

Erneh u Kenstngton and Cbelsea and
Westm í7ß tû Arc a Healt h Au t bo tltY
t1985ì 3 All ER 1044 and Allnn u
Blooms bu.ry Healtb Autbority Í7Ð31 1

Ail ER 651.
The Aust¡alian cor¡rts have

considered this issue on only two
occasions (see the þdgment of MohrJ
at fìrst insunce tn F u R(7982) 29

SASR 437 (overtumed on appeal)
and Pratt J rn Dabl u htmell
(unreported, Qld District Court, 24

September 1992)) but it has yet to be
considered by a superior court. ln
rhe present case, Newman J made
no remarks at all conceming
quantum of damages presumably
due to his conclusions on the
liability issue.

Ultimately, liability was determined
in the defendants' favour on the
quesdon of illegaliry. It was raised in
the context of CES's wish to
discontinue the pregnancy and
although not specifically pleaded by
the defendanti, was raised as a

defence. It was said that it could not
be shown that CES, at the relevant
ùme, could heve obcained an
abortion that would have come
within the law. This was ùe
illegllity. Newman J rccepted tttis
proposition ancl said thet on the

basis of tlre High Court decision in

Last month we published an
article by Dr Michael Ashby, 'Law
reform on death-over but not out'
(1994) 2 HLG 81-85.

1. The article referred
specifically to SA, but law guidelines
in other States and Territories are
summarised in Table 1 (p 102).

2. Page 83 correction: Trevor
Griffin MLC tabled an amendment
that the Supreme Court has

'supewisory jurisdiction' over the
agenry. It was the Hon Barbara
Wiese (for the Minister for Healttr)
who proposed a review function for
the Guardianship Board.

3. Page 84 under the heading
'Discussion': the agency-Medical
Power of Anomey (fìnal paragraph)
Professor Mar garet Somerville
suggested the term'substitute health
care decision maker' for the agency
rather than Medical Power of
Anomey (unpublished evidence to
Select Committee on law and Practice
Relaring ¡o Death and Dying in lÐ2).

\le also published an article by
Dr Michael Ashby entided'A
proposed advance directive format
for South Aust¡alia' (IÐ4) 2 HLB
89-91. This month we present SA's

proposed advance directive and
schedule of appointment of a

subsdnrte health care decision maker.
Nore: The SA Advance Directive

Snrdy Group is now considering
renaming the DIRECTME as a

DECIAX,A,ION to reflect its evidencial
rather than direc[ive role. A section
wil be included in which î p€rson
will be able to make lny statement
which thev consider relevant.

All comments should be directed
to: Dr ìvlichael ,A,shby,

Crlvary Hospitll, PO Box 231,

North Adehide, SA 5006.

continued overleof >

5A Advonce Directive

5A Low rcfiorm on deothGala u heston (1Ð1) 772 CIl. 243,

he could not awa¡d damages for the

loss of an opportunity to perform an
illegal aa.

The law in NSW regarding
abortion is essentially that which was
set down by Levine J in A u Vald
(1971) 3 DCR (NSw) 25. Known as

the 'Levine ruling', it has not been
the subject of appellate scruriny. It is
there stated that for an abortion to
be lawful, the doctor performing it
must have an honest belief on
reasonable grounds that the
terminalion is necessary to presefve
the woman from serious danger to
her life, or physical or mental health.
It is clear that economic or social
grounds may be taken into account
by the doctor when assessing the
poterrtial daDger to a woman's

r physical or mental health, see Wald
at29.

In the present case, evidence was
given by rwo doctors as to the state

of CES's mental health during the

early stage of her pregnanry. One
had diãgnosed the pregnancy. The
other, the Director of Family
Planning in NStù(/, had been asked to
give her opinion as to the lawfr.¡lness

of an abortion in the ciro¡mstances
of CES, based on certain
assumptions. Newman J found that
the evidence did not satisfo the
Levine ruling and, accordingly, that
had the termination proceeded, it
would have cont¡avened the relevant
provisions of the Crimes Act 19æ
(NS\x).

The Newman decision is now the

subþct ol an appeal to the NSV
Supreme Court, Court of Appeal and

can expect to be heard in the first
half of 1Ð6. l'

Catheritte Henry,
McCou t't C b a rltot t, Solic it o ¡s.

Syclnev.

Anvone interested in a copy of the

<Jecision or furthcl irrfonrrlliorr cl¡r
contlrct thc :ruthor on:

Ph: (02) 241 1466

Fxx: (02) 241 i878
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South Austrolio Advonce Directive

1)NSULTTHIS coLUMN FoR GUIDANCE To my fomily, friends ond medicol corers

Tbís decbration æ8 out your uieus aborlt

nedical t¡eannent for a future incurable
illnæ.

It may b ¡etnleed or arrrelrded at an! time,

and rcgularrcubu (anntnlly utitb lnur
genãal practitionø and family for uample)
is rccom¡nended.

This ADUANCE DIRECTIW is spcfically
for tse in SOUTH AUSTR4IIA, but its contenß
prouide eùidence of your utlsbæ ahicb you
,eqtÆst b reçcted in the jurLúictions of the

otbq A*çtralbn states and teritoriæ.

Mab sare you carry tbe plasticised utallet
card uitb you, and that it and tbiç aduanæ
di¡ecth¡e can bfouttd easillt utben requircd.

l, (here insert full nome)

of (here insed oddress)

moke his DECI.ARATION ol o lime when I om of sound mind ond ofter coreful

considerotion. lf lhe ilme comes when I con non longer toke porl in decisions

concerning my medicol core, lel th¡s DECLARATION stond os EVIDENCE of my

VIEWS, WISHES ond BELIEFS obout my quolily of l¡fe ond evenluol deoù.

ln lhe event of o future illness or iniury which leoves me in on INCURABLE ond

IRREVERSIBLE mentol or physicol condition, with no reosonoble prospect of recovery,

I REAUEST the medicol proctioner responsible for my core lo iniliote only hose

meosures which ore deemed necessory lo moinloin nry comfort ond dignily, wih
porliculor emphosis on the relief of poin ond dishess occording to the prevoiling

stondords of polliotive core. I therefore olso request lhol ony îreotmenl which might

obslruct my nolurol ding process either nol be in¡tloted or disconlinued. lf I hove

severe ineversible broin domoge ond om in o como or he persislenl vegetotive stole,

I give permission for lifesusloining medicol lreolment lo be ceosed.

Tbis section æplains tbe mediøl
conditiorufor utbicb tbß directiue applies. It
only comæ into efect if you arc UNABLE
(INCOMPEIENT) to ãpre$ JÌour utisbæ.

Initial by tbe alternatiue(s) to utbicb you
urßb tbís dircctiue to apply.

You may spectJically rcfuse anlt of tbese

tteatn ents

I wish hese inslructions lo oppl,y if the med¡col proclilioner responsible for my core

considers my condilion to foll into one of lhe following colegories: (iniliol)

(o) the lerminol phose of on incuroble life lhreolening illness

(b) permonenl unconsciousness (como)

{c) persislenl vegelolive slole#
(d) odvonced dementio#

ond it is thought to be very unlikely thot I will regoin the obility to moke decisions or

express my wishes.

lf I hove he condition(s) here describedtobou", I do not wonl lhe following forms of

lreolment: Iniliol)

{o) I do nol wonl cordiopulmonory resuscitolion (CPR)

(b) I do nol wonl mechonicol venlilolion (on o respirolor)

(c) I do nol wonl ortificiol (tube or introvenous) feeding

or hydrolion#

Unless required for my dignity ond comfort os ærl of my polliotive core

(ol I do nol wont o suçicol operotion
(b) I do not wonl onlibiofics

{c) I do nol woni lo be odmitted lo hospilol, provided hol this

does nol ploce on unocceploble burden on my corers.

Appointmenl of o subslitute heolth core dec¡sion moker

l, (insel nome ond oddress of potienl)IJyou utisb to ìtame a SUBSTITUIE HEALTH
CARE DECISION MAKER enter detaiß be¡e.

If you do not tuisb to appoint a SUBSTITUTE,

lou tna! leaæ thß section blanþ

roo

oppoint:
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To be nry subslituÌe heolh core decision moker,

and lour alÞrnatiæ (scond) SUBSTITUTE ond oppoinf:

Insert name, aüræs, telepbone numbr
and occupation of SUBSTITUTE

You sbould discttss this di¡ectite utitb your
substitute. It utill beþ tbe fiibslitut* to blow
your ubbes and beliefs utben mahing
decisiorcfor you in tbe eænt of 1ou being
unable to do so younelf.

b be my ollernotíve subsilfule heohh core decision moker.

ì . I outhorise my subslilule or ohernolive substitute to moke decisions obout my

medicol lreotmenl if I should become unoble to do so for myself.

2. I require my substitule or ohernolive subslilute lo observe the condifons ond
direclions contoined in lhis odvonce directíve in exercising, or in relolion lo lhe
exercise of, fie powers confened by his oppoinlmenl.

3. This oppoinÌment of o subslitute heolth core decision moker is mode under lhe
consent to Medicol Treotmenl ond Polliotive Core Bill 1994.

(signolure)

Acceptonce of oppo¡ntment os subt¡tute ond olternotive substitute heolth core decision moker

NOTE:

Tbe substitute and altrnatiue substitute
CANNOT b øercised jointly.

t Delete if no altra.atùn substitute.

l, lsubstÌlule)

l, lohernolive subslilule)

occept oppoinlment os subslitute 'ond ohernolive heohh core decision mokers

respeclively ond undertoke lo exercise lhe powers confened honestly, in occordonce
with the principol's desires so for os fiey ore known to me/us' , ond, subiect to thot,

in whot l,/we* genuineþ believe to be the principol's best inleresfs.

(signalure of substi lule)

lsignolure of ohernolive
subslitule)

(Dotel

lDote)

Sign and date beæ in tbe presence of
ONE tuítness, ubo sbould not be rclated
to ltou and is oter 78.

Details of your genaal practitioner or a
spcialist medical practitioner, wbo þnotus
your nædical hßtory and uiews, wltonr you
would be bappy to batn contacted if required.

Tbíç is aduLsable ktt not ,ìtartdaîory.

Signoture ond witness certificote

Signed
(person moking odvonce direclive)

(Dcre)

l, (nome ond oddress of wihess)

hereby witness lhe signoture of
ond therefore confirm the ouhenficily of this odvonce directive.

'Delete if no subtitute bas bæn appointed. "l cerlify lhol lhe gronld ond grontee of this subslilule signed it freeþ
ond volunlorily in my presence; (signolure)

Nome
Address:

Telephone:

No,tes to ¿sslsf ln lbe conçlellon o1f 1our Aduance Dilrecltae Jorn (deflnlntlon oJ ternts) - plcase see øuer page Þ
Fox
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Definitions of terms used in
the Advonce Directive

Pcr¡islenl vegelolivo rfofc (PVS)
ls o stole in which severe ond ineversible

donnç hos occ,r¡ned to the higher

corlicol cenlres of he broin (eg ofÞr stroke

or heod iniury), but tlp broin slem is intocl
ond consequen$y the vinl reflexive furctions
of the body (heort beot, respirolion ond
diçslion) conlinue. The potient moy hove

periods of opporent wokefulness with eyes

open, but does nol oppeor b be oble to
communicoþ, tolk, see or heor.

Dementis
Progressive impoirnrent of broin furrction,

with vorioble feofures ond fime course.

Common feoh¡res inchde loss of inlerest in

life, personollry chonge, ond receni

memory loss with onfisociol ond
d¡sinhib¡ted behoviour ond depression.

Sleep disturborce ond wondering, loss of
bowel ond blodder conrol olso often occur
lncreosing confusion ond complete sociol
disintegrolion leod to the person becoming
bedridden, ond erentuolly deoh occurs.
The comnronesl couse of dementio over
óO yeors is Al/reimer's diseose {couse
unknown - crveroge slrvirol 5-7 yeos).

Cordiopulmonory
re¡uscilction (CPR)
Emeçenry meosures lo mointoin heorl

pumping (by mossoging chest) ond
ortificiol venlibfon (mouth to mouth or
venfilobr) when o person's breothing ond
heort beot hove slopped. This is usuolly

only effeclive if the underiying couse is
conecToble. Doclon, rurses ond ombubrce
officers ore usuolly required b undertoke

CPR unless the,, hove o specific instruclion

from you lo lhe conhory.

Artificiol (tube or introvenous)
feeding or hydrotion
The provision of food ond fluid by ortific¡ol

meons when you ore unoble lo eol or drink
yourself This nroy be done by possiç o
fube through tlp nose inlo he slomoch
(nosogoshic tube) or by on introvenats line.

It is only reolly useful if the underlying

condilion is being treoted. lf you do rrot

hwe it, you nroy still be given fluids (eg;

by infusion under tlre skin) ond your modh
will be kept noisl.

t02

Austrolion legislotion ond guidelines on deoth ond dying
Toble I

Victorian model
Pmot¡on of Pain

contrcl

Reftsol d treolmenl

cerlilicole ond
medicol power ol

ollorney

Medicol Treotmenl

Bill lDroft)

tæaACT

Public buncb (Kubse

and Syme) of priuøte
mnber's Bill-no mmbq

b^< yet adopte¿ ¡,

A proposol to legolise
medicol ossislonce lor

he lerminolly ill who
wish lo end lheir

om lives

Medicol Treotmenl

lAssislonce to lhe

DyrngJ Blll

ì 993Viclorio

1. Wirhdraúal or retßal
of treatmñ,

2 Pwa o1l'attomey

J VAE (including 4 p-ry)

legislolìon of physicion

¡ssisled suicide ond
medicol oid in dyng

Volunlory & Noturol
Deoth B¡ll

privote members Bill

ì 993ACT

Guidelinælor we in NS:IV

boqiøls re care of dying,
oduance directiw,

aduwtæ and wscitatiü

lnterim guiddines
q monogemenl

ù/¡ng wih Dign¡ty

INSW.Dept of Hælth)

I 9ç3NSW

Palliatiue care not o

caw ofdeath
Scltd 3, s 69

Criminol Code
revtston

tinol Rçorl Crimrnol

Code Revlew

Comm¡llee

199zOeenslond

Appoinmãt olMediul
Agøt cffiã¡ or refßal
(ãcqt narural pníiú
oJtod and wata, and

palliatiue øre)
? Aduanæ Dimtiue

Medicol power o[
ollorney

a

Conslenl lo Medicol
Treolmenl ond

Polliotive Core Bill

llopsed Nov 19931

tw2SA

Appintmd, of a
ilbritute.lorjßt agü|

Allernole ogenlMedicol Treolmenl
(Agenls) Acl IMTM|

1992Viclorio

Ræmmæds,
1.Endunngpwrof anmqt

2 APpointmdt or
guardian

3 Subsitltedjudgmdß
fßL tbã b6, intet8s

4. Palliatiue øre qnd

caæo!døtb
5 Defnition oÍ dstþ

N6e impbmcr.tcd yct

Relusol d lreolmenl

ce¡l¡ficole

{Victorion modd)
lw Relm Cmmission

of WA Pro¡ect No 84

Reporl on AÂedicol
Treolmenl for he

ùin9

t99l

Victorþn modelRefusol d lreolmenl

cerlil¡cole
Med¡col Treolment

ond Noturol Deoth

B¡ll lfoiledl

tç90Tosmonio

An agãt.þn refße
mdiul treatmæt û
laur fubalf ifyou are

ancompetdt

Endurìng power
of ollorney

Medicol lreotment

{Enduring Power

ol Attorneyl Acl

IEPA}

ì 990Viclorio

ReIße tre¿tmãt of
cuÌqt! co¡ditaon

Refusol d lreolmenl

cerl¡fìcole
Medicol Treolment

Act IMTA)

I 988Viclôrio

As aboue can qxcily
úraordínary mailÉ

)m do no¡ uant

living willNolurol Deolh
Act

l98BNT

C)uø 18, sound mind
Futun tminal iAã6

No dtraordina), meßur6

l¡vinq willNolurol Deolh

Acl
I 983SA

COrYlrúENTsÌYPE O' IfGÀ[
¡NSÏNUMENT

TruYEARsrAn
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odvclnce
ormqf for

Soufh Austrqlio
Dr Micbael Asbby, wlth the assistance of a South Australlan Advance Directive Study

Group has drafted a palllative care dlrective. Ilr Asbby discusses the lnttiatives.

This is a prototype advance
directive developed for pilot use
and evaluacion in SA, although it
could easily be adapted for
consideration in any Aust¡alian
State or Territory. It is proposed
that this might be the prescribed
format if ¡he Coruent to Medical
Treatflent and Palllatlue Carc Bill
L992 (SA) is reintroduced, with a

provision for an advance directive.
Advance directives have been

endorsed by the NS'uf Department
of Health in its Interim Guidelines
on Death and Dyingl, and they are
deemed to be lega! in the UK by
the House of Lords in Airedale
NHS Trust u BlandÍ79931 | All ER

821. However in the absence of
any legal provision for them, their
implementation is questionable,
although it would be a serious step
for a practitioner to disregard
authenlicated written evidence of a

person's wishes. This issue has not
been brought before an Ausualian
court, and only the living wills of
SA and the NT, and the Refusal of .

Treatment Certifìcate in Victoria2
are provided for in legislarion.
Furúrer, Victoria is the only Srate

that prescribes a penalty for
disregard of the certificate, even if
this only incurs the same number
of penalry points as the false
registration of a dog.3

An inst¡uctional advance
directive is a document which
allows a person to set out their
wishes concerning medical

and are activated by the person's
incompetence. The first NDA was
enacted in California in 7976, end
this was followed by similar,{.cts
in the majoriry of states of the US.

The NDAs exisr in SA (1983) and
the NT (1988). NDA's have
gradually been superseded by
advance direclives which are
broader in scope, and may be
applied to situations other than a
(sometimes narrowly defined)
terminal illness.

The directive may be
considered to provide either
evidence of the person's wishes,
or to constirute an act of will by
the person. This distincrion will
influence the degree of flexibility
of interpretation which exists
when the directive is invoked in a

given clinical situation.4 The
proposed directive, for SA, has
favoured the evidential model, in
which the document is intended
to provide evidence of what the
person would have wanted. It will
act es the principal determinant in
the decision-making process
which would normally occur if
the person were competent.
Discussion will still be possible
between the substitute and
medical pratitioner concerned, if
the way to proceed in a given
situation is unclear.

A proxy directive xppoints a

substitute health care decision-
maker or xgent by means of r
legll instrument such xs an >

treatment in the event of a future
illness or injury which renders
them incompetent.

' 'TLte directiue may

be considered to

prouide either

euidence of a

person's wishes, or

to constittúe an act

of will by the

person . '

The term 'living will' has come
to be associated with a

declaration or notice pursuant [o
z Natural Deatb,4ct (NDA). The
NDAs vary as to the circumstances
in which they are allowed to
operate. Broadly, these
instruments allow a person to
state that they do not wish to
have life-sustaining medical
treetment (often termed
'extraordinary' means) in the
event of a future terminal illness,

(1e4)zt]J,B 89



alternative (terminal illness) is in
line with the NDAs. The other
three alternatives deal with
severe brain damage, which was
one of the main areas of concern
expressed in the evidence
submitted to the Select
Committee on the Law and
Practice relating to Death and
DYing.9'10,11 The issue of
chronic, organic brain syndrome
such as Alzheimer's disease and
dementia process, cannot be
ignored. This area requires a

great deal more attention, with
particular regard to criteria for
assessment of competence, and
strategies to deal with
expressions of will by persons
deemed to be incompetent which
conflicts with previously
expressed views in a directive, or
the decision of a properly
appointed substitute. 12 By
specifically including the
persistent vegetative state, the
challenge of ¡he Law Lords in the
Bland judgment is taken up (see
Aíredale).

'Directiues uary

as to how spectfic

the.y are in

attempting to couer

future medical

treatment. . .'

In the third section of the
directive e person can elect to
specify any treatment which they

.Australian Health LaW Bulletin

The majority of States in the US
now have combined instruclional
and proxy directives.5,6 the
proposed directive for SA follows
the combined approach, but
allows a person to make the
directive without naming a

substitute if they do not wish to,
or have nobody they feel they
can nominate.

Directives vary as to how
specific they are in attempting to
cover future medical treatment.
For example, Molloy's 'Let Me
Decide' uses carefully defined
medical terminology, with
substantial explanation of the
technical language used and
scenarios.T The intention is to
provide a directive which will be
easy (for doctors) to interpret
when it needs to be
implemented, and this is the style
which has been favoured. By
contrast others argue that the
medical content should be
downplayed, with an emphasis
instead on values:

the suggestion is ... that living
wills also contai¡ a 'values
history' as a formal basis for
dialogue in which objectives in
terms of life-values are identified
as opposed to the medical means
by which those values might be

recognised.S
The directive proposed for SA

commences with a pre-drafted
values section. Emphasis here is
on the withdrawal or non-
initiation of treatment in the
event of a serious life-threatening
irreversible condition, so that the
natural dying process is not
obstructed if it is inevitable. Ir
also includes a request for
appropriate palliative care. An
opportunity to freely express
personal values might be
promoted in this section.

In the second section of the
directive the person can choose
to activate the directive in certain
specific circumst.ances. The first

particularl)' do not wish to
undergo. Definitions of medical
terminology are appended to the
directive.

The appointment schedule for
a substirute (and alternative)
substitute health care decision-
maker is included in the directive
This avoids the confusion of two
separate documents, and also
intends to emphasise thet the
contents of the directive should
be discussed with the
substitute(s). This should provide
the soundest basis for subsdrute
decision-making.

Proper education and
assistance in the completion of
an advance directive will largely
determine how much they are
used.13 Ir is also highly
desirable that the person's
general practitioner be involved,
and a section has been included
to encourage people to neme
their doctor, and discuss the
directive with him or her. This
is, however, not made obligatory

There is probably no such
thing as an ideal advance
directive. Extensive piloting and
consultation are required,
particularly in the community
for which they are intended, if
the poor knowledge and use of
the NDAs is to be improved
upon.14 c

Dr Michael Asbby
Depîrtlnent of Palllatlue care
Medlcine, Royal Adelaide
Hospltal, and Mary Potter
Hospíce, Caluary Hospital
Adelaide Inc, Adelaide, South
Australia.

The advance directive will
appeal in next month's issue.

All comments on this article
are welcome and should be
addressed to:

Dr Michael Ashby,
Calvary Hospital, PO Box 231,
North Adelaide, SA 5006.
Fax 08 366 3168. >
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CONTRIBUTOR.S

Contributions to the Australtan
Healtb Law Bulletln for 7994
are welcome.

Please submit articles or
notes (between250 and 2000
words) for publicarion to:

Suzie Linden-Laufer
Associate Professor of Law
School ofLaw
Bond University
Gold Coast QLD 4229
Ph: (075) 95 2077
Fax: (075) 95 2246
or to lynne Smith, at the

publisher's address.
Copy should preferably be

presented :rs a text file on either
7 5t/qinch or 3t/2 inch floppy
disk, accompanied by a hard
copy prinæd from that disk. C
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Adelaide, PO Box 231,
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p¡ri6t El¡rionship tæ
cmmfrd(n-lll)

It uy mrkc rhc perimt lorc hopc
(n- I l0)

General practitioners' knowledge
and use oflivingwills

APPENDIX 7

Michael Ashby, Melanie I7akefield, Justin Beilby

Not ¡t all Somryhar Vcry muclr

and opinion was divided (5loh (57/ll2) ) on råe proposed
provision of an agenr (enduring power of anorney) to
make decisions on a person's behalf when he or sl¡e
becomes incompetent.

Comment
Clearl¡ lack of klowledge of the Naru¡al Death Act

1983 has been an obstacle ro rhe effecdve use of living
wills in South Australia, and this implies rhat a
carefully er(ecuted awareness pFogra¡nme ¿unong the
public and general practirioners Eusr accompant any
legisladve change. Although conflict with families is
viewed as a cou¡mon problem, such conflict might arise
less often if the penon's views have been sgted in an
advance direcdve and been discussed within his or her
family at rhe time of making the directive. Any form of
living will, advance direcrive, or agency is intended to
clari& what the patient wants and so should be an ally
of good medical practice, not a toublesome intn¡der.
General practirioners musr be pan of their develo¡
ment.

Making medical decisions for people who are g¡sn¡¡lty
incompetent, paniorlarly at or near the end of life, is of
intemational interest. In the United Kingdom rhere
a¡e no legal provisions for advance di¡ecrives or living
wills,' but the High Coun rccently upheld that a
patient's wishes expressed in an advanced directive are
legally binding.'

Most of rhe work on rhe use of di¡ecdves and making
decisions about health care for orhers has focused on
instin¡tions. The promising role that living wills cou.ld
have in longer temr advance planning, panicularly as a
pan of good family Eedicd pracrice, has reoained
largely unoçlored.

l99l in which the concepr of living wills and a medical
power of anomey were widely zupponed, bu¡ rhere
were significanr concems about lack of public aware-
ness.' Ve ¡eport the results of a concurent fl¡ñ/ey of
general practirioners' atdn¡des ro and knowledge of tlre
Natural Death Act.

Subiects, metåods, and results
A response r:,te of 74Vo (ll1ll58) waS ob¡ained to a

posul quesdonaire sent to a raridom sample of general
pracritioners. The design and survey merhods have
been described.' OnIy Z4 of the respondenrs were
awa¡e of the provision for living wills, 23 of ttrem
rçorting that they had the forms available in their
surgeries. Fony one of the ?4 docton had discussed
making a living will wirh patien6, üre subjecr having
been raised by the patient in 26 cases and by the docror
in six. Twenty one docrors reponed thar the parient
had completed a living will; ttre doctor considered ir ro
have been helpful in decision making in 12 cases and ro
have not been useful in fou¡ and was undecided in five.

The general pracddoners suweyed were concerned

To improve rhe pracdcal applicadon of the legis-
la¡ion, 37o/o (43/ll7) suggesred inroducing a bracelet
indicating that a person had made a living will. Such
wills, however, are unlikely to operate effectively in
acciden¡ and emergency deparmenu when patiens
arÈ seen by suf who do nor know them. Suppon for a
more medically specific directive was low ( I 47o (17 I I l7)) ,

Possibh vmia düas¡ng tiving uilk
uith taninally cmpetenL Valu are
nonbas (pten

The data were gathered by Harrison Market Resea¡ct¡. Ve
thank Megan Ward and Lyn Eamshaw for qping the
oanuscript.

¡ Sm K Ljving wi[! ¡n Fñglhh trw. P¿&d¡ M.d tgg3;1t2gj4-
2 DtE C. Hi¿h Cæw sys ¿dyæ dircivo æ biDding. Art t9939O7:

to2v.
3 Admcc direiE [êd¡@¡i¿dl.IM t992l,lf,tt32t-2.
4 Ashby lvl, V.fcúdd M. üvinS

willr {¡d ilb.riùGd h
opinion orcy bt r fr"tå:
27L82.

5 V¡tdcld MÀ Bdlby L Ashby À,l.4. Gecnl pndirionc ud p.lü¡tive æ.
Paøia M¿d l99t;7.1 l7 -26.

Q4c.A.da jw)/ 1995)

7l (ó5)

ó5 (58)

67 (60)

57 (52)

33 (30)

40 (36)

35 (12)

48 (44)

6 (ó)

7 (6)

e (6)

s (5)

A PATIENT WHO CFIANGED MY
PRACTICE

Biopsybefore baptism

In 1989 I was in charge of a small, remote hospital on rhe
Uganda and Zaire border. It belonged to the local
Anglican church but apan from being a missionary I was
also the govemment's district medical officer. Ve had
nürni¡rg warer, solar power elecdcity, and a basic labor¿-
tory-a typical rur¿l African hospiral. Hisropathology
services we¡e available rhrough rhe help of a London
teaching hospiral, where ou¡ biopsies were senr by airmail
and examined.

The parienr presenred with posunenopausal bleeding.
She had a large ulcerating ùmor¡r of the cervix, grown
into úre vagina; in facr ttre cen'ix seemed torally desuoyed.
I diagnosed her as having a sage úuee ca¡cinoma of rhe
cervix. It seemed a pureþ academic exercise and a wasre of
time for my leamed friends r¡r I-ondon bur I did take a
biops_v Meanwhile I rold the family rhe bad news, as I did
nor see any point in wairing for six weeks for the resuh.

disease could nor be removed by
dury ro refer her ro úre hospiral

defeated his sympacheric approach
woman expressed the wish ro be

bapdsed before she died a¡d her wish was granted.
The histology came back as amoebiasis. I invited the

woman back and put her on met¡onidazole, vaginally as
well as orally. Virhin l0 days she was cured and her cervix
looked endrely normal. Her bapdsm had saved her. To
my surprise the story did nor damage my repuratron; she
never dreamt of blaming me for my rash and wrong
diagnosis. On rhe conuary, God had done a miracli
rhrough my hands and had blessed my drugs, albeir after
some delay.

Of course, I wholeheanedly agree with her view, but I
also leamr my lesson. I have never again rold a patienr
any bad news before the biopsy resuh was available.-
cHR¡srrNA M DE vrND is medical coordinator for MéÀecins
sans Fmntiàres in Somaliland

230 BMJ vo¡-uue 310 23lnNuany 1995
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For editorial comment, see page 566
Eleanor Shaw Centre for the Study of Medicine, Society and
Law, Baker Medical Research Institute, Melbourne, VIC.
Paul A Komesaroff, FRACP, phD, Executive Di¡ector

S
The
enhanced capaciry of medicine ro keep people with serious
illnesses alive, an increased emphasis on patient auronomy
and free choice, and a possible shift in the practice of med-
icine from a concern with caring and listening ro a pre-
occuparion witfi technical results.

Most of the debate concerns so-called ..voluntary active
euthanasia", in which a patient makes a request for assis-

APPENDIX 8

attempted it was without effect. she was advised that significant'
admítted to a¡

dicat ¡ssues at'.

Naturalty, she was distressed about this outcome, but.maintained)
a warm relationship with her husband and chitd. She became deter-:
míned that she wourd return home and announced'that il this were
not possible she would prefer to die. After a few weeks in the hos_

ements were ma
in high spirits on
rs late, it having

was unable to pedorm the complex tasks involved in caring for
her (which included pressLrre care, and attend¡ng to boweland
bladder function).

When seen on the following Monday morning, she announced
that alter careful thought she had rearised that she wourd never be
able to l¡ve the kind of life that satísfied the minimum conditions she
demanded. Accordingly, she had decided that she wanted to die.
She asked the treating doctors and nu¡ses lor assislance in dying.
[]er husband was distressed about this decision but said that ie
understood it and ithat it'was consistent with what fhey both
believed and had discussed many times. in.the past.

tance in dying. The main arguments in favour are that indi_
viduals should be able to make f¡ee choices about the cir_
cumstences ort theil owir dr.:,rihi, antr. chat in'lhe ,::ai.e oï
int¡actable illness an assisted death may prevent considerable
pain and suffering. Against this is the argumenr that involve_
menr by docrors in killing their patients not only represenrs
a travesty of the goals of medicine, but also imposes uncon_

chronically ill, disabled and elderly
ese practices; instead, so it is argued,
uld be placed on providing palliative

care servlces.
Lately the debate has focused on whether tlre iaw should

be changed to permit doctors to practise euthanasia.
Renelved interest was sparked by a proposal from the North-
ern Territory Chief lr4inister to introduce such ¡:eforms and
by an open lener to the Victorian State Government by seven
doctors who claim to have contributed on various occasions

rients, in contraVention of existing law
in particular, has arouséd srrong feelings,
support or condemnation coming from
ommunity.

stic to say rhat all
s for effective pal-
excessive empha-
tion of dramaric

"dilemmas" has led ro a relative lack of discussion about

:ìá.i|..
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fufedicine and the Çonwrunity For debate

The euthanasia controversy
Decision-making in extreme cases

Paul A Komesaroff, J Norelle Lickiss, Malcolm parker, Michael A Ashby

A HAFD cAsE fo ANSy/ER
A S4-yearold woman was diagnosed.with cancer of the breast. The
primary tumour was removed and an axillary dissection was per-
formed, revealing lymph node involvement. Further local and sys-
temic therapy was recommended, but the patient declined further
treatment and decided instead to leave the city and move to a cem-
mune in southem Queensland where "altemative" medical prac:tices
were promoted.

The patient was married with a daughtet aged four. She had
been working as a high school teacher and had been to that time
a keen sportswoman. Although her husband was in favour of pur-
suing conventional approaches to treatment, he accepted herdeci
sion and accompanied her, with their daughter,tto the corhmune.

cured. The lamily returned to the city to resume their tives. The
patient went back to teaching and gave public tatks about how she
had conquered breast cancer without drugs.

Unhappily, about six months after their return she suffered an
acute sp¡nal cord compression at the Tg-10 levet, teaving her para-
lysed and wlthout btadder and olher functions. Medical help was
eventually sought, and atthough emergency radiotherapy was

:t
":i

1
.:t

Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydneg NSW.
J Norelle Lickiss, MD, FRACR Associate protèssor, Director of
Palliative Care.

ntre, Faculty of Medicine,
e, QLD.
tioner, Senior Lecrurcr in Ethics

Monash Medical Centre Campus, Monash Universiry,
Melbourne, VIC.
Michael Å .\shby, FRACP, Professor of prlliative illedicinc.
Reprinrs: Dr P .\ KomesarotT, Baker ùletlical Reserrch Institure,
PO Box i.t8, Prahran, VIC 3181.
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questions of communication and pain relief and other issues
of patient care. Mosr, although not ail, cases in which
euthanasia becomes an issue have been preceded by long
processes of clinical decision-making; in each of tÏese, the
illness has been shaped over time in accordance with the
values and preferences ofthe padent and his or her caregivers
as much as by the rechnical appararus. Individual decisions
are often negotiared over the course of an illness and usually
represent iesponses to the outcomes of previous decisions.
In many cases, an in¡ractable dilemma reflects a series
of lapses in communication which have upset the delicate
equilibrium of rhe clinical process.

This is nor to deny rhat difficult decisions somerimes need
to be made; rath nd sub_
rlety of clinical debate
about euthanasi of new
lesources. The questions at issue her
:o be discussed publicly within the
:ontribute to this debate, I asked
:xperience in palliarive care ro discuss their approaches to the
)ardcularly diff,rcuk clinical circumsrances detailed above.

paul A Komesaroff

There is of course also a need to .,assess,' 
- that is, to

understand 
- several orher persons: her husband, her ch1ld,

the treating doctors and nurses and other staff, and oúrer rel_
atives and friends. Where are they?

lf she can tell her story. . . she wilt have
begun the process of resolving her present
ex¡stent¡al cr¡sis. She will discover the
poss¡b¡lity of restructur¡ng her hope.
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-istening and talking t

ñoiLi¡d'l¡cÉ¡ss :

fhe consternation that Monday morning is palpable, withI _tlre staff inevitably distressed, and the patient, having
eclared a decision, possibly calm. As an external consultanf,
resumably wçll known to at least one of the .,treating doc_
>rs", my first step would be simply to be there, in all that
:nsion and sadness, soaking up some of it like blotting
aper, pain and all: this is the exercise of compassion, thã
rst duty of a consultant given permission to enter such an
'ena. The complexity of the situation, its depth and ram_
ications, simply must be perceived, felt by tjre consultant
r a human being. Few words may be passed.
Once calm begins to eme¡ge with respect to each person
'esent, there is room for beginnrng an assessmenr process,
need ¡o learn from the patient the way she thinki, feels,
lates, moves through life, hopes and reaches decisions, aná
rw she has experienced her disease. What led to the diag_
¡sis? ÉIow did she experience the telling? How did sÈe
perience the time away in the communè? Most persons
ruld be shattered by the turn of events leading to her loss
power in her legs. IJühat are her real priorities now?
Before commenting, I would wish to sit alone with her,
d hear her story from the beginning. On the first en_
unte¡ she may not wish to talk, nor even want ..yet anottrer
ctor" present, but she is in such desperate need that she
ry at least accepr my presence for a little while - and this
,all sharing of presence is one little step to reducing her
stenrial isolarion.
f she can tell her story - as have mosr of the patients I
,e been privileged ro encounterr - she will have begun the
¡cess of resolving her presenr existential crisis. She will dis_
¡er the possibiliry of restructuring her hope. The most
rbable outcome is a steady personal development towards
ng her real self agjain, albeir on a new key.

The "biography" of the tumour also needs to be clarified.
The consultant musr be alert to odd fearures which may even
herald an incorrect diagnosis. The possibility of antiðancer
measures improving rhe parient,s qualiry of life should always
be kept in mind, for she may herself decide ro have suéh

r previous stance. She may
nd may respond for years.
tumour if untreated need to

ere are abundant measures available to
due to cancer-related symptomsrz-s

that ¡here are limits to what is possiblc
iation.

Later, this woman may still or again insist that what she
Wants to do is die aorv, but also :nay reqr:?st that her death
be deliberately accelerated, or ask for the means to suicide.
These wishes need to be clearly distingrished, and there may
well be a circumsrance in which no measures should be taken
to prolong her life, and death should be given a chance.

It is my conviction thar a doctor must be the boundary
bearing the pressure of sociery and individuals in tlte -"n.iof euthanasia. Autonomy of the individual cannot be the ulti_
mate guide to acrion. I would contend that the interests of
the individual are best served by refraining from eurhanasia.

The focus in rhis case is surely to explore with the patient
the possibiliries for resolving her existenrial isolarion and
despair, and the opportunities for growth into he¡ human

The patient's choice
Malcolm Parker

\tr/!it: philosophers are somerimes criticísed for testing
V V their úreories against hard cases, clinicians musi

respond to them in rheir daily prac
requires therapeutic competence
positions which are more assurned
day clinical activiry. In treating the
justified arricularions of rhe integration of clinical and
ethical componenrs

This is a hard case because it pits a competent requesr for
assistance to die against the medical commitment to save and
prolong life and relieve suffering. Complying wirh the
request would conrravene tradirional medical ethics as well
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as be a criminal offence in all Australian jurisdictions. But a

refusal to assist the patient would, prima facie, impose on her
an unacceptable Qualiry of life. It would amount to requiring
her to continue living according to my views, or the wider
views of a profession or sociery, rather than her own. This
would be inconsistent with considerable change within med-
ical practice of late which has recognised the importance of
patienr autonomy as a cornerðtone of modern health care. It
would also be inequitable as it would fail to vouchsafe to this
patient úre outçome available to those who die as a result of
directing tåe removal of life-sustaining medical trearment.

Absolute refusalto consider complying would
be a failure to respect the wishes of a
competent adult.

In helping this patient I need to hnd a justifiable path
between two sorts of failure. Immediately agreeing to the
request for assistance would be to fail to explore all the ele-
ments which have led to it. Absolute refusal to consider com-
plying would be a failur.e to respecr the wishes of a
competent adult. Both types of failure offepd against my idea
of reasonable clinical care.

I need to offer sympathetic understanding of her present
tragic circumstances. Acknowledging the graviry of things
would reassure he¡ that I take her seriously as an individual;
that her interests, beliefs and wishes count in my deliberations.
None ¡he less, I must regard her request for assistance to die
ãfter the first weekend uial of home nursing as, at the leasr,
premature, as she has not had an oppornrnity to adjust to con-
ditions which she decided, while in good health, would be
unacceptable. rù7e should explore all possible avenues of home
care and support. Considerable community resources can be
summoned to this end. This is clearly a clinical dury but inter-
twines with the need to distinguish just what desires are cor-
rigible (perhaps she will be willing to try again with a bener
domrciliary support) from those'ivhich are not (her'desire to
remain at home may be immovable).

I need to inform her fully about my ability ro rrear pain,
a symptom she may well develop later, and my willingness
to consult with the palliative care service with which I have
developed a working relationship through treating other
patients. I have interviewed many patients who are anxious
about how painful dying will be because they have nor been
reassured about pain relief by their oún doctor.

I am also cautious about the precipitate narure ofher deci-
sion in terms of he¡ family situation. Despite their previously
agreed views, only now is she in the circumsrance they envis-
aged. Given that she has a warm relationship wirh her hus-
band and child, she needs to consider the implications for
her family of rapid compliance with her requesr. There may
well be matters concerning her child's welfare and future
which need to be addressed. I don't believe that it is an
affront to people's self-determination to seek ro guide them,
advise them, or even influence them. If it were, social life as
we know it would not exist.6 However, I need to be careful
not to coerce her in her decision.

All this may persuade the patient to rescind her request.
I consider that most such requests for assistance in dying
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would, in fact, be rescinded. But it may not be, or it may be
repeated at a later stage. Then, with all avenues explored and
rejecred, and with an understanding that the decision is
mindful of the implicarions for the parienr's famil¡ I would
see a clear moral duty to comply, reflecting respect for the
patient which is integral to rhe.doctor-parient reladonship.z

Physician-assisred suicide has not beerprevented by its
prohibition within the law and medical ôodes.8,e There are
cases where the distinction can be made between decisions
of convenience and actions of genuine mercy, in the face of
acknowledged limirs to medical capabiliry.t0

I would then have offered management consistent with
medicine's presumption to treatJ offered all available
options for treatment, provided the space for reflection on
the implications of acceding to rhe request for assistance to
die, but finally agreed that compassionate care in some cases
will involve such assistanbe, and have assisted.rr

State interests versus individual wishes
MichaelA Ashby

l\ 7fv approach to managemenr would be based on open
IVlacknowledgement and discussion of this woman,s
request for medical assistance in bringing about her death,
and my inability to meet rhis request for legal and ethical rea-
sons. I must esrablish that the request is consistent and per-
sistent, and whether it results from suboptimal symptom
control or depression. f must not regard the request as
irrational or úre result of either a psychiatric or personaliry
disorder unless there is clinical evidence of this.

For many people who are dying it is not just a quesrion of
comfort and the absence of physical suffering (framed in the
negative), but a loss of function, independence and role which
are úre hardest to bear. It is not the role of any health care
team, including a palliative care service, to suggest thar im
ministrations can give meaning, purpose and dignity to a
dftrng person's remaining life if the person feels that these are' - irreuievably lost, although sometimes this perception will
change, either as a result of palliative care or for other reasons.

In this case, tlle immediate reason for wishing to die is not
pain and suffering, or absence of significant others, but
rather the parienr's inability to be at home with her family.
The failure of her discharge after only six hours indicares
inadequate discharge planning and home palliative care sup-
port. or lack of resources. Professional nursing assistance
should be provided for all the tasks which her husband found
difücult. This would email several domiciliary nurse visirs
per day as well as evening and night service. Community pal-
liative care volunteers could also assist in taking the pressure
off the family and help in the physical care.

I would reassure her rhat nothing would be done ro pro-
long her life, and that if a rime came when she did not wish
to be aware this could be achieved þy pharmacological
means. It is sometimes argued that intentional shortening of
life may be justified if requested by a terminally ill patient
and that so-called "pharmacological oblivion" (using seda-
tion to make a person drowsy or unconscious while they are

' dying) is merely a rationalisation of what the medical prac-
titioner is really doing.r2 However, intentional ending of life
is not part of palliative èare practice and it is different in kind
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from all orher clinical interventions. I believe thar intention
determines the moral character of acts, although in practice
moral intuirion is usually more relevanr than abstracr philo-
sophical debare.

I hope that a trusting relationship can develop between the
palliadve care ream and borh patienr and family, with a close-
ness and involvement thar is real and.emotionally engaged,
but still professionally defined - what is sometimes ial"a
the "accompanying" of the dying person. It is important for
the team ro work thtough the issues rhat arise from úre care
of this woman and supporr any individual team member who
is feeling guilty or inadequate for failing to àcquiesce to her
request. There is no ideal death or dying process, and often
for all our efforts the best.we can achie.¡e is a .,good enough"
death or, more importantly, death with integrity, consistènt
with the life rhat rhe person has led.

Palliative care ¡s a model of care, not a moral
crusade, and should not be used as a
strategic weapon in social debates.

In their criminal codes, most societies deem themselves to
have an interesr in preserving the lives of their bitiz.rrs which
over:rides -r n-v. indivi.dual ]s wi ghes. fo¡ rnedica-l _ assistance in,
dying. This is unacceptable ro many people who give the
highest priority to personal auronomy and ionuol over their
life decisions. There is a potential for alienating these people
[rom mainstream medical services if their views are ignoied
cr rejecred in a paternalistic way. Those caring for people
making such requests should continue to offer and àeliver
:are without allowing personal religious beliefs to intrud.e
nto the clinical encounter. They should also try to remain
reutral, in their professional roles, with respect to the polit_
cal debate about voluntary active eurhanasia. palliarive care
s a model of care, not a moral crusade, and should not be
¡sed as a strategic weapon in social debates.
ft is clear rhat an unknown but significant number of Aus-

ralian doctors are agreeing to act on requests (such as the
,ne presented in this case) in secretr and are prepared to run
he risk of prosecution. Nevertheless, many would agree that
:enuine and consistent euthanasia requesß are few. Irremains
c be seen whether Australian jurisdictions will follow the
ath of the Netherlands with a non-prosecution stance on vol-
nlary active euthanasia, subject to guidelines. Flowever tllis
ray be, the need for palliadve care will continue to increase
:gardless. The euthanasia debate has acted as a significant
istraction for those of us who are trying to improve access
r, and the quality of, palliative care, but whatever our views
n changes to the law we can all walk a long way together to
nprove this aspect of our health care system.

/hat is the answer?

cornmunicarion and negotiation; they recognise thar rhere
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is generally not jusr one point at which an ,.ethical,, decision
is to be made that determines rhe cou¡se of an illness, but that
such decisions are made on a continuous basis over time; and
they emphasise that effiecdve management often requires the
involvement of várious health professionals, each of whom
may have a specific, important conrribution to make.

\ùØe need research into the',microerhical,'conrent of med_
ical decision-making in cases buch as this to enhance our
undersranding of the processes of communication involved
and so to improve patient care. 'We need to ensure tåat med_
ical studenrs and graduates d.evelop skills ro deal with such
problems. Doctors should be encouraged to anticipate the
possibiliry that end-of-life issues may arise in a particular ill_
ness and to adopt an open ancl frank approach to talking
about them; in these cases, the concept of ,.planning thã
course of the illness" should be considered to ensure that

îi'r".ï:#ä:å
srs. The signifi-

from these measures might welr bring far o.*i;t"1ffïl'
save more in pain and suffering rhan a mere change in the law
to permit doctors to pracdse acdve euthanasia.

However, from time to time, despite the most sensitive and
well-considered care, a patienr faced with intractable suffer_
ing wrll request assliance in dying; these cases will always be.
hard. Eventually it may be considered ttrat it is bener and safer.
from the point of view es ro
allow decisions to be su than
it is to force rhem to be

There will be no last word on euråanasia. The complexity
of clinical medicine - and the human condition 

- is such
that it is iikely that none of the protagonisrs is right - or,
rather, that all are righr in their own manner. There are many
clinical and ethical ways. \We look forward to further
contributions to the debate.

Paul A Komesaroff
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APPENDIX 9

Journal of medical ethics 1995;21: 135-140

Artificial hydration and alimentation at the
end of life: a reply to Craig
Michael Ashby and Brian Stoffell Royal Adelaide Hospital and Mary Potter Hospice, and Flinders Medical

Centre respectioely, Australia

Abstract
Dr Gillian Craig (1) has argued that palliative
medicine seruices haoe tended to adopt a policy of
sedation without hydration, which under cenain
circumstances may be medically inappropiate,
causatiae of death and distessing to famiþ and friends.
We welcome this opportunity to defend, with an
imponant modifcation, the approach we proposed
without substantiae background argument in our
original anicle (2). We maintain that slowing and
eoentual cessation of oral intake is a normal part of a
natural djting process, that anificial hydration and
alimentation (AHA) are nor justified unless rhirsr or
hunger are present and cannotbe relieaed by other
means, but food andfluids for (natural) oral
consumption should neoer be 'withdrawn'. The
intentìon of this practice is not to aher the timing of an
inevitable death, and sedation is not used, as has been
alleged, to mash the effects of dehydration or starûation.
The anificial proaision of hydration and alimentation is
now wideþ accepted as medical treatment. We believe
that arguments that it is not haoe led to confusion as to
uhether ot not non-proaision or withdrawal of AHA
constiîutes a cause of death in law. Arguments that it is
such a cause appear to be tenuously based on an
extraordinary/ordinary categorisation of treatments by
Keþ (3) which has subsequentþ been interpreted as
prescriptive in a way quite inconsistent with the Catholic
moral theological tadition from which the distinction is
deiaed. The focus of ethical discourse on decisions at the
end of life should be shifted to an analysis of care, needs,
proponionality of medical intetttentions, and processes of
communtcatzon.

Introduction
Dr Gillian Craig (l) has raised what she sees as
serious concems about the ethical and legal aspects
of the pracdce of palliative medicine, wirh panicular
regard to the non-provision ofarrificial hydration and
alimentation (AHA). We will argue that the ethical
reasoning which we have developed to describe our

Key words
Nutritionl hydrarion; dearh; dying; palliative care

practice of palliarive care can accommodate Dr
Craig's concems (2). The sensitivities and
consultative process of negotiadon which she
articulates are well heard, and we believe a*e already
embodied in contemporary palliaúve care pracrice.

There is a broad consensus on aims and ethics of
palliative care, and an intemationally agreed \J7HO
definition (4), although some diversiry of clinical
practice and ethical argument has emerged,
particularly with regard to the relationship berween
palliative care and euthanasia (5,6). This anicle is
wrinen from tJre perspective of an inpatient hospice
unit which funcdons as the acute/crisis intervention
faciliry for a comprehensive palliative-care network
(hospital, hospice, home). There are no set policies
about who may be admitted, and there is no
arbitrary requiremenr for any therapeutic inter-
vention to be stopped prior ro admission. Many
patients, particularly those who are young, or have
haematological malignancies or AIDS, are in real
need of hospice care for symptom control, respite or
terminal care. FIowever, they are not yet ready to
stop having chemotherapy, blood rransfusions,
antibiotics or other so-called 'active' treatments with
palliative intent, and AHA would cenainly come
under ttlis category in our institution. A gradual
process of negotiation will allow the cessation or
non-initiation of treatment as the person's condition
dereriorates. \ùüe agree that abrupt revision of
treaünent goals, particularly without adequate
consultation of patient, family and staff will lead to
anger and disharmony which may have lasting
adverse consequences. Consequently communi-
cation with these persons is required, but it does not
mean that the patient is treated in order to comfort
the relatives. The issues raised by Dr Craig are
discussed under rwo main headings: clinical, and
ethicaVlegal.

Clinical
Dr Craig acknowledges the high public esteem for
hospice and palliative care but goes on ro srate that
'some doctors have reservations'. The grounds for
these are that there is a danger of patienrs being
labelled as 'terminal' by the therapeurically inactive
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(palliative care) doctor. They ma1, then be denied
life-saving medical treatment which would be
administered in the same situation by a treatment-
orientated physician, perhaps for a wholly or
panially reversible condition which has been
misdiagnosed, Vilkes acknowledges tåat this is a

real but rare evenrualiry, which does not occur more
than a few times in a professional lifetime of
palliative care practice (7), and probably no more so
than in an¡r other domain of medical pracrice. Dr
Craig cites two case histories where patients were
assessed as dying, but were rehydrated and survived.
These constitute poor evidence for mistaken or
possibly neglectful assessment in palliarive care, even
if the patients had been seen by a palliative care
service (which is not stated). Careful clinical
assessment is a sine qua non for any medical
endeavour, and cenainly before entry into any
therapeutic model or protocoi, although it is, of
coursej not infallible. When used to judge the
robusmess of the ethics of palliative care, these cases
might at best fall into the caregory of hard cases
which can be mobilised to undermine any approach.
It is not suggested that cholecysrectomy be banned
because occasionally it is performed inappropriately.
Many policies and probably most procedures or
interventions in the medical context are dangerous if
employed 'without due care and thoughr'. In our
service patients from the main teaching hospital
which we serve are accompanied by their notes and
we insist on fuller clinical information than some
referring doctors think is really necessary for
palliative care.

Thus we give 'comfon measures' prioriry,
including or excluding AHA as mav be the case. lt is
further stated b1, Dr Craig that in the last feq' days of
life the lack of food and dnnk will not contribute to
death and anificial hydration would not be
appropriate, which is our point entirell'.

Irnportant review
It is also not usual 'policy' in hospices to sedate
patienls in order to mask anv proposed unpleasant
effects of dehydration. Rather sedation is
administered when it is needed to alleviate suffering
caused by acute organic brain syndromes (par-
ticularl'r' where the underlying cause cannot be
identified or reversed) and emotional distress for
which other non-medical interventions have failed.
k is possibly true that sedation may hasten rhe acrual
time at which relatively imminent dea¡Ìr will occur.
But it is not deemed necessary to hydrate sedated
patients during the dying process when they are
unable ro maintain oral intake, as it makes no sense
to attempt to treat a transiently reversible
component of their overall dying process. Fainsinger
and Bruera (9) have undenaken an important review
of the clinical arg'uments for and against rehydration,
and it is clea¡ that there is more to leam about the
physiology and clinical practice in this area of care.
Dehydration can be a contriburory cause of an
organic brain syndrome, but these are usually
multifactorial and in our experience rehydration
alone rarely improves cogrritive function in dying
patients. It is also stated that staffin hospices would
be more familiar with drips if they used them more
often, and that it is this lack of practice which
preiudices them against their use. In our hospice all
staffare acute-care uained, and are therefore able to
deliver whatever level of medical technology is
required in t}te circumstances to maintain comfort
(for example, spinal analgesia, vendng gastrostomy,
central venous lines, etc). They are always eager to
leam new techniques which might benefit their
patients. Subcutaneous fluid infusion (hypodermo-
clysis) has gained considerable acceptance as a

means of providing fluids in palliative care ( t 0). This
hopefully obviates any need for the practiceJ
described by ìfilkes, of infusing tap waler into the
rectum, especially if this practice is instiruted to
appease relatives (7).

in our view Dr Craig's reai concerns are ethicai
and legal rather than clinical, and are based on a

belief that medicine has a dury always ro prevent
death. This preoccupation wit¡ 'buying time'
suggests a belief that doctors are responsible for
death unless they do all possible to sustain life in all
circumstances, a siruation that Callahan calls
'technological brinkmanship': 'doctors srill do not,
as a rule, talk comfonably and directly with patients
about deatï. ... A worry about malpractice, a zesr for
technology, a deep-seated moral belief in rhe need to

Three phases
Dr Craig quotes from an article in which we
described an approach based on three phases of a

life-threatening incurable illness: curarive, palliative
and terminal, with different aims and levels of
treatment-related morbidiry being acceptable in
each phase (2).A similar approach has been
described for patients wirh cancer, for the purpose of
making not for resuscitation orders (8). rJüe stated
that in the terminal phase 'no form of anificial
hydration or alimentation is undenaken, all
measures not required for comfon are withdrawn,
and no treatment-related toxiciry is acceptable' (8).

The framework we proposed was not intended to
be a rigici and arbitrary 'policy', and we wouid not
make a virtue of death without anificial hydration (in
particular), as in some situations it might even be
necessary for comfort right up until the time of
death. !?e agreed that our model is ambiguous as
presentl¡' worded, and should be amended by the
addition of the following: '... unless the effects of this
are less than the benefirs achieved by the treatment.
For example, anificial hydration may be required in
the terminal phase ro satisfu thirst or other
symptoms atributable ro lack of fluid intake.'
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prolong life, and t}re pressure of families and others
still often lead to overtrealment and an excessive
reliance on technology' (l l).

Such an approach may have unfom.lnate
consequences for medical practice, and is in pan
responsible for the diffrculties which many doctors
experience with appropriâ1e treaürÌent abatement
for dying people. If rhe care of dying people is to
improve in all its settings' we need to try and address
the issue of non-provision of AHA as a cause of
dearh, which was raised by Dr Craig as there appears
ro be considerable confusion both within the
medical and nursing professions, and also for many
members of the Public.

Ethical and legal
There is now a broad consensus that AHA should be
regarded as medical treatment (12), and Beauchamp
and Childress refer unequivocally to medicaily
administered nutrition and hydration (MN&H)
(13). The decision whether or not to use AHA
should be based on the balance of benefit and harm
to the patient (therapeutic ratio). If AHA can be
shown to have no medical benefit for the person, and
potentially to cause harm and discomfort, there is a

moral dury no¡ to initiate or continue it.
On the other hand the 'natural' provision of food

and water for oral intake is both a basic human need
and a right, and no civilised person or health care
insritution could possibly argue for its non-provision
or so-called withdrawal. It has been defined as

follows: 'the provision of food and drink, to be taken
voluntarily by mouth, to satisry hunger or thirst ...
[This] may include physical assistance (if requested
by the patient) from another person, but does not
include the administration of fluids or nourishment
via nasogastric rubing or an intravenous line' (14).

The distinction berween narural and anificial
provision is made on the basis of what means are
required to deliver the fluids and nutrients. All
anificial techniques requiring inrrusion on the
person and medical and nursing skill for insenion
and maintenance are medical trearments. In
palliative care units food and drink, and assisrance
with eating and drinking are always available to
satisry a patienr's thirst and hunger. But AHA is nor
routinely used when oral intake ceases, which is a

normal pan of the natural dying process. All
treatments which are not required for comforr are
stopped when a person is dying, and AHA, for
example subcutaneous fluid infusion, is only used
for symptomatic thirst or hunger which cannot be
adequately treated by other means. Families and
health care professionals are often uncomfortable
with this practice. Although all therapeutic
interventions should be for the benefir ofthe parient,
the emotional needs and ethical views of the
patient's family and care-givers must be acknowl-
edged and considered. There must be recognition
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and fulfilment of the primary ethical duty to the
patient, but the needs of those close to her or him
musr also be considered. The patient's decisions
should determine how his or her medical treatment
is to be conducted, but communication with family
and friends, within the limits of respect for the
padent's right to confidentialiry, is almost always
required. The way in which it is undenaken is a

matter of skill, judgement and consultation. It
should also be kept in mind that the degree of family
involvement in individual patient decision-making
can vary substantially between culrures.

There are two main polar approaches to decision-
making at the end of life. Either the treatments or the
persons to whom the treatments are applied are
focused on. The rwo approaches are either one that
would allow abarement of only certain treatments in
all patients, or the other that would allow abatement
of all treatments in certain patients. Somerville (15)
argues against the ordinary/extraordinary distinction
for deciding which treatments may morally be
abated, on the grounds that it is not the treatments
which tend to be so characrerised but the patients to
whom they are applied, and that this distinction
allows subiective standards to be applied under the
masquerade of objectiviry. Ve would add the
objection that it is not the dury of any moral,'legal or
medical commentator to decide a pioi which
trealments may or may not be chosen by a person or
his/her substirute heakh care decision-maker or
agent.

Obiective standards
Vith respect to distinguishing patients, we would
concur with Ramsey (16), Dyck (17), Grisez and
Boyle (18) thar a distinction is possible berween
those persons who are dying and those who are not
(although we would hold some different views about
treatment abatement for non-dying persons). A hard
and fast objective clinical disrinction as to when the
dying process commences is not always possible, but
the recognition of the existence of a natural dying process

is central to the ethics and practice of palliatiae care (5).
The objecdve standards consist of clinical evidence
(disease progression, vital organ failure) and oven or
coven psychological evidence (from both the person
who is dying and family members: anticipatory grief,
emotional withdrawal, future planning which
acknowledges the impending death - for example,
funeral planning in the context of terminal illness).
Caution should be exercised in appearing to label
people as 'dying', because of the attendant dangers
of depersonalisation. There is no suggestion that
people who are dying have diminished rights, or that
their dying days are of less value than their non-
dying ones: it may be said that most people want to
live until they die. Rather, their dying process should
be acknowledged by all; their vulnerabiliry increases
our obligation to give care and respect, but does
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not lead us io give, and in fact, requires that we do
not give, treatment which confers no benefit upon
them.

Hydration and alimentation, including by
artificial means) have become located in the category
of so-called ordinary measures. Kelly (3) \r'as the
first to use the extraordinary/ordinaq' distinction to
characterise specific treatments as either one o¡ the
other. In the orthodox interpretation of the Catholic
moral radition from which the concept is derived, as

reviewed by Cronin (19) and described b]'
McCormack (20), it is understood that it is up to
individuais to decide, on the basis of proponionaliry,
what constitutes ordinary and exuaordinary
ûeaünent in their particular situation (Hepburn
personal communication). A competent person
determines what is ordinary o¡ extraordinary for
him/herself in rhe panicular siruadon when he or she
gives informed consent or informed refusal,
respectively, of the medical ueatmen¡ in question. If
that person is no longer able to take oral nutrition and
fluid, and does not wish to have these provided
artificially then there the matter rests, regardless of
what others have to say about the 'ordinariness' of the
treaünent. For an incompetent person the situation is
more problematical, and thele a¡e those wiro would
arg:ue, as Craig appears to, that AHA cannot be
abated morally or legally by anyone on behalf of an
incompetent palient, panicularly if the incompetence
is the result of medically induced sedation. In orher
words she appears to propose that the provision of
alimentation and hydration is a truly ordinary
measure, with the means of delivery being irrelevant
to t}te moral duty to provide them, even when a

person is dyrng. For those who conceptualise the
issues in this way, there is a clear moral and legal
'bortom-line' for the treatment that may be withheld,
namely only that of which provision is medically
impossible or which would cause undue disuess, in
other words, onJy in the most exúeme circumstances
may treatment be withheld.

conduits); and it is 'natural'. Assisted feeding is
deemed to be always morally required, and moreover
it is argued that this provides an acceprable objective
moral standard which can stand firm against other
more subjective morally unacceptable standards and
tests that might be used in treatment abatement. In
shon, this stance is seen as â necessan' safeguard
against the so-called slippery slope to morally
unacceptable withholding of rrearmenr, wirh the
wider attendant societal effects which might ensue
from AHA abatement.

A iirany of suffering is listed as a consequence of
starvation and dehydradon, with no menrion of rhe
effects of the underlying condition. The palliative care
experience has simply not been like this, and rhere is
no basis for believing that patients receiving palliadve
care are dying whilst suffering from slnnptoms of
starvation and dehydration (13), which would be
lessened o¡ abolished by the rourine provision of
AHA. We agree that continual rer"iew of symptom-
conuol profrles ofpatients in palliative care services is
necessary - with changes in üeatment where
necessary, including the provision of AHA (10).

For a potentially reversible condition, and for
people with incurable conditions who are not yet
dying, artificial hydration and alimentation (AHA) is
a medical üeatment which must be offered. For
incompetent persons u'ith irreversible brain damage,
the decision to cease AHA should depend on any
available evidence of prior wishes of ¡he person, and
where such evidence is not available or is unclear, on
their best interests, and not on a preconceived
position on the obligatoriness of AHA. Nearly all the
legal deliberations on the provision or withholding of
AHA have been for people in this category. As Dr
Craig states, the issue of A}IA abatement for dying
persons has not been specificallt'tested in the couns
of the United Kingdom, and the mosr relevant
recent legal deliberations are those in Airedale NHS
Trust v Bland (12). Ton-v Bland wås nor dying, but
was irrefutably in a persistent vegelative state (PVS)
from which no prospect of recovery was deemed
possible, by all but one dissenting piece of medical
evidence (23). The judg¡ment of the House of Lords
permitted the discoátinuadon of AIIA, which was
acknowledged to be his life suppon, on the grounds
that since it u'as nor in his best in¡erests (because he
no longer had an interest in being alive owing to an
absence of higher cognitive function) there was no
dun' to con¡inue this treatment. Bland cannot be
directly extrapolated to the case of dying people, as
thel,mav well be sensate until the moment of death,
and often will have both an interest in being alive
and the means to express that interest. Nonetheless,
the deliberative process in the Bland case has been
helpful to all who study decision-making ar rhe end
of life, although the coun's emphasis on rhe acr-
omission distinction, with respect, mal' have been
excessive (24); and if the patient's best inte¡ests are
identified as the main concem, the problem still

'Assisted feeding'
rùüeir (21) cites one of the most proiific and visible
proponenls of this position in the Unired Stares,
Roben Barq, OP. Barry relies on ¡he anticus curiae
brief of the New Jersey Catholic Conference in tbe
Nancy Jobes case (22) and polio' statements of the
Committee for Pro-Life Activities of the National
Conference of Bishops as evidence for his position as

the correct inrerpretation of the tradition. Food and
fluids, including AHA, should be given to alì parients
unless it is medicallv rmpossible to provide them.
The term 'assisted feeding' is adopted to describe all
provision of nutrition and hydration, and this is
characterised as different from other medical
trearments on the grounds that death inevitably'
results f¡om non-provision; less skilled expertise is
required ro canl it out (tubes become passive
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remains of who determines them -/it can be argued
that there was an over-reliance on doctors by the
court in the Bland case.

The crucial question is whether the dying person's
interests are served by the provision of AHA, and
this must surely be a decision based on what these
measures can contribute to the person's comfon and
qualiry of life. There are three groups of
considerations to take into account in determining
this. First, if these measures are requested' or are
identified as necessary for comfon by attending staff
or family members and may be effective in achieving
the stated aims, then they should not be refused. It
seems that there is no case law on the issue of AHA
abatement for dying persons because no coun has
been asked specifically to consider it. This seems to
indicate tlat in practice it has not been seen to be an
issue which requires legal judgment. There is no
esrablished or accepted duty that in all cases
hydration and alimentation must be maintained by
whatever medical means available until death.
ùloreover, if AHA was not required for Bland who,
unlike the dying person was not acrually and actively
dying of a progressive fatai condition at the time of
the judgment, there is even less basis for saying that
it is required for all dying persons.

Llnpleasant side-effects t

Second, all forms of AHA carry associated
unpleasant side-effects and possibly may induce
premature death. The introducúon of a nasogastric
tube is unpleasant and its continued presence is
usually a source of discomfort and irritation, and
regurgitation and inhalational (overspill) pneumonia
are common when patients are weak and debilitated.
Venous lines can cause infective complications, and
neck lines are uncomfortable and potentially
hazardous to insert. Tubes and lines also become
blocked or dislodged, and their replacement can be
unpleasant and distressing, particularly for
conscious patients with cognitive impairment. For
incompetent patients in whom there is a prospect of
recovery all of these problems will usually be
regarded as acceptable, bur the same rrade-offs
could not possibly apply to people who are dying.

Third, the shonening or lengthening of life can be
an issue associated with the provision or non-
provision of AHA. Wtrilst such provision or non-
provision of AHA may influence the timing of an
anticipated death, it is not usually possible to predict
in which way, ie, whether death would occur sooner
or later than it would have done otherwise. W'e
argue, that just as in the consideration of the issue of
pain control for dying persons, the influence on
timing of death should be a secondary consideration
to the comfort and digniry of the dying person.

A number of legal reports and iudgments have
addressed t¡eatmenr abatemenl and palliative care,
and analysed the issues this raises of duties to
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provide care and treatment, and regarding causation
of death. The non-initiation or continuation of AHA
will not constirute a cause of death in the eyes of rhe
law, if there is no duty to provide it. In such cases
causation is an irrelevant consideration, because if
there is no duty there can be no breach of dury which
might be a cause of death of the person. From a legal
point of view, in such cases the cause of death is the
underlying condition which has led to the absence of
oral intake, and the use of sedation for the palliation
of another symptom, as an essential component of
care in an otherwise narural dying process, does not
alter this. There is no place for emotive language
about killing parients in this context.

!íith respect to determining when a medical
practitioner has a duty to provide care, in 1982 the
Canadian Law Reform Commission recommended
that: 'the law should recognise that the prolonging of
life is not an absolure value in itself and rhat
therefore a physician does not act illegally when he
fails co take measures to achieve this end, if rhese
measures are useless or conüary to the padent's
wishes or interests'; and: 'the law should recognise
that the incapaciry of a person to express his wishes
is not a sufûcient reason ro oblige a physician to
administer useless treatmenr for the puçose of
prolonging life' and 'the law should recognise thar in
the case of an unconscious or incompetent patient, a
physician incurs no criminal responsibiliry by
terminating treatmenr which has become useless'
(25).

In other words, in each of the three sets of
circumsrances represented by these statements of
the commission, there is no legal dury on the
physician to initiate or to continue to provide useless
treatment, or Lhat which is refused by a competent
person.

A court in New Zealatd authorised withdrawal of
ventilation from a man rendered incompetent and
completely paralysed by an extreme form of the
Guillain-Barré syndrome. In this case, Jusrice
Thomas throws light on what might be rermed
'useless' with regard ro medical care: 'Medical
science and technology has advanced for a
fundamental purpose: the purpose of beneñting the
life and health of ¡hose who rum ro medicine to be
healed. It surely was never intended that it be used to
prolong biological life in patients bereft of rhe
prospect of returning to an even limited exercise of
human life. Nothing in the inherenr purpose of rhese
scientific advances can require doctors to treat the
dying as if they were curable. Natural death has not
lost its meaning or significance. Ir may be deferred,
but it need nor be postponed indefinirely' (26).

Gillon suggests that, where ¡he negotiation and
communication process has broken down, a
mediation process should exist for siruations
involving differences of opinion about whether a
person with a terminal illness should receive AHA
(27). This may be useful in very difûcult siruations,
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where referrai to an insrirurionai eùics comm¡rree or
bioethical consultant mav also help. It is to be hoped
that this need can usually be avoided by the sensitive
and appropriate raising of the issues addressed in
this paper. Due regard is, however, required for the
cultural and ethnic dimensions involved. Families
who feel that they are neglecting their role and dur_y
in the provision of nourishment will not appreciate
having a discussion about tìe ethical or legaì issues
raised in relation to treatment abatement. They are,
however, much more likely to agree to a care plan
which is gently worked out with them, where all
parties agree on their common values conceming the
comfort, value and integriry of the person who is
dying, and the absence of anyone's responsibility for
that dying.

In conclusion, we believe that the approach which
we have described here is the dominant one in
modern palliative care practice, and is accepted in
the mainstream of contemporary ethical discourse.
rJVe agree witl Beauchamp and Chiidress who see:
'... no reason ro believe that medicallv administered
nutrition and hydration is always an essential pan of
palliative care or that it necessarily constirutes, on
balance, a beneficial medical treatmenl' (13).
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APPENDIX 1.0

Hard C
Dying

ases, Causation and Care of the

The Rights of the Terminally Ill Act 1995 (NT) is the first stalute in
the world to allow for medical assistunce in dying at the requesl of
lerminally ill persons whose suffering cannot be adequotely relieved
by other means. As legislalion which is lherefore intended for
application in "hard cases", it may make "bsd law". Its (necessarily)
inlrusive ønd procedural provisions will probably ensure that it is
rarely used. This article examines the factors which appear to have
motivated the passing of the Act, focusing particularly on an analysis
of causation ss a meqns of exploining the distinction between modern
palliøtive care proctice and euthanasia.

Introduction

It is safe to state that nearly all members of the Australian and
international palliative care communities oppose the Rrgftts of the
Terminølly lll Act 1995 (NT). Most practitioners believe that it is
morally wrong, largely irrelevant to the needË and wishes of the
majority of persons who face a terminal illness, and would agree with
Somerville that it will have adverse consequences for societies. I

Palliative care practitioners believe that intentional ending of life is
not a part of currently accepted palliative care practice. They are not
persuaded by what well people say in opinion polls, nor by arguments
which appear to intellectually undermine the doctrine of double
effect, or the sanctity of life. For many doctors, and particularly those
who care for dying people, there is a profound moral intuitive
objection to intentionally and actively causing the death of a patient.

My initial reaction is to ask: if this Act is the answer, what was the
question? I actually found myself having an imaginary dialogue with
the principal proponent of the Act, the former Chief Minister of the
Northern Territory, Marshall Perron, about the personal, ethical,
legal and political issues which motivated the introduction of the
legislation. It is clear that the issues raised need more than a blanket
dismissal by affronted palliative care workers, and maybe we need to
hear what the community is really trying to tell us. Virtually nobody
opposes palliative care, but is it really inclusive, and does it connect
with real concerns in our societies which find articulation in a piece
of legislation such as this? Perhaps the passage of the Act does pose
a constructive challenge to accepted ethical boundaries to modern
palliative care practice. But given that the legislation has been passed,
the following questions must be asked about its practical implications.
For whom is it intended? Will it meet the needs of the people for
whom it appears to be constructed? As drafted, is it actually sound
and workable, and what is its potential impact on the care of dying
people? Are there other ways to achieve the same aims?
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Palliative care in the Northern Territory

It is noteworthy that the Act was substantially driven by the
personal experiences of Marshall Perron, and in particular the deaths
of a parliamentary colleague and recently of his own mother.2lt is
perhaps reassuring that people in political life should bring these very
human experiences into their parliamentary roles. It would be
interesting to note how many pieces of social legislation have been
initiated as a result of this type of formative, lived experience. It has
been said that these experiences simply highlight the deficiencies of
palliative care in the Northern Territory. It is not possible to comment
on these particular cases although it is quite possible that access to
palliative care was sub-optimal. However, one should be cautious
about dismissing all such care in the Northern Territory as being
deficient. Service distribution is uneven, but educational and outreach
services have been available, and a domicillary palliative care service
has operated in Darwin since 1989. A number of specialists and
general practitioners have an interest in the field, and further training
is being sought. Many specialist services have to be imported into the
Territory because of the low population and its distribution across
such a vast area. Palliative care expertise has been no exception. One
of the best spin-offs of the whole process of the Select Committee on
Euthanasia and the passage of the Act has been to put the spotlight
on palliative care, with firm commitment to significant improvement
in both access and quality of palliative care services.r It is surely
important that any advice from outside the Territory have due regard
for existing services, expertise and interests, and that resources be
concentrated on support for, and expansion of, existing services.

The right of the individual or the common good?1

The title of the Act specifically talks of rights in rhe plural, but only
one right is legislated for, namely that of a terminally ill individual to
request and receive medical assistance in suicide or active medical
assistance in dying. As such, this is the first time that the so-called
right to die has been enacted in statute law, although the Oregon
(USA) Death with Dignity Act 1995 (presently blocked on appeal)
would allow doctors to assist in the suicide of a patient, but not
administer the drug, and the non-prosecution stance in The
Netherlands is well known. A right to die is not specifically articulated
in any recognised national or international code of human rights.
Perron may well have been more swayed by Cory J's approach in
Rodriguez,s where she argues for a right to die by the inclusion of
dying in the process of living:

"The life of an individual must include dying. Dying is the final
act in the drama of life. If, as I believe, dying is an integral part
of living, then as a part of life it is entitled to the constitutional
protection provided by s 7. It follows rhat rhe right to die with
dignity should be as well protected as is any other aspect of the
right to life. State prohibitions that would force a dreadful,
painful death on a rational, but incapacitated terminally ill
patient are an affront to human dignity."

H¡rd C¡ses, C¡us¡lion cnd
Csre of lhe Dying

2 The Australion, I Feb 1995.
3 Legislative Assembly of the

Northern Tenitory, The Right of the
Individual or the Common Good?,
Report of the Inquiry by the Selecl
Committee on Euthanasia
(Covernment Printer, Da¡win, 1995),
Vol l.
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ibid.

s Rodriguez v Altorney-General
(British Columbiø) 11993'1 3 SCR 519
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The right lo life is, of course, already protected as the most basic of
fundamental human rights, and in Canada specifically by the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

Despite being a member of the inherently conservative country-
Liberal Party, Perron would no doubt have found attractive the
arguments about personal autonomy and death presented by Max
Charlesworth in his book Bioethics in a Liberat Society:6

when considering the issue of the so-called principle or doctrine of
the sønctity of lik, Perron would also be influenced by Dworkin's
approach in Life's Dominion, in which he argues that we all agree
about the sacredness of life, but how we express that sacredness varies
according to personal beliefs and world view:

"If people retain the self-consciousness and self-respect that is
the greatest achievement of our species, they will let neither
science nor gle to
express, in s they
make as pe f why
human life in iti
dominion."?

So for Dworkin, an individual who chooses assistance in suicide or
active voluntary euthanasia may be seen to be making an ultimate
expression of autonomy, integrity and dignity, which is consistent
with the way the person has led his or her life-rather than to be
opting for a necessarily negative, desperate or hopeless last act:

"Death has dominion because it is not only the start of nothing
but the end of everything, and how we think and talk about
dying-the emphasis we put on dying with ,dignity'-shows how
important it is that life ends appropriately, rhat death keeps faith
with the way we want to have lived."8

As with Charlesworth, the pivotal issue is the autonomous
politician, Perron has surely
view on this matter, namely,

ves of its citizens are weighed
n dying, the majority favour

autonomous choice. Any person or group seeking to thwart this
primacy of autonomy will be in for a very rough ride in most Western
societies. opinion poll trends indicate that there is a generational
cohort shift in action which very strongly favours what is often termed
"choice in dying", which presumably means choice in the manner and
possibly timing of death, rather than whether death occurs. However,
there must be some serious question-marks over the level of control
which modern generations appear to think they have over all aspects
of their lives, including death and dying. Michael Ignatieff shedslight
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on this when reflecting on the slow death of his own mother from
Aizheimer's ciisease:

"The real problem, of course, is what we are to think of death.
People like us who live by the values of self-mastery are not
especially good at dying, at submitting to biological destiny. The
modern problem is not death without religious consolation,
without an afterlife. The problem is that death makes the modern
secular religion of self-development and self-improvement appear
senseless. We are addicted to a vision of life as narrative, which
we compose as we go along. In fact we didn't have anything to
do with the beginning of the story; we are merely allowed to
dabble with the middle; and the end is mostly not up to us at all,
but to genetics, biological fate and chance."e

In rightly focusing public policy in health care firmly on individual
choice, it is nonetheless essential to reflect on the individual's social
context. The modern palliative care practice model is firmly based on
acknowledgment of the centrølity of the patient's autonomy in all
decision-making, but with due recognition and support for those
family members and friends who are identified as being close and
supportive of the patient. Autonomy is never absolute, and health
care, particularly palliative care, cannot be conducted in an
autonomous vacuum.

Target population 
r

Perron and his supporters would probably argue that they are
proposing not a right to die per se and regardless of context or
circumstances, but a right lo comfort and dignily during the dying
process, inclusive of active ending o.f ltÍe if a terminally ill person can
obtain relief by no other means. The originally drafted Bill, and the
extensive amendments to it which were introduced during the final
night sitting of the Legislative Assembly ol the Northern Territory,r0
are testimony to the rigorously restrictive intended application of the
legislation, namely only to those terminally ill persons who have
exhausted all other options for palliative care and psychosocial
support.

The potential target population is probably therefore a very small
one. Hunt and colleagues at Daw House, an in-patient hospice and
palliative care unit in Adelaide, found that only 6 per cent of their
patients actually expressed a wish for assistance to die at the time of
being asked the question.rr Data on requests to die because of poor
pain and symptom control are not available. Palliative care specialist
experience has consistently attested that it is an unusual problem, and
that the majority of patients can and do obtain acceptable levels of
symptom control.12 However, the iciea that modern palliative care
can relieve a// suffering associated with death and dying is a flawed
approach. This impression has often been conveyed, particularly in
the early pioneering days of the hospice and palliative care movement,
in an atlempt to improve glaring deficiencies in the care of dying
people. Just as palliative care has exhorted the rest of medicine to
recognise its limitations, so too it must acknowledge its own.
Propaganda (however well intentioned) masquerading as objective
medical information will be judged (harshly in my opinion) by the
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Minister. It would also have been worthwhile to locate procedures for
r -__-_r, __-:^L:- ^L^ 4-^-^__--_t_ ^4 ^--^--t ^_-:l_t:_^- ^- -tt'-narq casËs wtul¡IMrc rraurçwutK ul S,cuglar g,ulugllltcJ urt all

aspects of dealing with death and dying, and medical decision-making
at the end of life, such as those promulgated by the New South Wales
government. r7

Cause of death and care of dying people

In the writer's opinion, misinterpretation by many doctors and
nurses of what the law has to say, and the consequent fear of being
found to be the "but-for" cause of death, is the biggest single
obstacle, together with lack of knowledge, to the proper and
appropriate care of dying people in our community.

The Australian courts, recognising the multi-factorial nature of
causation, no longer use the "but-for" test as the sole legal standard
for ascertaining or apportioning legal responsibility. r8 Nevertheless,
clinical behaviour is often predicated on an almost instinctive belief
that the law will inevitably attribute the cause of the death on a "but-
for" basis.

It is actually extremely difficult to determine the precise cause of
death, the cause of death in fact or the "but-for" cause of death in
patients dying of a chronic malignant or non-malignant condition.
Many factors come into play, and the use of drugs to maintain patient
comfort occurs against a background of multi-system organ failure.
It is usually not possible totdetermine whether a particular drug has
made a causal contribution to death. We have no way of knowing
what the timing of the death would have been in the absence of the
drug, unless it has been administered in a particularly large dose which
puts intention into question. This is also not a suitable area for clinical
t rials.

It is a common belief, and the basis of a considerable body of legal
and legislative opinion, that morphine dose is the main determinant
of whether the drug causes or hastens death. In fact, there is no such
determinative or threshold dose, and this approach is flawed. What
matters is the present dose in relation to the previous dose. Gradual
dose escalation by a factor in the region of 50 to 100 per cent of the
previous dose is usual practice, although substantially higher increases
can usually be well tolerated by patients who are not new to the drug
(that is, they are no longer "opioid-naive"). It is therefore the size of
the initial dose and the rate of subsequent increases which are
important. Cancer pain management with morphine is unusual
compared to most other forms of drug treatment in that there are no
predetermined dose ranges to achieve satisfactory pain control for
adults or children. Most adults will achieve initial pain control with
a daily dose in the region of l00mg-200mg (per 24 hours, orally), but
the range of doses is very wide.re The accepted practice (of which
there is nearly 20 years of safe experience) is to adjust the regular dose
upwards according to the "top-up" requirements to keep the pain
under control, balanced against the incidence of side effects. Despite
an extensive and sustained international campaign (by the World
Health Organisation),20 many doctors still believe that they are
causing or hastening the death of patients by this process, despite the
absence of any evidence to support this view. In the much-quoted
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Remmelink Report from The Netherlands, I7.5 per cent of so-called
MDELs (medical decisions ar the end of life) were attributed to opioid
dose escalation by the treating doctor.2r As there are no clinical data
provided by which to judge the acrions of the docrors who
participated in this study, the report is reliant on their beliefs and
interpretations of the conseguences of their treatment, which may well
have been mistaken with respect to causation.

One of the important functions of the Consent to Medical
T:eatment and Palliative Care Act 1995 (SA)t is to send a powerful
message to health care professionals about the priority which the
legislators wish to be given to pain and symptom control for dying
persons. This Act clearly establishes, for the first time in statute, the
principle that if there is thought to be a conflict between hastening the
timing of an inevitable death and proper symptom control, then the
latter should have priority. The doctrine of double effect is used ro
deal with the issue of causation in palliative care practice. If an
incidental effect of accepted palliative care practice measures is to
has¡en the (inevitable and anticipated) dearh of a person, then this is
not deemed to constitute a cause of death in law, because such practice
does not constitute a new intervening act in a pre-existing chain of
causation. This provision helps to correct the widely held, false
perception that the heavy hand of the law is waiting to land on the
shoulders of practitioners who administer morphine to terminally ill
patients (especially "the last dose"), but this indemnity from civil or
criminal prosecution only applies if the treatment has been ,,in
accordance with the proper standards of palliative care."23 It does
not apply to circumstances in which the practitioner's use of drugs is
transparent with regard to his or her intention to bring about the death
of the person, even as a means of relieving the suffering of a person
for whom other measures have failed. Perron would argue that this
next step is essential, and would agree with Hunt that there is a
"rhetoric-reality gap" in palliative care practice, and the Rights of the
Terminally lll Acr closes ir by allowing active assistance in dying.2a

Over-reliance on the underlying disease or injury as the cause of
death has been argued. Keyserlingk25 opposes decriminalisation of
assisted suicide in his analysis of Rodrþuez, by arguing that it is
necessary to move away from standard and ,.but-for" causality of
death approaches in legal analysis, and adopt what he terms a
normative causality approoch:

"[This] position emphasises not simply scientific causality, the
cause-in-fact of a death, but normative or legal causality as well.
This more nuanced and comprehensive analysis holds that
empirical, scientific or 'but-for' causality cannot alone account
for what distinguishes assisted suicide from voluntary euthanasia,
or what distinguishes both from withdrawal of life support or
appropriate pain control resulting in death."26

This normative approach allows the "but-for" cause of death to be
overridden as a cause of death if a society decides that public policy
on a certain issue requires that it not be viewed as a cause of death
in law. Examples of this in action would be the several judgments and
legal reports which have dealt with the issue of pain control in a
terminal illness.2?
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---
Specific drafting problems

There are some specific problems in the drafting of the legislation
which should be pointed out.

Psychiatric quaürtcaüons: Section 7(I)(c)

The term "diploma of psychological medicine" refers to a now-
defunct psychiatric qualification. If it was intended that a psychiatric
opinion be sought in all cases, then the appropriate professional body
should have been consulted. It seems excessively specific to make this
stipulation, and it should be a matter of professional discretion for the
general practitioner to seek such other specialist medical assistance as

he or she deems appropriate in the circumstances. It should not be a
matter for statute. There also appears to be some conflation of
palliative care, psychiatric and psychological skills.

Extraordinary measures: Part I,
Sect io n 3 - int erp ret at i o n

The extraordinary/ordinary distinction has now been largely
abandoned in modern bioethical discourse. Characterising treatments
into those that may and those that may not be stopped (or not
initiated) is an unhelpful wpv to proceed. The goal posts can be moved
at whim, and surely all that matters is what the patient wants, and
what is appropriate and proportionate in the circumstances.
Somerville2s has argued that this distinction also allows subjective
judgments to masquerade as objective ones. It is, however, important
to try and determine when a person is in the process of actually dying,
while recognising the dangers of labelling people âs "dying".ze

Health care provider definition: Part I,
Section 3-interpretation

In the definitions section, "institutions" and "individuals" may be

"health care providers". This may be a difficult term to apply, as

surely individual clinical and institutional liabilities and
responsibilities would have to be distinguished from one another, and
could not be dealt with synonymously.

Conclusion

It would be unfortunate if these speeific drafting problems (and no
doubt others will be identified by other commentators) are allowed to
obscure the bigger issues involved in the passage of the Rights of the
Terminally lll Act which do require, and merit, parliamentary
attention. We should not lose sight of the fact that societies make laws
and courts interpret them, that the law is not immutably set. Neither
is the law set up above ethical considerations. None of us should shirk
the responsibility to ensure that the law serves its solemn purpose to
protect dying people, who are particularly vulnerable, from
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This article considers the recent Senate inquiries on euthanasia which have taken place in
Canada and Australia. Both reports opposed the legalisation of euthanasia, in the face of
substantial public opinion support for it. Thq endorsed palliative care, which is diferentiated
ethically and legally from euthanasia on the basis of intention and double efect. The

assumptions and argyments made about lhe ethics of palliative care practice in the course of
these deliberations are discussed. The author concludes that the issue ofcausation in respect
of palliative interventions and teatment abatement for dying persons requires further
clarification. In particular, as the deliberations of both Senate committees show, the
"morphine-causationfallacy" and over-reliance on empirical ("burfor") causality permeate
public discourse on palliative care internationally. Medicine, law and ethics should correct
these false predicates about palliative care and the cause of death and assist societies in the
necessary task of moving on from narrow perceptions of causalion to improvement of
standards ofcare and decision-making processesfor people at the end oflife.

Introduction

Over recent years in the United Kingdom
(1994),t Canada (1995)'? and Australia (1997),r

+ Senate of Canada, Of Lile and Deoth. Report o/ the Special
Senak Commiuee on Euthanasia and Assisted Suicide (Onawa,

June l99i).
*r Professor Ashby was the recipient of a Canadian Studies

Faculty Research Program grant by the Canadian Govemment
which made tlis study possible.
i House of Lords, Report ol Select Committee on ,Vtedicai

Ethics.Yol I - Report (HL Paper 2l-l); Vol Il - Oral Evicience
(HL Paper 2l-ll); Vol lll - Wrinen Evidence (HL Paper 2l-lll)
(HMSO, London, 1994).
: Senate of Canada Of L(e and Death. Report of the Special
Senate Committee on Euthanasia and Assisted Suicide (Onawa.

June 1995).

there have been parliamentary upper house inquiries
into death and dying, with particular regard to
rvhether euthanasia should be legalised. This article
will primarily examine the report of the Canadian
Special Senate Committee on Euthanasia and
Assisted Suicide entitled Of L,fe and Death,a and
compare it to the deliberations of the Australian
Senale Legal and Constitutional Legislation
Comminee on the Euthanasia Laws Bill 1996.s

¡ Pa¡liament of the Commonwealth of Aust¡alia Senate Legal
and Consti¡utional Legislation Comminee. Consideration oJ
Legislation Referred ro he Commiltee. Euthanasia Laws Bill
i996 (Cnbe¡a. Ma¡ch 1997)
lOpcitn2
J Op cit n 3. This Bill becarne known as the Andrews Bill, see

below at 44.
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Where relevant. reference will also be made to the
House of Lords Select Committee on Medical
Ethics.

There are compelling reasons for comparing the
way in which Canada and Ausrralia deal with public
policy issues. Both are vast federal countries with
common British colonial histories, and hence
constitutions based on the Westminster system of
government and English common law.6 There are,
however, some important constitutional and legal
differences. In panicular, Canada has one national
Criminal Code and a Charter of Rights and
Freedoms, whereas in Australia each State and
Territory has its own Criminal Code, and there is no
charter of rights. The proximity of the United States
exerts a major influence on Canadian affairs, and
while all countries experience substantial American
influence, this is a particularly strong and
controversial issue for Canadians. However, Canada
shares with Australia a common commitment to the
availability of publicly funded health care, a facr
which is regarded by many Canadians as a core-
defining national value, particularly in contrast to
the United States.T Both countries have prominent
First Nationss concerns as major issues in national
Iife. Aboriginal issues were accorded a separate
chapter in the Australian reporl because Aboriginal
people constitute a significant proportion of the
Northern Tenitory population, whereas Canada,s
First Nations were not considered separately in the
Special Senare Comminee Report. euebec

o For comparative studies on a wìde range of topics see
Australian-Canadian Stud¡es. which is the official journal ofthe
Association for Canadia¡ Srudies of Australia and New Zealand
(ACSANZ) Sce also G Donaghy, parallel paths Canadian_
Australian Relations s Section,
Corporare Communicati Foreign
Affairs and lntemational Otraw4
1995). This monograph berween

ities,
and

caJe
system and its meaning for Canadians. see M Rachlis and
C Kushne¡, Strong Medicine - Hov, ¡o Save Canada's Health
Care System (Harper Collins. Toronro, 1994); and C Ramsay.
M Walker and W McArthur, Healthy Incenrives: Canad.ian
Health Reform in an lnternational Context (Fraser lnstitute,
Vancouver. 1996).
E This n'riter finds the Canadian term panicularl¡, di*enified and
appropriate to the reconciliation processes *,hich a¡e so
imponant for botì countries.

separatism influences even, aspect of Canadian
national life, but this did nor appear to be a
significant issue in the euthanasia debate. Despite
the strong historical influence of the Roman
Catholic church in Quebec. one witness pointed out
that poll results in favour of euthanasia were even
higher there than elsewhere in Canada.e The content
of the euthanasia debate itself is international.

It is particularly noteworth), that, as in many
present and former British Commonwealth
coqntries, the hospice and palliative care movemenr,
which ori-einated in Britain, took early roor in
Canada and Australia and has penerated
extensively into both health care systems.r0 The
structure of the medical profession, social values
and a thread of British pragmatism may all be
responsible for this. Palliative care is a practical
response to care at the end of life and has never
approached death primarily as a legal or ethical
problem to be solved. Palliative care evolved out of
strong Christian charity roots. and its workers and
organisations are mostly opposed to euthanasia.rl

'Op cit 2, p 83.
r0 The hospice and palliative care movemen¡ originated in
Britain and is beeinning is usuall¡, considered ro hav-e been the
opening of St Christopher's Hospice in Sydenham, souti eær
London. by Dame Cicel¡, Saunders and colleaeues in 1967
Noted pioneers such as Roben T*ycross (Oxfoi¿) and Derek
Doyle (Edinbur_eh) and many others saw the rapid growth of
services for dying people, panicularl¡- free-standing hospices
and specialist home ca¡e prograns in rhe United Kingdom
during the ensuing decade The movement then spread fìrstly ro
present and past Commonwealûl countries: Canada. Australia.
Neu, Zeala¡d. South Africa Eire Balfour Mount. a sureeon
from the Ro¡,al Victoria Hospiral in Mont¡eal, visired Dlame
Cicel¡'Saunders and subsequently set up tìe first unir in Nonì
Ame¡ica in 1975 (the opening of St Boniface's Hospiral unit in
Winnipeg also occurred at this rime). Spread to the resr of
Europe and some Asian count¡ies has largely occurred from the
1990s onu'a¡ds. For reflecrions on the history of the
hospice/pa.lliative ca¡e movements see the foreword of D Doyle,
G Hanks and N Macdonald (eds), OxJord Textbook oJ polliative
Medicine (Oxford Universiry Press. Oxford. 1993). p vi, and
Cicely Saunders. "Some Challenges That Face Us" (1993) 7
(suppl l) Palliative Medicine 77 See also N James and D Field,
"The Rourinization of Hospice: Cha¡isma and
Bureaucratization" (1992) 34 Sociat Science and Medicine
l363.ftryøesenr a Weberian social movement analvsis of the
development of palliarive ca¡e and its inregration into
mainst¡eam health s¡'srems, In addirion, see i Higginson.
"Palliative Ca¡e: A Revier¡,ofpast Changes and Future Trends.'
( I 993) I 5 Journal of Public Heatth Medicine 3rì The Canadian Palliative Ca¡e Association Boa¡d position on
Euthanæia (19 Sepr 1993) and the Australian Association for
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The evidence and opinions of palliative care experts

have been very influential with both Senate

inquiries. Nonetheless, both countries are

experiencing ongoing debates about whether the
law should be changed to permit euthanasia,r: with
consistent majoriry public opinion poll support for
it. Euthanasia is now completely dominating
contemporary consideration of death and the
process of dying in most Western societies.

The matter at stake is whether it is ethical to
change the criminal law to allow doctors (or others)
to assist persons to commit suicide or to administer
to them a drug with the intention of ending life. ln
other words, in the discourse of public policy
debate, "euthanasia" is used not in its literal sense

of a gentle or easy death (abo\which there is linle
dissension), but to make a sp\fic point about
causation, namely that the death in question is
caused by intervening human agency. For those
who oppose euthanasia, there exists a nuanced
notion of natural death,rr in which death is seen as

Hospice and Palliative Ca¡e Position Statement on Voluntar_v

Active Euthanasia (27 Ocf 1995) both explicitly oppose the
legalisation of euthanasia- They also adopt similar defìnitions of
eutha¡asi4 and seek to differentiate proper standards of
palliative care practice (panicularly pain and symptom reliefand
treatment abaternent) from any kind of euthanasia See two
editorials from Palliative ,Vedicine which show the firm view
against euthanasia taken by palliative care practitioners:
C Saunders, "Voluntary Euthanasia" (1991) 6 Palliative
Medicine I I I Finlay, "Palliative Medicine Overtakes
Euthanæia" (1994) 8 Palliative Medicine271
12 The word "euthanasia" will be used in its "na¡ror¡"' sense

throughout this article. as defined by the Australian Association
for Hospice and Palliative Ca¡e in is position statement of
October 1995: "the deliberate action to terminate life by
someone other tha¡. and at the request of. the parient
concerned."
ri The use of the term "natural death" is ubiquitous but is
meanings a¡e diverse and ill-defined. A number of lv'atural
Death Acts were passed in the United States (mid-I970s) and
also in South Australia and the Nonhem Territory of Auslralia
(mid-1980s) to allow persons to malie binding "living wills" to
prevent them beine subjected to life-sustaining medical
treatment when incompetent. if the underlying condirion is

terminal and/or ineversible. lncidentallr'. it has sometimes been
argued (wrongl.v in this r.lriter's view) that these legislative
instruments allorved lor so-called "passive euthanæia" (..r-. Cica
and G Williams. in "A Clumsy Anack on Tenitories". Iåe
lustralian.22 Oct 1996. write: "Legislation has operated for
some time in the Northern Tenitory and the ACT - æ well æ in
Victoria and Sou¡h Australia - explicitly allowing this kind of
'euthanasia' One effect of the passage of the Andrews Bill
could be that rhe Tenitories lose the po\ler to amend or replace

an inevitable part of life and neither an enemy to be

defeated, nor to be tamed or controlled by human
agency if it cannot be ultimately averted.14 Those
who campaign for euthanasia have emphasised that
it should be voluntary (the person's request,
consistently and lucidly expressed, is pivotal),
active (a drug or agent can be supplied or
administered by a medical practitioner) and
(usually) the person concerned should be terminally
ill.r5 This has been summarised as voluntary active
euthanasia (VAE) and is the agreed position of the
vast majoriry of individuals and organisations who
advocate euthanasia. Access to VAE has been

argued to be a basic human right by those who
support it.ró The denial of access to such assistance

has given rise to (at times emotionally charged)

thei r existin_e' pass ive voluntar.v eutìanæ ia' legis I ation.") There
is an underlying theme of the need to bolster patienLs' righls to
refuse treatment, redressing a past power imbalance, seen æ
being in lavour of "patemalistic'' doctors. The ethical and
theoretical derivation of "natural dearh" in this context is

diflicult to identi$ and may not have been worked through in
this or an;- modem context See, for insta¡ce. the quote from the
British Columbia Crown Counsel Policy Guidelines:
"withholding or withdrawing lreatment means ... discontinuing
or not intervening with medical procedures to prolong life
beyond its natural length" (emphasis added), op cit 2, p 40. For
a discussion ofnaturai causes ofdeath in a respirator withdrawal
case. see B Sneiderma¡, "A Winnipeg Inquest: A Case of
Natural Death or Physician-assisted Suicide?" (1996) 24
Manitoba LJ 365. See also B Stoffell and M Ashby, "On Natural
Death" (in preparation): " 'Natural death' cannot be used

without ca¡eful explication .. it can be understood æ a

composite of two moral elements: patient self determination and

avoidance of harm; tlat is, the prioriry of patient choice in
determining what they personally find acceptable treatments in
the terminal phæe of an illness. plus the avoidance of certain
obst¡uctions to the process of dying. The first element is of
course the one that the law is interested in protecting, whereas
the latter will demand close scrutinv of treatment decisions "
rt M .A Somerville. " 'Death Talk' in Canada: The Rodriguez
Cæe" ( 1994) 39 McGill LJ 602
ri For an examination of how euthanasia in The Netherlands has

occured in persons who a¡e not terminally ill. see B Sneiderman
and M Verhoef. "Patient Autonomy and the Defence of Mcdical
Necessity: Five Dutch Euthanasia Cases" (1996) 34 Albena LR

'6 One of the main campaign groups in Canada is the Right to
Die Sociery; the international umbrella organisation is the
World Federation of Right to Die Societies. The Act to pcrmit
euthanasia in the Nonhem Tenitorv of Australia was entitled
"The Riehts oJ the Terminally lll .ícl' (underlining added for
emphasis )

t
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accusations of cruelry against individuals b),
governments and society. It

The parliaments (with the one notable exception
of the Northern Territory of Australia), courts and
health professions in both countries have been more
cautious than their respective publics. who are
expr:ssing progressively increasing majoriry
support for euthanasia.rE Although the law of both
countries has upheld the legality of palliative care,
albeit on a false predicate about opioids and
causation, there has been extensive questioning of
treatment abatement and palliative interventions by
those who campaign for euthanasia. who frequently
argue that it is already being practised by those (in
palliative care particularly) who argue back. based
on intention and the doctrine of double effect, that
they are not.re Resolution of the issue of whether
third party assistance (medical or otherwise) is
permissible will not come easily and disagreement
about it reveals a deep polìtical, ethical and spiritual
fault line in post-modern societies.

Events preceding Senate inquiries

Conada

It was the case of the late Sue Rodriguez, a

young woman from British Columbia with motor
neurone disease, which has probably done more
than any other single event to bring the issue of
euthanasia to the attention of Canadians.2o Her quest
to have medical assistance to end her life led to a

court case which resulted in the narrow rejection

r" Cory J argues that since dving is a part of life and life is
protected by the Charter ofRighs and Freedoms, so too should
the righr lo die: Rodrigue; I Brirish Columbia (Attorne¡,
General) [1993] 3 SCR 519 ar 630 See also R Dworkin. t/ei
Dominion An Argument about Abortion and Euthanasio
(Harper Collins. London, 1993) For a riposte to rhe argument
that compassion mandates the legalisation of euthanasi4 see
R Gaita "The Victoria¡ Doctors and the Demand of
Compassion" ( I 995) (May) Quadrant 23 .
18 See op cit n 2, p 83. for Canadian fìgures which ranse from 70
to 80% in opinion polls, and op cit n 3, p 81, where an enrire
chapter (Ch 7) is devoted to surve),resuls in Australia u,hich
indicate simila¡ levels of support for euthanasia See also op cir
n I.HL-ll,p27l
'e M Ashb)'. "Fallacies of Dearh Causation" (1997) 166 Medical
J ourna I of Aus tral ia I 7 6.
2" M Ashby. "The Rodrieuez Case and Ca¡e of the Dying" in
Canada - Australia, Towards a Second Century Portnership (in
press)

(five-to four) of her appeal to the Supreme Court of
Canada.:r It was a very public dying process, with
extensive media coverage.:r an authorised
biographl,,?r and political and academic analysis
during her life and afterwards.zo She was 44 years
old when she finalli,' died at her home in February
1994, allegedly with the assistance of an (unnamed)
medical practitioner, in the presence of her
prominent friend and supporter, Svend Robinson
MP. The case was constrllcted around a claim that
Sue Rodriguez' Charter rights were infringed by the
Criminal Code prohibition on assistance to commit
suicide. The majorities in the three courts which
considered her case argued that a blanket
prohibition was appropriate and proportionate to
prevent the harms that would be caused (to other
members of society) if it were removed. They
supported the doctrine of double effect as the major
ethical underpinning of the distinction between
palliative care and euthanasia. Claims of
discrimination on the basis of her inability to kill
herself without assistance did not prevail. Both
Chief Justices involved, MacEachern CJ and
Lamer CJ, dissented in her favour and laid down a
series of safeguarding conditions which should be

met before her request could be granted.2s

Australia
In July 1996 the Rights of the Terminally lll Act

(the RTI Act) of the Northern Tenitory came inro
force, being the first such statute successfulìy
enacted in the world (although the Qregon State law
mandated as Measure 16 is now\ stated to be
operative but subject to a United SLtes Supreme
Court hearing).26 The RTI Act had been passed by
the Legislative Assembìy, by a margin of 15 ro l0
after a legislative passage of only four months. This
included consideration bv a Select Committee and

2t Rodrigue: v British Colunbia (Artornet' General) [1993] 3

scR 519.
rr See Ca¡adian Broadcasting Corporation documentan,.
"Witness - Sue Rodriguez''
2i L Hobbs Birnie and S Rodriguez. Uncommon lLitt (Macmtllut
Canada. Toronto, I 994).
2t See B Dickens. "\\;hen Terminallv Ill Parients Requesr Death:
Assisted Suicide Before Canadian Couns" (1994) l0 Journal of
Palliative Care 52. See also,r,a¡ious authors in (199a) 39 McGill
LJ 602
:'19931 3 SCR 519 ar 539 and 579.
2o Op cit n 3. p 180, per Senators Collins and Tambline

I
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49 amendments during the committee stage. In

September 1996, the Liberal member for the federal

seat of Menzies in Victoria. Kevin Andrews MHR,
introduced a private member's bill (the Euthanasia

Laws Bill 1996) into the House of Representatives

to override this Act. It was passed by the House but
was referred by the Senate Selection of Bills
Committee to one of its standing committees: the

Senate Legal and Constitutional Legislation

Committee. This parliamentary inquiry received

12,577 submissions, a record, the majoritv (93.3 per

cent) of which were interpreted as being against

euthanasia,2? a startling result from a country which

expresses 70 to 80 per cent support for euthanasia in

opinion polls. The committee made no

recommendation to the Senate because the matters

were the subject of a private member's Bill and

hence, of a "conscience vote". However, a majoriry
of senators supported the Bill and advised that the

Commonwealth Parliament had the requisite legal
powers to override the RTI Act. Minority reports
against the Bill were fìled by several senators,

including the only medical practitioner on the

committee, Dr Bob Brown, Ausnalian Gteens

Senator for Tasmania. He argued that palþa6 care

and euthanasia lie on a moral or clinicâl "choice"
spectrum, and hence euthanasia is not different in

kind in a moral or clinical sense, a position rejected

by nearly all palliative care practitioners.2t The

Senate passed the Bill and it was given Royal
Assent on27 March 199'7.

Canadian Senate report

The Canadian Senate report made

recommendations under six chapter headings:
palliative care, pain control and sedation practices,

withholding and withdrawal of life-sustaining
treatment, advance directives, assisted suicide, and

finally euthanasia.

Palliative care

The committee received considerable amounts of
evidence conceming the present state of palliative
care in Canada. with sfrong endorsement of whar is

being done already, but also with concerns about

lack of coverage of services. It recommended that
Provinces make palliative care "a top priority in the

restructuring of the health care system".ze

It also specifically endorsed better training and

research and the promulgation of guidelines and

standards. However, the report expressed initial
surprise that palliative care emerged as such an

important practical issue at all:

"The Committee began its hearings with the
expectarion that the large majority of its time
would be spent on the ethical, social, legal and
medical issues that have come to be associated
with assisted suicide and euthanasia. However, at
the outset of the hearìngs, it became apparent
that a major and unanticipated issue was the
question of alternatives to assisted suicide and

euthanasia."so

These words are highly significant, as they suggest
that for this group of senators, which included a
prominent medical practitioner, the departure point
in public policy concerning death and dying was the

necessify for euthanasia. absent any reference to
palliative care. It was not that palliative c¿ìre w¿rs

failing, rather that its role was either unknown or
underestimated. The final report included a whole
appendix on palliative care services which had not
originally been scheduled.

Similarly, in the Australian report palliative care
was listed merely as one of a series of arguments

against euthanasia.3r However, in the report's
summary it was stated that "[b]oth sides of this
debate recognise the fundamental importance of
effective and available palliative care". The
continued federal funding for palliative care was the

subject of questions in both Houses and a motion in

the Senate during the passage of the Euthanasia
Laws Act 1997 (Cth).

The two inquiries were very important for the

starus and furure of palliative care, as the practical
response to suffering during the dying process was

not as widely understood as manv who work in the
area might have hoped, including among public
policy makers and parliamentanans.

:t i87o ol submissions were interpreted as opposing euthanasia

on primaril¡ moral grounds: op cit n 3. p 190.
:* See Senator Bob Brown. ibid. p I 73.

:'' Op cit n 2. p ix.
1r'lbid. p l7
rrOpcitn3,p65
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Pain control and sedation practices
The Minister of Justice and Attorney-General of

Canada, the Hon Allan Rock, stated that palliative
czre practice was legal and that the distinction
between palliative care and euthanasia is "relatively
clear" in law:

"The Criminal Code does not require futile
treatment, nor does it require capable patients to
accept treatment which they do not want.
Similarly, necessary palliative care which is
carried out in accordance with generally
accepted medical practice is not prohibited by
the Code whether or not this treatment results in
the death of the patient."32

However, he succumbed to the "morphine causation
fallacy",sr but with regard to professional and public
perceptioh rather than the law itself:

"When is it permissible to keep prescribing
morphine when you know within the next six
hours it will cause death? The underlying disease
will not kill the person, however the treatment
for the pain will. Ar present, that is shrouded in
obscurity." 3o

Witnesses seemed united in their agreement on
the need for proper pain and symptom management,
and the unevenness of this, due to lack of
knowledge and fears of causing death or inducing
addiction. One of the most influential palliative care
physicians in Canada, Dr Neil Macdonald,
add¡essed the assumption that morphine can cause
the death of patients with cancer pain, by pointing
out that tolerance occurs to the respiratory
depressant effects of the d*g.rt The committee
decided to operate on the assumption that palliative
interventions may shorten life, and to recommend
legislation to clarify the practice .,of providing
treatment for the purpose of alleviating suffering
that may shorten life".

The majoriiies in both appeilate courts in
Rodriguez and the Senate inquiry therefore
maintained that a moral and Iegal distinction
between palliative care and euthanasia could be

32 Op cit n 2, p 26.
ir For a discussion ofmorphine and causation in palliative care
practice, see M A Ashby, ..Hard 

Cases, Causation a¡rd Ca¡e of
the Dying" (t995) 3 tLM tS2 att57.3tOpcirn2,p27.
r5 Ibid, p 2g.

upheld on the basis of double effect and intention.
However. this position was in turn based on a
predicate which is of concern to palliative care
practitioners: namely, that pain and symptom relief
measures hasten or cause death, as expressed by
Sopinka J, writing for the majority in Rodriguez:

"The administration of drugs designed for pain
control in dosages which the physician knows
will hasten death constitutes active contribution
to death by any standard."ró

This is allowed by Sopinka J as follou,s:
"However, the distinction drawn here is based
upon intention - in the case of palliative care the
intention is to ease pain, which has the effect of
hastening death, while in the case of assisted
suicide, the intention is undeniably to cause
death... ln my view distinctions based upon
intent are important, and in fact, form the basis
of our criminal law. While factually the
distinction may, at times, be difficult to draw,
legally it is clear." 37

The Australian Attorney-General's Department
gave legal advice to the Senate inquiry about the

in the
age of
about

idence
is revealing of the fragility of rhe legal
understanding of palliative care:

"The Attorney-General's Department noted that
English cases refer to a rule that a doctor caring
for a dying patient may lawfully administer pain-
killing drugs despite the fact that he or she
knows that an incidental effect of doing so will
be to shorten the pdtient's life. The Department
said 'it is uncertain whether the rule as stated is
part of the law in all common law jurisdictions in
Ausnalia... [and a] degree of further uncertainry
---:^^_ _-exisÌs as îO UoeleJurrsdrcitons...' lhe Deparfment
said if the rule were to be adopred [in Ausrralia],
'which seems probable as to general principle, if
uncertain as to reasoning and detail', many
uncertainties remain on matters of si_gnificanr
detail."38

16 
[t993] 3 SCR 519 at 607

rt lbid
18Opcitn3,p29
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Significant obstacles to the good care of dying
people arise from deeply entrenched my'ths that
morphine causes addiction and death, and these
false impressions are perpetuated in medicine,
ethics and law. In particular, the notion that there is
agreement about a "high" dose of an opioid drug
such as morphine beyond which timing and
possibly causation might be in question, has
permeated every legal deliberation on this issue
since the 1957 judgment by (larer) Lord Devlin in R
v Adams (Bodkin):3e

"lf the first purpose of medicine, the restoration
ofhealth, can no longer be achieved, there is still
much for a doctor to do and he is entitled to do
all that is proper and necessary to relieve pain
and suffering, even if the measures he takes may
incidentally shorten life. This is not because
there is a special defence for medical men but
because no act is murder which does not cause
death. We are not dealing here with the
philosophical or technical cause, but with the
commonsense cause. Thç cause of death is the
illness or injury, and the proper medical
treatment that is administered and that has an
incidental effect on determining the exact
moment of death is not the cause of death in any
sensible use of the term. But ... no doctor, nor
any man, no more in the case of the dying than
of the healthy, has the right deliberately to cut
the thread of life."ao

This approach, and in particular the assumption
about opioids causing death, has been cited in a
number of end-oÊlif decision-making cases before
courts in various çóuntries over recent years.or It

I
r' 

il9571 Crim LR 365.

provided the intenrion is not ro bring about death. See Lord
Goff in Airedale NHS Trust v Bland [1993] 2 WLR 316 ar 370:
"a doctor may, when caring for a patient who is, for example,
dying of cancer, lawñ:lly administer painkilling dru_es despite
the fact that he knows rhar an incidenøl effeci of that
application will be to abbreviare the patient's life. Such a
decision may properlv be made as pan of rhe care of the living
patient. in his bcst interesrs: and, on this basis, the rreatment will
be lawful. Moreover, where the doctor's treatment of his parienr
is lawful, the patient's dearh will be regarded in taw æ
exclusively caused by the injury or disease to which his

was also endorsed by the Law Reform Commission
of Canada in 1982.{2

There is no empirical evidence that morphine
causes death in pain management. Causation is not
called into question by pain relief practices where
the intention to relieve symptoms and the accepted
principles of modern palliative care practice are
followed. There are limitations to the use of
empirical studies in this area. We cannot know
when a particular patient would have died in the
absence of palliative interventions or treatment
abatement, particularly during the final dying
process, and it would be unethical to design
randomised controlled trials to find out. Like any
class of drugs, the opioids are dangerous if used
inappropriately. There is now a substantial body of
clinical experience in palliative care about safe
standards of practice, with particular regard to
initial doses for "opioid-naive" patients and
subsequent dose titration according to the person's
pain or symptom reporting.ar The Ontario coroner

condition is an¡ibutable " For discussion of the dangerous
consequences of the assumption that accepted palliative care
practice already incoçorares intentional ending of Iife (the
"moçhine-causation fallacy" in particular) being mobilised (by
courÎs) to allow euthanasi4 see G Annæ, "The Promised End -
Constitutional Aspecs of Physician-assisted Suicide" (1996)
335 New England Journal ofMedicine 683.{: Law Reform Commission of Canad4 Euthønasia, Aiding
Suicide and Cessation of Treatment, Working Paper 28
(Ministr-v of Supply and Services Canada Ottaw4 1982).
u lt is a common beliel and the bæis of a considerable body of
legal and legislative opinion, that morphine (or other opioid)
dose, per se, is the main determinant of whether the drug causes
or hætens death. In fact, there is no such determinative or
threshold dose, and this approach is flawed. What matters is the
present dose in relation to the previous dose. Gradual dose
escalation by a factor in the region of 50 to 100% of the
previous dose is usual practice, although substantially higher
increases can usually be well tolerated by patienS who a¡e not
new to the drug (that is, they are no longer termed "opioid-
naive") ./t is thereþre the size of the in¡tial dose and the rate of
subsequent increases which are important. Cincer pain
managemen! wilh morphine is unusual compared to mos! other
/orms of drug treatmen! in that there are no predetermined dose
ranges lo achieve satislactory pa¡n control for aduhs or
children Most adults will achieve initial pain cont¡ol with a
daily dose in the range of 30 mg to 200 mg (per 24 hours,
orally), but the range of doses is very wide. The accepted
practice (of which there is nearly 20 years of safe experience) is
ro adjust the regular dose upwards according to the
requ¡remenls to keep the pain under control, balanced against
incidence of side effects. Despite an extensive and sustained
intemational campaign by the World Health Organisation, many
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has laid down four conditions which apply for
palliative care interventions to be legal:

"(1) the care must be intended solely to relieve
suffering; (2) it must be administered in response

to suffering or signs of suffering; (3) it must be

commensurate with that suffering; and (4) it
cannot be a deliberate infliction of death.

Documentation is required, and the doses must
increase progressively."oo

This approach is clear, helpful and sits very
comfortably with modern palliative care practice.

Most people without a legal background, and

hence most health care practitioners, will have a

n¿urow medical view of causation, which
approximates to the but-for test of causation. In fact,
the law (particularly in Australia) looks at causation
from the stand-point of determining liability and the
possibility of the existence of multiple sufficient
causes and by recognising the multifactorial nature
ofcausation, no longer uses the "but-for" test as the
sole legal standard for ascertaining or apportioning
legal respons ibil it-v :

"ln law ... problems of causation arise in the
context of ascertaining or apportioning legal
responsibiliry for a given occurrence... Thus, at

law a person may be responsible for damase
when his or her wrongful conduct is one of a

number of conditions sufficient to produce that
damage."os

Keyserlingk, in an argument against
decriminalisation of assisted suicide based on an

analysis of Rodriguez, proposes a move away from
standard and but-for causaliry of death approaches
in legal analysis, and the adoption of what he terms
a nonnative causaliry'approach:

doctors still beLieve that the¡, ¿7" cousing or hastening the death
oJ patients b), this process. desPile o lack oJ any evidence lo
support this viey' See R Twycross, Pain RelieJ in Advdnced
Cancer (Churchill Livingstone. London, 1994); D Zech et al,
"Validation of World Health Organisation Guidelines for Cancer
Pain Relief: A l0-year Prospective Srudy" (1995) 63 Poin 65 J

Stjernsward and n' Teoh. "The Cancer Pain Relief Programme
of tlre World Health Organisation" (1989) 4 Palliative lVledicine
I : Expen Working Group of the European Association for
Palliative Care, "Moçhine in Cancer Pain: Modes of
Administration" ( 1996) 3 l2 BMJ 823* Op cit n2,p26
'5 March v E & MH Stramare (1991) 65 ALJR 334 at 335,
quoted in D Mendelson. "Medico-legal Aspecrs of ùe 'Righr to
Die'Legislation in Australia" (1993) l9 MULR ll2

"IThis] position emphasises not simple scientific
causaliÐ,. the cause-in-fact of a death. but
normative or legaì causalitv as well. This more
nuanced and comprehensive analysis holds that
empirical, scientific or 'but-for' causalit-v cannot
alone account for what distinguishes assisted

suiciCe from voìuntary euthanasia, or what

distinguishes both from withdrawal of life
suppoñ or appropriate pain control resulting in
death."oó

This normative approach allows the but-for
cause of death to be overridden as a cause of death

if a societ-v decides that the intervention or non-
intervention in question not be viewed as a cause of
death in law. As stated above. Au¡tralian courts
already, recognise that the but-for tes/ is too limited.
There is no tradition (in Australia qr elsewhere) of
regarding the relief of pain and luffering in the
setting of a terminal illness, subject to proper
standards of palliative care practice, as causative of
death.

V/hile a doctor's intention may not always be

easy to validate, evaluation of intention and motive
are fundamental to legal anall,sis, and many would
argue that intention is also determinative of the
moral cha¡acter of medical interventions. At present
the law and prevailing codes of medical ethics draw
a sharp distinction between these tu,o acts. ìt is

preferable that this continues to be the case for the
sake of social solidariry and the practice of
palliative ca¡e. Both Senate inquiries refened to this
issue but did not propose a particular remed.v.

A novel approach to these issues, in law, comes

from South Australia. Double effect was put into
statute law for the first time. with regard to the care

-l-of dying persons, with the Consent to Medical
Treatment and Palliarive Care Act 1995 (SA). In
Div 2 of this Act, entitled "The Care of People Who
Are D¡ring", there is a non-culpability clause which
specifically states that medical treatment for the

¡ó E Keyserlingk, "Assisted Suicide. Causali¡'and the Supreme

Court of Canada'' (1994¡ 39 McGtll Lav Journal 708 Causalitv
is divided into rhree categories Snndard causaliry entails the

cha¡acterisation of treatments (eg. ordinarl, versus

extraordinar-v) in order to allou' abatement Cause of death is

usually ascribed to the underlying disease rather than the

decision or intervention in que slion But--for or empirical
causality relies on the scientific cause liormative causaliq,
allows a more comprehensive analysis including normative
considerations and empirical data

t

r
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relief of pain or distress. and the non-application or
discontinuance of life-sustaining measures (for
people who are dying) does not constitute an
intervening cause of death (novus actus
interveniens, that is, a cause that breaks a pre-
existing chain of causation).{7 The parliamentary
select committee from which this piece of
legislation emerged heard wide-ranging evidence,
including assertions by palliative care physicians
that death was not necessarily caused by palliative
interventions and treatment abatement. Nonetheless,
they heard sufficient professional and communiry
concern about this issue to take the same view as

the Canadian Senate, namely that it was important
to be specific in law. in order to prevent false
perceptions of what the law had to say in this area
from obstructing appropriare care of dying people.os
The House ofLords also endorsed double effect but
did not recommend any legislation.

{7 Consent to Medical Treahent an{ palliative Ca¡e Bill 1994:
"DrvrsroN 2 - THE CARE.oF people úuo ¡nr oy¡¡rc
The ca¡e ofpeople who are dying
17. (l) A medical practitioner responsible for the úeatment and
ca¡e in the terminal phase of a terminal illness, or a person
panicipating in the t¡eatment and ca¡e of the parient under the
medical practitioner's supewision, incurs no civil or criminal
liability by administering medical treatment wirh the inren¡ion
ofrelieving pain or distress -
(a) with the consent of the patient or of patient's representative;
and
(b) in good faith and without negligence; and
(c) in accordance with proper professional sranda¡ds of
palliative care,

even though an incidental effect ofthe rreatment is to hasten the
death ofthe patient.
(2) A medical practirioner responsible for the treatment or care
of a patient in tle rerminal phase of a terminal illness, or a
person participating in the trearment or care of the patient under
the medical practitioner's supervision, is. in the absence of an
express direction by the patient or the paticnt,s representative to
the contrary, under no duty to use. or to continue to use, life
sustaining measures in trearing the patient if the effect of doing
so would be merely to prolong life in a moribund state wirhout
any real prospect ofrecovcry or in a persistent vegetative state.
(3) For the puçoses of the law of the Srate -
(a) the administration of medical t¡ea¡ment for the relielof pain
or distress in accordance with subsection (l) does not constiru¡e
cause ofdeath; and
(b) the non-application or discontinuancÀ of life susraining
me¿Lsures in accordance with subsection (2) èoes not constitute a
cause ofdeath." \
¡t Pa¡liament of South Australi4 Select Comminee on tle Law
and Practice Relating to Death and Dying, Second Inrerim
Report (PP No 185) (Adelaide, t992), p S.

The objects sections of the four Australian State
and Territory Acts of parliament ae which have been
passed over the last decade on matters related to
death and dying all have significant comment to
make about the issue of proper pain and symptom
control, but only the South Australian Act
specifically articulates and codifies the principle of
double effect in this context.5o This is not to suggest
that there have been prosecutions of doctors for
treatment-abatement decisions or palliative
interventions, which there have not, nor to propose
legal remedies for clinical problems. Rather, if the
law specifically articulates, in statute, the priorities
and parameters it sets for the care of dying people
and differentiates palliative care from euthanasi4
this sends a powerful message to practitioners and
their teachers which may fundamentally influence
such care for the bener. This holds even if the
predicate about opioids and causation is inflated and
unsubstantiated.

Total sedation

This term was defined by the Canadian
commrttee as

"the practice of rendering a person totally
unconscious through the administration of drugs
without potentially shortening that person's
life".5l

The witnesses quoted in the report offered a

consensus that the practice was widespread, and an
accepted part of palliative care. There were some
concems expressed about the possibility of a fine
line existing befween total sedation practices and
voluntary active euthanasia, presumably based on
causation.s? However, the definition expresses a

certainty which cannot be defended clinically:
namely, that such practices at least have the
potential to influence the timing of death. In clinical
terms it is important to speciry the circumstances in
which such sedation is deployed. It is one thing to
use sedatives during the last few days or hours of a

ae liatural Death Act 1983 (SA); Natural Dearh,4cr 1988 (NT);
Medical Treatment Act 1988 (Vic); and Medical Treatment Act
1994 (ACT).
$Opcitn47
rl Op cit n 2, p 33.
52 lbid. p 3.1.
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person's life for the comfoñ and dignity of a person
who has terminal restlessness.5i lt is another to
sedate a person, who is not dying, possibly ro the
point of coma, as a means of relieving symptoms
which have not responded to the specific measures
which are normally effective for the condition in
ouestion. lt would be hard to suggest that this is
distinguishable from euthanasia, unless it is

temporary treatment, such as the parallel with heavy
sedation occasionally used for severe fitting, or
when a person is being ventilated on an intensive
care unit.

As with most facets of its deliberations, the
committee noted an absence of empirical data and
guidelines and called for these to be produced.

Writhholding and withdrawal of life-
sustaining lreatment
The committee recognised uncertainty in law

concerning treatment abatement, which had
previously been identified by the Law Reform
Commission of Canada in 1982, but no legislative
action ensued.so The landmark Nancy,B case in the

Quebec Superior Court clearly asserted the right of
a person to reject medical treatment, even if this
would result in her death.5s The eommiltee received
some evidence from proponents of an absolute
sanctiry of life position that no life-support measure,
including artificial hydration and alimentation,
could be abated, but these views did not prevail.
The committee accepted the views that there was no
moral distinction between withholding or
withdrawing treatment and that artificiaì hydration
and alimentation constituted medical treatment like
any other. They took a narrow definition of futility
as needing to be absolute (completely, ineffective),
but this did not include treatment that may be
effective but whose results are deemed undesirable.
If futiliry can be shown, trearment abatement may
prevail even for a competent person against his or
her wishes. The importance of competence

13 A L Burke. "Palliative Ca¡e: An Upciate on 'Terminal
Restlessness"' (1997) 166 Medical Journal of Australia 39 at
39
5t Op cit n 2, p 40; Law Reform Commission of Canad4 op cir
n42
55 B Schneiderman, "The Case of Nancl'B: A Criminal Lar¡'and
Social Policy Perspective" (1993) I Health Lav'Journa!25

assessment was underlined. substitute decision-
making was endorsed and those Provinces which
had not passed advance {irective legislation were
urged to do so.so \,

Assisted suicide ond euthanasia

These were considered in separate sections ofthe
report. A majority of the committee favoured the
status quo of both remaining illegal. However, they
did not preclude allowing assistance in suicide in
future if more information were available to show
that it u,as needed. With regard to eutbanasia, they
recommended that while it should remain a criminal
offence, if elements of compassion and mercy could
be demonstrated, for either voluntary or non-
volunþry euthanasia, then a less severe penalty than
the mandatory life sentence required by the
Criminal Code for murder in Canada should apply.

Minority recommendations were made by three
(of the seven) senators on the committee to allow
assistance in suicide and by two of those to allow
euthanasia in certain highly regulated
circumstances. Mullens has pointed out that the
senator who changed from minority support for
assisted suicide to majoriry opposition to euthanasia
was Senator rù/ilbert Keon, a cardiothoracic surgeon
from Ottawa, eminent in the medical profession of
the countrl'. He was apparently swayed by the
poignant testimony of wifnesses seeking this avenue
for their relatives.5T

Mercy killing, Ieniency and civil
disobedience

It is of note that there is a strong thread of civil
disobedience with regård to euthanasia in Canada
and Australia.5t Seven doctors in Melbourne,

* Mosr provincial legislatures in Canada have considered
advance directive legislation, but so fa¡ only Quebec, Orira¡io,
Manitoba and Nova Scotia have proclaimed legislation that
codifies adv¿ince direcrives into law.
57 A Mullens, Timely Death: Considering Our Lat Rtghts
(KnopfCanada. Toronto, 1996), p 201.
5t B Schneiderman, "The Rodriguez Case: Where Do We Go
From Here - A Multi-Dimensional (6-layered) Approach"
(1994) 2 Health Lau'Journal I ar l0 (rhe Pica¡d Lecture in
Healrl Law, 1993). The aurhor argues thar "de facto legalisation

[of euthanasia] has long been the name of the game [in Canada]
Whether it be lethal injection or assisting suicide, tle lar¡,'s
policv has been grounded in the spirit ofbenign neglect."

i'
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Victoria, have publicly challenged the State to
prosecute them after admitting in a newspaper
anicle that they had practised euthanasia and would
continue to do so. No specific cases were presented

and no prosecutions ensued.s' Recent surveys of
Australian doctors show increasing approval of
euthanasia. and a willingness by doctors in

confìdential surveys to indicate that they have

practised VAE.60 Two prominent palliative care

physicians, one in Canada (Dr Marcel Boisvert)6r

and one in Australia (Dr Roger Hunt)62 have also

supported medical assistance in dying. It is clear

that there is an intemational trend for a non-
prosecution stance, reduced charges or light
sentences for people who commit acts of mercy
killing. Mullens has chronicled a number of
Canadian cases to support her argument that VAE
should be allowed, because it is already happening
and the law imposes hardship despite its lenient
sentencing.6i Non-prosecution, on the basis of the

force majeure of a person's suffering, is, of course,

the basis of the legality gf euthanasia in The

Netherlands.
The Latimer case has proved to be an exception

to leniency in so-called "mercy-killing" cases,

because of incompetence. In November . 1994,
Robert Latimer, a farmer from Wilkie,
Saskatchewan, asphyxiated his daughter Tracy by
placing her in the cab of his truck and piping
exhaust into it so that she died of carbon monoxide
poisoning. She had severe cerebral palsy and was

severely physically and developmentally disabled.

Her father's main defence was her severe pain due

to musculoskeletal deformities which had not
responded well to attempts at surgical relief,
although she did not receive adequate pain and

palliative care.* Robert Latimer was found guilty of
second degree murder and given the mandatory

minimum life sentence with no possibility of parole

for l0 years.ut The case has subsequently gone to
the Supreme Court which has ordered a retrial due

to alleged jury interference. It has caused strong

public feeling, with particularly strong reactions

from many disabled groups about the dangers of
discriminating against incompetent persons with
disabilities.

In Melbourne a jury recently found a man not
guilqv of the murder of his wife whose wrist he

slashed, resulting in a fatal haemorrhage, after
repeated requests to die as a result of pain and

disability from a severe skoke and arthritis.6ó Dr
Philip Nitschke, a doctor practising in the Northern
Territory of Australia, has openly stated that he will
continue to help people to die despite the overriding
of the RTI Act. In Canada, a prominent member of
the House of Commons, Svend Robinson MP, was

publicly involved with the Sue Rodriguez' quest for
assistance to die and stated that he was present at

her death, which was assisted by an unnamed

medical practitioner.6T

The Canadian Senate was willing to advise

codification of leniency for "mercy killing". In
contrast, the House of Lords Select Committee
recommended against this step. They received
advice from the Home Office that prosecution for
murder in such cases was very rare.ut The issue was

not resolved one way or the other by the Australian
Senate as this issue fell substantially outside its
terms of reference. It is clear, however, that cases

are emerging consistently in all three countries and

leniency or non-prosecution appears to prevail.

s" The Age,25 Ma¡ch 1995
d' For survcys of Australian doctors and at¡itudes to euthanasi4
see P Baume and E O'Malley, "Euthanæia: Anitudes and

Practices ofMedical Practitioners" (1994) l6l Medical Journal
o/ Ausrralia 137; C Stevens and R Hassan, "Management of
Death, Dying and Eutha¡æia: Anitudes and Practices of
Medical Practitioners in South Ausualia" (1994) 20 iournal of
Medical Ethics 41.
ótOp cit 57,pp220 and 260.
ó2 R HunL "Palliative Ca¡e - The Rhetoric-Reality Cap" in
H Kuhse (ed\, il/illing lo Listen. llanting ro Die (Penguin,
Melboume, 1994).
6r Op cit n 57.

s tbid, p 288.
65 Op cit n 2, p A-31.
* "Aged Mercy Killer Acquitted", The Age. l0 May 1997 and

soon afterwa¡ds. on l5 May, another cæe, "Daughter Assisted

in Death: Coroner"
6; Svend Robinson is a member of the New Democratic Partv,

and holds the seat of Burnab¡r-Kingsway (British Columbia) in

the House of Commons, He hæ inuoduced two private

members' Bills into the House of Commons to allow æsistance
in suicide, both ofwhich have lapsed (C-215 and C-385).
68 Op cit n l. HL-ll, p I 8.
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Conclusions

So, as a result of different triggers - a promlnent

court case in Canada and the passage of a statute in

Australia - the federal upper houses of both

countries have been charged with the task of
reviewing the issues surrounding death and dying,

including the relationship between palliative care

and euthanasia. Both reports have endorsed

palliative care and rejected euthanasia, as did the

House of Lords. In Canada and the United

Kingdom, courts had urged parliament to ascertain

public opinion and consider legislative change

where appropriate.6e In Australia the initial step was

a piece of Territory legislation, which was subject to

constitutional challenge in federal institutions: the

Federal Court a¡d Commonwealth Parliament. In all

tlree countries, the resulting rePorts constituted, on

balance, a defence ofthe status quo, but all rejected

a nzurow interpretation of the principle of the

sanctity of life. The Canadian report appeared to

entertain the possibility of allowing assisted suicide

or euthanasia at some point in the future if data

were provided to support such a move. The majoriry

of senators on the Austalian committee took a more

conservative and categorical stance against any

present or future allowing of euthanasia.

There a¡e limits to the capacity of empiricism to

determine moral and ethical issues' It is noteworthy

that the Canadian report responded to most of the

topics addressed by calling for guidelines and more

information. While this is hard to disagree with per

se, it is arguable whether the rightness or wrongness

of an issue such as euthanasia, can be (exclusively

or predominantly) determined by empirical data.?o

Similarly, in law, exclusive reliance on empirical

analysis of causalitv is limiting. A balance needs to

be stmck befween empirical and normative

considerations.Tl
Professional, academic and religious evidence

against euthanasia was influential. For both

committees, palliative care evidence was

particularly important, and was acknowledged to

have changed the point of departure for the

Canadian committee's deliberations. Palliative care

was therefore endorsed and distinguished from

euthanasia, albeit on a predicate that death may be

hastened or caused by palliative interventions and

treatment abatement. This is a right outcome in the

sense of promoting better palliative care, but it still

sends the communiry and the professions a mixed

message with regard to causation and responsibility

for death in the care of people who are dying.

Both public opinion in favour of euthanasia, and

increasingly frequent acts of civil disobedience will
combine to exert continuing pressure on

legislatures. New approaches are required' which

ensure that shared values about how care is

delivered and decisions are made move the debate

away from narrow emPiricism to zÙl

acknowledgment that death is not medical defeat

but an inevitable consequence ofliving' Stopping or

not initiating treatment aimed at cure for people

who are dying should not bring into question the

issue of responsibility for death, nor is it necessary

to bring about the death of a person in order to

achieve symptom control. Medico-legal and ethical

dialogue should focus public policy more on

practical care, and the clear differentiation of
oalliative care and euthanasia is an ongoing:r
lmperatlve.

óe D Brahams, "Persistent Vegetative State" (1993) 341 Lancet

428.
?0 E Pellegrino, "The Limiøtion of Empirical Resea¡ch in

Ethics" (1995) 6Journal oJClinical Ethics l6l at l6l.

?l J Ralston Saul, The (Jnconscious Civilisation (Penguin,

Toronto, 1995). ln his 1995 Massey lectures, a¡d in Voltaire's

Bastards (Penguin, Toronto. 1992), Saul argues against

corporatism and an excessive reliance on reason 1o the exclusion

of other human attributes such as common sense, ethics,

intuition and creativity. -
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Palliative care, death causation,
public policy and the law

MichaelAshbyx MBBS (Lond), MRCP (UK),
FRCR, FRACP, MRACMA
(Professor of Palliative Care,
Department of Medicine, Monash University,
and Director of Palliative Care,
McCulloch House, Monash Medical Centre,
Clayton, Victoria).

lntroduction

The hospice and palliative care 'movement' has developed --

over the last th¡ee decades as a practical response to the
history of neglect of care needs at the end of life which
occurred during the middle part of the twentieth century. It
has brought about significant andtcontinuing improvement in
the way health ca¡e systems deal with the process of dying.
Over the same time period, however, euthanasia has become
one of the main optics through which societies view death in
the post-modern world. The central question at. stake is
therefore whether it is permissible for a terminally ill person
to have third party assistance to die. Although eurhanasia is
an old issue and campaigning groups have existed for over a

century, the debate has been developing considerable
momentum in the nineties and public opinion in favour of it
has risen steadily in most OECD counfies. As a result, end of
life issues have received unprecedented attention from
courts, parliaments, professions and the media.

The purpose of this review is to examine recent
public policy deliberations on these issues in Australia, New
Zealand, Canada, the United Kingdom and the United Srates,

by reference to the major legal cases and parliamentary
enquiries which have taken place in these countries
since 1992. It will be shown that the balance of contemporary
international legal and political opinion has concluded
that palliative care interventions and Eeatment abatement
decisions may indeed constitute a cause of death, at
least in an empirical sense. However, such practice is allowed
in law, in the context of a terminal illness, because of almost
universal agreement that public policy should support the
imperative to relieve suffering and avoid prolongation of the
process of dying. So, whilst in general, this legal endorse-
ment of accepted standards of palliative care practice is
a good outcome for the care of those at the end of life,
the causal predicate concerning palliative interventions

and treatment abatement decisions should be subjected

to scn¡tiny.

Background

In both the Bland (1) and Rodriguez (2) cases, the courts of
England and Canada were consulted in advance of a proposed
treatment abatement decision and a request for assistance to
die respectively. As a result, the highest appellate courts in the
two countries undertook some of the most signiûcant
intellectual analyses of law, ethics and public policy on care
and decision-making at the end of life. These two landmark
cases, by revealing the absence of specifically applicable
legislation, gave rise to parliamentary upper house enquiries
into death and dying in the United Kingdom (199a) (3) and
Canada (1995) (4). In Ausralia (1997), a senate special
committee resulted from the passage of territory legislation to
allow euthanasia (5). In all th¡ee enquiries euthanasia was the
main issue under consideration, but palliative care was also
looked at in depth (6).

In judgments on two cases in 1997 (7,8), the Supreme
Court of the United States has ruled against physician-
assisted suicide. In the process the court has endorsed
palliative care, but some of the evidence presented, and
predicates of the lower courts (9, l0), make for disturbing
reading (11,12). In paficular, Annas has pointed out that the
Second Circuit Court relied heavily on Justice Antonin
Scalia's concurring opinion in Cruzan that refusals of
treatment that result in death are all suicides, and that any
notion that the patient dies a "natural" death from the
underlying disease is nonsense. He also shows that the Ninth
Ci¡cuit Court "recognised" that:

"as part of the t¡adition of administering comfort
care, doctors have been supplying the causal agent of
patients'deaths for decades......double effect - reduce
the patient's pain and hasten (his or her) death."(13)

Palliative care differentiates the basis of its practice from
euthanasia, and dissociates itself from it. In fact, in the first
book solely devoted to palliative care ethics, the subject is
dismissed altogether, on the basis of scope, ie, euthanasia is
not a part of palliative care therefore it is not discussed (14).
Those outside the palliative care world do not see things quite
like this. For instance, one of the major consequentialist lines
of argument run by many of those who support euthanasia, is
that it is already being widely practised because palliative
interventions or treatment abatenent comruonly result in
death anyway (15-17). Palliative care is challenged, whether
it likes it or not, to publicly argue how it can be distinguished
from euthanasia (18,19). It is not sufficient for the field to
have its own internal understanding of causality, agency and
intention, if society sees things differently, including in very
high level intellectual analyses of superior courts and
parliamentary enquiries.

---Èl_



PßOGBESS IN PATTIATIVE CARE

United Kingdom

Bland
The case ofAnthony Bland brought end oflife issues into the
public eye in Britain in 1993 when the House of Lords (sitting
in its role as the highest appeal court in England and Wales)
decided that artificial hydration and alimentation might
lawfully be ceased. Bland was a victim of the Hillsborough
football ground disaste¡ in 1989, and as a result of crush
injuries received, was in a persistent vegetÍìtive state (PVS).
Despite acknowledging that death would ensue, the Law
Lords reasoned that tbere was a distinction between acts and

omissions, that the cause of death was the underlying
condition, that his best interests were not served by
continuing his nasogastric tube sustenance (which was
considered to be medical treaunent like any other, and not
different in kind), and that there was no duty to continue it in
this particular ease. There was agreement with the deeision
by the farnily, the hospital, the inferior courts who considered
the case, and a large proportion ofthe British public, although
public 'right to life'protests were made, up to and at the úme
of his death. Throughout the case, the judges involved
showed great humanity towards the family, and humility in
thei¡ role, both in terms of not wishing to intn¡de into clinical
practice, and requesting parliament to consider the whole
a¡ea of end of life decision-making. Ultimately many saw this
as a right outcome, but disputed the reasoning, in particular
the notion that such treatment abatement decisions are

distinguishable from euthanasia. The Law Lords were
adamant that their holding did not create a precedent for
euthanasia. Thejudgment is long, complex and scholarly, and
most of the assumptions have subsequently been examined
and challenged, by writers such as Michael Freeman
("Death's Dominion", unpublished, in which the best
interests test is supported, but the active-passive distinction is
not), and others (20-24). The case revealed the intellectual
fragility of such decisions, with particular regard to agency
and causation. Although the case did not specifically address

palliative ca¡e, it did comment extensively on it, and some
aspects of the judgments are relevant to it (eg see Lord Goff
below).

Cox
7n 1992, Dr Nigel Cox, a rheumatologist at the Royal
Hampshire County Hospital in Winchester, UK, administered
a lethal dose of potassium chloride to a \ryoman (for whom he

had been caring for 13 years) who was dying of advanced
rheumatoid arth¡itis and multiple complications. He was

convicted of attempted murder, but given a suspended
sentence and was required by the General Medical Council to

undergo palliative care training (3,25). The case received
widespread publicity, and once again there was substantial
public support for the doctor and his action.

House of Lords
Parliament did indeed take up the challenge of the courts,
with the appointment of the House of Lords Select
Committee on Medical Ethics in March 1993 (3). It
recognised as a major predicate, that the nature of medical

practice ha<i changeci su'ostandaiiy, as a resuit of technicai
progress, demographics, and changes in public expeciations,

notably around autonomy. The Committee recommended that

there be no change to the law to permit euthanasia or 'mercy

killing'. They strongly endorsed patients' rights to refuse

treatment, and supported advance directives and a new
judicial forum with the power to make medical decisions for
incompetent persons, both of these last two issues being
taken up by the present British government in a new report by
the Lord Chancellor's Department (2ó,27). Palliaûve care was

also strongly supported, and the doctrine ofdouble effect was
accepted as a sound ethical basis for pain and symptom relief:

"Double effect is not in our view a reason for
withholding treatment that would give relief, as long
as the doctor acts in accordance with responsible

medical practice with the object of relieving pain or
distress, and without intention to kill."

The wording is interesting in that double effect is surely being
argued here to be the reason why palliative treatment is

ethical (see below for further discussion of double effect as it
is usually applied to palliative care).

Canada

It was the case of the late Sue Rodriguez, a young womÍrn

from British Columbia with motor neurone disease, which
has probably done more than any other single event to bring
the issue of euthanasia, and thereby palliative ca¡e to the

attention of Canadians (4,28-31). Her quest to have medical
assistance to end her life led to a court case which resulted in
the narrow rejection (5-4) of her appeal to the Supreme Court
of Canada. It was a very public dying process, with extensive

media coverage, an authorised biography, political and

academic analysis during her life and afterwards. She was 44
years old when she finally died at her home in February 1994,

allegedly with the assistance of an (unnamed) medical
practitioner, in the presence of her prominent friend and

supportel Svend Robinson MP. The case was constructed

a¡ound a claim that Sue Rodriguez's Charter rights under the
Canadian Charter of Righti and Freedoms were infringed by
the Canadian Criminal Code prohibition of assistance to
commit suicide. The majorities in the three courts which
considered her case argued that a blanket prohibition was

appropnate and proportionate to prevent the harms that
would be caused (to other members of sociery) if it were
removed. They supported the doctrine of double effect as the
major ethical underpinning of the distinction between
palliative ca¡e and euthanasia. Claims of discrimination on
the basis of her inability to kill herself without assistance did
not prevail. Both chief justices (MacEachern CJ and Lamer
CJ) involved dissented in her favour and laid down a series of
safeguarding conditions which should be met before her
request could be ganted.

Canadian Senate ßepoft
The Canadian senate report made recommendations under six
chapter headings: palliative care, pain control and sedation
practices, withholding and withdrawal of life-sustaining
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treatment, advance directives, assisted suicide, and finally
euthanasia (4).

Palliative care
The committee received considerable amounts of evidence
concerning the present state of palliative care in Canada, with
strong endorsement of what is being done already, but
concerns about lack of coverage of services. It recommended
that provinces make palliative care:

"a top priority in the restructuring of the health care

system."

It also specifrcally. endorsed better training and research and

the promulgation of guidelines and standa¡ds. However, the

report expresses initial surprise that palliative care emerged

as such an important practical issue at all:

"The Committee began its hearings with the
expectation that the large majority of its time would
be spent on the ethical, social, legal and medical
issues that have come to be associated with assisted

suicide and euthanasia. However, at the outset of the

hearings, it became apparent that a major and

unanticipated issue was the question of alternatives to
assisted suicide and euthanasia."

These words are highly significaTt, as they suggest that for
this group of senators, which included a prominent medical
practitioner, the departure point in public policy concerning
death and dying was the necessity for euthanasia, absent any
reference to palliative care. It was not that palliative'care was
failing, rather that its role was either unknown or under-
estimated. The final report included a whole appendix on
palliative ca¡e services which had not originally been
scheduled.

Pain control and sedation practices
The Minister of Justice and Attomey General of Canada, the
Honourable Allan Rock stated that palliative care practice
was legal and that the distinction between palliative care and
euthanasia is "relatively clear" in law:

'"The Criminal Code does not require futile treatment,
nor does it require capable patients to accept
treatment which they do not want. Similarly,
necessary palliative care which is carried out in
accordance with generally accepted medical practice
is not prohibited by the Code whether or not this
treatment results in the death of the patient."

However, he succumbs to the "morphine causation fallacy",
but with regard to professional and public perception rather
than the law itself:

"When is it permissible to keep prescribing morphrne
when you know wilhin the next six hours it will cause

death? The underlying disease will not kill the
person, however the treatment for the pain will. At
present, that is shrouded in obscurity."

Witnesses seemed united in their agreement on the need for
proper pain and symptom management, and how uneven this

was due to lack of knowledge and fea¡s of causing death or
inducing addiction. One of the most influential palliative care

physicians in Canada, Neil MacDonald addressed the

assumption that morphine can cause the death of patients, by
pointing out that tolerance occurs to the resPiratory

depressant effects of the drug. Nevertheless, the committee

decided to operate on the assumption that palliative
interventions may shorten life, and to recommend legislation
to clarify the practice:

"of providing treatment for the purpose of alleviating
suffering that may shorten life."

The majorities in both appellate courts in Rodriguez, and the

senate enquiry therefore maintained that a moral and legal
distinction between palliative care and euthanasia could be

upheld on the basis of double effect and intention, along
much the same lines set out by the Law Reform Commission
in 1982 (32). Mr Justice Sopinka, writing for the majority in
Rodriguez states:

'"The administration of drugs designed for pain
control in dosages which the physician knows will
hasten death constitutes active contribution to death

by any standard. However, the distinction drawn here

is based upon intention - in the case ofpalliative care

the intention is to ease pain, which has the effect of
hastening death, while in the case of assisted suicide,
the intention is undeniably to cause death....In my
view distinctions based upon intent are important,
and in fact, form the basis of our criminal law. While
factually the distinction may, at times, be difficult to
draq legally it is clear." (33)

Total sedation
This term was deûned by the Canadian Committee as:

"the practice ofrendering a person totâlly unconscious

through the administration of drugs without
potentially shortening that person's life."

The witnesses quoted in the report offered a consensus that
the practice was widespread, and an accepted part of
palliative care. There were some concerns expressed about
the possibility of a fine line existing between total sedation
practices and voluntary active euthanasia, presumably based

on causation. However, the definition expresses a cenainfy
which cannot be defended clinically: namel¡ that such
practices at least have the potential to influence the timing of
death. In clinical terms it is important to specify the
circumstances in which such sedation is deployed. It is one
thing to use sedaúves during the last few days or hours of a
person's life for the comfort and digniry of a person who has

terminal restlessness. This is part of normal palliative care
practice world-wide. It is another to sedate a person, who is

not dying, possibly to the point of coma, for an indefinite
period, as a means of relieving symptoms which have not
responded to the speciflc measures which a¡e normally
effective for the condition in question. This is not a part of
accepted palliative care practice, and it would be ha¡d to

suggest that this is distinguishable from euthanasia in
empirical or consequentialist terms, unless it is temporary
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treatment, such as the parallel with heavy sedation

occasionally used for severe fitting, or when a person is being

ventilated on an intensive ca¡e unit.

As with most facets of its deliberations, the committee

noted an absence of empirical data and guidelines and called

for these to be produced.

Withholding and Withdrawal of Life-sustaining Treatnent

The Committee recognised uncertainty in law concerning

treatment abatement, which had previously been raised by the

Law Reform Commission of Canada in 1982, but no

legislaúve action ensued. The landma¡k Nancy B case in the

Quebec Superior Court clearly asserted the right of a person

to reject medical treatment, even if this would result in her

death. The Comminee ¡eceived some evidence from
proponents of an absolute sanctity of life position that no life
support measure, including artificial hydration and

alimentation, could be abated, but these views did not prevail.

The Committee accepted the views that there was no moral

distinction between withholding or withdrawing treatment

and that artificial hydration and alimentation constituted

medical treatment like any other. They took a nÍurow

definition of futility as needing to be absolute (completely

ineffective), but this did not include treatment that may be

effective but whose ¡esults are deemed undesi¡able. If futility
can be shown, treatment abatement may prevail even for a

competent person against their wishes. The importance of
competènce assessment was underlined, substitute decision

making was endorsed and those provinces which had not

passed advance direcúve legislation were urged to do so.

Assisted suicide and euthanasia

These were conside¡ed in separate sections of the report. A
majority of the Committee favoured the status quo of both

remaining illegal. However, they did not preclude allowing
assistance in suicide in future if more information were

available to show tbat it was needed. With regard to
euthanasia, they recommended that while it should remain a

criminal offence, if elements of compassion and mercy could

be demonstrated, for either voltlntary or nonvoluntary

eutlanasia, then a less severe penalty than the mandatory life
sentence required by the Criminal code for murder in Canada

should apply.

Minority recommendations were made by three (of the

seven) senators on the committee to allow assistance in

suicide and by two of those to allow euthanasia in certain

highly regulated circumstances. Mullens has pointed out the

significance of Senator Wilbert Keon, an eminent

cardiothoracic surgeon from Ottawa, changing from

opposition to qualified support for physician-assisted suicide,

as a result of the hearings. He was apparently swayed by the

poignant testimony of witnesses seeking this avenue for their

relatives (34).

Australia

In July 1996 the Rights of the Terminally III Act (the RTI act)

of the Northern Territory came into force, being tbe frrst such

statute successfully enacted in the world (although the

Oregon state law mandated as Measure 16 is now stated to be

operative but subject to a US Supreme Court hearing)' RTI

had been passed by the Legislative Assembly by a margin of
l5-10 after a tegislative passage of only four months' This

included a Select Committee and forty nine amendments

during the Committee stage. In September 1996, the Liberal

member for the federal seat of Menzies in Victoria introduced

a private member's bill (the Euthanasia Laws Bill l99Q into
the House of Representatives to override this act. It was

passed by the House but was referred by the Senate Selection

of Bills Committee to one of its standing committees: the

Senate Legal and Constitutional Legislation Committee. This
parliamentary enquiry received 12,577 submissions, a

record, the majority (93.3Vo) of which were interpreted as

being against euthanasia, a startling result from a country

which expresses 70-80Vo support for euthanasia in opinion

polls, which is indicative of an orchestrated anti-euthanasia

submission campaign. The Committee made no recom-

mendation to the Senate because the matters were the subject

of a private member's bill and hence, of a "conscience vote".

However, a majority of senators supported the bill and

advised that the Commonwealth parliament had the requisite

legal powers to override the RTI act. Minority reports against

tbe bill were flled by several senators, including the only
medical practitioner on the committee, Dr Bob Brown,

Australian Greens Senator for Tasmania. He argued that

palliative care and euthanasia lie on a moral or clinical
'choice' spectrum, and hence euthanasia is not different in
kind in a moral o¡ clinical sense (see also Russel Ogden from
British Colúmbia) (35). The senate passed the bill and it was

given royal assent in March 1997.

The Australian Attorney General's Department gave

legal advice to the senate enquiry about tbe meaning of the

term "intentional killing" in the Euthanasia I'aws Bill, and

whethe¡ the passage of the bill would generate legal

"unce¡ainty" about end of life decisions. This passage of the

evidence is revealing of the fragility of the legal

understanding of palliative care:

"The Attorney-General's Department noted that

English cases refer to a rule that a doctor caring for a
dying patient may lawfully administer pain-killing
drugs despite the fact that he or she knows that an

incidental effect of doing so will be to shorten the

patient's life. The Department said 'it is uncertain

whether the n¡le as siated is part of the law in a!!

comrnon law jurisdictions in Australia...(and a)

degree of further uncertainty exiss as to code

jurisdictions....' The Department said if the rule were

to be adopted (in Aust¡alia), 'which seems probable

as to general principle, if uncertain as to reasoning

and detail', many uncertainties remain on matters of
significant detail."

Similarly to the Canadian rePort, in the Australian report

palliative care is listed merely as one of a series of arguments

against euthanasia. However, in the report's summary it is

stated that:

"Both sirles of t]lis del¡ate recognise the fundamental

importance ofeffective and available palliative care."
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The continued federal funding for palliative ca¡e was the

subject of questions in both houses and a motion in the senate

during the passage of l,he Euthanasia Laws Act.

USA

The Supreme Court of the United States in a recent
unanimous decision (9-0), has decided that state legislation
prohibiting physician-assisted suicide is constitutional (7,8).
Mendelson has pointed out that the court's decision-making
was grounded in Anglo-American commonlaw tradition
which has historically disapproved of both suicide and
assisted suicide (36). Although at frrst sight this might seem
to lay the matter to rest, commentators have argued that the
judgments a¡e less decisive than they appear, and still leave
the way open for a different conclusion in future (3'743).
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor indicated that if in a future
scenario, a satisfactory way of relieving suffering (viz
terminal sedation) could be demonsEated to be unavailable,
then medical assistance to die might be permissible (44).
Orentlicher has argued that by endorsing terminal sedation
they are allowing a form of euthanasia which is less

preferable than physician-assisted suicide because it can be
applied to incompetent patients without their consent (45).
The Court recognised the importance of palliative care and

the need to remove any (state) imþediments to its delivery eg
excessive drug regulatory bureaucracy and funding ba¡riers
(44).

Causation

Significant obstacles to the good care of dying people arise
from deeply entrenched myths that morphine causes

addiction and death ifthese false impressions are perpetuated
in medicine, ethics and law (46,4'7).In particular, the notion
that there is agreement about a "high" dose of an opioid drug
such as morphine beyond which timing and possibly
causation might be in question has permeated every legal
deliberation on this issue since the 1957 instruction to the
jury by (later) Lord Patrick Devlin in R v BodkinAdams (48):

"But that does not mean that a doctor who is aiding
the sick and the dying has to calculate in minutes or
even hours, and perhaps not in days or weeks, the
effect on the patient's life of the medicines that he
administers or else be in peril of a charge of murder.
If the fi¡st purpose of medicine, the restoration of
health, can no longer be achieved, there is still much
for a doctor to do and he is entitled to do all that is
proper and necessary to relieve pain and suffering,
even if the measures he takes may incidentally
shorten life. This is not because there is a special
defence for medical men but because no act is murder
which does not cause death. We are not dealing here
with the philosophical or technical cause, but with the
commonsense cause. The cause of death is the illness
or injury, and the proper medical treatment that is

.administered and that has an incidental effect on
determining the exact moment of death is not the
cause of death in any sensible use of the term. But ...

no doctor, nor any man, no more in the case of the

dying than of the healthy, has the right deliberately to
cut the thread of life."

Any therapeutic intervention in palliative or terminal care
may potentially affect the timing of death, but the cause

remains the underlying condition from which the person is
dying. Lord Goff follows this line of argument in Bland (1):

"As I see it, the doctor's decision whether or not to
take any step must (subject to his patient's ability to
give or withhold his consent) be made in the best
interests of the patient. It is this principle too which,
in my opinion, underlies the established rule that a

doctor may, when caring for a patient who is, for
example, dying of cancer, lawfully administer
painkilling drugs despite the fact that he knows that
an incidental effect of that application will be to
abbreviate the patient's life. Such a decision may
properly be made as part of the care of the living
patient, in his best interests; and, on this basis, the
treatment will be lawful. Moreover, where the
doctor's treatment of his patient is lawful, the
patient's death will be regarded in law as exclusively
caused by the injury or disease to which his condition
is attributable."

There is no empirical evidence that morphine causes death, if
used with appropriate skill to palliate symptoms. Causation is
not called into question by pain relief practices where the
primary and sole intention is to relieve symptoms and the
accepted principles of modern palliative care practice are
followed. The Ontario coroner (Dr James Young, 1997)
seems to have captured the essence of this well in laying
down four conditions which apply for palliative care
interventions to be legal in his jurisdiction, and these should
be universally applicable:

"(l) the c¿ìre must be intended solely to relieve
suffering; (2) it must be administered in response to
suffering or signs of suffering; (3) it must þel
commensurate with that suffering; and (4) it cannot
be a deliberate infliction of death. Documentation is
required, and the doses must increase progressively."
(4,49)

There a¡e limitations to the use of empirical studies in this
area. We cannot know when a paficular patient would have
died in the absence of palliative interventions or treatment
abatement, particularly during the frnal dying process, and it
would be unethical to design randomised controlled trials to
find out. It is perhaps more helpful to consider that certain
therapeutic actions or omissions in tbe setting of palliative
ca¡e have the capacity to alter the timing of an otherwise
inevitable death (although often not in a reliable and
predictable manner), causation being predetermined by the
underlying disease (see Keyserlingk below).

Like any class of drugs, the opioids are dangerous if
used inappropriately. There is now a substantial body of
clinical experience in palliative care about safe standards of
practice, with particular regard to initial doses for 'opioid-
naive'patients and subsequent dose titration accôrding to the
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judgments and enquiries in this paper show that it is widely
assumed that the morphine (or other opioid) dose per se, is

the main determinant of whether the drug causes or hastens

death. In fact there is no such determinative o¡ threshold
dose, and this approach is flawed. What matters is the present

dose in relation to the previous dose. Gradual dose escalation

by a factor in the region of 5O-1,007o of the previous dose is

usual practice, although substantially higher increases can

usually be well tolerated by patients who are not new to the

drug (that is they are no longer termed 'opioid-naive'). It is
therefore the size of the initial dose, and the rate of
subsequent increases which a¡e important. Cancer pain

management with morphine is unusual compared to most

other forms of drug treatment in that there are no

predetermined dose ranges to achieve satisfactory pain

control for adults or children. Most adults will achieve initial
pain control with a daily dose in the range of 30 mg to 200 mg
(per 24 hours, orally), but the range ofdoses is very wide. The
accepted practice (of which there is nearly 20 years of safe

experience) is to adjust the regular dose upwards according to

the requirements to keep the pain under control, balanced

against incidence of side effects. Despite an extensive and

sustained international campaign by the World Health
Organisation (50-54), many doctors still believe that they are

causing or hastening the death of patients by this process,

despite a lack of any evidence to support this view (17 ,36).
It is clear that expert medical evidence given forty years

ago has been incorporated into legal deliberations and public
policy formulation ever since. The hospice and palliative care

movement had not then commenced, and the standard

medical view ofopioids and ca¡e at the end oflife were very
different. Morphine and heroin were regarded as addictive in
any setting, and at least contributory to bringing forwa¡d the

time of death. The title for Patrick Devlin's 1985 book as a

result of the 1957 Bodkin Adams case: "Easing the passing"
(55), is perhaps illust¡ative of the prevailing views on

palliative care at the time. The widespread use of the

'Brompton's Cocktail'also shows that the view of dying was

that rapidity of death and oblivion were the goals of palliative
interventions. This is no longer the case, and palliative care

has expanded well beyond terminal ca¡e. Millions of patients

worldwide have now benefited from the skilled use of opioids
throughout the natural history of their disease Process,
without death causation or addiction being an issue, although

older attitudes are still at work. Even in terminal care,

medications are used to control symptoms, rather than to
speed up the process of death (17,36).

Most people witlout a legal background, and hence

most health care practitioners, wil! have a narrow medical
view of causation, which approximates to the but-for test of
causationl. In fact the law (particularly in Australia) looks at

causation from the stand-point of determining liability and

the possibility of the existence of multiple sufficient causes

and by recognising the multifactorial nature of causation, no

longer uses the "burfor" test as the sole legal standa¡d for
ascertaining or apportioning legal responsibility:

"In law ... problems of causation arise in the context
of ascertaining or apportioning legal responsibility

a^- ^ -:-.-- TL,,- ^l l^,,' - ----^- -^-.rul a Ëlvcl¡ uulul¡çllçç..' l¡luÐ.41 ¡ow o PL¡ùvrr ¡¡¡dy

be responsible for damage when his or her wrongful
conduct is one of a number of conditions sufficient to

produce that damage." (56,57)

Keyserlingk (30) in an argument against decriminalisation of
assisted suicide based on an analysis of Rodriguez, proposes

a move away from standard and buþfor causality of death

approaches in legal analysis, and the adoption of what he

terrns a norrnative causality approach, and what courts more
commonly term the conìmon sense and experience test of
causaüon:

"(this) position emphasises not simple scientific
causality, the cause-in-fact of a death, but normative
or legal causality as well. This more nuanced and

comprehensive analysis holds that empirical,
scientific o¡ "but-for" causality cannot alone account

for what distinguishes assisted suicide from
volunlary euthanasia, or what distinguishes both
from withdrawal of life support or appropriate pain

control resulting in death."

This normative, or corrlmon sense and experience approach

allows the but-for cause of death to be overridden as a cause

of death if a society decides that the intervention or non-

intervention in question not be viewed as a cause of death in
law. There is no tradition (in Australia or elsewhere) of
regarding the relief of pain and suffering in the setting of a

terminal illness, subject to proper standards of palliative care

practice, as causative of death.

In the absence of formal training in palliative care,

doctors' attitudes and clinical behaviour are complex and

variable, ranging from abrupt cessation of treatment,

minimalist palliative care and treatment directed at bringing
about a rapid dying process, to excessive caution about being

seen to be instrumental in causing the death, paficularly with
regard to'the provision ofpain and symptom relief, cessation

or non-initiaúon of artificial hydration and alimentation and

cardio-pulmonary resuscitation. Whilst a doctor's intention
may not always be easy to validate, evaluation of intention
and motive are fundamental to legal analysis, and many
would argue that intention is also determinative of the moral

character of medical interventions.
A novel approach to these issues, in law, comes from

South Australia. Double effect was put into statute law for the

first time, with regard to the care of dying persons, wiijr the

Consent to MedicalTreatment and Palliative Care Act, 1995.

In Division 2 of this act, entitled 'The Care of People Who

¡Causation is a complex phenomenon in tle law, and it might be reasonably

ùgued that it is misnomer in that context (Danutâ Mendelson, personal

communication). Lega.l causation is a process whereby couns look at the

chain of events in a case, and then attempt to attribute legal liability. It differs

from causation in medicine and science which is concemed solely with the

facts (or da¡a) and their relationship to each other. The 'but for' test in law asks

whether the damage or harm would have occuned but for the (plaintiff's)
wongfuì act, and senes to eliminate maners which could not have been û)e

causes of the (plaintiff's) dmage (synonyms include cøus¿ sine quo non,

literally'the cause without which','proximate cause' and'real effecÚve

cause'). It is not regrded as the sole determinanl of legat liability, and i5

overarchcd or controllcd by the test of common sense md experience. For

further reading, see Mendelson D. Tons Butteruorths, 1997.
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Are Dying', there is a non-culpability clause which
specifically states that medical treatment for the relief of pain
or distress, and the non-application or discontinuance of life
sustaining measures (for people who a¡e dying) does not
constitute an intentening cause of death (novus actus
inteneniens, ie a cause that breaks a pre-existing chain of
causation). A saving provision was inserted stating that the
act does not allow euthanasia. The parliamentary select
committee from which this piece of legislation emerged
heard wide-ranging evidence, including assertions by
palliative care physicians that death was not caused by
palliative interventions and featment abatement.
Nonetheless, they heard sufficient professional and
community concern about this issue to take the same view as

the Canadian senate, namely that it was important to be

specific in law, in order to prevent false perceptions of what
the law had to say in this area from obstructing appropriate
care of dying people.

The objects sections of the four Australian state and
territory acts ofparliament which have been passed over the
last decade on matters related to death and dying all have
significant coÍrment to make about the issue of proper pain
and symptom control, but only the South Australian act
specifrcally articulates and codifies the principle of double
effect in this context. This is not to suggest that there have
been prosecutions of doctors for treatment abatement
decisions or palliative interventions, which there have not,
nor to propose legal remedies for clinical problems. Rather, if
the law specifically articulates, in statute, the priorities and
pifameters it sets for the ca¡e of dying people and
differentiates palliative care from euthanasia, this sends a
powerful message to practitioners and their teachers which
may fundamentally influence such ca¡e for the better. This
holds even if the predicate about opioids and causation is
infl ated and unsubstantiated.

It is, nonetheless, important to note that the so-called
'doctrine' of double effect has recently been subjected to
penetrating intellectual assault by a number of writers,
despite the fact that courts and parliaments have endorsed it
(58). Singer has suggested thar it is 'figleaf' behind which
decisions at the end of life which will have the effect of
ending life are hidden. In the Bland case, he makes the
irrefutable case that the intended outcome was clearly
Anthony Bland's death (23). Jessica Corner, a prominenr
palliative care nurse, in commenting on the recent Annie
Lindsell case in the UK, has made a plea for palliative care to
recognise that there may be times when death is an intended
outcome (59). Quill and coauthors have argued that patient
self determination is more important than doctor's intentions
as a guide to action in end of life decision making (60). This
view has been shared by a South Australian palliative care
specialist (Roger Hunt) (61), and another in Quebec (Marcel
Boisvert) (3a). It is clearly unacceptable to use double effect
wrongly, and to pretend that death is an unintended and
unforeseen consequence of certain courses of action, be they
interventions or treatment abatement decisions, where the
reverse is empirically true. Decisions such as the withdrawal
of feeding in the Bland case (he was not 'dying', his condition
was stable at the time of the decision) clearly need to be
taken, and have very wide public support. However, it should

be recognised that treatment abatement decision-making for
dying persons represents a different rype of clinical situation,
in which the cessation or non-inititiation of medical treatment
aimed at life prolongation is a commonsense recognition of
relative or absolute futility. To call causation into question in
these situations is unhelpful, as are arguments that all
treatment omissions, no matter what the clinical
ci¡cumstances, constitute "passive" euthanasia. It is surely
not the purpose or the duty of medicine to provide all
treatments which have any potential to prolong life to all
patients in all circumstances. By embracing palliative care,
medicine defines itself as more than mere death avoidance.
Equally, na¡row views of empirical causality in terminal care
should not be mobilised to justify euthanasia, which surely
has better arguments to put forward in its favour anyway.

The notion of death as a Datural event is important.
Justice Thomas th¡ows light on the goals of medical ca¡e and
the meaning of 'natural' death, in his judgment in a New
Zealand court, where he authorised withdrawal of ventilation
from a man rendered incompetent and completely paralysed
by an extreme form of the Guillain-Barré syndrome:

'Medical science and technology has advanced for a
fundamental purpose: the purpose of benefiting the
life and health of those who tum to medicine to be
healed. It surely was never intended that it be used to
prolong biological life in patients bereft of the
prospect of returning to an even limited exercise of
human life. Nothing in the inherent purpose of these
scientific advances can require doctors to treat the
dying as if they were curable. Natural death has not
lost its meaning or significance. It may be deferred,
but it need not be posrponed indefinitely.' (62)

This concept of 'natural' death requires a Ereaf deal more
working through, and clearly there is now no broad
consensus about its meaning (63). It is widely held that mosr
deaths are 'managed' or planned in some way (64). Rachels
has challenged the whole concept of human agency and
natural death, and ascribed underlying religious connotations
to the drive to demonstrate an absence of human agency in
so-called'natural' deaths (65).

Conclusions

In all the three major parliamentary reports and the various
superior court judgments considered in this review, on
balance, the status quo has been maintained, but all rejected a
narrow interpretation of the principle of the sanctity of life.
The Canadian report appeared to entertain the possibility of
allowing assisted suicide or euthanasia at some point in the
future if data were provided to support such a move. The
majority of senators on the Australian committee took a more
conservative and categorical stance against any present or
furure allowing of euthanasia. In the USA, the Supreme Court
has ruled out physician-assisred suicide, but the judgments
have been interpreted as being less decisive than they appear.

For all the select committees, palliative care evidence
was particularly important, and was acknowledged to have
changed the point of departure for the Canadian comrnittee's
deliberations. Palliative care was therefore endorsed and
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may be hastened or caused by palliative interventions and

treatment abatement. This is a right outcome in the sense of
promoting better palliative care, but still sends the

community and the professions a mixed message with regard

to causation and responsibility for death in the care of people

who are dying.
Both public opinion in favour of euthanasia, and

increasingly frequent acts of civil (or rather criminal)
disobedience will combine to exert continuing pressure on

legislatures. New approaches are required, which ensure that

shared values about how care is delivered and decisions are

made move the debate away from narrow empiricism to an

acknowledgment that death is not medical defeat but an

inevitable consequence of living. Stopping or not initiating
treatment aimed at cure for people who are dying should not

bring into question the issue of responsibility for death.

Medico-legal and ethical dialogue should focus public policy
more on practical care and the differenúation of palliative
care and euthanasia is an ongoing imperative. Clearly there

needs to be more dialogue on tÏe 'naturalness' of death and

decision-making at the end of life. While the 'morphine-

causation fallacy'in pain control is dealt with, attention is
also required for sedation practices in terminal and palliative
ca¡e, about which there appears to be very diverse and

confused views, including within the health professions

tbemselves (Cherny, unpublished).
There a¡e limits to the capacity of empiricism to

determine moral and ethical issues (66). It is noteworthy that

the Canadian report responded to most of the topics they

addressed by calling for guidelines and more information.
Whilst this is hard to disagree with per se, it is contentious
that the rightness or wrongness of an issue such as euthanasia,

can be (exclusively or predominantly) determined by
empirical data. Similarly, in law, exclusive reliance on

empirical analysis of causality is limiting. A balance needs to

be struck between empirical and normative considerations.
It is finally concluded that the enquiries and judgments

considered in this paper have been very important for the

status and future of palliative care, as the practical resPonse

to suffering during the dying process was not as widely
understood as many who work in the a¡ea might have hoped,

including amongst public policy makers, judges and

parliamentarians.
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\ ictor¡a

.{nah'sis ol causation is central to any deliberative process which has as its ob_ject the

detenrination of the moral character and legality of medical decisions or palliative
rntenentions at the end of life, but there are semantic, evidential and argumentation
drffrculties w'hich require elucidation.r Anxieties about responsibility for causing death,

and questionable assumptions about law and ethics perrneate practice and debate related
to death and dying. Dialogue between medicine and the law is hampered by the fact that
the terrn causation in medicine and science is usually employed in a narrow'empirical
sense. a term with a complex historyz, but taken here to mean the facts or data pertaining
to a given situation, and their relationship to one another. However, in legal usage rt

erìco¡ìrpassesthefactsanddeternlinationoflegal liability.'Itcanalsobeshownthatina
nunrber of.lurisdictions which follow the English common law tradition (Australia, New
Zealand. Canada, the USA, and of course, England and Wales), the reference case is still
R r, ,{dams t Whilst the judgement of (later Lord) Devlin J is supportive of palliative
care. and expresses double effect in law for the first time in this context, much has

chansed rn medicine (and society) since the expert evidence which would have infonned
that judgment in 1957.
The hospice and palliative care movement has driven fundamental change in care and
decisron-making at the end of life, and the assumption that the (appropriate and
proportronate) use of opioid drugs (usually morphine and heroin) in pain relief is life-
shortenrng has been shown, in nearly four decades of international clinical experience, to
be flawed and inflated.

lVlodem palliative care practice standards are based on the notion that death is natural in
the sense of being a universal and unavoidable consequence of having life, and that
interventions or abatement decisions should neither hasten nor prolong the dying process.

The intention is to relieve symptoms and suffering, not bring forward the time of death.
Whilst this is sustainable in the oalliative phæe, it is susceptible to challenge in the
ter-minal phagc, when death is imminent (hours or days away). t It is acknowledged that
as death approaches, abatement of life-sustaining treatment and terminal sedation may

I Sec Ashhy (1-3)
: St'c Raynrontl Willi¿ms' invaluable book "Key words: a vocabulary of culture and society"
Revist'cl Edition. Ncw Yr>rk: Oxford University Press, 1985, pp 115-112 for an account of thc
v.¡rious nrt'arrings of t'mpirical, and pp 219-221for nature, see below.
ì [\'lt' rr rl t' l so u D. TorLs. B u tte rwrlrth s, 7997 .

I R vAel¿nrs.Í19571Crim LR 365.
i For ¿ tk'stription of these three phases of illness and goals of care: clrrative, palliative and
k'rmirr¿1, set'Ashhy ¿nd Stoffell, 1991.(.1)



lndeed alter the time of death, although this maner cannot be verified scientifically. one
r\av or the other. in a particular case, or in general.

There is alrnost universal support for the relief of pain and suffering, and avoidance of
prolonuation of the process of the process of dying. Public policy and the larv has.
rr itltout knorvn exception, endorsed these common sense principles. There is also rvide
stlppoll fòr the cessatton of life-sustaining measures in certâin non-dying persons.,uvhere
it rs clear that the irìrention is to bring abou
a¡ld irreversible corna. or the persistent v
Blandt' However, there is deep division
Sulhatasta? should be made legal, and th
adrocate such changes often cite accepted palliative care practice in support of their
posrtron- on causal and consequentialist grounds. The line of argument runs something
like this: "rf you agree with the administration of opioids andiedatives, or treatnìenr
abatement which even have the porenfial to alter the timing, and there.fore Íhe catt.çe, of
death. how could you disagree with the adminisrrarion of alethal injeciion which has the
expressed intention of causing death?".

It will be concluded that narrow empirical causality,s applied in the setting of terrnrnal
cilre' cannot alone account for the distinction between accepted palliative care practice
artd euthanasia. lt is both false and unhelpful if appropriate and skilfully administered
artd ntonitored pain and symptom relief together wiìh the abatement of futile treatmenr rn
the context of a person's dying process, are seen as causing death. SelÊwilled and
planned death- with or without third party assistance, surely hãs bener arguments in rts
fàvour anylvay.

ln the exoerience ot'caring and being cared for, both intention and honestyare decisive.
Palliative care must be clear about its intentions, and accept that there are some occasions
when the process of death is hastened, either unknowingly or knowingly.q Far from
strbverting its practice, this acknowledgement might libãrate it from *i¿". claims of
arnbiguity on causal issues. No matter what one's view of euthanasia, it is important to

, which, it is argued, should move away
cy in death causation, crucially important
ofthe dying process and self determination

'' ,A,irctl¿lc NHS Trust v Bland . [1993] All ER 821.- D0firrcd hy thc peak body Palliative Care Australia as "the cleliberate action to terminate life 6y
s(lnì(\)rì(¡ ()thcr th¿u, ¿nd at the request ol the patient concerned,, 1gg5.
3 For ¿ useful discussion of causaho¡r in end oi life decision-making, æe Keyserlingk, writin¡i on
Rodrigucz. Causality is divided into three categories. Stand¿rtl causality entails thç
t h¿rat k'risatiorr t¡f trr'¿tments (eg orclinary v extraoraiãary) in o=rder t<> alkrw abatemelrt. C¿use
ol'clt'¿tlr is usually ¿scrihed to the underling clisease rathår than the decision or interverrtion in
t¡ut''stion. But-for or r'mPirical c¿usdlity relies on the scientifie eause. Normative causality ¿l¡,ws
<t oltt¡1' tonl¡r¡1'þ1'¡f iivc analysis inclutling normative consider¿tions ¿rrtl 

"^piri..ul 
.tut . (S¡

"Sr.r' Jcssit'¿ Corrrcr (ó)
r'5r'r' Stofft'll antl Ashby (7)
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Principles and Values Underlying the Concept of Causation in Law

Author: Professor Tony Honore, All Souls College, Oxford, United Kingdom

No values underlie the concept of causation in lawas such. Causation is a general
cutegory employed rn every sort of inquiry into the world around us. With is help we can
find
out enough about the external world to survive rn rt.

The values underlying the concept of causation are objectivity, regularity and the
possibility of cognition. To establish causal connection between events, however,
presents greater diffieulty in the organie (ineluding the medieal) sphere than in the
inorganic, purely physical, owing to the greater complexity of organic processes.

The concept of causation is used as one of the bases of responsibility. It is in fact central
to the basic type of responsibility that we have for our conduct and is
outcome. The values underlying the concept of responsibility are that it encourages good
conduct and good outcomes of conduct and promotes a sense of one's own personal
identity and that of others.

Law makes people in certain cases not merely responsible but liable to punishment or to
pay damages for the outcome of their conduct and in particular for the harm they cause.
When it does this the principle of corrective justice by which wrongdoers ought to make
good the harm they have done to others is limited by legal values that depend on faimess
to the wrongdoer. These aspects of fairness include (a) the requirement of notice (b) the
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Dr Michael A Ashby
Director of Palliative Medicine
Royal Adelaide Hospital'
North Terrace
ADELAIDE 5OOO

Dear Dr Ashby,

Select Committee.
necessary. However,
make any

The evidence should be returned as soon as possible, addressed to the
Secretary of the Committee.

Should you wish to give any additional information please write to the
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE LAW AND PRACTICE RELATING TO
DEATH AND DYING

Minutes of Evidence,
9 September I99I at 9.2O a

Parliament House, Adelaide
m

Hon.
Hon.

Present:

.J. Hopgood, M.P. (Chairnan)
ennifer Cashmore,- M. P.
C. Easticlc, M.P
Atlcinson, M. P.
Evans, M. P.
Heron, M.P.

. KOEZ, M. P.

9r MICFIjAEL ANTHONY ASÉIBY, DirecEor of palliative

Medicine, RoyaI Adelaide HospicaI, Nort.h Terrace, AdeIaide, 5OOO,

recalled and further examined.

7 68 TFIE CÉAIRMAN: Welcome to the select committee. you
are no sEranger to us, of course, because of your willingness t,o
assist us q¡herever possible, f or which we are very grat.ef uI.
Please present, your submission?---It is generatly accepÈed thaÈ
the management of pain (from alI causes) has been an area of
neglecc unt.iI relatively recenEly (Melzack, The Tragedy of
Needless pain, Scientific American, 1990). Contrary to popular
belief, the author says t.haÈ morphine taken soIeIy to control
pain is not addictive, yêt patients world wide continue to be
undertreated and to suffer unnecessary agony.

Considerable efforts are under way to improve
education and, hence, pract,ice in the medical and other health
ca.Ee prof essions. South Australia has taken a Ieading role in
t,his process, both Iocally and internaÈionally (Pilowslcy. An
Outline Curriculum on Pain for Medical SchooIs, (Editorial) Pain
I988; and Loeser and Cousins, Concemporary Pain Management,
Medical Journal of AusEraIia 199O). Members of the committee
wiII, no doubt, be arrtare of Prof essor Cousins, who recently lef t
this State for Èhe Royal Norrh Shore Hospital in Sydney. That
paper summarises issues in modern pain managemenÈ. An import,ant
Aust,ralian document is the National HeaIth and Medical Researcll
Council (NH6,MRC) report on Èhe management of severe pain. Much
of Ehe work was done here in SouÈh Australia.
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Cancer pain has been parÈicularly problemat.ical.
it is acknowledged that much remains t,o be done to improve
palliative care of patient,s L/ith advanced incurable cancer
(Stjernsward and Teoh, I989). Dr Stjernsward is chief of

WorId HeaIÈh Organisation (WHO) cancer and palliative care
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unit in Geneva. and çriII visit, Australia from 5 to lf April L992
during National Hospice Awareness ú,Ieel<. That wilt be a very
useful event to address issues of public policy and palliative
care in Australia, wich him present on behalf of the wHo.

Although the main thrust of t.he Û{HO campaign f or
improved cancer pain control has been directed tov¡ards
developing countries, it is clear that there are stiII major
deficiencies in pain control and palliative care in alI
countries, for which policies are being developed (II{HO PoIicy
Statement on Palliacive Cancer Care L987; Griffin, Dying wich
Dignity. Office of Health Economics, London, I99I; and King
Edward,s HospiÈal Fund for London and Nat,ionaI AssocÍation of
HeaIth Authorities, United Kingdom, I987). These are aII good
examples of sCrategies that have been proposed and either
partially o.r complecely adopted.

This is certainly Èhe case in Australia, despite
the considerable recent progress and education initiatives.
Most of those s¡orking in palliative care and pain units
recognise t,haÈ the ¡lrocess of change is slow because the main
obstacles Iie in the att.itudes and myths surrounding the ethical
basis of palliative care and t.he Iimitations of the curative
medical rnodel when addressing palliative care issues (Ashby and
SÈoffeII, Therapeutic Ratio and Defined Phases: Proposal of
Ethical Framework for Palliative Care, British Medical JournaI,
f99I). Pain j-s che most common sympt.on that af f Iicts pacients
referred for palliative care. The following cable shows the
commonest synptons in advanced cancer patients from St
Christopher's Hospice, a study done in l99o on 647 patients.

Table 6 Commonest symptoms in advanced cancer:
St Christopher's Hospice 1979 (n = 647)

Symptont Percentage

Pain
Anorexia
VVeighr Loss

!Vealiness
ConstipaLion
D]'spnoea
Nausea/Vomiling
Oedema/Eflusion
Cough
lnsomnia

+9.0
+ 5.5
+2.0

69.5
6+.75
59.25

36.75
30.75
29.0
27.0

Source: Walsh and Saunders, 1984
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The table shows chat for
issue; theteafter, ic is
constipation, shortness
oedemaTeffusion that' is
sleep disturbance.

nearJ-y 7o Per cent Pain is a ma ior
anoreiia, hIêighc Ioss and t¡teakness.
of breath, nausea,/vorniting,

, collecÈions of fluid - cough and

769 THE HON. JENNIFER CASÉIMORE: t'Ias that the rating system
ofpatientschemselvesorofthemedicalprofessionin
diagnosis? Is this how patients raEed the severity of their
symptoms?---No, these are the issues as perceived by the medical
and nursinq staff of st. christopher's Hospice' There is no

scorinq here: these are just problems as presented to the staff'
i;;t ri"r" issues in neai"al and nursing management'' other
stuãie" address t.he f ield Eo which you alLude.

77O Do the other studies that Ioolt at it through the
r very much in their outcomes
ical Professiõn, in te'Ems of
ms of issues. You would get a

Iications that Iook at it from
differs is the rePort'ing of the
s are fairlY consistent and, in
hat, if che Pain issues are noÈ -

addressed, ic is very difficult even to evaluat'e fhe others'
pain is really a veri dominant. problem in palliative care' âs

one might expecÈ.

77 L THE HON. B. C. EASTICK: If one f"ere to conduct an

examination of pat,ients generalty in a hospital without the word
,cancer, involved, in a number of cases some of Èhose fact'ors
would appear and I am thinking of the Person who goes down

with a kidney stone or a gall Utãa¿er problem, Pancreatit'iS and

Èhings of that, na¡ure - al¿ would rate as pain, although for a

shorÈertirne,Itakeit?---Yes,brhatyousayhaselot'of
validiÈy. These are not just. issues for the care of cancer
patiencs. We can Iook at other common chronic and debilitating
illnesses, afflicCions such as dementia and dementing illnesses'
I aEtended a seminar at, HiIIcrest Hospit.aI recently, talking Eo

the carers of demented people. t,Ie agreed that Ehere vraS much

commonality between the symptoms of a cancer patient and those
of a demented patienc. There are many oveElaps v¡ith general
care- TheSe are not isSues for cancer patienEs alone'

772 The very big difference as far as cancer is concerned
wourd be rhe rime over which the pain appried. although dement'ia
ls possibly the same?---Yes. Cancer pain control has been Èâught
by the t'l¡Ho ustng its analgesic Iadder. This ladder is in some of
t.he referenc" mãteriars and books you have before you- The vÙTo

analges ic Iadder consists of Èhree st'ePs ' mild ' moderate and

".r"i" 
pain, for which a non-opioid, weak opioiit and strong

opioid drug is indicated sequenÈ1alIy and someÈimes additively'

773 THE HON. JENNIFER CASFIIVIORE: V'liII you def ine opÍoid and

non-oPio id?



---The opioids class of drugs is best exemplified by the drug
morphine and a number of other drugs from that family which have
sirnilar effects in the body. For examPIe. non-opioid drugs used
for cancer pain are paracetamol and aspirin- Some examples of

"ããf àpioid-diugs arã codeine and oxycodone. New approachès are
tocusiñg more on pain mechanisms and the appropriate choice of
drug class to rnatón the mechanisms operative in a given patient
at a given tine.
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774 THE HON. JENNIFER CASHMORE:

'adjuvant' mean?---Adjuvant refers to
the main drug overcome the pain. The
and aspirin in mild pain, codeine and
step, and morPhine in the third steP,

774A What might. be the chemical composition of .an
adjuvanl?---It might well be a drug such as an antidepressan
an anxiolytic; a drug that relieves anxiety' It may be a

benzodiazápam,. one oi the drugs that nay well alter the pain
threshhold perception in the brain. I dispute that term, an
are doing "ã*. 

wórk whicrh may lead to us challenging the not
that these are truly adjuvant drugs -

What does the rntord
a drug that acts to heIP
main drugs are Paracetamol
oxycodone in the second
for severe Pain.

tor

dwe
ion

beuzo d.iar-¡- f'

775 TflE CHAIRMAN: Does the plus and minus on the graph
mean that there is an option?---Yes, there is an option' In our
service \de do not use the second step very often' We discourage
the use of codeine and oxycodone because \â7e f ind that they have
high side effect profites and Iimitations in terms of the doses
that can be given. That is something that we do not find with
morphine, and I wiII explain more about that later.

776 THE HON. JENNIFER CASHIIORE: You say ''!"e'. I take
that means the hospice service that you are workÍng in, and
not necessarily reier to South Australia or Australia? Is
much debate abãut liniting the second step in medical
circles?---There is a bit of debate, but I think that most
services are heading in the same direction. We were by no
being eccentric in this Practice.

776A Are you referring to most services in South Australia
or Australia?---I mean that, internationally in the hospice and
palliative care movement, you will not find any support for the
ù=" of codeine. oxycodone and other drugs of that class. but
there are a few inàiviauats in a few services who advocate their
use. The reason that they will remain in the armamentarium for
the Êorseeable future is that in the third world many countries
do not have access to morphine, but they may have access to
codeine-Iike drugs. Thereiore, to put up an international model
that does not include that step would leave them rather in the
coId. For t.he puEposes of internaEional teaching the step
remains, but rã Uãtieve that. it has limitations- The drug
classes used here, analgesics or adjutants (and I am not' sure
that I reaIIy differentiate bet$teen Ehem) are drugs that üte might

ir
doe s

there

means
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use for cancer Pain. First of
weak or strong class. There is
that distinction is a true one.
choice as morPhine administered
intramuscuJ-arIY.
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all there are the oPioids of the
even some debate as to whether
but I¡te regard the oPioiil of our
ora1ly. subcutaneouslY or

777 TFIE HON. JENNIFER CASHMORE: When you ref er to opioicl
morphine, do you mean that the difference between strong and
r""È is simply a diluted morphine or is it some other
drug?---No, they are different drugs. Morphine is a strong
opioid; codeine is a weak oPioid.

-778 MR HERON: When you say that morphine can be taken
orally and in t\,to other r¡lays, what is the real ¿lif f erence? Must
a certain patient take it. in a certain way?---The WorId Health
Organisatj-on's approach to eancer pain control proposes as the
fiist Iine route the oral route in aII circumstances where the
patient can sr¿allow, or where they are not nauseated or
vo¡niting. There may be times when patients cannot mechanically
swallow because they may have an obstruction to the oesophagus,
but otherwise the oral'route is the first route that u7e use for
alI the medications.

No matter where the cancer is?---That' is correct.
provided the patient can swallorþ, and provided that they are not
nauseated, wê would recommend starting on oral nedications"
This slide shows some of the drug classes that might be used in
cancer pain: opioids, anti-inflammatory drugs both steroidal and
non-steioidal, local anaesthetics, tricyclics, antidepressants. .

anticonvulsants, antispasmodics and anti-otit'ics. 4'nç1

779 TÉIE HON JENNIFER CASHMORE: Is there any taste or odour
that is unpleasant?---Some preparations can have an unpleasant
taste, and pharmacists usually make an individualised effort to
make up a solution that the patient finds acceptable.

77 gA I s it always in liquid f orm and, if it is liquid, r¿hat
sort of liquid is itz Is it an oily Iiquid or a \¡¡ately
Iiquid?---Is depends on the basis the pharmacist makes up.
Chloroform rJater has been the most popular basis. In the past
there ü¡as a vogue of adding alcohol, which was part of the
so-called Brompton CocktaiI, and which has now been consigned to
the history books. Some patients do not Iike either the taste
or the ideá of a mixture, and some patients find that t'aking a

mixture every four hours triggers nausea. Patients on a stable
dose of morpñine are usually converted to slow release morphine
tablets. This drug has just become available in Australia. It
vras put on the NHS under the PBS scheme in Australia. It is no\it
avaifable to the public and nearly aIt public hospitals in South
Australia but, unfortunately, not in my hospital at the present
time. This drug is taken twice a day in t'ablet f orm. I am sure
t.hat you can appreciate that it can offer very significant
advanl"g". in i"r*s of patient convenience and acceptability.

ùh "t
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780 THE HON. B.C. EASTICK: IT
treatment. Is there any injectable
currently used by cancer Patients?

(Continued on page 454)

453

is an
depot

M.A. ASHBY

early form of dePot
treatment that is
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---No, not at present, although that avenue coul-d be consiclered
in future research. Ctrna.llo.sic

I'J\
78L THE HoN. B.cI EASTICK: Does the term 'depo' refer to

pain being relieved dver a protracted perigd, sometimes days,
weeks or months?---Tf|e problem with cancerlli,s that it nuc*be tS Ao

treated with a fixed16ose. If there Lrere an escalation of the
need for depo injections one week into a one month period, big
problems could occur in terms of flexibility. Colleagues in
Canada are considering a patch which is put on the skin and
which utilises the transdermal route to administer a drug called
fentanyl. Indeed, that is a marketable product in Northern
Amer i ca .

Most patients with advanced cancer pain wiIl
require opioid analgesia, and presently morphine is the chosen
opioid in most palliative care programs. This has been a major
contribution of the pioneer nritish Hospice and Palliative Care
Movement. Detaits are well outlined in the work Tr^rycross and
Lack. 'Therapeutics in Terminal Cancerr, I984. Dr Hopgood, you
have a copy of a rbook about morphine, which is written in
guestion and ansvrer style. Those questions and ansvters are also
contained in the book. should members of the commitee wish to
refer to them.

The book 'Cancer Pain Relief' , which ü/as written
by the Wortd HeaIth Organistion. summarises the practical and
policy aspects of cancer pain relief. Those books are worth
rooring al. NearIy everything I have said this mdrning is
contained in these books. The areas of pharmacology and the
discussion of opioids and their role in cancer and non-canceE
pain relief are weII covered by tr,ro British revier¡/ers: Hanks and
Hoskin 'Opioid Analgesics in Èhe Management of Pain in PaÈients
\,/ith Cancer - a Review' ; and by McQuay 'opioids in Chronic
cancer Pain', British Journal of Anaest.h, 1989. Those works are
referenced in the paper. For anyone wishing to Iook more at the
basic pharmacology aspect. it is aIl explained in those paPers.

Despite all t.he above experience and knowledge.
one of the major impedinents to effective pain control remains
the wide-spread professional and public fear of addiction,
habituation and side effects of norphine and the opioid class of
drugs. Both DoyIe and Zeîz spoke at the First Asian pacific
Symposium on Pain Control in Sydney in February 1991. The
reference 'Morphine Mythology. Morals and Money' by Dr Doyl-e. of
SÈ Columba's Hopsice, BosweII Road, Edinburgh, United Kingdom,
states:

(Statement follows on Page 4544)
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\J
By way of explanatj-on, phãrma€.Û]Éçy looks at what

a drug does when it arrives aÈ its target receptor in the body,
where it will do its job and where it wiII produce the effects,
both beneficial and unwanted. Pharmacokinetics is the science of
Iooking at how the drug gets there from its route of entry into
the Uoáy until it reaches the terget site, which can sometimes
be very conplex. The term 'parenteral' refers to alI routes that
are not ora}.

Many of the issues raised by Doyle and Zenz are
adclressed in the paper 'Controv rsies in Cancer Pain: Medical
Perspectives, by Kathleen Foley in New York
who ìs an assoJiate Professor a and who is
one of the leading advocates of trol . Zeîz,
from Bochum in GermanY, says z I

I
(Statement, f oll,tws on Page 456 )

( Cont inue pag.e 457 )

S (oqr- ke lþ;
Cl^"h..¿

fh¡.ur^ o r^[ G*,t
b
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(THE t¡ITNESS continuing) :

zerLz perhaps understates the side effects, which
problèmatical but manageable for many patients,
unaccepcable Èo some. Progress in this area may
expected from currenE research endeavours -

M.A. ASHBY

are
but which nay be
be reasonably

The main side effects of morphine are: first, etÍth
Eespect to the central nervous sysEem: drowsiness, confusiOn,
hallucinat,ions, dist.urbed d,reams and Eespiratory depression;
secondly, $rith respect to the gast,rointestinaL cract: nausea and
vomÍting, and const,ipation. Icching, s$reaÈing, urinary
disturbances and a dry mouth are occasionally reporEed. Most of
these side effects are either transient, mild and tolerable, oE

amenable to Preventative measures.

The fear of Iife-shortening, that the use of
morphine :-or cancer pain may be a form of active euthanasia, is
discussed and dismissed by FoIey. The Presence of pain appears
to act as a counteEbalanc,e to both psychological addiction and
side effects. That is an important concept, it is also a

difficult one Èo documenE, but. there is a lot of clinical
evidence to supporÈ that staEemenc. There d.oes not appear to be
an upper dose limit f or morphine, .and the dose requirecl Èo
control pain varies. Some patienEs do require very hiqh doses
for various reasons.

The next overhead is taken from the question and
ansvrer Section in 'Therapeutics in Terminal Cancer' and 'OraI
Morphine in Advanced Cancer' , bot,h by Ttfycross. The question is
asked: why do some people need more morphine than others? There
are diffeiences in pain inCensiCy. SomeÈimes other drugs will
modify the slay morphine is handled by t.he body. There may be
individual variations in how we absorb drugs, how the liver
meEabolises the drug, hot^/ long the drug lasts in the
bloodstream, the age of the patiel-It, t.he patient ' s nut,ritional
status, differences in the pain tolerance threshold. Previously
induced t.olerance, and a number of other reasons Ehat I will not
go into noh¡.

Is oral morphine reaIIy effective? The answer is
'Yes'. OraI morphine, given with a sulphate or hydrochloride
base, has been used in four hourly doses ranginq from as Iittle
as Z.S mg to IZOO mg. Published data shows that the rnedian dose
is in t.he range of 15 mg four hourly and t,hat few patients need
more than IOO mg in four hourly doses, alt,hough some do.
Patients, whose pain is poorly controll-ed on I0O ng four hourly
doses. may sometimes obt,ain benefits at higher doses. whilst
dose requirements may increase during the course of a cerminal
i1lness, there is no real substance to the notion that starting
morphine premat,urely Ieads to an inability to control pain
before death. Despite overwhelruing clinical evidence t'hat
norphine used apPropriately for cancer pain is safe and
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effective, there is stiII entrenched professional and public
reservation about. its use. As a result, far too many patienÈs
are deprived of the chance of opt'imaI pain relief - A sustained
educational and research effort is required Èo maint'ain and
inprove whac has alreaily been achieved -

That concludes my prepared submÍssion. I have one
f urther overhead on the classif ication of t.he alif f erent t,ypes of
cancer pain, which I wilt leave Èo one side unless requested to
presenE it.

782 THE CHÀIRMAN: The nub of hThaË the committee is
interest.ed in this morning is any suggestion Èhat' drug usagie
might. hasten death. In short, Èhe piece Ëo which you ref erred is
a¡óut pain management in the f orm of euÈhanasia. ['¡ith respect Èo

the Fotey piece, which I have had a chance to quickly peruse,
although emot,ionally I am on her side, I find what she says less
than alt.ogether convincing. On Page 2258, under Che heading 'Is
pain management a form of euthanasia?', she says:

Treacment oftpain is never a form of euthanasia-
Its intent, ics goal, and the conditions in which
physicíans and pat.ients inCeract are directed to the
manaqement of symptoms. More detaited discussions on
this topic are beyond the siope of this report, but such
a dialogue is critical if h/e are to educate both
pat,ients and health care professionals in clear
áitferences between pain managemenE and euEhanasia.

Foley seems to be saying Èhat there is a clear difference in
inteñC, and there may be no argument about ¡hat, but, I am

interested in t,he dif f erence in outcome.

(Continued on Page 459)
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---This probably leads us back to what I said about there being
a balance Uetweån side-effects, psychological addiction and
pain. It seems that different PeopIe require a.different dose of
morphine, as vte have just said. tõ balañce against their pain'
provided that the ¿rué is being taken for pain. ang provided
that the correct dose has been found, there are neither
overwhelming nor dangerous side-effects, nor is there any
documented evidence of adcliction; therefore any notion of
causing death by opioid analgesics used in correct dosage antl
correct dose stepp,rd up scheãuIes for cancer patients is lacking.

There is no evidence for believing that morphine
is causing the premature death of patients. Ho\,Iever, it is an
impossiblã study to undertake. How long would a cancer patient
trave lived had fte or she been allowed to continue in pain
without any form of opioid analgesia or any form of pain relief
or, perhaps, with an alternative form of pain relief that might
not ¡e as effective? ALl of us who work in the area of cancer
medicine would say that our observations lead us to conclude
that a death rnay Ë" mo¡F hasty if a patient is in overwhel-ming
pain, and \^re have seen People who have Presented in very severe
iain who have had that pain controlted and have been able to go

år"y and live for many weeks or months in comfort, without there
being any issues of overwhelming side-effects of atldiction'

Ho\¡¡ever, some of our patienÈs def initely have very
severe side-effect profiles and, just as I do not think we

should say to you that \^¡e can relieve aII pain, because vle

cannot, equalIy, some of our patients have very big problems
with side-effeðts, and that is a major area of focus of drug
research in this area of nedici.ne over the next f ew years '

783 THE CHAIRMAN: In the questions and answers are a couple
of oÈher references on whÍch we should inviÈe you to comment'
The first is No. 33: 'Do patients die of morphine-induced
respiratory depression?, There is a warning against what is
caIIed blunderUuss or shotgun theraPy, and it goes on to say:

We have seen patients whose death was Possibl-y
precipitated by an excessive init,ial dose of morphine-

Then there is No. 54: rDon't patients die quickly once morphine
has been Prescribed?' ft saYS:

Whether the patient dies in a short time depends
on at what stage morphine therapy is started '
Circumstantial evidence suggests thaÈ many patients
survive for a longer period because they are able to
rest, sleep and "ãt 

more and take a renewed interest in
lifeontheotherhand,givingmorphinetoa
patient totally exhausted by unrelieved pain and
in"ã*ni". ".p"ãiaIIy 

if eIderly, may lead to pneumonia
consequent upon a combinati-on of somnolence and cough
suppr""""rrts when used in the way described in this
guide - Houtever, the risk is very small '
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9{i 11 you comment
pulIed out quite
used in this book
cloctors may have.
iclea that lde are
will be reckless
Iike all classes
danger s .
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on eit.her of those?---No, I think that you have
nicely from this question and ans\ter technique

some of the major anxieties patients and
Certainly, wê would not btant to promote the

producing for you a generation of doctors who
with the use of opioid analgesics, because,
of drugs, unguestionably they have their

The initial dose for a patient t,tho has not
received any morphine or other opioid class drug before has to
be judged witn some caution. Equally, we would not want to see
thoÃe people who have respiratory failure, particularly people
with exacerbations of chronic bronchitis and emphysema (a common
chest condition in Australia), given large initial doses of
opioid drugs. They could be quite dangerous in those
circrr*stances. As with all these things, clinical judgnent and
care are essential. and the dose must be tailored to the
individual clinical situation.

with r"n".u'ao the other issue of patients
possibly living longei in greater comfort when their pain is
ielieveã, that is a statement I believe to be intuitively
correct but not a study that is easily done, as patient's would
have to act as their o\dn controls, in a sense. There is a lot of
circumstantial evidence to show that they are not
life-shortening.

(Continued on Paqe 46I)
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784 THE HON. B.C. EASTICK: In the documenEation that you
provided to us this morning, it t.aIks about non-morphine
responsiveness. To what degree, if at aI1, is that a personal
idiosyncracy as opposed t,o an ouCright non-morphine
responsiveness? CerÈainly, slhen it comes to species, there are
some very major differences, but wit.hin individual species you
somet.imes obtain a variaCion of effect of the same
pharmacological product. To what degree is that. a problern in
pain maintenance or pain palliative care?---I think that it is a

potentially fruitful avenue to Iook at, in our future research.
professor Bochum at the University of South Australia has done
some interesting wor lr that suggests that, about one in I0 of the
population may bé unable to metabolise codeine. Codeine is what
is known as a pro drug, that is, it is converted in the body to
morphine, which is another reason sthy r¡re do, not recommend its
use . I f you $tant to give morphine, !ühy not þive it instead- of
going around rhe houses Eo use a pro drug? Professor-;;;hffi h;" BocL

shown the r^/ay peoBIe f aiI Eo meEabolise the 'drug. I v¡onder
whether there are not aLso some effects of drug meÈabolism with
morphine which I^/e do not yeE undersÈand, and. which may be
variable from one individual Èo another and may be genetically
decermined. I Ëhink that Èhere is still a lot of work to do in
Èhat. area.

d_

The subjecc of non-opioi/, responsiveness leads me

to the slicte I now show you concerning cancer pain mechanism. It
is a very technical graph and is included in the document caIIed
Research Protocol-. PIease do not attempE Co Èake aII the
informacion in at first hearing because it is very comPlicated.
I think thar ic is fairly widely aqreed that cancer pain is not
just one ent.iEy. Cancers can spread Èo nany parÈs of the body
and produce pain by a large variety of mechanisms. There are thro
fundamenCal qroups or types of pain: f irst, t,he so-caI led
nociceptive pain, meaning a harmful or painful stimulus such as
a cancer deposiC in a bone, the Iiver or wherever; seeondly,
neurogenic pain, which is produced as a result, of damage Èo the
nervous system. Cancers, and sometimes Èheir Lreatment, can Iead
to such damage. For insCance, we know that tumours in the head,
neck, pelvis or chest. waII can groht into the nerves as r¿eII as
the muscles, other adjacenC orqans, and part. of the body Iining.
We believe that Lumour qroh¡th into those st,rucÈures Ieads to the
production of pain by these mechanisms. Therefore, the principal
subdivisions are nocicept,ive and neurogenic. Nociceptive pain
refers Èo a normal, unattacked neEvous system. Neurogenic pain
teIls us that Èhe Eumour has damaged the Èelephone netf¡rork in
Che body. When the nerves are damaged, pain is produced. One
group of patienÈs on the graph represents our most difficult
group of patiencs with h/hom $/e can achieve satisfactory pain
conEroI. We usually give them a criaL of morphine and \^¡e of ten
have Eo add ocher drugs such as sEeroids if hle think t,here is an
inflammatory componenÈ, or if vte think there is a non-sCeroid
component, hte Inay add anticonvulsant drugs f or shoot'ing or
Iancinating pain as a result of spinal cord or ocher nervous
Pat.hhray damaqe.
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Ant.idepressants and anxiolytic drugs may also be required.
tncideñCalIy, nerve damage Pain also has a lot in common with
so-called phantom pain when a Iimb has been cuE off, and it
receives messages through t,he nervous system which are perceived
in t.he brain. There is a Iot Èhat qre do noE understand about
t'hat 

r^'orirE' hoci c¿1livø
I

When you look atrpain in different parts of the
body you find ts¡o principal grouPS: somatic and visceral pain.
Visceral pain comes from scruccures deep wichin t,he body such as
large tumour masses placed deep in the body cavity, the
int.estines, the bile duct, or the urinary tract. Someone earlier
talked abou¡ urinary Stones. The pain from a stone in your
urecer going from the Ìcidney co the bladder can be excruciating,
and is known as visceral pain. Its wiring is different from
somatic and more superftcial pain, and h/e treat them entirely
differenCly. We would also use an op.ioid drug for the pain of
passing a urinary sEone, and ít responds very well to t'hat'. It
ãoes not respond at, aII to ant,i-inflammatory drugs. which would
be our first. Iine for suPerficial pain from, for example, a

malignant ulcer of the skin or Ehe mucosa of the mouth.
Likewise, with t.he spread of cancer to the skeleEon, called bone
met,aSt,ases, which is a very common situation and probably our
most common subgroup of cancer pain patienEs, $te would tend Èo
use an anti-inflammatory drug as the first Iine drug and then
add in an opioid drug if complete relief is not, achieved with
the ant,i-inflammatory. Radiotherapy is part,icularly useful for
bone meEastases and for malignant, ulcers on the skin. They are
not usually quite so effective for nerve damage pain, so noqt h7e

are looking aE a much more sophisticated model for cancer pain
mechanism rather Èhan saying that cancer pain is one Cype. We

approach it in steps from one to three as on a Iadder -

Consequently, the group which might be referred to as pain ÈhaL
is poorly responsive Èo morphine in the opioids class of drugs
is very often the nerve damage group. They are aIhTayS said Eo be
the ones E.hat, had pain which did noÈ respond very weII to
morphine. That may be the case, buc t.here is no$r increas ing
evidence thaÈ you should always try Ehe opioid drugs and see the
responses. some people respond weIl.

(conÈinued on page 463)
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(THE WITNESS eontinuing) :

Having started with a simple model of cancer pain, wê are now
malcinõ Iif e more complicaced and dif f icult f or ourselves. tt'Ie are
of t,he belief that it is a matÈer of horses for courses: that
Ehere is the right clrug for t.he right mechanism. That is r;hy I
tend to reject t'he term adjuvanc drugi f' thinlc many of those
drugs have specific roles for specific mechanisms.

785 THE ÊION. B.C. EASTICK: It, is important for us t.o
continue research into the area of phanCom pains. You have
highlight.ed yet another area where the Iong-term palliative,
noãpice and medical approach Èo this whole matcer does require
assistance to fine tune and to eliminat,e some of the unknowns
that currently exist within pharmacological treatment?---I thinlc
it. is a potentially fruitful area of research. À good track
record exists in mat.ching druqs to mechanisms and in the better
understanding of mechanisms. There is also a good track record
in taking existing drugs and modifying Èheir sÈrucEures and
prof iles and their routes of administration to reduce side
ef f ects. An incernattional ef f ort, is being undertalcen to try Èo
improve cancer pain and sympCom control in general. I am sure
that money spent in this area wilI be spent well because resulÈs
will occur.

786 RnCihistamines, when used to treat high fevers and so
on, ean have a completely different effect from one individual
to anoEher: they can send one individual inCo a deep sleep
whilst they can cause another to have a high.

787 MR HERON: On Èhe second page of your paPer you staÈe
that. the area of pain control caused widespread fear, both
professionally and publicly, because of problems associated vJiÈh
drug addicÈion. Do some professional people not vtant Èo give
morphine over Èhe recommended I5 milligrarn dose because of that
fear?---Yes, it is a fear. That indicates Èo me just how
sErongly implanced teaching in a medical school or training of
any sort can become and how difficult it. is co chanqe once that
message has been implemented, rightly or wrongly. It. is a cohort
effect. It is a gradual change that one wiII bring abouE in
medical educat,ion, and it wilt not go ahray overnight.

Many of my colleagues, Particularly t.he senior
ones , r¡rent thlough medical schools when the wor Id had a

different view of opioid or narcotic analgesics and did not know
how Eo use them propeEly. The area of cancer pain had not been
focused on or looked aÈ properly. One needs to have more Ehan a

few Iectures oE journal articLes because t.hey do not seem to be
the most effecCive htay to change the aEtitudes when these
aE.tiCudes are deeply rooted. The best r,¡ay to change Èhose
attiÈudes is with clinical exPerience. A doctor may refer a
patient to me and say that either Ehe dose of che opioids thaÈ
the patienE Ir\tas on when he or she h/as referred is the problem
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and, rrhen the correct dose is given in the correcE
paÈient wilt be happy; that can often be a better
experience than any number of leccures or Papers.

I^|ay, tha t.
learning

788 MR HERON: Is an upper dosage limiC of morphine imposed
on someone who is terminally ill, given that the idea is to get
rid of pain?---Yes, obviously the dose is import'anÈ. In fact,
the iniCial starting dose is Particutarly inportant, and
schedules nor¡7 have been draf ted f or increas ing the dose of the
drug safeIy and effect.ively. Making doctors and the patients
comfortable with using those dose calculaÈion schedules is one
of Che fundamental factors of good cancer pain control.

I r¡/ant to dismiss forever the nyth that there is
an upper safe dose Iimit. Because of variatíons in the intensity
of pain, increases in pain during t,he course of a terminal
tllness and quite substantial differenees beÈween indíviduals in
Èerms of the r,¡ay they handle the drug when they take iÈ, that
is, how their bodies metabolise and process the drug, a big
difference wilI occur in the number of ruitligrams of morphine
t.haÈ has co be presc'ribed over a period.

Some people witl be able co tolerate hiqh doses in
numerical terms and, when thaÈ IirniE is reached safely, no
problem will occur in relation Eo addiction, the shortening of
life or side effecÈs such as those I menÈioned earlier. So, the
removat of t.he idea of an upper d.ose limit is one of Èhe
f undamenEal educaEional aspects ÈhaË r're must address. The dose
required is one that. wiII safely abolish or substantially
relieve pain.

789 THE HON. JENNIFER CASHMORE: t¡Ihen you h/ere speaking to
Doyle's paper. you said that morphine could be used to enable
patients to be discharged from hospical and that Ehey could lead
useful Iives. I think nosE people including me would be
amazed Eo think that one could Eake morphine and still continue
with employment oE what, we mighE. describe as a normal life. In
how many cases would that be PossibIe, and over what period
could a pat,ient self-administer norphine to control pain and
still maintain v¡haE râ¡e nighc describe as a normal or near normal
tifesÈyle? In r¡/hat circumstances would that be prescribed?---My
colleaques who work in Ehe chronic non-cancer pain field will
say that it is possible for t.heir patients to live many monchs
and indeed in some cases many years - on opioid analgesia. Some
of my cancer patients end up having a more favourable outloolç
afEer referral to the program chan sras init,ially E.hought Èo be
the case. Some of my patienÈs have lived for years - A
significant number have lived many monÈhs nore chan hras expected.

ÉIowever, f rorn my perspeccive as a hospice and
palliative care docCor, I deal predominantly htiÈh paCients in
the last. f ew weeks of Cheir Iif e. I do noE q¡ant Èo oversell t.he
resulCs of üthat I do because some of Ehe patienEs are s ick
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and they renain that h¡ay. It, is the downhill Progress of the
natural course of the disease that tends to influence so nuch of
the patients daily life. However, by substantially reducing or
abqlishing the patient ' s pain ü/ith the help of my Èeam I am able
t,o, eonEribute to a significant improvement in the quality of the
patienf,'s Iife. Hoqtever, I do not project that as a return Èo
normal Iiving.

(Continued on Page 466)
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(THE ú,¡ITNESS conEinuing) :

WhiIe the other factors in Che situation are sEatic - a disease
rnighE go into remission unexpectedly or a Patient with a disease
itt- tn"- earlier st,ages might require pain relief over a long
perio¿ of tirne you may well see people funccioning reasonably
normally on quite a nign dose monEhs or years after starting
regular morpnitt. use. Indeed, one of my patients has recently

"oroplet.ed 
an overseas t.rip. This pat'ienC is severely disabled '

but has static and good pãin control on a dose of about 5OOmg of
rnorphine a day in ã syringe driver. That dose was recently
converted to the MS cont,ent tablets at a dose of TOOmg twice a

day. one would not lcnow that chis person is taking an opioid
anãtg"sic. Ic is clearly documented that that person needed to
be on the d,ose stated. It ls a very Iarge dose, but it' has been
static over many monchs.

79O THE HON. JENNIFER CASHMORE: The dose is Toomg t$rice a

d,ay?---Yes. rrre disparity bet,ween doses is because three times
as much morphine is needed to be taken orally as when iC is
going in subcutaneouSly. There is a facÈor of three conversion
because of the hray the body handles t'he drug'

7gL THE HON. B.C. EASTICK: Certainly, a patient would gec a

return Èo fanity life if noE normal Iife?---Yes ' For this
person, in a ".tì., l- if e has reÈurned to normal in terms of e¡hat
ir possible within Che conÈext of t,he disease. The pain is no

Ionger t.he ma jor inf Iuence, neiCher is the dose of morphine: t'he
*o.[nin" is retieving the pain but the dose is not causinq any
obvious deleterious etfectJ to Èhat persotl's qualiÈy of life
ic is very stable.

7g2 THE HON. JENNIFER CASHMORE: A few years ago. the debate
in Australia in terms of pain relief cercainly at the Minist'ry
of HeaICh Ievel - b/as aUout Promoting the use of heroin' Is that
debate still going on; $/hat is the relat.ionship bethreen heroin
and morhpine; is morphtne a narcoÈic ilrug in the Same cafeqory
as heroin, and has neroin become irrelevant in terms of pain
conErol because of advanced knowledge in the use of
morphine?---The two druqs come from Èhe same family. ËIeroin. the
pfraimacological name of which is diamorphine, is converted to
irorpnine i; the body. The debate h¡as certainly on ' I think Chat
one of t.he Ieading þrot.agonists htas Max Harr is , lilho , every year '
used to write a Very angrry column in The Australian saying how

bad pain conËroI blas and inat Australian doctors should grapple
witn the issues and sort them out.

one of the things Ehat Max Harris has said on more
rhan one occasion is that, the unavailability of heroin in
Australia is a major obst,acle to proPer pain control' I do not'
belieúe that. t,o be the case, nor do t.he vast, ma joricy of doctors
practising in t.his area in AusEraIia or elsewhere ' VÙhen I was

iraining in Ehe UK. and iC st'tII is t'he case. diamorphine was
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available. There is some evidence co suggest that it has a
qreater effecE on the brain when initially taken and that it
produces more euphoria, but there is no evidence to suggest that.
it is superior in Cerms of pain control. One of its great,
advantages is its solubility. When high doses of an opioid are
required, certainly in Britain qte used diamorphine often because
of its solubilit.y f acÈor. The drug can be put int.o a smaller
volume of fluid for injection or for use in syringe drivers - it
is a matter of convenience.

I do not know that anyone has ever done a
randomised trial on diamorphine versus morphine, but it is the
opinion of leading practitioners Ín this area that there is no
subsEant.Íal difference betrreen the t.r¡to drugs in terms of cancer
pain control. I do not Èhink that any professional in Australia
in this area would campaign for the availability of heroin.
Morphine is perfectly adequate. and it, does the job very weII.

793 THE CEIAIRIIAN: Members nighc Iike to lool< at page 27
Èhe Twycross bq¡(ck book which covers much the same territory.

¿r^^Å [-a.k' ( Cont inued on paqe 4 6 8 )

of
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7g4 THE l{ON. JENNIFER CASHMORE: f¡'Iould you say that it is
extremely difficutt for a patient or the family of a patient to
identify the level of dosage required for a lethal dose of
ruorphinàZ ---Yes , I would sãy that it is ext¡emely dif f icult
because, when people are ta-fing morphine or opioid analgesics
regularly, the-dose that would be required to bring about death
thiough ãepression of the repiratory centre or other effects on

rhe brain rol-,iã-¡" very difficult tó judge and may be very high
indeed.

795 THE CFIAIRMAN: A strong element of advocacy comes
through in your paper. It seems to me that you would be
deliqñt"a ii thi; ðo¡nrnittee \^rere to make some recommendations
that would encourage some of the breaking down of t'hese
pre judices about the use of opioids . To whom r¿ou1d we really be
ãaAiessing ourselves? Do you discern that the prejuclice. such as
it is, is more or less entrenched in South Australia than
elsewhere? Obviously, to a degree it is an international
phenomenon: to r.¡hat extent are \'¡e better or v,orse here, by your
fiqnts?---In South Australia $te can take comfort from the fact
that these myths are mosq, ctef inj.tely not any more entrenched
here than in any other State in Australia and alrnost any other
country in the world.

Part of the problem. is to do with medical
education and a change ln iocus, and a genuine change in
understanding of the hray in which these drugs are used' in cancer
pain. That i; a relativãfy modern phenomenon to do with the
iio.r"".ing work of the British hospice and parriative care
movement from the late 196Os onb¡ards. The other factor is that'
for all communities nearly everywhere in the worId, drug
addiccion is a najor sociãl problem of the latÈer Part of Èhe

2Oth century, and is IikeIy lo remain so, unfortunately, for the
foreseeable future.

It is quite understandable, therefore, that people
in the community rouid find it very difficutt to tease aPart
issues of drug "aaiction and using the same drugs for specific
medical purposes. Given those statements, the only way Èo

achieve better pain control is by education over a period of
time both for tne professions and for the community' Thi-s will
not be achieved ovãrnight: it wiII need a concerted effort'
probably over a decade or so.

796 Can I press a little more closely: what practical
effect does thiè have on our capacity to run good palliative
care Programs? Are the number of people who accept the
philoàopny that you and others have put before us in relation to
the use of opioiås so thin on the ground that 

"Je 
have trouble

f rom time tc ti-me in attracting to these programs people who 
-

woul-d be comfortable witn the énifosophy of the program? Is it
as bad as that.? I am thinking in terms of how we word a

recommendation at this point?---Are you referring to patient
referrals or to doctors working in t'he area?
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.I97 THE CIIAIRMAN: Doctors t^Jorking in the actual
area?---There are many other factors ihat would put off' many of
my colleagues iio* roifittg in the area, and there is nothing
pãrticul"ify medical about that. Many People would feel that
doing rhe kind of job I do. dealing mainfy with clying people in
the last few weeks and months of life. is generally a very
difficult. area to work in, for very obvious reasons. That is a

"ig"ificant 
influence on recruitment to the area and, possibly,

to the attitudes to working with dying people '

Hov¡ever, it is important for the future that aII
doctors, nurses and other healtñ care professionals going into
the community ãna to hospitals from the tertiary education
system should feel comfortable with this area, particularly witn

"ärr""r 
pain control, because it is my opinion that, whilst for

the foreseeable future there will be a need for programs such as

ours and for roles such as mine in the major teaching centres,
it would be quite inappropriate in every r^ray for me and for my

paffiative "ãr" colleagues to suggest that a clone of us is
iequirea to give coverage to the people of 'South Australia.

That is clearly inappropriate, even in the
metropolitan area. In countly areas, obviously, it is not
appropriate to have palliative c.are specialists widely
distributed throughoùt the State ' What \^7e have to do is to make

sure that col-1".gu.s in hospital medicine, and particularly in
general practice, are comf ortable \^tith the attitudinal and
ethical aspects of palliative care and of the clinical skills to
control cancer Pain safeIY.

ThaÈ requires an ed.ucation program, w!ich to my

mind should be a najoi priority. Most programs could do with
more resources to improve education. I referred earlier to the
fact that I should rire to arrange for every student in our
medicat school to meet the family of someone dying of advanced
cancer, as wel] as the patient himself, in order to see first
hand what happens and how the issues are dealt witn- It is not
something yoù-""tt teach by taking 20 students on a ward round:
it is far too sensitive for that.

community,
resources,
lot more.

We could not do that in our hospice nor in the
but on â one-t.o-one bas is \i7e coul-d ' If \â¡e had more
in terms of teaching time, I,üe would be able to do a

(Continued on Page 470)
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(THE I'ùITNESS conÈinuing) :

I think Ehat \r/e could do a lot more at undergraduate level ' and
cert,ainly at postgraduaEe IeveI where aIl t,he programs in
Adelaide are no$t involved in teaching young general
praccit,ioners in training. tùe also need to consolidate in that'
ãrea. t think that educat.ion is a rna jor priority, oËherwise, if
$¡e were to have t.his conversation again in 20 years time, that
would be a pitY.

798 THE HON. B.C. EASTICK: I was parricularly interested to
hear you say ,the professions' quiEe deliberately to Dr Hopgood
when he asked Che first of t,hose questions. I would identify
Èhe protessions that I would see involved in t,hat collect,ive as
being medicos: t.he pharmacologist and Èhe pharmacist (because
t,hey help set public percePtions and do more harm or good than
t.hey are somet.imes given credit f or ) , and the nursing
profession. ú{ouId you include any other professions apart from
t.hose four, oE would you exclude any of then?---No, I think that
is a very reasonable Iist. However, in a hospital conmunity such
as a Iarge tertiary'referral insticucion Iike the Royal Adelaide
HospitaI, it is important that everybody in the health care team
is familiar wich the attiÈudes and philosophies.

799 WouId Èhat. include the social workers?---Yes, and the
speech therapisCs and physiotherapists. It would include
everyone who works in the team, because they wiIl lcnow ü¡hat
drugs t,he patienE, is t.aking and r,that. the problems are. They wiIl
lcnow abouC the patient I s pain. They also need to f eeI
comfortable wit.h tIhaE is going orl, noC so much in a practical
sense, buC maybe in an ethical sense. It is a very big teaching
exercise.

8Oo Woulil you
give a great deal
cer Èa inly .

agree that. i t
of attention

s ome thing
any final

to which we must
report?---Yes,

1S
in

8OI THE CHÀIRMAN: Thank you for coming and giving evidence
Èoday.

THE WITNESS WITHDREW

THE COMMITTEE ADJOURNED
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It is generally accepted that the management of pain (from all
causes) has been an area of neglect until relatively recently
(Melzack 1990). There are now considerable efforts underway to
improve education and hence practice, in the medical and other
health care professions. South Australia has taken a leading role
in this process, both locally and internationally (Pilowsky 1988,
Loeser and Cousins 1990, NH&MRC 1988).

Cancer pain has been particularly problematical, and it is
acknowledged that much remains to be done to improve the
palliative care of patients with advanced incurable cancer pain
(Stjernsward and Teoh 1989). (Dr Jan Stjernsward is Chief, WHO
Cancer and Palliative Care Unit, Gèneva, and visits Australia from
April 5th-11th 1992 during National Hospice Awareness Week).

Although the main thrust of the WHO campaign for improved
cancer pain control has been directed towards developing
countries, it is clear that there are still major deficiencies in
pain control and palliative care in all countries, for which
policies are being developed (WHO Policy statement 1987, Griffin
1991, NAHA 1987). This is certainly the case in Australia,
despite considerable recent progress and education initiatives.
Most of those working in palliative care and pain units recognise
that the process of change is slow because the main obstacles lie
in attitudes and myths surrounding the ethical basis of palliative
care, and the limitations of the curative medical model when
addressing palliative care issues (Ashby and Stoffell 1991).

Pain is the most common symptom which afflicts patients
referred for palliative care (overhead). Cancer pain control has
been taught by WHO using the WHO analgesic ladder (overhead). ln
this simple model non-opioid, weak opioid and strong opioid drugs



are recommended sequentially or additively for mild, moderate
and severe pain respectively. (WHO, Geneva 1986). New
approaches are focussing more on pain mechanisms, and
appropriate choice of drug class to match the mechanism(s)
operative in a given patient at a given time (Ashby and Fleming
unpublished).

Most patients with advanced cancer pain will require opioid
analgesia, and the opioid of choice is presently morphine in
palliative care programmes. This has been a major contribution
of the pioneering British hospice and palliative care movement
(Twycross and Lack 1984). The pharmacology of opioid drugs and
their role in cancer and non-cancer pain are well covered by two
British reviewers (Hanks and Hoskin 1987, McQuay 1989).

Despite all the above experience and knowledge, one of the major
impediments to effective pain control remains the widespread
professional and public fear of addiction, habituation and side
effects of morphine and the opioid class of drugs (Doyle 1991 ,

Zenz 1991). The main side effects of morphine are: central
nervous system: drowsiness, confusion, hallucinations, disturbed
dreams, respiratory depression; gastrointestinal tract: nausea
and vomiting, constipation. ltching, sweating, urinary retention
and dry mouth are occasionally reported. Most of these side
effects are either transient, mild and tolerable, or amenable to
preventative measures.

Zenz perhaps understates the side effects, which are
problematical but manageable for many patients, but may be
unacceptable to some. Progress in this area fnay be reasonably
expected from current research endeavours.

The fear of life-shortening, that the use of morphine for cancer
pain may be a form of active euthanasia is discussed and
dismissed by Foley (Foley 1989). The presence of pain appears to
act as a counterbalance to both psychological addiction and side
effects. There does not appear to be an upper dose limit for
morphine, and the dose required to control pain varies, and some
patients do require very high doses for various reasons (Twycross
1984) (overhead). The median dose required to control cancer
pain has been quoted as 1Smg 4 hourly, and it is unusual to exceed
100 mg 4 hourly. Whilst dose requirements may increase during
the course of a terminal illness, there is no real substance to the
notion that starting morphine prematurely leads to an inability to
control pain before death.



Despite overwhelming clinical evidence that morphine used
appropriately for cancer pain is safe and effective, there is still
entrenched professional and public reservation about its use. As
a result far too many patients are deprived of the chance of
optimal pain relief. A sustained educational and research effort
is required to maintain and improve on what has already been
achieved.
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Eastern and Central Adelaide
in association with

Palliative Care Service
ROYAL ADEI.AIDE HOSPITAL
MARY TÐTTER HOSPICE, CALVARY HOSPTTAL
ADEI-AIDE CHILDRENS HOS PTTAL
ROYAL DISTRICT NURSING SOCIETY
EASTERN HOS PICE CARE AS SOCIATION
UNIVERSITY OF ADEI-AIDE
COMMI.'NTTY VOLTJNTEER SERVICE

Wednesday 27 February l99l

Mr G Thomson
Secretary to the Committee
House of Assembly
North Terrace
ADELAIDE SA 5OOO

Dear Mr Thomson

Re: Select Committee on the Law and Practice Relating to Death and Dying

I am pleased to submit evidencc to the Select Committee in my capacity as
the Medical Director of the above service. I wish to emphasise that the
views expressed are personal. Whilst I am confident that in broad terms
they are represcntative of thosc of many of my colleagues in palliative
care, I do not presume to speak for them, especially on moral/ethical
matters.

It is my undcrstanding that the South Australian Association for Hospice
Care (SAAHC), the Hospice Care Coordinating Programme Commirree of the
South Australian Health Commission (SAHC), and the Australian Nurses
Federation (ANF) will be making submissions to which I and my colleagues
will also be contributing, particularly with regard to rcsource allocation
i ssu es.

I would be pleased to assist the Select Committee in any other way it sees fit.

Yours sincerely t

l) MBBS MRCP(UK) FRCR
Director of Palliative Medicine and Radiation Oncologist (RAH)
Medical Director of Mary Potter Hospice

MA:pc

Pleasc Reply to: PO Box 231 NORTH ADELAIDE SOUTH AUSTRALIA 5006
Telephone: (08) 267 3lM exJn 205



Parliament of South Australia. House of Assembly

Select Committee on the Law and Practice Relating to Death and Dying

Submission by Dr Michael ASHBY MBBS MRCP (UK) FRCR
Director of Palliative Medicine, Royal Adelaide Hospital
Medical Director, Mary Potter Hospice
Visiting Specialist in Radiation Oncology and
Palliative Services, Adelaide Children's Hospital
Clinical Senior Lecturer, Department of Medicine,
University of Adelaide

ABSTRAC:r

The modern hospice/palliative care movement is well represented and established in

South Australia. It aims to work with existing services in a harmonious and effective

way. Limited additional resources should be allocated to the services as they are all

working under considerable pressure, which is likely to increase as deaths (particularly

cancer deaths) continue to increase. They particularly need more resources to undertake

a wider and deeper educational role so that the messages can be permeated throughout

clinical practice in all its settings. Public hospital strategies and procedural policies

need to adapt to encompass palliative care issues more comfortably. Community and

professional attitudes to opioid pain relief for chronic cançer pain need to be addressed

by better education and understanding. Pain and symptom control in the clinical care of

advanced cancer patients often require a special set of skills, which palliative care

physicians and nurses possess, and this should be recognised.

Serious reservations must be expressed about the inappropriate and fallacious conflation

of palliative care and euthanasia, and about the erroneous hope that legal measures can

solve ethical and clinical issues. The South Australian community in common with all

western developed societies might explore its ethical and spiritual horizons anew, and

attempt to reintegrate death into life. A scientific study of The Natural Death Act should

be commissioned.
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Whilst the State of South Australia has an enviable record of pioneering work in the field
of palliative care, there remain many areas of concern if this record is to be maintained.
It seems that when the terminally ill are offered the full range and choices of a modern
palliative caÍe service, high levels of satisfaction are expressed. Expert symptom control,
psychosocial and spiritual support, either in the home, hospice or hospital (or a
combination of these at different stages of the illness) are essential components. A
friendly and pleasant caring environment is provided with recognition of the patient's
human context of family and/or friends. Medical interventions are kept to a minimum
compatible with comfort and quality of life. Help is particularly provided to assisr
patients and families to come to terms with the realities of the situation - giving time
wherever possible for anticipatory grieving and reconciliation. The acknowledgement
of the dying process and the giving of permission to stop the fight against the natural
history of incurable diseases are central to a more comfortable and peaceful death and
quality of life until death. The majority of patients in palliative care programmes have
malignant disease. The clinical (pain and symptom control) care of patients with
advanced cancer often requires the advice and assistance of specialised palliative care
doctors and nurses, in liaison with the general practitioner and relevant hospital cancer
sp ec i al i st( s).

Palliative Care Services

extent to
adequate

the HEALTH SERVICES and
dying with digníty

At present these small services are working well beyond capacity in most areas.
a serious risk of overload and burn out for many dedicated team members
attention should be paid to the funding of the following:

There is
Special

24 hour medical cover and medical direction for all the services

Support for the clinical nurse consultants in hospitals and community

Improved coverage of services to those who require 
, 
them

Adequate levels of nursing staff in both hospital and hospice units in
accordance with Hospice Standards documents.

ttro spital s

The large teaching hospitals have a heavy load and a wide diversity of functions. Their
procedures and philosophies arc often not conducive to good palliative and terminal care.
Rightly they aÍe geared primarily to the delivery of high technology care aimed at
saving life.

The chronically and terminally ill often do not have their needs adequately met in the
acute care areas, and dying in a teaching hospital is often a more harrowing process
then need be for all concerned: patient, relatives and nursing staff. Palliative care
support and advisory teams in the hospitals can be of considerable assistance to hard
pressed units trying to deliver palliative care. However more needs to be done in the
training and support of the (often junior) medical and nursing staff to improve their
skills and self esteem in this area of care.

2



The

(i)

following suggestions are made:

Educate staff to feel comfortable with a non curative
appropriate. Emphasise that it is not palliative care "only"
rate, minimalist cars in the province of failure.

(ii) More team work to allow
mutual support.

multi-disciplinary consultation in decision rnaking and

model
- some

of care where
kind of second

(iii) Set out guidelines of how to
hydration, and drug treatment

(iv) Provide adequate levels of suitably- standards of palliative care nursing

adapt hospital policies on observation, nutrition and
of dying patients.

experienced nursing staff to deliver acceptable
to dying patients.

( v ) Each hospital should formulate a palliative care policy.

Community Care

In Adelaide the mainstay of community palliative care is the Royal District Nursing
Society (RDNS) in partnership with general practitioners and hospice/palliative care
outreach teams. The primary RDNS nurse in the field is assisted and supported by the
clinical nurse consultant in palliative care in that area when required. The emphasis is
on the use of existing services wherever possible. It is the policy of the palliative care
teams not to take over care from the primary care team. However this does occur,
sometimes appropriately with the consent of all concerned, but on occasions by default
or misunderstanding. It is the world wide history of the modern hospiceþalliative care
movement that some opposition is encountered where doctors and nurses feel that they
have always dealt with these issues and resent interference from palliative care teams.

The following suggestions are made:

(i) The reinforcement of the role of the primary nurse and general practitioners as
the palliative carers, with the knowledge to appropriately consult, involve and on
occasions hand over to the palliative care team. This is a more difficult model to work
than one in which the palliative care team, takes over as a matter of course. It requires
good communication, awareness and mutual understanding. , It is a long terrn objective
relying on education.

(ii) The role of locum cover in general practice for after hours calls is limited in
palliative care. Such services do not have adequate prior knowledge of patients and of
palliative care procedures to make effective interventions in most situations. Serious
consideration should be given to the kind of service evolved in Western Australia (Silver
Chain Nursing Service Hospice Care). General Practitioners with a special interest in
palliative care take over the management of patients when requested to do so by the
patient's own general practitioner - particularly where after hours care is an issue. This
service should be discussed with the AMA and RACGP in South Australia.

(iii) The education of General Practitioners (both initial FMP training programme and
ongoing postgraduate education) should include palliative care. FMP and RACGP have
already been very supportive of this activity. FMP trainees rotate through some services,
particularly through the special skills three monthly attachment, and regular lectures
are now included in the FMP programme.

3



LAW

There are
care in
attitudes.
palliative
it more

no obvious legal impediments to the delivery of a high standard
South Australia. The main obstacles are inadequate resources
The Natural Death Act (1983) is almost never invoked in order
care. Laws will not assist in acknowledging the dying process, or

comfortable or dignified.

(b) Whether there is sufficient public
avøilable to

ønd professional
patients facing

awøreness
severe

awareness
taken to

of palliative
and ethical
to introduce
in rendering

of pain
prolonged

of the
overcome

relief and pøIliative care
pain in a terminøl illness.

Despite considerable activity and press coverage over approximately a decade there is
still a surprising lack of awareness of what can be done. For many the issues involved
are too difficult to confront and variable levels of individual and collective denial aÍe
operative. There are powerful myths both in the professions and amongst the public
concerning the use of opioids for the treatment of chronic cancer pain. Morphine is
seen as an addictive drug which is synonymous with 'the end'. Its appropriate and safe
use in chronic cancer pain is still not acknowledged or understood by many. Others fear
that if the drug is used 'too early' they will die a painful death without adequate
analgesia, due to habituation.

( i ) These attitudes are a generational or cohort effect and will require a sustained
programme of professional and public education over many years.

(ii) Specialists and General Practitioners should be supported in the appropriate use of
opioid pain relief, and to recognise that just as in any other area of medicine if simple
measures do not produce good symptom control, then specialised assistance should be
sou ght.

(b) continued

Whether there ¿s

Please see response to

adequate provision of such services.

(a) '

(b) continued

Whether there is
Natural Death Act,
an! deficiency;

sufficient public
and il not, what

and professional
measures should be

The Act is rarely mentioned in the palliative care setting. Its main effect might be seen
as establishing the right of an individual to refuse treatment and the consequent change
in medical and public attitudes generated. In the issue of patient and relative
consultation for "not for resuscitation" orders, there may be considerable distress
generated. There is no systematic way of recording or storing the forms, and of knowing
whether a patient has completed a form prior to serious illness or loss of competence. A
clearer definition of enduring power of attorney and clarification of next of
kin/significant other/patient advocate or agent roles. Perhaps the palliative care
perspective is not the best one from which to comment on these aspects of the Act as the
decision to opt for palliative care has already been taken prior to referral. However the
Act might be responsible for more patients being appropriately referred if these issues
were addressed.
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A properly funded and scientifically conducted study of the Natural Death Act should be
commissioned.

It seems however unlikely that further legislation will lead to better or more
compassionate, realistic and honest care of dying patients. This is more likely to occur
when more ethical thought and awareness permeate the medical profession. The
limitations of the traditional medical model need to be acknowledged and addressed in
training. Attitudes cannot be legislated for.

and

(c) to what extent,
møy be chønging and
clarified or amended.

il dn!,
to whøt

community
extent, the

attitudes towards deøth and
law relating to dying needs

dying
to be

More members of the public appear to be expressing the wish that when they are
afflicted by incurable and terminal illness, professional carers be honest, that where
burdensome and hopeless, continuation of active treatment is not pursued. There is
considerable demand for high quality palliative and hospice care. However many people
still have tragically unrealistic expectations of modern technological medicine. More
public education about what medicine can and cannot achieve might be helpful. The
views of Professor Alistair Campbell of Edinburgh and Otago that we live in a death-
denying culture might be considered further. The more comfortable acceptance of death
as part of life is an important step to a better quality of dying.

It is this term of reference which has generated concern amongst those who fear that
the Select Committee will be facilitatory in the presentation of legislation to legalise
voluntary active euthanasia to parliament.

I am opposed to any such move. In palliative care requests for euthanasia do occur from
time to time. For some the process of dying is too slow undignified and miserable. Despite
all attempts some patients do not achieve the sort of bodily comfort or mental peace to
endure the natural process of slow death from advanced incurable diseases. For others
prolonged static periods of severe physical and/or mental disability are intolerable. The
views of those who sincerely feel that euthanasia is the only and ultimate answer to these
situations need to be heard with compassion.

It is unfortunate that euthanasia commands considerable *t"Oru and public attention, and
that euthanasia and palliative care are often inappropriately and fallaciously conflated
in argument. Palliative care in all its dimensions has much to contribute to those who
might contemplate euthanasia or assisted suicide as an option for abolishing suffering in
a terminal illness. It does not ho\¡/ever operate in the argument for or against euthanasia
as such. It does work from the principle that all aspects of an individual's suffering
should be addressed, including mental suffering. The reader is referred to the
accompanying discussion paper by Ashby and Stoffell to pursue this area further.
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"...it yvould be u good thing if this State could rnuintain its strong truck record in

ilnovative social welfare and health legislation by having, at the end of this select

commiltee, u policy on death und dying...That would certainly place South Åusffulia

umongst tlw world leaders of...public policy."

Dr Michael Ashby (Medical Director, Mary Potter Hospice, Catvary
Hospitat) - oral evidence Page 19

Nevertheless, there is still a lot of work to do. Expert witnesses involved in paliiative

care have pointed out that wh,en terminally ill patients are offered the full range and

choices of a modern palliative care service, high levels of satisfaction are expressed.

Expert symptom control, psychosocial and spiritual support, either in the home, hospice

or hospital (or a combination of these at different stages of the illness) are essential

components.

However, many submissions stressed that there is insufficient public and professional

awareness of pain relief, symptom control measures and palliative care available to

people facing severe proionged pain in terminai illness.

" From a country/rural prspective, lack of services means that clients do not have access

to adequate pin relief , and due to professional isolation, health care prof essiornls do not
always keep up-to-date with latest "advances" in approaches to care."

Australian Nursing Federation (SA Branch) - wri.tten submission page 5



-8-

"...both tturses and medicos lwve a problem in tl'utt tlvy think that if softrcone is dving

ctnd needs ¡nin retief, if thev are given too much of a rwrcotic drug the;t will become

uddicted. That ìs not th.e mujor priority if the Wrson is dving."

"...yvhen I worked with palliative care nurses and hospice care nurses...tÍtev stopped the

curing, but the curing process tlnt took place wus reullv quite incredible."

Ms Elizabeth Percivat (Nurses Board of South Australía) - oral evidence
page 328,325

" Despite overwhelming clinical evidence that morphine used appropriately f or cancer puin

is safe and effective, there is still entrerælwd professiorul and public reservc¿tion ahout its

use. As a result far too rnany patients are deprived of tlw chance of optimal pain relief .

A sustained educatiornl and research effort is required to maintaín and improve on what

has atready been achíeved."

Dr Michael Aslúy, - written submission on Pain Control and Palliative
Care, tabled 9/9/91

Several witnesses expressed concern that dying has become an isolated process that

takes place mainly in institutions, out of sight and out of mind of ¡he community.

"Tlrcre is an attitude in society that we must put people in institutions and hospitals in
order to place death at arm's length."

"lf we believe that death is part of life and...we talk about... healthy life styles, tl,rcn

maybe we should also talk about healthy death styles."

Mrs Joy Nugent (Director, Private Palliatíve Care
Service) oral evidence page 344, 345

s(
I
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(

)

would be entitled to an interest in tlv esÍate of anotlur Wrson on

tlv d¿ath intestatc of tlut prson and

wlto, by any deceptio4 frøtd,, mis-støtenunt or wrdu¿ infhteræe,

procwes or obtains, wlutlur dirætly or indtætly, tlu exeation by

tløt otlur Wrson of ø nedical pwer of attorney

forfeits any ùúerest undcr ttu will, instntn¿nt or ùúestacy, as tlu case

requires- This sltotdd fu in øddition to øny otlur pnalty in respt of tlu
dcceptio4 frand,, mü-statement or wrduc írtflurce und¿r any otlur Act

or law. )

(14) TIE law be ancnd¿d to providc tlut tlv provision of Wlliative care (as

dqined), reasonobly administcred withot¿t negligence ørd with írformed

conserú to a te¡minally ill ptictu, is not 1o carry any criminal or civil
liúility even if it lus tIE e.ffcct of slør-tening life-

(15) TIU Natu¡al Death Act sltould be repøled but any Cenificates executed

undcr tru Nafisal hath Act sltotdd cotttittu to lrø;ve full force ønd effect

ttotwithstaúin7 tlu repøl of tlu Act-

'Good Palliative C.are' Orders

(16) Hospitals in South Attst¡alia ceante tlu prøctbe of usins cd¿d
instractiotu for 'Do Not Resu.rcitate' orders and a¿opt instead 'Gd
Palliative Care' orders based on consultation with tlu ptient, tlu
family,or otlpr signifbant person:t and tlu wa¡d st6fî. Th¿æ ord¿rs

sløuld be frarned along tlu litus outlincd in Appndiz B.

Rcspttsibility: Hospital furds, in cowultation with ttt¿dical and

nusing staff.

Timing: by Jutu 30th 1993.
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Provision of pdlietive crrc to carry no sivil or criminal lisbility

The Committee was made aware of two ci¡ormstances in which docton may feel at risk of

proseortion, despite exercising the higiest standards of clinical care in what they believe to be the

best interests of the padeut. The second is described in the next section of this report. The first is

sometimes known as the principle of "double effect":

Thc principlc of 'doublc effect'

"Here tlure ß ad,ministration of rnedication aimed at maintaining comfort for thc ptieru, but

having atso the potential to cØ¿se death earlier than íf it lud ¡tot been used.

¡l

This ís sometimes disa¿ssed as the 'principle of double effect'. A ptient may hante se,"ere pin
and restle,s.rz¿.Í.r which ís able to be controlled only tlvough large doses of narcotics and

sedatives which clou-d coruciousness and ímgir other body functioru to srch an eÍtent tltat the

onset of death is accelerated.

Such an occurrence ís not often tucessary; urually tle modern tecltniqtus of Win managemenf

available to erprienced plliative care tearns are able to control pin witløut significantly

imgiríng otlur body fttnctioru. &tt wlwn it æcttts, pllizthre care doctors risk being charged

with th¿ a.d,ministration of a drug which cø,tsed death, and in círa¿mstarues wlvre the

maintenance of life was judged to be less imprtant and secondary to concern for tlu comfort

of th¿ Wtient and tle asæssed ryality of that ptient's life."

Professor lan lú.addæks Fotsúation Professor of Palliative Catt, Flitúcrs
Uniwrsity of Santh fuistraliz; Presidcnt of tlu At¿stmlian Associûion for
Hospice arú Palliotiw Can - (written submission pge 7)
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Taking into account the evidence of professor Maddocks and the opinions of other witnesses on

this matter, the Committee recommends:

ilutÐn,sløuldb¿ønutd¿dtoprovidctluttluyovisionofplli¿tivecæc(øs
dcfirud) reøsonably dministered wa'out rcglíçrce a'ú with irronned cott'stû to a

termùury itt ptient, b ttot to carry øny crinitur o¡ civ, ríob,ity æun if it lr's t^c

effect of sløaening life'

'Do Not Resuscitate' ordcrs - 'Good Palli¿tive c.arc'ordcrs

The committee received evidenccr'o what a¡e sometimes cailed "Do Not Resuscitate" orders'

The evidence is best expressed as follows:

,,The situntion is gencrally that of a seriously ill prson wlto is iudged to be at risk of a fu¡ther

rnajor d,eterioration, and prticalarly a sudden deteríoration This ntay occar tlvough' for

example,acardiacarrhythmiaandcardiacarrest,oraløernonløge.Inanot\ænvíse.fit

wrson srch an event would imntcdbtely call for æery effon at reversing ttu rww pthology

and restoring norrnar function But if the ptient ras incurable disease, has arready been

res.¿scitated sæeral times in símilar cí¡cumstances "' and if tle affected ittdividual las

indicated that tu or slle does not want fti¡llwr resuscitatíon or transfusion and been iudged by

the attendíng physician to be making an inforrned arú rationar statement to tlat e'ffect, tlwn

tlu physician may indicate to tlu attendíng nedical and rutrsíng staff tløt it would be

inappropriate to und.ertal<¿ rewscitatíon and wríte an irctrtætion to that effect in thc wtient

record.

It will¿ss¡.st tlv doctor making suth att order if ttw ptient lus previously left written

irutructíoru about his or rwr wíshes not to be the s,bject of reu,scítatíon efforts, but a

wítræssed record of a conversation to trat effect written in ttw record tttay werl be accepted by

the courts. Trw recent advice of ttv crown soricitor is that trw law can ot accept a'do ¡tot

res¿scitate, order which is based only on eitlvr the family's or the doctor's grceptíons'
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Professor lan Maüocks, Found.ation Professor of Palliaive Care, Flind¿rs

Univerdty of south Australía; Preddent of tlu Austratiø Assæiation for Hospice

and Palliz,tiyv Carc - (Written Submünon page 7)

The goals of patiiative c:ue are outlined in the Hospice/Palliative care policy adopted by the

South Arxtralian Health Commission in March lg92 (Appendix C). palliative ca¡e can be delivered

through special hospice services, through hospitals, through nursing homes, or through community-

based care delivered into the patient,s home.

'whilst tlv state of south Attstralia lws an enviabte record, of pioneering work in the fietd of
pllbtive care, tfure retnain mrzny areai of concern if this record, is to be maintained. It seems

that when the terminally ill are offered ttw fult range and, ctøices of a mod,ern plliative care

seruíce, high levels of satisfaction are erpressed- Expn symptom control, ps¡rchosocial and

spirirunl supwrt, eíther in tle bme, hospice or løspital (or a combination of tlese at different

stages of tlw illræss) are essential comptunts. A friendly and, pleasat caring envirorunent is

provided with recognition of t4e ptieru's rutman context of famity and/or friends. Medicar

iruewentiotts ctfe kept to a minimum comgtíble with comfon and qnlity of life. Help is

pnicularly províded to assist wtients and famitíes to come to terms with tte realities of t¡w
siruation' gling time wlurever pssible for anticiptory grieving and reco¡tciliatíon The

acknowledgment of ttu dying process and ttv gling of prmission to stop tle fight agairut tlæ

tatural history of tlu incurable d.iseases are central to a moÌe comfortabte and gaceful d,eath

and' ryality of lífe until death The ntaiority of ptients in plliative care programmes luve

malignant disease.
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The clinical (pin and symptom control) care of ptients with advanced, cancer often requires the

advice and assistance of srycialised plliative care doctors and rutrses, in lìaison with the getæral

practitioner and relevant hospital cancer spcblist(s)',.

Dr Michael Ashb¡ Mcdical Director, Mary Pottcr Hospicc, Calvary Hospital -

(written submissio\ page Z)

Palliative Care Scrviccs

(See Appendix D for full details'bf the range of merropolitan and country services)

Hospice faci[ties for palliative ca¡e are located in all four menopolitan regions -

Daw Hor:se Hospice - 15 beds (southern Çe¡¡¡¡rni¡y Hospice program)

Philip Kennedy Centre - 10 beds (Western Hospice Palliative Care Service)

Northern Hospice Service

- Lyell McEwin Health Service Unit - 6 beds

- Modbury Hospital Unit - 6 beds

Mary Potter Hospice - 1ó beds (Eastern and central Adelaide paili¿¡iye ca¡e service)

Royal Adelaide Hospital '4 designated palliative care beds on a geriatic ward.

The Committee was told that most of these small services are working well beyond capaciry with a

consequent serious risk of overload and "burn-out" for dedicated staff. At present only the clinical

nurse consultant in palliative care is deployed in each of the four metropolitan palliative care

services to advise on all nursing aspects of patient care, assisted by a clinicat nurse position which

is temporarily internally funded by the Royal Distria Nursing society.
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Evidence indicated that locum cover for palliative care in general practice for after hou¡s calls is

inadequate. By their very nature, locum services do not have adequate prior knowledge of parients

and frequently of palliative cÍue procedures to make effective interventions in most siruadons.

The Committee \il¿ls told of the value of a service which has developed in Western Ar:stralian

called Silver Chain Nursi-ng Service Hospice Care. As pa¡t of this service, general practitioners

with a special interest in patliative care take over the management of patients when requested to

do so by the patient's own general practitioner. This is a partiorlarly valuable service when after

hor¡¡s care is important to the pa¡ient but the regular general practitioner is not able to provide it.

The Committee reconmends:

tlu dcvelopnunt of øn øfter løuts wlliûiw ca¡e æwice to suppn generøI practitioners

sløuld be iwestigøted and, if feasíbtc, impleneted

Rcspttsibility: At¿st¡alian Medical Assæiation utd RoWt Co1eg¿ of &neral
Practitioncrs

Timùry: aa Eæn as practicable

Pain Relief

Pain is the most cornmou symptom which affliqts patients referred for palliative care

It is generally accepted that the management of pain from all cagses has been an area of some

neglect until relatively recently. South Atutralia has taken a leading role to improve education a¡d

practice in the medical and other health care professions.
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The Committee commends the work of the Pain Manangement Unit at the Flinden Medical

Cent¡e and other similar units in South Austraiia. We refer those interested in pain management

to the Nationai Health and Medical Resea¡ch Cor:ncil document entitled 'The Management of

Severe Pain" available from Commonwealth Govemment retail outlets.

Neve¡theless, much remains to be done. The process is slow a¡d the Committee heard substantial

evidence that the main obstacles lie in attitudes and myths sr:¡ror¡nding the ethical basis of

palli¿¡ivs ca¡e and the limitations o'f the ouative medica-l model when addressing palliative care

issues.

Dr Michael Ashby, Director of Palliative Medicine, Royal Adelaide Hospital, presented written

and oral evidence to the Committee, illustrated with information regarding World Health

Organisation a-nalgesic treatment models and by extensive references to medical literatu¡e. The

Committee \¡/¿ls told that cancer pain çs¡¡ol has been taught by the World Health Orgalisation

using non-opioid, weak opioid aod suong opioid drugs sequentially or additively for miid, moderate

or severe pain.

Most patients with advanced cancer pain will require opioid analgesi4 and the opioid of choice at

Present is morphine in palli¿tive ca¡e programs. This has been a major contribution of the

pioneering British hospice and palliative ca¡e movement.
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'wlnt was a rear boon þ my motfur was this pump. I courd,n,t lwve copd with my mother if gheItad been in corutaru pin or ltavíng to have injectiotu a, ttæ time. whoever invented it need,s amedal."

son of an Eùyeu old womatt with coron caræe? - -suney of Afütudes of kreawd
Relatives to Terminar care in south Austratiø, (Match 1gg2 ,.15) Appendir r

Despite all the above experience a¡¡d knowledge, one of the major impediments to effective paincontrol ¡s¡¡ain5 the widespread professional and pubtic fea¡ of addiction, habiruation and side
effects of morphine and the opioid class of drugs.

'wlun he went into løspitat ttey bok him off hß ntorphine. His pin became unbearabre. Isaid'' can't you give him sonething for his gin? - seeing him shatce and grit hís teetrt- Ttle
ntale ¡wrse there got Dr X and put in an injection It hclæd.,

Wüe of a Z7-yeu old, nun n üh h¿q caræer

"My motler refused

become addicted.,

mo$ prescribed dntgs ... no-ottc could cotwitrce her that sle would, not

Son of a 70-yar old, woman vith tymptøna
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"Managíng tlw pin at løme was difficult for me to control ... I d,idn't know if I coutd íncrease

tlt¿ dose or even give it more often... I was worried about overdosing her, so I sarck strictly to

tlre prescription"

Danghter of a 79-yeu old wonan with dkseminatcd cancer

Appndit F p.16

"There are ..- sotne very pwerful myths in tlw profession and, amongst tle pubtic about

opioids. This refers to a famity"of d,rugs of which the best known would be rnorphine. Another

is db,morphiræ, or lwroín, which is røt availalle in Aastralia and I do ¡tot betieve tlere is a

strong case for rnaking it available. Morphine is seen as a highly addictive drug which is

synonymous wíth thw end of life. Thure are also natural concerns about drug addiction,

prtianlarly as opioid, addiction in tlw community is such a bíg and sad present issue in the

world However, its appropriate and safe use for chronic cancer win ß still rct acknowledged

or und,erstood by many, including some of my colleagucs.,,

D, Micrtocl fuby, MB BS MRCP(UK) FRCR, Di¡ceto¡ of Pølliøtive Medicine,

RoWl Ad¿løide Hospitol; LIedbaI Ditætor, Mary Potter Hospice, Catvøry

Hospital - (written nbmüsion tablcd September lggl)

)r Ashby told the Comminee that he had hea¡d the view expressed that 'if one uses morphine

tow all of its anaigesic Properties will be rxed up and there wilt be nothing left at the end of life.,,.

{e told the Committee that these myths abound but that it is necessary to be realistic and accept

hat:
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"... mythology is a powerful thing to overcome. Oræ really rceds to add,ress it over a ryriod,

years. I think tlut that ís wlnt we are doing, p,rticularly in edtrcational areas. lt has a

cohon or generational effect. So, ít wilt tal<¿ a lot more education before tløse fears are a

thing of tlw Wst."

The fea¡ that the use of morphine for cancer may be life-shortening and addiaive was discussed

with the Committee by Dr Ashby. We were told:

lt

"TIw presence of pin appars to act as a counterbalance to both psycltological ad,diction and,

side effects. Tlwre does not apwar to be'an upwr dose limit for morphine, and tle d,ose

reEtired to control pin varies, and some wtients do require very high doses for various

reasorts "' Whilst dose reEtirements may íncrease during the course of terminal illruss, tlære is

no real substance to the notion that starting morphine prenTaturely teads to an inability to

control pin before death',

The Comminee is concerned that despite overwhelming clinical evidence that morphine used

appropriately for cancer pain is safe and effective, there is still entrenched professional and public

reservation about its use. As a result fa¡ too many patients are deprived of the chance of optimal

pain relief.

The Committee therefore recommends:

' a sustaincd education camgign be undertaken to improve professional and public

awaren¿ss of availability of options for gin relief. The camg,ign støuld add,ress;
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currículum in ncdical scløols and scltools of ntrsing

post'graduate education for doctors and rutrses with Wrticular emphasis on gencral

practitiorurs

Resportsibility ' Deaw of the Universîty of Adetaide, Flinders Univvrsity, (Jniversíty of

south Australia sctøols of Medicinc and, Nursing Royal coltege of cxrcral

Practition¿rs

Timing - as soon o, pr*tt iit"

public education tfuough commanity tæalth centres, voluntary organísatiors, aged care

organisatíoru

media of all kinds, íncluding fílm and television

Respwibility ' South Australian Heakh Commksío, futstralian Mcdical Assocbtion,

South Australian Association of Hospice Care

Timing - as soon as practicable-

lare of terminally ill AIDS patieuts

le Committee made several contacts with the AIDS Councíl of þuthAr.straliu (AcsA), seeking

vidence which would assist us. As no response was forthco fi@ rhe committcc contacted the

'ustralian Federation of AIDS Organisations [nc. (AFAO) anó e,'1g,,gucnrly received a joint

rbmission on behalf of AFAO and the AIDS councir of sor¡h Atsuafia. ,



APPENDIXIT

SUBMISSION REGARD¡NG THE EUTHANASIA LAWS BILL 1996.

TO THE SENATE LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL LEGISLATION COMMITTEE

by
PROFESSOR MICHAEL ASHBY

Director Of Palliative Care
McCulloch House, Monash Medical Centre

and
Department Of Medicine, Monash University.

This submission is respectfully presented to assist senators in their deliberations on the

Euthanasia Laws B¡ll 1996. The author is a practicing specialist in palliatíve care who
presently holds an academic chair at Monash University with responsibilities for the
promotion of sound practice, research and education in this field of medical care. The

author has worked in this capacity in South Australia (1989-1995) and Victoria (1995-

present), and for three years (1993-1995) was employed as a visiting specialist in radiation

oncology and palliative care by the Royal Darwin Hospital, being the first person to hold

such a specialist position in the Northern Territory. The views expressed here are personal

and professional and are not those of any organisation cited or not.

DEFINITIONS AND BROAD PRINCIPLES

The Australian Associatíon for Hospice and Palliative Care lnc (AAHPC) issued the

following position statement on voluntary active euthanasia on 27th October 1g95, with

which the author concurs, and on which this submission is based.

The Australian Association for Hospice and Palliative Care:

defines Hospice and Palliative Care as a concept of care which provides coordinated

medical, nursing and allied services for people who are terminally ill, delivered where

possible in the environment of the person's choiçe, and which provides physical,

psychological, emotional and spiritual support for patients'families and friends. The

provision of hospice and palliative care services includes grief and bereavement

1
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support for the family and other carers during the life of the patient, continuing after

death;

defìnes Voluntary Active Euthanasia (VAE) as the deliberate action to terminate life

by someone other than, and at the request of, the patíent concerned;

believes that dying is a natural process and that the refusal or withdrawal of futile

treatment is not voluntary active euthanasia;

believes that legalisation of voluntary euthanasia is not a substitute for the proper
provision of palliative care services to all Australians;

believes that public interest in voluntary active euthanasia reflects a concern about

lack of adequate support for people who are dying, and witl continue to campaign for
improved services, education and research in all aspects of palliative care;

states that currently accepted palliative care practice does not include deliberate

ending of life, even if this is requested by the patient;

asserts that pallíative care experience shows that appropriate and effective use of
morphine and other drugs for pain relief does not cause death;

recognises that there is a wide divergence of views about voluntary active

euthanasia in Australian society, and also within the caring professions, including the
palliative care community;

recognises and respects the fact that some people rationally and consistenfly

request voluntary active euthanasia'

acknowledges that, while pain and symptoms can be addressed, complete relief is
not always possible in all cases, even with optimal palliative care;

9
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welcomes open and frank discussíon within the community, and particularly with the
health professions' about all aspects of death and dying, including voluntary active
euthanasía;

nevertheless' due to the inherent risk to individuals and society, opposes all
legalisation of euthanasia.

THE DESIRABILITY OF ENACTMENT OF THE PROVISIONS

Public Opinion Pressure

ln common with the UK, Canada and the USA, it is clear that a growing majority of
Australians say, in opínion pofls, that they approve of euthanasia.l 2 parliamentarians are,
therefore, under considerable pressure from the general public and lobby groups to support
legislation such as Rþhfs of the Terminalty ill Act 1gg5 (NT) (RTIA) and therefore to
oppose the Euthanasia Laws B¡tt 1996. However, in palliative care practice only a small
minority actually make persistent requests for assistance to die3 and the Dutch experience
similarly suggests that assisted death is uncommon, even when a legal channel for these
practices exists.a Not unsurprisingly there is a substantial discrepancy between what
people say when they are well and how they behave when affected by a terminal illness.
Significant numbers of doctors and nurses state in confidential surveys that they have
rendered assistance to die, but there is a much more reserved response from these
professions with regard to legislation of euthanasia. s 6 7 I

' House of Lords select committee on Medical Ethics. lgg4. HLpaper 21-I, II, Itr. London: HMSO.
'Morgan Poll: Majority support for euthanasia inc¡eases. Fi"di"g Ñäzzso. published in Time Magazine, ¡nay 25,1992.

al course. Palliative Medicine l99S;9:167. Huntfound
istance to die.
CrilN. Euthanasia and other medical decisions concerning

ing voluntary euthanasia. Medical Journal of Australia

;i:S:" 
H, Singer P. Euthanasia: a survey of nurses' atritudes and practices. Austalian Nursing Journal 1992;21(g):

l9:ry:-tt O'Malley E. Euthanasia: attihrdes and practices of medical practitioners. Medical Journal of Austalia 1994;16l: 137-144
t 

Stevens CA, Hassan R. Management of death, dying and euthanasia: attitudes and practices of medical practitioners inSouthAustalia. Journal of Medical Ethics 1994; 20:41_46.
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The Rights of rhe rndividuar or The common Good ?e

The title of RTIA specificatly talks of rights in the plural, but only one right is legislated for,
namely that of a terminally ill individual to request, and receive medical assistance in
suicide or actíve medícal assistance in dying. As such this is the first time that the so-called
right to die has been enacted in statute law, although the oregon (USA) Death wíth Dignity
Act 1995 (presently blocked on appeal) would allow doctors to assist in the suicide of a
patient, but not administer the drug, and the non-prosecution stance in the Netherlands is
well known' A right to die is not specifically articulated in any recognised national or
international code of human rights. Those who drafted RTIA may well have been more
swayed by Cory J's approach in Rodriguez, where she argues for a right to die by the
inclusion of dying in the process of tiving. The right to life is, of course, already protected
as the most basic of fundamental human rights, and in Canada specifìcally by the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms:

'The life of an individual must include dying. Dying is the final act in the drama of
life' lf, as I believe, dying is an integral part of living, then as a part of life it is
entitled to the constitutional protectíon provided by s.7. lt follows that the right to die
with dignity should be as well protected as is any other aspect of the right to life.
State prohibitions that would force a dreadful, painful death on a rational, but
incapacitated termínally ill patient are an affront to human dignity.,'10

The supremacy of personal autonomy in decisions surrounding death is well expressed by
Max charlesworth in his book "Bioethics in a Liberal society" :

"We are on a slippery slope only when we move away from seeing the decision to
end one's life as a moral decisíon belonging to the individual patient, ... ln a liberal
society then any legislation giving expression to a 'right to die' must relate essentially
to the patient's autonomous right to control the ending of her or his life. Extraneous

e 
Legislative Assembly of the Northern Territory, The ts of the individual or the common good? volume one.

*?on of the Inquþ by the Select Committee ón Euth sia. (Govemment printer, oarwin töss¡
'u Rodriguez v BC (AG) SCR 1993; 3: 630
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considerations, for example whether the continuation of a patient's life ís a burden

on parents, family or society in general, should not be taken into account."1l

When considering the issue of the so-called principles or doctrine of the sanctity of life the

drafters of RTIA might have also been influenced by Ronald Dworkin's approach in Life's

Dominion, in which he argues that we all agree about the sacredness of life, but how we

express that sacredness varies according to personal beliefs and world view :

" ... lf people retaín the self-consciousness and self respect that is the greatest

achievement of our species, they will let neither science nor nature simply take its

course, but will struggle to express, in the laws they make as citizens and the

choices they make as people, the best understanding they can reach of why human

life is sacred, and the proper place of freedom in its domínion."12

So for Dworkin, an individual who chooses assistance in suicide or voluntary active

euthanasia (VAE), may be seen to be making an ultimate expression of autonomy, integrity

and dignity, which is consistent with the way the person has led their life - rather than to be

opting for a necessarily negative, desperate or hopeless last act:

"Death has dominion because it is not only the start of nothing but the end of

everything, and how we think and talk about dying - the emphasis we put on dying

with "dignity" - shows how important it is that life ends appropriately, that death

keeps faith with the way we want to have lived."13

As with Charlesworth the pivotal issue is the autonomous expression of personhood.

There is clearly very substantial support in Australia for the principle of the right of access

to medical assistance in dying, based on a recognition of the supremacy of individual

autonomy over any notíon of state's interests in preserving the lives of its citizens in the

context of terminal illness. Any person or group who seek to thwart this primacy of

autonomy will be in for a very rough ride in most western societies, and it seems likely from

opinion poll trends that there is a generational cohort shift in action which very strongly

'r Charlesworth M. Bioethics in a Liberal Sociefy. Cambridge. Cambridge University Press 1993; 53.
12 Dworkin R. Life's Dominion. An argument about abortion and euthanãsia. Harper Collins, London , 1993;241
'' ibid 199
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favours what is often termed 'choice ín dying',1a which presumably means choice in the
manner and possibly timing of death, rather than whether death actually occurs. However
it is also necessary to explore the limits of control which modern generations appear to
think they have over all aspects of their lives, including death and dyíng. Michael lgnatieff
sheds light on this when reflecting on the slow death of his own mother from Alzheimets
dísease:

"The real problem, of course, is what we are to think of death. people like us who
live by the values of self-mastery not especially good at dying, at submitting to
biological destiny. The modern problem is not death without religious consolation,
without an afterlife. The problem is that death makes the modern secular religion of
self-development and self-improvement appear senseless. we are addicted to a
vision of life as narrative, which we compose as we go along. ln fact we didn,t have
anything to do with the beginning of the story: we are merely allowed to dabble with
middle: and the end is mostly not up to us at all, but to genetics, biological fate and
chance."15

ln rightly focusing public poticy in heatth care firmty on individual choice, it is
nonetheless essentiat to reflect on the individual's social context. The modern
palliative care practice modet is firmty óased on acknowledgment of the centrality of
the patient's autonomy in att decision making, but with due recognition and support
for those famity members and friends who are identified as being c/ose and
supportive of the patient. Autonomy is never absolute, and heatth care, particularly
palliative care, cannot be conducted in an autonomous vacuum.

Euthanasia Debate Distracts community Attention From palliative Gare

The euthanasia debate has become stagnant, circular and divisive and distracts our society
from the on-going task of improving care and decision-making at the end of life. The

"jilllå; 
T;Tijì"r"r*re 

- rhe Rhetoric-Realitv Gap in Kuhse H (ed), wilring ro tisten, wanting ro die. penguin,
15 Ignatieff M. Scar Tissue. penguin ,Toronto 1994; 6g
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common interest at stake is the promotion of the comfort, dignity and autonomy of people

who are dying. Few would dissent from these goals.

Divergence about whether third party assistance (medical or non-medical) 'to die is

permissible reveals a deep and complex fault-line in modern western democracies. lt

concerns religious beliefs and personal liberty. lt is part of the challenge of the postmodern

world to chart its course based more on individual liberty and autonomy than organised

religion and deontologically-derived codes. This process is ongoing and will not come to a

sharp resolution.

Societal energy should be more focused on palliative care, about which we can

nearly all agree and where modest investments have already yielded excellent
resulfs for patients and families by improving care and decision-making at the end of
life. If wholeheartedly supported they might also ultimately promote a more cosf
effective and appropriate use of the health care system.

Federal funding for palliative care is currently under review and the medium-term

future of many services is under threat.

Limitations Of Palliative Gare Acknowledged

Modern palliative care has evolved over the last three decades and a great deal of

knowledge and expertise has been gained about how to look after people who are dying.

There is always something that can be done to improve a person's symptom control,

emotional, spiritual and psychological well-being. However, palliative care also has

límitations and it must be acknowledged that the best efforts of multidisciplinary palliative

care services do not always provide patients with what they wish or need.

The case of Sue Rodriguez, a young Canadian woman, with motor neurone disease, who

sought assistance to die in 1994, demonstrates that certain such requests are unrelated to

7



palliative care or symptom control. They have more to do with loss of independence,
dignity and role during a prolonged and inexorable dying process.l6 (Attachment ll)

It is, however, quite inappropriate to fashion a legistative instrument such as RTIA on
fhe basrc of these 'hard cases', even more so when fåe sysfe ms required to care for
people who are dying are so incomprete.lT (Attachment v.)

Palliative care Doctors oppose Legalisation of Euthanasia

Nearly all doctors who work in palliative care oppose legislatíon to allow euthanasia. Like
any heterogenous group of professional people they have a range of reasons for doing so
and these have not yet been systematically researched. One theme which does recur in
discussions amongst us, is that there is an intuitíve and affective aversion to the provision
or administration of drugs or other measures with the intention of thereby ending a patient,s
life' This aversion has profound moral and professional meaning. For palliative care
practitioners this is the firm line in the sand whích clearly distinguishes euthanasia from
palliative care in morat and clinical terms. whilst this is weak ammunition in logic and
ethics, ít is important and should be respected. This is what somerville calls the exercise of
moral intuition (somerville, personal communication).

Palliative care practitioners feet very uncomfortabte with the real prospect of their
specialty being used as a part of a quasi-bureaucratised 'rubber stamping, process
for VAE, as sef out in RTLA.

Ethical basis of modern palliative care practice propounded: the two fallacies

There are two major fallacies which confuse public debate concerning palliative care.
Firstly, that pain and symptom relief measures cause death and, secondly, that treatment
abatement is morally equivalent to the administration of (for instance) a lethal injection. The

'o Ashby M. The Rodriguez case and care of the Dying. Austalian-canadian studies (1gg7 in press)'' Ashbv M' Hard cases, causation and care of tnã oying Joirial of Law and i,Iedic¡ne 1995, 3(2):152-160



danger of this first line of thinking is shown by this excerpt from the judgement of the Ninth

Circuit Court of Appeal in the United States. This court recognised as part of its reasoning

to allow "physician-assisted suicide" that :

"as part of the tradition of administering comfort care, doctors have been supplying

the causal agent of patients' deaths for decades"ls

The second leads to the kind of confusion and misinformation which has led Cica and

Williams to referto the Natural Death Acts of Soufh Austratía (1983) (repealed 1g9S) and

Northern Territory (1 958) as allowing'passive voluntary euthanasia'.1e

The ensuing sections on causation and acts and omissions seek to redress these

misunderstandings of the ethical basis of modern palliative care practice.

Gausation : False Perceptions Of What The Law Requires Negatively lnfluence

Medical Gare And Decision-Making At The End Of Life

It is crucial to examine professional and community beliefs and understanding about

causation and responsibility for death in health care settings. Doctors' attitudes and clinical

behaviour are complex and variable, ranging from abrupt cessation of treatment, minimalíst

palliative care and treatment directed at bringing about a rapid dying process on the one

hand, to excessive caution about being seen to be instrumental in causing the death,

particularly with regard to the provision of pain and symptom relief, cessation or non-

initiation of artifìcial hydration and alimentation and cardio-pulmonary resuscitation on the

other. We know that doctors are more comfortable, for instance, about non-initiation of

treatment than its cessation once initiated, and this can be interpreted as an expression of

caution with regard to causation.2o For some doctors then, a patient's terminal illness will

remove any concerns about causation, for others such concerns will remain at an

l8 ^'- Compassion in dying v V/ashington, 79F 3d 790 (9th Cir 1996). Quoted in : Amas GJ. The promised end -
constihrtional aspects of physician-assisted suicide. New Eng J Med 1996; 335: 683-687
'' Cica N, V/illiams G. A Clumsy Attack on Territories. The AusEalian, 22 October 1996. They write "Legíslation has
operated for some time in the Northern Tenitory and the $CT - as well as in Victoria and South Ausnalia - explicitty
allowing this kind of "euthanasia". One efect of the passage of the Andrews Bill coutd be that the territories lose the

Power to amend or replace their existing "passive voluntary.euthanasia" legislation."
'" Christakis N, Asch DA. Biases in how physicians choose to withd¡aw life support. Lancet 1993;342:642.
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unnecessarily high level. Nurses who experience high levels of anxiety when caríng for
dying patients may also do so as a result of a deep-seated fear of being seen to be causing
death.21

Even if it were a fruitful path to follow, in practice it is extremely difficult to determine the
precise cause of death, the causa sine qua non or the but-for cause of death in patients

dying of a chronic malignant or non-malignant condition. Many factors come into play, and
the use of drugs required to maintain patient comfort occurs against a background of multi-
system organ failure. lt is usually not possible to determine whether a particular drug has
made a causal contribution to death. We have no way of knowing what the timing of the
death would have been in the absence of a given drug, unless the prescription is

transparent with regard to intention. These issues cannot, of course, for obvious ethical
reasons, be the subject of any form of clinical trial.

It is a common belief, and the basis of a considerable body of legal and.legislative opinion,
that morphine (or other opíoid) dose per se is the main determinant of whether the drug
causes or hastens death.22 ln fact there is no such determinative or threshold dose, and
this approach ís flawed. What matters is the present dose in relation to the previous dose.
Gradual dose escalation by a factor in the region of 50-100% oÍ the previous dose is usual
practice, although substantially higher increases can usually be well tolerated by patients
who are not new to the drug (that is, they are no longer termed 'opioid-naive'). lt is

therefore the size of the initial dose, and the rate of subsequent increases which are
important. Cancer paín management wíth morphine is unusual compared to most other
forms of drug treatment in that there are no predetermined dose ranges to achieve
satisfactory pain control for adults or children. Most adults will achieve initial pain control
with a daily dose in the range of 100mg to 200mg (per 24 hours, orally), but the range of
doses is very wide (Ashby et al in preparation). The accepted practice (of which there is

nearly 20 years of safe experience) is to adjust the regutar dose upwards according to the

2r Aranda S and O'Connor M. Euthanasia, nursing and care of the dying: rethinking Kuhse and Singer (1995) 3:2
Austalian Nurses Joumal 18. This paper discusses the attitudes of oncologt and pãltøtive care nurses to decision
making at the end of life, on the basis of repeoting an initia
P Singer and H Kuhse "Euthanasiq, A surtey ofnurses'ail
2l . My interpretation of this work is that even a
and dying is experiencing considerable dfficutty
encountered in their clinical practice, particularly on causation.t2 

M-endelson.D' Jurisprud"ntiul urp"it, of withd¡awal of life support systems from incompetent patients in Australia
1995. Austalian Law Journal 69: 267.
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requirements to keep the paín under control, balanced against incidence of side effects.

Despite an extensíve and sustained international campaign by the World Health

Organisation,23 many doctors still believe that they are causing or hastening the death of
patients by this process, despite a lack of any evidence to support this view. ln the much

quoted Remmelink report from the Netherlands, 17.5% of so-called MDEL's (medical

decisions at the end of life) were attributed to opioid dose escalation by the treating

doctor.2a As there are no clinical data provided by which to judge the actions of the doctors

who participated in this study, the report is reliant on their beliefs and interpretations of the

consequences of their treatment, which may well have been mistaken with respect to
causation.

It can be argued that an inappropriately high level of concern about causation is a common

cause of poor care of dying people in our communities and constitutes the single most

important attitudínal influence on medical decision-making at the end of life and provision of

optimal symptom control. lf a practitioner believes (however ínappropriately) that he or she

is (or could be) responsible for causing, or instrumental in causing the death of a patient,

this could influence their clinical practice by two mechanisms. Firstly, there is a concern

about possible legal proceedings and secondly such a belief may be inconsistent with the

practitioner's personal ethics, although the legal concern may well predomínate.

Most people without a legal background, and hence most health care practitioners, will

have a narrow medical view of causation, which approximates to the but-for test of

causation. ln fact the law (particularly in Australia) looks at causation from the stand-point

of determining liability and the possibility of the existence of multiple sufficient causes and

by recognising the multifactorial nature of causation, no longer use the "but-for" test as the

sole legal standard for ascertaining or apportioning legal responsibility:

"ln law ... problems of causation arise in the context of ascertaining or apportioning

legal responsibility for a given occurrence Thus, at law a person may be

tt St¡e-s*ard J and Teoh N, The cancer pain relief programme of the World Health Organisation. Palliative Medicine
1989;4: l.
2{ Van der Maas PJ, Van Delden JJM, Pijneneborg L, Looman CWN. Euthanasia and other medical decisions
concerning the end oflife. Lancet l99l;338: 669.
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responsible for damage when his or her wrongful conduct is one of a number of
conditions suffìcient to produce that damage."2s

Keyserlingk, in an argument against decriminalisation of assisted suicide based on an
analysis of Rodriguez, proposes a move away from standard and but-for causality of death
approaches in legal analysis, and the adoption of what he terms a normative causality
approach:

"(this) position emphasises not simple scientific causality, the cause-in-fact of a

death, but normative or legal causality as well. This more nuanced and

comprehensive analysis holds that empirical, scientifìc or "but-fod'causatíty cannot
alone account for what distinguishes assisted suicide from voluntary euthanasia, or
what distinguishes both from withdrawal of life support or appropriate pain control
resulting in death.26

This normative approach allows the but-for cause of death to be overridden as a cause of
death if a society decides that public policy on a certain issue requires that the intervention
or non-íntervention in question not be viewed as a cause of death in law. As stated above,
AustralÍan courts already recognise that the but-for test is too limited. There is no tradition
(in Australia or elsewhere) of regarding the relief of pain and suffering in the setting of a
terminal illness, subject to proper standards of palliative care practice, as causative of
death. Examples of this (and hence vindication of Keyserlingk's proposition) in action
would be the several judgements and legal reports which have dealt with the issue of pain

control in a terminal illness, even if the underlying premise is a hypothetical and untested
construct that the use of opioids (in particular) in accepted palliative care practice may
hasten death. 27 ?8 2e 30 31 32

t' Mason CJ in March v E & MH Stramare l99l 65 ALJR 334 at 3
b-reach (unpublished).
'o Keyserlingk EW. Assisted suicide, causality and the Supreme C
'' Devlin LJ in R v Adams. Crim LR 1957; 365: 375. If the/ìrst p
longer be achieved, there ß still muchfor a doctor to do and he is entitled to do all that is proper and necessary to
relieve pain and sufering, even if the measures he takes may incidentally shorten ti¡". fnii is not because therL is a
special defence for medical men but because no act is murder which does not cause death. llte are not dealing here with
the philosophical or technical cause, but with the commons
the proper medical treatment that is administered and that
death is not the cause ofdeath in any sensible use ofthe ter
dying than ofthe healthy, has the right deliberately to cut t
In: the trial of Dr John Bodkin Adams. London: The Bodle
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Whilst a doctor's intention may not always be easy to validate, evaluation of intention and

motive are fundamental to legal analysis, and many would argue that intention is also

determinative of the moral character of medical interventions. For 'hard cases' where all

reasonable and available measures have failed there may be occasions where the timing

of death of a dying patient may be hastened with the intention of abolishing suffering, either

slowly by sedation or rapidly by the administration of a lethal injection. At present the law

and prevailing codes of medical ethics draw a sharp distinction between these two acts. lt

is preferable that this continues to be the case for the sake of socíal solidarity and the

practice of palliative care.

The objects of two pieces of Australian legíslation33 send a powerful message to health

care professionals, and their educators, about the priority which the legislators wish to be

given to pain and symptom control for dying persons. The Consent to Medicat Treatment

and Palliative Care Act (South Australia), 1995 - CMTPCA - is a specifìc example of

Keyserlingk's suggestion in action, where a public policy position is taken that if there is
thought to be a conflict between hastening the timing of an inevitable death, and proper

symptom control, then the latter should have prioriÇ. The doctrine of double effect is used

to deal with the issue of causation in palliative care practice. lf an incidental effect of

accepted palliative care practice measures is to hasten the (inevitable and anticipated)

death of a person, then this is not deemed to constitute a cause of death in law, because

such practice does not constitute a new intervening act in a pre-existing chain of causation

(novus actus interveniens). This provision helps to correct the widely held false perception

that the heavy hand of the law is waiting to land on the shoulders of practitioners who

administer morphine to terminally ill patients (especially "the last dose"), but this indemnity

from civil or criminal prosecution only applies if the treatment has been "in accordance with

the proper standards of palliative care",3a and does not apply to circumstances in which the

" Aited"le NHS Trust v Bland 1993 I All ER 821-896
" Thomas J in Auckland Area Health Authority v A-G. NZLR 1993; l:235
'o Lu* Reform Commission of Canada. Report No 20 Euthanasia, Aiding Suicide and Cessation of Treatnent. Ottawa
1982;35

'' House of Lords. Report of the Select Committee on Medical Ethics. Vol I Report HL Paper 2l-l (HMSO, London
1994): 58tt Of life and death.. Report of Senate Special Committee on Euthanasia and Assisted Suicide. Senate of Canada, Ottawa
May 1995; 19.
3r 

see obje cts of Medical Treaünent Act 1988, Victoria, and Consent to Medical Treatnent and Palliative Care Act 1995,
South AusFalia
ro 

see Part, Division 2, the care of people who are dying. Consent to Medical Treatrnent and Palliative Care Act 1995.
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practitioner's use of drugs is transparent with regard to their intention to bring about the
death of the person, even as a means of relieving the suffering of a person for whom other
measures have failed. Proponents of RTIA would argue that this next step is essential, and
would agree with Hunt that there is a 'rhetoric-reality gap' in palliative care practice, and
that RTIA closes it, by allowing active assistance in dying.3s

RTIA only deals with causation for those persons who wish to have their death caused by
another. lt makes no contribution to the issue of causation in palliative care discussed
above, unless possibly by extrapolation. What is the position for the majority of persons,
who do not want assistance to die but do want proper pain and symptom relief ? lt needs
to be at least considered that the presence of RTIA, and its formidable conditions, on the
statute book of the Northern Terrítory may generate a higher level of caution and
misinterpretation of legal imperatíves amongst medícal practitioners than that which existed
before its passage, particularly if pafliative care and VAE become conflated in public and
professional consciousness.

It is essenfia/ that the whole society cornes to a better understanding of the
standards and processes which it wishes fo see applied to the care of dying people.
Correction of the wide range of false interpretations of the tegat principle of
causation is fundamental to this endeavour. The timitations of 'but-for' causality
analysis in the context of palliative care shoutd he recognr'sed.

Acts and Omissions

The moral equivalence argument between acts and omissions which result in death
advanced by Rachels,36 Singer and Kuhse3T have not found widespread support amongst
practising doctors, nurses and other health care professionals. There is still a substantial

body of medical opinion which defends the viewpoint that there are strong intuitive moral
and clinical distinctions between stopping absolutety or relatively futile medical treatment
and giving a lethal injection. For the omission to be morally equivalent to the latter act, it is

" Hunt R. Palliative Care - the Rhetoric-Reality Gap in Kuhse H (ed), Willing ro Listen, Wanting to Die (penguin,
Melbourne 1994)
ró 

Rachels J. The End of Life (Oxford Universiry press, Oxford 19g7),tt 
K.rhse H. The Sanctity of Life Doctrine in ué¿¡"irr.iA Critique. þxford University press, oxford l9g7)
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necessary for the omíssion to be demonstrably still working to the patient's benefìt in
prolonging that person's life. ln other words the moral equivalence argument cannot ignore

the assessment of clinical proportionality and appropriateness. For a competent patient

who expresses a wish to reject any medical treatment whatsoever this has been clearly

accepted as morally and legally permissible, and the issue is not controversial. lf the

omission is made for an incompetent patient who is not in the process of dying, and the

treatment to be omitted can be shown to be life sustainíng in the circumstances, then the

intention is to end that person's life, and it might be better to call this non-voluntary active

euthanasia by means of an act of omission.

This was the situation in the Bland judgement, where Singer reiterates the point that the

clearly intended outcome of the decision to stop nasogastric feeding and hydration was to
end the life of Tony Bland.38 ,lt therefore appears that there are situations in which it is
agreed that the life of an incompetent non-dying and permanently unconscious and

insensate person may be intentionally ended. This practice should be clearly differentiated

from that of palliative care for persons who are dying, where the intention of all therapeutic

interventions is to relieve symptoms. Although pallíatíve care measures may be applied to

a patient such as Tony Bland, despite the fact that he is no longer sensate, the princÍples of
palliative care practice do not underpin the decision to withdraw life sustaining measures

and end of life.

ln the Bland judgement their lordships decided that the cause of death was the initial injury

rather than the cessation of artifìcial hydratíon and alimentation,3e but this over-reliance on

the underlying dísease or injury as the cause of death has been disputed. Gerber has

called it "the logic of Alice in Wonderland".ao Collins writes that ít is "susceptible to
penetrating intellectual assault".

Both Keyserlinkal a2 and Collins argue that acUomission distinctions should not be the

principal determinative factor in assessing criminal or tort liability, and Collins particularly

" Singer P. Rethinking Life and Death (The Text Publishing Company, Melb urne, 1994).
" Ai¡edale NHS Trust v Bland 1993 I All ER
oo 

Gerber P. Withdrawing Eeatrnent from patients in a persistent vegetative state. Medical Journal of Ausüalia 1994;
l6l:715.t' 

Colli.ts D. prescribrng limits to life-prolonging Eeatrnent. New Zealand Law Journal 1994;246.
ot ibid
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opposes the emphasis of this distinction in determining the legality of cessation of artificial

hydration and alimentation in the Bland case.a3 Mendelson has pointed out that the

reasoning in Bland was based not on causation, but what constituted an ethically

acceptable limit to the medical duty to continue treatment.aa Because it was shown to the

court's satisfaction that ít was not in Tony Bland's best interests to continue as he was in an

irreversible persistent vegetative state, the cessation of life sustaining measures did not

constitute a breach of duty to the patient as no such duty was found to exist in the

circumstances. However, it is not a generalisable clarífìcation of the distinction, and could

not be applied to permanently incompetent non-dying persons who are permanenly

unconscious and insensate. Consequently RTIA does not take up the challenge issued to

the British parliament made by their lordships in Bland, and so this area remains

unresolved in the Northern Territory unless a notíce pursuant to the Natural Death Act lgBB

has been completed. ,

Treatment abatement (with the intention of causing death) for incompetent, non-
dying persons who are permanently unconscious and insensate should be clearly
differentiated from palliative care.

It would have been preferable for the Northern Territory to address patliative care

access and quality upgrading first, then promulgate and assess process and

treatment guidelines for the care of dying people and medical decision making at the

end of life. Legislation could have been considered to allow for advance directives,
substitute health care decision making and clarification of causation in palliative

care practice along the lines of the Consent to Medical Treatment and Patliative Care

Act (South Australia) 1995.

Palliative Gare Services ln The Northern Territory

ln an enclosed paper I have argued that the Rþhfs of the Terminally tlt Act 1995 (NT), in

legislating for voluntary active euthanasia, should not be seen as a substitute for the

t'ibid
{a 

Me ndelson D. The fught of the Terminally Ill Act I 99a flT): Another perspective. Journal of Law and Medicine
1996;
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provision of palliative care (Attachment lV). Palliative care services are very limited ín the

Northern Territory. Both access and quality of specialist services are now below levels

which exist in most other parts of Australia. The promising comments which I made at the

time of wríting the paper about the focus which RTIA had brought to palliative care does not

seem to have translated into improved funding or service provision.

The demographic and geographical realities of the Northern Territory dictate that most

palliative care must be done by general hospitals and community services as part of
mainstream health care. The community palliative care service in Darwin is the only

specialist service in NT. lt is under-resourced and has had a considerable turn-over of staff

since its inception. There is no formal medical link with the Royal Dan¡,rin Hospital and the

medical position is presently unfilled.

The main contribution which senafors could make to the improvement of the care of
dying people in the Northern Territory is úo advocate for adequate resources to be

made for the following:

substantial palliative care specialist medical posifÍons in Darwin and Alice
Spzngs

expert palliative care nursing access (including deployment of specialist
nursing expertise to patients in remote areas when needed)

palliative care education

back up consultancy from larger services in other súafes (notably in
Adelaide where most of the tertiary medical input in the Northern Territory
comes from).

Senaúors might a/so reasonably ask for an independent review of present palliative

care sentice provision, management and funding allocations to the Northern

Territory.

a

a

a
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Palliative Gare Education

The draft Australasian Undergraduate Medícal Palliative Care Curriculum is also appended
(attachment lV). This document is being developed by a small working group of ANZSpM
(Australia and New Zealand Society of Palliative Medicine) to promote better education in

palliative care in the medical schools of Australia and New Zealand. A reading of it will
hopefully demonstrate how much needs to be done, in educational terms, to redress past
neglect of the needs of people who are dying by the medical profession and the health care
system.

Senafe support is sougfit for the provision of resources to provide paliative care
education at all levels of the Australian health care system, including the Northern
Territory. I

THE CONSTITUTIONAL IMPLICATIONS FOR THE TERRITORIES OF THE

ENACTMENT OF THE PROVISION

THE IMPACT OF THE ENACTMENT OF THE PROVISIONS ON THE NORTHERN

TERRITORY CRIMINAL CODE

The major problem with the Euthanasia Laws B¡ll 1996 is that it conflates two issues,
namely euthanasia and the legislation scope of the territories of Australia. lt clearly leaves
the citizens of the territories in a different situation with regard to these issues to those of
states, and this is unsatisfactory.

Professor Michael Ashby
MBBS MRCP FRCR FRACP MRACMA

11 December 1996
Word count : 5397
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cr as lo wh¡l form ils rcport takcs and what it

Ms BERECRy: Thcrc was norhing in lhc tcrms of rcfcrcncc lhat said lhat you ha<!thc powcr to makc rccommcn<t¡rions to parliamcnrl 
'-""

Mr PooLE: Wc tc¡d to.bc likc most parliamcnhrians and utilisc lhc unwri*cn wordrarhcr rhan rhc wrirrcn word on rhings rikcilai. wl *ir ..rrrinry ;;;;Ë;;;';;on ro tr,"parliamcnl. Now, whcthcr or not ...

Ms EERECRy: But a rcport is not a rccomrncndation, is it?

Mr PooLE: Thc rcport wiil contain a numbcr of rccommcndarions.

Ms BERECRy: Rccommcndarions, I scc. Thank you for that.

Mr POOLE: Now. wc arc nor rhcrc ro rccommcnd to lhc parriamcnt lhat lhc bilr gothrough o¡ not go through. wc arc thcrc ,o .".o.,n.nå whcthcr it is a good biil tcchnicalryor is poorly draflcd. Wc can highlighr *.u, ùui;;'i;i necd to bc adrtrcsscd.

Ms BERECRy: r rhink rhar was rhc kcy arca. whclhcr thc bit shourd go through ornot is anothcr thing. you have not got thc powí lo say ...

Mr POOLE: I gu:s:, if wc. dccidcd amongst oursclvcs, wc could. Wc probablywould not bccausc wc probably would not ull ug.".. '

Ms BERECRy: No, righr.

Ms BERECRy: ycs, I scc. Thank you for rhat.

Mr POOLE: Wcll. thank you vcry much for appcaring loday. lt was vcry clcar andconcisc. Thank you.

SELECT COMMIT"TEE ON EUTIIANASIA

PUBLIC IIEARINGS

Elscy Room, parliamcnt House, Darwln

Monday l0April t995
Opened: 10.40 am

On the committee:

Rcprcscnlativc:

Profcssor Michacl Ashby, Consultanl physician

This is an cditcd transcript.

Thursday 4 May 1995
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MrM. Rioli, MLA
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Lrrrwlr - tvlond¡y lU ¡\l)ll lr95 - l'rol'lvl

l\lr PooLE: I call to ordcr this hcaring of rhc sclcct commincc on Euthanasia and
wclcomc Profcssor Michacl Ashby, Dircctor of Palliativc Mcdicinc and Radiation Oncologist,
Royal Adcluiclc llospital, who is appcuring as a wihcss to givc cvidcncc.

Othcr than in cxccptional circumstanccs witncsscs appcaring bcforc this commincc arc
nol rcquircd lo lakc an oath or makc an aflìrmalion. l{owcvcr. t rcmind you that thc
ìnformation you givc to this committcc musl bc truthful. I also a<tvisc lhat thc commitrcc has
aurhoriscd, for rhc purposcs of rhis inquiry, that thc usual proscription on thc disclosurc or
publication on matcrial placcrl thc cornmittcc docs not apply.

Witncsscs tlo havc thc right to rcqucst that thcir cvidcncc bc takcn in camcra and/or
rc¡nain confidc¡rtial, Could you plcasc advisc us now ifthat is thc casc.

Professor ASIIBY: Thcrc is no rcquircmcnt on my part.

l\lr POOLE: Thank you. For thc llansard rcco¡d, coul<l I ask you to statc your full
narnc antl thc capacity in rvhich you appcar today.

ProfessorASllBY: Thank you. 'l'hcrc has bccn a changc ofdctail in that I havc
¡novctl from Adcl¿idc lo Mclbournc. My namc is I'rofcssor Michacl Ashby. I am a co¡rsultant
physician and a Fcllow of rhc Royal Ausrralasian collcgc of l'hysicians. My prcscnt posr is
Profcssor and Dircctor of Palliativc Carc, Monash Univcrsity bascd at thc Monash Mcdical
Ccntrc in Clayton, Victoria.

Mr POOLE: Thank you vcry much. Profcssor. what wc havc bccn doing so far with
witncsscs is allowing thcm to spcak to thc committcc, lo lnakc whatcvcr subrnission thcy want
to makc. wc thcn go into a qucstion and answcr format. wc havc allowcd a fair lcngth of
timc, so it is rcally up to you as to horv much of that timc wc utilisc.

Professor ASTIBY: Pcrhaps lhc casicst thing for mc lo do at this po¡nt would bc to
say that I was involvcd with thc drafling of a policy stalcmcnt on voluntary aclivc cuthanasia
for thc Austr¿lian Association for Hospicc and Palliativc carc. I do not appcar today as a
spokcspcrson for that. lndccd, I hokl no clcctcd ollicc in that organ¡sation at thc prcscnt timc
although I havc in thc past. I was rcqucstcd by thcir cxcculivc to producc a discussion
docuntcnt and a draf¡ policy. 'l'hat has now bccn adoptcd in Victoria and I think is wcll on thc
wry in othcr statcs and lcrritorics. As I was rcsponsiblc for drafting that policy statcnìcnt, it
rnight pcrhaps bc hclpful if I bricfìy go ovcr it bccausc it docs broadly dcfìnc my vicwpoirrt on
this issuc.

Whal wc sctoul to do fìrsl of all was to ¡lclìnc hospicc and palliativc carc as ¡¡ conccpt
of carc which providcs coordinatcd mcdical, nursing and allicd scrviccs for pcople who arc
tcrminally ill to livc whcrc possiblc in lhc cnvironnrcnt of thcir choicc, and which providcs
physical, psychological, cmot¡onal and spiritual support for paticnts and for paricnts' tamilics
and fricnds, Thc provision of hospicc and palliativc carc scrviccs includcs gricf and
bcrcavcmcnt support for family and othcr carcrs during thc lilc of thc paticnt, continuing aftcr

Wc bclicvc that lcgalisation of voluntary activc cuthan¡sia is not a substiturc for thc
provision of palliativc carc scrviccs to all Austr¡li¡ns. Wc bclicvc that public intcrcst in
volunlary activc cuthanasia rcfìccls conccm about lack ofadcquatc support for pcoplc who arc
dying and will continuc to campaign for improvcd scrviccs, cducation and rcscarch in all
aspccts of palliativc carc. Wc statc that currcntly acccplcd palliativc carc practicc docs not
includc dclibcratc cnding of lilc cvcn if this is rcqucstcd by thc paticnt. wc asscrr that
palliativc carc cxpcricncc shows that thc skillcd adjustmcnt of a morphinc dosc for pain rclicf
docs not causc dcath,

D¡rwin - Monday l0 April 1995 - prof M Aslrby

dcath. Wc havc dcfincd voluntary tcl¡vc cuthanasia ¡s thc riclibcratc action to tcrminatc lifc þ
sorììconc othcr than and at thc rcqucst of thc paticnt conccmcd. wc bclicvc that dying is i
natural proccss anrl that thc rcfusal or withdrawal of futilc trcalmcnl is not voluntary ictivc
culhanasia.

Wc rccognisc that thc of vicws a ctivc
cuthanasia in Australian socicty prolcssions ativc
carc comnrunity. Wc rccogn that somc and
consistcntly icqucst voluntary cknowlcdgc and
symptoms can bc addrcsscd, complctc rclicf is not always possiblc in all cascs cvcn with
oplirnal palliativc carc. wc wclcomc opcn and frank discussion within thc communiqr an<i
particularly within thc hcalth carc profcssions about all aspccts of dc¡rh and dying including
voluntary activc cuthanasia.

You will sccn from that that thc position cmcrging amongst palliativc care workcrs in
Australia is thal many of us now want to rcmovc our spccialist or sub-spccialist arca of mcdical
or nursing nrulti<lisciplinary practicc out of thc dcbatc in a sclrsc of not going to bat for onc
siclc or thc othcr in a polar dcbatc about voluntary activc cuthanasia. wc bclicvc that, when
rcqucstcd, wc should providc committccs likc this with thc information that you nccd about
wh¡l wc rcally rlo and what our inlcntions rcally arc in thc manncr in which wc trcat our
paticnts.

2

Just as palliativc carc is prcdicatcd on rccognising thc limitations of mcdicinc and
adtlrcssing thc carc n ¡s no longcr possiblc, so too wc in palliarivc
carc havc to rccogni c includc clinical limitation, ancl hunan and
spiritual lirnitations. somc of our paticnts do wish ro dic and say
so consistcntly.

{19 r) o
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Having saíd that, it is a rclativcry infrcqucnt occuncncc. rn my cxpcricncc, it wourdhappcn a handful of limcs a ycar - maybc to oizo but no morc. Mosr of ihor" ..qu"rr, ur"rnodificd a fcw days r;rtcr by a changc in thc circur¡rsta'ccs, cithcr rhrough ,yn,p,on., contror,bcttcr crnorional and psychorogicar adjustrncrrt to thc situation, or maybc irnãr"L.t¡ur,,n"n, orlarnily dynamics or suppol that was not apparcnt bcforc.

llowcvcr. I havc to say that thcrc arc a fcw palicnts for whom that is dcfinitcly not rhccasc. on a fcccnt study tour rast ycar ro canada, I ðamc across thc story of Suc Rodrigucz. Ibclicvc that you havc alrcady rcccivcd rcfcrcnccs to that canadian .ur". l actualry rcad thcjudgcmcnt. As a docror, rcading a lcgar casc was quirc o .rrutt"ng".-ãu, ¡ì ".i¡,,ry assistc<rrnc grcarly in my pcrsonar dcribcrati<¡ns on thc subjcct. t havc sibnriilcd a copl of thc fulrjudgcrncnt to rhis commirrcc to bc photocopicd antl piaccd in cvidcncc u.ior"yo,i.'
-l 

hcrc is a book rvhosc clctails I rvoultl likc to ¡rlacc on tlrc rccor¡.| for rcfcrcncc. lt islJin¡ic L. and Rotlrigucz s. rJncontnt¡t¡ ,yiil - I-tti Dcurh ,f sre nodrigu"= (1.oronto,
lrlacrnill¿n, canada 199'l). I tlo not tl'ink it is availablc in Aust¡alia ar thc prcicni timc. lt isthcauthoriscdbiographyofsucRodrigucz. lwasparricularlysruckbyrh.i..¡iil;i shcsrarcson a numbcr of occasions that rhc pailiativc carc scrviccs in h.. ur"í ur" noì ffiing hcr inachicving what shc sccks and shc thcrclorc distanccs hcrsclf from rhcm. I think that wc havcto hcar fhat thcrc would ccrrainly bc a small part of our comrnunity hcrc in Australia which
u,ould probably fccl thc sarnc way.

ut that in nrany documcntcd cascs of ¡nctlical
rminally ill at thc timc of thc rcqucst. lndccd,
not bc just tlrc objcctivc tcsts of uncontrollcd

i,,;,'"îi: :ïiì "'ffi] :,î:ï,li ïilîï;
:å:'ü' ï, : i, ",r""dï',i ; ïJ.:ï.J, ":

To jusr round offnry^vcrbar cvi<rcncc roday ro you, which r wi[ kccp brícf, r wiil saythat I think rhcrc arc rnany of us in pailiarivc carc wlro,'if wc wcrc in your 
";.;Jry wr¡cn thcbill c¡rnc bcforc us, rvourir probabry abstai¡¡ rathcr than votc againsr it. r anr spcakíng hcrc as

an inriividual and not for any organisario, which cnrproys n¡c or of wholn I arn a mcmbcr. Mypcrsonal rcason for doing that is that I think that r havc no good argurncnt against thc kind of
rlcsworth in his rcccnt bæk, Bioethics in a
Charlcswoth says that hc can comc up with

y against individuals who consistcntly rcqucst
o good argurncrìt not to allow thcm tiat right.

¿lrgumcnts againsr rhar posirion. 
ividual' I do not l'ccl that I havc any good

mv r lii::ii #h,:',îïkind to you th in palliarivccarc. his morc I

Hcrc in thc Tcrritory. by virtuc of distancc, r suspcct that a rot of paticnts do nor
rcccivc optirnal palliativc carc. ThcNorthcrn Tcrritory is not aronc in rhat. ihcrc;.";;;
arcas whcrc thc tyranny of distancc docs not rutc anrl ivhcrc, lor othcr rcasons, puliioti"" .ur.
is not bcing dclivcrc<.| adcquatcly. Covcragc arountl this country is still patchy an¿ indccd it is
patchy in all count¡ics. t do not think Aust¡alia should fccl parriculartj singíø oit an¿ I am
surc lhat is nol lhc casc.

lf you arc a mcdical practitioncr agcd approximatcry 35 ycars or morc. it is highry
unlikcly that you had any adcquatc undcrgraduatc rcaclring in thisirca. lt is possiblc, in facr
lrighly probablc, that your nrcdical school had no curriculum ro dcal wirh chronic pain. I rhink
that thc rcason for this was that Incdicinc until vcry rcccntly was solcly fo"urcri on curativc
cndcavours and all othcr cndcavours wcrc rcgardcr.l as somchow disaipointing, sccond ratc
and.not wortlry of scholirly and profcssional attcntion. I ca¡r still ."n,.,ilb". rfils in my own
nrcdical school in Lontlon in thc latc 1970's whcn doclors woul<l rcgularly wiih tlrc bcst of
intcntions lic to thcir palicnts in cuphcmisric ways, prrlicularly abour o-.un.., ¿iagnosis, woulcl
nol spcÂk opcnly about dcath and rtying, and would uncasily move away fronr t¡c bcdsidc ofa
dying paticnt bciausc thcy did not know what to say or what to do.

You will hcar from othcrs bcforc lhis committcc and probabry havc alrcady hcard a
considcr¡blc amount aboul thc history of thc hospicc nrovcmcnt in thc únitcd Kingdom. I t has
sprcad right around thc world, which has bccn a vcry rcrnarkablc changc in focJs o[ mc¡lical
attcntion in thc pcrio<t of just ovcr 25 ycan. Trrcrc has bccn quit-c a dramatic changc.
l{owcvcr. thc rnovcmcnt is not univcrsal. For cxanrprc, r r.ro noì rl¡ink thcrc is a singrc
acadcmic position in palliativc carc in a mcdical school in thc Unircd Statcs of Amcrica. Thcrc
arc a fcw pcoplc with an intcrcst.but.lhcy do not acrually put it up lront. I knorv of onc major
US hcalth carc institution which will not allow its worl<i class pain unir to bc rcnamcd a
palliativc carc unit bccausc that is not in thc phirosophy ofthc instírution.

.That is ccrtainly not thc casc hcrc in Australia. t am plcascd ro scc incrcasing
rccognition for palliativc at all lcvcls of socicty and I bclicvc that it iras rcccivc¿ good support
l-rotn govcrnrncnts in this country. Howcvcr, I bclicvc that hcrc in thc Tcrritory rñcrc arc somc
inìportanl provisions to bc a<tdrcsscrt, notably rhc provision ofdcdicatc¿ bc¿s. I rio not bclicvc
it is ncccssary for it to bc an cxpcnsivc, fr""-staniing, scparatc hospicc facirity. rndcc<t, givcn
thc population distribution anrl dcmographics of thc-'l'crritory, and thcrc will bc sorncthing ro
bc said for tlrc bcds actually bcing locatcd in small stratcgic numbcrs in thc major hospirals of
thc Tcrritory.

Obviously, thcrc is an urgcnt ncccl lo makc surc tlìal community mcdical anrl nursing
skills arc nurrurcd and supporlcrl.so that pcoprc ca. dic in cornro,t and áignity in tt. r* n,rg
conrcrs of this Tcrritory. ccrtainry, it is a dcficicncy in my vicw, for i-nrrn"", that at thc
monìcnl it would bc vcry diffìcult for a spccialisca pattiativc carc nursc to go to an ourbacklocation. llc or shc would havc to vacaic thcir position hcrc in Darwin tã do that. somc
backup to bc ablc to do that would bc cosl cffcctivc and woul<l grcatly assist in thc carc ofthc
dying.
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Without going into my vicw of horv palliativc carc could bc bcttcr donc in thc Tcnitory
in clctail, which you would not ncccss:rrily wânt to hcar, I think that thcrc arc arc¡s of
cndcavour to bc lookcd al. I f thc proccss of rcvicwing thc bill allows a cornprchcnsivc rcvicrv
and improvcmcnt of palliativc carc facilitics hcrc in thc 1'crritory, that in its own right will bc a

vcry significant achicvcmcnt which this Asscnrbly could takc pritlc in. If, howcvcr, thc bill is
just vicwcrJ as thc mrttcr in hand, thc worsl sccnario of all in rny vicw would bc for thc
parliarncnt to pass it and do nothing about palliativc carc. To do that would bc lo do itsclfand
its cornrnunity a gravc disscrvicc. Thc scrutiny of thc rcst of Aust¡alia and thc world would
shinc vcry sharply on this Tcrritory and I would suspcct that thcrc would bc a lot of ncgativc
conscqucnccs.

I think I will lcavc il thcrc. Now I woukl bc plcascd to answcr any qucstions or hcar
any po¡nts that you want lo makc to mc.

Mr POOLE: lf I hcar you concctly, cvcn if wc did livc in an idcal world and thc
Northcnr Tcrritory had pallirtivc carc facilitics rankcd with thc bcst in thc world, at thc cnd of
thc day a small pcrccntagc of pcoplc still woul<i not bc kcpt in a comfortablc or tolcrablc statc
by palliativc carc scrviccs and might rvcll rcqucst assistancc to cn<l thcir livcs anyway.

Professor ASTIBY: I bclicvc that to bc a truc statcmcnt.

Mr POOLE: You said only a handlul of pcoplc, pcrhaps half a dozcn or so in your
pcrsonal cxpcricncc, ask for that. Sonrc ol thosc obviously changc thcir mind bccausc of
changcs in thcir mcntal sl¡tc or thcir physical contlition. What total numbcrs arc you talking
aLrou('/ Arc yorr talking about a couplc <.¡f hundrcrl pi¡ticr¡ts or ...?

Professor ASllllY: No. I woukl bc talking about rÌìy cxpcricncc in my last pos¡tion,
which I only rcccntly lcñ. Wc wcrc gctting approxinratcly 800 rcfcrrals a ycar. Of coursc, as

you will scc in your cvidcncc, pcoplc do nol ncccssarily ask thcir doctor for assistancc in

dying. Thcy may wcll fccl thal lhat pcrson woultl bc affrontccl or offcndcd, or that thcrc mûy
bc somc lcgal implications. Howcvcr, ovcr thc last fcw ycars sincc I camc back to Australia in

1989, I havc found that morc and morc pcople now arc saying opcnly lhat lhcy wish thcy did
not havc to go through thc last bit of thc illncss. Gradually, paticnts lhcmsclvcs and farnilics
arc talking much morc opcnly about it. I think thcrc was a fccling, particularly if you wcrc in a
Catholic hcalth carc instilution, that you should not cvcn mcnt¡on thc words.

lf sorncborly raiscs lhc issuc with ¡nc in a covct and subtle way, subjcct to thc
scnsitivíty ofthc circumslanccs, I would actually lcasc oul what thcy arc driving at and actually
nôrnc thc words. I woultl ask thcm: 'Arc you talking hcrc about voluntary activc cuthanasia?
Do you want mc to hclp you to dic?' I think that if you can actually clari| what thc pcrson
wants. wc can havc a convcrsation about what I can and cannot do and what thcir rcasons for
that might bc. Wc can acknowlcdgc that this is not an idcal world and wc do not always gct
what wc want. Thc idca that, in sornc cascs, wc can somchow sanitise and mcdicalisc dcath
and tum i¡ into sonrc kind ofcalm, pcaccful cvcnt is probably sccking loo much control.

5
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I think that is a major issuc for thosc of us who arc thc tail cnd of thc baby boomcrs or
thc mc gcncration, or whatcvcr you cûrc to call it. Wc arc rcally uscd lo having íncrcdiblc
control ovcr our own dcstinics. Wc havc a strong ¡rìvcstrncnt in our carccrs. our choiccs ¡nd
ourrights. lamnotsayingthatthatisbad. Mostofuswouldsaythatitisadcfiningaspcctof
our cxislcncc ll¡at wc arc lucky cnough to livc in a timc and a socicty whcrc wc have probably
ncvcr had bcttcr rccognition of our riglrts and probably ncvcr had morc control ovcr our
choiccs in lifc. But thc idca lhat wc havc control ovcr cvcrything is quitc illusionary. lt rcally
is a transicnt illusion, and I suspcct that it will bc lookcd back on with somc amuscmcnr by
futurc gcncrations, lhrt somchow wc can makc thc last bit ofour livcs as full ofchoiccs as thc
rcstofour livcs. I think drat is fatally flawcd.

I wcnt to a mccting rcccntly in Canada. Onc of thc Canadians jokcd about the Unitcd
Slatcsandsaitl:'lgctlhcimprcssionlhat,southofthcbordcr,thcrcisawidesprcadvicwthat
dcath is optional'.

Mr STIRLING: Profcssor, I think that is a vcry intcrcsting point. Wc havc oftcn said

that thc baby boom is a vcry sclfìsh gcncration in Australia. By virtuc of its sizc, it is ablc to
dominalc cvcrithing that is going on. lt is iutcrcsting to spcculatc that this drivc for choicc
rnay wcll havc ariscn fro¡n that. Howcvcr, I want to rclcr to thc Rodrigucz casc. Shc was
suffcring ALS which I took or undcrstood to bc somc sort of MS.

ProfessorASllBY: No,itisnot. ALSisaformof¡notorncuroncdiscasc. InthcUS,
it is known as Lou Cchrig's discasc. That is likc saying it is O J Simpson's discasc. Lou
Cclrrig was a vcry famous bascballcr. Evcrywhcrc in North Anrcrica you rvill hcar it rcfcrrcd
to as that. ALS is just Anyokophic Latcral Sclcrosis, which is ar¡ okl fashioncd narnc for wh¡t
thc ncuropalhologists saw down thc rnicroscopc whcn thcy disscctcri thc ncrvous tissuc of
pcoplc who had dicrl of this condition. 'Ihc bcst lcnil lo usc is Motor Ncuronc Discasc or
MND for short. Evcrybody in Australia will thcn know what you mcan. Thcrc is an MND
Socicty of Australia, which is thc nalional association for paticnts and familics.

It is a rarc condition. llyou want lo knorv any morc about its carc in Australia, onc of
thc placcs that particularly spccialiscs in it is Bcthlchcrn lìospital in Caulfrcld, Mclbournc, closc
to whcrc I am now working.

Thcfcaturcofthisdiscascisthatitcanhavcavcryvariablcnrtural history. Oncofthc
longcst stablc suffcrcrs is Stcphcn lìawking. A collcaguc of ¡ninc rcccntly dicd of thc
condition within a fcw nronths in Adclaidc, and thôt wirs À dcvûstating coursc. It gradually
robs thc pcrson of virtually all neurological function. Panicularly carly in the picce, it can
intcrfcrc with spccch and swallowing. lt is quitc a hidcous way to dic. lvlultiple Sclcrosis can
tlo thc samc thing incidcntally, and a numbcr of othcr ncurological conditions can lcad to thc
slow physical disintcgration of pcrson with comparativc sparing of mcntal function.

Wrat Suc RuJrigucz was saying - and I rcally think hcr argumcnts wcrc vcry powcrful
although thc lcgal basis for it is morc qucstionablc an<.l outsidc ¡xy arca of cxpcrtisc - wûs that
sl¡c did not wûnt to g,o through thc last bit, cvcn if shc \.vas not awarc of it. Shc said: 'Thc
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rcason ror lhat is thal I do not want my 9 ycar old son ro scc it and I rto nor \{ant my cstrangcd
husbandtohavcrowitncss,cvcnifrncvcrknowanythingabourit. rthasno,n"oniígromc. l
want ro s¡ry rhat up fronr antl now bccausc I know that, whcn I gct thcrc, I will bc Àlc to say
nolhing about il.

STIRLINC: This is rhc dilcmma.

pcrspcctivc. (Rcfcrcncc: Aircdalc Nils rrust v Bland [1993]l All ER g0r-g96)

fronr a currc
vicw, nrattcr whal
You w in Alicc Spri
largcr you woulrt
scttlcmcnts of a couplc of hundrcd pcoplc. What sort of numbcrs arc lhcrc in palliativc carc
scrvíccs in thc largcr ccntrcs down south. ln a placc such as Adclaide, arc thcrl 400 bcds or
50 bcds, for cxamplc? I am just rrying ro gcl somc cquation in tcrms of thc population of thc
Tcrritory.

Mr POOLE: Using. thosc figurcs as a rough guidclinc, arc you basically saying rhatthat is a scnsiblc figurc and thc ncccrs for pailiativc .]or.ì io, cxanrprc,'in N.r" sou'rh wur.s ur.rcasonably wcll scrviccd? or rvourtr you say thar tlrcy shourd havc fa¡ morc bcds in an idcarworld.

Mr PooLE: That is actually thc situation in Aricc Springs. whirst thc room is rhcrc,
thcy rcally do not havc thc staffto providc thc scrviccs.

Mr POOLE: And as a gcncral rutc, arc lhcsc pcoplc availablc? Whcn you arcirrvolvcd with govcrnmcnt in rrrc Tcrritory, you hcar quitc a rot about thc <.f ilrìcurry of gcttingdoctors to go to thc nrorc isoratcrr or.ui. 
-r 

u^ur" tlrat thc outback arcas of Ncw Sourhwalcs, South Aust¡aria and víctoria probably havc thc samc probrcms. Arc thcrc pcoprc
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can bc lhat thc paticnt actually dics. Wc havc lrad conrmcnt rnadc by doctors and nurscs that
this docs happcn but it has always bccn strcsscd that thc intcntion is to givc pain rclicfrathcr
than to activcly kill thc pcrson. Thcrc arc cascs around Australia, as in Victori¡. whcrc doctors
arc springing up out ofthc woodwork and saying that thcy havc donc it. Do you think that a
lot of that that gocs on?

Professor ASIIBY: How would onc know? You havc probably comc across lhc
Rcnrmclink Rcpol from thc Ncthcrlands. (Scc Van dcr Mans P.J., Van Dcldcn J.J.M.,
Pijncnborgh ct al. Euthanasia and othcr mcdical dccisions conccrning thc cnd of lifc. Lancct
l99ll 338:669-ó74.) Whcn you stûrl to ask doctors how thcy trcat paticnts ¡t thc cnd of lifc,
lhc main mcthodology has just bccn to say: 'What ditl you think you wcrc doing; what wcrc
your intcntions?' Thcrc is no way of validating thrt. Thcrc is no rvay that you can find out
what lhcy rcally mcant or rcally ditl, unlcss you wcnt back to thc cascs and lookcd at all thc
rccords blow by blow anrl milligram by nrilligram. You may on occasions find that thcy statcd
to you that thcy wantcd to activcly cnd a paticnt's lifc and you fìnd that thcy incrcascd thc
morphinc dosc from 5 to 500 in onc day. lt might bc transprrcnt as to what thcy intcndcd.

I put it to you that, in actual fact. rvhcn you analysc all of thcsc survcys. studics and
cascs, in a small numbcr thc intcntion \ryÂs act¡vc cnding of lil'c. llowcvcr, ilyou Iook at thc
Rcnrmclink Rcport, thc data is vcry dccciving. Thc doctors said that thcy havc activcly cndcd
lifc whcn thcy stoppcd trcatncnt that was not worling any morc. llcrc in Ausralia, we would
tcnd to rcgarrJ lhat as normal ¡nd scnsiblc mcdical practicc. Yct thcy arc saying that it is somc
kind ofactivc dccision at thc cnd oflifc, which brought about thc dc¡th ofthc paticnt.

Equally witlr opioid analgcsia - with morphine - you hcar an awful lot. Thcre is a vcry
long tradition, in lcgaljudgmcnts and in committccs of this sort, that thcrc is somc kind of dosc
of morphinc whcrc thc dangcr of dcath bccomcs paramount and that lhcrc is somc kind of
conflictgoingonbctwccnpainrclicfandactivccntlingoflifc. lrcallydonotbclicvcthattobc
lhc casc.

Thcrc arc othcr drugs uscd to scdatc pÂt¡cnts - bccausc thcy arc confuscd, agitatcd or
distrcsscd in somc way - whcrc thc linc might bc lìncr with rcgard to thc causc or timing of
dcath. But I do not think that is a conflict with morphinc. I think wc nccd to lay to rcst tÌ¡is
ghost of thc largc dosc of morphinc lhat causcs dc¡th. You csc¡latc up to thc dosc that thc
paticntnccdsforcomfort. lf,aslsaidyoumovcfrom5milligrarnsto500nrilligranrs4hourly
in onc stcp, it is obvious what you arc lrying to do. Wc havc workctl out stcps of incrcasing
thc dosc and titrating it against thc paticnt's lcvcl of pain. Aldrough it sounds vcry scicntihc, it
islnorcofaclinicalart. Tlrcrcissomcscicnccinthcrcbutwcdonotundcrstandit. Forsomc
rcason! thc lcvcl ofpain balanccs out thc sidc cffccts ofmorphinc that might bc sccn to bc lilc
cnding, such as rcspiratory dcprcssion.

Mr POOLE: lt has bccn dcscribcd by a good doctor, who is a mcmbcr of our
conrrnittcc, as a window which gcts narrowcr ancl narrowcr as you incrcasc thc dosagc.
Occasionally, I gucss pcoplc cross thc linc and thc paticnts dic.

Professor ASIIBY: I do not think that is a common occurrcncc in thc good pracricc
ofpalliativc carc.

9

availablc if you did go down that road, who could bc slottctl in rcasonably casily? Or is thcrc a

grcat shortagc ofpalliativc carc proviclcrs from a tloctor's point ofvicw in Australia?

Profcssor ASllllY: You framcd tlrc qucstion cntircly appropriatcly to thc answcr.
No, thcrc arc not. ll is wcll known that it has bccn diflicult to ñll palliativc carc posts in thc
majorcitics. ln thc nofhcrn arca of Adclaidc, thcrc havc bccn cnormous problcms in finding a

.incdic¿l dircclor. Thcrc arc scssional appointmcnls at scvcr¡l Mclboumc hospitals whcrc the
ficltlofcandidatcshasnotbccnlargc. So, ljustdonotthinkthatisthcwayyoucanpossibly
approach it hcrc in thc Tcrritory.

What wc nccd is a nclwork which practitioncrs can actually plug into casily, and rnorc
training. Education is almost an insulting word, ¡s if thc doctors do not know how to look
rftcr thcir paticnts. N'f ost doclors d<.¡ havc sornc of thc basic skills. l-lowcvcr, if tlrcy wcrc
ncvcr taught how to do it at mcdical school, tl¡crc will incvitably bc so¡nc gaps. Thcsc arc bcst
fillcd, I think, by a good collaboration without you looking aftcr a paticnt. Thcy actually fìrst
nccd to rccognisc thût thcrc is a problcnt.

I havc bccn involvcd in scminars up hcrc in thc Tcrritory. I havc givcn a numbcr of
talks, and I actually scc lhc samc faccs thcrc all thc timc. Thcy arc all thc pcoplc who arc
rloing it wondcrfully wcll alrcarly. Thcrc arc a nunbcr of Cl's in this city who havc what I

woultl call a signiñcant intcrcst in pallialivc carc and arc alrca<ly doing it vcry wcll. Thc
problcm ariscs whcn a paticnl is bcing carcd for by a doctor, who through no fault ofhis or hcr
own. has bccn traincrl in thc cra whcn nrcrlical cducation did not cvcn look at thc arca. Sucl¡
pcoplc may fccl somcwhat affrontcd by thc challcngc that thcy arc not actually doing as rvcll as

thcy might.

I fccl that it woukl bc important for an organisation likc thc AMA to say: 'Right, wc
nccd to rccognisc this as a rcsponsibility. All of our lnc¡nbcrs nccd to acquirc somc
compctcncy in this arca'. I put it to you that, if it was a ncw cardiac tcchniquc, thc skilling
would bc rapid. lt would bc considcrcd lo bc almost culpablc ncgligcncc ifyou did not know
about a major ncw dcvclopmcnt ¡n lhc lrcatmcnt of hcart discasc, lct us say. lf you wcrc
found, in a small lown hcrc in thc Northcrn Tcrritory, not to bc rcfcrring your paticnts for
coronary artcry surgcry whcn thcy havc scvcrc angina, sorncbody would ask a qucstion

somcwhc¡c along thc linc, saying: 'You arc rcally bchinr.l thc cight ball hcrc. What arc you
doing?'

It docs not sccrn to bc likc that in palliativc carc. Sonrcl¡ow it is not dccmcd intportant
cnough. I think all of us in prolcssions havc a tcndcncy to fccl a littlc confrontcd and arrgry
whcn thc torch is shonc on our ignorancc. Wc do not likc it. lt dcnts thc modcl, thc mould,
thc irnagc. I think my profcssion is ¡hc samc as any othcr antl I suspcct lhat I am likc that too.
Nonc of us likc having our dcfìcicncics pointcd out.

Irlr POOLE: My intcrprctation of what you saitl in rclation to pain managcmcnt was
that, bccausc of lack of training I prcsumc¡ pain rclicving substônccs arc somctimcs givcn and
as a rcsull of incrcasing thc paticnt's tolcrancc lcvcl and thc incrcascd dosagc, thc sidc cffcct
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Mr PooLE: That is an intcrcsring srarcrncnt. you arc saying that, whcn that

happcns, morc oflcn than not rlcspitc thc proicstations of thc good ¿o.lo.sl in acìu¡l facr thcintcrrtion is to kill thc paricnt.

Rcmmclink Rcport antl I wo¡¡dcr if I could just quotc l-ro¡n a
ptpcr t of writing. lt is about what doctors rcport in mcdical dccisions
at thc ut thc potcntial for misintcrprctation of thc data catcgorícs instudics Rcpon from thc Ncthcrlands:

ln a slud.v oldoctor's opiniotrs abour rhe narure of rrrcit.crinica! decision moking
for dliug patients, 38o/, ol9250 cleaths studietl inw¡lvctl a ntetlical decision ot the

et a/,)' (Rcfcrencc Brucra E. cognitivc failu¡c in paticnts with tcrminal canccr: a
prospcctivc study. J Pain Symptom Managcmcnt 1992:.1:192-5.)

Concerns have also bee re not reporletl and tltis
na-v conceal acls olnon this is not on exclusive!.v
Dutch problen. The ELs _ J5%-,were eitlter

e withholding or withclraval of lreolment in sinrctio¡ts
have prolongetl lile - l7%% - or ollevialion of pain
and such tloses that the patien!'s lile night have been

cottsidered to be part o/palliative care pract¡ce.

Mr POOLE: In dcbatc bcforc this committcc, i
that it would bc prcfcrablc in our socicty to at lcast kno
rcason to allow cuthanasia. At lcast wc would know
pcr tnnun who wcrc dying, how lhcy wcrc dying and
thal?

ProfessorASIIBY: wcll, lct us takc a parallcl situation. Domcsric violcncc is
sorncthing that until rcccnlly wc did not know vcry nruch about. Mos[ of it wcnt on in thc
privacy olpcoplc's homcs a1d 

it wa¡ onry whcn it spilt out into thc strcct or a body cmcrgcd
that rhc policc wcrc involvcd. Noborly suggcstcd thaì, as a way of garhcring inflormaiion about
dotncstic violcncc, wc sl¡oultl actually lcgalisc it. So I think that argumcãt is rotally fìawc¿.
You nríglrt say that back-yartl abonion is a bcttcr a'alogy. whcn it was illcgal, it was still
pcrformcd rcgardlcss of thc lcgal pcnaltics. rt had always bccn pcrformcd. B--y icgatising it,
you brought it out into thc opcn anr.l thc safcty of wor¡rcn was fa¡ bcttcr protccicd.- I am not
surc that thosc argumcnrs hold sway in quitc thc samc way in rhc issuc of voruntary activc
cuthanasia. I think that would bc a poormotivc to changc thc l¡w.
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thcrc is somc aspcct ol thc pcrson's mcdical carc or of pcrsonal suppon mcchanisms which
you can assisl to put right or to improvc for lhcm. Having donc rhat, you may still bc faccd
with somcbody who is making a pcrsistcnt rcqucsl.

Wc workcd through what it was that shc fcarc<I. lr was not diflìcult to ¡lo that. Shc
obviously fcarcd bcing unconhollably short of brcath as shc dicd in front of hcr family, fecling
that shc was <lrowning. Shc fcarctl that that woukl occur at homc and thcrc would bc no
assistancc lo hcr, and that shc might spcnd cvcn a fcw minr¡tcs, rvhich would ccrtainly bc too
long, in that condition. worsc still, shc might spcnd a fcw hours in that srarc, which would bc
just grolcsquc.

t3

of lhc commcnts madc rcccntry about rhc poricy of thc Ausr¡arian
and Palliativc Carc is that thcrc is a solìcning of its attirudc towards

oñcning? rs thc association shiffing towards a position which is morc
cqucsting cuthanæia?

Professor ASIIBY: Thc answcr is no. This poricy starcmcnt is intcn<rcrr to bc a
.tonciliatory policy that hclps thc Australian.o,r,nrunìty tã scc whcrc its palliarivc carc
praclitioncrs stancl. lt shows tolcrancc for all vicwpoirrts including all rcligiåus and ¡noral
vicw¡roints.

I woultl havc lo say lhat thc proccss of drafling this documcnl mct with a consi<jcrablc
amount of conccrn amongsl my collcagucs that it bc sccn to bc a soffcning of thc linc rhat
palliativc carc as Prcscntly pracliscd ditt not inclu<lc lhc activc cntting of tifã. Wc obviously
had to makc lhat clcar in thc drafring of thc policy, and wc did.

I do nor bclicvc that thcy havc changctl thcir linc but what I havc sought to ¿o, wilh a
considcrablc amounl of suPPort in thc organisation, is to achicvc a situarion in which wc ¿o

Dr LIM: wc lalk about somc paticnts who would ncvcr bc ablc lo obtain adcquatc
rclicf of rhcir pain and suffcring through palliativc carc. what do you <!o with thcm if rhcy ask
thiit thcy should bc givcn acccss to cuthanasia? What <lo you do with thcm?

Professor AStIBY:
good pan that I can bc facc
prcscntcd to you today prcs
nccd, antl what I havc said I

do?

I think thc fìrst thing is to rccognisc thc rcqucst as a rcasonablc and sanc rcqucsr.
clinically, you obviously nccd ro scc whcthcr dcprcssion is prcscnt. you nccd to scc whcrhcr

What I did was to cxplain to hcr thc limitations that I fclr wcrc in front of mc. t said
that, ifshc was gctting towards a stagc whcrc that happcnc<J, I would bc happy ro supply and if
nccd bc adrninistcr mcdication that woukl makc hcr unawarc of that co¡iiition. i said that
thcrc may bc a fìnc linc in tcrms of thc tirning of hcr dc¡th but that I dirt not bclicvc I rvoultl bc
changing thc causc of it, and that I bclicvcd that no judgc, no jury and no parliamcnt would
want 10 dcny rnc making hcr unconscious during that dying proccss.

. ln facr, that did happcn. I was callc<t to thc housc somc wccks latcr. As a rcsult of
palliativc carc inlcrvcntion, shc did actually havc a tirnc that, wirhout bcing ablc to bc dcscribcd
as conlfortablc, was acccptablc to hcr. tt was a prccious timc witl¡ ¡hc chiklrcn at homc.

o
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LrM: Thc qucstion.is, thcn, if you wcrc ro pul a paticnt into an unconscious statc,wh¡lt is thc diffcrcncc bctwccn that and cutiranasia?

l'r¡¡fcssor AStB\': gctr¡,ccn that Ä¡ìd voruntary activc cuthanasia? r wourd say ...

Dr Llf\l: Volunl¿¡ry rcqucstctl cuthanasia.

Dr l-lAr: Acccpting ail that, rlrc passagc of this r¡il wourtr rakc away trrat grcy arca. rt
actrrally would salcguard your actions.

Professor ASItBy: ycs.

DrLIM: S mtcrminal h ¿eath_which
would probably bc cs of dying This bill will
actually allow such rtablc wayì might say to
you rhat rhis is rhc s sxplicitly try

Professor ASI{By: ycs, Howcvcr, it would not bcfruitñ¡l formc to sccond gucss th ivc, far morc articulatcly andappropriatcly pul by othcrs who w wiil opposc that position vcry
strongly and givc you many rcason

It sccms clcar ro mc that.this rcgisration, if passccr, wourd covcr rhat cvcntuariry an<t in
a scnsc woultl rcgularisc somcthing that is alrcacly happcning. ]'l¡at is ifthc intcrprctation and
lcgal advicc rcccivctl is that it is colrt conrfort io ruy tt,oi thc doctor in a doublc effcct is
protccting you in thosc actions, in thosc cxtrclnc cascs whcrc ir could bc argucd that, in ordcr
to abolish_thc suffcring by rcndcring somcbo<ly unconscious, you mighr as wcll say tha¡ is rhc
sa¡nc as administcring a lcthal injcction.

Thc qucstion could bc askcd: 'How do you know how many milligrams will makc thc
pcrson nicc and slccpy and thcn thcy will naturally clic, as opposcd ro rhc n,rmbcr of millignms
lhat will just stop thc pcrson brcathing in a fcw minutcs or-Ìralf an hour or whatcvcr, in which
casc you might havc bccn said lo havc activcly cntlcd thc lifc?' No doctor, I bclicvc, could sir
hcrc in fronl of you and say: "l'hc ¡nswcr is 50 nrilligriuus of whatcvcr tlrug for this outcomc
and 55 milligrams for that outcomc'. Tlrat is not possiblc. But you wiä rcccivc a lot of
cvidcncc to say that, ifyou want to lcgislatc for thósc hard cascs at thc cnd oflifc, wc can
undcrstand you wanting to rto that. l{owcvcr, hard cascs makc bad law. Look at all thc othcr
conscqucnccs ofputting in a law likc that.

Thcrc is a prcccdcnt hcrc lhat is wcll acccptctl virtually cvcrywhcrc in rhe palliativc
carc.world' lt had a vcry powcrñrl impact on your collcrgucs fronl thc ACT whcn thcy wcrc
looking at Mikc Moorc's bill. I invitctl rhcm to a tcanr rnìcting at thc Mary pottcr Hospicc.
Thcy agrccd, of coursc, to obscrvc confìdcntiarity and so fortñ, ancr just sat in on thc tcam
mccttng.

' onc of thc paticnts had a largc mass in thc ncck which wc thought might crodc rhc
carotid artcÍy causing thc paticnt woultl hacmorrhagc to dcath - an hãrrcndãus sccnario.
C-oing back 20 or l0 ycars, pat¡cnts who arc at risk ol tl¡is cornplication, who arc bcing lookctl
aftcr propcrly in canccr hospitals and hcad and ncck units, woukl l¡avc a dosc of morphinc
writtcn up which is callcrt a haemorrhagc ordcr. 'l'hat hacrnorrhagc ordcr is clcarly a lcthal
dosc of morphinc' lf thc paticnt is on 5-10 rnilligrarns 4 horuly thcn t¡is would oftcn bc
for 20, 30, 40, or 50 milligrams. Thc i<lca was tl¡at, rathcr than lct thc pcrson drown and
hacrnorrhagc to dcath, you wour<t acruaily vcry quickry put thc¡n ro slccp. that h¡s bccn
acccptcd pracricc. I a¡n surc that, as r said bcforc, rh. oppon.nrs of thc bilr bcforc your
Asscrnbly woukl say: 'Forh.cavcn's sakc, do not lcgislatc on thosc harcl cascs. Howcvcr, rhcy
arc food for thought'. That has bccn acccptcd pracùcc.

No doubt you havc talkcd to that committcc or rcccivcd its cvidcncc. Thc intcrcsting
implication for thal commilcc was that, knowing that that could bc donc safcly as part of
cxistirrg practicc and undcr cxisting raw, pr.ru,nobly in Soutrr Australia antr crscíhcrc, rhcrc
yo: t:,' drivc and inrpcrativc to pass thc voluntary and Narurar Dcarh Biil that was proposcd
by Michacl Moorc in thc ACT Asscmbly.

Mr STIRLING: Ncvcrthclcss, that docs not solvc thc Rodrigucz casc.

Profcssor ASIIBy: euirc right.
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socictics. who vcry much want to rctain rhat
canccr palicnts in ,cxcruciating

provisions of rhis bill, I suspcc
nurnbcr of pcoplc in Suc Rortrig
it. lr may wcll nor bc paín ai
rcq ucst.

Mr STIRLING: Which is sufncring and disrrcss.

Profcssor ASIIBy: That is right.

Mr srlRLlNc: In_ that Rodrigucz casc, it wourd bc difrìcurt to dcrcnììinc rhatl2 month pcriod' I suPflosc..ln thosc situ;tions, thcrc would bc thc dilcrnma of both rcmainingcompctcnt to makc a dccision undcr thc biil and to bc within rhc tz rnonrtr p.r¡ø ¡n rt"opinion of a doclor.

Profes5or ASTIBy: ycs. within thc rcasonabrc body of mccricar evidcncc that isavailablc on that panicurar ropic, whicr¡ wourrr bc substantiar, rhc way you wour<J probabryarjdrcss thar would probabry bc to rook at thc ratc of dctcriorarion. with a rcccnt casc inwhich I was involvcd, I rvould h¡vc had no h
ovcnvhclnring likclihood was that thc
bccausc of lhc ratc of rlctcrioration. At
othcrjudgrncnt, it could bc wrong. I bclicvc t
you havc lcfl yoursclvcs opcn to assistiug somc

I do not havc any othcr conrmcnts about this bill which I rcccivcd rcccntly and havc
latcr that you
doubr, in rhc
f mccting thc
mind, ít docs
which is thc
thcr cvidcncc

Dr LrM: Thcrc havc bccn suggcstions thal it might bc opcn to abusc, that somcgcncral practitioncrs wourd go into colrusion and start up an industry. wourd you likc to sayanything about that?

at thcrc is a dangcr of that. you would bc
rsc possiblc, but I rhink highly unlikcly. I
a rcason for voting for or againsr this bill.

i:iï.1nr, 
2 docrors couttt gct rogcrhcr and

Mr pOOLE: Right. ls rhal cvcryrhing?

Mr srrRLING: Thcrc is arways an cxccprion. rn tcrms of thc bilr itsclf, do you wantto comrncnr on any spccifìc clausc or on any wcakncsscs, ¡lcfìcicncics or danicrs rhat you
pcrcci vc?

I know has bccn quotcd in thc prcss as saying thaf, ifhis bill was
passcd by rhc c woukl ¡vail thcrnsclvcs of it. îrclsumally, his tibc.l
dcmocr¿tic vic o bc ablc to do so, cvcn ifthc proccdurcs túat hc has todnfr ín his bill ntrusivc ofprivacy, as thcy arc.

l'hc idca of i

thc sakc of fulñlling lng pcrson lor

and trifliculr for thc ivc' disruptivc

thc clinical lacts arc lo cnsurc thÂt

I\f r PooLE: Thcrc has bccn somc dcbatc about 'distrcss' and whcthcr it coukl bc
rcrnovcd from il or ñot.

ProfcssorASllBy: lfyou look at thc pcoplc who arc rcportc. to havc rcccivc,
assistancc in dcarh, I am surc that thcrc wourd bä thlsc, particularty in votuntaf cuthanasia

Õ
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DrLIM: ltwoukl.bcaninrc.cstingqucstionbutlwouldnotput¡ttoyou. ltisjust
lhat you arc asking us to absrain rathcr than lo votc onc way or anorhcr. I wondcr how you
would vorc. Th¡t is all. But I do not think it woulrt bc fair ro ask you lhal qucstion.

ProfessorASIIBY: Wcll. I am happy to answcr it and I do not think I should shrink
frorn:o.doing. lf I was sitting in your Asscmbly as a rcgistcrcd mcdical practirioncr- ûs you

r a¡c, Dr Lim - and as a palliativc càrc physician, I think I would abstain on rhc basis thit I' actually do not think rhat th¡s is thc main issuc with thc carc of dying pcoplc.

Howcvcr, an Mp rcprcscnting a communit¡r whcrc up lo g out
of l0 of my consr in favour of rhis kind of mcasu¡c - and ccrainry if r
ìyas nol a mcdical cular spccialiscd arca of mcdical carc - I think that I
would probably votc in favourof it.

way that thcy would in any way bc cocrccd by any party into acrivc assistancc in dying. lt
would bc quitc a rctrogradc stcp if palliativc carc bccamc thc spccialist scrvicc for aitivc
cnding of lifc. Thcrc would bc a lot of public mistrust of us if that wcrc thc casc. I think it is
important to kccp clear about what wc arc doing and what our intcntions ¡rc. I would havc to
say that I think that thcrc arc a lot of fca¡s in thc palliative carc communit¡r of Australia that
just that would happcn if rhis wcrc lcgalised in this Tcrritory.

You obviously bcar a vcry hcavy rcsponsibility in rcporting this mailcr to thc Asscmbly
and thc cycs of many othcr parts of Ausralia ¡nd thc workl will bc upon you in your
dclibcr¿tions.

Mr STIRLING: Thank you vcry much. lt has bccn most informativc.

Mr POOLE: Ycs. Thank you vcry much, Profcssor

D¡rrwin - Moutlay pril 1995 - Dr R llunr

SELECT COMMITTEE ON EUTÍIANASIA

PUBLIC IIEARINGS

Elsey Room, Parliament flouse, Darwln

Monday l0April 1995

Opened: 12.10 prn

On the com¡nittee: Mr E. Poole, MLA
Dr R. Lim, MLA
MrM. Rioli, MLA
Mrs L. Braharn, MLA
Mr S. Stirling, MLA

Ms P. Hancock, Secretary

Rcprcscnhlivc:

Dr Rogcr Hunt, Mcdical Coordínalor, Southcrn Community Hospicc program, Daw
Park Hospicc, SA

Nole: This is an cditcd transcript.

lssucd: Thursday 4 Mry 1995

ProfessorASHBY: lwouldjustlikctoaddthatlhosclastrcmarksarcpcrsonal and
do nol reprcscnt the opinions of my profcssional body.

Mr POOLE: Ycs, rhank you.
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Mr PooLE: r dccrarc opcn this hcaring of thc Sclcct commiilcc on Euthanasia andwclcomc Dr Rogcr Hunt, Dirccror of pailiativc carc, Daw park lrospicc, Sourh Aust¡aria, whois appcaring as a witncss to givc cviclcncc

Dr llUN'[: Nt¡. lr is nt¡t.

l\tr POOLE: 1-hank you. For thc Hansar. rccortl, could I ask you lo plcasc statcyour full namc and thc capacity in which you appcar totlay?

Àtr I'ooLE: Docror, rr¡a¡rk you for rìr pcar. whar wc havc r¡ccntjoing to datc is inviting rvitr¡csscs to ci¡hcr talk nl¡kc whatcvcr cornrììcntslhcy wanl to makc. Wc thcn-g.o inlo a gcncral g scssion, if that is agrccablctoyou. Wchavcallowcdafairamountoftimc tplayilbycarifthatisa¡l
right.

Dr llUNTI Surc.

I\tr POOLE: Ovcr ro you.

I think pcoplc scc il as a hurnan rights issuc in somc rcspccls. Artitudcs havc bccnchanging bccausc wc havc an aging population and old pcoplc tcntl to think morc about.catlr

2

and fcar it lcss. Wc arc having morc and
Prcscnts grcat challcngcs t inal phasc

tl¡scnchant¡ncnt with urcdical growlng

lirnitations on rhc ab¡lity of p¡ Thcrc arc

a bir morc. Thc popuraiion is us on that

palliarivc

culhanasia bcins "ínff;:i11",..ä,i:Í*.ï,!ï:,ï1,,f#:;
of thc paticnt.
prolonging calc. conlfort c

rangc of oprions for rhcmsclvcs. If anybuty i, I":i,ï:ipat¡cnt. So thc paticnt is also in a posifion to j rrcatmcntthcir qualiry oflifc.

c that, I bclicvc, arc not in conflicl with thc
ons, focusing on thc qualiry of Iifc and wh¡t
arguncnl as onc in which thc culhanasia

rc aclvocalcs in anotl¡cr. That is not thc way t
d by bolh - aulonorny, options for trcatrncnt,

ec
thc
dp
od

so said that gootl palliativc carc would ncgatc
mcnt only spriugs up whcn pcoplc do not havc

Forcxamprc, in south Ausbaria, whcrc we had thc rapid dcvcropmcnt of pariativc carcscrvicc ro covcr rhc whorc stalc, rhcrc has b:cn a parallcr dcvcropmcnt or thc cuthanasialnovcnlcrlt' Thc dcvclopnrcnt of palliativc carc l¡as not ncgatcd lhc cuth¡nasia movcmcnt. lnfact, both arc growing togcthcr.

Pcrhaps it is worth cxproring rhc history of thc dcvcropmcnt of thcsc myths in palriatívccarc' I think thc movcrncnt nccdcd mcdicar ,..íp..toúitiry,.nd,.in its bcginnings, rhcrc was highidcalis¡n. 'l'hc carly rcadcrs wcrc chrisrian iicarists ra'thcr than sccurar aca<lcmics. As thc

(
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6 PALLIATT\TE CARE

There remains a mystery about death, the way of death, the timing of death, the moment of
death, whích, in my viav, deser-ves some respect. When death ca,n occur in a context of
family love, skilled support and clarity of mind, wonderful expressions of patience, love
and generosity of spirit are often seen - these are all qualities which our society needs, and
to cat them of quickly -for whatever reason, needs to be done with considerable caution.

Professor Ia¡ Maddoclcs,
former Professor of Palliative Ca¡e Fünders Medical Ceute

I shall not avoid illness by seeking death, as long as the illness is carable and does not
impede my soul. I shall not lay violent hands upon myself just because I am in patn; for
death under such ciranmstances is defeat. But if I find out that the paín must always- be
endured, I shall depart, not because of the pain, but because it will be a hindrance to me as
regards all my reasons fir living.

Seneca, Greek philosopher

Most of the evidence hea¡d by the committee relating to palliative care was highly positive about
what the movement had achieved in the short time of its existence. Divisions became apparent on
closer examination of the testimony of those people who upheld it as best practice on thè one ha¡rd
and as no more than a step in the process of dying on the other.

A recent phenomenon, the paliiative care a¡d hospice movement in Austraiia and. other counties
in the western worid originated in Britain in its modern form about three decades ago. professor
Michael Ashby, Director of Palliative Ca¡e at Monash Medical Centre, and Chair of palliative
Care, Monash University, told the Committee that palliative ca¡e had evolved from a stong,
Christia¡r charity ethos, and that its workers and organisations were generally opposed to voluntaf
euthanasia. He described the palliative care and rospice movement as a practical response " to thl
history of neglect of care needs at the end of life".

Ashby considered the central question in the euthanasi4 physician-assisted suicide and palüative
ca¡e debate to be whether it is permissible for a terminatly-ill person to have third party assistance
to die. He pointed out that many issues being raised today had been debated a detadã ago at the
hearings of the South Austalian Pariiament's Select Committee On Death and Dying, ffid
elsewhe¡e. In contemplating legislative reform on medical teatnent relating to dying, ðourts an¿
committees a¡ound the world had had to conÊont these issuês:

A number of superior courts in the world...have made the assumptí,on that palliative care
interttentions do actually on occasions constitute a cause of death but that those
intententions are allowable because the overriding imperative has been seen ro be the need
to relieve suffering and to avoid prolongation of the dying process. fAshby, oral evidence,
p 320)

Social Development Committee of the Parltament of South Australia
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He believed that South Australia should maintain its status quo and reject legalising voluntary
euthanasia.

I think that the Consent to Medical Treatment and Palliative Care Act was very helpful
and, indeed, unique in statute law in articulating what I have attempted to put to the
committee today. [Ashby, oral evidence, p329]

He told the committee that the only reason a vohurtary eutha¡asia bill should ever be intoduced
was if it was believed it was "the right thing to do"; not to bry and impose "some kind of quasi
bureaucratic and legalistic process on the care of the dying" to stamp out any covert euthanasia
that may be occu¡ring currently.

Ashby agreed with the Ontario Coroner's definition of what legal paliiative interventions entail.
He said the care:

o must be intended solely to relieve suffering

o must be administered in respqpse to suffering or signs of suffering

o must be commensurate with that suffering

o it can¡rot be a deiiberate infliction of death. Documentation is required and the doses must
increase progressively. fAshby, oral evidence, p 32L)

Ashby described this as being "all utterly gennane to [medical] standard of practice", 2pd argued
there was a "defensible" distinction between standa¡ds of practice in good palliative care and the
active ending of life. He expressed concern that many studies had deduced that medical
practitioners were actively ending life behind closed doors. Ashby believed that fa¡ from
clarifying the issues involved in palliative care, many of these studies on end-of-life decisions and
medical treatment had "muddied the waters":

...1n particalar, thqt have made assumptions that the applopriate use of opioids and
sedatives in palliative care already constitutes a form of anthanasia, and that the cessatíon
of treatment that is not working and is not efective any more also constitutes a form of
euthanasia. [Ashby, oral evidence,p 320f

Ashby told the Committee the study of the attitudes and perceived practices of Australian medical
practitioners by Kuhse, Singer, Baume, Clark and Ricka¡d, revealed a disparity of perceptions
among practitioners about what they were doing, and about their goals and approaches. He said
this research was more indicative of the ignorance of doctors about palliative care than of
signifying that up to 60 per cent of deaths in Australia involved medical intervention, or intent, to
end the person's life. Moreover, he believed it reflected the differences in age range of today's
practising medical practitioners and asserted that nndergraduates, and recent graduates had a much
better r¡nderstanding of palliative care than most older doctors. He claimed that the younger
generation of doctors would be less inclined to see end-of-life treatnent in terms of dnrg dosages
alone because palliative ca¡e was now part of the cr¡rriculum. However, he pointed out that:

Social Development Committee of the Parliament of South Australia
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The idea that pain relief treatment, for instance, in cancer, just involves doubling the
morphine dose pretty well until the person stops breathing is never something that we have
taught. fAshby, oral evidence, p32I)

Ashby told the Committee he believed a number of medical practitioners and many of the public
misconstnred what palliative care was about. Although substantial progress had been made in
palliative care education and its impact from both the medical profession's and the public's
perspectives, he believed many doctors working in the system aged 40 or older would have had no
academic ruition in palliative care because it had not been part of the cr:rriculum when they were
students. Ashby pointed out that postgraduate, professional education in most areas had been ad
hoc and individual in the past, but was no\¡/ regarded as a lifeiong need and:

One of the problems we have is that some practitioners, particalarly those who have been
practising a long time, do not like to be told that what thqt have been doingfor years could
be done diferently, that there are better ways of doing it. That ís very confronting...

With symptom control at the end of the life, some proþund attitudinal issues underpin the
area, and those are related to the use of opioids. Doctors are trained to be rightly careful
of powerful dntgs, of coùrse. Thq were taught that, if thqt gave morphine to somebody
who had respiratory distress, they might stop breathing, so they would cause that person's
death. Then there are the societal issues surrounding the use of opioids in a non-clinical
setting, and nothing could be tnter than in Australia at the moment, where the heroin
debate is very alive. l\shby, oral evidence, p 3231

Senior Consultant in Palliative Care and Clinical Lecturer, Daw Pa¡k Hospice Progran, Dr Roger
Hrurt, who is an advocate for legalising voluntary euthanasia, told the Committee the m¡inst'eam
palliative care position ag¡in51 euthanasia was summarised by the slogan "kili the pain, not the
patient". Other arguments were that palliative care could make terminally-ill patients comfortable,
therefore voluntary euthanasia was not required, or that patients receiving palliative care did not
ask for voh:ntary euthanasia and that approving it would undermine palliative care development.
However, Hr¡nt said that:

Many patients say that weakness is the most distressing of all the symptoms; it causes an
enormous amount of sufering, but we cannot do anything about it. Pain, yes; of all the
symptoms, the treatment for pain is more efective than that for any of the other
symptoms...but we cannot eliminate all sufering. [Hr¡nt, oral evidence, p 25)

Asked the circumstances where pain relief by palliation would be ineffective, Hunt replied:

In conditions where it is a severe pain, for example, a tumour invading a nelve can be very
dfficalt to treat; and some people are sensitive to pain relief medication, resulting in
confusion, nausea and vomiting, partícularly with moryhine. [Hunt, oral evidence, p 25)

Ashby agreed with Hunt that palliative care 
"¡/as 

not effective for pain relief in some instances.

"There is no area of medicine that achides perfect scores in anything. There is no area
of l¿fe. For us to pretend that we can sort out everybody's pain in all the turmoil,
physiological chaos and awful things tha.t some of the diseases in our community, notably

t
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cancer can produce, is not true. There are people whose symptom control is very dfficalt,
whose symptom control is frankly unacceptabie. fAshby, oral èvidence, p 325]

M¡s Janet Pfeiffer, whose husband, Rex, died "a terrible, lingering death" n Lgg7, supported this
evidence. Mrs Pfeiffer described him as a living skeieton, weighing less than 30 kilograms when
he died.

Some say that palliative care is the answer to all suffering. The pallíative care people say
their aims are to make their patients pain free and as comfortable as possible. My iusban-d
wos never Pain free because of his reaction to morphine and because his form of cancer is
so painful, a'nway. He was never comþrtable because of his broken bones and because of
his extreme emaciation. However he lay in bed, he could not be made comfortable. That is
not a criticism of the palliative care he received but to srres.r that in my husband's case it
was not the answer. Voluntary euthanasia would have allowed him to be in control of his
life, to maintain his índependence and to die with dignity. fPfeiffer, oral evidence, p l0i]

Dr Hunt said progress wÍls being made in the eiimination of pain but doubted. whether suffering
would ever be completely eliminated because it was part of the human condition. He said wherè
pain was not regarded as a marlifestation of pathology a¡rd a large psychological component
existed, it was not possible "to realign people's mind,s to raise the pain th¡eshãld" [Hrur:t, oral
evidence, p 25). He went on to explain that everyone who had a terminal illness suffered from
some kind of disfress or another - psychologrcal, emotional, spiritual or physical. [Hunt, oral
evidence, p 26]

Dr Mary Brooksbank, Director, Palüative Care, Royal Adelaide Hospital and Medical Director,
Mary Potter Hospice, argued the medical profession and the public were urable to deal with
suffering adequately. She said:

..-sufering may be related to physical illness bui obvíously can be precipitated by many
other life events. For the patient...it is ofien the fear of what the illness-might bring thàt
produces the suffering - not the reality. The important thing ß that sufering is perional.
It is as human beings that we suffer. I

Relief of suffering calls for more than a medical response: it calls þr a human response.
Although there is growing evidence in our medical schools of awareness of the humãn side
of medicine, looking at communication skills and empathy, there is stili an awful lot of
competition within a very crowded curriculum. Our medical gradua.tes are still ill-
prepared to deal with chronic and terminal íllness. @rooksbank, oral evidence, p 230)

Brooksbank believed that although raining for medical students in palliative care and pain
management had improved, there was still insufficient emphasis given to preparing me&cal
practitioners in being able to deal with patients with chronic and terminal illnessei. Sñe pointed
out that this was not an issue in Australia alone. She said it "horrified" her that the Univeisity of
Adelaide was regarded as a world leader in this area.

...1 do not think we have made anything like sufi.cient inroads yet. There is growing
awareness among educators around the world, but you must have them in key places to
battle for curricalum. [Brooksbark, oral eviden ce, p 240f
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Hunt developed this argument that not all suffering could be relieved, saying some patients lvho
received optimum palliation still requested eutha¡rasia and therefore the palliative care position
could not be sustained. He told the Committee he was hearing more requests for voluntary
euthanasia now than he had in the past. He felt this was because people were becoming more
assertive about what they wanted.

Similarforces, which drive the development of hospice and palliative care, are also driving
the euthanasia movement. lle have an ageing population. Older people tend to think
more about death and to fear it less than young people. Our society is a lot more open
about death and dying than previously. It used to be said that we were a death-denying
society and discussions about death were taboo. That has all changed. Pre-paid funerals
are now available and we see discussions about euthanasia on the front pages of
newspaPers...

The major cause of mortality in our society is cancer. It used to be infectious causes. If
we went back 100 years, death rates were very high among i.nfants and young children.
Now that those diseases have been controlled people are living long enough to contra,ct
diseases such as cancer. Terminal illness at the end of a full life span, I beliarc, is
something that will drive both euthanasia and palliative care. In relation to
disenchantment with life extending treatment, many people fear being connected to
ventilators and life support systems when thqt have a terminal illness. Escalating health
care costs are also a concern. Ther1. is a desíre for more humane care of dying persons
and for the rights of terminally ill people. lHr¡¡rt, oral evidence, p 28]

Hwrt said that although the hospice development had not silenced calls for voluntary euthanasi4
the palliative care movement had received an injection of fi:nding as a result of the voluntary
euthanasia debate.

lVe debate about euthanasia...has stimulated palliative development. We saw what
happened in the Territory when Marshall Penon first put his euthanasia Bill on the table.
For palliative care sertices, annual funding was allocated at 8100,000 a year and a couple
of years laterfunding increased to well over $I million- There was a (}-fold increase in
palliative carefunding in a short space of time. lHunt, oral evidence, p 28]

Both Ashby a¡d Hunt confirmed that access to good palliative care had not curbed the numbers of
people asking for voh:ntary euthanasia. Ashby said he had been approached by a "steady steam of
people" who had asked him for a.ssistance to die earlier than they would have otherwise, and that
to pretend such requests did not exist was not right. fAshby, oral submission, p 324]- Hunt agreed,
çleiming that the idea that people who had good palliative care would not ask for voluntary
euthanasia was a myth.

We have looked at patients of our own state of the art hospice at the Flinders Medical
Centre. At our weekly audit meetings we asked whether patients ever asked þr the
terminal course to be speeded up. The results were that some 77 per cent neyer mentioned
anything sponta,neously, I I per cent said, "wish it would hurry up", 6 per cent asked staff,
"could you hurry it up for me?" and afurther 6 per cent were saying in a consistent and

persistent way, "Please do something to hasten my dying". lHunt, oral evidence, p 26]
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Contary to evidence from some of the other wibresses, Dr Hunt said it was ra¡e that a request for
euthanasia emanated from the family rather than the patient.

...mainly it is the patient who is initiating the request. Often a request is made with the
support of families and sometimes without the support of families. It would be very rare
for families to be agítating for euthanasia with the patient saying, "No, I want to live".
fHunt, oral evidence, p 28]

I-n response to a question from the Committee on whether there had been any change in the
percentage of patients requesting euthanasia since the incoduction of better teatuent for
depression, Hunt said:

The treatment of depression in the setting of terminal illness is a dffianlt subject...
Certainly, requests for euthanasia have been associated with depression and lack of social
supports...but not all patients who request euthanasia are depressed or have poor social
supports. [Hr:nt, oral evidence,p 271

Ashby was unequivocal that voluntary euthanasia was practised in Australi4 citing the evidence of
published academic papers and ,a group of Melboume doctors who had publicly admitted
practising voir:ntary euthanasia in a front-page article in The Age. Elaborating on this issue, he
said:

I would think that there are situations in which doctors and patients enter into a private
covenant in which assistance will be given in a certain way a.t a certain time. TVe last
thing you will do is then tell other people about that. It would be a betrayal of that
covenant and the conf.dentiali4r. [Ashby, oral evidence, p 328)

He believed fr¡rther research in the area would be flawed because voluntary euthanasia was illegal,
and that the potential to damage thei¡ professional status would prevent medical practitioners frãm
being completely honest. Ashby suggested the way to improve end-oÊlife practices was the:

...education of the health care professions; by trying to take the community with us to
und.erstand tie processes that hàpie" when a-perion-is terminålty ill; to improve clinícal
care; to improve the consultation with patients andfamiltes; and to improve the education
of practitioners. [Ashby, oral evidence,p 329]

Professor Tess Cramond, Director, Multi-disciplinary Pain Centre, Royal Brisbane Hospital, also
told the Committee the ignorance of members of the medical profession and the public about
palliative c¿¡re was of concern. She said it was a myth that morphine was the cause of death of
"hopelessly ill" people and that:

...we have to get through to the public and refute...that morphine causes death. T-lte
progression of the patient's disease causes death and the morphine permits those people to
die with comfort and dignity. fCramond, oral evidence, p 401]

Cramond argued that although not every illness could be crued, nor every pain relieved without
side effects, 85 per cent of patients suffering from cancer could have the physical component of
their pain relieved.
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For I0 Per cent of patients, more defnitive treatment may be needed. That includes the
interntPtion of pain pathways, and that is usually done in the spinal cord, or you can have
morphine injected directly into the fluid that surrounds the spinal cord or inio the cavities
in the brain...where most of the cells where the morphine worl<s are present...fCramond,
oral evidence, p 400]

She said about 5 per cent of patients endured pain and suffering that was difficult to control but in
many of these cases there v/ere comPlex psycho-social issues, which should have been identified
earlier tha¡ at the terminal phase.

I certainly support the use of opioid dntgs for pain that will be responsive to the opioid
drugs, but the burning, neuralgic pain will not be completely respoisive, and that ii why
you must have special access to theother dntgs....it ts iot¡ust a dntgs or division of ne-ás
treatment; it is a total patient care treatment, and thefamily is part of that. fCramònd, oral
evidence, p a01]

A consultant physician in palliative medicine, Dr Leonie Zadow, also told the Committee there
were some forms of suffering which were "almost" untenable to the human spidt. However, she
opposed the legalisation of voluntary euthanasia on the grounds that society .o,ti¿ lose the impetus
to ensure that optimum care was being given, and that good palliative ca¡e had a significant,åt. io
redressing the perception of hopelessness and pain experienced by maty at the end of üfe.
lZadow, oral evidence, p 283]

Like Ashby and Cramond, she believed the community was not well informed about the issues
su¡ror¡¡rding illness, teaünent choices, and the experiences that may occur when they are patients
or care givers, and that this needed to be redressed. She described. palliative care ." 

" 
rodi*.otrry

science, explaining that:

...good palliative care is still very young. We have only simple skills to tackle the complex
physical issues of the dying. There are many physical experiences, which are quite
horrendous' On every other level, from the physical and deeper to the psychologicai and
spiritual, even though palliative care has some excellent ideals, *" orã tittt u"r], poor at
enacting those both within the speciality of palliative care and within the wider medical
community. lZadow, oral evidence, p 283]

Zadow went on to add:

I think we need to see that pallíative care has a long way to go in addressing areas where
distress ß high...There are myriad areas where palliative care is not able to deal with
things in a way that, for a lot of people, makes life easíer. If we do not continue to see
these areas as priorities we will neverfind solutions. lZadow, oral evidence, p 2g3]

t

Ms Elizabeth Sloggett, Nursing Director, of the Mary Potter Hospice, told the Committee that
although there had been deñciencies in the law in the past, ¡tre Conient to Medical Treatment and
Palliative Care Act 1995 in conjunction with the Guardianshíp and Administration Act I993,had,
helped to rectiff these deficiencies, and enabled people to make more informed decisions about
treatment, and withdrawal of treatment, than previously. Like other wibresses, she believed there
was a lack of awareness about palliative ca¡e services.
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Mrs Elizabeth Keam, the Clinical Nursing Manager of the Mary Potter Hospice, said one of her
regrets as a palliative nu¡se was that she could not deliver enough nursing care to patients and their
families:

I speakfor the majority of nurses working with dying people in hospices, hospitals, nursing
homes and at home. The problems of dying in aged care facilities, I believe, are an
eftcrmous anxiety for most people, as they grow older. I teach and meet nurses working in
this very poorly resourced part of health care who continue to give examples of dealing
with poorly constructed end-ofJife decision making, less than adequate løowledge about
symptom control; and the lack of time and personnel to accompany thefrail andfrightened
lonely person in this setting as he or she approaches death. [Keam, oral evidence,p 216)

She agreed with other palüative care practitioners that the level of loowledge about basic
principles of pain m¿magement in a significant number of medical practitioners and nurses w¿ts
inadequate and placed:

...Patients in great jeopardy through needless ãposure to uncontrolled synptoms and the
unwanted side effects of inadequate and inappropriately prescribed treatments. Nurses
working in palliative care in South Australia are able to provide medications þr the relief
of pain and other symptoms wìthout the fear of being prosecuted should their treatmenis
inadvertently hasten the death of the patient. Thefirst enactment in law of the principle of
double efect is comforting in that it allows us to be active in managing sryptoms. There
is sti.ll, however, reluctance by some medical practitioners to do this fKerm, oral evidence,
p 2t7l

Keam contended that requests for aid in dyrng were a natural consequence of pooriy managed or
completely unmaaaged symptoms. She said that changing the law to allow lives to be ended
prematurely would sigrufy the abandonment of all efforts to advance the ability to care and would
be "coliuding with hopelessness". fKeam, oral evidence,p 2l7f

Director of Medical Oncoiogy, Royal Hobart Hospital, Professor Ray Lowenthal, who opposed the
legalisation of euthanasia, was dismissive of any claims that palliätive ca¡e was ineffective in
contolling pain. He toid the Committee:

Wen I read in the newspapers or see on W cases of patients who are said to be dying an
agonising death or Ìn uncontrolled pain I wonder if I live on another planet, because I
have been pra.ctising in this area for 25 years and this is something one virtually never
sees. With modern palliative care these days it is þossible to control virtually all the
symPtoms, particalarly pain, in the overwhelming majority of cases. The Northern
Tertitory cases where euthanasia was carried out...have now been well doanmented. Tke
public documentation of these cases shows clearly that pain was not an issue - or not the
issue - which led patients to request euthanasia.

Pain can be controlled in virtually all cases. I admit there may be very rare dfficalt cases,
but they really are few and far between. It depends how you define these difi,cztlt cases.
Obviously, if a patient comes in in severe pain it may take one or nvo days or a little longer
to get their pain under control. It is not an instant thing, and occasionally it takes longer,
but in virtually every case it is possible to do that. [Lowenthal, oral evidence, p 332]
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Lowenthal considered pailiative care to be one of the great triumphs of modern medicine. He
agreed with other experts that there was a lack of understa¡ding amongst some of the medical
profession and of the public about what palliative care can achieve. Elaborating on this,
Lowenthal said there might have been failures in some cases to refer patients to specialists in
palliative care knowledge. flowenthal, oral evidence, p 332]

A view opposing Lowenthal's was expressed by Marshall Perron, former Chief Minister of the
Northern Territory and instigator of the now vetoed Rights of the Terminally lll Act 1995. pe¡ron
was forthright in his dismissal of pailiative care being the cure-all for the dyrng. He described
voluntary eutha¡asia as a "last resort palliative care option" and said it was a "total fallacy" that
good palliative care removed the need for legalising voluntary euthanasia. In elaboration, he said:

The utopian palliative care serttice we hear about from time to time from our opponents
exists only in the minds of the very religious. It does not exist in practícalíty.

...Many people who seekvoluntary anthanasia, or who believe that they would seekvoluntary
anthanasía ,f th"y were terribly ill, are people to whom the concept of total dependenq þr
every bodily function from nulrition to mobility to removal of bodily wastes, and so on, ß so
abhonent that thq would rather be dead. Palliative care cannot help those people. And we
must remember the common law right that we all have to refuse all forms of medical
treatment, including medical treatment that might extend your life. Recently there was an
example of that, of course, in Queensland, where a. young woman refused a blood transfusion
and died as a result. That was entirely under the law of Australia, and I think that most people
would support that law. People have a right to refuse palliative care ,f th"y do not want to go
through those processes. Howqer, in all legßlation put fonvard that I have seen, a patient
seeking voluntary euthanasia ß required to be inþrmed about the palliative care options
before thq are allowed to proceed. So, thq have to cotuider them. lPerrorl oral evidence, p
37rl

The South Ar:stralian Voh:ntary Euthanasia Society [SA\ÆS] was equaliy vehement in its
rejection of palliative care being a solution to ali end-of-life situations. In evidence to the
Comminee, the Vice President of SAVES, Dr Eric Gargett, stated that palliative ca¡e could not
relieve all suffering:

...unless by terminal sedation or pharmacological oblivion, rendering the patient
unconscious and ceasing lífe-prolongng measures until the patient dies. This is slow
euthanasia, a subterfuge that relieves the consciences of soize doctors, meets the
requirements of the law, can only apply in certain cases and would not be regard by most
patients, or those who love them, as a good way to die.lGaryett, oral evidence, p 87]

Gargett also dismissed the notion that the Consent to Medical Treatment and Palliative Care Act
1995 had made the legalisation of voh¡ntary euthanasia unnecessary, claiming that although it was
an important advance, it had unwittingly created two classes of patient.

There are those who can be helped to die, because they are receiving life-presertting
treatment which can be discontinued or treatment for pain relief which can ble iicreased-
then there are all the others. This should not be glossed over a.s a grey area or excused as
double effect, but acknowledged as a double standard. [Gargett, oral evidence, p 88]
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ln response to a question from the Committee about the view expressed by some that palliative
care was an alternative to volurtary euthanasi4 Ashby said they should be seen neither as
alternatives to each other nor as part of a package because active voh:ntary euthanasia was illegal.
He said:

I believe the nvo should stand quite separately. If you ask me as an individual, I would
accePt that in a tnß, ,f yo, like, small 'l' liberal tradition, I do not think it is up to me to
mobilise my professional weight, if you líke, and say that as a result of that people should
not be able to have assistance to die. I do not do that in front of you today. .... it is an
individual decision. How I respond to that as a professional and as a member of a
professional community within society is another matter altogether. I have very significant
concerns about the way care of life is at the momenL That is why I do the job I do to try to
improve it both in terms of its clinical content and its process... [Ashby, orai evidence, p
3261

He was supported in this by Rosemary Dewick, nurse and former president of the Srrnshine Coast
Branch of the Voluntary Euthanasia Society, who told the Cornmittee:

Excellent palliative care should not e¡cclude the right to choose assisted dying.... It is very
clear to me that the issue of vbtuntary anthanasiiis completely separatefrom the fssue of
palliative care. Wy are thEt linked? Tltere is no way in which it can be linked because it is
a diferent íssue. fDewicþ oral evidence, p 182]

In reply to a question from the Committee on clinical experience a¡rd standards of practice relating
to palliative care, Ashby said it would be impossible to enshrine a suitable drug chart in law,
because people responded differently to opioids and sedatives, and some people were more
sensitive than others to drugs. He said part of the clinicians' skill was in lcrowing when to
increase their patient's drug dosage. He agreed with Hunt that guidelines for the practice of
eutha¡asia should be adopted if it were made legal, and suggested that principles of practice
covering the ranges of dnrg doses used in particular clinical situations wouid be helpful. [See
Appendix )ül

Hon Ca¡oline MLC
Presiding Member

l8 October I999
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Michoel Ashby

'Dying is ¡trt a st¡bspccially of nrcdiciue; il is our conìnìotì
Iot.. . the aim is nt¡t a scl of rigitl slnrclures crunltrittecl l<¡ tlreir
orv¡r sr¡rvival and enlargernenl, btrl a conce¡rlration of efforl orr
achieving lasting clrangc on lhe circumstances of clealh in post_
industrial scrcieties.' (Alistair Campbell, 1990)

Sociol movemenl

46

'The world is come full circle; I anr here., Edurrrnd. Kiug 12nr,5.3.174.

Many people express strrprise lhal a doctor worrrrr want lo w.rk witrr
dying people ('it must be s. de¡rressing,), but all cl.ctors have to at s'me
stage in llreir carec'rs. All i¡rtc'rns, reside¡lls, regislrars, nra^y speciarists
and all general practilioners lot¡k after tlyirrg ¡reoplc. Those wirr, .1., so
effectively rvill telly.u how professio.aily antr personalry satisfying it ca'
be. As rvith mosr aspects trf practice, trocbri tre¡ive satisfa.tio,i f.,rn-,
things tlrey do rvell and, in .*ler r. do lhenr rvelr, sonre preparation a.d
training is necessary. I listorically, in regarcl ttr caring for tlying people,
lhis has been lacking, a.d srude.ls a^d doclors trave'tencleil ro"be cyni-
cal about the value of forn.ral learning in tlris area. After all, peáple
have alrvays died anrl rloclors have rooked after lhenr, so what is ihe
problenr? urrtil recenlly, rnost ck¡ctors had to leach the'rselves by
'learning on the j'b'; some did very wcll, but 

'ra.y struggled and patie nts
suffered.
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opening of St Christoplrer's hospice in Sydenham, south east London in
1967 is usrrally taken as the start of rvhat has become knorvn as the
nrodern hospice and pallialive care tnovenìent. Cicely Saulrclers ancl col-
leagrres felt that they lrãtl lo starl up a spccialisecl free-stantling institrr-
lion, on a 'green field'site, tluite separate frorn the National llealth Service
in order to bring al¡oul a real change in the way dying people were caretl
for in Britain. She gathered around her a small grorrp of rle.tlicated sup-
porters and, logether with otlrer pioneers in tlre fielcl suclr as Robert
Twycross (Oxf<¡rd) and Derek Doyle (Edinbtrrgh), developetl a decideclly
charismatic appnrach as a response to the e¡rornror.rs task rvhich lay aheacl.
What was new abt¡trt tlre approach ol Cicely Saurrtlers antl co-rvt¡rkers
was llte focus on medical care, teaching and research. The movenrenl
developed as a resp()nse to the neglect of dying people in nrt¡tlern
heallhcare syslems which evt¡lvecl after W¡rrltl War Il in clcvcloPetl coulr-
tries. Metlicine throughoLrl llre lwentieth cenlury lrad becorne focused o¡r
cure as nretlical technology had progressively olrenetl up rìerv theraperrtic
opliorrs. The stunrrirrg achigvemeuts of medical scierrce in an age of scien-
tific optinrisrn had led lo a level of expectalion in the conunr¡rrily that of tc'n

significantly exceeded reality, particularly in conrmolr solicl lunrour
oncology. Healthcare professions came to feel that death was medical
defeat. At best perhaps, tlreir contribution to tlre care of dying pcople was
to know rvhen to stop treatmerìt ainred at cure. More often it seer¡red lhat
they felt clinic4lly, mt-rrally ar.rd perhaps legally bountl l() lrcat rvitlr ct¡ra-
tive intelrt rìo lìralter lrow poor lhe chances of achieving a favor¡rable
oulcorne. l)alliative care has enrphasised lhe treed for the doctor to be abte
lo 'acconrpany' a clying perso¡ì, to be conrforlable rvith the inability to
provide a cure autl with tlre uncertainly inherenl ilr lerrni¡ral illness-a¡rd
lo recognise tlrat tlrere is a significant nredical contribrrlion to the care of
dying people.

The early devekrpnrenls in the Unitetl Kingdonr consistetl mainly
of free-standing hospice antl honre-care pr()grarììs togelher rvith the
Macrnillan nurse alrd medical inilialives. Over the next lhree tlecades
there has been a renrarkable grorvth iu lhe nurnber ol specialist services
for the care of tlying people. The nrodel spread first to lhe larger (crrltt¡r-
ally etrrocentric) nrembers of the old British Conrnronrvealth (Canacla,

Australia, New Zealand in parlicular), then to a few pioneer progranrs irr
the United States, nrainly outside mainstreanr academic ¡r.reclical circles,
followed by rapid developrnents throughout Europe. l3y the latc' 1990s

nrost countries of ll¡e world have attenrpted to address the issue in some
way or another. Ilantl in lrand willr the developrnent of services has been
a trend towards professional sub-specialisation, notably in nrecliciue antl
nursing. flowever. it is only in the United Kingclonr that palliative nretli-
cine lras achievetl full specialty slatus and a recerìl bid in Carratla has
failed (Macdonald, N. 199ó, personal conununication).

4 ; i.j ,ì r.l
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set lo continue.
Marldocks' (1994) triangular nrotlel of ho¡r.re-lrospital_lrospice/in_

patient ¡ralliative care rruit is being rvidcly inrplenreutetl so that all tlying
people have access ro optirnal care lo nreet tlreir ¡reetls. Location of care is
lìot seen as being a competition between honre (desirable) anrl i¡r-patierrt
sites (uudesirable) but a (seanrless) rrelwork of services rvherc, patietrts
move fronr one settirìg lo anolher tlcpencling on their neetls arrtl rvislres.
Access lo beds is inrportant because of the expertise antl co'rplcxity of
care llrat is sonrelimes required. lt is also clear llral rvlrere social antl
fnmily supports are absenl, rhere arc serious linritatious rt¡ honrc care, no
n-ratler lrow goocl and lral serviccs are. ln nrctropoli-
lan Aclelairle, a gootl live care expe rtise tlcvelópcti
througlr lhe generic d ncy rluring the l9g0s, rvirli 56
per ceut c()verage of rcgisterc'd calrcer dealhs in 1990 lry a lrospice sen,ice
(llunt & Mccaul, 1996). ll.wever, rhe rate'f l*r¡'e cìr'atlrs ¡enrairrcd
around 14 per cent [relween l98l and 1990. The rììairì clìarìge rvas the
availability of hospice betls and deaths lhere rose frt¡r. 5 ro 20 pcr cenr
(Hurt, ßounett, & Rotler, 1993; Lickiss, 1993b; South Arrstraliari Cancer
RegistrY r norr-nretnrpolilan
areas), ll ignatecl rathlr than
dedicateservices jx'.f;:,:li':i:'å,:î

pulalion served,
onlribuling on a

,area, 
to a frrlly

Polliolive core os o med¡cql speciotty
The nredical professio. Iras an in-l¡uilt resporìse to 

^ew 
.r rcrlefiired
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and the cause of the patienls, wirh consequent r.ss of objectivity ancr
context. ln the complexities arrtl srresses of nroder^ healthcare ,yát",r.,r,
this can be problematic.

ln Australia a rvarershed era has now arrivecl in which queslions are
being asked abt¡ut the fulure of palliative mc,tlici'e. while tliere are rìow
four chairs eslablished (at Flintlers, Newcastle, Monash a¡rtl Melbourne
universilics) and progranrs cerrtred around nrost r¡f rhe teaclrirrg hospirals,
lhe number of drrrors entering s¡recialist lrairring is row. Thã Ausrraria
a^d Nerv Zeala¡rd society of palliative Metlicine (ANZspM) was forrncled
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track entry with a final cotnrnorì pathrvay of clinically basetl supervised
trair-rirrg.

Finlay and Jo.es have clescribed three clistirrct btrt i.terco.rrectetl as-
pects of palliative care: the r¡nllr¿r liuc n¡4trttnch, which shoultl be a cr¡re skill-
lrase of all clinicians; prrllinliue inlcrucntiorrs, whicl¡ are oftc'u carrictl orrl by
other nredical or alliecl healtlr specialists (e.g., ratliotherapy, srrrgerv .'rntl
physiotherapy); ancl spccinlisl pnllintiue rïre, tvlì¡clì is delivered by s¡recial-
ist clinicians i¡r tlre context of a detlicated mrrltidisciplinary leanr.

Tlris subclivision of palliative care is valrrable insofar as il tlefirrcs lhis core
approaclr. llul il rnighl be rearl lo mealì that excellent carc canr¡<¡t lre
delivered by anyone other tlra¡r a specialist teanr; this ue¡;lects tlre fact that
lhe bulk of effcclive care is given by general praclilioncrs antl cornnrur.rity
rìurses, partictrlarly i¡r rural areas, and lhis inlerprelatiorr is not presurn-
ably intendcd by tlrese aulhors.

It is clear lhal, given the diverse ltature of service lnodr.ls reqrriretl in a
courìtry like Australia, general practilioners will conlinue lo provitle the
backbone of service delivery, irrclrrding nrore specialised c.nsr¡ltalive
sr-r¡rporl lo colleagues, ¡rarticularly irr non-nretropolitan areas. l'lris role
of general practilio.ers ¡reeds continued recognitiou i. trvo 

'r,specls.lìirst, the vast tnajority of general practitioners walrt tr¡ lte eqrri[rlretl an.l
resourced kr look after their own rlying patie nts as a uorrìal, irrlc¡¡ral Part
of ge.eral praclice. se'co^d, sonre gerreral practilio.ers will elect t<¡ taLc a
more thau averaEe interest iu lhe area. They nray lot¡k after Jratients irr in-
patient units and holne-care prograrns o¡r a sessional basis. ln rr¡ral are'as
parlicularly, it is rrot ulìcolììrnotì to fintl llrat one general Praclilio¡ter
develops a special interest and assisls otlrers to care for their patie'.ts. This

general practition-
ris aveuue. Eaclr of
antl creclentiallirrg
palliative care in

Auslraliau hospitals lrave been occtrpied by general ¡>ractice lraine'c's. I¡r
this way, lhe co'rnru'ity lras had access lo a sreatly strcarn of rloctors who
have been exposed to the principles of palliative care pracrice. sirrilarly,
consullative teams in teaching hospitals (Chan & Woodruff, l99l; Woo<i_
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It is the conrplexity
and i¡therent fluctua
advanced cancer that
care services. I lalrks I

The fulure
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experience have been linrited, although consullation or shared care with
a specialist service is probably lhe besl way of inrprovirrg clinical skills
while e¡rhancing the care of the doclor's own palients. Therefore, lhere
clearly needs to be an urgenl and suslainecl efforl lo inrprove untlergraclu-
ate education in all medicalschools, exterrding into the inlenr antl resideut
years. Adequate exposure to palliative care in lhe nrainstreanr medical
system should, it is hoped, reduce rather tlran increase the amount of
specialist palliative care experlise required in day-to-day clinical rvork.
This would leave a nucleus of specialists who have predonrinantly aca-
demic and leadership roles.

However, it is not the goal of palliative care spe'cialisls to lake over lhe
care of all tlying people, nor to appear to suggest lhat a lernrirr.rl illncss is
only a nreclically defined eveut (so-called 'over-medicalisation' of dcath)
(McNarnara, Waclclell, & Colvin, 1994,1995). A c¡¡rnnritnrent lo a rorrntletl
nrultitlisciplinary a¡rproach, with proper atterìlion to s¡riritt¡al a¡rtl
psychosocial issrres, is geuerally accepletl. The nrain goal of nredical pal-
liative care education slrould be to help doctors to bt'cc¡nrc bcller tloclors.
ln an ideal world, pallialive care specialists would clo lhc'ntselves out of
a job in a generalion by following a consultalive/etlucalional nrorJcl of
aclivity. In reality, a core group of s¡recialists will probatrly contint¡e to be
needed for nrany years to come. This is due largely to lhe linre-lag
between lhe introduction of widespread clinical act¡vity, etlucalir¡ual altd
researclr i¡ritiatives, aud the consequent ailitudiual clrangc.s witlrin the
profession ancl a real change in standards of praclice.

A core of specialist expertise in palliative care lras evtrlved in Atrslralia
ancl New Zealancl in a se¡ni-structured anrl eclectic nìarìtìer sirrce alxrut
1980. This process will contilrue, bul sonre fornr of collegiate statrrs rvill
probably occur in tlrc near fulure. Services will nrost likely be tlcveloped
more closely withirr nrairrslreanr slruclures, parlicularly oncology ser-
vices. While a sntall rrrrrnber of physician lr¿rinees may clcct lo follt¡rv
advanced training with lhe IIACP, substa¡rlial rrrrurl¡ers of pcople at-
tracted to the area will co¡ne frorn no.-physician backgr.r¡nds antl tlris
diversity will neetl to be formally acconrntodated rvithin lhe evolving
training structurcs. The iuvolvenrent ofgeneral practitioners lvill continue
to be central lo ho¡ne and nursing honre care altd sonre rvill devclop a
special interest, particularly in nrral areas. once tlre irritial shortage of
trailred specialists is addressed, beller general educatio. in palliative
care shor¡ld Iead to a dirninished l¡eed for specialists r¡ver lhe nexl ferv
decades. If this process appears to be circular, leading back into tlre
systenrs whcnce the hospice antl palliative care lììoverììcut enrerged three
decades agn, it shoultJ not be seen as a negalive result by palliative care
workers. Tlre qrrestion whetlrer llre process of 'rnai¡rstrearrrirrg, nray have
caused a loss of icleological purity', to the possible tlelrirne¡rt of tlyirrg
people, has beerr posed (Lickiss,1993a). ßut surely tlre journey has
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not been rvithout corrsideral¡le value, in tlrat medicine in the last part of
tlre trventieth cenlrrry has been challenged to acknorvledge its linritations
and resunre its proper place in lhe care of dying people. It became tem-
¡rorarily alienatecl fronr this by a transie'nt illt¡sion that scie¡rce antl lech-
nology corrld somehorv cure all hunran ills-or rather that if cure was not
possible, doclors had no furthc'r role or respousibilily. The enrergence of a
sub-specialty of meclicine is the¡efore seetì as lhe means to lhis entl of
providing appnrpriate care for dying people, and ¡rot the end itself.

The nredical care of dying people shorrld not lhen be conceptualised as
a'specialist vs generalist'struggle in which lerrilory is denrarcalecl and
defended. Inslead, lhe shared shorl a¡trl lnetlium term goals should con-
centrale on helpin6 established tloctors to care for lheir dying patients ancl
to knorv when lo refer for specialist help. The longer lerm goals should
focus on undergradrrate ancl postgradrrale lraining to chalrge lhe way the
whole professio¡r deals rvilh death and dying.
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he was likely to be Hry positive.

Nothing in this Part renders unrawfur discrimination against a person
on the ground of disability if lhe disability concerned is an infËctious
disease and the discrimination is reasonably necessary to protect
public health.m

on the basis of eartier discussion regarding the timits of huma^ rights,
such a limit on the righilo equarity is probabry justified. Trrc quest¡oriw¡ri
then only ever be whether in practice the'discriminarion suffered is
reasonably necessary to protect public lrealtlr.

Concluslon
It has been argued in this cha regime dealing
yrih person¡ wlth HIV infectio inþublic heatrií
legislation. Public Health legis istorical origins
and are not efficacious in dealir nd disease sluc¡
as HIV and AIDS. An allernative approach based on medical science and
legally recognised human rights is proposed. This approaèh comes very
close to a medical ethics approach as commonly known.

specifically, we argued that compulsory testirrg should have no place in a
modern liberal democracy as Australia. lt serves no identifiable or vatid

re made of the power to control by detention,
the issue of confidentiality, the rote that tlre
ited and must be supplemented by statutory
w approach is rro different from what obtairrs

ô Anli-Discrintination Ac! t977(NSW) s4(1). Eqnnt e,¡ndunity Acl 19g4(SAl, Egunt
Qryortunity Act 1984(V¡c) s4(l), Equal Oppodunity /r, t98¡ (WA),Dircrininition
Act ly)l (AC-f), AntïDkcriminatiott ác, 1992 (NT) s1.! s49P.

Chapter 9

ON NATURAL DEATH
AND PALLIATIVE CARE

Brian Stoffell and Michael AshbY
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ytlin th-. 
df ng process clearly involves traversirrg lerritory similar to

that which led to tlre coining of 'naturar death'by regîsrators ¡,í trr" un¡tJ
States. Both South Australia (19g3) and the ñorti.rn ferrirory (1lgãl
followed California (1976) itt using this terminology, 

"ltlro"gi à;;;i
Australia has since rgeeaÞd its ¡\ct, Jubsuming both iîé aim .na"it, ii"i"lwill instrument into The consenr to Medicnl Treãnrcnt and palliariue care Air(1995).

It would be reasonabre to expect the concept of naturar death to resemble
other concepts that have evorvecr to srràpe action in our inevitabre
confrontation with adversity. After ail, trris orìgoing struggre is the crucibre
in which some of our major morar concepts rr-á roñtr.o,þ-.rticurarry those
whose object is the creation of.hurnan sorídarity. If there a're.or"i.í.,."f ù
governíng the practice of palliative care, then natural death will be cenùalamont them. However, as will be made clear laler, it is more accurate to
say that nalural death describes a moral reaclion lo facls about dying,
ralher.than operaling as a moral fackrr irr the minds of palliative'cari
providers. We treat natural death as an erternal O.r.riptiu" n'orài
lramework for palriative care. rn doing trris tlre aim is ro avoid .o.ruriil
the external and. impersonar morar iramework with the internar anä
personal moral phenomenology of the carer,s practice.

There. are well-known phirosophicar difficurties with the term ,narurar,,
but these should not l¡lock an a[empt to ånalyse what was intended in
tlre mid-I970's and earry l9B0's wrren regisratúres first enacted Natural
DeathActs. so, while agreeing that 'naturå-l death,cannot be used wítlroui
careful explicarion, it will be contended that the norion can be understood
as a composite of two well knorvn moral elements: (i) patient self_
determinarion and (ii) rrre avoidance of harm; that is, trre prio.ìty or p"ir"nt
c.hoice in determining acceptabre trealments in the terminat itrase or an
illness, plus the avoidance of cerlain obstructio¡rs to the procels 

"f 
dyr,ù.

The firstelement is tlreone tlrailhe law is primarily interesìø in protJtirrfi,
r,r'lrereas the second demal¡ds closer clinièal scrutinyof treatmeni decis¡oris
considered in light of the phases or modes nrentioned above.

lf our.mo¡aldiscourse shapes the way in whicrr rve operate as morar agents,
then health care wirhout a working notion of natuial death is like iravei
wi.th no recogni tion of þurney's end. Trre þurney is undoubtedry the m.rin
thing, but a refusal to think honestly about the morat shape of thé terminus
çoint is inexcusable, especially rvhen deating with thoså wlio are nearing
their md.

'Nature and Natural Death

Tor we all alike will die, arthough our fate is diverse' (pindar, Isrhmian
vl¡,4,H5).

The senses of sameness and difference that can be aroused whenever we
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concentrate attention on the place of lrumans within something called
'uature' is nicely brought out by Pindar (same errd, differelrt fates), as by
otlrers wlro lrave considered death and destiny: death in general as opposed
to our persorral deaths. The dichotomy here is intrinsic to our concept of
nature (part of its nature as it were) because the deep etymology of 'nature'
reveals notions of being and becoming, the static and the dynamic, the
unchanging and the ever changing.¡ Further complexities emerge when
the term 'natural' is employed to carry moral weiglrt. These complexities
witlrin our concept of nature are sufficient to warrant the cautiolrary remark
that,thereis nosinglenolíortherealall,ltutralheracluslerolrelnledconceplions
thalare differenl enough lobekepl a¡nrl. We accept this view and so an attemPt
will be made to set the parameters of usage which affect the main aims of
the paper.

Tlre two pre-eminent attempts to clarify the use of lhe lerm 'l'rature' irr etlrics

are llrose of John Stuart Mill2 arrd Jacob Klein-¡ Both ag,ree llrat I'lrere is a

global or all inclusive selrse of 'nature' llrat derrotes the sunr of everything,

in the univèrse. Tlris is nature with a capital 'N', antl it nray be useful in
what follows to capitalise the word wlrerr this global sense is at issue. This

sense of tlre term subsumes everytlring no¡r-human and lrunta¡r under the

concept of NATURE, excluding nothirrg; nothing that ls, unless lt belongs

under the lreading of 'notr-natural', or 'non-NATURE'. For Mill and for
Lucretius, the promulgator but not origitlator of the lraditiotr, tlris non-
natural class of things is empty, but for some otlrers it presumably contains
what they understand to be the supertratural. But colrsider for a mometrt

the title of Lucretius's book, Orr the Nature o/ Tftirrgs. Tlre litle hints at the

complexity in 'nature' because it takes as ils donrain everything within
NATURE; yet the book is really an account o( lhe nntunlness ol nll lhings

(facob Klein's preferred trarrslaliorr of tlre Greek title). The title suggests

we will be told somethirrg about what makes things - all things - what they
are in their lnner colrstitutiorr. A sevenleentlt celìlury colrtributiotr lo the

same traditlon is found in Hoblæs's materialism, especially hís theory about

the coflørrrs motions of particles.r tn this sense 'natu¡e' means the lnherent
properties of somethlng, the properties whlch allow it lo acl end ¡eacl in
ihe way that it does. Micro-structure is obviously a good candidate for this

neither the speculation nor even llre science are

matters is tlrat we grasp the fact that, 'NATURE'

possible: or...the mode, parlly knowrr to us and

I facob Ktein, Or lluNolurc ol Nalun, itt I'æht¿s atrrt Es.oys, Ânnapolis, Maryland:
St. fohn's College Press, 1985, p' 22411.

t lohn Stuart Mili, -hlature", i nÑnlur¿.TlrcUlìlily of Rcligiort nnd Theisnt, London:

lnngmans, Green, Reader, and Dyell87l-
! Klein, op. cil.
I Brian Sioffell, "Hobbes's conatus end the roots of characler", in C' Walton and P

Johnrcn (eds.), Ilobbæ's Scicncc ol Nnluml luslice. Dortrecht: Martinus Niihoff,
7987.
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partly unknown. in which ail things take prace',s and that in another of its
senses 'nature' refers to the inhinsic properties of things.

:. servants of his providence, Artts de one world, and Art another.ln s thè Art of God,.l

non-natural in so far as its results do not flow directly from nature, but
through that part of NATURE which is lruman. Humañ beings corutilte,
t Mill, op. cil., p.6.

: D.G. Brown, áction, Toronto: University of Toronto pr€ss, 196g.t Thomas Hobbes, Lcvíatløn,Oxlo:A:-Oxlord University press, 1929, p. g.I SirThomas Browne, Religio Medici,i selc.16.
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at one and the same time, the dividing line and the conduit lhat separates/

f oins the natural and the non-natural, processing one lnto the other. Whilst
the concept of NATURE is so all embracing that nothing falls outside it,
and nothing mve a demiurte can be conhasted with it, it should be stressed

that this second sense of 'nature' actually implies a form of contrast.

While there is a difference between what flows from human inlervention
in nature and what does not, reflection will slrow that the elements this
distinction sets in contrast are not stable, they are interacting in a

progresslvely complex way. Increments in teclrnical capacity diminislt the
extent of the purely natural, understood as processes operating beyond
human ken and agency. The media preoccupation witlr using the'playing
god' theme in their dealings w¡th top¡cs like nuclear physics, IVF and
molecular genetics, is in one respect mere laziness of mind, but it can also
be taken as a demo¡ìstration of the mixture of awe and foreboding that
people feel when co¡rfronted with deeper insight into, and control over,
hi therto im penetrable natural processes.e

This sense of dread was olrte an omnlpresent fealure of our ancestors'

confrontatlon with natural agency, particularly in its threaterring and deadly
forms - lightning, volcanic eruptions, landslides, slorms at sea, as rvell as

droughts, floods and insect plagues - but its aPPearance for us is largely
symptomatic of the degree to which the balanceof power rvilhin NATURE
has shifted. Of course, even wlìen lrumans were largely impotent with
respect to nature, altributing its processes to the gods (this was tlre busiest

period in lristory for religious myllr making), they were certainly not
powerless ln their dealings witlr otìe atrotlìer. From the Sreat Hammurabi
(1728-16ó8BCE) forward, tribal and civil codes have marked the distinction
between deaths that were trealed as nalural, tlrat is, of no legal concerlì,

and those that were considered not natural. The latter were brought about
by proscribed forms of direct huma¡r lntervention (murders and
manslaughter) and thus of direct concern lo the law. The Mosaic code in
the Pentateuch marks a related distinction between permissible and
lmpermissible killings (do no mu¡der).ro Tlre first of lhese distinctions can

also be found at work in the curre¡rt Dutch criminal code, wlrere even cases

of euthanasia that strictly follow the state marrdated guidelines and thus
are lawful, are still classified among tlre non-natural deaths that require
the coroner's attention.

The moral signilicance embedded in 'natural deatlt' as it appears in
contemporary medicolegal discussion lras corrnections wilh both the
ancient forensic interest iu lruman âgency, and with modern fears about
the impact of tèchnical skill on nature and natural Processes, inclusive of
those that are taking place in our bodies.

t Drian Stoffell, "Playing gcd?", Monnsh Biælhics Revietu 13:41994. pp.14-19.
r0 Drian Stoffell, "Three Forms of Vountary Death" in Peter Singer and Helga Kuhse

(eds.l, Companion lo Bidhics,Oxford: Blackwells Books, 1998.
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Natural death is not a part of nature in the way that death is a part of
NATURE. Natural death is an ethico-legal construct, that is, an idea created
through a negotiation be tween our appreciation of the workings of nature
and the powers of human artifice. lrr one respect this is a trivial, purely
logical point, because the human, and all that flows from human
intervention in nature, is conceptually distinct from pure nature
unconnected witlr our concerns: this is simply what the distinction between
nature and artifice amounts to. But non-trivially, it is the needs which result
in negotiation or compromise between our powers and what tlrey work
upon that generate the concept of natural death. As an ethico-legal notion
natural death is expressive of our concerns with each olher, not with nature.
Subsequently, natural death does not functiorr in tlre way tlrat natural beauty
does (denoting a pristine landscape), rr<¡r in the way tlrat nalural law was
designed to do; namely to give certain moral qualities (virlues) or moral
directives trealer impact, suggesting tlrat they were desigrr features in
human nature, which was itself assumed to be a¡r artefact of divine
crafbmanship. The attempt to give moral nol.ions added force by connecting
them with something beyond humarr corrlrivance is well known in
philosoph¡ but in the case of natural death no suclr allusion is intended.
The 'nature' in natural death is not there lo signal tlrat we should take
nature as a moral guide, although there are tlrose who pine after suclr
guidance.rl

NATURE, the universe, the cosmos, the whole shebang, is neither a lesson
nor a tutoç it neither guides nor teaches. We are part of lt irr the same way
that the asteroid belt is. Nature, taken as everything nonìuman, is similarly
neither a lesson nora teacher, but it is tlre primary source material for human
education. Tlrere is no paradox here, we simply draw lessons from nature
and some of those lessons may be applicable lo lruman affairs. Aesop was
an expert at this. We provide moral guidarrce to one another on the basis
of what we ¡earn lrom natural processes arrd events, but except irr the case
rvhere interesls are specifiable - those ol other animals and ecosystems for
example - the moral content is not in nature. We guide eaclr other and
merely use natural events or processes as examples.

However, even if nature is not a moral guide, it has proven almost
impossible for some people lo accept this, and for others to write as though
they accepted it, even when they do. Tlre term 'natural' is part of the
conceptual dyad natural/artificial and operates, like its partner,
comparatively. The comparison is lhe enlire poinl and neitlrer partner
has a separate existence, urrlike NATURAL for example which lras only
the figurative supernatural as a conceplual counlerpart. Employment of
the term 'natural'signals a comparison lhe writer has in mind: with the
artificial, the unnatural, the unpalatable, llre uncommon, the prodigious,

ff L Kass, B. Norlon, S. Donnelly, 'tan Nalurc Serve as a Motal Gulde?" Ilrclittgs
Ccntrc Rqd 26:6, 19f)6, pp. 22-27.
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the monstrous, the uncharacterlstic, the unconventional, or the foreign. So

far our comparisons with tlre natural have all been by relerence to the
artificial, but usage would allow all of these other comparisons. Analysis,
of course, dissolves many of them into nonsense or mere abuse.

So, lf appending 'natural' to another term serves to overtly contrast it with
something non-natural, then the writer who employs it owes us an account

of what the natural is being set against. Greek usage contrasted larvs of
nature (pftlrsis) with social conventions (nomos) or descriptive laws with
prescriptive laws; iurisprudence since the Romans recognises botlr natural
(humans) and artificial (corporations) persons; arrd wlrat people find
beautilrrl can be divided into tlre natural and the products of artlcraft. A
presumed understandíng of wlrat is common, everyday, the norm,
popularly acceptable, conventional, or mundane, is working when llre
variant senses of unnalural are employed, but of course tlrese uses are

themselves merely conventiolral (rrot natural) alrd not based in any
deferrsible form of tlre natural/artilicial distinction.

Wlren 'natural' is ioined to 'death' the ¡esult slrould be urrclerstood as

conventional, that is, tlre implied comparison ís nol between what happens

in nature and what happens with human intervention. lf that were the

case tlìen a natural death would be one unlouched by the involvement of

òthers. That concept¡on ¡s clearly coherent, but it rules out medical beabnent

altogether. Natural death is closely related to the idea of nahrral food,

whose proponents argue plausibly tlrat our food sources should be as free

f¡om additives and processing as p<lssible. They are rro[ against farming,

that ls, active human participatiorr in the þroduction of what rve eat'

Nutrition has a point, Eood health, arrd so tlrose who pnrmote forms of
lratural food are doing so on llìe assumPtion that food that is free from

certain tlrings is better for healtlr. Taking this as a parallel, we should ask

what it is tlrãt proponents of natural death think that our dying should be

free from.

Ratlrer like the moral notion oliustice, tlre concept <lf natural death is utterly
converrtional (contrived for a purpose) and best apProached via the

negative: identify and rectify the iniustices and iustice will take care of itsell
(if its not uniust then its iust).12 Equally, if we identif y and rectify the things

that render df ng burdensome for people tlren natural deatlr will be served.

Natural deatlr, like iustice, seeks to arbitrate within the arena of human

and institutional actions, but according to what criteria?

The common law right of competent patients to accePt or reiect any

proffered treatment is argued for self-delerminalion:

t*.ut" competent people are c their future on tlre

basis of their own estimations, in medical matlers

should be protected by the law. An obvious extension of this into palliative

Robert Ewin, "On fustice and lniustice", Mird l97O' pp.2$-216'
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special letal protection for acts inspired by religious beliefs. lt is not
parlícularbeliefs that are heated as sacrosanct by the law, but rather a social
space is created and protected. Within this space citizens may exercise
deliberation about medical matters. The space shrivels and dies under
some regimes - especially the religious arrd political tyrannies - but starìds
a chance of flourishing under liberal democralic lorms of polity tlrat respect
the civil domain and enhance personal sovereignty.

One of the two maþr components of nafural dealh is a legal reaffirmation
of the moral claim to a sovereign role in decision making about medical
matters in one's own life. The other is a straighlforward application of the
harm principle in medical malters.

Avoidance of harm or damage (primutn non nocere) lras some claim to being
the primary precept in medical care, if only because it operates even when
the patient is not competent and thus holds sway in all possible cases of
care, whereas respect for autonomy normally assumes competence or
advanced di¡ections. Harm is not tlre same as injury, since I may injure or
damage myself in the pursuit of exercise without anyone doing me harm.
However, if I suffer an injury or damage becarrseof someone else's actions/
inactions and lhere are grounds for claiming tlrat they were obliged to
protect my interests, then harm may be established. My reputation as a full
forward for the lmmanuel Kant Eagles nright tæ irreparably damaged if I
am th¡ashed by a ring-in fullback from tlre under l0's, but no lrarm has
been done. Many of the things that occu r in open compelition cause damage
to reputations and fortunes, but unless lhere is a duty to lhe contrary
operating it is not obvious lhat harm lras been done.

The doctor/patient relationship is one where such duties do exist and
hence where the charge of harm is a live prospect. Tlre difficulty of course
is deciding what is in someone's ¡nterests, since without that informatiorr
any further weighing of risks and benefits is difficult and sometimes
impossible. For example, because the Jelrovah's Witness judges an early
death (followed by salvation) an acceptable cÒnsequence in comparison to
a later death (followed by everlasting tormerrt), it would follow that a blood
transfusion is not in her interests, judged on her criteria. Orr the other
hand, for a patient who has permanently lost consciousness it is difficult to
envisage what would count as an interest at all. Continuing the patienls
biological existence through medical means is prolonging one sense of life
-thebiological -butis futilebecauseitcannotaffecttheirautobiograplrical
life. No harm can be done to them either by ceasing to maintain them or,
for that matter, by continuing to maintain them; so the sense of futility ts
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manlfeat here: there is nothing lhat we can do that makes any difference
to them.

These two cases are at opposed ends of a spectrum, with competence and
nonrompetence as the end points. Wlrere there are clear Patient wishes

expressd on the basis of information, then harm arrd benelit are easy

enouglr to determine, since lheír component elements have been identified
by the patient. ln palliative medicine tlrese elements are not identical to

tlrose in curative contexts. For example, longevity cannot be taken as a

given in heatment plans because many patients choose to avoid Procedunes
that may lengthen life but only at the cost of surgery and severe post-

operative restrictions. Quality of life and lìot longevity will often dictate
treatment plans, suggesting that there will be cases where prolonging dlng
by obstructing death entails harm.

Up to this point we have been essaying a position on lrow the notion of
natural deaìh miglrt plausibly be constructed. What a concePt is and what

purpose it serves are connected lssues'rr Our conclusion about the

iormation and content of the concept demonstrates that it is clearly ethical,

b to tlre framework lhan the experience of

: ;:",',',ïi'::ï:lf,ii:T:ìi$iïï[ï-"
Modern Death and DYlng

witlr a shift away from tlre infectious and acute to the degenerative and

clrronic.

Observation of medical vocabulary shows that the dominant approach is

curative, with palliation preserrted in rregative terms of disappointment
and failure. Patients are referred for 'palliative care onl/, and 'all that can

be done now is to offer comfort measures', whereas potentially curative

treatment is referred to as 'active', 'stale of the arÍ or 'aSgressive'. The

rlretorical force of these terms is clear and they are transparetrt with regard

fr Ludwig Wiltgenstein, Phitosqthicnl lnwslþnrions' Oxford: Dasil Blackwell, 1968,

llef; and f. Kõvesi, Morøl Nolíorrs, london: Routledge and Kegan Paul 1967, pp'
3746.

'f lvan lllich. Mulical Nenwis, New York: Panlhton Books (Random House), 1976;

and R. Hunt, MJ. t!,ond, R.K. Groth and ltM. King, "Place of Death in South

Australia, Paltems from l9l0 to 1987", Medical lounral ol Auslralin,l55, l99l ' pp'
549-553.
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to theír.real meaning. lvan lllich sounded the alarm about the danger ofthe medical moder of iilness and deatrr,rs a.d susan sontag has ¡tu-¡îaìJ
the nature of metaphor in the ranguage used to describe and discuss iilness.16
Death has also bee-n subjectecr t-o ,õd.finitio,r and st¡bdivision. There is'orarn dealh','medical decisions at the encl oî liÍe,,17 and ,abatement oftreatment with the criticaily iil... etlricar and regar rimits to the medicar
prolongation of life'.rt

struggle or battle against calrcer). The meclical and researcl.¡ communities
efeatirrg caltcer, and írr the process
expecläliolrs, witlr co¡tseoueut
is rrot possible. There tras been

of the biology of cancer, imaging,

chemorherapeuricagenb,bon.,nr*u,"111,lli::itiäi:rn',i:î'jlî:ff i
modifiers, and better prognostic in rrmar.iorr lo serect patiärb rur'.or"inle.sive rreatmenl' Ail this errdeavour has produced definite
improve.menls. in prognosis for certairr sub-groups oi patients ,æ but the
bigger picture is still of negrigibre impacl orr survíval loi trre common sorid
tumours,2rdespite very substantial ireatnrenl related nt<lrbidit¡ and vJ
expenditure on treatment and ¡esearch.

Medlcal Declslon-Maklng
Medical decisionmaking is influenced by ail of the foilowing: etlrical or
moral reflection (what ought one to do?); rerigious influencesïr must obey
god's will or law); medico-regar issues ( w¡il i be sued if r do, or do not dá
rr lllich, op. at.

ll l:=l Sorrtag, lttncss s and Gimuw, 1978.17 PJ. Van der Maas, f.f. .W.p. tooman, ,,Eurfra-
nasia and Other Med
pp.ll,j9471. 

lLife'Inncct338'1991'

" lgFn F.l{eítr, ÀtntingTrentnnnt with C¡iticnily Iil patients,New york: Oxlord
Univercity Press, 1989.r Sontag, op. cí|.
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this?); technologlcal imperatives (the technology exists, and tlrerefore I
should use it whenever lhere ls any chance of benefit, however small) and
economic considerations (can we afford to do this?). From the Hippocratic/
Pythagorean hadition onwards the preservation of life has been cast as the
highest ideal among those guiding medical practice, and decisions about
deal.lr ancl dying have become a matter of arguing down from a position of
doing all things possible to save life in all circumstances. Many practitioners
erroneously believe that this is also what the law requires.

The real or apparent difficulties invotved in the opting-out of active
treatments occupies a disproportionally large part of the attention of tlrose
wlro are involved in medical etlrics. This subject is sometimes represented
as though it Was a series of lngenious expositions of autorromy, beneficence,
non-maleficence and iustice in particular lrealth care contexls.2l However,
too much has been expected of tlris approach, and these principles should
be viewed more as a shorthand mearrs of clariliying issues rather lhan
solving tlrenr.2r Komesaroff reminds us lhat etir¡cJ ¡s arr irrtrinsic and
irrseparable part ol theclinical process,and tlrat'ethical practice in medicine
cannot be described adequately in termsof conflicts of theoretical principle;
¡ìor can lt be guaranteed by the generation of sets of rules to be followed in
all circumstances'.2¡ lt will be asserted below that focus on process is a
central tenet of hospice and palliative care.

Hosplce and Palllatlve Care
The modern hospice arrd palliative care movement is usually regarded as

beginnlng in 1967, with the opening of St Clrristoplrer's Hospice in
Sydenham, London, UK, tlrrough the pioneering work of Dame Cicely
Saunders. She addressed the spiritual and physical needs ol dlng patients
because they were being substantially ignored by modern medical practice.
It was not merely because treatment lrad become more complex or
technological. Palliative care did not develop just because of the ability to
keep people alive longer; its genesis had more to do witlr tlre dawning
recognition that medical success was obscuring the more lìumane concerns
at the heart of medical pracHce. Death had become failure, and dying
patients uncomfortable remlnders of tlre reality of death. From its earliest
days tlre lrospice movement concerned itself wlth improvement ol medical
care lor dylng patients, with pain and symptom control based on

rr Raanan Gillon, Philosophícal Mulrøl Elftics, Chichester: fohn Wiley and Sons, l9E6;
and Tom L Beauchamp and fames F. Child rcss, Prínciplæ ol Bionwlical Ethies, New
York: Oxfo¡d Universlty Press, 1989.

rr K.D. Clouser and D. Gert, "A Critique of l'rincipilism", forrnal ol Me.ìlícìnc and
PhilosoVhy 15, no. 2, 1990, pp.219-2ß;and Brian Stolfell, "Ethical Praxis, lløltl
Cnre rlnalysis2, no.4. 1994, pp. lOl9.

¡' Paul A. Komesaroff, "Ethics and Clinical Medicine", Àuslralínn nnd Nao 7¿nlnnìl

lounul ol Md icinc 23, 293, pp. 3-5.



pharmacological principres, and a commitmenl to teacrring and research.
The psychosocial aspecb.of care were integrated into the criiicar opp-u.h,
but there was a clear acknowledgementìhat patients wittr uncóntroilei
symptoms could not deal with other issuès until they were more
comfortable. Hospice and pailiative care must be based on sound crinicar
practice, but its broader tenets could well be adapted as guiding pr"."f t,
for all medical practice:

' patient-centY¿d: it concems itserf primarily with the expressed and
perceived needs of the dying person;

' lamíIy cent¡ed: it extends to those who are arso facing imminent ross,
embracing carers;

' comprehensíu¿.'it seeks to address tlre fulr range of physicat, emotionar
and spiritual needs;

. continuing..it aims to provid_e support throughout the whole period of
terminal illness and beyond into trre time ol bereavemenl, wrrerever
that support is required.

As these approaches demonstrate, there is an obvious emphasis on serf-
tovernance, expressed in a way sensitive to trre conlext of the patienrs
family and social circr¡mstances. Arthough the primary morar rerationsrrip
of team members is with lhe patient, important cruiies are owecr to the
family and friends. These duties are comþrexly related to ttre condition of
the patient, but cannot be ignored, particularly íf the patie.t is incompetent,
If family members are to care for a patient at liome, lireir wislres, ,,".h, u,rà
limitations are inÞgral to the inleresb r f the patient arrd must beconsidered.
Teamwork and communication are prominent fealures of trre moder.

work with a process of negotiation and dialogue
ved. The patient,s autonomy is the cenlral

meetingsarecommon,r.il:"1lff ;i:il:ï:î"i,Ë:"i,ïff :i;.ii'li
palliative or term¡nal modes is occurring, or where location of care and
placement are issues.

The principal characteristics of the hospice approacrr can be summarised
as: honesty, realism, compassion, consultation and awareness of wlrat
people experience as spiritual.
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The Natural Hlstory of a Dlsease
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when treatment is ineffective. ln palliative care there is frank
acknowledgement of the terminal nature of the disease process, occasioning

the following analysis of loss:

. behaoioural: overt and covert acknowtedgement by the patient that

death is both inevitable and imminent, with anticipatory grief behaviour
on tlre part of patient, family, slgnificant others and carers'

. clinìcal evidence: weight loss, recumbency, lassitude, physiological

systems failure and disease progression, plus loss of appetite and

decrease in oral intake whlch usually ceases altogether as the patienfs
conscious state laPses.

lf a dying process is recognised, it can then be proposed that any medical

interúenlión which is not for a comfort endpoint represents obstruction of

this process, and me and futile' Futility
may be absolute ( no chance of achieving

benefit) or relati might be temporarily
successful ln achleving its technical obfective, but ls disproportionate to

modes of care: curative, palliative and terminal lras been proposed to assist

in ethical deliberations in palliative care 'Ú

The key question becomes the cut-off between reasonable and realistic

medical treatment, and its corollary of futile, intrusive or burdensome

treaEnent which obstructs the dying Process. The decision ls usually the

patient's, but tlterapeutic privilege should allow a doctor to advise against,

ãnd ultimately to decline to administer trêatment which is considered to

be absolutely futite. Relative or situational futility is more dif ficult because

this will often concern consideration of quality and value of life issues,

whlch cannot be determined unilaterally by the doctor' Resource factors

also emerge when futile treatment is requested.z6

! Michael A. Ashby and Brian Stoffell, "Therapeutic Ralio and Defined Phases:

Proposal ol Ethiãal Framework for Palliative Care" , Brilish Medical lotrnal320,

¡' ll and J' Frader, "Sounding Board. The Prcblem with
nil lourunl ol Medicine326,l99\ pp.l5601564; S.H. Miles,
for'Non-Bcneficial' Medical Treatment", Neru Euglnnd lounal

ol Malicine325,l99l, pp.512-515;and M.Angell. "TheCaseof Helga Wa-nglie. A

New Kind of 'Right to Die' Case", New Englnnd lottrnal ol Mediclne325.l99l' pp.
511-512.



At what level of the therapeutic ratio do we esclrew treatment, and what
degree of influence does the setting have o. decisions based on the same

shown by Molloy, where a substantial proportion of older p€rsons did not
want any surg_ical intervention, even wlren the condition was thought to
be reversible.2T
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An Unobstructed Death
The previous two sections have described the moral world of palliative
care practice. we have deliberately avoidecl the use of the notiorr of natural
death as a clinical guiding precept, a¡rd ¡ror have we put a lot of stress on
substanlive concepts like autonomy or beneficerrce, Tlre reason is
straightforward, but contentious. We believe that tlre moral wo¡ld of
palliative care practice is not well represented through relererrce to tlre
standard set of moral principles operative in bioetlrics. Their ¡ole is not as

requirements of beneficence and non-maleficence, but because of tlre pliglrt
of those in our care who are suffering. A distortion in medical etlricJ is
created by forcing these high level iustificatory principles into the clinical
encounter where they are largely alien.

Nah¡ral death, as a medico-legal construct, is not designed to accuralely
describe the clinical moral encounler. A complex set of descriptions about
moral sensitivities and their opposites nriglrl be a better vocabulary for
that task. Natural death is a slranger al lhc bcdside, but not an unwelcome
slranger. There is a legitimale role for the concept of natural death outlined
in the second section of this paper. lt supports lhe legal right to delermine
heatments in the light of our developed views about life and its sigrrificance
to us personally. Furthermore it lrelps lo charl the íncedibly difficuly area
where obstruction of death entails harm. Finally, it is individunlisf íc in the
very best sense of that much maligned term, because it acknowtedges that
lives are lived by individual human beings; individuals are not infused or
inhabited by anything named witl'r the abstract noun 'life'.

The reintegration of dying into a developed world view is certainly a
personal endeavour, and one which may have spiritual or religious

t W.D. Molloy, G. Guyatt, E. Alemayehn and WE. Mcilrcy, I Innane Medicíu¿ 7,
l9l, pp.28s-290.

significance for some. This personal odyssey should not be overtaken by a
medical speciali$; rather, medicine can rediscover this heartland and betier

tlrat curative measures must be administered irrespective of tlre therapeutic
ratio or biographical setting of the pat¡ent. The sobering clrallenge for late
twenHeth century medicine is to embrace those practical limita6õns whích
have some claim to be seen as nahrral limits on the appropriateness of
lnterventions. This implies no barrier to the spirit of research, nor a nihilistic
denial of the power of science. In summary, our claim is that medicine
should be engaged in a more honest dialectic about its place in life and its
role in our collective corrfrontation with our nature, inclusive of death.
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JUSTICE IN THE
ALLOCATION OF HEAtrH

CARE-

Christi Dawn Favor

lntroducllon

When it comes to polltical philosophy, perhaps the most significant theorist
of our time is John Rawls whose primary work r{ Theory ol luslic¿ has been

read throughout the Western world by philosophers, sociologists,
theologians, economists, political scientists, and etNcists, in short by those
lnterested in questions of dishibutive iustice. Distributive iustice might be

defined as the study of how to divide up or distribute the benefits and

burdens in a society in a way that is iust or fair to everyone. Two of Rawls'
most quotable statements in A Theory ol luslice help to explain why the way
health care is allocated in a society is so important to whether it is a iust
society. The two statements are "Justice is tlre first virtue of social
institutions," and 'The subject of justice is the basic structure of society."¡
Tlrc first of these statements says that while justice is not the only virtue for
social institutions, it is probably the most important and tlre first we should
hope to achieve. In the second statement, Rawls means to identify iust
what it is that is supposed to be "just." By "tlre subiect of iustice', Rawls
means to refer to those parts of our societi we should rightly evaluate
according to principles of iustice, those parts of society we should attempt
to design according to the standards of iustice. He identifies the subiect of
justice as the "basic structure," by which he mearu the whole range of major
institutions in a society - such as the family, the market, the political system,
educational institutions - which determine in significant ways what
prosp€cts of success people will face in life. These institutions are the subiect
of justice for two reaso¡rs: their effects are profound and often present from

* The argument regarding need and deserving in Section 4 of this paper is influ-
enced cubstantially by work done with lhe support of lhe United Stales National
Endowment for the Humanities in 1995.

I John Rawls. A Tfteory olJusliæ, CambridgeMass.: Harvard University Press,

t971, pp.7-1o.
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MrCrr¿¡L ASHBY

TrrB Ro^onrGUEz CesB ArtiD Cene oF THE

DNNC

IxtRooucl¡onr

Sue Rodriguez, a 44-yearold woman from Saanich, British Columbia
died on 12}ebnrary 1994 after losing her appeal to the Supreme Court of
Canada for medical assistance in dying. This paper is the result of a lhree

week snrdy trip to Canada in the fall of 7994, which permitted
simultaneous access to th¡ee important sources: lhe posthumously
published authorised biography of Sue Rodriguez_ 

-_Uncommon 
WilI

(HoUUs Birnie and Rodriguez, L994),' a rnoving CBq documentary -ì'Witn.ss, Sue Rodriguey'', and the decision of the Supreme Court of
Canada - Rodriguei , British Columbía (Axorney General) [1993] 3

SCR519. Itwas also possible to anend a debate onSue Rodriguez'case
at the Faculry of Law, McGill Universiry. Participants included Svend

Robinson, the MP from British Columbia who became so publicly and

personally involved in Sue Rodriguez' last few months of life and her

iegal stnrggie for permission to have medical assistance in dying.- 
From-t-hese and othel soulces,t I have attempted to tell what I know

of her story by integrating relevant extracts f¡om her biography with the

course aná argttments of her legal case. Whilst there may be several

specia.list or professional "angles" of her "case", for Sue Rodriguez there

was oniy one angle - úe story of her life and its end.

Sue i{odriguez was 41 years old in August 1991 whe¡ she found out
¡hat she was iuffering from motor leurone disease (lvfND) which gives

rise to progressive disabilir,v and inevitable death.' She made contact

',virh the nigilt to Die Society of Canada, ,,vhose executive director John

Holsess happened to be based in Victorir, British Columbia - near lo

Sue's home.'Sue had already decided to seek assistance lo end her titè,
bur ic ,.vas hcr relltionship with Hol'sess rvhich would set hÈr on the legal

Canada-A,ttstrg'lía. I 895- I 995 - Ii7



Michael Ashby

path which was to become so public. This relationship came ro an endwhen he f_orged Sue's signacure in a letter,o, n.*ipaper and began
speaking for her in public. Hofsess' motives in supporting her 

-are

revealed ro be poriticaf her dying process being bne oi rhe best
o_ppom:nities ro dare ro further the aim-s of rhe Rigñ, to Die so"i"tv i.canada. This event provides clear evidence thar ïhrt",,r., pubiic anJ
politic-al pressures wer_e upon her, Sue Rodriguez did what j¡r" ¿i¿ rìiherself, of her own free will, witho,rt .o"r-.ion from others. srrenã
Robinson MP then.becam.e her major pubric.supporter, together with hei
lawyer chris considine,. during thË remaining åãnths of ir., rife. s/h¡st
Robinson cleariy wanted to baðk her^cause as a way of changing ti,. i;;to allow voluntary active euthanasia, his deep jersonal ónãero an¿
friendship are always apparent.

The fundamental_ question of sue Rodriguez, case was whether it was
or could be laurful (in canada) torpermit iterminally ill person tohavJ
medical assistance with the intention of causing trer Jeátir by suicide.This is _parr of a universal ethicai and legal quãstion, namery can oneperson.(usually a medical or health care piactiìioner) 

"áur", 
oi u. p"rry

to causing, the death 
_of another person in'the cìrcumítances of a chionit

progressive, irreversible and incurable illness which will ,"";;"lit
¡esuit in death anway. The intention is then to avoid either further
suffering or a process of
with consequent loss o
Rodriguez did not wanr to
illness course, but rather to choose a
controi of events; that is, she wished
terminal. ph.a:" but to avoid this phase aitogether. Her purpose is clearly
summarised in this quote from the dust jackit of uncommon will:

I wanr ro be in.ch.a¡ge of mv life and my dearh .". I feel that it is my
right to die with digniry.

I do nor w.anr to die of pneumonia or choking, aod I do notwanr ¡Dy famil¡r ro endure the srress of warching me slowly
dereriora¡e and die- I do not want palriative care, îni.¡ wouid
involve injections of morphine ro relieve pain. I chóose ¡o be alen
and aware of my surroundings beí re I gi, ... I feet ir's a choice I
should make myself. (Flobbs Bi¡nie and Rodriguez, 1994)

In all such arguments it is the individual's consistent and comperent
request for such assistance w'hich is pivotal to its erhical justification:
narnely, that it is the. person req-uesting who makes the qualiiy and value
judgemenrs concerning their life andleath. The Rodriguez case brings
into sharp legal focus the conflict berween a stare's percãived inreresrs in

malntarning
expressed i:
stake in the
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maintainjng the lives of its citizens and the individuai's autonomy as

expressed în a rvish tbr assistance in dying. This i3 the main issue at

,i^'L" in the socieral debate on voluntary active euthanasia

Penr I-THE Ltoet' CesB

The legal procsss started in the prcvincial jurisdiction of the Supreme

Court õf Éritish Cótumbia. Sue Rodriguez applied to the coun for an

order that s. 24I(b) of the Criminal Code of Canada, which prohibits the

!i"i"g of assistàíce to commit suicide,' be declared invaiid on the

lrounidr that it violated her rights under 9s. 7, 12 arrd 15(1) of the

öanadian Charter of Rights anã Freedoms,^ ín so far as it preciudes a

terminally iil person from committing "physician-assisted" suicide, and

is therefole of no force and effect by virtue of s. 52(1) of the C.onstitution

Åct, 1982. Melvin J. dismissed this application, as did the British
Coiumbia Court of Appeal by a majoriry of. 2-L (Hollinrake and

Proudfoot J.J.A., with.lvtcEachern C.J. dissenting) (Aodrigttez v British
columbia (Attorney General) [1993] 79 C.C.C. (3d) 1). The tunher
appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada (Rodriguez v.B.rítish Columbia
(Àttorney General) [1993] 3 SCR 519) was dismissed by a majority of
5-+ (La Forest, Soþinka, Gonthier, Iacobucci and lv[ajor {.J. i1 

!h-e
majoiity, with Lamei C.¡. and L'Heureux-Dubé, Cory and ìvfclachin J.J.

dissenting) .

Sopinka J. (for the majo.itY)

The majoriry judgment rejecting Sue Rodri_guez' application in the

Supremé Coûn*ai delivered by_sopinka J. Her case is summarised by

him as follows ([1993] 3 SCR 519, 583):

The appellant argues rhar, by prohibiting anyone from.assisring her

to.oà'her life when her illness has rendered her incapable of
rerminaring her li¡t wirhout such assistance, by threar of criminal

sancrion, s. z+r1u; deprives her of both her liberry and her securirv

oi che person. The eppetianr assefis cha¡ her applicetion is based

uoon (i¡ rhe righr ro live her remaining tife wirh the inherenr

digniry of a human persoo. (b) the nght to control what haopens to

nei Uóay while she is living, and (c) che right to be f¡ee from

goveÍimenral inrerterence in making fundamen¡al personal

ãecisions concerning rhe rerminal srages of her life. The [irsr nvo

oi rhese rsserred righrs crn be seen ro invoke both libeny and

securiry oi che person; the la¡ter is more closely associared rvith

onlv che liberrv inceresr'

I

I

I
i
l
i
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The conditions which the chief Justices of British Columbia and the
supreme courr had proposed in order ro grant the application, by the
striking down of s. 241(b), were rejecred by the majoiit;r as roo broad
and unenforceable. Reliance on ss. 7, L2 and 1i of the charter ro support
the granting of the applicarion was also rejected (582-83).

The most substantial issue in the appeal was identified by the
gajority asùeing whether s. 2a1(b) infringes s. 7 in that it prevented sue
Rodriguez f¡om controlling the timing and manner of her death. sopinka
J. disagreed with the trial judge (Melvin J.), who had concluded that it
was the illness from which Ms Rodriguez suffered, not the stare or rhe
justice system, which had impeded her ability to act on her wishes with
respect to the timing and marure¡ of her dearh (534). Sopinka J. accepted
that the Criminal Code's prohibition of assistance in suicide did inãeed
impinge on Sue Rodriguez' securiry inreresr (58a):

As a threshold issue, I dotnot accepr the submission that the
apellanr's problems are due to her physicai disabilities caused by
her terminal illness, and noc by govemmental action.

However, he heid that any resulting deprivatiòn was not contrary to the
principles of fundamental justice and the same was true of her liberty
interest in the case. Sopinlia J. accepted that the prohibition wouid
contribute to her dist¡ess and dismissed the arglment that s. 7 could not
be activated because she was not engaged with the criminal justice
system.

The lynch pin of the majority's holding is that the security of the .

person cannot encompass the right to end one's life. They argued for the
continuation of a blanket prohibition on assistance in suicide, despite
recognising that it may cause suffering in some cases. They based this
position on the fact that other countries and many heaith care
professional bodies support such a prohibition (605):

Overall, then, ic aDpears thar a blanker prohibirion oo assisted
suicide similar ro ¡har in s. 241 is the norm among Wesrern
democracies, and such a prohibition has neve¡ been adjudged to be
unconsriru¡ional or contrary to fundamental human righrs.

They also found no evidence that there had been a change in pubrlic
opinion on the issue (585):

,4.t rhe verv least, no new consensus has emerged in society
opoosing che righr of che srare to regulare the involvemenr of others
in exercising power over individuals ending their lives.
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clumbia and the
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:r death. SoPinka
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r her wishes with
pinka J. accePted
ùi"i¿e did indeed

A blanket prohibition is mainly defended on lhe ground-s of the "siippery

slope,, argumenr and that even if certain individuais suffer as a result this

i, ,ir" lesJer harm, preferable to the potential abuses that might occur if it
were pennitted (613):

... [clhis protection is grounded on a substantial consensus amoog

q/esterncountries,oed-icalorganisacionsandourownLawRefomt
commisioq rha¡ in order ro effectively procect life aod .those 

who

are vulnerable in sociery, a prohibition wirhout exception on the

!ìting of assisrance to comrntl suicide is the best approach'

AmemPts ,o no" ruue this approach by creating exceptions have

been unsatitio"toty and teoåed þ suPPoil the theory of the

;stippery sl,ope". The formulation of safeguards Lo Prevent

excesses tt* UL"n unsatisfacrory and has failed to ailay fears that a

rela-xation of ttt" 
"t"ut 

standa¡d set by the- law will u¡dermine the

grotection of life and will lead to abuses of che exceptron'

TbedistinctionbetweenactsandomissionwasdefendedaSthemain
means of determi;trh. Iegal and moral character of medical decisions

ncurred with the conciusion of the

Bland [1993] 1 AJI ER 821, that
v D.ot be an absolute one but it
tut short the life of a terminallY

. The majorirY also maintained the

of double effect in relation to

palliative care Practice (607):

The fact that doctors may deliver palliative care to terminally ill

fuii"o" without fear of sãncrion' it is argued' atteouates lo an eveu

greater ¿"ö"" "oy 
tegitimate ,disdnctiou 

which can be drawn

be¡ween "rlirL¿ìíi"id-e 
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The proposition that rhe stare's prohibition of assistance in suicideconstiruted "cruel and unusual" tr '
Rodriguez' Charter rights under s
The majority assumed rhar there
view of her disabiliry but rhar ¡his
proportionare under s. 1 of the Charter.

Laner C.J. (dissenting)

The chief Justice's dissenting judgement cenr¡ed on the view that s.24L(b) of the c¡iminar co¿õ inñnged s- 
-t5(Ð 

oi su" noarig;z;cha':ter rights to choose suicid.e becausã irer physìcár ãisabitiry prevenred
her. from performing the act herself and shè óourd noi h".,r" assisranceand this was nor justifiabre under s. 1. Lamer c.J- maáL a tong analysisof the narure of discrimination 

-ald 
applied a rwo-branch test of thevalidiry of the regisrative objective o1 ^ '1116¡ ;; Ii; varidity of themeans chosen ro a,chieve that objecti . He'fóund ,¡", ,. 241(b) wasover-inclusive in that it was not necessary to restrict the rigtrts'ofìcompetent terminally ill person such as Sue Ro_driguez in order îo protectother vulne¡abre persons in society from b;ñ; iljecred to suchassistance against their wills or feeling coerced into-euding thei¡ lives. In

the ..ílippery ,r,op."-,rgr-.n,, that the
ç (s67).

1(b) be struck down in view of its
this would indeed leave too wide a
ed that the section be rendered

an oppoÉuniry to revise the
that year the applicant, and
o have medical assistance in

Mclachlin a-nd L'Heurer¡x-Dubé J.J. (d.issentingl

Mclachlin and L'Heureux-Dubé J.J. (r*o female membe¡s of thesupreme courc of _canada) did not base thei¡ dissenr on discrimination
under s. 15 of the Cha¡ter, but saw the case as being (616):

about rhe manner in wþjç¡ the srar: may limir rhe right of a person
ro make decisions abour her body under s. 7 of rhe cioriìr.'

The judgmenr of vfclachlin J. (L'Heureux-Dubé J. concurring) is basedon che reasoning in the landmark decision by rhe s"pì... court of
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The Rodríguez Case

Canada in R v ,Y[orgenraler [1988] 1 SCR 30, which stmck down the
Criminal Code's abortion provisions. In Rodrigue=, ìvlclachlin J.
concluded (621) that:

ir does ooc acccrd wich rhe principles of fundamenral jusrice thar
Sue Rodriguez be disalloweC çvhar is available to orhers mere[y
because ir is possible char ocher people, at some orher time, mav
sutïer, no¡ wha¡ she seeks, bu¡ an act of killing wichou¡ crue

consent.

lv[clachlin J. held that the principle of the sanctitv of life is
absolute one in law, quoting lhe example of self-defence (623):

I

Criminal culpabilitv depends on the circumsiances in which the
dearh is broughr abour or assisted. The law has long recognised
chat if chere is a valid justificacion ibr bringing about someone's
dearh. the person who does so rvill noc be held cnminally
responsi'ole. In che case of Sue Rodriguez, chere is arguabty such a

jusrificecioo-che justificacion of giving her the crpaciry to end her
tife, which able-bodied people have as a matter of course, and ¡he
justificarion of her cle¡r consent and desire to end her liie at a time
when, in her view, it makes no sense to con¡inue tiving it.

not an

lvfclachlin J. also argued that the Criminal Code afforded adequate
protection for the vulnerable and pointed out that Sue Rodriguez on-ly
sought a declaration oi unconstihrtionalicy for s. 24L(b) which forbids
aiding and abetting suicide, and that s. 2a1(a) would remain in force,
forbidding the counselling of a person to commit suicide.

Cory J. (dissentitg)

In a short dissenring judgement, Cory J. argued tha¡ a right to die exists
by vimre of being included in rhe right ro li.fe which is consrirucionaliy
protecred under s. 7 of the Charter. Section 7 is. according lo Cory J.

(630-31), a provision rvhich:

¿mohasises rhe inna¡e digniry oÈ hur¡an exiscence.... The tiiè of an

individull mus¡ include dving. Dying is che ünat act in che drama
of tiie. If. lrs t believe. dving is an inregral parr oi living, then rs ¡
purr of life ir is enricled io consticutiontl prorection provided by s.

i. It ¡bilorvs chut lhe righr co ¿i¿,.vith dignicv should bc:¡s rvetl
prorec:e,j rs is rrnv r)thcr rspcc¡ oi the righr to tife. Stute
proiribicions rhur rvould iorce u,lre:rdiui. painiul dcxth \)n I cucit¡nul
but incloircirlteri ierminullv pltrcnr Jte Jn utiront lo hum:l¡t
Jignirv...

rncurring) is buscti
Suprcmc Crlurr of
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f can see no difrerence berween permitting a patient of sound
mind ro choose death with digniry by refusing trea¡ment and

permirring a pacient of sound mind who is terminally ill to choose
dea¡h with digniry by terminacing life presewing trealment, even if,
because of incapaeity, thac step has to be physically taken by
another oo her instructions. Nor can I see any reason for faiiing to
extend tha¡ same permission so that a terminally ill patieot facing
death may put an end to her life through the intermediary of
another, as suggested by Sue Rodriguez.

Despite her narrow failure to obtain the legal sanction for the assistance
to die which she sought, Sue Rodriguez was indeed helped to die by an
unidentified medical practitioner, peacefully in her own home orL L2
February 1994, in the presence of Svend Robinson. Robinson a¡utounced
her death at a press conference in Ottawa on 14 February.

Pem II-ConmæNTARY '

A Right to Die?

Rod.riguez is an example of the Charter of Righl. and Freedoms "in
action". The oppornrniry to observe the practical operation of formal
legal protections of the rights of individual citizeus is particularly
valuable in a country such as Australia, where the merits of
constirutional enshrinement of its citizens' rights is a subject of on-going
debate. It would be worthwhile asking whether the existence of the
Charter - ¿¡d the consequent framing of the legal application -conrributed to both a fai¡ hearing and outcome for Sue Rodriguez as an

individual Canadian citizen, and a healthy and appropriately profound
consideration of the public policy issues at stake for Canadian sociely.

The majoriry relied cautiously on the principle of the sanctiry of life,
the acts/omission distinction and "slippery slope" arguments- From
medical and ethical points of view they brought no new evidence or
arguments to bear on the case and may have misjudged public opinion,
although they acknowledged that the assessment of public opinion and

legislaiion are Pariiament's business. The case brought by Sue

Rõdriguez' lavryers and supported by the minoriry based on
discriminarion and securiry of the Person - was framed in terms of
violations of her Charter rights but couid be interpreted as stretching the

intended scope of the Charter and the human rights rradition from which
it is derived. In respect of discrimination, it is noteworthy that neither
able-bodied nor disabled persons in Canada may have assistance in
suicide, rhat is s. 2a1(b) applies equally to all Canadians.
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The Rodriguez Case

To argue rhat Canada imposed "cruel and inhuman treatment" on Sue
Rodriguez by retainine its prohibicion on assisced suicide seems fa¡-
ferched and coun¡er to rhe scope and spirit for rvhich this term çvas

originaily adopted, namely to promote the humane treatment of those
engaged with justice svstems.

The cenrral issue in Rodriguez is whether a sustainable argument can
be constructed for a right to commit suicide or to have medical
assistance in dying (Ashby, 1995), and what duties the recognition of
such rights might impose on individuals and societies. It is certainJy
contentious to argue thar there is a righr to commit suicide as such. It is
doubrÊul whether comrnon law principles can be argued to include a rieht
to suicide or a right to die (Tribè, 198'8).'

Societies make every effort to prevent suicide and it is a major public
health issue in developed countries, especialiy for young people in
count¡ies like Australia and Canada, who at present have alarmingly high
rates of suicide and anempted suicide. The purpose of decriminalising
suicide was not to enbh¡ine such a right, nor to encourage suicide, but to
corec¡ the wrong of invoiving the law in the tragic siruation of a

decision to end or attempt to end a person's life and thereby to inflicr
more suffering on survivors or families. This reform also sought co

remove the moral judgement which had thus been hitheno visited upon
them by sociery (119931 3 SCR 519, 561).

A key argument made by the majority was that there was no evidence
of a shift in community or professional opinion to allow any form of
assistance in suicide. This does not appear to be the case in the frame of
a terminal illness, and it is hard to believe, in view of ¡he opinion poll
trends in other western societies (House of Lords, 1994), that there has
noc been a very marked shift away from the argument which they made.o
However, they ascribed to Parliament the duty of assessing public
opinion and taking any ensuing legislative action.

There are certain similarities here (and in several other respects)
berween the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Rodriguez and
the decision of the House of Lords ínAiredale IYHS Trusr v Bland [1993]
i All ER 321. In both cases the highest court in a jurisdiction received an
applicarion by an individual (or on behalf of an individual in Bland) lor a

deciaration which would have the efrect of conferring indemniry from
furure civil and criminal proceedings on a person or persons for a furure
acr (or omission in Bland) perrormed 

"vith 
the intention of bringing about

rhe death of the aoolican¡. These are unusual and challenging requests for
courts to consider.'''

h Rodrigr¿e: ¿nd Blund the judges drer,v rttention to the probtems
,,vhich luce cr¡urts rt thc complex lnd contentious inr¿rtlce berr,veen
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judicial interpretation of existing laws and the legislature's responsibility
to amend e.risting laws or consider new ones. Both courts sent powerful
messages to thei¡ respective parliaments to assess pubiic opinion and
consider the social policy issues which arose from the particular cases
under eonsideration. Both parliaments have responded with select
committees of their upper houses which have recommended against any
change in the law which would allow any form of voluntary active
euthanasia, including medical assistance i¡ suicide (House of Lords,
1994; Canada, Senate, i995).

The lynch pin of the majoriry's holdin$ was that the securiry of the
person cannot encompass a right to die. This argument is clearly
diametrically opposed to that quoted above from the dissenting judgment
of Cory J. in which the right to assistance is argued to be, perhaps
somewhat paradoxically, included in the right to life. This inclusive
argument centres on the process.of dying as part of the process of living
rather than focusing on the evênt of death (with panicular regard to
agency and causatiõn) and piaces mor" emphasis òn the formðr. The
majoriry argued for adherence to a fairly rigid interpretation of the so-
called principle of the sancdry of life ([1993] 3. SCR 519, 585):

I find more merit in the argument that securiry of the person, by irs
nan¡re, cannot encompass a right to uke action ¡hat will end one's
life as securiry of the person is inrriusically concerned with the
well-being of the living person. This argurnent focuses on the
generally held and deeply rooted belief in our sociery that human
life is sacred or inviolable (which terms I use in the noo-religious
sense described by Dworkiu [(1993)] to mean ttrat human life is
seen to have a deep inrrinsic value of is ovm)- As members of a

sociery based upon respect for the iutrinsic value of human life and
on the inherent digniry of every human being, cau we incorporate
wirhin the Consdrurion which embodies our mos! fundamental
values a right to terslinate one's own bfe in any circumsta¡ces?
This question in turn evokes other queries of fundamental
importance such as the degree to which our conception of the
sanctiry of life includes notions of qualiry of life as well. (italics
added)

Two important questions may be asked of this Passage. Firstly, what is
the sense of. any ? It is cmciai to know whether the word was being used

in an inclusive (all-embracing) or restrictive sense. Sue Rodriguez was
not seeking assistance in anv (inclusive/all-embracing) circumstances but
in the setting of a ¡erminal iilness. The striking down of s. 241(b) would
ailow assistance in suicide in any (inciusive/all-embracing)
circumstances but restrictive remedies were ProPosed by the Chief
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The Rodríguez Case

Jusrices of British Columbia and Bri¡ish Columbia (579). Secondly,
Dworkin acrually used his conceptualisation of ¡he sanctirv of iife to
argue in favour of assistance in dying - in paraphrase: we all agree that
life is sacred 'out how \,ve express lhat sacredness varies according co

personal betiets and w'or.[d vie'v (Dworkin, 1993, 241):

If peoole recain che self-conciousness and self-respect thar is the
grexrest acnievemenr ol our soeci.es, they will ler nei¡her sci.ence
oor narure simoly ca.ke irs course, bur will struggie to express, in
rhe Ia.,vs they make as citizens ani rhe ciroices thev make as

peoole, the besc understanding they can reach qr 
',vh;z human lii-e is

Eac¡ed, and che prozer place oi ireedom in its dominion. (italics
rdded)

Dworkin ergues rhar an individuai r,vho chooses assisrance in suicide or
voluntary active eurhanasia ma;r be seen to be making an ultimale
expression of autonomy, integriry and dignir.v, consistent with lhe way
the person has led their life - rather lhan ro be opcing tbr a necessarily
negative, desperate or hopeless las¡ acl (199):

Deerh had dominion because ir is no¡ only the srart of nothing but
che end oi everything, and how we think and ¡alk about.dying -rhe emphasis we put on dying wirh "digniry" 

- 
5þe\¡/5 þsu/

importanr ir is char liie ends eppropriare!.v, rhac deach keeps faith
wirh ¡he wav lve wan! to have lived.

It now seems ciear that rigid interpretations of what has become known
as the principle of the sanc¡ity of iife are suscePtible,to widespread
intellecrual and public opinion challenges (Singer, i994)." For instance,
in Bland [1993] 1 A-ll ER 821, Hoffman L.J. clearly shorvs that judges in
other couns. like ¡he minority in RodrQue=, have staned io question an
"absoiuris¡" inrerpretation when this Position is seen lo obstruct
autonomous lnci cliniceily appropriace decrsion-making aI the end of life.
Hot-fman L.J. ¡alks of the sancriqr of lirè as (851):

onlv one cf r ciusier of e:hicrl princlples '¡¡hicn 'we apolv co

d,ecisions rbou¡ horv çve should ti';e..\¡o¡her is resoecl ior che

inCi'"'irjull humln being .lnd in par;iculu ior his rignc io choose
ho,,v hc shoutd liv'e his orvn Liie.

Palliative Care

From chc per:;pccri';c r;i pullilcivù crrrc. tllc mttsr strikìng:rnd chllteirging
irspcct tri rhc:it()r!'!vlls Suc Rrlr.lriguc:'reprlrrcdlv ncgilti'ic','ic',v oI

j.t ,
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-.

palliative care. She had seen such care as an option which would lead toa dying process of indeterminate time rengrh *itt un unacceptabre leverof sedation and lack of control:

During this summer, a grief counselor with rhe Victoria HospiceSociery, Eve Joseph, visited Sue on a regular basis, as did DrDebbie Brai¡hwairé, who was in charge ors-u.;t pãinä"nug"-"n,.
Dr Braithwaire and Sue ralked about palriative care for sue,s finaldays but Sue's hean was not in i
that time in a narcodc coma eve
willing ro come inro her home
die there without ever going in
Rodriguez, 1994, 130)

There are interes¡rng reflections on the absence of rerationship wtrichsubsequently exisred with the Hospice So"i"r,u ii:;); 
'-'

Sue felt well cared f9l Uy bebbie Braithwaite, bur despite the.: docror,s expertise and hei warm and engaging'mana"ç uo realrerationship ever deveroped berween tler inð sü.. oigr"ithwaitewas a believer in palliative care ro the end. Sue hal a way ofcuning out people whose ideas were not in line with her own. Asubrle wall dropped. Sue would rcce.pt palliative carq Uut onty torhe exrent that she courd conrror ii. 'Beyond ,hil';; wanred
norhing of it.

It was not so much that she feared a painful and distressing death, which
have cancer, but that the alternative

ve care was unacceptable to
in its dying procesi had no

her and constiruted her main identified 
"åå 

ï;iÏ:*îtt:"ï:tå" i;advance of her death, which was ultimately to drive her all the way i" t¡"Supreme Court of Canada in her quest foith" ,"urrur"n"Ë ,¡.t a medicalpractitioner could, at some fun¡re ìim" to
the ending of her life. This is a co
practitioners, particularly those who
professional skilis in the societal
euthanasia. No matter how good
for a growing number of peõple
the best care rhar can be offóred 

"r^^ngt 
necessarily impute meaninginto the dying pro,cess or relieve the suffering.

Expressions of a desire for death occurs ir a small number of patientsin palliative care programmes, arthough ro-" p"opr. ,nuf'.r".t nor to be
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The Rodríguez Case

rerèffed lo such services becruse chev tèar rhat thei¡ rvishes,.vill nor be
granred. Àt Da'v House, a Li beci palliacive care unic in Adelaid e- 6vo of
patients made a reques¡ for assisrance to die ac rhe rime of rhe question.
which is similar ro_the reponed incidence ot acts of euthanasia -,eponed
to the Remmelin-k Commission in The Necheriands (Hunr er a[.,1995).

Harvey Chochinov, a psychiarist a¡ rhe Universir;i of lvfaniroba, has
poinËed out that there is a significanr reiarionship benveen requesrs ro die
and treatable depression; aiso, tha¡'such requesrs flucruate r,vith time
(chochinov et al., 1995). Bu¡ the Rodriguez case shows thar sucir
requests can be rational, reasonabie, consistent and uninfluenced b;r che
presence or absence of oprimal palliarive care support. lve should
therefole be wary of over-medicalising rhe issue by suggesting that a/i
such requests can be rendered unnecessarv as result of medical care,
inciusive of optimal palliarive care and treatment of ciepression. It is also
clear that there is more to life than absence of oain, sulfering and
depression; that the quality and value of a person's life ¡o. ær.rJ.O Ü¡,
that person) should not then be reduced by doctors, la',,vvers or orheis, to
an objective standard f¡amed in the negacrve.

I¡ is imponant for hospice and paliiarive cere services to feei
comtbrtable in working rvith people ',vho make consistenr racional
reguests for assistance to die. This oeed not mean thac rhere is agreement
on the issue of euthanasia - borh parries can respect each orher's
viervpoint but still be ciear abour what is and what is nor on offer. whilst
the paliiative care service wili not instirure treatment with the inrention
of causing dea¡h ir is imponanr to e;nphasise that pain and symptom
control wiil not be compromised and no porenrialiy life-prolonging
measures will be continued or iniriated against the person's rviii. Jusr as
the hospice and palliative care movemeûr has asked Ëhe rest of medicine
lo recognise its limirations. so roo ir should be ready to recognise irs
own.

Ic is clear that there is ¿vidence chat Sue Rodriguez mav have kepr her
emocional disiance t¡om rhe vicroria Hosoice Ser-¡ice buc she also
received manv of che elemenrs of palliaci','e care, inciuding ooioici pain
relier. It is r marter ior specuiarion as ro 'vherher more could have been
done lor her if she had more rvholehearreCly embraced the sewice,
although she probablv related to them in a wav which rvas consiscenr
wich her personalic¡¿ and aDorooriate ior her orvn p.r..prions oi her
ne e ds.

There is ln lssumocion in boch Rr,l¿irlg'rra: rnd Eldnt! rhut puin relici
mul/ c()nrribute co the clusc r;i dcuch bur rhis is nor dccmed tt¡ bc u
culputllc.lcc. This lssumprion hlrs irccn cirrrllcn:.Icd. us rhcrc is n()rv m()rù
th;.tn t',vent\/ vcllr:j,lI exDericncu in nl,ldern [ttlspice und plr llilrtivc clrrc
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practice to demonstrate that pain a
for most patienrs with a terminal
deaths (Ashby, 1995). There is
morphine dose above which deat
doses and dose escalarion steps
reponing are now a well described
has been argued, however, that so
symptoms appear to be uncontroli

this is a foreseeable and even th
within the context of the person
the public policy commiiment
pain and symprom relief that thi
of death is made but allowed on'the
Commission of Canad a, IggZ
also reflected in relevant Aus
Medical Treatment and palliative Care Act IggS (SA).,.

Personal History ead Control

The issue of control in moderu society is worthy of reflection. It is crearrhar patienr auronomy is the o'r"r-"r"hirrg prinliir"i;; 
"ä 

modern hearthcare decision-making and there *ouiã'be f"* detãctors from it.However, none of us lives i¡ an autor
lives, least of all when we are sick

particular she asks (602):

Is eurhanasia liberalism in the fo r of inrense individualism gone
mad, or is it a rarionar resoonse of caring individuals anä-a ca.ingcommuniry?

Is the euthanasia debate a reflec¡ion of rhe fact thar we are a death-denying but arso a death-obsessed sociery that has tost-is mainforum - namely organised religion _ for'.,death ,uft,;i-- 
''
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cameC end
civiiised?

Both Some¡ville (1994) and ìvfuilen (1995) have asked similar questions
about the meaning of dea¡h in modern socie¡ies and the eiemenr of
aystery rvhich appears to be replaced by an atlempt at mastery of the
process manifest in the euthanasia debate. The Canadian historian
lvfichael Ignatieff (1993, 68) has written about the slow death of his orvn
mother from Alzheimer's disease:

The real problem, ot' course, is wha¡ lve are to think of dearh.
t People like us who live by the values of self-masterv are ûot
especially good ac dyíng, at submicting to biological destinv. The
modem problem is nor death without religious cousola¡ion, wichou¡
efteriir'e. The problem is tha¡ dearh makes the modern secular
religion oi self-developmenc and selt'-improvement aooear
senseless. We are addicred ro a vision of tife as narrative, which rve

ccmpose as we go along. In t'acr, we didn'¡ have anything io do
with the beginning of the story; we are merely allowed to dabble
with the middle; aqd the end is mos¡ly ool up ro us at all, but to
genedcs, biological fa¡e and chance.

In fact, Sue Rodriguez seemed to be very 
-eood 

at facing the inevitabitity
of death and did state that she believed in an after-life, although she
adhered to no specific religion. However, her personal life, as described
in Uncommon WilL was very much of her lime and many aspects of it
were painfi:l to read. Like so many others of her generation she had
difficult relationships with her farnily and two broken marriages. There is
clear evidence that this pain shaped her destiny and had an all-pervasive
i¡rfluence on her life, The break up of her second marriage and the return
of her husband (H.nr,u) after separation lo care tbr her were very
distressing:

Incieasingiv Sue blamed her disease ior the tãct rhat Henry did oot
seern to love her. Her earlier unders¡anciing chat he had recumed lbr
linancial rnd suooortive reasons had shirieC. She now sa,v his
cerum co the home rtter seven monlhs of separarion as essentirllv
¿n i¡rtempt rr reconcilia¡ion. Yet he had linle to say ro her and

seemeC to avoid her. (Hobbs Birnie rnd Rodriguez. 1994, 11)

Henry re[ûtes chrr rhe relationship,,vrs quite over, r,vhich she cleurly had
great diiTiculcy in accepcing (6, l6):

l5l
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She would remain birrer roward her husband, distanr from many of
her family. Unable or unwilling ro use her newfound ,;;gìhi ;;
change attitudes and habia rha¡ had marked her charactei since
childhood, she would destroy many of her own dreams and creare
for herself profound psychorosicar pain. To the end. her belief in
the cor¡ecredness of her own srandards would remain innexiute,
her need ro concrol, proround. yet the grace and srrength tir"¡ s¡.
lvould projecr, the calm dign.iry thar wourd make rhe sõeer face of
Sue. Rodrisuez instanrly and nationailv recosnisabre, wourd no, u"
an illusion or a sraged image. Her sereniry would mir¡or other
po.sirive facets of a personaliry whose very complexiry was the
fulcrum of all her strengths. ...

This complex family and social environment was to leave Sue a
legacy of unresolved relarional problems. It also endowed her with
actirudes and skills rhar were r¿re, varuable but vim.rally unused in
her daiiy life. Ironically, the disease thar was killing heiwould alsã
be the thing tha¡ created her.

on balance, it seems unfai¡ to ascribe her wish for assistance to die to
these unhappy I life. Whüsr rhey may have ,purr"ã
her.on to pursu in a way that mány would not have
felt able to do, m Sue herself poinú to rhe fact that
she wished to avoid the last parr of her dying pto"èss irrespective of the
state of her personal relationships.
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lais remarkable human story played out in the legal sysrem with intense
media coverage ha! a profound impact on canadiän sóciety. There is nodoubt that Sue Rodriguez' tagit personal history, which touched
everyo.ne, underpinned he¡ remarkably tenacious legal-pursuit of the only
conEol she felt was left to her, namely to deterñ:ittè th" manner andtip-g of her own death. As Somerville has observed (rgg4,609), the
dissenting judgement of Lamer c.J. might be argueà to have been

holding being
appears to have
in her personal
which she very
biography. Thís
ol leaves some

overriding individualism and the rru,e naru¡e of "conrrol""ti::i'Ï:i#
lives - and deaths. V/ould she have been so keen to have assístance to
die if her personal life had been happier? v/as it an arrempr ro tame death
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The Rodríguez Case

and somehow make it bearable bv "conlrolling" it? llan,v amongsr ihe
millions of Canadians rvho v.,'itnessed che case and ¡he verv public d,ving
process of Sue Rodriguez on prime-time ¡elevision musi ha.¡e had ¡heir
doubrs wherher she should have been so exposed. Buc ir is clear rhac she
underrook the legal batde in her own interests and of her own f¡ee rvill
and that the levei of debate and deeo consideration of the issues by
Canadian societ;r, inciuding the Senate enquiry, must be judgeC as
healthy for any liberai democratic sociery.

As did so manv in Canada at the time, lhis wrirer i'elt her pain and
disappointments, but concludes lhat the ¿vidence shows that her desi¡e to
avoid t$e final pan of her dving process rvas rarional and consistent wi¡h
the worid view of the majority of her generation. If this apparenr
generational shifr in attirudes on eurhanasia continues it is likelv thac

furure legisiative initia¡ives mav succeed in ocher jurisdic¡ions, as ir
appears ¡hat Sue Rodriguez and the dissenting judges could be more
reflective of prevailing views than the maJonty.

Notes
t Lis" Hobbs Birnie is rn Aus¡nlian writer residen¡ in Crnrda.

3 ¡ ,vould like ¡o ¡cknowledge rhe rssis¡ancg I have received ¡iom lhe excellenr summarising rnicle
bv Bernard Dickens (1994) 

- 
''When Terminally ill Periens Requesr Death: .\sisted Suicide

Be¡bre C¡n¡dian Couns". The direc:or (Professor lfargaret Somenrille) ¡nd starï or rhe ,VtcGill
Cen¡re rbr ùfedicine, E¡hics and L:¡w in lfontre¡l rlso oifered invaiuable rssistance during m;r
visit ro C¡nada. [ ¡m indebred ¡o Proiessor Somer¡ille ior showing rne her erricle. "Deelh Talk in
C¡nada: rhe Rodriguez C.rse". orior ro publicetion (see Somer¡ille, 199¿). This ¡nicle is concaineC
in e specia[ issue of the .l(cGiil Law Journal (1r'ol. 39, No. i) devoted to enalysis of ¡he crse.

i ![o,o, neurone tlisecse (]fND) is ¡lso known rs emyorroghic lateraI sclerosis (ÀLS), rnd in Nonh
Americe, as Lou Geirrig's dise¡se, rtìer e !ïmous baseball playelrho rjied oi ¡he disease. [t
ccnsisrs oi r progressive loss oi motor power, orien predomin¡ntlv and ini¡iallv :f.eciing the
bulbar muscles,yhic:r con¡roI speech rnd swallowing bu¡ e'zenturil:¿ rlI muscles are invot,¡ed. [t
runs t varixble (ime ccursc riom monrhs io manv ,veers. The mosr àmous public iÌgure 'rirh tong
rern.!fND is FrofessorStephen Í{arvkino, rurhorof.{ tsrieiílLs:ory a¡lirne(i988).

I Fo,:x¡.mole, see:he rirle ':i rhe Rccort cr :he [nquirv bv the Selec: C.¡mmirtee on 3urhanasia,
Legislarive.lssenbly cf :he )lonhern Teriror-r'oi.{ustrrlil: The '?lgftt ci:he lndiviuual or:lt¿
Common Cootr lNonhe:'n Terrtorv, [94i).

5 S¿c¡ion li I ¡r ¡he C.'rminal Coce srrtes lhe¡:

E'¿er,r r:nc'vho
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(a) counscls a person to commir suicidc, or
(b) aids or ¡bcrs a person to commir suicidc,

whether suicidc ensucs or not, is guilty of ¡n indic¡ablc offcnce ¡nd liable to imprisonmentfor r rerm not exceedíng forn""n i"aa.
6 Th" relcvant sections of lhe Chaner are:

l' The c¿nadian chaner of Righs and Freedoms guaranrecs rhe righ6 and f¡eedoms set ourin it subjecr onty ro such ,"..o,iubl" limis prescribãd by law ;;;î.;.,""nsrably justificd
7. ety'

de life, libcny and scctriry. of thc person and thc right not to be

LZ 
cordance with rhe pnnciplcs of fundamenral justiceî

pu no¡ lo be subjccrcd .to any crucl and unusual lreatment or
15' (1) Every individual is equal bcforc and under lhc law and has rhc right to equalprorecrion and cquar benefit of the law wirhoua 

.discriminai¡on "nl,'ìn puai"ular, withourdiscrimination bascd on race' national or crhnic 
"¡grn, 

i;ìä"ï r"rffi,'r.*, age or mcnlar orphysical disabiliry.

7 Th" guidclines wcre bascd on those proposcd by McE¡chcrn CJ. in the Brirish columbia Court ofAppear ([1ee3J 7e c.c.c (3d) 1). r--imJ. 
ç-1. sårca (ree3) 3 scd'iïõ .iiä1,

coun;
(2) the appticant musl be certified by a treating physician and independcn! psychiarrist, in the

M-cEachern cJ., to bc compctenr to make the
ccnify that the applicanr's decision
e of the physicians must be prescnt
assisted suicíde;

unassisted,ll-!i)1rrat 
lrey r,",,., inäff.5Ïiïli"ï:J.Ï:,î::?î#'i:i::H'å:

that hc or she has a continuing right to change his or hår À¡nàìuå., tcrminating his orher life;

Rcgional Coroncr at thc timc and thc manner

i::"i:ï:ï:::ïä:::ï,
(7) the act causing the dc¿th of thc applícanr musr be that of rhc applicant him- or her-sel(and not ofanyonc elsc.

Tribc (1988, 137È71) stares:

Thc right of a patient ro accereratc deâth ¡s such 
- f-¿ther than mcrery !o have 6s¿¡".¡procedurcs hcld in abeyance so rhar disease process., 

"o" 
*oll'ii-"i-r'no*ol

depcnds on a broader conceprion of indivíduaì righrs than rny--nJi.o in common lawprinciples' A right to dc¡crmine whcn and how to die would havc ro resr on consrituriona¡
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The Rodriguez Case

prilcioles of pri.zac'r ¡nd ¡ersonhood or on '¡road. perhaos oaradoxicrl. ccncecrions oi seif-
tle:erminarion.

{llhough lhese no¡ir-¡ns heve 3o( t¡ken hold in the ccuru. lhe juCic:ar:/'s silence regrrding
suc:r ccns¡irurionai .:rinciples probably redecs ¡ concern that. once recognized, righrs io die
mighr be unconr¡inable and migirr grove suscectiblc to greve ¡.buse. rnore than it suegesrs
iha( ccur¡s cxnnor'oe persuaded rhat set¡'-de¡ermination rnC oersonhood rnav include r riqh¡
ro dic¡ate lhe cìrcums¡ances under rvhich tife is ¡o be ended. [n ,lny evenr. wha¡e'¡er lhe
rerson for che rbsencc in ihe couru oi ¿xoansive norions f,bout self-.leterminarion. rhe

resulting cleference ro legislatures may prove'vise in light of che comolex characler oÈ the

righrs rr sr¡ke rnd rhe signitìcanr polenriel rha¡, wi(hour ctrerul st¡tutorlr guidetines end

grldually evolved ¡rocedural conrrols, legelizing euthanasia, ra¡her than resgecling peoole,
may endtnger personhood.

9 S".. tbr ¿x¡mote, rhe House of Lorcls Select Commi¡tee on.!(edicel Erhics (199a, Paper 2i-tl.
271-i2) ciring cvidence of ù large inc¡eese in the number of people who (rvhcn well) aoprove of
medicel ¿ssisrencc co die. This rrend is mos¡ s¡riking in ,\ustrelia and Cenada, but is f,lso gvidenc in
rhe UK and USÅ.

t0 ln,\iredalc ,VHS Tltst v Bland [19931 t A]l ER S:1 see the deli'oerarions o¿ Lord Browne-
Witkinson (S80) end Loró![us¡ill (386-j;).

ll S"" panicutarlv, Chaprer -l: "Tonv Bland rnd the S¡ncriry oi Human Life''.

12 Th" rele./xn( parr oi rhe Consent to .l[eCica! Tr¿etment and Pailiativc C¿re ,\ct t99i (SA)
provides:

DTVISION 2 _ THE C.{RE OF PEOPLE WTIO .{RE D:TTG

The c:¡re of people who ¡re dying
17.l(t) À medictl Jrxclirioner responsible ibr ihe lreatmen¡ and cere in the lerminal ohase

oi r ¡ermin¡l illness. cr x oerson panicioating in rhe ireatment lnd care of the parienc under

¡he medictl oractirioner's supenrision, incurs no civil or c¡'iminal liabilitv bv edminisrenng

meciicel lrexlment wich the in¡en¡ion of lelieving 2ain or distress 
-(a) ',virh (he consetr oÈ ihe patient or or'patient's reoresen¡ati'ie; :nd

oa¡ien¡ or rhe oarient's lecresentl¡i'¿e ro:he ccnrrar;r, under no dul'¡ lo use. or:o ccncinue ro

use. life susiaining fìc3sures in :reacing:he :erien: li:he :líec: ot Coing so'.vould be ¡nerelv

io prolon.-: lile:n r:tonountl jtfce .vl(hou!:n'¡:ell crosoec: Or recCver:¡ or in:r pe:SiSienr

veg€l¡,trve s(ele.
(3) Frrr :he ?ur:oses ui lhe llrv ci:he Stete -(r) :he rrlminisrrrrlon oi me,Jicll ireilrr.en( ror:he ¡eliel of pain or disl;ess in:cccrC¡nce

'.virh subseclion ( i) .1oes ¡or ;cnstiturc c:usel ,lt .lerlh: :¡nd
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(b) thc non--application or disconlinuancc of life susraining mc¡¡sures in ¡ccordancc with
subsection (2) does oor const¡tute ¡ causc¡ of derrh.

Saviug pr.ovisioo
l8' (1) This Ac! does not ¡uthorisc (hc adminislr¡aion of mcdiol t¡earmcn( for rhe purposc of causing
thc de¡th of thc person (o whom tàc trc¡amcnt is administercd.

(2) This Acr docs no( au¡horisc a pcrson ro assisr rlrc suicidc of anorhcr.

A novus acrus iatcn¿niæ ie ¡ causc drat brcaks a prc-cxisting chaia of caus¿rion.

Sce also Medical rreamtent Act (AcÐ 1994, s. 23; and crininar code 1995 (erd), s. gz.
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APPENDIX24
Editorials

gress.13 Perhaps the time has come when colonoscopy should
be recommended for average-risk individuals at 50 years of
age. \ùíe now have options to enable screening to be tailored
for each individual, which should increase compliance. As
compliance is the key ro success of any screening program,
individual case-hnding, rather than population screening,
should be the firsr step.

Bell and colleagues remind us how common colorectal
cancer is in Aust¡alia. \Jüe now have techniques to prevenr it,
and programs involving these should be offered to the com-
muniry. ¡ùíe need a public educadon program abour dier, as

well as a commirnent to early diagnosis and prevention and
accurate Australian dara about rhe cost-benefit ratio of dif-
ferent screening strategies. Ifthere is litde cosr-beneûr dif-
ference berween strategies, doctors can at least help
patients choose the program that suits them best. The next
decade will determine wherher or nor such measures make
a real difference, bur only if we decide ro implement tïem.

Terry D Bolin
Associale Professor of Medicine, Univers¡ty of New South Wales,
and Gastro¡ntestinal Unit, Prince of Wales Hospital, Sydney, NSW

Melvyn G Korman
Associate Proressor' Monash univers'!ff 

îrt 3[:iË::J,":ïfi"Jï::î:ä

Jn studies which generated the first data on rhe incidence

I of euthanasia in the Netherlandsrt-3 rhe practice was cat-
Iegorised as a qæe of "medical decision ar the end of life',
defined as: "all decisions by physicians concerning cor¡rses
of action aimed at hastening rhe end of life of rhe parienr or
courses of action for which the physician rakes inro
account the probabiliry that the end of life of ttre patienr is
hastened." Two other categories which van der Maas and
colleagues created were rJle adminisuation of "high" doses
of opiates ûrar "almost certainly would shorten the life of the
patient" and decisions in which "life-prolonging" treatrnenr
was withheld or withd¡awn.a In rhis issue of rhe Journal Q>age
/9/), Kuhse et al. repon the results of thei¡ Ausualian srudy
based on the approach taken by these studies.

One line of argumenr advanced by those in favou¡ of legal-
ising euthanasia is ro suggesr that if doctors already cause (or
hasten) death by stopping "acrive" üear¡nenr or by palliative
interventions, such as the use of escalating morphine doses
for pain conrrol, they should nor objecr to rhe adminisuation
of a lethal injection or rhe supply of the means ro commit
suicide at the explicir request of a terminally ill patient. By
demonstraring a high incidence of So-called "medical deci-
sions at the end of life" which are argred to cause death
(approximately 65%o of deaths in rhe srudy by Kuhse et al.),
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advocates of the legalisation of voluntary active euthanasia
presumably hope to show thar existing medical pracrice is
inconsistent in borh its principles and processes.

There are rwo major false premises which need to be chal-
lenged. Firstly, it is a common belief, and the basis of a con-
siderable body of legal and legislarive opinion, that the dose
of morphine (or other opioid) per se is rÏe main determinanr
of whether the drug causes or hastens dearl¡.5 In fact, there
is no such determinative dose. rJ?hat matters is the rela-
tionship of a dose to the previous dose. In pain management
gradual dose escaladon by 50%-100% ofthe previous dose
is usual pracdce, although substantially higher increases can
usually be well tolerated by patients who are nor new ro rhe
drug. It is therefore the size of rhe inirial dose, and the rare
of subsequent increases, which are important.

Unlike most other forms of drug ueatment, there are no
predetermined dose ranges of morphine for achieving sat-
isfacrory conuol of cancer pain. Therefore, treaunent has to
be skilfully adjusted on an individual basis. For most adults
a daily dose in the range 30-200 mg, orall¡ will achieve ini-
tial pain cont¡ol. The accepted practice, used safely for at
least 20 years, is to adjust the regular dose (usually) upwards
according to the requirements to keep the pain under con-
trol, balanced against the occurrence of side effects. Many

The fallacies of death causation in palliative care
While the debate about euthanas¡a cont¡nues, society shoutd focus more on palliative care
which is clinically safe and ethically sound
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doctors still believe that they are causing or hastening the
death of patients by this process, despite an extensive and
sustained internadonal campaigrr by the Vorld Healttr Orga-
nizarion and a lack of any evidence ro support this view Like
any drug, morphine is dangerous if used without clinical
skill. Appropriate opioid use is surrounded by myths and
fears among both the general public and health care pro-
fessionals, appearing to be largely anributable to the history
and non-medical use of this class of drugs.6

SecondlS surely nobody benefits from lines of argument
which equate tÏe cessarion of treatmenr or decisions not ro
t¡eat when a person is dying (even if trearm ent is potentiaþ
life-prolonging) wirh giving a lethal injection to end a life.
"Moral-equivalence" arguments based on ourcome cannot
ignore the assessment of clinical propordonaliry and appro-
priateness. Although Keyserlingk has argued against overem-
phasís on "but-for" causaliry in this debate,T the dearh is
surely caused only if the treatment can be demonstrated.to
be clinically effecdve in the circumsrances, and the under-
Iying condition is potentially reversible (i.e., there is a dis-
ruption of a pre-existing chain of causarion).s For a
competent patient who expresses a wish to reject any med-
ical ueatment whatsoever, this has been clearly accepted as
morally and legally permissible, and the issue is nor con-
troversial. I

!Øhile van der Maas et al.e and Kuhse er al. are right to
draw at¡ention to siruations in which patients were not con-
sulted about medical decisions, treatment abatement
cannot be negotiated with incompetent dying people. Unfor- '

tunatel¡ incompetence due to organic brain dysfunction is
fairly common during rhe dying process and medical deci-
sions do have to be taken.r0 AJthough the Aus¡¡alian doctors
in the report by Kuhse and colleagues may be reflecting a
degree of honest pragmatism, this finding clearly needs more
exploradon - with particular emphasis on the üÍrnspüency
of process, negotiation and consultation.

Kuhse et al. stare that deattr was the "pardy or explicitly,,
intended outcome of a medical decision to end hfe'lu^36.5%
of all Ausrralian deaths. !7hile they attempted to ascertain
intention, neither their srudy nor the Durch sn¡dies validate
the doctors' responses by examining clinical data and pre-
scriprion records. In rhe absence of formal training in pal-
liadve ca¡e - a relatively recent advent in most medical
schools - dsç¡s¡s' anitudes and clinical behaviou¡ are com-
plex and variable. They range from abrupt cessarion of Eear-
ment, minimalist palliative care and Eeatment directed at
bringing about a rapid dying process, ro excessive caution
about being seen to be insgumental in causing the dearh,
particularly with regard to providing pain and symptom
relief, withdrawal or non-inidation of artificial hydration and
alimentation, and cardiopulmonary ¡esusciration.rr

!?hile academic snrdy in this area is essential and wel-
come, neither reliance on empirical researchr2 (despite its
attracdveness to docrors and policymakers) nor the gener-

ation of increasingly ingenious ethical or legal arguments will
resolve the issue of euthanasia. The debare has become stag-
nant, circular and divisive and it distracts our sociery from
the on-going task of improving care and decision-making at
the end of life. The mosr important thing is promoting t}te
comfort, digniry and auronomy of people who are dying.

Divergence about whether third-parry assistance (medical
or non-medical) to die is permissible ¡eveals a deep and com-
plex fault line in modern'Western democracies, as they chan
dreir courses based more on individual conceptions of lib-
erty and autonomy than those of organised religion and
deontological codes.13 This process is ongoing and resolu-
tion will nor come easily. Sociery's energy should be more
focused on palliative care, about which we can nearly all
agree, and where modest investrnents have yielded excellent
results for patients and families by improving care and deci-
sion-making at the end of life. There ís much still to do.

Euthanasia should be narrowly defined as ,.rhe d,eliberate
action to rerminate life by someone orher than, and at the
request of, the patient concerned"rra which is the matter at
stake in the on-going societal debate. The Aust¡alian public
need to have complete confidence that the¡e is a safe and
morally sound body of modern palliative care pracrice which
is clearly and unambiguously distinguished from eurhanasia.
Palliative care pracdtioners are confidenr to give tl¡is re-
assurance.

proressor or pariative care, Monash ," "",Ytl"ff;j.,*:,XtJ
'1. van der Maas PJ, van Delden JJM, pijnenborg L, Looman CWN. Eulhanasia and

other medical decis¡ons conern¡ng lhe 6nd of lile. LÂncet 1 991 ; 33g: 669-674.
2. Piineneborg L, van Delden JM, Karduan WpF, et al. Netionwide study of dec¡sions

concerning the end ol l¡fe in general practice in the Netherlands. gMJ 1994: 309:
1209-1212.

3. van der Maas PJ, van dgrWaal G, Haverkate l, et al. Euthanasia, phys¡cian-assisted
suic¡de, and other practices involving the end of life in the Netherlands, 199G,1995.
N Engl J Med 1996: 335: 1699-170S.

4. van der Mees PJ, van Delden .LJM, Pijnenborg L. Euthanasia and other medical deci-
sions at the end ol life, Amsterdam: Elsev¡er, 1992.

5 Ashby M. Hard cases, causation end care of th6 dying J Law Med lgg'i 3:
152-160

6. Reidenberg MM. Barriars to controll¡ng pain in patients with cancer. ¿áncet 1996;
347, 1278

7. Keyserlingk EW Assisted suicide, causal¡ty and tho Supreme Court of Canada.
McGiil lÂw J 1994; 39: 709-718,

8. Consent to Med¡cat lrcetñent and peiliative Carc Act 1995 (South Ausfalia). Divi_
sion 2 - the care of people who arg dying.

9. Pijneneborg L, van der Maas PJ, van Delden JJM, Looman CWN. Lite terminaling
acts without explicit request of patient. ¿âncel 1 993: 341 : .l 

1 96-1 1 99.
10 Bruera E, Miller L, Mccatlion J, et ai. Cognitive tailure in pátients with term¡nal cãncer:

a prospoctive study J pe,n Symptom Manage \992 7: 1 92- l 95.
1 1 Waddell C, Clarnette RM, Smith M, et al. Treatment decision-making at the end of

life; a survoy ol Australien doctors' att¡tudes towards patients' wishes and euthan+
sia. Med J Aust 1996; 165: Sa0-544.

'12 Pellegrino ED. The timitation ol empirical research in ethics. J Crn Etñlcs 199S: 6:
161-162,

13, Somervilla M. "D6ath talk in Canada: the Rodriguez cas e" Mccill tÂw J 1994; 39:
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Pallìatiae Care Ethics. A good cotnpøníottby Fiona Randall and

R.S. Downie. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996 xi:q
202pp AUD $59.95.

This book on palliative care ethics is the latest in a series o[

publicarions by oxtord university Press in the field of palliative care,

*l.,i.h ,turt.d with the release o[ the world's hrst authoritative

address the attitudinal dimension: the ethicSl and legal perceptions

that surround death in the modern world.

at the end ofeach chapter.
The authors invokerhe lour classical principles oIhealth care ethics

(non-malehcence, benelicence, resPeci for autonomy, justice) and

O Bl¡ckwcll Puhlishcrs l,rd 1997, 108 Cowlcy Road, Oxlord OX'l lJl', UK
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utility (p. l3). But the main philosophical basis o[ the
book is Aristotelian. Palliative care should aim to promote the 'total
good' of the patient. It therelore neéds to have both intrinsic and
extrinsic aims (chapter l). The intrinsic aims promote what the
authors term the'medical good'o[the person'related to physical or
mental illness' (p. 2a). The extrinsic aims are defined in terms of
experienced practitioners o[fering advice and discussion 'based on
practical wisdom generated by interaction between their own
personality, and their experience ofhealth care and lile in general'
(p. 2a).One of the central tenets of the hospice movement is that the

care is centred on the'whole person'or is said to be 'holistic'. Randall
and Downie argue that such holistic care addresses the patient's'total
good', which can only be delìned by the patie rtt, and that incursions
into this domain require their in[ormed consent. 'Whole person' care

is a combination o[the addressing o[the intrinsic and extrinsic aims o[
palliative care.

It is not clear why this reliance on Aristotle is seen as such a
p discussion and action in

: ::li,^":,"#JT;.',1'ii;';:
a in the Níchomaeh¿an Ethics

and as a more mixed table of civic and theoretical virtues in the

Eudemian Elhics.No one could possibly disagree with the notion that
it is worthwhile, indeed indispensable to good care, palliative or not'
that practitioners should have lile experience, sensitivity and good

communication skills. Nor is it disputed that these desirable

characteristics (read virtues) may be summarised by the Aristotelian

ratio determination.
The authors do one o[ their best se rvices in this book by calling to

mind the fine line between appropriate and acceptable holistic care

on the one hand and unwanted or unrequested intrusion and breach

of privacy on the other. They certainly made this writer review the

wl'role way we effortlessly slip into very Personal aspects of a patient
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about the clanger of allowing the needs and wishes of relatives too
much infìuence, that'the squeaky wheel sct.s the grease'is also a
timely rcminder. R.elatives and friends nìay attempt to speak for
the patient without due regard lor what the patient really wants, or
may amplily pain or problems as a result of their own sense olgrief
and loss.

The book's most adventurous aspects are contained in the sections
which question the teaching oIcommunication skills as a lormula and
the linritations ol the counselling model. It is a very significant
advancc in medical education that most medical schools are
addressins thc area olcommunication skills. However, it is important
for students and young doctors to realise that there is no substitute for
continuous improve ment. Formula approaches which lail to
emphasise individualiry, sponraneity, real human interaction, and
self monitorinq are very limiting. The problem with the counselling
modcl in health care is that it is ofiten conceptualised as a separatã
task, when it really ought to be an interwoven part o[the approach,
particularly in palliative care. The authors also question the need lor
special expertise and argue that there is an inherent contradiction
betwee¡r the statements that those who seek counselling are in search
of 'real people' but that prolessional training is necessary to provide
that service, that is that you require training in counselling or
psychotherapy to be a'genuine' and 'real' person to a dying person
(p. 166). T'his will probably ruflle a few feathers. Certainly most
experienced palliative care practitioners acquire substantial skills in
this area, but rve also ne ed the insights of our colleagues in social work,
pastoral care, psychiatry and psychology.

The United Kingdom locus is irritating for an international
audience, which the publishers presumably intend lor the book.
Examples include mention of the PatienqCharter (p. 29), the
Community Care.Act (1990) (UK) (pp. la+Æ) and a very limited
but wordy discussion on advance directives from a UK perspective
(p. 136). The chapter on resource allocation seems to be included for
the sake o[conrpleteness and really does not add much to the overall
work.

Perhaps tlre book's most significanr overall deficit is the lack of
relerences (trventy six fior the whole book), an absence of footnotes
and obviously no attempt to locate the reader in the ethics of
palliative care. This also highlights a lack of argumentatio¡r. The
reader is often left saying 'we know what you think, but not why
you think it'. Nowhere is this more glaringly apparent than the total
avoidance o[any discussion o[e uthanasia. The book starts by stating
that cuthanasia is not part of palliative care and is therelore nol
considered further. On the one hand, it is a relief to be able to

consider the ethics o[ palliative care rvithout the (seemingly
obligatory) inclusion of euthanasia which has so domiiated aîi
obscured discussions in the lìeld-in.recenr years. on tr,. ",r,..,ìi.differentiation between good pailiative care pracrice and .",t """"i"is a big issue in many coúntries. palliative care opposition to
euthanasia has olten adopted a propagandist tone, ;.iyir; ;;varying combinations o[ consequentialist hypotheses, ."ã- ,i.
doctrine o[ double effect. An inteirectualry .or.,d .*poritio.,, f.o-
the palliative care perspecrive, of why the iegarisatio.,'of .uth^n".io
may not achieve the aims which its propo.,..,t, seek is long overdue.
To avoid this_territory altosether is surprising and is in it.eit" hi;hi;
signifi cant poli tical statement.
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This book is a compilation of papers presented at a conference in
Bielefeld, Germany in 1990. The edito;, presenred in one of rhe rwo
editorial errors of this book as prolessor ótphilosophy in Munich as
well as in Münster, has a long-standing reèord in-publishing in the
area of medical ethics in Germany. His ãxpertise is mostly in äre area
ofethical issues in the'new genetics'.

, Ba.yertz managed to get scholars othigh international reputation to
the sleepy town of Bieleteld. Among thim Helga Kuhse ione of the

1a;19r.1 
o[thisjournal), the Americans H. Tristam Engelhardt,James

F. Childress, Larry Tancredi,Jonathan D. Moreno and a n,rm-ber of
European and German contributors. This makes Conccþl o! Moral
consensus very useful to anyone interested in a transatlar,íi. ãi"lon,r.
on consensus in bioethics. An interesting paper by Simone No,ráes
offers some insight into the working otãn eìhics tommittee of the
French Federation of cECoS semén banks. some of the authors
agree tlìat it should be possible to find a consensus about specific
policies and perhaps even some principles, whire it seems to be ilìusory
to attempt finding a consensus about moral theories. This opinion was
delended most notably byJonathan Moreno in his paper on .on..n.u,
bycom-mittee. on a practical level there might bi some truth to this
claim for debates in liberal societies (as oþposed to cross-cultural
ethical debates).

Õ Bl¡clwcll Prblishcrs l,td 1997 O lllackwcll Publishcn l,rd t997
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NATURAL DEATH ACT, 1983

No. l2l of 1983

SUMMARY OF PROVISIONS

Scction

l.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

Short titlc t

Commencemenl
lnterpretation
Powcr lo make direction
Act nol to affect other rights
Cenain aspects of causation of death
Saving clause
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A.D. 1983
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No. l2l of 1983

An Act to provide for, and give legal effect to, directions against artificial

, 
prolonBation of the dying process.

lAssented to 22 December 19831

BE IT ENACTED by the Governor of the state of South Australia, with
the advice and consent of the Parliament thereof, as follows:

l. This Act may be cited as the "Natural Death Act, 19g3". shorr,¡,rc.

2. This Act shall come into operation on a day to be fixed by procla- (ommcnccmcnr

mation.

3. In this Act- 
rnr(.rprcrarron

"extraordinary measures" means medical or surgical measures that
prolong life, or are inrended to prolong life, by supplanting or
maintaining the operation of bodily functions that are temporãrily
or permanently incapable of independent operation:

"recovery", in relation to a terminal illness, includes a remission of
symptoms or efnects of the illness:

"terminal illness" means any illness. injury or degeneralion of mental
or physical faculties-

(c/ such that death wourd. if extraordinary measures were
not undeñaken. be immlnent;

and

(b) lrom which there is no reasonable prospect of a temporary
or permanent recovery. even if extraordinary measures
were undertaken.

4. (l) A person of sound mind. and of or above the age of eighteen rrruqr¡¡¡¡¡-¡.
years. who desires not to be subjected to extraordinary measures ìn lhe u,'".',,'n

event ol his suffering from a terminal illness, may make a direction in rhe
prescribed form.



2 Natural Death Act, 1983

(2) The direction must be witnessed by two witnesses.

(3) Where a person who is suffering from a terminal illness has made

a direction under this section and the medical practitioner responsible for
his treatment has notice of that direction, it shall be the duty of that medical
practitioner to act in accordance with the direction unless there is reasonable
ground to believe-

(a) that the patient has revoked, or intended to revoke, the direction;

or

(b) that the patient was not, at the time of giving the direction, capable
of understanding the nature and consequences of the direction.

(4) This section does not derogate from any duty of a medical practitioner
to inform a patient who is conscious and capable of exercising a rational
judgment of all the various forms of treatment that may be available in his
parlicular case so that the patient may make an informed judgment as to
whether a particular form of treatment should, or should not, be undertaken.

(5) The Governor may, by regulation, prescribe a form for the purposes

of subsection ( l).

5. (l) ThisrAct does not aflect the right of any person to refuse medical
or surgical treatment.

(2) This Act (other than section 6) does not affect the legal consequences
(if any) of-

(a) taking. or refraining from taking, therapeutic measures (not being
extraordinary measures) in the case of a patient who is suffering
from a terminal illness (whether or not he has made a direction
under this Act):

or

(h) taking,-or refraining from taking, extraordinary measures in the
case of a patient who has not made a direction under this Act.

(3) A medical practitioner incurs no liability for a decision made by
him in good faith and without negligence as to whether-

(a) a patient is, or is not, suffering from a terminal illness;

(h) a patient revoked, or intended to revoke, a direction under this
Actl

or

(c) a patient was, or was not, at the time of giving a direction under
this Act, capable of understanding the nature and consequences
of the direction.

6- ( l) For the purposes of the law of this State. the non-application of
extraordinary measures to, or the withdrawal of extraordinary measures
from. a person suflering from a terminal illness does not constitute a cause

of death.

(2) This seclion does not rclieve a medical practitioner from the con-
scquenccs of a ncgligent decision as to whether or not a patient is sufïcring
from a tcrminal illncss.

7. (l) Nothing in this {ct prevents the artifìcial maintenance of the

circulation or rcspiration of'a dcad person-

Acl not to af[ß1
othcr fithls

('t'n¡rn ¡sptrls of
caustion of
dcãth

I

I

So\ rnt !lau*'



Natural Death Act, 1983

(a) for the puçose of maintaining bodily organs in a condition
suitable for transplantation;

or

(b) where the dead person was a pregnant woman-for the purpose
of preserving the life of the foetus.

(2) Nothing in this Act authorizes an act that causes or accelerates death
as distinct from an act that permits the dying process to take its natural
course.

In the name and on behalf of Her Majesty, I hereby assent to this Bill.

D. B. DUNSTAN, Governor

3

t

Bv Auruonlry: D. J. WOOLMAN, Covernment Printer. South Australia



NOTICE OF DIRECTION PURSUANT TO NATURAL DEATH ACT, 198

To: The Medical Practitioner responsible for my treatment

at such time when I am suffering from a terminal illnesst

' 
(name of person making direction,¡

and a person of or abJve the age of ãighteen years / ND in the event that I may suffer from a terminal

illness* within trre meaning of tie Natural Deãth Act, 1983 AND having the desire not to be subjected to

extraordinary .."rur.., ñamely medical or surgical measures that prolong life, or are intended to

piofã"g life, by ruppfuniing or maintaining the õperation ol lgOity functions that are temporarilv or

iermañentty incapaUte of-independent ojeration DO HEREBY make the direction that I not be

subjected to such extraordinary measures'

r9
Dated:

Signature of person making directton:

WITNESSED in the presence of two witnesses:

)

(Name, address, occupalion) (Name, address, occuPation)

tTerminal illness means any illness, injury or degeneration ol mental or physical faculties:

(a) such that death would, if extraordinary measures were not undertaken, be imminent;

and

(b) from which there is no reasonable prospect of a temporary or permanent ttcovefY' even if
extraordinary measures were undertakcn'
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Victoria

No. 4l of I98g

Medlcal Treatment Act Lggg

[Assented to 24 May lgggJ

[As amended by the Medical Treatment (Enduring Power of Attorney)
ri I I 9901
Act ì992

Act 1990 [Assentefl
FiãIi caì Treatment'

to l0
nts

(No.7 of .1990) and the
lAssented to l6 June 

.l992]

heenble.

The Pa¡lianentnùogniscs rhat it is desirable-
(a) to give protcrtion to the patient's rigbt to rcfi¡se r¡nwa¡rted

medical treatmeût:

(å) !o give protection ro medicat practitioners who act in good
faith in accordance with a patient's exprcss wishes;

(c) to recognisc thc difrcr¡lt circumstances that facc mcdical
practitioncrs in advising patients and provid,ing guidance
in rclation to trlezruncDt options;

(d) to suæ clearly the way in which a patient can signifo his or
her wishes in regard to medical ca¡e;

(e) to encou¡age c_ommunity and professional undcrsrand.ing of
the changing focns.of treatms¡1from c're to pain rclief for
terminally-ill patients;

(Ð to ensurc that dying patients receive maximum rerief from
pai¡ aad sr¡fcri¡g;



Thc Parlianent of viaoria thereforìe enacs as folrows:

PAR,T T-PR.EUMINARY

hrpose.

l. Thc purposcs sf rhis Act a¡6-
(a) to ctaris thc law rcradag to thc rieht of paticnts to refirscmedical ¡.earyñe¡t;
(á) to csabrish a proccdr:re for crearty ind.icaring a dccision rorcfi¡sc medical treåuncnq

(c) to enabre an agenr to make decisions about medicartreatment on behalf of an incompetent person.

riIFrom I of r eeolhrposes
[.l0 Aprij l99o]l. The pïrposes of this Act are-

(a) to define the power of 
"q 

agent appointed und,er an end'ringpower of anorney (medical treaüent); -
(ó) to provide for safegrrards over the exercise of an enduringpower of attorney (medical Eearment);--
(c) to amend the Instruments Act l95g to make it cre¿r that theagent rod.l,"T enduring power of attòrnãv

clud,e a power to make decisions

(d) to provide hat sections 6L(2) and 463 (s) ofthe Crimes Act1958 conrinue to have .eæci an¿ tri-ín.iti"t;diü;,
abeuing suicide, or homicide, con-tinuiiå u. offences.

[From lggz]
7. Purpose Ll6 June 19921

The purpose of this Act is to enabre a person to appointan arternate agent to make decisions about the meilicalEeatme't of the person if the person becomes incompetent
and the ageut is unable or unarrailable to act.

Com¡rencemcnt.

2. This Act comes rnto opefation on a
[The t',te¿ical Trea tment Act
Deô¡idons. une

day to be proclaimed-
1992. came lnto operailon on
which it receiveà ttre

3. In this Act-

t

nts
on

Royaì Assent.l
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"agent" meaDs an agent appointed under an enduring
power of attonrey (medical treatmeDt) and, except

in sections 5n, 5eA, 5c, 5o and 7 and Schedule 2,

includes an alternate agent appointed under an

enduring power of attorDey (medical treatment); .

"Mcdic¡l prrctitioncr" Ecans a lcgally qualiÂcd medical
practitioner.

.lvf¿dicd Feetment'meaus thc carrying out of:-
(a) an operation; or
(å) the adsrinistration of a dnrg or other like substance; or
(c) any other mcdical proccdur*-

but docs not include palliative care.

Trlli¡tive c¡re' includes-
(a) the provision of reasonable medical proccdures for the

relicf of pain, sr¡fcring and discomforq or
(ó) the reasonable põvision of food and water.

,.Re the fcrm
rncludes

e being

Othcr legsl righ8 not ¡.ffested-

4. (l) This Act does uot afect any rigbt of a pcrsou r:ndcr any
otherlaw to rcfusc medical l¡eatment.

(2) This Act docs uot apply to palliqdye c¿Ife and docs not affcct
auy right, power or duty which a medical practitiouer or any other
pcrson has i¡ relation to palliative care.

(3) This Act does not-
(a) affect the operation of section 6s (2) or 463s of the Crimes

Act 1958; or
(ä) limit the operation of any other law.
(4) A refusal of medical treatnent under this Act does aq¡ limil

any duty of a medical practitioner or other person-
(a) to advise and inform the patient or the paúent's agent or

guardian; or
(å) to provide medical treatment, other than medical treatment

that has been refused.
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PART 2-REFUSAL OF TREATME¡{T

Refus¡l of tre¡tuent certific¡tc.

5. (l) If a mcdical practitioner and another pcrson a¡e each
satis6cd-

(a) tìar a patient has clearly expresscd or indicated a decision-
(i) to rcfusc mcdical trcatmcDt gencrall¡ or
(ii) to rcfusc mcdical rreatmcnr of a parricular kind-
for a currenr condition; and

(å) that the patient's dccision is made voluntarily and without
induccment or compulsion; and

(c) rhar the patient has been informed about thc nature of his
or her condition to :rn extcnt which is reasonably sr'fficient
to enable the patient to make a decisiou about whe¡ìer or
Dot to refusc medical treaüneDt gencrally or of a particular
kind (as the casc rcquires) for that condition anà that the
paticnt has appcared to undersr"'d tbar information; and

(d) tbat rhc patient is of sou¡d mi'd a¡d has anained thc agc
of I 8 years-

thc medical pracdtioncr and the orhcr pcnon may togethcr wihcss a
refi¡sal of treatnent certi.âcatc.

_ (2) A reñrsal of rreatmcnt certificate mrxit bc in the form of
Schcdulc l.

(3) Fo l) (¿), thc paticnt may clcarly
exprcss or onüy or in any otåcr way in
which thc

Agents and guardiqng

5+. (l) A decision about medical treatment of a person may be
made in accordance with this Act-

(a) if the person has appointed au agent in accordançp sdth this
scction, by that agent; or

(aa) if the person has appointed an arte¡:nate agent in
accordance with this section, and section 5ee is
complied with, by the alternate ageDt; or

(å) if the person is a represented pe
order has been made under
Administration Board Act l9g6
about medical treatment, by the person's g¡¡ardia[

(2) en appointment of an agent- or a'lternate agent
(a) sh¡il be byway of an e''-cþring power of attorney (medicar

trearment) in the form of schedule 2 and musr u. *ã"rr"¿
by two p€rsons, one of whom shall be a person authorised
by law to toke and re.ceive statutory dectarations -¿ *itn.,
of whom sheil be th.e 

lfgå-ú,J."..\ffirnte¿; and

(å) takes effecr if and oniy if the person giving the power
becomes incompetent.



aDd

(c) iu the case of an appointmeut of an arter'ate
agent, takes effect if and only if section 5nn is
complied wiih .

(3) If a person gives an enduring power of arromey (med.icaltreatmeu¡), any earrier power of attornãy (medicar t ."rr*oil åì.o uvthat persou is revoked.

(4) Despite any ruIe of law to :he contrary, an enduring power ofattorney (medical teatment) is not revoked_
(a) by the subsequenr incapacity of the donor of the pov/eç or
(å) upon the donor of the pou/er becoming_

(i) a-protected person within the meaning of the public
Trustee Acr l95g; or

(ü) a. represented person q¡ithin the meaning of theGuardianship and Administraiioi aoor¿ *t igsî_
:"i"tiåïgked 

in anv other way in which a generar Fower of attoruey is

(Ð 
11._"furine 

powel ofatrorney (medical treatment)
Fven to aD agent (but not an alternate agent) must
be taken to be in the form in schedule z ai...oo.o
by the Medicar rrearment (Agents) Act rggzif it is
in the form in that schedure 

".iio 
for.. i--.¿i"i.rv

before the commencement of that Act

5a¡,. When can an alternate øgent oct?

(l) nn enduriug power of attorney (medical
treatment) given to an alternate agent
autborises the alternate agent to make a
decisiou about medical treatment of the persoo
giving the power if and only i{ not morl than
7 days before making the oeðision, the arternate
agent completes and, before making that
decision, produces to each person requried to
be satisûed of a rnafter mentioned in section
5s (l) (a) a¡¿ (å) a staturory declararion_
(a) giving details of the enquiries or

information-which forms the basis fo¡ the
starement of beüefin p¿uagraph (å);

(å) stating that, as a resuit of those enquiries
or that informatiou, the alternate agenr
believes that the agenr is dãad,
incompeteot or cal]not be contacted or
tbat the agent's whereabouts are uuk¡or¡m.



(a) a shrurory declaration completed by rhe
alternate agent is not produced;or

(å) he or she reasouably believes rhat_
(i) rhe eoquiries or iuformatjou

mentioned in the statutory
declaraüon do not form a reasonable. basis for the state¡oent of belief set
out in that decla¡ation;or

(ü) t¡e person's ageDt cau be contacted
and is not incompetent.

Refusal of treafuent certiûcate by agent or guardí¡n

,",iJåj) 
Ïr a med'ical practitioner and anorher person are each

(¿) that the patien
the natu¡e of
that would be
he or she were compete
or not to refl¡se medical
kind for that condition;

(ó) that the agent or guardian underst^nds that i¡formation_
the agent or guard.ian, oD behalf of the patient_

(c) may refuse med.ical treaünent generally; or(d) may refuse medicar treatment ofa particular kind-
for that condition.

(2) en agent or grrardian may only refuse medical Eeatment onbehalf of a patient if-
(a) the medical trea-'ng¡t would .=ruse unreasonable distress tothe patient; or
(ó) th

if
or
treatrnent is unwarrante

(3) Where a refusal is made by,an 
lqent ora guardiân, â refusal ofrrearmenr cerrificate musr be compl.r.¿ u t¡.-f;å of schedule 3.



Gu¡¡diuship and Adminisû'ation Bosrd l¡rsy su!¡P€nd or revoke
suthoritY

5c. ( I ) On an application under this secrion, the' Gua¡d.ianship and Administ¡ation Boa¡d-
(a) may in accordance with subsection (3), (4),

(4n) or (4n) suspend or revoke an euduring
power of attorney (medical treatment);

(b) may in accordauce with sub-section (4a)
determine whether ¿rn enduring power of
attorney (medical treatnent) given to an
alternate agent does or does not authorise the
makiug of a particula¡ decision by the alternate
ageDt;

(c) may in accordance with sub-section (4a)
cletermine aDy questioo arising out of a conflict
between a decision made about a person's
medical treatment by the person's agent and
alternate agent, iucluding a determinatiou that
any or all of those decisions are ineffective.

(2) An applicarion may be made by-
(a) the Pr¡blic Advocate; or
(b) ? p€ßon who, in the o oard, has a special

inter power; or
(c) the a

(3) If the Board is satisûed that refusal of medical treatment, either
generally or of a particular kind, at a particular time or in particular
ci¡cumstances is not in the best intercsts of the donor, the Bòard may
suspend the power for a specifred period.

(4) If the Boa¡d is satisñed that it is not in the best interests of the
donor of a power for the po{Çr.,tg*c^o;¡qqF}q,^qçþr the F,ower to continue
to be exerciseable by the aedúfthb=Bb"arïiìiäirevoké the power.

(aa) If the Boa¡d is satisfred that-
(a) an alternate agent-

(i) has completed a lalse stârutory decla¡ation-
under section 5ne; or

(ii) has set out in a sratutory declaration
enquiries or informatiou that do not form
a reasonable basis for tbe statement of
beliefl set out in the declaration, rhar a
person's agent is dead, incompetent or
caDnot be contacted or the agent's
whereabouts ¿ìre unknown; or

(iii) is Dot aut¡orised by an enduring power of
attorney (medical treatmeDt) to make a
panrcular decision because of a f,ailure to
comply with secrion 5e¡; and



(å) it is in the best inrerests of the persoa giving
the power to do so-

the Boa¡d Dây, to the extent that the power is given
to the altenrate age't, revoke it, suspend it for a
speciûed period or decla¡e that it d.oes not authorisc
the making of a particular decisioa.

(an) If the Board is satisûed that-
(a) a person's agent and alternate agent have made

conflicting decisions about the medical
treatment of the pcrson; and

(å) it is in the best interests of the person ro do
sG_

the Boa¡d may do any of the following_
(c) revoke the endu¡ing prower of atrorney (med.icar

treatment);
, (d) suspend for a speciûed period the enduring

power of attorney (medical treatment);
(e) determine that decisions of the agent or

altemate agent or both are ineffective;
(/) make aDy other determination about the

validity or effect of any of the conflicting
decisions that it considers necessa-ry to resorve
the conflict

(a) an enduring power of attorney (medical
treatment); or

(å) any decisiou made under tåat power; or
(c) any refusai of t¡eatment certifrcate compreted

under that power.

(5) Where-
(a) the donor .of a power is a patient in a public hospital,

denomiaational hospital, private hospital oi nursing hbme;
and

(å) the Board revokes or suspends the power-
the Bgqd must.give written notice of the revocation or suspension to
the chief executive ofic¿r (by wharever name called) of the Ëorpit r o,
home and the chief executive ofrcer must ensure that a copi of the
notice is placed with the padenr's record kept by the hospit¿ orîome.
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Revocation or suspension of refusal of tre¡tment certificate

5p. (l) If:
(a) an enduring power of attorney (medical treatment) is

rcvoked; or
(å) the order aPPointing a

and Administration Boa

any refusal of treatment certifrcate
is also revoked

(2) If the Guarrlianship ¿ad {rlministration Board suspends an

endurtngPower of anorney ( any refusal of treatment

certiñcate completed by the ceases to have

effect during the Period of the suspensron.

(3) If tbe Guardianship and Administration Boa¡d
decla¡es that-
(a) a decision of an agent or alternate agent

rèsulting in the completion of a refusal of
treatme nt certiûcate is ineffectiv e; .or

(b) adecision of an alternate agent resulting in the
completion of a refusal of treatment ceñifrcate
is not authorised by the endr¡¡ing power of
attorney (medical treatment)-

that refusal ofueatment ce¡tiûcate is revoked when
the declaration is made.

Copies of refus¡l of fe¡tment certificate

5e. (t) The Board of a public hospital ordenominational hospital
and the proprietor of a privaæ hospital or nursing home- must take

reasonable sleps to eusure that a copy of any refusal of treatment

certifrcarc applying to a person who is a patient in the hospital or home
and of any notiûcation of the cancellation of such a ceniÊcate-

(a) is placed with the patient's record kept by the hospital or
home; and

(å) is given to the chief executive oficer (by whatever name
called) of the hospital or home;

(c) is given to the Guardianship and Administration Board
within 7 days after the certifrcate is completed

(2) A medical practitioner who signs the veriñcation in a refusal of
treatment certi-û€te for a p€rson who is not a patient in a public
hospital, denominational hospital, private hospital or nursing home
must t¡ke reasonable steps to ensr¡re that a copy of the refusal of
trearment cenifrcate is given to the Gua¡dianship and Arlministration
Board within 7 days after it is made.
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Penelty fs¡ sþt.ining certiûcate by fraud etc-
5r. (l) A person who-

(¿) is a beneûciary under the wiII of another person; or
(å) has an interest under any instmment under which anotherperson is the donor, settlor or grantoç or
(c) would be entitred to an interest in the estate of auotherperson on the death intestate of that person_

and who, by any deception, fraud,
procures q¡ sþt^ins, whether dire
that other person of a certiûcate u
under the will, instnrment or intes

(2) This secrion is in addition to any other_penarty in respect of thedeception, frau4 mis-statement or undue inflïence under any otherAct or law.

Offence of medic¡l Eesplss.

6. A mcdical practitioner must uo! knowing that a refusai of

es

C¡¡cell¡tion, modiûcetÍon or cess¡tioo of certific¡te.
7. (l) Arcfusal ofr¡earmenr certifrcaæ Eay be c"''celled or uodiH

i¡diç¿ring to a medic¡t practitioner
c¡ncel æaro*r*ythe ccrtificarc. jJ

on
on who
behaì f

exprcsqing or
a decisiou to
gaye the .certificaterE was gìven

p€rsou

se,

(le) e reñrsal of treatment ceftiûcate given by a penou,s
agent may be cancelled iu accord.ance with sub_
section ( I ) bV tåe person's alternate agent, as if the
alternate agent gave the certiûcate.

(ln) A refusal of,tearment certiûcate given by a person,s
alternate agent may be canceüed io..oi¿"nc¡ with
sub-section ( I ) by the person's agent, as if tbe agenr
gave the certificate.

.(2), For the purposcs of subscction (l), a person may clearly express
or i¡dicate a decision rn writi¡g, oralry or in aay othir *ry io *¡.¡.u
the persou crn comñrrrniç¿¡g.
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(3) A rcfusal of treatmeut ccrtiÊcarc ceases to apply to a pcrson if
the medical condition of the persou has changed t"if"n a¡ exreur that
the condition in rclation ro which the ccniûãt" " "-d;"; i"ilË"g;;
culÌeuL

Effect of cenificate or notice issued u¡der this ps¡L
8- (l) This scction applies to a rcfusal of t¡eatmenr ccrtificate andto a wrincn noticc of a cancclliation cc+edi€esâo¿ of " ,"n of àitrÊarfneDt ccrtiôcaæ.

. (2) In any civil or cdminal procdirg producrion of eirher of thei¡stn¡mcars mcntioned in subscction (l)ls-
(a) cvideucc; and
(ó) iD thc abscuce of cvidcncc to the conrrary, proof:_

that--the patieut hrs refi¡scd medical trcalment or has ca¡celled er{D€d¿Ê€4a rcfi¡sal of treatmcnt ccrtiÂcara
(3) This s¿rtion docs not afcct otbe¡ methods of proving a decisionto rcfusc medical treatmcnt.

P.ART ¡-iNOræCrrON OF }fEDICAL PRACTMONERS

hotection of medic¡l pr¡ctitioncrs.

9. (l) A medical practitioncr or a pcrson acting under the directionofa medical practitioner who, in good faith a¡d in 6ti¡nçs

as een re edac
a) ty lnrsco nduct or infamous miscooduct in aprofessional ¡€specq or

(å) n¡¡tty of an offcncÊ; or
(c) liable in any civil proceedirgs_

becar¡sc of the faift¡¡e to perform orcontinus,het reatment.

. (2) 
-F_ortåe purposes of ^hi" scctionrrkgla person who ac:sin good fairh in ¡¡ri¡nç¿ on a refusar oiro"m;dãrc but who isDot aw¡uÊ that the ccrtiûcarc has een ca¡cellc¿ **¿x¿, is to-u.trcated as haviag adcd i¡ good Ê.ith in ¡pli¡nçç o" 

" 
,"-f*.f of ueatmen¡ccrti.ûcaæ.
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SCIIEDULE T Scctioos 3, 5 (2)

REFI.JSAI OF TREATMENT CER,TTFTC.A,TÊ
COMPETEIYT PERS'ON

Wc ertifr rh-t we ¡¡e satis6cd-
(¿) th¡t

has clcarly erpcsscd or i¡dicatcd ¡ dccisioo, in rclarion to a
to refusc-
t ocdical ueatmcnt Beocrally;

' r¡cdical trcaulenr. bcing .................::-. .-.--.....
(spcofy par¡cula¡ h¡d of mcdrcal trÊ¡,"mcu¡);

(à) t¡¿t thc paticnr's dcdsion is madc voluntarily a¡d wit-hout ioduccmcot or
oofDPrrl<i69'

(c) that t bc pnucot hÄ bcso i¡formcd ¡bout thc Dan¡re of bjsÆcr currc¡t condirion
to ¡rD ertent whicå is reasonably suEcicut to eo¡ble himftcr to male a
dcci¡ion about whcr.hcr or Dot ¡o refusc ocdical tr€arr'rcnt gcncnlly or of ¡
¡nrtiq¡l¡r ki¡d (¡s tbc c¡sc rcquires) a¡d uhat hc/shc has ¡ppca¡cd to
r¡¡dc¡st¡¡d tb¡t i¡foro¡tioq ¡¡d

(d) th¡t thc paúcar is of ¡o¡r¡d mind ¡¡d h'< ¡tt¿incd rhe age of I t ¡"car:"

Drrc* '

Signcd...-.--.. .(Mcdical Practitioocr)

Sigo¿..-... (A¡oràcr pcrson)

Patient's g¡¡¡Teut condition
The paúent's cunent conditiou is ...........-.. (dcscribe conditiou)
Datcü
Signed
(To bc signed by the same mcdical pracdrioucr) .

Vøificatioe to h complad by nticu. dphysically ahk to do so.

Io rel¡rioo to nry ñ¡rrcat couditioo, I rcfusc-
' Ecdi-l ùeatrDcDr ænet¡Ily.

or

tfE¡Eent)-
I give tàe fo[owr.ag i¡s;rrr¡ctiou¡ ¡s ro prlliativc care

Dâtcê

Sigcd..-...-- (P¡ticur)

NorIcE oF CANCELI$TI_ON (for compl.qion where patient canceb the cmifi,carc
under section 7 of the Medical Treatment Acr 1988)

I ca¡rccl this ceniûcaæ

Date*
Signed (Patieur)

The paúcnt clearly expresscd or ind.icated 
"T*rtoo 

to €Bccl this ccrtifrcarc on
(Datc).

Sig¡cd ..............( Person witnessiug padcnr's decision)

(namc of paticat)
cr¡rrent condirioo,

' Dc.hrc rù¡ùrg' ¡¡ ær ¡¡Dl¡qble
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NOTE 'Mcdic¿l trc¡,¡.Ectt" mFñs thc carr''i¡lt out of:
(¿) r¡ opcntioo: or

(ô) r.hc ¡rlmini<ùz¡l6o of a dnrg or other lilc st¡bsr¡¡ce: or

(c) uy o¡hcr mcdic¡l proccdu¡e-

bur doer oot i¡dude palli¡tive c¡¡e-

'P¡lli¡tivc c¡¡e' i¡dudcs-
(a) rhc provision of rrasonablc mcdical proccdurer for tbc rclicf of pai¡'' - n¡û[¡i¡g l^od di:coo'forq or
(ô) rhc reaso¡¡blc gtovision of food a¡d w¡rr.

Thc rcfusal of palliative ca¡e is uot co'rcred bythe MdicalTrætment Act 1988'

SCHEDULE 2 Scction 5e (2)

ENDLJRING PO1VER OF ATTORNE'r (MEDICAL TREATMEhTT)

THIS ENDUCING POwER OF ATTORNEY is given.o_n the 
- 91y of

t9 
-, 

Ë;Ã.-8. oi - 
uuder scction 5e of the Medical Treument Acf 1988.

I. I APPOINT
'C. D. of
'C. D. of

ro bc my agenL

to bc my ageot aud E. F. of
to bc my alternate ageDt.

(' delere whichever is iuapplicable) ;

2. I AUTHORISE my age-utl¡o -rgakç decisions eþut rpcdical t.rpatment on my
bchalf. ot', if a-oplicable' my alternate agent'

3. I REVOKE all other endu¡i¡g poweß of attorûey (medical trca¡ureut) previously
giveu by mc.

SIGNED SEALED AND DELT\¡ERED bT

We .-..........(names of witnesscs) cach bclieve tbat A.B. i¡ ¡q¡lcing thiq Euduri¡g Power of
Attorney (Mcdicai Trcatment) is of sound mind and uudcrstands the import of this
document
WITNESSED by:

(Sis¡aturc of witness) (Si¡oature of rrr/itness)

(N:'ne of rl/itness) 
(Namc of rü/itncss)

(Add¡ess of rl/itncss) 
(Addr.ss of ryitncss)

NOTE: Scction 5e (2) (a) requr¡es at least one of the wit¡csscs ¡6 rhi< ins¡n¡meur to bc a
pcrsoD au¡horiscd by law to uke and receive sran¡tory decla¡ations"



SCIIEDTTLE 3 Scctions 3, 58

REFUSAL OF TREATMENT CERTIFTCATE
AGENT OR, GUA.RDTAN OF INCOMPETENT PERSON

L............ [nancl laddresl ccniry t t I rm empowered to ast in rcl¡úon to
decisions a-bout medical t¡ea¡ment of...............[oarnc of patient¡ ("thc paticnt").

I have bcen appointcd to act by-
' an enduriug po$rer of attorney (medical treatme[t) issucd t¡¡dcr tJlc Medical

Treument Act 1988.

' an ordcr of the Gr¡a¡dianship and Adninistration Boa¡d undcr túre Guardiarchip
and Administrcuion B oard,ea 1986.

I ccniff rhat-
(¿) thc parient has attaincd the 2g'of l8 years;

(á) I travc bceu iuformed about aud u ndersta¡d the nature of the patieat's cuÍcût' - 
conditiou ¡o a¡l extcnt that would bc reasonably sufrcieut to euable the padcnr,
if hc/shc were compctcnt, to make a dccision about whethcr or not to refusc
mcdical treatsteut gcuerally or of a pardc¡¡lar ki¡d ficr rbat condition- I believe
that the patient would lequest that no medical t¡eatment, or no medical
tneaiñrent of thc partrodar ki¡d mcntioued below, bc arlrninisrcred to him/
her.

On behalf of the paticnt" in rclation to hisÂer curÊnt condition, I rcñ¡sc-
' mcdical t¡eat¡leut generally.
t medical

(specil treatment).

Datc4
Sig¡cû ..............(Agcnt/Guård.ian for [Namc of paticnt])

'Delerc whichever is not applicablc

(å) I was uot a
underwhich

Dateú

Veriûcation
We each ccniryas follows:

(a) I3m satisûcd üat............ [narnç sfagent or guard,iant bas bcen informcd
about ¡-be natu¡c of thc paúent's crurenr coaditiou to an eitcn¡ rhe¡ q/euld þ

rhat information:

:.:_::: i: :: :::r: Tä:1fi 
""IåT"i ffifl ;p,.-.*,

Patient,
fá,gent 

or guård.i¡n)

Sig¡cd: Sipcô
(Medical Practitioner) (Anorher person)

Patient's currÊDt conditiou
Thc patient's cuæEr condition is .............-. ..{dcrclibe conditioa)
The paticut is incompcænt-
Datcd:
Signcd:
(To be signcd by tbe sa¡ne medical practitioner) o"rienr
NOTICE OF CANCELI-¡{.TION (F.or conplaion whtelsgent or guailian cancels the
cmificate under sætion 7 ofthe Medical Tròument Act 1gB8)

I canccl this ccniñcaæ
Datoú
siescd:

oaËienc or
ThêfSenr or'guårdia¡ ctcarly expresscd or rnd,icatcd a decision to cancel rhir æn1ûcarc



ì

on (Daæ) DatienÈ | s
Signed 1. (Person witnessiñgþ-cãEr guardian's dccision)

NOTES;Medical ulatmeut" means rhc carrying out of-
(¿) an opcrz¡uou; or
(å) the administradon of a dnrg or othcr like substance; or

(c) any othcr mcdical Proccdure-
but docs not includc palliative care.

" Palliative ca¡e" includes-
(a) the provision of rcasonable med.ical proccdures forthc rclicf ofpain" suffcring

and discomfon; or
(ó) thc rcasonable provision of food and water"

Thc refusal of palliative ca¡e is not covered by the Medical Treatment Act 1988-

2. An alternate agent caD only make a decision
about a patieDt's medical treatment if the
altenate agent fust produces to each medical
practitiooer who is to verify this certifrcate a

statutory declaration that meets the
requirèBents of section 5ee ( l) of the Medical
Treat¡neut Act 1988.

3. If this certiûcate is to be completed by an
alter¡ate ageDt, a medical practitioner must
refuse to verifo this certifrcate if the alternate
ageot does not produce to him or her a

statutory declaration that meets the
requirerDentsof section 5a¡ ( I ) of the Medical
Treatment Act 1988 or if the medical
practitioner reasonably believes that the
original agent can be contacted and is not
lDcompetent.

4. A medical practitioner who has doubts about the
circumstances of the issue of this certificate'

request the Guard'ianship and Administration
Board to review the case.

Nores

l. Minista's sæond ræding sPæh-
I4islative Couttcil: 23 March 1988

Lzgislative Assenbly: 6 MaY 1988

2- The loag titlc for thc Bill for rhis Act was "A Bill to crÊatc an offencc of
medical trespasq to make orhcr provision conccfai¡g thc rcfusal of mcdical
trerlEent a¡d for otber purposcs.".
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Souttr Australia

CONSBNT TO MEDICAL TREATMENT AND PALLIATTVE CARE
ACT 1995

No. 26 of 1995
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13. Emergency medical ûeatment
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Saving provision
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F.LTZABETHAE II REGINAE
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No. 26 of 1995

An Act to deal with consent to medical treatment; to regulate medical practice so far
as it affects the care of people who are dying; to repeal the Natural Death Act 1983

and the Consent to Medical and Dental Treatment Act 1985: to amend the
Guardianship and Administration Act 1993 and the Mental Health Act 1993; and for
other purposes.

lAssented to 27 April 199fl

The Parliament of South Australia enacts as follows

PART 1

PRELIMINARY

Short title
1. This Acr may be cited as the Consent to Medical Treatmett atd Palliative Care Act 1995

Commencement
2. (1) This Acr will come inro operation on a day to be fixed by proclanration.

(2) All provisions of this Acr. other than section 14. must be brought into operation

simultaneouslv.

(3) Secrion 14 may be brought inro operation after the other provisions of this Act except that

if it has nor been broughr inco operarion sooner. it will. b1'force of this provision. come into

operation six months after the colnmencement of this Act.

Objects
3. The objects of this Act are-

(a) to make certain reforms to the law relating 10 consent to medical treatment-

(i) ro allow persons of or over the age of 16 years to decide freely for themselves

on an informed basis whether or not to undergo medical treatment; and

( ii) to allow persons of or over the age of 18 years to make anticipatory decisions

about medical t¡eatment; and

26
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2 Consent to Medical Treatment and Palliative Care Act 1995

(iii) to provide for the administration of emergency medical treatment in cerrain
circumstances without consent; and

(b) to provide for medical powers of attorney under which those who desire to do so may
appoint agents to make decisions about their medical treatment when they are unable to
make such decisions for themselves; and

(c) to allow for the provision of palliative care, in accordance with proper standards, to
people who are dying and to protect them from medical treatment that is intrusive,
burdensome and futile.

Interpretation
4. In this Act, ur¡less the contrary intention appears-

"administration" of medical treatment includes the prescription or supply of drugs;

"anticipatory direction" -See section 7;

"authorised witness" means-

(a) a Justice of the þ."..,' o.

(b) a commissioner for taking affidavits in the Supreme Court, or

(c) a member of the clergy; o

(d) a registered pharmacisr;

"available"-For availabilin of medical agent to act under medical power of attorney, see
section 9(2);

"child" means a person under l6 years of age;

"dentist" means a person who is registered on the general register or specialist register under
the Denrists Act I9B4;

"guardian" means a person acting or appointed under any Act or law as the guardian of
another:

"life sustaining meåsures" means medical treatment that supplants or maintains rhe operation
of vital bodily functions that are temporarily or permanently incapable of independent
operation, and includes assisted ventilation, artif,icial nutrition and hydration and
cardiopulmonary resuscitation;

"medical agent" means a person empowered to consent or refuse consent to medical
treatment under a medical power of attorney;

"medical practitioner" means a person who is registered on the general register under the
Medical Practitioners Act 1983 and includes a dentist;

"medicåI trea ent" means treatment or procedures administered or carried out by a medical
practitioner in the course of medical or surgical practice or by a dentist in the course of dental
practice and includes the prescription or supply of drugs;
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"palliative care" means measures directed at maintaining or improving the comfort of a

patient who is, or would otherwise be, in pain or dist¡ess;

"parent" includes a person in loco parentis,

"representative" means a person who is empowered by medical power of attorney or some

othér lawful authority to make decisions about the medical treatment of another when the

other is incapable of making decisions for her/himself;

"terminal illness" means an illness or condition that is likely to result in death;

,'terminal phase" of a terminal illness means the phase of the illness reached when there is

no real prospect of recovery or remission of symptoms (on either a perrnanent or temporary

basis).

r Section 34 of the Oahs Act 193ó provides rhat where provision is made by an Act for the anesution of an

insrrumenr by a jusrice, the provision is complied with if Úte wimess is a justice, a proclaimed postmaster, a

proclaimed bank marnger, or a proclaimed member of the police force'

Application of Act r

S. This Acr does not apply to medical procedures conducted for the purposes of research

rather than for the purpose of treating, or determining the appropriate treatment for, the patient

subjected to those procedures.
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PART 2
CONSENT TO MEDICAL TREATMENT

DIVISION T_CONSENT GENERALLY

Legal competence to consent to medicel treatment
6- A person of or over 16 years of age may make decisions about his or her own medical

treatment as validly and effectively as an adult.

DIVISION 2_ANTICIPATORY GRANT OR REFUSAL OF CONSENT

Anticipatory grant or refusal of consent to medic¡l treatment
7. (1) A person of or over 18 years of age may, while of sound mind, give a direction under

this section about the medical treatment that the person wants, or does not want, if he or she is at
some future time-

(a) in the terminal phase of a terminal illness, or in a persistent vegetative state; and

(b) incapable of making decisions about medical treatmenr when rhe question of admini-
stering the treatment arjses.

(2) A direction under this section-

(a) must be in the form prescribed by Schedule 2 or in a form prescribed by reguiation; and

(b) must be witnessed by an authorised witness who completes a certificate in the form
prescribed by Schedule 2 or in a form prescribed by regulation.

(3) rf-

(a) a person by whom a direction has been given under this section-

(i) is in the terminal phase of a terminal illness or in a persistent vegetarive state;
and

(ii) is incapable of making decisions about his or her medical rrearmenr: and

(b) there is no reason to suppose that the person has revoked, or intended to revoke. the
direction,

the person is to be taken to have consented to medical trcatmcnt that is in accordauce with thc
wishes of the person as expressed in the direction and to have refused medicai rreatmenr that is
contrary to those expressed wishes.

DIVISION 3_MEDICAL POWERS OF ATTORNEY

Appoinfrnent of agent to consent to medical treaünent
8. (1) A person of or over 18 years of age may, while of sound mind, by medical power of

attorney, appoiut an agent with power to make decisions on his or her behalf about medical
treatment.
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(2) A medical power of attorney-

(a) must be in the form prescribed by Schedule 1 or in a form to similar effect; and

(b) must be witnessed by an authorised witness who completes a certificate in the form or to
the effect of the certificate in Schedule 1.

(3) A person is nor eligible to be appointed an agent under a medical power of attorney unless

over 18 years of age.

(a) The fact thar a person has an interest under the will, or in the estate, of the grantor of a

medical power of attorney does not invalidate the appointment of that person as a medical agent,

or the exercise of any power by that person under a medical power of attorney.

(5) A person is not eligible to be appointed an agent under a medical power of attorney if that

person is, in a professional or administrative capacity, directly or indirectly responsible for or

involved in the medical care or treatment of the person by whom the medical power of attorney is
to be given and, if a person who is validly appointed as a medical agent becomes so responsible

or involved, the person is disqualif,red from acting as a medical agent under the medical power of
attorney. 

,

(6) If a medical power of auorney appoints two or more agents, it must indicate the order of
appointment and, in that case, if the person designated hrst in order of appointment is unavailable,

the power is to be exercised by the person designated second in order of appointment, if the first
and second are not available, by the person designated third in order of appointment, and so on,

but a medical power of attorney may not provide for the joint exercise of the power.

(7) A medical power of attorney-

(a) authorises rhe agent, subject to any conditions and directions contained in the power of
atrorney, to make decisions about the medical treatment of the person who granted the

power if thar person is incapable of making decisions on his or her own behalf; but

(b) does not authorise the asent to refuse-

(i) the nalural provision or narural administration of food and water; or

(ii) the administration of drugs to relieve pain or distress; or

(iii) medical trearmenr that would result in the grantor regaining the capacity to make

decisions about his or her own medical treatment unless the grantor is in the

terminal phase of a terminal illness.

(8) The powers conferred by a medical power of attorney must be exercised-

(a) in accordance with any lawful conditions and directions contained in the medical power

of attorney; and

(b) if the grantor of the power has also given an anticipatory direction-consistently with the

direction,

and subject to those requirements, in what the agent genuinely believes to be the best interests of
the grantor.
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(9) The grantor of a medicai power of attorney may, by any form of represenration that
indicates an intention to withdraw or terminate the power, revoke the power of attorney.

(10) The grantor of a medical power of attorney may, on regaining capacity to make decisions
about his or her medical treafment, vary or revoke any decision taken by the medical agent du¡ing
the period of incapaciry.

Exercise of powers under medicql power of attorney
9. (1) A medical agent is only entitled to act under a medical power of attorney if-

(a) the agent produces a copy of the medical power of artorney for inspection by the
medical practitioner responsible for the treatment of the grantor of the power; and

(b) the medical agent is not disqualihed from acting under the medical power of artorneyr;
and

(c) the medical agent is of full legal capacity.

(2) A medical agent will only be regarded as available to acr under a medical power of
attorney if- 

,

(a) the medical practitioner responsible for the trearment of the granror of the medical
power of attorney is aware of the appointment; and

(b) the medical agent is entitled to act under the medical power of attorney, and

(c) it is reasonably practicable in the circumstances for the medical pracritioner responsible
for the grantor's treatment to obtain a decision from the medical agent.

I See secdon 8(5) which disqualiíres cerrain medical agents from acring.

Review of medical agent's decision
10. (1) The Supreme Court may, on the application of-

(a) the medical practitioner responsible for the trearmenr of the granror of a medical power
of attorney; or

(b) any person who has in the opinion of the Court a proper inreresr in the exercise of
powers conferred by a rncdical power of attorney,

review the decision of a medical agent.

(2) The Court may not review a decision by a medical agent to disconrinue rreatment if-

(a) the grantor is in rhe terminal phase of a terminal illness; and

(b) the effect of the treatment would be merely to prolong life in a moribunJ state without
any real prospect of recovery.
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(3) The purpose of the review is-

(a) to ensure that the medical agent's decision is in accordance with lawful conditiors and

directions contained in the medical power of attorney and, if the grantor of the power
has also given an anticipatory di¡ection, is consistent with that direction; and

(b) to ensure as far as possible that the medical agent's decision is in accordance with what
the grantor would have wished if the grantor had been able to express his or her wishes.

(4) A decision of a medical agent that is not contrary to lawful conditions and directions given

by the granror will, in the absence of proof to the contrary, be presumed to be in accordance with
what the grantor would have wished if the grantor had been able to express his or her wishes but

this presumption does not apply if-

(a) the grantor is not in the terminal phase of a terminal illness; and

(b) the effect of the medical agent's decision would be to expose the grantor to risk of death

or exacerbate the risk of death.

(5) The Court may- 
|

(a) confirm, cancel, vary or reverse the decision of the medical agent; and

(b) give advice and directions that may þe necessary or desirable in the circumstances of the

case.

(6) The Court musr conduct a review under this section as expeditiously as possible.

(7) A person musr nor publish by newspaper, radio or television a statement or
representatron-

(a) by which the identity of a person who is, or has been, the subject of proceedings under
this section (the "patient") is revealed; or

(b) from which the identity of a person who is, or has been. the subject of proceedings

under this section (the "patient") might be inferred.

Penalty: Sl0 000

(8) Subsection (7)-

(a) ceases to apply if or when the patient recovers and then gives his or her consent to the

publication of the information; or

(b) ceases to apply after the death of the pattent.

(9) In subsection (7)-

"newspa¡rer" includes any journal, magazine or other publication that is published daily or at

periodic intervals.
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Penalty for fraud, undue influence, etc.
11. (1) A person who, by dishonesty or undue influence, induces another to execute a medical

power of attorney is guilfy of an offence.

Penalty: Imprisonment for i0 years

(2) A person who purports to act as a medical agent under a medical power of attorney
knowing that the power of attorney has been revoked is guilty of an offence.

Penalty: Imprisonment for 10 vears

(3) A person convicted or found guilty of an offence against this section forfeits any inrerest
that that person might otherwise have had in the estate of the grantor of the power of attorney.

DIVISION 4_MEDICAL TREATMENT OF CHILDREN

Administration of medical treatment to a child
12. A medical prâctitioner may administer medical treatment to a child if-

(a) the parent or guardiar,consents; or

(b) the child consents and-

(i) the medical practitioner who'is to administer the treatmenr is of the opinion that
the child is capable of understanding the nature, consequences and risks of the
treatment and that the treatment is in the best interesr of the child's health and
well-being; and

(ii) that opinion is supported by the written opinion of at least one other medical
practitioner who personally examines the child before the treatment is
commenced.

DIVISION -S-EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

Emergency medical treatment
13. (1) Subject to subsection (3), a medical practitioner may lawfully administer medical

treatment to a person (the "patient") if-

(a) the patient is incapable of consenting; and

(b) thc medical practitioner who administers the treatment is of tlte oprirúurr that rhe
treatment is necessary to meet an imminent risk to life or heaith and that opinion is
supponed by the written opinion of anothe¡ medical practitioner who has personally
examined the patient; and

(c) the patient (if of or over 16 years of age) has not, to the best of the medical
practitioner's knowledge, refused to consent to the treatment.

(2) A supporting opinion is not necessary under subsection (1) if in the circumstances of the
case it is not practicable to obtain such an opinion.
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(3) If-

(a) the patient has appointed a medical agent; and

(b) the medical practitioner proposing to administer the treatment is aware of the appoinr
ment and of the conditions and directions contained in the medical power of attorney;
and

(c) the medical agent is available to decide whether the medical treatment should be
administered,

the medical treatment may not be administered without the agent's consent

(4) If no such medical agent is available and a guardian of the patient is available, the medical
treatment may not be administered without the guardian's consent.

(5) If the patient is a child, and a parent or guardian of the child is available to decide
whether the medical treatment should be administered, the parent's or guardian's consent to the
treatment must be sought but the child's health and well-being are paramount and if the parenr or
guardian refuses consent, the tre-atment may be administered despite the refusal if it is in the best
interests of the child's health and well-being.

DIVISION 6_REGISTER

Register
14. (l) The Minister must establish a register of-

(a) directions under section 7 of this Act ("treatment directions"); and

(b) medicai powers of attorney

(2) The Minister must appoint a suitable person (referred to below as the "Registrar") to
administer the register.

(3) A person who has given a treatment direction, or granted a medical power of attorney,
may, on application to the Registrar, have the direction or power of attorney registered in rhe
regrster.

(a) An application under subsection (3) must be accompanied by-

(a) a copy of the direction or power of attorney (to be held by the Registrar for the
purposes of this section); and

(b) a fee prescribed by regulation

(5) The Registrar must, at the request of a medical practitioner responsible for the trearment
of a person by whom a registered direc:ion or power of attorney was given, or any other person
with a proper interest in a registered direction or power of attorney, produce the direction or
power of attorney for inspection by that medical practitioner or other person.

(6) The Registrar must, on application by a person who gave a registered treatrnent direction
or granted a registered power of attorney, register the revocation of the direction or power of
attorney and remove it from the register.
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PART 3
PROVISIONS GOVERMNG MEDICAL PRACTICE

DIVISION I_MEDICAT PRACTICE GENERAILY

Medical practitioner's duty to explain
15. A medical practitioner has a duty to explain to a patient (or the parient's representative),

so far as may be practicable and reasonable in the circumstances

(a) the nature. consequences and risks of proposed medical treatmenr; and

(b) the likely consequences of not undertaking the treatment, and

(c) any alternative treatment or courses of action that might be reasonably considered in the
circumstances of the particular case.

Protection for medic¡l practitioners, etc.
16. A medical practitioner responsible for the treatment or care of a patient, or a person

participating in the treatment or care of the patient under the medical practitioner's supervision,
incurs no civil or criminal tiabili¡V for an act or omission done or made-

(a) with the consent of the patient or the patient's representative or without consent but in
accordance with an authority conferred by this Act or any, other Act; and

(b) in good faith and without negligence; and

(c) in accordance with proper professional standards of medical practice; and

(d) in order to preserve or improve the quality of life

DIVISION 2-THE CARE OF PEOPLE WHO ARE DYING

The care of people who are dying
L7. (L) A medical practitioner responsible for the treatmenr or care of a patient in the terminal

phase of a terminal illness, or a person participatin-e in the rreatmenr or care of the parient under
the medical practitioner's supervision. incurs no civil or criminal liabiiity by administering
medical rreatment q,ith the inrenrion of relieving pain or disrress-

(a) with the consent of the patient or the parient's representative: and

(b) in good faith and without ncgligcncc; and

(c) in accordance with proper professional standards of paliiarive care,

even though an incidental effect of rhe treatment is to hasten the death of the Datient

(2) A medical practitioner responsible for the treatment or care of a patient in the terminal
phase of a terminal illness, or a person participating in the treatment or care of the patient under
the medical practitioner's supervision, is, in the absence of an express direction by the patient or
the patient's representative to the contrary, under no duty to use, or to continue to use, life
sustaining measures in treating the patient if the effect of doing so would be merely to prolong life
in a moribund state without any real prospect of recovery or in a persistent vegetative state.
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(3) For the purposes of the law of the State-

(a) the administration of medical treatment for the relief of pain or distress in accordance

with subsection (1) does not constitute an intervening causer of death; and

(b) the non-application or discontinuance of life sustaining measures in accordance with
subsection (2) does not constitute an intervening causer of death.

t A nouus acrus iilerveniens i.e. a cause ùlat breaks a pre-existing chain of causation.

Saving provision
18. (1) This Act does nor aurhorise the administration of medical treatment for the purpose of

causing the death of the person to whom the treatment is administered.

(2) This Act does not authorise a person to assist the suicide of another.
J
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PART 4
REGIJLATIONS

Regulations
19. The Governor may, by regulation, prescribe forms for the purposes of this Act
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SCIIEDULE 1

Medical Power of Anorney

L. l, ftere insen nane, address and occupationJ, appotnt the following person(s) to be my medical
agent(s):

[Here set out tutme, a.ddress and occuparion of the agent. If rwo or more ageils are appointed, the
order of appointment must be indicated by placing the numbers I, 2, 3... beside each name. This
indica¡es that, if rhe f rst is not available, the second is ¡o be coruuhed, if the frsr and second are
not avaiLable, the third is to be consulted and so on. It shoul"d. be noted that a medical power of
atrorney cannot provide for rhe joint exercise of the power. (See secrion 8(6) of the Cotlseru þ
Medical Trearmeru and PaLliative Care Act 1995.)J

2. I authorise my medical agent to make decisions about my medical treaùnenr if I should become unable
to do so for myself.

3. I require my agent to observe the following conditiors and directions in exercising, or in relation to
the exercise of, the powers conferred by this power of anorney:

[Here set out any condirions ro which the power is subject and any direcrions to the ageru.J

4 This is an enduri¡g power of attorney made under the Consent ro Medical Treameru and Palliarive
Care Acr 1995.

[signarureJ

Dared úe day of 19

Acceprance of Power of Anorney

I, ftere seI out name, a.ddress and occupalion of medical agentJ, accepr appoinrrnenr as a medical agent
under tliis medical power of anornev and undenalie to exercise úre powers conferred honestly. in
accordance wirh the conditions and directions set our above, and, subject to rhat, in r,','hat I genuinely
believe to be my principal's bes¡ inreresrs

IsignrureJ

Dared the da;" of l9

Witness's certif cate
I, ftere set out name and a^ddress of the vtirness and rhe qualifcanon b¡, vinue of wltich rlrc u,itness is an
authorised wirness under the Consent to Medical Treatmeu atù Palliarive Care Act 19951, cerrifl.:

(a) that the grantor and grantee of úus power oi anorney signed it freelv a¡d volunarily in my
presence; and

(b) both appeared to underswrd the effect of the power

Dated ttre day of 19

Isignature]
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SCHEDTJLE 2
Direction under section 7 oJ the Co¡uent to Medical Treatment and Palliative Care Act 1995

l.l, ftere insen no¡ne, address and occupøionJ, dtrect that il at some future time, I am-

(a) i¡ the rcrminal phase of a termi!âl illness, or i¡ a persisrent vegetative state; and

(b) incapable of making decisions about my own medical rreatrnenr,

effect is to be given to the following expression of my wishes:

phe person by whom the direcrion is given mtst include here a statemeu of his or her wishes. The statement
should clearly set out the kinds of medical trearmeil that the person wanß, or the kinds of medical Írearmenr
that the person does not waru, or borh. If lhe consert, or refusal of conseru, is to operarc only in cenain
circumstances, or on cenain condi¡io¡ts, the sraÍemenr should defne those circumstances or conditions.l

2. I make this direction under seclion 7 of the Corsen¡ to Medical Treatment and. Palliative Care Act 1995.

[signatureJ

Dated the day of 19

Witness's centf.cate

I, [here set out na¡ne and a.ddress of the witness and the qualif.carion by vinue of which the witness is an
authorised wimess under the Co¡tsent to Medical Treatment and Palliative Care Acr 1995J cenify thar rhe
person whose signature appears above:

(a) signed this direcrion in m¡' presence; and

(b) appeared to undersu¡d rhe nature a¡d effect of the direcrion

[signature]

Dated the day of 19
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SCHEDIJLE 3

Repeal and Traruitional Provisions and Consequential Amendments

RepeaI
1. The following Acts a¡e repealed

(a) ¡he Natural Deøh Acr 1983;

(b) ¡Joe Conseru rc Medical and Derual Treatmen¡ Act 1985

Transitional provisions
2. (1) Despite the repeal of ¡he Narural Death Act 1983, a direction made under that Act rernai$

effective, subject to revocadon or amendment by ttre person who made it, as a statement of ùat person's

desire not to be subjecred to exuaordinary measures as defrned in that Act to prolong life if suffering from a
terminal illness.

(2) If before the commencement of this Act a person granted an enduring power of anorney and

purponed to confer on the agenr power to decide questions about the medical úeatnent of the grantor of the

power in üre evenr of rtre gralror's incapaciry to do so, that power of anorney is as valid and effective as if it
had been made under this Act.

Arnendrnent of Guardianship and $.dministration Act 1993

3- The Guardiarchip and Administration Act 1993 is ameuded-

(a) by insening in section 3(1) after úre definition of "the Health Commission"
dehnidon:

the following

"medical agent" means a person appointed under a medical power of atlorney under the Corsent

ro MedicaL Treatment and Pallio¡ive Care Act 1995 to be ùre medical agent of another;;

(b) by striking out section 58 a¡d substituting the following section

Application of this Part
58. TlLis Parr applies in relation to a person-

who, by reason of his or her mental incapaciry, is incapable of giving effec¡ive

consent, whether or not he or she is a protected person; and

(b) who does nor have a medical agent who is reasornbly available and willing to

make a decision as to the giving of consent to the medical o¡ den¡al treatment of
the person.;

(c) by striking our from secrion 61(1) "prescribed circumsta¡ces exist for the purposes of section 62"

and substituti.ng ''circumsu¡rces exisr for the giving of emergency medical treatrnent under the

Consent to Medica! Treatment and Palliative Care Act 1995, but othe¡wise notwithstanding that

Act";

(d) by striking out secúon 6?

Amendment of Mental Health Act 1993

4. The Mental Health Act 1993 is amended-

(a) by inserting i¡ secrion 3 after ùre definiúon of "director" the followiag definiúon:

"medical agent" merns a person appointed under a medical power of anorney under the Corseru

to Medical Treatmctx and Palliæive Care Aa 1995 to be the medical ageut of another;;

(a)

(b) by inserting i¡ section ßØ)(e) 'or medical agent" aftcr 'a guardial";
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(c) by striking out from section 20Q) "or relative" and substituting ", relative or medical agent";

(d) by striking out from section zl/)ø) 'relative or guardian' and substitutiag "guardian, relative or
medical ageDt";

(e) by striking out subsubparagraph (C) from section 22(L)(b)(1Ð and substituting the following
subsubparagraph:

(C) where the patienr is incapable of giving effective consent and is of or over 16 years

of age-

if rhe patient @eing of or over 18 years of age) has a medical agent who is

reasornbly available and is willing to rrnke a decision as to cor¡sent-of the
medical agent;

in any other case-of the Board,;

(Í) by inserting in secdon 26(1) after paragraph (b) the following paragraph:

(ba) a guardian, relative or medical agent of the parient;;

@) by striking out clause 5 frpm Division 2 of the Schedule.

In the n¿une and on behalf of Her Majesty, I hereby assent to this Bill.

ROMA MITCHELL Governor

í*l

By At-rrgoRrry: A. J. SECKER, Government Prinær, South Ausualia
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Author's abstract
This paper explores ethical issues relating to the

management of patients who are terminally ill and
unable to maintain their own nutrition and hltdration.
A policy of sedation without hydration or nutition is

used in palliative medicine under cenain circumstances.
The author argues that this policy is dangerous,
medicaþ, ethicalljt and legally, and can be disturbing

for relatiaes. The role of the family in management is

discussed.
This ßsue requires wide debate by the public and the

profession.

t

Introduction
From time to rime in the professional life of a doctor
incidents occur which cause one to stop and think
hard. There are umes when rwo doctors, each with
the besr interests of the patient at heart, would treat
in diametrically opposite ways. There are widely
divergent opinions on what is correct and morally
acceptable when it comes to the management of
patients who are, or appear to be, terminally ill and
unable to maintain their own nurition and
hydration. This inabiliry to eat and drink may be a

consequence of the illness or of the treatment, for
example heav,v sedation. Differences in opinion
about management may be voiced by relatives, by
nurses and by doctors who may or may not be
directly or professionally involved in the care of the
patient. Particularly difñcult manâgement problems
may arise if the dissenting relative is a nurse, doctor
or paramedic, and great care must be taken to ensure
that his or her views are taken inro account and
discussed openly, and that the management adopted
is acceptable to all panies, if this is humanly and
legally possible.

Echical dilemmas in the freld of hydration and
nutrit.ion cover a wide spectrum, from dehydration
due to dysphagia of various aetiologies, through
terminal cancer with incestinal obstruction, to lhe

persistent vegetative state, rerminal Alzheimer's
disease patients who are unable to eat, and patients
with anorexia neryosa or elderly depressives who
deliberately refuse nourishment to the point of self-
annihilation. The main issue highlighted by this
paper is the use of sedation without hydration or
nourishment in the terminally ill. This raises ethical
issues which require debate by the profession and
the public.

The need for an open rnind about
intravenous hydration in terminal care
Palliative medicine is a relatively new and growing
specialry and the hospice movement is held in high
esteem by the public. Some doctors, however, have
reservations. There are dangers in grouping patients
Iabelled 'terminal' in institutions, because diagnoses
can be wrong (1). There is a risk that if all the staff in
an institution are orientated towards death and
dying and non-intervention, treatable illness may be
overlooked. Not everyone who is retèrred for
terminal care proves to be terminally ill, and no
physician should accept such a diagnosis without
reviewing the evidence personally.

Certain policies that are practised in palliative
medicine would be dangerous if applied without due
care and thought. In particular the view that in the
terminal phase of disease 'no form of anificial
hydration or alimentation is underraken, all
measures not required for comfon are withdrawn,
and no treatment-related toxiciry is acceptable' (2).
It is not uncommon for the elderly to be admitted to
hospital in a seriously dehydrated condition, looking
terminally ill. A treatment-orientated physician will
rehydrare these patients energetically, often with
dramatic results, in order to buy rime in which ro
assess the situation carefully. A therapeutically
inactive doc¡or would lose many patients for the sake
of avoiding a drip. Two examples from m¡r personal
experience will illustrate this point.

Key words
Nutrition; hydration; sedation; terminally ill; ethics;
euthanasia.

Case 1

An elderly man was sent to hospital for terminal care
with a diagnosis of carcinoma of the pancreas. He
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had indeed had a stenr inserred ar anorher hospital to
relieve bilary obstruction due to rumour. However,
his 'terminal' illness '*'as due ¡o a small stroke and
uncontrolled diabetes mellirus. He recovered with
insulin and intravenous rehydration and lived
happilv for several weeks more.

Case 2

An elderlv man was admitted for terminal care but
the geriatrician felt the diagnosis of cancer wâs nor
well established. The main problem was severe
dehydration with ischaemic feet and severe pressure
sores on the heels. With intravenous rehvdration and
intensive nursing he recovered and went home for l8
months.

It is imponanr for the public to realise tåat mosr
patients with terminal illness can continue to eat and
drink as and when thel' wish. Only in the last days
mav thev be too weak or tired ro bot¡er, in which
case the lack of food and drink will not conrribure ro
death. If dehvdradon develops under these circum-
stances it is a natural consequence of irreversible
disease, and anificial hydration would not be
appropnate.

The use of sedation
There are times in the care of the dying 'when ir is
necessary to use benzodiazepines, phenothiazines
and barbiturares to sedate a padent in order to
relieve intolerable distress where dying is compii-
cated by an agitated delirium or tracheal obstruc-
tion' (3). In skilled hands no person should die in
pain, whatever the cause of the illness. As a last
resort some people advocare use of high-dose
analgesia and induction of sleep with continuous
intravenous midazolam (4). \Thatever the under-
lying pathologv 'the cardinal ethical principle
remains that rhe treatment goal must be achieved
with the least risk ro the parient's life'(3). I would
add - and in a manner rhar is acceptable to the
patient's closest relatives.

Having decided that sedation is needed, the
doctor must try to find a drug regime thar relieves
distress but does nor prevent the patient from taking
fluid and nourishment, does not prevent verbal
communication with friends and relatives, and does
not lead to toxic side-effects, or expedite death.
Unfonunatelv eurrenrly available rherapeutic
options âre nor ideal in all these respecrs. Even light
sedation can cause drowsiness that mav prevent a
person from taking enough fluid to maintain
hydration. Hcarry sedarion may render an alel'r
person incapable of swallovving u'ithin minures,
depending on rhe drug regime used.

If death is imminent feu people would feel it
essentiaÌ ro pur up a drip but ethical problems arise
if sedarion is continued for more than one or two
da-vs, wirhout hvdration, as the parient will become

dehvdrateci. Dehyciration can result ¡n circularon'
collapse, renal failure, anuria and death. I do not
think it is morally acceptable ro leave a sedated
patient for long witbout hydratron. Others would
dissent from this view using words such as
'meddlesome' and 'unethical' if intravenous fluids
are suggested under such circumstances. However,
in mv opinion, if ir is not possible to reduce sedarion
to a level that enables the patient to drink, the
question of hvdration must be addressed to
everyone's satisfaction.

Panicular problems mav arise if the patient has a
primary mental disorder such as chronic
schizophrenia or depression. ln such people the
stress of the physical illness mal' make the menral
state worse. Grear skill mav be needed to distinguish
a porenrially treatable psvchotic reacdon from an
untreatable, terminal agitated delirium. In cases of
diffrculr¡' expen ps¡,chiaric help should be obrained
as the distincrion may be vital. If the diagnosis is a
psychotic reaction, hvdration musr be maintained
and the parient observed in the hope that sedation
can be reduced. If the diagnosis is a rerminal
agitated delirium, those with experience advise
against reducing sedation, and argue against giving
intravenous fluids as this would prolong dying.

To take a decision to sedate a person, u'ithout
hvdration, unúl he/she dies is a very dangerous
policy medically, ethically and legally. No doctor's
judgement is infallible when it comes ro predicting
how close a parienr is to dearh. To say rhat it is a
matter of days, and to treat by this method, is to
make the prediction self-fulfilling. I know of a
patient who died after at least seven days of sedation
without hydrarion - how much longer would he have
survived with hydration? Diagnostic errors can also
occur. A reversible psychosis or confusional state
can be mistaken for terminal delirium, aspirarion
pneumonia for tracheal obstruction, obstruction due
to faecal impaction for something more sinister, and
so on. The onl¡' wa¡r to ensure that life will not be
shonened is to maintain hydration during sedation
in all cases where inabiliry to ear and drink is a direct
consequence ofsedarion, unless the relatives request
no funher inrervention, or rhe patient has made
his/her wishes known ro rhis effecr. If naturallv or
anificially administered hydration and nutrition is
withheld, the responsible medical staff must face the
fact that prolonged sedation without hydration or
nutrition will end in death, whatever the underlying
pathology. Even a fit Bedu tribcsman riding in the
desen in cool weathe¡, can only survive for seven
days without food or u'ater (5).

The legal question
The Instirute of Medical Ethics working parqi on the
ethics of prolonging life and assisring dearh has
argued the case for withdrawing food and wate¡ from
patienrs in a persistenr vegerarive state (6). Such



patients are unaware of their surroundings as a result
of severe brain damage. Recent reports indicate that
'persistent' does not necessarily mean 'permanent'
(7) and ir is essential to ensure that the prognosis is

hopeless before considering withdrawing treatment
(8).

A key issue in English law in such patients has

been 'whether artificial feeding counts as medical
treatment - which can lavrfully be discontinued if the
patienr is receiving no benefit - or is simply the
means of sustaining life, which if withdrawn could
lay a doctor open to a charge of murder' (8). This
argument is largely semantic since in patients with a

persistent vegetative state this treatment sustains life.
The key issue surely is whether it benefits the patient
to be alive rather than dead. Those who advocate
withdrawing food and water from these patients
have been wamed by medical defence organisations
chat such a poticy may result in a charge of
manslaughter by neglect (9). This risk haS been
reduced but not eliminated by the Bland case ruling
( I 0) which has clarified the legal position in England
and Wales. The legal position in Scotland remains
unclear but is being actively reviewed by the Lord
Advocate following the judgement in the Bland case.

The case of Airedale NHS Trust v Bland
In the final judgement or declaratory statement
made in the House of Lords in February 1993, it was

ruled rhat the responsible attending physicians could
lawfully discontinue all life-sustaining treatment and
medical supportive measures designed to keep the
patient (Mr Bland) alive in his persistenr vegetative
state, inciuding the termination of ventilation,
nutrition and hydration by anificial means (10). In
coming to this judgement, the Law Lords accepted
as responsible medical opinion, a paper prepared by
the British Medical Association (BMA) medical
ethics committee (ll). Referring to this the judges

highlighted four safeguards which should be

observed before discontinuing life suppon in a

patient with a persistent vegetative state - namely, l.
Every effort should be made ar rehabilitation for at
least six months after injury; 2. The diagnosis of
irreversible persistent vegetative state should not be

considered conûrmed until at least l2 months after
injury; 3. The diagrrosis should be agreed by at least
rwo other independent doctors, and 4. Generally the
wishes of the þatient's immediate family should be
given great weight.

Lord Goff pointed out that to discontinue
anificial feeding might be categorised as an

omission, which if deemed to constilute a breach of
dury to the patient is unlawful (10). However, in the
case of Mr Bland, he argued that rhe patient was

incapable of swallowing and therefore of eating and
drinking in the normal sense of these words.
Artificial feeding via a nasogastric rube was therefore
a form of life support, and could be discon¡inued if
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treatment was futile and no longer in the best
interests of the patient.

It must be emphasised that the case of Airedale
NHS Trust v Bland does not give doctors freedom
to withdraw treatment from all patients in a

persistent vegetative srate. For the foreseeable future
doctors in England and rVales must apply to the
family division of the High Coun îor a decÌaration in
each case as to the legaliry of any proposed
discontinuance of life support, where there is no
valid consent on che part of rhe patient. There has

not been a rush of applications to date. Moreover a

civil coun ruling is no guarantee against subsequent
prosecution in a criminal court, since a decla¡ation
as to úre iawfulness or otherwise of fu¡ure conduct is
'no bar to a criminal prosecution, no matter the
authoriry of the coun which grants it' ( I 2).

The judgement regarding hydration and nurrition
in the Bland case was clearly swayed by the patient's
irreversible brain damage, although the law as

ro killing is unaffected by the victim's mental
state (13). It would be extremely dangerous to
extrapolate the legal decision made in this case to
other clinical siruarions. The legaliry or otherwise of
withholding hydration and nutrition from the dying
has not been tested in the courts in rhe United
Kingdom (13).

Despite the differences in mental state, pathology
and life expectation between a terminally ill sedated
patient and one with a persistent vegetative state' the
key issues are similar. Are you' by withholding fluid
and nourishmenl, withholding the means of
sustaining life? In short are you killing the patient?
The answer I fear in some cases could be YES. In
some terminally ill patients, especially those who are

rendered unabie to swallow by heav-v sedarion'
failure to hydrate and nourish artificially could be

iudged an unlawful omission. The question of intent
is imponant and the principle of double effect,
and other medico-legal issues are relevant (13).
However, doctors who deliberately speed death
could face the prospect of life imprisonment (13).
Clearly rhe legaliry of prolonged sedation without
hydration is highly debatable yet this treatment is

regarded as ethical and compassionate by senior and
respected specialists in palliative medicine. If a

dying patient is treated in this way there may be

reasonable grounds for doubt as to whether the
pâtienr died of the treatment or the disease. It is our
dury and our privilege as doclors to sustain life, not
to shorten it. Euthanasia must remain illegal, and
practices that seem tantamount to euthanasia must
be exposed.

The risk of inappropriate sedation
Clearly a policy of sedation without hydration or
nutrition in terminal care is a drastic solution to a

difficult problem. Those who take such action no
doubr do so thinking that úey have the patient's best
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interests at heart. The1, may also be influenced by
subconscious fears. As Main said: 'Perhaps manv of
the desperate treatments in medicine can be iustified
b¡' expediency, but histo4'has an awkward habit of
judging some as fashions, more helpful ro rhe
therapist than the patient. Patients tend ro be
sedated vyhen the carers have reached the limir of
their resources, and are no longer able to stand the
patient's problems without anxiery, impatience,
guilt, anger or despair. A sedative will alte¡ the
situation and produce â patient who if not dead, is
at least quiet' (14). The case of the $(/inchester
rheumatologist who was convicted of attempted
murder demonstrates what can happen when doctor
and patient reach the end oftheir tether (15,16).

The irnportance of comfort
The guiding principle in the care of the dying is that
'everything in the terminal phase of an ir¡eversible
iliness should be clearly decided on the basis of
whether it will make the patient more comfonable
and whether it will honour his/her wishes' (17).
'Comfort'is a state of conscious physical and mental
well-being. It is debatable therefore whether the
word can be applied to a heavily sedated, dehydrated
patient. However, most would agree thar ir is
preferable to be comfortable and conscious or semi-
conscious without pain, than uncomfortable,
distraught and fully awake.

The therapeutic ideal would be ro have a
patient who is calm, clear-headed and pain-free.
Unfortunately there are times when this cannot be
achieved with the drugs at our dìsposal.

The consensus in the hospice movement seems to
be that rehydration and inlravenous fluids are
inappropriate in ¡erminal care (2,18,19). De-
hydration is even considered to be beneficial in
patients with incontrnence (18)! This is a weak
arg'ument to fustifu withholding intravenous fluids.
Therapeutic anuria may be the ultimate cure for
incontinence but the side-effect is death. Those who
have coped with incontinence without a câtheter in
the past can be nursed without a catheter to the end,
if that is their wish. Rehydration should not
influence this aspect of care. Hospice sraff also argue
that a drip makes ir more dif6cult ro rurn a dying
patient in bed, yet rhey are happy to give analgesics
by subcutaneous infusion when necessary, and
occasionally use a drip in patients with hyper-
calcaemia. To those of us who use drips frequently
on acute medical, surgical and geriatric wards, these
arpiuments do not carry much weight. Setting up a

drip or a subcutaneous infusion is a simple and
srraightforward procedure thât rarely causes the
patient discomfon or distress. À4an1' deh¡'drated
patients look and feel a lot better when they are
rehvdrated. If the staff in hospices used dnps more,
thel' would not have to find so many reasons for
avoiding them.

The question of thirst
If hydration and nutritron are withheld, the
attendant staff must be sensitive to the effecr this
may have on the famil)' and friends (17). Some sa1,

that a patient should be comatose, so as not to
experience thirst, before it is morally acceptable to
withhold or u'ithdrau' intravenous fluids (20). lt is
widell' assumed that a terminally ill patient is not
troubled b-v hunger or thirst but this is difficult to
substantiate as fevç people return from the grave to
complain. Thirst ma}, or nra)r not bothe¡ the patient.
Concem about thirst undoubtedlv bothers relatives.
They will long to give their loved one a drink. They
may sit by the bed funively drinking cups of rea,
taking care to make no sound lest the clink of china
is torture to the patient. Anyone who has starved for
hours before an anaesthelic will sympathise '¡'ith
dying patients who seem to thirst and starve for days.
Nurses are taught rhat moistening the parient's
mouth with a damp sponge is all that is necessary to
prevent thirst. Relatives may not be convinced. It
may well be that sedation relieves the sensation of
hunger and thirst. If there is evidence to rhis effect ir
would be helpful for the relatives of dying parienrs ro
be told about it.

The role of the farnily
It has been said that the family must request no
further medical procedures before treatment can be
withheld and that the previousl¡'expressed wishes of
the patient or current family must predominate over
those of staff (20). Staff who believe strongly that
intravenous fluids are inappropriate should not
impose their views on knowledgeable o¡ dist¡essed
¡elatives who request that a dying patienr be given
intravenous fluids to prevent dehydration or thirst.
To overmle such a request is, in my vievr', ethicail¡r
wrong. The onl¡r proviso would be if the patienr had,
when contpos ntentis, speciñcally said that he/she did
not want a drip under any circumstances.

No relatives should be forced to watch a loved one
die while medical staff insist on withholding
hydration. This has happened to my knowledge.
Such an experience is deepll' disturbing and could
haunt a person forever. Is all this agony worth it for
the sake of avoiding a drip? I think not.

The converse also applies. There will be occasions
when the medical staff who are professionally
involved would like to use a drip, but a knowledge-
able relative requests no intervention. In this
situation, the mèdical team will need ro make a

carefully balanced judgement as to whether inter-
vention is essential or not. If the scales are nor
heavih' weighted in favour of intervention the wise
doctor will compromise and stand back in the
interests of the peace of mind of rhe relative.

A doctor cannot be obliged to act contraq'to his or
her own conscience but equally docrors should bear
in mind that relatives also have consciences, and



should not be forced to accept for rheir loved ones
treatment that rhey consider ro be unethical. It is
inevitable that terminally ill patients will die and rhar
their relatives will be sad. Care must be raken to
ensure that the burden of bereavement is nor loaded
heavily by distress about patienr management in the
terminal phase. In the care of the dying, both patients
and their re.latives musr be treared with compassion.

Final comments
The question of hydration and nutrition in terminal
care is one that generates strong views. Ic is probably
inevitable rhat sooner or larer those working in the
field of palliative rfledicine will meer colleagues
working in different fields of medicine who are used
ro adopting a more acrive approach to management.
Those who don't believe in using intrávenous fluids
will encounter those who do. Faced with this
situation it is essenrial thar both parries sît down
together to discuss rhe issues. They must reach a

compromise that takes into account the expressed or
probable wishes of the patient concerned and the
views of the closest relarives. No one individual has
right entirely on his/trer side. The ethically correcr
solution may prove to be somewhere in the middle,
and it must be found. ,

\ùühere opinions differ on rhe management of an
individual case, further discussion may rhrow light on
Lhe situation, firmly held opinions may prove ro be
wrong, diagnoses may need ro be revised and factors
that had nor been considered before may soften
entrenched atrirudes. If rhe issue is the futiliry or
orherwise of intervention, or doubt about the
patient's views or best interest, there may be ¡oom for
manoeuvre in any given siruation. The underlying
reasons for sedadon and the cause of rhe patient's
inabilir-v to eat and drink are obviously of critical
importance. Vhar is essential in the final analysis is
that all panies should feel comfonable wirh rhe
clinical managemenr srraregy adopred. If this is not
the case the straregy is probably not ethicallv sound.
Somewhere berween the poles of opposing opinion
there must be some morally acceptable common
ground. If afrer further discussion a murually
acceptable management policy cannot be agreed, it is
no solution to rhe dilemma for a hospice team ro tell
the relatives to take the dying patienr elsewhere.
Where for example can vou take a dying man, in the
middle of winter, in an ambulance srrike? However
strong vour ethical position, it is unacceptable to seek
to silence dissent in this way. Where time permits, a
second consultant opinion should be sought, or help
from some other appropriare independenr source.

As Rabbi Lionel Blue said recenrly of theology:
'Even more imponant rhan your views is the kind-
ness with which you hold them, and rhe courresy
with which you rrear those who oppose you'. The
same could be said of rhe issues explored in this
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paper. People who hold strong views in this difñcutt
and emotive area of palliative medicine should hold
them kindly and with sensitiviry. At rhe end of the
day there should nor be the slighrest grounds for
suspicion thar death was due to anything but the
disease. Unless this can be guaranteed, the public's
faith in doctors in general, and in the hospice
movement in particular, will be ill founded.

Gillian Craig, MD, FRCP, is a rerired Consultant
Geiatician.
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On withholding artificial hydration and
nutrition from terminally ill sedated
patients. The debate continues
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Abstract
The author reaiews and continues the debate initiared by
her recent paper in this journal.t The paper was critical
of certain aspecu of palliatiae medicine, and caused
Ashby and Sroffell to modìfu the frameworh they
proposed in 1991.2 It now îakes account of the need for
anificial hydration ro sarisfy thirst, or other sgmproms
due to lack of fluid intake in the terminally ill.l There is
also a more positiae attitude to the emotional needs and
e¡hical uiews of the parient's family and care-giaers.
Howeaer, clinical concetns about the general reluæance
to use artificial hydration in teruninal care remain, and
doubn persist about the ethical and legal arguments used
by some patliatiae medicine specibtists and others, to
justifu their approach. Published contriburions to the
debate to date, in professionaljournals, are reaiewed.
Key statements relating to the care of sedated terminally
ill patients are discussed, and where necessary criticised.

Introduction
I welcome the discussion thar has been generated by
my paper in this joumal, on rhe sub ject of withhold-
ing nurition and hydration in rhe rerminally ill.r I
criticised a framework for palliative care advocated
by Ashby and Stoffell.2 My central rhemè was rhe
issue of the need for anificial hydration when a
patient is rendered incapable of swallowing by
sedation. I argued rhat to withhold hydration is
dangerous medically, ethically and legally, and can
be disturbing for relatives.

Ac the time of writing I am aware of six papers and
two letters that have been published in reply in this
joumalr-8 and two papers elsewhere.er0 Gillon
touched on legal aspecrs and raised the quesúon of
the need for formal mediation procedures.s Vilkes,
in a genrle and broadly-based commenrary, shared
some of my anxieties,r Ashby and Sroffell continued
the debate in a wide-ranging responseT and others
focused on clinical aspects.s r0 The issues raised have
been considered by rhe erhics committee of rhe

Key words
Hydration; nurrition; sedarion; eurhanasia; rerminal care;
law.

Association for Palliative Medicine in the United
Kingdom, by the board of the Cancer Relief
Macmillan Fund, and by senior people in many
walks of life. This paper summarises and extends the
debate as it has developed in professional ioumals.

The subiect under discussion srraddles the
boundaries of medicine, ethics and law, and strays
into other academic areas too. The debate could
easily get out ofhand. In replying ro papers that have
appeared !o date, I will not engage in detailed dis-
cussion ofconcepts such as care, needs, proponion-
ality of medical intervendons and processes of
communicarion, although the discussion rhat follows
touches on these issues in several places. To shift the
focus of the argument into these areas, as proposed
by Ashby and Stoffell,i could be detrimental to
progress. There are matters arising which need to be
clarified before the agenda moves on. It is imponant
to condnue the debate on a levei thar will be of prac-
tical assisrance to medical practitioners and possibly
lawyers, who may be embroiled in the management
of these difficult cases.

Clinical aspects
NEED FOR.{RTIFICAL HYDRATION IN SOME
CIRCUMST.{NCES IS ACKNO'OíLEDGED
I am glad to say rhat Ashby and Stoffell have
amended their framework for palliative care to take
account of some of my criricisms. They now say,
wirh some preamble, that "anificial hydration may
be required in the rerminal phase to satisfu rhirsr, or
other symptoms due ro lack of fluid intake", and
admit that "the emotional needs and erhical views of
the patient's family and care-givers musr be
acknowledged and considered". They add rhat ..if
anificial hydration and nutrition are identified as
necessary for comfort by attending staff or family
members, and may be effective in achieving the
stated aims, then they should not be refused".7

Dunlop et al agree that there are rare occasions
when it is justifiable to give subcuraneous fluids for
the sake of the family, bur do not recommend the
routine use of intravenous or subcutaneous fluids.
They distinguish between sedation used in terminal
delirium, and sedation used in patients who are not
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acrually dying. They imply that in the larter situatron
problems with hydration rarely occur and so their
discussion stops short of the ethical dilemma at
issue. s

Dunph¡' ct al tn a brave and balanced discussion
of rhe wbole issue of rehydration in palliative or
terminal care, stress the need to make "genuine and
unprejudged assessments of tlle relevance of dehy-
dration to each individual's clinical presentalion,
and above all to be responsive to the wishes of the
familv."r0

RISKS OF ARTIFICAL HYDRATION ARE EXAGGERATED

Ashby and Stoffell exaggerate the risks of anificial
hydration quite considerably.T Dunlop et al com-
ment that no studies to their knowledge have
demonstrated any adverse effects from fluid therapy,
but advise caution if the serum albumin is low.6
Aniñcial hydration could be harmful in patients with
cerebral oedema,5 cardiac failure, or any condition
where symproms are related to fluid overload. There
will also be situations where fluid restriction is
helpful, for example in patients with inappropriate
secretion of anti-diureúc hormone - a condition tÌ¡at
is found in some patients with cancer. All medical
intervention must be used with clinical discretion.
Some patients may benefit initially from a reduction
in fluid intake, or cessation of anificial hydration
and alimentadon (AHA), but no one can survive
indefinitely without sustenance.

RISK OF MISDIAGNOSIS AND LINDERTREATMENT
Ashby and Stoffell fail to understand the basis for my
general concem. They take a comment about the
need to buy time for assessment by energetic rehy-
dration as a cue to launch into a tirade about
technological brinkmanship. Yet the-v admit that
when accepting patients for palliative care they have
to "insist on fuller clinical information than some
referring doctors think is really necessary for pallia-
tive care". The inference to be drawn is that patients
are being labelled as terminal on inadequate grounds

- which, to coin a phrase used by Ashby and Stoffell,
is my point entirely. The case reports I gave to illus-
trate tl¡is point were dismissed as "hard cases which
can be mobilised to undermine any approach".
Actually they were hard cases that could represent
the tip of an iceberg. Who knows how many patients
die at home, or in hospital labelled as terminal, mis-
diagnosed and unciertreated? As \)Øilkes observed,
dehydration occurs far too frequently, far removed
from the territory ofpalliative care.a

ARTIFICAL NL;TRITION
Dunlop et al nghrly consider hydration and nutrition
as separate issues.6 My main concems relate to
hydration, as the need fbr long term nutnttonal
support with all its potential difñculties '*'ill rarely
arise in terminal care. Although the administration
of conventional dextrose solutions via a peripheral

vein does nor constitute full nutritional suppon,8 it
does provide some useful calories in the shon term.
and is often given on medical and surgical wards
for one or lwo weeks, to tide over patients who
cannot eat, Dextrose solutions should not be given
subcutaneously.

THE QUESTTON OF'THIRST
Ashbl' and Stoffell claim that I allege that sedation is
used to mask the effects of dehvdration or starva-
rion.? I did nor say thisJ although it may well be so in
some cases. On the question of thirst in general there
is a hint of irritation and dismissal in their response
ro m)' comments, and they fail to appreciate that it is
the relatives' concern about suffering that I describe.
It is no good brusquely referring people to the litera-
ture. Jo Blogs is not aware of the literarure, all he
sees is someone apparently dying of thirst or starving
to death. That is the public perception of the situa-
tion, and in some cases they could be right. More-
over the literature is not uniformly reassuring on this
pornt.

McCann and co-workers found thirst and./or a dry
moutl to be a ma jor sympto m in 660/. of 32 patients
initially, with hunger being less of a problem, despite
severe protein-calorie malnutrition.rl Thirst tended
to decrease as death approached, despite probable
dehydration. Anorexia may have been due to fasting,
underlying disease or narcotic administration.rl
Dunlop ¿¡ ¿i comment that most terminally ill cancer
patients reach a point during their general decline
when they first stop earing, and subsequently stop
drinking.8 They make the interesting suggestion that
the normal homeostatic mechanisms controlling
fluid intake and fluid balance may be altered in the
dying process. All the evidence in support of this
suggestion needs to be carefully and impanially
reviewed, but the letter by rü/aller to which they refer
is open to criticism.6

Much remains to be discovered about the patho-
physiological sequence of events, as some changes
may prove to be reversible. Does severe dehydration,
for example, suppress thirst in cancer patients, as i!
does in the healthy elderly? ff so the result would be
an escalating spiral of decline. Is it not time that
someone studied the beneficial effects of rehydration
in terminal care?

Clearly if patients have stopped drinking because
of an irreversible decline it is one thing, but if they are
suddenly rendered incapable ofeating or drinking by
sedation it is another. It is the latter siruation that
creates ethical problems.

THE NEED TO KEEP INTERVENTION SIMPLE

I am not advocadng anitcial hydration and nutrition
in all dying padents irrespective of tìe circumstances,
nor did I propose, as Ashby and Stoffell try to imply,
"that provision of alimentation and hydration is a

truly ordinary measure, with the means of delivery
being irrelevant ... even when a person is dying."' I
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argued that a drip or subcuraneous infusion is a

simple, ordinary and effective procedure, that rarely
causes the påtient discomforr or distress, and should
be used more readily in a hospice serting.rl agree that
to advocate measures such as gastrostomy or total
parenteral nutrition when death is imminent and
unavoidable, would be inappropriate. FIowever, as
others comment: "It may be that the issue we need ro
address is our assessment of likely benefit, rather than
amempring to quantifr/ medical intrusion."r0

Ashby and Stoffell complain rhar excessive reliance
on technology can have unfom¡nate consequences for
medical practice. One consequence is the inroduc-
tion of advance direccives, or living wills, by those who
wish to protect themselves from the worst excesses of
technology, or who, conversely, wish to be ueated.
Difôculties in medicine may now arise, not only for
doctors who wish to discontinue t¡eaûnenr in the
dylng,t but also for those who wish to trear rheir
patients and rerum rhem from imminent death to life.
Not all of us share the view of the fictional docror who
said "I have every conûdence that the law is not such
an ass that it will force me to watch a patient of mine
die unnecessarily."r2 None of rhese problems would
have arisen, had doctors proved better at walking the
tight-rope between over-treatment and under-treat-
ment. Excessive swings in either direction need to be
curbed, and a balanced appróach achieved.

The legal question
Legal matters âre covered in some detail by.Ashby
and Stoffell, assisted by Professor M Somerville and
the sraff of the Cenrre for Medicine, Ethics and [-aw
of McGill Universiry, and by a bioethicist from
Queensland..T In wide-ranging discussion, scattered
throughout their response they refer to papers on the
distinction berween natural and anificial provision of
fluid and nourishment and conclude that the latter
constitutes medical treatment. This remains some-
what contentious. On the subject of the limits to a
medical practirioner's dury ro care, they quore
recommendations made by the Canadian Law
Commission in 1982. Reference ro rhe established
law as it applies in the United Kingdom would have
been more relevanr. They quote the comments of a
judge in New Zealand to illustrate what might be
termed "useless" with regard to medical care, bur,
with respect, the situation of a man rendered incom-
petent and paralysed by an extreme lorm of
Guillain-Barré syndrome does nor equare wirh the
clinical situation under discussion. All in all, this
international sledge-hammer approach does not
crack the kernel ol rhe problem, which is whether
sedation without hydration or nutrition in terminal
care is legal in the UK. Indeed it makes focused
debate rather more diffrcult. I have, however,
selected some key issues for discussion. Othcrs
would no doubt choose a different path rhrough the
Iegal and ethical maze.
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I. THE FUTILITY .{RGUMENT
It is often said that a doctor has no dury ro continue
a reatment that is useless and of no benefit to the
patient - but as others have observed, futility is not
always the ethical trump card rhat some would like ir
to be.r3 Ashby and Sroffell argue rhat "It is possibly
true that sedation may hasten the actual time ar
which relatively imminent dearh will occur. But ir is
not deemed necessary to hydrate sedated patients
during the dying process when they are unable to
maintain oral inrake, as it makes no sense to attempt
to treat a transientlv reversible component of their
overall dying process".

This is not a rerribly sarisfactory response to
the dilemma presented. From a legal standpoinr rhe
provision of hydration may be crucial, pardcularly
since Ashby and Stoffell srress elsewhere in their
paper that "from a legal point of view . . . the cause of
death is the underlying condition which has led to
the absence of oral intake" ... (ie in some cases
sedation) ... and rhar "non-provision of anificial
hydration can shonen life."?

W'e need to consider rhe case of a patienr who is
not dying, or in whom death is not relatively
imminenr. Such a patient may need sedation,
perhaps for intractable pain, and could become
fatally dehydrated as â consequence. Clearly some
people would consider hydration of such a parienr
futile, and so it may be if the end point soughr is
restoration of the patient to health. Or consider the
case of a stroke parienl, confused and perhaps
aphasic, whose prospects of recovery are judged to
be poor, and who may have swallowing diffrculties in
addition. Many such parienrs ger dehydrared even
without sedârion, and some physicians take an
inactive approach to management.

Is there any good reason why rreatment decisions
made about such patients should be any less
rigorous chan rhose required for incompetent
patienrs? In the latter case "as long as the patienr is
alive, the legal justification for providing rrearmenr is
the principle of necessiry."r{ Treatment is "neces-
sary" provided that it is in the "besr interests" of
patients, and this occurs "if, but only if, it is carried
out either to save their lives, or to ensure improve-
ment, or prevenr deterioration in their physical or
mental health."ri

Sometimes in the case of terminally ill or physically
disabled patients, it is tacitly assumed rhat ir is in rheir
best interests that they should die. Yet in cases of
doubt, especially where survival outcome or prognosis
is uncertain, the balance should be weighted in favour
of prolonging life.

Even when death is inevitable, the simple and safe
measure of a subcutaneous infusion may not be futile.
It may be of some help to the patient, and may
comfon the relatives, calm their fears, and reduce the
incidence of pathological grief arìd posr-rraumaric
slress reactions. It may also reassure all concemed
thar the patienr died of his or her disease, rarher rhan
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the treatmenl. Thus it co'r¡ld avert the need for
lengthy, costly and disuessing inquiries after death.

2. cRse sruDIES IN ËNGLISHT IRtsH AND scorrlsH
L.AW

There is still no case law on the issue of abatement of
anificial hydration and alimentation in the dying, and
the most relevant legal deliberations relate to the case
of Airedale Trust v Bland in England,r6 the Irish
Supreme Coun case in the Republic of lreland,rT r8

and the case of Mrs Johnstone of l-anarkshire, which
has clarified the iaw regarding patients with a persist-
ent vegetative state (PVS) in Scotland.re

The Bland case ruling applied strictly, and only, to
the situation in that case)ó 20 and should not be
exuapolated to other clinical siruations.) However,
Ashby and Stoffell have done iust that, saying ... "if
AHA was not required for Bland, who unlike the
dying person was not acrually or actively dying of a

progressive fatal condirion at the time of rhe
judgment, there is even less basis for saying that it
is required for all dying persons."T This is a very
rash statement. Firstly no one is saying that AIIA is
required for all dying persons. Secondly some
padents who require sedation in palliadve care are not
actually dying, nor are they necessarily unconscious.
Thirdly the statement demonst¡ates an alarming lack
of appreciation of the exceedingly careful ethical and
legal deiiberations that led to the decision in the
Bland case. If sociery takes a decision about one
patient with PVS so seriously, surely equally serious
thought should be given to matters of hydration and
nutrition in sedated parients with incurable disease.
The shorter dme scale in the dying does not eliminate
the legal and ethical dilemmas. Fourthly the state-
ment overlooks rhe major differences in mental state
and underlying pathology between a terminally ill
patient who is sedated, and a patient with PVS.

The Irish Supreme Coun case

This concemed a 45-year-old woman in a near PVS,
who retained some abilit_v to recognise people, but
could not move or communicate, following brain
damage sustained in a minor operation 23 years
earlier. The coun ruled in May 1995 that she could
be allowed to die by withdrawal of nourishment. The
chief justice took the view that the rrue cause of the
woman's death would be the injuries she sustained
in 7973, and not withdrawal of nourishment.r? Mr
Justice Lynch said that what he had to decide was
not the moraliry of the course that the family sought
to follow, but the lawfulness of it.r8

The Irish Medical Council, in a statement issued
in August 1995,2r saw no need to alter its e¡hical
guidelines, so leaving an¡' doctor who assisted in
withdrawing AHA open to disciplinary ac¡ion, The
council emphasised certain paragraphs which are of
relevance to the present discussion.
o Doctors must do their best to preserve life and
promote the health of the sick person.

^ t¡^l:^^l -^. L^ -.^,.1 ^^ ^.^^l ^fll^ ^.^-^VlV¡TUIL¿T Ld¡L IIIUSLIIUI UL USLU dò A LU('¡ U¡ L¡¡L òLdLL

to be granted or withheld or altered in character
under political pressure.
o Vhere death is imminent, it is the doctor's
responsibiiity to take care that a patient dies with
dig;nir_y and with as little suffering as possible.
Euthanasia, r,r'hich involves deliberately' causing the
death ol a patient, is professional misconduct and is
illegal in Ireland.

Thel' also quoted articles two and four of
Principles of Medical Ethics in Europe2r:
. Anicle 2: In the course of his medical practice a

doctor undenakes to give priorit-v to the medical
interests of the patient. The doctor may use his pro-
fessional knowledge only to improve or maintain the
health of those who place their trust in him; in no
circumstances may he act to their detriment.
oAnicle 4: ... The doctor must not substirute his
own definition of the qualiry of life for that of his
patrent.

Finally the Irish Medical Council added their
view that "access to nutrition and hydration is one of
the basic needs of human beings. This remarns so
even when, from time to time, this need can only be
fulfilled by means of long-established me¡Iods such
as naso-gastric and gastrostomy tube feeding."l)

The Scottish Coun oJ Session case. Law Hospital Trun
a Johttstone
The final judgment in the case of Mrs Janet
Johnstone, who has had PVS for four years following
a drug overdose, was given recently. According to
repons in The Guardian,le Lord Cameron of
Lochbroom, after hearing evidence, passed the case
on to the lnne¡ House of the Coun of Session for
legal guidance. Five senior judges headed by Lord
President Hope, declared that Lord Cameron would,
ifhe chose, be endtled to grant requesrs that anifrcial
feeding be abandoned. However, they wamed that
they had had no right to grant Mrs Johnstone's
doctors immuniry from prosecution for murder.
Scotland's senior law of6cer, the Lord Advocate,
Lord Mackay of Drumadoon late¡ stated that he
would not "autiorise the prosecution of a qualified
medical pracdtioner (or anylperson acting on the
instructions of such a pracritioner) who, âcting in
good faith and wit}r the authoriry of the Coun of
Session, withdraws or otherwise causes to be discon-
tinued life-sustaining treatment or other medical
üeaünent from a patient in a persistent, or perrna-
nenr vegetative state, with the result tl¡ar the patient
dies". Permission to cease AIIA was finally granted
by l-ord Cameron.re Immunit-v from prosecution
cannot automatically be extended to treatrrlent-
limiting decisions in the dying. o¡ the disabled.
Society is now, rather painfully, through the courts,
deciding u,here the line should be drawn.

It cannot be said that there is universal agreement
that AHA can be regarded as medical treaünenr that
can be stopped if deemed to be futile. Grave doubts
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remain, as evidenced by the Irish Medical Council,s
statement, Lord Musti.ll's unease conceming the
Bland case,r6 the views of the House of Lord's Select
Commirtee on Medical Ethics,22 and commenrs
made by ú¡e Hon Mr Justice Ognall when discussing
the hypothetical case of a patienr whose severe pain
could only be controlled by general anaeslhesia.2l He
drew attention to subtleties of distinction berween
switching off a life supporr sysrem, as in rhe Bland
case, and the withdrawal of nutrition and hydration
in rhe latter situation.23 The House of Lords Select
Committee were unable !o reach a decision about
whether nutrition and hydration, even when given by
invasive methods, may ever be regarded as treaürenr,
which in certain circumsrances it may be inappropri-
ate to initiate or continue.22

3. rI{¡ pR¡NcIpLE oF DouBLE EFFECT
The medical profession, supponed by the tegal pro-
fession, rend ro shelter behind the principle of
double effect. Ashby and Stoffell are no exceprion,
arguing that "the influence on riming of death
should be of secondary consideration ro the comfon
and digniry of the dying person".7

The principle of double effect was used by rhe
iudge in rhe case of R v Adams in 1957. It was
alleged rhat Dr Adams had killed a parienr affecred
by a stroke, by giving large doses of heroin and
morphine. He was acquitted, the judge saying: .,If
the first purpose of medicine, the restorarion of
health can no longer be achieved, tiere is srill much
for the doctor ro do, and he is entitled ro do all rhar
is proper and necessary
even if rhe measures
shorten life."2r Forry ye
have changed. If all thar is proper and necessary is
done, there should rarely be any need for life to be
shonened.

Anglican and Carholic Bishops have recently
reaffirmed rheir support for rhe principle of double
effect, noting that "There is a proper and fundamental
ethical disrinction ... between úrat which is intended
and thar which is foreseen but unintended."25

I have argued elsewhere thar the principle of
double effecr is open to abuse, and could be quoted
in the defence of medical practitioners whose
standards of care and intentions are open to
question. Where rhe side-effects of a treatment, such
as sedation, are predictable, potentially lethal, and
easily overcome by simple measures, failure to use
such measures could be regarded as negligent.e
Some witnesses to the House of Lords Select
Committee also expressed concern and suggested
that the double effect of some therapeutic drugs,
when given in large doses, was being used as a cloak
for euthanasia. The committee, however, expressed
confidence in the medical profession, and in the
ability of a jury to evaluate a doctor's intention.26
The profession musr prove worthy of such public
trust.

4. rHe Er¡trRNASrA euESTIoN
Norwithstanding the objections raised by Ashby and
Stoffell who say "there is no place for emotive
language abour killing parienrs in this context,,'7 a
consideration of this matter is not out of place in
this debate. I posed the questions: '.Are you, by
withholding fluid and nourishmenr, withholding the
means of.sustaining life? In shorr are you killing the
patient?"r

Gillon refers ro moral distinctions berween killing,
and letting die.r The Hon Mr Jusrice Ognall points
out that "the distinction berween deliberate acts
intended to kill ... and letting die ... is nor free from
difficulties. Is a doctor who allows a terminally ill
patienr to die guilry of murder? Our law says no, bur,
providing his inrention in omitting ro acr is ro hasren
t}le padent's death, what is the distinction in thar cir-
cumstance between an act on the one hand, and an
omission on the other?"23

The currenr legal position regarding euthanasia in
Scotland, England and Vales involves two elemenrs:
"a) a guilry act and b) thc necessary intent. In
general an omission to prevent death is not a guilry
act, and cannot give rise to a conviction for murder.
But where the âccused was under a duty to the
deceased, for example as his parent, nurse or doctor,
to carr]¡ out the act which he omitted to do, such
omission could be sufñcient for the crime of either
murder or culpable homicide, depending on rhe
intention of the accused."2?

Thus the question of whether the practice of
sedation without hydraríon or nourishment in
terminal care is legal, can only be decided by careful
consideration of all rhe facrs in an individual case.

Other ¡natters
\IøHO SHOULD DECIDE?
Ashby and Sroffell end a rarher rorruous paragraph
on decision-making at the end of life, with the objec-
tion that "It is not the dury of any moral, legal or
medical commenrator to decide a priori, which treat-
ment may or may not be chosen by a person or
his/her substitute health care decision-maker or
agent. "'

This sweeping statemenr takes us into the mine-
field of patient autonomy, and to a consideration of
the adverse effec¡s that this can have on a physician's
authoriry, and on the whole equilibrium of the health
care ream. The tensions created account for many of
the difûculties thar dissenting relatives or arrendanr
staff may experience. Such tension will be greatest
where life and death decisions are involved. It can
also be sensed when a dissenting colleague questions
"received wisdom" in the journals! For a philo-
sophical overview on autonomy, see Norden.t2 The
nurse/physician aurhoriry reladonship is explored by
May."

From a purely practical point of view there may be
no problem if the patient is able ro make his or her

-.îÈ¡-.1'_ l;r,'ij .' .'-
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vievys about treatment known, Substitute health-
care decision-makers, however, have no legal
standing in the UK at present. Problems arise when
treatment-limiting decisions must be made for an
incompetenl patient. The House of Lords Select
Committee on Medical Ethics advised that in this
situation "decisions should be made bv all those
involved in his or her care, including the whole
healt! care team, and the famil¡' or other people
closest to the patient. Their guiding principle should
be that a treatment may be iudged inappropriate if it
will add nothing to the patient's well being as a

person."22 The principle of necessity refened to
above is also pertinent.

I drew attention to the problems that can arise
when relatives or members of the health care team
request intervention such as hydration, in terminally
ill patients.Ì Ashby and Stoffell believe that the
sensitivities and consultative processes required to
handle such a siruation are already embodied in con-
temporary palliative care practice. I would say that
there is much room for improvement and no cause
for complacency. Their penultimate paragraph hints
at persuasion of the family to accept treatment
abatement.? One cannot help feeling that anyone
who requested active intervention, for any reason,
would need to be exceedingly persuasive, deter-
mined and ardcuiate to achieve it. The more gentle,
flexible and unqualified approach to the family
adopted by Dunlop er a/ is preferable.8

THE NEED FOR FOR,¡VIAL MEDIATION PROCEDURES

Gillon drew attendon to the need for some formal
mediation procedure in British hospitals and
hospices,3 but little progress has been made on this
point. However, there are encouraging signs, in the
form of a thoughtful paper on the subject of clinical
ethics commifiees, from the Instirute of Epidemiology
and Health Services Research in I-eeds.2e

SOIVIE THOUGHTS ON CARE AND COMPASSION
A physician can work for a lifetime witl care and
compassion witlour pausing to analyse these senti-
ments, or read books on the subfect. There is an
approach to ethics based on care, which some view
as hopelessly vague.30 Some Buddhist and Christian
views have been discussed in this joumal recently,
and are relevant to this debate.25 The word care
itself, is in danger of being devalued, since those who
campaign fo¡ the right to die .in Oregon, IJSA, see

their action as a campaign for compassionate care.
No doubt they are motivated by sadness and pir-v in
response to paln and drsability, but compassion need
nor kill. "It is unsafe to encourage o¡ even to allow
compassion to see death as its onl¡' or prime
instmment."rl

There is correct compassion and correct care.
Anglican and Catholic Bishops refer to the ...
"Special care and protecdon" ... that the vulnerable
deserve ... "which provides a fundamental test as to

what constitutes a civilised sociew. "25 "Good
medicine involves compassion, but it must be correct
compassion leading to constructive action."32
Doctors should care for the patient supportivel]' and
wisely, care for the relatives sensitively, and care for
t¡e carers.

Finally there is the legal view of a doctor's duq' to
care, some aspecls of which have been mentioned
already.r 7 37 As the Irish Supreme Court case

showed, legal and medical opinions in this area do
not alwal's agree. There is clearly a need for doctors,
lawyers and ethicists to find more common ground,
but standards must not be compromised for political
or economic reasons. In the context of the care of the
dying it is essential that the law of double effect is
honoured, and not abused.e

SOME THOUGHTS ON NEEDS

This debate has highlighted the needs of the termi-
nally ill parient for comfort and supponive care, the
needs of the relatives, and the need for formal medi
adon procedures. Doctors and nurses also need to
recognise that their own values, attirudes to disabil-
ity, training and experience will influence their
decision-making. Some may consider that there are
fates worse than death, but as the Leicester hospice
leam report, "even a terminally ill patient with
incurable malignancy may ûnd life worthu'hile and
precious."33 There is a need for research into the
value of maintaining hydration, so that treatment can
be evidence-based. At present, as Dunphy et al point
out, it may be that a patienl's place of care, whether
hospital, hospice or home, is the main factor that
determines whether he or she is rehydrated or not.r0

The vieu' that access to nutrition and hvdration is
a basic human need, irrespective of the means by
which it is delivered2r is profoundly imponant.
Access to nutrition and hydration determines
whether a person lives or dies, whether on a hospital
ward, or during famine or war. Decisions about
AHA give sociery, through doctors, considerable
power over life and death. Such power must be used
with the utmost responsibility.

Surnrnary
This debate has proved valuable. On clinical aspects
the responses to date have shown a refreshing
willingness by palliative medicine specialists to
examine and question their clinical practice.l0 Some
have modified tenain aspects of their practice but
have defended others vigorously.? There is some
measure of agteement that careful assessment of
individual patients is essential, arrd that some will
benefit from rehydration.r0 ó Hydration can be main-
tained quite simpl-v using the subcutaneous route in
the patient's home if need be.3a

Legal and ethical discussion has highlighted areas
of great diffrcult}'. Consideration of cases such as

the Bland case, though necessary, has tended to

.. rÌ?FÈ.Fy. tt,_,¡::n.



deflect attention away from the central issue of the
use of sedation without hydration in terminal care.
However, discussion has been greatly helped by the
deliberations of the House of Lord's Select
Committee on Medical Ethics.2z They made it clear
that it should be unnecessary to consider the
wirhdrawal of nutrition or hydration except in cir-
cumstances where irs administration is in itself a

burden to the patient. Careful consideration of the
benefit/burden equation in individual patients is of
central imponance to patienr management.

!Øe all want the dying to depan in peace, in
comfon and with digniry. \)7e should all try to ensure
that their relatives have peace of mind too. Of course
we are not required to "treat the dying as if rhey were
curable"r5 - but we are required to suppon life
wisely, until it comes ro a natural end. That is úre
whole purpose of this debate.
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On withholding nutrition and hydration
in the terminally ill: has palliative medicine
gone too far? A commentary
Eric \ùØilkes Consultant Adoiser to Trent Regiott Palliatiae and Cottirtuirtg Care Ccntre

One has to share some of Dr Craig's anxieties. \le
must strive for an accurate diagnosis for those who
have not long to live or we cannot provide all

possible help for them. But we knou' rhat hospice
physicians creâte more routine investigations and a

balance between over-investigation and neglect in
úre care of the dying is not easily achieved. I
remember Dame Albertine rù(/inner saying that a cup

of tea is of much more use than a blood count in
such cases.

Accurate diagnosis in hospice patients is usually
straighdorward. Admission should be preceded by
careful clinical assessment and a full medical report.
A hospice is no place for solving diagnostic
problems, but so long as over ninery-five per cent of
admissions are to do with disseminated and
inoperable malignant disease, this presents few
difficulties.

Even so, during my l5 years as medical director of
a busy hospice occasionally humiliating lessons had

to be leamed; but these were more often cases of
unexpected survival - the breast cancer patlent
u'hose skeletal abnormalities tumed out to be due to
Paget's Disease, for example - rather than errors
associated with mismanagement and a premature
death. I remember only one case of leukaemia, many
years ago, that seemed to have had inadequate
therapy. Our referral to a different specialist unit led
to further treatment and tbe pleasure of seeing the
patient's case demonstrated at a grand round several

years later as 'a cure referred by the hospice'. That
must be very rare.

Indeed hospice colleagues tell me that they still
see more of enthusiastic over-lreatment than of
neglect. There are implications here for hospital
training that sooner or later will need to be

addressed and for hospice training too, as palliative
care moves towards mainsüeam medicine. The fact
that old age is the time for multipie pathologies as

well as for dying means that the training of the

hospice physician must have a generalist approach.

Key words
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ethics.

If we take even half seriously the aspirations of rhe

recent Standing Medical Advisory Committee
and Standing Nursing and Mid'"r'ifery Advisory
Committee paper, I>rinciples and Proaßiort of
Palliatiue Care (l), the expenise in the symptom
control of advanced cancer will not be enough.
Some geriatric and rehabilitation skills will also be

required, the management of advanced AIDS and

Motor Neurone Disease, of secondary diagnoses

such as renal failure or uncontrolied diabetes, all
must be pan of our stock in trade.

Palliative care is essentially a multi-disciplinary
effon, and although the diffusion of hospice
responsibilities will occur only slowly and with
difficult-v, analogous problems await our nursing
colleagues for which they are not yet prepared'

If their patient has only a shon time 10 live the
problem of excessive dependence is irrelevant: but a

disabled sufferer from, say, multiple sclerosis must
be helped to cope with years of survival and patients

encouraged to dress tìemselves even if it is

exhausting and takes a long time. That would be

cruel and unacceptable for the breathless lung
cancer patient. It is difñcult to combine tlese two
different cultural altitudes on the sâme ward.

There are two tendencies to be observed in the
present background to palliative care. First, the

crudities of the 'contract cuhure' may threaten the
survival of the costly hospice units. Second, if
staffrng levels are lowered ahd our responsibilities
widened to rake in the whole spectrum of incurable
illness, the new specialty of palliative medicine will
have its expenise dangerously diluted.

It may well be therefore that Dr Craig's points are

not to be taken too seriously - yet: but they point the
way to problems that will be with us for a long rime
to come and will not easily be resolved.

Dying is a social act. Usually even in the presence

of griet there should be little in the way of anger or
resentment directed al the carers by those about to be

bereaved so long as they are informed and involved as

full1' as pc-rssible in the management of the case. The
health professionals need to be aware that every

casual phrase, anv inev table difñculties, the minutest
details, are likely to be recalled by the family to the

end of their days - influencing attitudes and giving



comfort or distress for many years. This makes
ínformation and effective communication essential.
Generally the process is both easy and rewarding.

But there are always exceptions and we need to be
tactfully resistant to sacrificing the interests of our
patient to rhe emotional distress of tìe relatives. An
old man, transferred to a hospice after a hospital
transfusion, was going gently downhill, but this
caused sufÊcient distress to the son for him to
demand: 'Can't you do more for my father? He's
only ninery rwo'.

Such poor adjustment to dying can be found in all
walks of life, although those who have a tough life in
the ciry or on the farm quice often cope better than
the doctor or the priest when they have to face the
death of someone close. But everyone can feel
excluded and ignored if all the measures that might
prolong the process ofdying are not deployed.

Sometimes patients come to a hospice seeking
sanctuary from modem medicine, such as a,respite
from their chemotherapy. Others may be desperate
to continue their chemotherapy for all rhar in their
case it may be little more than a toxic or costly
placebo. All doctors will therefore have to walk the
right-rope between over-treatment and neglect. The
comfort of the patient must come first. Two
common threats to the comfon of the dying are chest
infections and dehydration, so perhaps they merit
special mention.

Pneumonia was called, signifrcantly enough in the
last century, the old man's friend, f'or so otÌen it put
an end to suffering. Today in modem palliative çare
the chest infection in the incurably ill may be an
intercurrent infection causing fever, cough,
breathlessness so as to merit treatment under the
heading of symptom-control. Altematively it can be
the beginning of the process of dying and not
therefore to be offrciously prolonged. Usually the
difference is readily obvious, especially if colleagues
and carers are involved in the assessment. The
previously expressed opinions and wishes of the
patient can be both helpful and relevant.

But rarely there will be doubt and here a delay of
a day in the initiation of antibioric rreatmenr can
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either make the desirabiliry of energetic treatment
clear or it can see the patient moving speedily
towards death. Where there is still doubt, the patient
should have the benefit of it.

Near the beginning of my career as a hospice
physician, when parients' symptoms were well
controlled and they were resting peacefully, as they
moved nearer to death I would tend to reduce the
dosage. This too often was associated with a

restlessness as patienrs surfaced close to a realiry with
which they could no longer cope. The regime
necessary to control distress was therefore
maintained to rhe end. A comatose patient was much
the lesser evii, yet despite encouraging nurses and
carers to keep giving small frequent sips of water,
dehydration could occur. Indeed, it sadly occurs far
too frequently on medical and surgical wards far
removed from the territory of palliative care.

In a hospice one is properly anxious to avoid
either intravenous or subcutaneous infusions unless
the needs are clear, for these can medicalise the
process of dying, inhibit the limited mobiliry of the
patienr, and impede rhe involvement of the relatives.
But in a sedated patient such infusions may be
necessary to control discomfort or prevent infection.
This is nor ofren necessary and can be made even
rarer by the ovemight insenion of a slow drip of
rectal rapwater when it has proved difficult to
maintain adequate oral intake of fluids. This homely
remedy still has a place, especially as dehydration
can distress the more aware relatives and sour their
relationships with the carer to what may seem a

disproportionate degree.

Eric Wilkes, OBE, FRCP, FRCGP, FRCPsltch, ß
Cottsultant Adaiser to Trent Region Palliatiae and
Continuing Care C¿ntre.
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On withholding nutrition and hydration in
the terminally ill: has palliative medicine
gone too fat? A rePlY
RJ Dunlop,J E Ellershaw, MJ Baines, N Sykes and C M Saunders St Chistopher's Hospice, London

Abstract
Patients who are dying of cancer usually giue up eating
and then stop drinking. This raises ethical dilemmas
about proaiding nutritional support and fluid
rcplacentent. The decision-making process should be

bas¿d on a hnowledge of the rishs and benefits of giaing
or zuithholding trcatments. There is no clear euidence

that increased nutritional supqott orfluid therapy ahers

con{ort, mental status or suriaal of patients who are
dying. Rarely, subcutaneous fluid administation in the
dlting patienr may be justified if rhe family remain
distressed despite due consideration of rhe lach of
medical benefit uersus the risþs. Some cancer patients
who are not imminently dging bçcome dehydrated from
reaersible conditions such as hypercalcaemia. This mag
ninìc the effects of advanced cancer. These conditions
should be sottght and fluid replacement therapy should
be giuen along with the specific treatments for the
condition.

The issues surrounding the management of fluid and
nutritional status in the terminally ill were brought
sharply into focus by Dr Craig (l). She rightly
pointed out the dangers of automatically withhold-
ing fluid replacement therapy. Palliative care never
has been, and never should be, an excuse for bad
medicine. The need for careful clinical assessment
and diagnosis of every problem is a central premise
of palliative care. Reversible conditions such as
hypercalcaemia may cause dehydration in cancer
patients who are not imminendy dying. If rehydra-
tion is not carried out, the patient will deteriorate
rapidly. The gaunt appearance and altered state will
mimic the effects of advanced cancer.

It is imponant to distinguish those patients for
whom fluid replacement is medically indicated. A
distinctron can often be made on clinical grounds.
Dying patients have a longer history (weeks or
months) of gradual deterioration with increasing
weakness, farigue, weight loss and drowsiness.
Dehydration will cause a more rapid deterioration,
usually over days, in the seming of a precipitating

Key words
Nutrition; hydrarion; palliative medicine; terminally ill.

cause suggested by the hisrory (for example,
poly'uria, polydipsia with hypercalcaemia, or vomit-
ing from bowel obstruction), clinical examination
and appropriate laboratory findings. The acute
change will cause considerable distress both to the
patient and the family. Such distress should be used
as a further prompt to search for a reversible
problem. It should be bome in mind that some
people deny ttre previous history of gradual decline
and then 'suddenly' become distressed when the
patient finally stops swallowing. !íhen there is
doubt, a therapeutic trial of fluids and other
appropriate treatments may well be warranted so
long as the wishes of the patient are not
contravened.

On the other hand, most terminally ill cancer
patients reach a point during their gradual physical
decline when they fust stop eadng and rhen sub-
sequently stop drinking. This occurs even in padents
who are not taking medicadons and as Dr Craig
pointed out, this siruation ârouses considerable
distress for the relarives. Dr Gillon discussed the
prìnciples which should be followed when conflict
arises berween patient proxies and staff (2). However,
conflicr may be prevented by anticipatory dialogue
based on the evidence for the risks and benefits of
giving versus withholding treatrnent.

Nutritional support should be considered as a

separate issue from hydration. The administration
of conventional dextrose solurions via peripheral
veins does not constitute nutrirional suppon. This
can only be achieved by enteral feeding (nasogastric
tube or gastrostomy) or by parenteral admini-
stration into a central vein. Although patients with
advanced cancer appear to be malnourished, the
metabolic abnormalities are quite different from
starvation in an otherwise healthy person. There is
no evidence that in patients with advanced cancer,
aggressive nutritional supportJ either enteral or
parenteral, prolongs life or even signiûcantly alters
the metabolic abnormalities (3). Indeed there is
evidence that cancer growth may be accelerated,
thereby increasing local symptoms from the cancer
(4). Nutritional support may be helpful for the
small number of patients who have local disease
causing swallowing diffrculties but who are nor
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yet dying from widell, disseminated endstage
cancer, for example, those vvith head and neck
ca n cers.

Dehydration results from an intake of u'ate¡
belor¡' the minimum required to maintain home-
ostasis. ln someone who is otherwise healthy, the
symptoms are thirst, d4' mouth, headache, fatigue,
then cognitive impairment followed by the sequelae
described by Dr Craig: circulatory collapse, renal
failure, anuria and death. The first clue suggesting
that the situation in cancer patients is not equiva-
lent to acute dehydration came from clinical
observations in dying patients who were not taking
any medications and who did not have correctable
causes for their deterioration. In such patients
systemic symptoms such as fatigue and drowsiness
usually precede the cessation of fluid intake by
several days or weeks. Even though these patients
may be very drowsy ât the time they stop drinking,
they can rouse and respond to quesdons from family
for example.

Analysis of blood and urine chemistry in
terminally ill parients has failed to disclose evidence
ofthe expected changes from dehydration (5,6). In a

recent prospective study of dying cancer patients
(rrredian time to death, two days) the symptoms of
dry mouth and thirst were not correlated with the
level of hydration (6). These frndings support the
work of Burge who investigated dehydration
symptoms in 5l cancer patients with an estimated
prognosis of less than 6 weeks. He found no
significant association between biochemical markers
of dehydration (serum osmolaliry, urea and sodium)
and the symptom of thirst (7). Therefore giving
additional fluid to dying patients in order to alleviate
the symptoms of dry mouth and thirst may well be
futile.

In the same way that hunger is not a feature of rhe
anorexia-cachexia syndrome, thirst is not associated
with decreasing ffuid intake in *rose close to death.
It is possible that the normal homeostatic
mechanisms controlling ffuid intake and fluid
balance are altered in the dying process. Funher
evidence for this hypothesis derives from studies of
patients given fluids intravenously. 'lValler et al
compared 55 patients treated with oral fluids with 13
palients who received IV fluids (8). They found no
difference in the biochemical parameters and state of
consciousness between t}te two groups.

It seems reasonable to conclude from these
observations that nutritional or fluid supplementa-
tion cannot be auromatically jusdñed on medical
grounds for parienrs dying of advanceri cancer. Is
fluid therapl'harmful? To our knowledge, no studies
have demonstrated an1' adverse effects from fluid
therapv. Intravenous cannulae can pose a problem
to patient comfon if the arm needs splinting. This
can be overcome by using the subcutaneous route.
Terminally ill patients have lower albumin ieveis (ó)
which mây cause problems when crystalloid

solutions are administered. Albumin is the plasma
protein which is largely responsible for maintaining
colloid osmotic pressure. This pressure counteracts
the forces vvhich tend to move ffuid out of the blood
vessels. The autïors have seen patienrs develop
pulmonary oedema, rapidly increasing ascites, and
unsightly peripheral oedema involving coniunctivae
and the hands when given intravenous fluids in acute
hospital wards, panicularly if the serum albumin is
belou-26 g/1.

Dr Craig drew attendon to the use of sedation in
terminal care. Once again, a careful historv and
examination is necessary to distinguish terminal
agitation from a reversible problem in someone who
is not acrually df ing. Terminal agitation must be
reated aggressively, otherwise rhe distress of the
patient will become exrreme. Even when incremenral
doses of sedatives are given, it is rarely possible to
achieve a balance between relief of agitarion and
alertness. All palliative care pracritioners would echo
the experience of Dr $üilkes who described the
problems of trying lo reduce the dose of sedatives
when the patient is settled (9).

lü(¡hen sedation is required in a patient who is not
actually dying, we rarely find thar it is necessary ro
render the parienr unconscious. Nursing staff can
still feed the patient and maintain hydration. The
dose of tranquillisers is always reduced to the lowesr
dose necessary to control the symptoms. \üíe would
seek the advice of a consultant psychiatrist in
lreating such cases.

Given that there is no clear evidence of
symptomatic benefit from nutritional or fluid
therapy in cancer patients who are dying and that
there is potential for harm if there is severe
hypoalbuminaemia, we do not recommend the
routine use of intravenous or subcutaneous fluids.
rVhen discussing these issues with a family, ir is
important not to argue from some philosophical
standpoint, but it is important ro presenr the facrs
carefullr'. On most occasions, families will be
reassured and their sense of helplessness can be
assuaged by encouraging them to perform
mouthcare. Some farrrilies (particularly from some
cultural and religious backgrounds) may nor be
satisfied. In these circumstances, so long as no
contrary opinion has been expressed by the patient,
we give subcuraneous fluids for the sake of the
family. This situation only arises rwo to three rimes
per 1,000 admissions per year at St Christopher's
Hospice. The volume is kept to no more than
one litre'per 24 hours to avoid overload. The use
of a local anaesthetic cream will prevent pain
from the cannula insertion. The infusion is usuallv
given overnight; the subcutaneous line is capped
and left in-site during the da1' so thal the patient
is not subjected to multiple needle pricks. By
giving the infusion intermittently, it is easier for
the familv to make the decision to discontinue
therapy.
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News and notes

Euthanasia: Towards a European consensus?

A conference end¡led Euthanapia: Towards a European
Consensus? witl be held in Brussels, Belgium from the
24-26 November rhis year.

Panicipanrs will include Judge Christian Byk, former
bioerhics adviser to the Secretary-General of the
Council of Europe, P¡ofessor Paul Schorsmans, The

Catholic Universiry of Leuven, and Parrick Verspieren
SJ, Cenrre Sevres, Paris.

For further information contacr: The Cent¡e for
Bioethics and Public Policy, 58 Hanover Gardens,
London SEI I 5TN. TeVfax: (44) 071-587 0595.




